




From: "Jacqueline Abrams" <jacq.abrams@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 9:00 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jacq.abrams@gmail.com

name: Jacqueline Abrams
address: 5330 e 33rd ave
city: Denver
state: Select One
zip_code: 80207
phone: 7202893186
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am strongly opposed to the I 70 East project as it stands. The proposed I 70 East
CDOT Project needs to be turned down because: it will not relieve traffic; it will toxify the air,
water, and soil in a very wide area; it will totally disrupt old, well kept neighborhoods and homes ,
destroying these functioning communities at the same time; the proposed cover on the Ditch is
already called the Toxic Playground; There is already a better plan available by using I76/270: the
Right of Way needed to widen these roads is already owned by CDOT; it is much less expensive,
about half the price; it will not necessitate buying/removing any homes or businesses; there
are few, if any, Super Sites that will be disturbed; it will funnel 45% of the present I 70 traffic
around the city and all the communities impacted by the fumes, noise, and dirt; the present I 70
corridor becomes the Denver Boulevard, a divided highway with 3 lanes on each side, with side and
center greenways, like Monaco Parkway without the houses.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Greg Adams" <gumble006@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 12:43 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gumble006@gmail.com

name: Greg Adams
address: 1071 Marion St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80218
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I find the area difficult to navigate in any travel mode, and I
want to see Denver make a better decision than the project as proposed.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re routing I 70 on to I 270, and
re introducing the street grid
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website
comments_questions: I'm embarrassed as a CO resident that our transportation
department is trying so hard to advance an out dated, expensive, and destructive
strategy as this one. This project should be rejected as proposed. It is completely
the wrong direction for Denver, and negatively impactful for those in the area. CDOT
should be advancing innovative, sustainable approaches, not a repeat from 1960.
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From: "Brent R Adams" <adamsbrentr@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, January 31, 2016 1:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: adamsbrentr@gmail.com

name: Brent R Adams
address: 4928 Fillmore St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone: 720 364 2428
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident of Swansea. That is, I am a member of the
Elyria/Swansea community. As a member of this community, I care about the wellbeing
of fellow community members. Elyria and Swansea are some of the poorest
neighborhoods in Denver, are mostly comprised of People of Color, and have been for
a long time. This information is critical to the conversation concerning the I 70
project because the continued forced displacement of poor people and People of Color
qualifies as an act of racist and colonial violence within a long history of racist
and colonial violence. It is no coincidence that the highway was constructed though
these neighborhoods in the first place. Poor people and People of Color and
continually and systematically made to bear the burden of development which improves
capitalist function that does not serve them, and actually exploits them. This is an
example of said exploitation.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The question of how transportation
can be improved is the wrong question. The correct question is this: How can
government institutions use their political agency to improve Denver in a way that
is just and does not take advantage of poor people and People of Color? How can
decision makers within these institutions educate themselves as to understand the
historical political context of this conversation and project as to avoid ignorantly
contributing to the passive racist and classist exploitation of those who live in
Elyria and Swansea? Move the highway to go around the neighborhoods so that we may
be no longer severed from the rest of Denver by the highway, so that we may be
included in the Denver community and no longer infrastructurally segregated from the
rest of Denver, so that people can keep their homes and communities, so that you can
sleep at night. It doesn't matter how much it costs and what sort of inconvenience
it!
is for you. What is the value of your humanity? Are you interested in leaving this

world having been more than the facade of meaning constructed atop your fragile
ignorance. What would you pay to not leave this world having been a colonial
parasite and incarnation of racist and classist violence?



how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I am a resident of Swansea. That is, I am a member of the
Elyria/Swansea community. As a member of this community, I care about the wellbeing
of fellow community members. Elyria and Swansea are some of the poorest
neighborhoods in Denver, are mostly comprised of People of Color, and have been for
a long time. This information is critical to the conversation concerning the I 70
project because the continued forced displacement of poor people and People of Color
qualifies as an act of racist and colonial violence within a long history of racist
and colonial violence. It is no coincidence that the highway was constructed though
these neighborhoods in the first place. Poor people and People of Color and
continually and systematically made to bear the burden of development which improves
capitalist function that does not serve them, and actually exploits them. This is an
example of said exploitation. The question of how transportation can be improved is
the wr!
ong question. The correct question is this: How can government institutions use
their political agency to improve Denver in a way that is just and does not take
advantage of poor people and People of Color? How can decision makers within these
institutions educate themselves as to understand the historical political context
of this conversation and project as to avoid ignorantly contributing to the passive
racist and classist exploitation of those who live in Elyria and Swansea? Move the
highway to go around the neighborhoods so that we may be no longer severed from the
rest of Denver by the highway, so that we may be included in the Denver community
and no longer infrastructurally segregated from the rest of Denver, so that people
can keep their homes and communities, so that you can sleep at night. It doesn't
matter how much it costs and what sort of inconvenience it is for you. What is the
value of your humanity? Are you interested in leaving this world having been more !
than the facade of meaning constructed atop your fragile ignor!
ance. Wh
at would you pay to not leave this world having been a colonial parasite and
incarnation of racist and classist violence?
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My name is Brent Adams. I live in Swansea. I am a member of the Elyria/Swansea community. As a
member of this community, I care about the well being of fellow community members. Elyria/Swansea
is some of the poorest neighborhoods in Denver; are mostly comprised of people of color and have been
for a long time. This information is critical to the conversation concerning the I 70 project because the
continued forced displacement of poor people and people of color qualifies as an act of racist and
colonial violence within the long history of racist and gender bias in Denver. It is no coincidence that the
highway was constructed through these neighborhoods in the first place. Poor people and people of
color are continually and systematically made to bear the burden of development, which improves
capitalist function but does not serve them and actually exploits them. This is an example of that
exploitation. The question of how transportation can be improved is the wrong question. The right
question is: How can government institutions use their political agencies to improve Denver in a way
that is just and does not take advantage of poor people and people of color. How can decision makers
within these institutions educate themselves as to understanding the historical political conflict of this
conversation and project as to what contributing to racist and classless exploitation of those who live in
Elyria and Swansea. I still think we should move the highway to go around the neighborhoods so that we
may no longer be severed from the rest of Denver by the highway. So that we may be included in the
Denver community and no longer infrastructurally segregated from the rest of Denver. So that people
can keep their homes and communities so that the air we breathe will be less toxic. It doesn't matter
how much it costs and what sort of bureaucratic inconvenience it is. What is the value of life and
community? Life and community are worth everything. And, for those who have been forced to forfeit
both life and community historically in Elyria and Swansea as working class and poor people of color,
government should be willing to pay anything. Thank you.



Brent Adams. I just wanted to say that me, along with a couple neighbors in Swansea, have formally,
like, registered a neighborhood association. And, because we've done that, we've begun receiving
information that I think has not been making it to the neighborhood. We're going to be working in
resistance of this project and other projects that affect our neighborhood. So, I have a piece of paper.
And, anyone who wants to receive information about that, you can sign up with an e mail or phone
number with me. That's all. Thanks.



From: "Styles C Adamson Jr" <styles@desalvoadamson.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 2, 2016 2:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: styles@desalvoadamson.com

name: Styles C Adamson Jr
address: 3430 W 46th ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3032210596
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Opposed to it!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route to i 270, i 76
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This project while solving some issues just creates more on i 70
on the West side of i 25
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From: "Styles Adamson" <styles@desalvoadamson.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:55 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: styles@desalvoadamson.com

name: Styles Adamson
address: 3430 W 46th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3032210596
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Widening I 70 is not the best alternative! I76 270 should be
reconsidered. When light rail is fully implemented substantial pressure will be
taken off and there is no reason that the thru traffic on i70 should go right
through town. Sufficient consideration has not been given to the source of the
traffic.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: RouteI70 through traffic around the
subject area!
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Widening I 70 is not the best alternative! I76 270 should be
reconsidered. When light rail is fully implemented substantial pressure will be
taken off and there is no reason that the thru traffic on i70 should go right
through town. Sufficient consideration has not been given to the source of the
traffic.
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From: "Lisa Adducci" <leesou@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, January 28, 2016 11:20 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: leesou@hotmail.com

name: Lisa Adducci
address: 1831 W 39th Ave
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3039181352
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am passionately against the expansion of I 70. I think it was
a mistake to divide the neighborhoods in the first place. Doubling down on that
mistake is a travesty. Plus, times have changed. More people want to live in the
city to be near work. More people work from home, cutting down on the need for big
highways. Further destroying Globeville, Elryia and Swansea is shameful and
unnecessary. I'm also deeply concerned about the environmental impact on those
neighborhoods. How is it okay to have a school right next to a massive highway? The
air quality will be terrible for those children and the residents of the
neighborhood. I'm thoroughly opposed to the cost of this project, I think the design
is poor and I think the entire concept of widening the highway is grossly outdated.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I want CDOT do an SEIS on the full
re route that includes both I 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: How is the feedback tracked and shared with the public? Is there
was a place where we can see the percentage of positive feedback the proposal has
gotten versus negative feedback from individual citizens?
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From: "Sofia Aguilar" <Saguilar48@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 5:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Saguilar48@gmail.com

name: Sofia Aguilar
address: 3401 Columbine
city: Denver
state: Co.
zip_code: 80205
phone: 303 587 7344
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Totally against proposed underground expansion. Property values in our area are on
the rise and this will be a major setback. Move it north to 276 and less populated area. Good for the
residents, good for Denver in the form of more taxes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move it north.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Move it north.
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From: "Sofia Aguilar" <Saguilar48@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 5:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Saguilar48@gmail.com

name: Sofia Aguilar
address: 3401 Columbine
city: Denver
state: Co.
zip_code: 80205
phone: 303 587 7344
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Totally against proposed underground expansion. Property values in our area are on
the rise and this will be a major setback. Move it north to 276 and less populated area. Good for the
residents, good for Denver in the form of more taxes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move it north.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Move it north.
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From: "David Ahern" <dsahern@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 7:01 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dsahern@gmail.com

name: David Ahern
address: 4140 King Sr
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending billions of dollars on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway
is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. The scope of such a project that impacts the entire north half of
metro Denver should have a study area that includes the north half. This project’s study area is far too
small. What is done to I 70 on one side of I 25 has clear and direct long term implications to what occurs
to I 70 on the other side of I 25, yet, CDOT’s perspective is lacking that vision In addition, the proposed
project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient
funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is
bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it.
I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and
Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for
your consideration.
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From: "Karin Ahern" <ksahern@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 7:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ksahern@gmail.com

name: Karin Ahern
address: 4140 King ST.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 217 0625
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am very concerned about this project: The impact on surrounding neighborhoods
will be devastating. In total, more than 100 dwelling units could be lost + businesses. Environmental
consequences: residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to this pollutant,
which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among neighbors Social
justice: poor health and the depression of home values will disproportionately affect low income and
minority households Highway on top of children: Swansea Elementary will be less than 100 ft from the
widened highway, which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide Financial morass: $1.7B of taxpayer
money is the starting point. But if you know one thing about Boston’s Big Dig, it's probably that it ran
600%+ over budget Old smelter pollution: the plan requires digging below the water table into toxic,
contaminated soil and exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t
even know what it will find in the ground! The project includes several superfund sites
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I urge you to consider other solutions than the
“false choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways
through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending billions of dollars on
a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions.
Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville
communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and
minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to
environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. The scope of such a project
that impacts the entire north half of metro Denver should have a study area that includes the north half.
This project’s study area is far too small. What is done to I 70 on one side of I 25 has clear and direct
long term implications to what occurs to I 70 on the other side of I 25, yet, CDOT’s perspective is lacking
that vision In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the
next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the
proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding
runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re



route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do
not hurt, our people.
Thank you for your consideration.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Please do not go through with this project as planned
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As a life-long resident of Denver, I'm concerned about 

the scope of the proposed project. It is so enormous and 

so detrimental to kind of a fabric of the city. It is 

about moving people through the city as if it was a sewer 

line. And I believe it isn't right for the community. It 

is not a contemporary solution. It is a 1970's solution of 

build a big road. I don't believe that CDOT has looked at 

real alternatives to disburse traffic, of making 

improvements to 270 and 76, where they have the ability 

to go along Sand Creek and go along, I think, it's Clear 

Creek and improve those corridors and not have to double 

the size of the I-70 right-of-way. I don't believe that 

this project actually is needed. CDOT is using an 

outdated travel demand model and land use forecast. 

They're looking at the continuing growth of vehicle miles 

traveled, and nationwide the per capita vehicle miles 

traveled is declining. I am concerned about the 

environmental costs. I am concerned about the quality of 

life that for the four to five years that they will be 

building this that the neighborhoods from, I'll say, 

Colfax out to 56th will be negatively impacted by suburban 

traffic. This is not traffic that originates or is a 



destination of the city of Denver, these are still people 

who are going through the city. And I don't think it's in 

the city's best interests to have, say, 90,000 vehicles, 

half of the I-70 traffic have to find its way through the 

city. People who live in the city chose to live in the 

city. They chose not to live out in the burbs. So I am 

vehemently opposed to this project because I don't think 

it is beneficial to the community. I believe it is the 

opening the door of widening I-70 through Sunnyside, 

Berkley, and the El Jebel area further west so that they 

can have their 12 lanes of pavement from DIA out to, I 

guess, the Foothills and then have the toll lanes all the 

way from DIA to Vail. And I don't think that's what CDOT 

should be doing. I think they should be supporting a 

better alternative to get people to and from the 

mountains. They're going to spend multi billion dollars 

on this project, and for that same money they can improve 

the 270-76 corridor. They can make the I-70 corridor a 

beautiful arterial through the street and probably build 

the rail at least over to Dillon for commuters. I don't 

think they're doing benefit to the state. Thank you. 



Jude Aiello. It would be good if you could say the next person so that they could get ready. Could I first
find out if there are any city, state, and national government representatives here tonight? Is the Mayor
here; is the Governor; is any of our Senators? My name is Jude Aiello. I live in Cheesman Park. I used to
live in north Denver where I'm paying all my taxes for this project. First of all, I wanted to say that
Penfield Tate was on a program where he was talking about this issue. And he said that the original I 70
that was supposed to go north ended up where it was because of political shenanigans, and I feel that
this is happening again. That this is basically, if they go ahead with it, going to be another Rocky Flats, all
for the Mayor's corridor of opportunity. I did lots of comments for the Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement, and I've got some interesting replies. One of them was I talked about the route that
was the preferred alternative, which was rejected by the committee, and then resurrected; by not the
committee, but just Don Hunt, the then director of CDOT. And the response that I got was: Oh, well, that
was a different one. But the reason that it was rejected was because anything going underground was
considered too environmentally risky. I also got an interesting comment about what they were going to
do with the 1.8 million yards of dirt, contaminated dirt that would be about 75,000 truckloads of dirt
going in and out of Denver, where how it was going to be removed and disposed of. And what they
said, was, quote, "It has not been determined yet. But prior to the construction print we will basically
decide on it then." I'm very concerned about all the historic structures we're going to be losing. And
their choice for dealing with that is mitigation. They have choices to avoid it or do other things.
Mitigation is the least amount that they can do. Their mitigation is to do a documentary of the houses
that will be lost.



MS. AIELLO: Hi. First, a thank you to Debbie Ortega for getting us the extension for doing the EIS and for
attending this meeting. Also I want to give you a little bit of hope for those of you who would like to see
something else besides this. There are going to be lawsuits about this. And, in fact, in two other states
they were told they had to stop their highways. One of them was because of social justice issues. I
believe the other one was over environmental issues; I'm not sure. Or it might have been about the
traffic that was expected. Which, again, has been an issue with this, the traffic projections. Also, it's as
far as I know and you could probably answer this. 270 and 76, I believe that Adams County has asked
that that be expanded, anyway. So, if we were talking about a reroute, I think all we're talking about
would be adding some signs just saying, "This is the new I 70/270. Go this way." And then we can go
ahead and build a boulevard and be paid for by all that land that Denver already owns that could be sold
for development, with the caveat that we need to preserve the neighborhoods and the diversity that is
in that neighborhood now. And the City can do that. Thank you.



From: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>
Subject: comments on I 70 east EIS
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:46 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>

CDOT staff, below are some of my comments on the I 70 EIS. This will be one of
several emails to you.
1) First, an issue of clarification. Are you counting comments per person or per
number of issues brought up? I have numerous issues and would like it to be made
clear that these are all separate comments. For your ease I will number these, this
being the first. Please be aware these are not necessarily in order of importance.
2) Issue of easy access to SEIS for referral and comparison: In the answers to my
questions on the SEIS (pages 19 21 of 474 in volume 4 of the EIS), instead of
directly answering my questions I am referred to areas in the SEIS. As I find it
easier to use hard copies instead of searching online, I called all the libraries
that had hard copies of the EIS and found none of them had the SEIS hard copies.
This has made it burdensome for to find out if the referred information actually
answers my questions. I'm aware the SEIS is still o the CDOT website, but my
internet, and computer, are slow and unpredictable, and extremely hard on my eyes,
so that is not a good option for me.
The solution would have been for those answering my questions to put the entire
quotes from the SEIS they referred to in the response to me. Because of this flaw
and the hardship it creates to find the answers to our questions, all responses from
all public comments should be redone in this format.
*3) Inadequate and/or incomplete answers to my SEIS comments; As one example: on
page 21 of 474 of volume 4 in my letter under G, I stated the Federal Highway Act of
1970 says that any Federally financed project must be carried out in the best
overall public interest. I then went on to question how the highway expansion with
the resulting removal of housing and letting cars traveling at high speeds,
polluting the air, could fit into this federal criteria.
CDOT's inadequate/incomplete answers: "The purpose of the I 70 east project is to
implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access and mobility and
addresses congestion on I 70. The concerns presented in this comment have been
adequately addressed in the final EIS."
This hardly addressed the OVERALL PUBLIC INTEREST required by the federal
government!
*There are so many other examples of inadequate/incomplete responses, that I will
just make a blanket statement and request that my entire response to the SEIS be
counted as additional comments to be re responded to. CDOT divided them into
sections identified by the letters A thru J, although I numbered them and had 10,
some of which should be counted as compound questions
I will take a break at this point and send these in to make sure your are receiving
your emails. Please confirm that you received this and be aware that additional
email comments will be coming from me. If there is any identifying info you need
from me, other than what I'm including, let me know.
Jude Aiello jaiello50@msn.com

720 732 1629



From: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>
Subject: #2 email on I 70 EIS comments
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 7:36 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>

CDOT staff, this is continuation of my comments on the i 70 EIS. I emailed, and received confirmation of
receipt of the first three (3) issues from my first email.

4) False conclusion of fair distribution of benefits of project in the study area: Vol #1, page 5.3 34 gives
the above conclusion after stating that if not for the avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures
planned, there would be a disproportionately high and adverse impact due to "residential relocations,
disturbance of hazardous materials, construction impacts, increased physical barrier, displacement of
food markets, impact to Swansea Elem school,increased noise and impacts to connectivity because of
the lowered highway." I contend all the mitigations (some of which I will detail later) are far from even
minimally helpful as they will do little, if anything to prevent or repair these vitally important issues that
relate to keeping an inner city neighborhood not only intact, but especially repairing a neighborhood
that was already unjustly impacted by the original I 70, a neighborhood that then, as now, contains a
high proportion of low income and minority residents. The statement of "fair distribution of benefits" is
not defined. Assuming the "benefits" is the suggested (but not required) "lid", I don't see how a 2 block
long lid makes up for a complete severing of north south connections, especially in the section of the
"ditch" in the remaining highway expansion area.

5) Inadequate measures for dust control during construction: Page 5.3 39 says the "inevitable dust"
during construction will have an adverse impact on the residential areas, but it will be reduced (not
prevented) by "standard dust control measures", the only example given was spraying water. Having
endured demolition/construction in my former neighborhood where this "technique" was used, the
neighbor to the south of the project was awarded a settlement due to a permanent lung condition due
to blowing dust. Given the fact that the residents in the highway area already have a disproportionate
level of breathing and lung ailments, and the fact that the dust has a high chance of being contaminated,
this measure, or any "standard" measure of dust control will be inadequate.

6) Inadequate scope of mitigation and measuring of contamination: In exhibit 5.3.8 (page 5.3 41) under
the 3rd mitigation CDOT plans to collect samples of 3 4 recently cleaned up residential properties
before, during and after construction to test for lead and arsenic to ensure the properties aren't
contaminated during construction. Considering the long list of chemicals and the length of the area
containing hazardous materials, this is extremely inadequate. At the minimum a more comprehensive
plan is needed. At the realistic level, it reveals why ANY plan for a submerged highway was rejected by
the committee considering alternatives early on. They concluded it was much too risky to do this
because of the contamination sites and the chance of contaminating water. The idea for this submerged
highway was brought forth again, not be a committee, but by one person, Don Hunt former CDOT
director, who is no longer with CDOT. Why, considering the risk of contamination, is this proposal still
being pursued?

7) Misleading statements of alternatives studied/evaluated: Starting on page 5.3.8 with the question
"was an alternative evaluated that avoids impacts to the low income and minority population" the EIS
describes the "realignment" alternatives as being developed and carried forward in the EIS but



concluded they were not reasonable and lacked public and stakeholder support. Nowhere is there a
listing on exactly what "reroute alternatives" were included, and there is no explanation of why they
were "not reasonable" or exactly what public and stakeholder support they are describing. The
studies/evaluations were not formal (except for the partial reroute), so are suspect. They did comment
that diverting vehicles from I 70 to 46th ave would mean increasing volume on 46th by 10 20 percent.
No where do they show how they got that very wide range of guess, or did they indicate if they had
adjusted for the traffic that would reroute to other roads, including I 270/76.

8) Outdated analysis of energy consumption during construction: The energy consumption rates for this
project are based on a 1983 California DOT report. (page 5.11.2) It correlates energy consumption with
the project costs in 1977. In 1977 the average cost of gas was 65 cents. I'm not sure what other "energy
costs" were elvatuated in this outdated way, but surely there has to be another more recent, and
reliable analysis that could be used.

9) Listed needs for project needed now not valid: Chapter 2 page 2.5 lists the reasons the I 70 east
expansion are needed soon. I challenge all of them: A) Transportation deficiencies: This assumes
transportation will improve with an expanded highway. Even CDOT's own website admits in it's
RoadX program it began in Oct 2015 that traffic can't be improved with the addition of more lanes and
are searching for alternatives, so this proposed expansion is at odds with their own plans! Also, the
2011 repair to the viaduct gave it an additional 10 15 years (as of the present date) of use (with the
possibility of continued repairs to give it additional time), so it is not the danger once thought, so
there need for immediate removal, and thus time to study less invasive alternatives B)
Increased transportation demand: Use of cars and numbers of trips per individual have been going
down for years. CDOT also mentions how driverless cars, which may come on board before this
expansion is even complete, will vastly change capacity needs so that even an expected increase
in population can be accommodated. In addition, the light/commuter rail will change
transportation needs. C) Limited transportation capacity: As driverless cars,biking, bus and rail use
becomes more available and user friendly, the need for capacity will diminish. D) Safety concerns:
A removal of the highway in an inner city neighborhood would increase safety and health, not an
expanded highway, no matter at what level it is put.

10) Missing information on the viaduct: I tried to get answers from a number of people at CDOT about
where the viaduct stands on the list of bridges in the state needing repair or replacement. Since it's
repair in 2011, I assume it has gone down on the list. Since this project will take 50% of the bridge
enterprise funds for the next 30 35 years, I think the EIS should include this information so those in
other parts of the state know if this project, even though the bridge may not be in nearly as critical
shape as those in other parts of the state, will get priority replacement, thus preventing their
communities from getting the necessary bridge repairs 11) Information that should be included in the
EIS about bridges but isn't: The ARTBA report of 2013 states that all 2,513 bridges in the state could be
repaired for 2.1 billion. The savings from not expanding I 70 east could go a long way to help the entire
state. My comments will be continued in another email, so I can submit this one now. Jude Aiello



From: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>
Subject: #3 email on EIS comments
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:45 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Jude" <jaiello50@msn.com>

CDOT, this is my 3rd, and hopefully final, email to you giving EIS comments. #2 had comments 4 thru
11, so I will continue from there.

12) Access to, and conflict with, CDOT's water drainage/floodplain plan with Denver regulations. Page
5.14 3 of the EIS lists the title of regulations for Denver's storm drainage and other Denver plans, but
again, it doesn't put them within the EIS document, so readers are forced to go elsewhere to get that
information. Another impediment to making comments. It does list 3 purposes of Denver's regulations,
of which #1 states "to protect the public from extraordinary financial expenditure for flood control and
relief". CDOT's plan for off site drainage, or holding ponds needed for the PCLA, is in conflict with this
Denver regulation. Even though CDOT is giving some money for drainage issues to the City, it is not
enough to cover this massive project that will impact the City far beyond the area CDOT lists as within
the project area. Denver has already stated it will probably have to increase wastewater rates for the
residents for these projects (this in addition to the $37 million Denver has promised CDOT for the I 70
project, along with the waiving of fees to CDOT that is worth over $60 million to the City.) This is money
that could be used for other city priorities.

13) CDOT has not been honest with the public about the role the expansion will add to drainage outside
the project area: Page 5.14.4 thru at least 5.14 11 describes how the depression of I 70 will capture
water and also be dug below the level of the Platte River, making it necessary for offsite ponds and use
of open channels, yet in the meeting I attended in City Park about the possible location of these ponds
there was not a CDOT representative to give detailed info on how much this project is adding to any
need for local flood control, giving the false impression that the ponds are not related to the ditch the I
70 expansion will create. Since the EIS also is suppose to include public outreach, I feel this area has
been ignored.

14) Hazardous material handling plans are inadequate and contradictory: Although page 5.18 4 lists 132
hazardous material sites within the study area, of which 73 are listed as "significant" due to confirmed
and recognized contaminates, I found no detailed plans in the EIS of how these materials would be
treated. In addition, there was contradiction, with one comment saying the materials would be trucked
offsite and another saying it would be reused (more on that later).

15) The PCLA will reduce north south connections despite CDOT's claim that the cover will give the
"neighborhood" connectivity: The decrease in north south access, especially for cars, will further
impede traffic flow and divide the neighborhoods, which currently have almost 60 dead ends (in the
area of the proposed "ditch") due to the current I 70. The chart on page 5.23 1 lists this disconnection
and restricted local circulation under it's impacts and benefits.

16) Local traffic volume and safety concerns will increase due to the removal of the York St. exchange
and changes to the Steele/ Vasquez and Colo Blvd exchanges. This traffic increase is also listed in the
chart on 5.23 1. However, in addition I think there will be increased traffic on the I 70 service road(s) as
local drivers will avoid the traffic jams in the "ditch" and take the service roads instead. This also
presents a safety hazard for the neighborhood as these cars, when coming from the highway, will most



likely drive faster than allowed on the service road. I already notice this on that stretch of I 70 service
road as I can see that traffic from above while traveling on I 70.

17) Suggested mitigation will decrease safety in the neighborhoods: CDOT lists in the same chart a
mitigation of coordinating with Denver to determine truck routes thru the city during construction. This
will decrease safety in the neighborhoods and increase pollution and traffic. Instead, the trucks could be
rerouted to I 270/76. In fact, it makes sense for the already planned expansion of I 270 to be done
before any expansion of I 70 east to accommodate this truck traffic. Why should the city of Denver
always bear the brunt of inner state traffic?

18) Unacceptable housing/business impact:In a time when inner city housing, especially affordable and
sustainable (i.e. already existing) housing, is desperately needed, in addition to needed inner city
businesses, it is irresponsible, and unsustainable, to remove 56 residences and 18 businesses to expand
an unwanted and unneeded highway. This plan is in direct conflict with Denver's 2020 Sustainability plan
for this reason and numerous others

19) Permanent loss of land for one use, transportation, is unneeded and wasteful. 68.3 acres, which
could be put to multiple uses to help a variety of people, will be forever used for one purpose, to let
people travel by car, a practice that Denver has been working to reverse as it recognizes it's many
hazards. Highways do not encourage alternate transportation, so this expansion is in direct conflict with
transit goals for Denver. Scores for walk ability, bike ability and alternate transportation use are all low
in areas near highways.

20) Adverse impacts of walls and detention ponds: Although CDOT claims that some views for the
neighborhood might be improved with the expansion, the addition of 12 20 ft walls and retaining ponds
(instead of park or golfcourse land) will have an adverse effect visually, and in the case of ponds and
open channels, it might also be a safety concern.

21) Danger of disruption of hazardous materials: CDOT lists on exhibit 5.10 25 that total materials
handled for the PCLA will be 3,900,000 cubic yards. (or according to exhibit 5.18 12, 703 acres of land
disturbed). The EIS also previously stated that the larger the area of disruption, the higher the chances
of encountering hazardous materials and causing contamination. Why should we accept this chance? All
so those who are willing to pay can travel in a Lexus lane?

22) Danger of using hazardous materials for infill: Page 5.10 42 says that the "excavation material" (i.e.
possible contaminated dirt) derived from Brighton Blvd to Colo Blvd will be used as embankment
material elsewhere in the project, even though in another place in the EIS it talks of transporting dirt to
a landfill (which is not designated, and as far as I can tell from CDOT's answer to my question in the SEIS
about this, they have not found a place, or even decided on what will be done with the dirt). How can
this possibly be safe?

23) Unacceptable mitigation for loss of historic/potentially historic sites: Page 5.6 17 lists 13 historic
resources that will have adverse effects, some of which will be demolished. The main mitigation listed is
to make a 28 minute film about the neighborhood that CDOT would do. This minimal mitigation is
unacceptable when there could be an alternative that would save all these structures.

24) Lack of independent consulting agencies for the issue of preservation: Although the LPC is listed as
one of the consulting agencies, a staff member with CPD, Geoge Gause, suggested, and got agreement



from LPC, to let the CPD staff make the comments for them. Since CPD ultimately is under the Mayor,
who has made clear his support for the PCLA, the comments CPD will submit for LPC will obviously be
biased. As I mentioned in my SEIS comment, because the director for Historic Denver is the daughter of
now former City Council member Jeanne Robb, who voted for the proclamation to support the PCLA
long before even the SEIS was completed, it is doubtful that organization is free to disagree with this
plan. The ACHP (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation) was initially listed as a consulting agency but
withdrew, although in a letter from them dated July 6, 2015 in attachment B, they said if they are asked
by any parties to intervene they will (something that was not revealed in the EIS summary)

25) Misleading summaries of consulting agencies positions on the project: In addition to the previous
comment about the letter from ACHP, the EIS summary of the letter from Historic Denver, written by
John Olsen failed to note the their agency's preferred choice of a reroute, or that it seemed to imply that
CDOT would not give them that choice. I emailed Mr Olsen for clarification on this letter and have not
heard back from him, but I think it leaves in question his agency's real enthusiasm for the PCLA.

26) The Discover Denver Project due to start this month in Elyria/Swansea has the potential to find more
potentially historic structures, so a final decision on this project should be delayed to allow this
investigation: It makes no sense to start this project when it might be required to stop numerous times
because potential historic sites are found.

27) Other conflict of interest that effect the acceptance of the PCLA: The most recent P3 (public private
partnership) conference had Mayor Hancock and Gov Hickenlooper as keynote speakers, Don Hunt
(former CDOT director) as a presenter along with a number of other CDOT and past CDOT employees
and Denver City employees such as Diane Barrett. These decision makers appear to have a conflict of
interest when it comes to this project since it plans to involve a P3 as the EIS includes. Interestingly, one
of the workshop was about getting the public to accept P3's. How can these people possibly make an
unbiased decision when being wine/dined/paid? by this organization.

28) The reason that a "reroute alternative" was considered to be unreasonable was biased and
uninformed: For CDOT to claim it's own "experts" are the only ones who can properly determine if an
alternative is workable is biased and incorrect. I know of, and you are probably getting comments from,
transportation and planning experts who disagree with CDOT's assessment. As far as I know, CDOT has
not contacted any of those responsable, or knowledgable of, places where boulevards have replaced
inner city highways with great success. Even without a reroute, these boulevards have relieved traffic
problems and promoted positive economic growth, including the creation of new neighborhoods and
businesses. Seoul Korea's boulevard, which replaced a highway with 3X the volume of I 70, would be
one to look at along with many in this country. CDOT needs to do it's homework instead of resisting
change!

29) an SEIS or EIS of the I 270/76 reroute and boulevard would be faster, and maybe cheaper, than the
lawsuit that will be filed if there is a record of decision on the PCLA: CDOT has insisted for years there
isn't enough time to do another study, but they must be aware that if the study were done it could
prevent a long and drawn out lawsuit. The neighborhood deserves to be truly reunited, and the viaduct
removed, both of which could be done faster and cheaper with the reroute/boulevard than the highly
invasive PCLA. There have already been highways and expansions that were planned but were ordered
to be stopped because of issues such as false/misleading predictions of future traffic and social justice
issues. These examples alone should convince CDOT to look at other alternatives.



30) If the PCLA happens it will open CDOT and the city of Denver to lawsuits for decades. If the preferred
alternative is completed, CDOT, and the City of Denver, would be creating the next Rocky Flats and could
be involved in lawsuits over health and contamination issues for decades. Denver has already had to
pay awards for unfortunate police actions, but those amounts will pale when compared to the awards
from this potential environmental and social disaster. The EIS is suppose to show how the mitigations
they address will make this project a safe choice, but in my opinion it has failed for all the reasons I have
put in these 3 emails, and hundreds more that I didn't have time to address due to the short time to
review and respond to this study, another flaw (so that should count as #31)

Thank you for your time and attention. Jude Aiello MSW jaiello0@msn.com 720 732 1629



From: "mark ajluni" <markinship@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 15, 2016 11:03 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: markinship@gmail.com

name: mark ajluni
address: 3810 Williams
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3038773752
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: My house may be demolished if this goes through. I love in
North Cole area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Use the reroute option!! Study it!
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions: Your webite is horrible. These feedback spaces are ridiculous.
You ask me to rate your website and give me the choice of excellent, good, or none
of the above really? Just another example of the sham operation CDOT is running
here. Below are my original comments. I've had to redo this more than once!! I will
be immediately impacted by the plan. I have a home in North Cole area that could be
demolished under immanent domain under some of the proposed storm water plans.
Please don't kick me or any of my neighbors out of their home. That's heartless and
cruel. Worse yet, you are pretending you're going to unite the Globeville/Swansea
neighborhoods but you're reducing the connections across I 70 substantially. Please
please don't further the historic injustice done to the Globeville and Swansea
neighborhood by crushing them with this project. CDOT's plan to increase the highway
by a factor of three will further consign people in that neighborhood to a life o!
f noise, pollution, and poor home values. Their children will grow up with the
horror of super highway in their backyard. I'm horrified at the awful
decision making at all levels of government. This project is wildly costly, won't
solve the problems it intends to solve, will increase pollution, and destroy the
lives of so many people. This is madness. Please consider the reroute option!

==================================
REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=75.71.143.180
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_2) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Brillant Akakpo" <brillant007@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 2:07 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: brillant007@gmail.com

name: Brillant Akakpo
address: 5154 Sherman St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: For once, the people need to be listened to because this
project is ludicrous, is nothing but utter waste of tax payer money!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Susanna Alde" <neontetra@cybermesa.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:20 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: neontetra@cybermesa.com

name: Susanna Alde
address: 4750 W 37th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 5054120652
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I attended Denver's first sustainability conference at DU and
heard Michael Hancock promise a clean and sustainable city. The I 70 Partial Cover
Lowered Alternative with Managed Lanes Option goes completely AGAINST his promise!
It is a classic example of a boondoggle that will benefit developers and will
adversely affect at least 7 communities, displacing many from their homes, without
solving any traffic issues and creating environmental pollution in the poorest parts
of the city. I am in favor of the diversion of I 70 traffic onto I 76 and I 270,
transforming the current I 70 into a grand boulevard that will serve as a gateway
into downtown, reunite neighborhoods, decrease air pollution, encourage business
development and thus increase tax revenues, and ultimately support citywide
sustainability goals.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am in favor of the diversion of
I 70 traffic onto I 76 and I 270, transforming the current I 70 into a grand
boulevard that will serve as a gateway into downtown, reunite neighborhoods,
decrease air pollution, encourage business development and thus increase tax
revenues, and ultimately support citywide sustainability goals.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I attended Denver's first sustainability conference at DU and
heard Michael Hancock promise a clean and sustainable city. The I 70 Partial Cover
Lowered Alternative with Managed Lanes Option goes completely AGAINST his promise!
It is a classic example of a boondoggle that will benefit developers and will
adversely affect at least 7 communities, displacing many from their homes, without
solving any traffic issues and creating environmental pollution in the poorest parts
of the city. I am in favor of the diversion of I 70 traffic onto I 76 and I 270,
transforming the current I 70 into a grand boulevard that will serve as a gateway
into downtown, reunite neighborhoods, decrease air pollution, encourage business
development and thus increase tax revenues, and ultimately support citywide
sustainability goals.

==================================
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From: "Susan Aldretti" <saldretti@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 11:48 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: saldretti@comcast.net

name: Susan Aldretti
address: 2040 Julian Way
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3035211941
interest_in_project: Just testing form
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: testing form
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From: "Emily Alexander Thomson" <ily333@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:00 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ily333@gmail.com

name: Emily Alexander Thomson
address: 4650 Williams St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 3034199050
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a homeowner in the 4600 block of Williams Street I am very
enthusiastic about the I 70 redevelopment. I have been in the neighborhood since
2011, and it has been an exciting time to watch the project progress. I truly
believe that the redevelopment will bring commerce, better connectivity to downtown
a much needed update to our aging neighborhood. I can't wait for construction to get
underway!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I think the best way to improve
transportation in our area is to focus not only on the addition and improvements of
roads, but to work with the RTD in providing safe and reliable and more frequent
service throughout the corridor.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Graham Alexander Thomson" <industrialzombie@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:23 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: industrialzombie@gmail.com

name: Graham Alexander Thomson
address: 4650 Williams St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 3032649835
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My wife and I are homeowners in the 4600 block of Williams St.
We are planning to raise a family and have no plans to leave the area for the next
decade or two. My interest in the project is primarily driven by a desire to ensure
the safety of my family; from air quality, noise pollution to construction site
rules. Secondary to that, I am looking forward to the improved transportation links
to the airport. This project along with the the redevelopment of Brighton Blvd and
the National Western complex and the North Denver light rail are going to bring big
changes to our neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I regularly travel with my wife, so
I would welcome the idea of managed lanes being restricted to HOV travel. However,
the system that was used for the Boulder turnpike requires a one time registration
fee for both HOV and toll paying users. I feel this discourages the use of these HOV
lanes. For the study corridor, I would suggest that a registration fee is only
required for users who will be paying tolls and that users who only plan to travel
as HOV are not required to pay.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Have any models been developed for the impact on local traffic
during the construction work on I 70? For example, how will traffic be rerouted
during the removal of the viaduct (assuming the preferred option is selected)?
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From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, January 28, 2016 6:23 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Hello, I am writing to voice my thoughts on the I 70 project in
Northeast Denver. I am vehemently opposed to the current proposal to widen and
submerge the highway. The costs are absurd. By the time it is complete, it will be
obsolete and there will be no option to widen it further. We should have already
learned this lesson during T Rex. Heading westbound, what will happen when it meets
up with the existing, narrower highway? There will be unbelievable gridlock. People
will lose their homes and businesses. What about environmental issues? How will we
avoid toxic chemicals being emitted into our air and water? I vote, I donate to
political campaigns and I volunteer for them. As a resident of Northeast Denver,
this will be an issue that sways my vote. Sincerely, Jeff Allen
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I advocate for the â€œboulevardâ€
option, whereby I 70 itself is rerouted along I 76 and I 270, and the existing I 70
is converted into a boulevard. Multiple engineers have confirmed the cost would be
significantly lower than the current proposal. It would be easier to widen I 76 and
I 270 to accommodate the traffic. People will not lose their homes and businesses.
In fact, neighborhoods will be reunited and there will be better connectivity among
long divided neighborhoods. There will be far fewer environmental impacts.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 10:21 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I don't want this option. It will be a disaster. No one has
even addressed what will happen when 5 westbound lanes meet up with I 25 and become
3 lanes. It will be constant gridlock and I will have to breathe the pollutants as a
resident of Cole. CDOT needs to FULLY STUDY the 270/76 reroute option, which they
HAVE NOT DONE.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Make the study corridor a boulevard
and reroute I 70 along its ORIGINALLY INTENDED path along what is now 76 and 270.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
comments_questions: It needs to be scrapped and we need the reroute option along I
76/270 to be FULLY STUDIED.
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From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 11:12 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I do not want this project to move forward. The excavation will
result in dangerous toxins being released into the air I breathe, as I live adjacent
to the study area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I want CDOT to FULLY STUDY the
I76/270 reroute option, which they have not done. This is the original route
intended for I 70 and it was moved due to political pressure. It will be cheaper and
less harmful to move it to the current I 76/270 path and change the existing I 70 to
a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
comments_questions: Scrap it. The community does NOT want it, as you are stating.
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My names is Jeff Allen. And I'm a resident of Cole neighborhood. How many of you have driven on the
new southbound northbound Santa Fe to northbound I 25 interchange, where it goes from two lanes
to one? And what happens? The traffic backs up onto Santa Fe. And what's going to happen when five
lanes going west hit three lanes at I 25? It's going to be traffic. It's going to be pollution and traffic. And
we can take our kids to the park with pollution coming up. Won't that be fun? Is everyone excited about
that? That will be awesome. The second comment that I want to make for public record is and, again,
in support of the I 76 and 270 reroute. And the point that I would like to make is that the one that's
been made before, the racism or whatever you want to call it. This disproportionately affects Latino and
African American communities, which is it direct violation of the Fair Housing Act. So, we need to seek
for a different way to get this done. Go Broncos.



From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 2:18 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I don't want this project to be done in this way. It disproportionately affects African
American and Latino populations and people will lose their homes and businesses.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: FULLY STUDY the I76/270 reroute
option and make the existing I 70 into a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
comments_questions: Ditch the ditch!
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From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 23, 2016 7:44 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: This alternative is not the best one. By putting the highway in
a ditch, we won't be able to ever widen it again. It will be obsolete by the time it
is finished, just like T Rex. Over 100,000 people moved to the metro area in just
the past year. Why would we pursue a solution that will limit the width we can make
the highway?
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Make the current highway into a
boulevard and FULLY STUDY the I76/270 reroute option, which you HAVE NOT DONE,
despite what you say.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
comments_questions:
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From: "Jeff Allen" <phishyjeff@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 12:58 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: phishyjeff@msn.com

name: Jeff Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in Cole and do not want the current proposal to move
forward.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Fully study the I76/270 reroute
option. Make the current I 70 into a boulevard which will actually reconnect the
neighborhoods much better than the current proposed "lid."
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
comments_questions: CDOT is planning to bury I 70 in a ditch. What happens when the
Denver population continues to skyrocket? The newly widened I 70 will need to be
widened again, but it won't be able to be widened because it will be in a ditch!
Please study the I76/270 reroute option FULLY (as you have NOT YET DONE).
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From: "Tim Allen" <timallen0805@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, January 28, 2016 2:25 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: timallen0805@gmail.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 303 258 6817
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My interest in the project stems from the impact it is going to have on my
neighborhood and my commute. I think this is the wrong way to address the issues with I 70. First of all
the fact that homes are going to be lost to this project means that it is the wrong way to do it. The
additional footprint of the new freeway will adversely impact the community. I live in Cole
neighborhood and this project is requiring a stormwater canal be built through my neighborhood for
this project to move forward. That has been stated by representatives from the city of Denver. This
neighborhood is a Superfund site. The soil is contaminated. The soil that is going to have to be disturbed
in order to build this canal can release things that can make people sick. After this canal is done it will
that carry filthy runoff water through my neighborhood and deliver it to the South Platte river increasing
pollution in that body of water. Finally I donâ€™t think this will actually help my commute. You are
widening I 70 from Tower to I 25 to ten lanes. West of I 25 it will still be the same size. This means that
the bottleneck is just going to get bigger. This is going to impact the health of all the people who are
now going to be stuck on this freeway even longer.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved in
the study corridor is the project is scrapped and a new direction it taken. This
freeway was never meant to go through this area of Denver. Freeway traffic should be
moved along the I 270/I 76 corridor. Those existing freeways could be expanded and
adapted to deal with this traffic. CDOT already has right of way that can be used.
This current project is going to require the City of Denver to give up land that I
donâ€™t think it should. I have attached links to two videos that I think would be
helpful in explaining my case.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LZzbV_kaE4
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This project is not going to have any meaningful impact on the
impacted communities. Outreach by all parties has been awful. From the City of
Denver trying to ram through this stormwater project that could have taken 55 homes



from the Cole community to CDOT not doing enough outreach to the communities on this
project and the impact that it would have. We need to do a thorough study of the
I 270/I 76 option listed in the video links I provided. This freeway project is
going to have a horrible environmental and health impact on our neighborhood. It is
being forced on communities that donâ€™t want it.
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From: "Tim Allen" <timallen0805@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 15, 2016 8:44 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: timallen0805@gmail.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3032586817
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I drive on I 70 everyday for work. This project is also driving
a drainage project in my neighborhood that could take up to 55 homes. This project
has not been listed in the EIS even thought the project is tied to I 70 project.
This is going to require huge amounts of toxic dirt to be dug up. CDOT gave
responsibility to the city of Denver to complete this portion in order to avoid it's
NEPA responsibility.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: CDOT needs to fully study the
I 270/I 76 reroute option.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: CDOT needs to fully study the I 270/I 76 reroute option. The
current plan is very flawed.
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From: "Tim Allen" <Piper0805@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 17, 2016 1:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Piper0805@yahoo.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I believe this project is going to be a huge environmental
issue. All the soil that is going to be dug up is contaminated with heavy metal.
These contaminants will be spread into the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, this
project will do nothing but create an even larger bottle neck. CDOT has already said
this project will then lead them to have to rebuild the I 70/I 25 interchange. This
is not going to solve any of our problems.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: CDOT needs to stop this project and
give a an actual study to the I 270/I 76 reroute proposal put forth by Unite Denver
North. This proposal seems like a far more responsible use of hundreds of millions
of dollars. And will solve multiple transportation issues.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: The EIS doesn't take into account a drainage project being done
in the Cole neighborhood of Denver. Through an IGA agreement with Denver CDOT was
able to exclude this necessary drainage project that is part of the I 70 expansion
project from the EIS.
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From: "Tim Allen" <timallen0805@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 5:53 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: timallen0805@gmail.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3032586817
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am upset because I think this burden of this project is
carried primarily by low income Hispanic people who are going to lose their homes.
There are better options that can be explored.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the I 270/I 76 reroute option
put forward by Unite North Metro Denver. CDOT has not done due diligence on this
project and is not going to spend tax dollars in the best way.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Study the I 270/I 76 reroute option put forward by Unite North
Metro Denver. CDOT has not done due diligence on this project and is not going to
spend tax dollars in the best way.
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From: "Tim Allen" <Piper0805@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 8:52 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Piper0805@yahoo.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I think this project is a mistake and a misuse of tax payer
money. This entire project is based on bad traffic modeling.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I want CDOT to fully explore the
I 76/I 270 reroute option put forth by Unite North Metro Denver. I feel that
alternative will benefit the community far more than the proposal listed in the EIS.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I want CDOT to fully explore the I 76/I 270 reroute option put
forth by Unite North Metro Denver. I feel that alternative will benefit the
community far more than the proposal listed in the EIS.
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From: "Tim Allen" <timallen0805@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 4:35 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: timallen0805@gmail.com

name: Tim Allen
address: 3529 Franklin Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3032586817
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am opposed to this project. This EIS doesn't take into
account a Denver storm water project that is directly tied to this project through
and IGA. It was done in this way to avoid having it be part of the EIS. All of the
digging is going to be through known Superfund sites. The soil that will be dug up
contains heavy metals.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the I 270/I 76 put forth by
the Unite North Metro Denver group.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Study the I 270/I 76 put forth by the Unite North Metro Denver
group.
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From: "Sass" <sarah.alston@gmail.com>
Subject: Grand Boulevard
Date: Sat, February 20, 2016 9:40 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

I would much prefer the grand boulevard replace the existing i 70 and have other
traffic rerouted around the city. This just seems like the smarter, more efficient,
more successful solution!

Sent from my iPhone



From: "Alyssa Alt" <alyssaalt@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 5:53 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alyssaalt@gmail.com

name: Alyssa Alt
address: 1423 Clayton St #103
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The proposed 10 lanes of traffic in each direction are too many and will not solve
the stated goal of reducing congestion and will divide an already divided neighborhood further. The
region has spent millions of dollars improving our mass transit system with FasTracks and this project
directly competes with this investment. With the emergence of autonomous vehicles, the wish of the
highway is unnecessary as vehicles will be safer and require less road to travel. Globeville, Elyeria and
Swansie are currently disadvantaged communities that should not be expected to carry the brunt of this
project, as they will. The width of the roadway creates a huge barrier for them and those wishing to
cross north to south and vice verse. I am not in favor of the expansion as proposed in any way. It is a
huge waste of tax payer money and will set the Denver Metro area back in regard to sustainable
transportation, community building and overall quality of life for all its! citizens particularly those that
live in the adjacent neighborhoods.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By emphasizing the commuter rail line. Fixing the
existing highway to a more pedestrian and neighborhood for used street. Reroute my traffic to I270
which is an area that does not cut through neighborhoods and is currently primarily commercial. You
can not build your way out of congestion there are numerous studies that show this. The traffic models
used for this project are out of date and do not adequately reflect the area or travel demand.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I think it is a huge waste of money. It is not the right solution for Denver and
Denver is beating all the neighborhood costs. Cities across the nation are removing interstates from
their downtowns, why is Denver adding one? It doesn't make sense.
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From: "Larry Ambrose" <lda@earthnet.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lda@earthnet.net

name: Larry Ambrose
address: 1750 Meade Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80204
phone: 720 490 1991
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I have followed the plans for improvements to I 70 for the past
10 years including during the time when CDOT refused to consider the Cut and Cover
alternative and insisted that widening the viaduct was the only alternative. I am
also familiar with the reasons that I 70 was built along its existing corridor
instead of what is now being proposed as a "re route".
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There has never been a study of the
feasibility of re routing I 70 as an alternative to the tunneling now on the drawing
board. Not to do an official study will be a breach of the public trust on the part
of CDOT. I have emails wherein CDOT refuses to study the tunnel alternative just
like it is refusing to study alternatives now.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: By dividing the I 70 project into just the corridor and ignoring
the impacts of storm water mitigation in Denver's neighborhoods and parks, CDOT is
avoiding having to do an EIS on the impacts of the Urban Drainage and Flood Control
project. In denying a link between the I 70 project and the Denver storm water
project, CDOT is complicit in what is very close to fraudulent misrepresentation.
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From: "Giovanny Anaya" <Gio.anaya@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 23, 2016 10:55 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Gio.anaya@gmail.com

name: Giovanny Anaya
address: 4501 E Utah Pl
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80222
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have multiple friends who will be greatly impacted by
whatever is decided as the currently live in the Swansea/Globeville neighborhood. I
am also very interested because I believe that commuter transportation must be
improved in this area while keeping and inproving the current neighborhoods as the
top priority in this project
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved in
the corridor by pushing the interstate north of the neighborhoods (closer to i76).
The last thing we need is a huge highway in the middle of our city that will
increase air/sound pollution and also undermine the needs of the marginalized
neighborhoods in this corridor.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Over decades, the neighborhoods in this corridor have gotten the
short end of the stick in almost every decision made in this area. Many of these
communities are composed of long time families who struggle to make a living on a
daily basis. Moreover, it has been proven that the life expectancy of people living
in these neighborhoods is much lower due to the very poor air quality.
Unfortunately, these communities do not have the resources to make their voices
heard throughout the decision makers. For this reason I strongly oppose the current
plan to expand i70 and create even more pollution for these communities and make a
monstrous concrete floor in the middle of our beautiful city.
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From: "Lesleigh Anderson" <lesled@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 9:24 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lesled@me.com

name: Lesleigh Anderson
address: 2665 Perry ST
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My interest in this project is from the perspective of a citizen of the city and as a
resident in an adjacent neighborhood to I70. My primary concerns about i70 is that it was allowed to
slash through North Denver decades ago and the result is clearly a diminishment of this great city in
terms of impressions by visitors and for the quality of life for residents near the highway. There are
alternatives to the underpass proposal that would 1) provide additional transportation alternatives and
2) improve the impression and quality of life of the city. The represent a wiser choice for the future of
Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation through this corridor will be
improved by a greater number of alternatives to make east to west passage through the city for
different types of transportation needs and choices this is clearly the future of urban movement that
Denverites have endorsed evidence by downtown development and population growth. Furthermore,
putting every single vehicle on one, confined, roadway is clearly less efficient in terms of fuel use and
time spent sitting in traffic (see 2014 census study of commute times in the U.S.). The obvious solution is
to divert I70 traffic an additional 1.8 miles around the city on i76 and 270 and to create an east west
boulevard on the current i70 route, a second alternative. As traffic flow on major boulevards on the
west side of town clearly indicate, more alternatives can work in place of large interstates to ease
congestion. Re uniting neighborhoods, providing bike and pedestrian paths, green space, light rail
alternatives benefit the greater good of the city whereas another even more giant highway is just
making the same mistake, again, and even worse.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I do not support the 'partial land cover lowered alternative' because the costs
exceed the likelihood that the strategy will ease the transportation needs, or improve the quality of life
for city residents adjacent to the project. Furthermore, it is certain that severe flooding will occur if a
highway is built in the Platte river valley below the groundwater table. It is not if it will flood, it is when.
Observational flood history data clearly shows this. In contrast, there is clear and strong evidence that
re routing the highways has less costs and more benefits to the city. Please carefully consider this
opportunity to repair the damage a bad past decision has created. Commercial interests can and will
adapt. The wiser strategy is to place the citizens of Denver, and the residents of adjacent
neighborhoods, first.
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From: "Lynn Anderson" <robert1633@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 10:46 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: robert1633@gmail.com

name: Lynn Anderson
address: 1633 S. garfield
city: denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80210 3005
phone: 303 758 0831
comment_on_feis: YES
interest_in_project: This is the wrong plan, will be too expensive in both the projected cost which is not
realistic, and the cost to the surrounding community. At a time when we do not have enough affordable
housing, this plan eliminates even more housing. Stop this plan and reconsider the connect to 270.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: realistic cost projections, quit listening to the
developers and start litening to community. Take it to 270
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions:
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From: "Andrea" <A_l_ball@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 6:53 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: A_l_ball@yahoo.com

name: Andrea
address: 1850 w Berkeley place
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Please don't ruin our neighborhood by doing this expansion. We will lose property
values and lose our connection to downtown. No one will want to live on this side of i 70. We will be
victims of this highway expansion.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: We don't want this expansion coming in and
ruining our neighborhood, we are already low income. Destroying this would mean putting en entire
group out of their investments. I'd be screwed and lose money on the house I purchased because this
was the only neighborhood I could afford to live in.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From:  "Sylvia Angell" <sylangell@msn.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 10:12 am 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

email: sylangell@msn.com 

name: Sylvia Angell
address: 2845 Newland St.
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone: 303-445-1898 
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I use I-70 East from Denver almost weekly to visit our son's family in southeast 
Aurora.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I would much rather drive an extra few minutes than to see established 
residential neighborhoods disrupted by a widened interstate in it's present location. Seems to me, a 
much better plan would involve moving the interstate north between Brighton and Dahlia. Let's not 
displace any more families when there is a much better alternative. Thank you. 
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Thomas, Anthony. I'm a resident of Elyria and have been for 18 years. And I would like to use part of my
time here to make a suggestion that, if you would notify two more speakers that they're about to be in
line, that will probably save about half our time. Yes. Anyway, one of my neighbors died last week, died
as in moved on, Arlene Welsh. She couldn't sell her house. We have five times the foreclosure rate of
Denver. I was the president of Elyria neighborhood for many years. We drafted this plan for the
neighborhood in 2006, showing four elevated lanes and six below grade. Never been studied, still.
Which means that they have to cut off York and Josephine and stuff them onto Brighton Boulevard.
There's no traffic study for that. Here's what we designed in 2005. Gave it to CDOT. Still not been
studied after 11 years. But, Reza Akhavan did come and meet with me in 2011 and showed me the
undergrounding. I said, "Reza, you're onto something there, but you've still got it wrong. We're going to
need, because of all the railroad tracks, some elevated lanes," which are still not studied. I told the
reroute I 70 people that I would be happy to debate their projection with them, which they've never
discussed with me. I have a thousand signatures from the neighborhood for the undergrounding locked
in my vault where I sleep. So, meanwhile, the City took away my use permit and kicked out my
roommates, because I had too much portable housing going on.



MR. ANTHONY: This podium doesn't have a lip so you can't hold up your display and have your notes
stay there. So, anyway, Jumetta Posey, does anybody remember that name? And, as long as we're all
raising our hands on that one: How many people took public transit to be here? Oh. Hmm. Well. Jumetta
sent the Elyria/Swansea Business Association, the former iteration of the Elyria/Globeville/Swansea
Business Administration, or Business Association, a fax on May 11th, 2001, saying they were going to
meet the neighborhood about this project. That was 15 years ago. We still have homes that can't be sold
because no one knows what's going to happen. Which is my point about Arlene Welsh. Now, if you want
to say, yes, wonderful, put it over in Adams County, well, you've got to buy off two out of three
commissioners. It might actually work. But who's got the most money? And I used to play along Clear
Creek through there. There's another greenway there that you're going to impact with the Gold Line
going to Arvada and two transitory development sites putting in thousands of residences. Yes. Not
single family residences, but apartments along there. You're not going to just schwoop it in. So, we're
dealing with the fact that we did a plan in 2005 that included a new school on the 22 acres that the City
owns by the river. They didn't put one there. Our two schools are in the bottom 1 percent of
environmental justice from the EPA, if you use their tool. Both of them are in the bottom 1 percent.
There is no new school planned. Why did that happen? Going back to what Drew Dutcher said, the City
and County of Denver is the problem.



From: "Tom Anthony" <supercab@earthlink.net>
Subject: I 70 East Corridor Final EIS comments from Tom Anthony
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 2:37 pm
To: "I 70 East Corridor" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Drew Dutcher" <drewdutcherdirect@gmail.com>,"Candice Deb"

<candicdebaca@gmail.com>,"Armando Payan" <armandopayan@yahoo.com>,"Kevin Flynn"
<kevin.flynn@denvergov.org>,"Paul Kashmann" <paul.kashmann@denvergov.org>,"Rafael
Espinoza" <Rafael.Espinoza@denvergov.org>,"Timothy Watkins"
<Timothy.Watkins@denvergov.org>,"Albus Brooks" <albus.brooks@denvergov.org>,"Steve
Nalley" <steve.nalley@denvergov.org>,"Jose Cornejo" <jose.cornejo@denvergov.org>,"Rocky"
<rockiespub@gmail.com>,"Carrie Wallis" <Carrie.Wallis@atkinsglobal.com>

see attached letter and info. Thanks for your consideration.
Tom Anthony

Attachments:
I 70FEIS.final.comments.TRA.pdf

Size: 1 M
Type: application/pdf

ELYRIA 2020 VISION 6 08.pdf
Size: 1.1 M

Type: application/pdf
elyriatunneldiag.d08.pdf

Size: 138 k
Type: application/pdf

lancet.pdf
Size: 915 k

Type: application/pdf
EJtool.swansea.garden.place.2015.JPG

Size: 1.9 M
Type: image/jpeg
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From: "Alice Applebaum" <alice.applebaum@gmail.com>
Subject: Contaminated soil
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 9:50 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

I do not know where I stand on the I 70 project. It is very complex. What I DO know is that NO ONE
should be exposed to the contamination that is reportedly going to impact the residents in the area!

NO ONE! Think Flint Michigan and CDOT going in with eyes wide open. Is "progress" worth
jeopardizing lives? Would this be happening in a different kind of neighborhood? Please think before
you act.

Sincerely,

Alice Applebaum



From: "Christopher Applegate" <cdapplegate@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 9:27 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cdapplegate@gmail.com

name: Christopher Applegate
address: 4825 W. 10th Ave.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80204
phone: 4172940698
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Other
interest_in_project: I'm worried that the project will have adverse affects on those living in the area as
well as induced demand as the lanes are added. RTD has invested over $1 billion dollars to move people
around on commuter rail. Should we continue to expand highways that will create induced demand and
be outdated within a couple of years of being built? Is that the best use of my tax dollars? How will we
pay for this when TABOR holds us down and the state has yet to increase the gas tax to expand this
highway? The more we expand the more money we need for maintenance, which we don't do a good
job at anyway. My top three concerns are that 1) area residents don't want it; 2) the highway expansion
will create induced demand and benefit the few that can have money to use the toll lanes and 3)
maintenance and funding by who, how?
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This corridor is the gateway of Denver and to the
Rocky Mountains. Is an expanded highway that will have just as much traffic on it like I 25 the best way
to move forward or do we want people coming into our city to enter a welcoming avenue. I lived in
Oklahoma City and they are placing a boulevard where the old I 40 viaduct used to be. They moved the
entire I 40 south, much like some proposals with I 70 being moved north. The corridor could have a
boulevard that connects communities, businesses, offer multi modal methods such as protected
bikeways, large sidewalks, and true bus rapid transit in it's own dedicated lanes.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=104.193.45.84
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Jay April" <april@opttek.com>
Subject: I 70 East Final Environmental Impact Statement
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:46 am
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

March 3, 2016
Jay April
3819 King Street
Denver, CO 80211
april@opttek.com

I want to communicate my dissatisfaction with the current project plan and I oppose
the proposed decision being reviewed. I request the CDOT consider other plans that
minimize the environmental impact and costs of routing and/or rerouting traffic on
I70. The current plan being reviewed has a proposed budget with an ROI that cannot
be achieved, especially if the full costs of the environmental impacts are included.
The negative consequences to the neighborhoods disrupted will be significant and
should not be underestimated in the review.

With all of the intelligence and experience that resides in Colorado I am sure we
can develop an alternative that will speak to our citizens, our visitors, and the
nation by demonstrating that we can create a corridor that enables improved traffic
flow, bridges neighborhoods, enhances the visual setting and environmental
performance, and minimizes reconstruction schedules and monetary costs. We should be
able to find an alternative that achieves a win win outcome with confidence and
without compromise.

Sincerely,

Jay April

Sent from iPad



From: "gretchen Arendsen" <gretaarendsen@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 5:55 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gretaarendsen@gmail.com

name: gretchen Arendsen
address: 4875 Meade St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone: 5107345265
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: please explore i270/i76 instead of widening i70!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: move it and rejoin the neighborhoods
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=76.25.177.75
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: gretaarendsen@gmail.com
realname: Gretchen Arendsen

name: 'Gretchen Arendsen'
address: '4875 Meade St'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80221'
phone: '5107345265'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'We own two houses in Regis and are opposed to I70 expansion. The highway
already divides the Berkeley neighborhoods. We are in favor of rerouting to I270 and making a wide
boulevard for city traffic where the inner city I70 currently is located.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Re route to I 270.'
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: 'Please do not add a lane to I70 East. It already is polluting our neighborhood's
noise and air.'
Referring page was http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html
SERVER_NAME was www.i 70east.com
REQUEST_URI was /feedback formmail.php

User IP address was 76.25.177.75
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4



From: "Marna Ares" <marnaares73@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 11:24 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: marnaares73@hotmail.com

name: Marna Ares
address: 704 Pearl Street Apt M
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80203
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I have been attending meetings for more than a year because I
am concerned that the solution posed consistently has ignored public input
advocating for a re routing of the highway rather than digging a trench and having
many negative impacts on the neighborhood, and on the city of Denver, in general.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The impact on surrounding
neighborhoods will cause another 55 75 family homes and businesses to be lost
Residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to sources
of pollutants, already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer
among neighbors Poor health and the depression of home values will
disproportionately affect low income and minority households The children attending
Swansea Elementary will be 100 ft from the widened highway, which will be the
equivalent of 23 lanes wide (315 ft). Their exposure to air pollution in this way is
unconscionable. The expenditure of $1.2B of taxpayer money is the current estimate
of cost, but very likely the cost will be much higher. The project includes several
superfund sites. The plan requires digging below the water table into toxic,
contaminated soil and exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground
pollution. Does CDOT know what it !
will find in the ground?
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
comments_questions:
==================================
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Hello. My name is Edward Armijo. I'm from the Cole neighborhood. I've been living there and I've been
to Swansea, Globeville, and Elyria all my life. They talk about stakeholders in this project. It's kind of
funny, because, when we had stakeholders in the RTD commuter train project, I was involved in all the
meetings here. They talked about this great flood control they're going to do for RTD and the Cole
neighborhood. And it never happened. I was not involved in this I 70 project because I was not
considered a stakeholder because I just found out in November of 2015 that they're going to install a
water retention pond. I did read their one thousand page documentation three times every time they
changed it. While this time I read a different one; that's why I was over there on the table. And they
excluded a couple of pages that had to deal with storm water, offsite retention with this project when it
starts and gets completed. Not only that, I've seen documents in the City of Denver, denver.gov.org, that
this plan has been into effect since 1978. They consider Elyria, Swansea, Cole, all the other
neighborhoods that are close to Downtown Denver, as property that is going to be redeveloped. They
are not going to give you anything on a silver platter. You're not going to get a gold brick so that you can
cash it in. This is one opportunity, which we the public, we the taxpayers, we the citizens of these
communities were not involved in this stakeholder option. I guarantee you what they say and the
direction and the people they use on this project is to benefit the tax coffers in the future and it is not to
benefit me. Thank you.



Edward Armijo. I wasn't going to touch on this, but I have to because it was their study. Health, genetics.
I am one of 12 siblings. My grandfather died when he was 96; my other grandfather died when he was
82; my grandma when she was 80; my other grandma when she was 89. I have 12 brothers and sisters. I
am the only one that got cancer out of all the relatives from Vietnam Agent Orange Super Fund Hanoi
site. They have the fourth generation that is coming with ill side effects and deformities. Don't blame it
on genetics. The military kept it under cover. I found out I had cancer, even though I look healthy, in
2008. 2009 they send me a letter: Oh, you might have been exposed to Agent Orange. Don't blame it on
genetics. Blame it on the stupidity of the individuals that don't know how to do research properly. I've
been in that neighborhood since the day that I was born. I'll be 65. Vietnam veterans are not going to be
here, including me, in another five years. Don't blame genetics. Blame all your Superfund crap you want
to dig up to appease the people that live in the suburbs. Thank you.



From: "Katharine Armstrong" <tbaykate@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 11:40 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tbaykate@gmail.com

name: Katharine Armstrong
address: 3535 Josephine Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 303 803 0910
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident in the Clayton Neighborhood, therefore what you
are proposing concerns me greatly. I am an Urban Forager, a permaculturist, and
dedicated to 'Best Practices' for us, for Denver, and for the planet. I am very
concerned that this version of the I 70 East re do is ill conceived, inappropriate,
dangerous to the residents, and a huge waste of public funds. It seems much more
appropriate to route traffic along the I 76/270 corridor, and much less expensive to
execute.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Turn this part of I 70 into Denver
Boulevard, a 6 lane divided city street with access to neighborhoods on both sides,
access to businesses, parkways, and our neighbors. The center parkway can serve as a
green way, and help improve the air quality with trees and plants. While
improvements are being made, re direct all thru traffic to the I 76/270 corridor
instead, both east bound and west bound traffic.This would take approximately 45% of
the current traffic on I 70 out of the neighborhoods it is now contaminating.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I have been rehabilitating my yard and gardens to grow food for
the past three years since my yard is in the old smelters downwind pattern.
Disturbing the many Super Fund Sites in the path of this iteration of the I 70 East
redo is going to allow the many toxic substances buried here to get air born again
and re contaminate the land. Since we already live in a 'food desert', this means we
will not be able to use the land we have improved for growing food, and we are a
long way from a supermarket. I am urging you to please consider the I 76/270
corridor as a safe and sane alternative to the present extremely flawed proposal.
Let's turn I 70 in our location into a boulevard instead! Thank you.

==================================
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From: "Taylor Arns" <taylor@liveurbandenver.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 1:46 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: taylor@liveurbandenver.com

name: Taylor Arns
address: 3014 E 17th Ave. #3
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80206
phone: 3039904205
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I think it is absurd to expand the highway at this locale. You will be removing people
from their homes, unrooting small businesses and bringing more pollution into the direct outskirt of the
city. Living just a couple of miles from E I 70 (in City Park), I can hold my grounds that the highway is
perfectly fine as is in this area. You want Denver to be a more progressive city and continue to flourish
to support our economic needs (?) then I would say destroying the neighborhoods that are being
gentrified and soon to be affluent is an awful idea.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: NOT by taking such drastic measures to drastically
widen it, affecting everyone(thing) in its immediate and close surroundings
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Edward Augden" <edwardaugden@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 11:50 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: edwardaugden@comcast.net

name: Edward Augden
address: 4482 Quitman St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3034555800
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I believe that the original placement of I 70 within the city of Denver was a bad idea
for the environment, for the affected neighborhoods and for the health and well being of the population
that resides nearest this interstate highway. The interstate highway system, patterned after the
autobahn system in Germany, was never intended to be placed in cities. Now, many years later, other
cities (e.g., San Francisco, Toronto) are removing interstate highways and replacing them with
residential streets such as boulevards. I 70 should be removed, section by section, from the city and
county of Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Replace the interstate with major streets, light rail,
buses, trolleys, etc.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: According to the EPA, no schools should be within one half mile of an interstate
highway. Yet, there are several schools within that distance stretching along I 70; another reason to
remove I 70.

==================================
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From: "Anthony Avery" <aaavery1@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 10:11 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: aaavery1@gmail.com

name: Anthony Avery
address: 1801 Pennsylvania Street Apt D206
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80203
phone: 480 280 8471
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I'm concerned about the regional air quality and continued
environmental degradation associated with suburban sprawl that destroys the economic
efficiency and benefits from concentrated urbanism.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Improve bike, bus, and walking
connections to high capacity transit stations. Improve regional connectivity with an
enhanced transit network. Create a world class bikeway for commuters to safely
travel.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: Why are you doing this? History and research have shown time and
time and time again that widening freeways is a colossal waste of money. With the
proposed $1.7 billion we could pay for an entire connected network of separated bike
lanes throughout the region, fix and widen the inadequate sidewalks in our older and
more recently urbanized parts of town, and implement an efficient and effective high
capacity transit lines on Colfax, Colorado, and Speer. Enhanced bus service on
Alameda and Wadsworth might even be able to be afforded. Instead CDOT plans to spend
$1.7 billion killing more people (through car crashes, pollution related illness,
and heart disease through increased sedentary lifestyles that come with long car
commutes) and destroying even more of our natural environment as suburban sprawl
appears in response to this expansion project. It's possible I've missed them, but
throughout this entire project I haven't seen any recommendation to provide
a parallel bicycle facility along with construction. Why? Doesn't FHWA require

bicycle facilities with all federally funded freeway projects? And don't give me
the "we don't have room or funding for a multiuse trail" line. Clearly the money is
there, this is a $1.7 BILLION project, and clearly the space is there because CDOT
has no problem condemning homes and businesses to increase ROW, but it seems as
though these are only good enough if we want to move cars. People are just a
byproduct that gets in the way of a big wasteful project.

==================================
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From: "Mehdi Azouaoui" <Writetomehdi@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:53 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Writetomehdi@gmail.com

name: Mehdi Azouaoui
address: 601 West 11th Ave #806
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80204
phone:
add_to_mailing_list: YES
interest_in_project: I'd like to see a project that will remove lanes from I 70 as public transportation is
growing in Denver. Once the light rail start running along I 70, I will not drive anymore.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "James Bacon" <organiczer@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 7:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: organiczer@gmail.com

name: James Bacon
address: 4618 High Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The project is appaling. Putting the highway next to the school is appalling. I have
been a resident at 4618 High Street for two years now and this interstate is nothing but trouble. Air
quality issues through the neighborhood means greater health disparitiies for already an already
marginalized and disenfranchised community. I know that recompensation for both property owners
and tenants is appalling. Giving renters incremental funds to move along? That is not compatible with
what it takes to move on and find a new place. I know that this project has neglected to be honest that
the boulevard proposal for where the viaduct now stands is the better option for Denver, The State, and
Residents of the neighborhood. Please understand how much this project contributes to the devastating
problems of poverty as far as health and dispossession, and dislocation go. The public involvement has
largely been unfair and inconsistent with the sensibilities of the neighborhood as well. This is going on
for too long. Reroute the damn interstate. Rerouting along 276 and 76 is cheaper and better for the city
and region as a whole and fulfills the necessary demands of communters and interstate travelers. WE
already have a light rail a few blocks away to assist with east west commuting. There is no plan to fix i 25
to adjust for the larger volume of cars that will again bottle neck when merging i25 to i70 or i70 to i25
and this will contribute to cars idling all day long and polluting more and more. When it snows I notice it
is only a matter of hours before I can notice a film of pollution on top of hte snow leaving with a blackish
dirty look. I notice that when kids come over to my house their asethma starts to act up as well. Please
understand that going through commerce city would greater encourage so much restoration of the
neighborhood and ability of the residents to have a greater margin of health from no more interstate
pollution. Seriously, if you widen the interstate there is going to be so much more pollution and that
bottleneck at i25 is going to prove that. Also, there are so many stories that I hear from across the
country where it becomes evident at a particulary point a year or so into construction or post
construction that indeed the interstate development was not actually necessary and instead greatered a
mega project that took years to build and slowed down traffic for years and was at the end of hte day
nothing but money down the drain. Please take the right move and rescind this FEIS because it is going
to cause nothing but trouble, take years to build, dissway public confidence about CDOT over the long
term, and not to mention this whole process seems to evade a lot of approproiate measures to ensure
accountability to the residents that are going to be affected by this. No doubt, some folks agree that this
project is no big deal, but as a resident that lives literally less than a hundred feet from the concrete
behemoth, i gotta tell you it is a crime against human rights voluntarily putting something like that
through a residential area when you could save a bunch of taxpayer money (which is for serving the



public interest!!!!!) and reroute it along the commerce city corridor!! Please reject this FEiS and start
over!!!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The project is appaling. Putting the highway next to
the school is appalling. I have been a resident at 4618 High Street for two years now and this interstate
is nothing but trouble. Air quality issues through the neighborhood means greater health disparitiies for
already an already marginalized and disenfranchised community. I know that recompensation for both
property owners and tenants is appalling. Giving renters incremental funds to move along? That is not
compatible with what it takes to move on and find a new place. I know that this project has neglected to
be honest that the boulevard proposal for where the viaduct now stands is the better option for Denver,
The State, and Residents of the neighborhood. Please understand how much this project contributes to
the devastating problems of poverty as far as health and dispossession, and dislocation go. The public
involvement has largely been unfair and inconsistent with the sensibilities of the neighborhood as well.
This is going on for too long. Reroute the damn interstate. Rerouting along 276 and 76 is cheaper and
better for the city and region as a whole and fulfills the necessary demands of communters and
interstate travelers. WE already have a light rail a few blocks away to assist with east west commuting.
There is no plan to fix i 25 to adjust for the larger volume of cars that will again bottle neck when
merging i25 to i70 or i70 to i25 and this will contribute to cars idling all day long and polluting more and
more. When it snows I notice it is only a matter of hours before I can notice a film of pollution on top of
hte snow leaving with a blackish dirty look. I notice that when kids come over to my house their asethma
starts to act up as well. Please understand that going through commerce city would greater encourage
so much restoration of the neighborhood and ability of the residents to have a greater margin of health
from no more interstate pollution. Seriously, if you widen the interstate there is going to be so much
more pollution and that bottleneck at i25 is going to prove that. Also, there are so many stories that I
hear from across the country where it becomes evident at a particulary point a year or so into
construction or post construction that indeed the interstate development was not actually necessary
and instead greatered a mega project that took years to build and slowed down traffic for years and was
at the end of hte day nothing but money down the drain. Please take the right move and rescind this
FEIS because it is going to cause nothing but trouble, take years to build, dissway public confidence
about CDOT over the long term, and not to mention this whole process seems to evade a lot of
approproiate measures to ensure accountability to the residents that are going to be affected by this.
No doubt, some folks agree that this project is no big deal, but as a resident that lives literally less than a
hundred feet from the concrete behemoth, i gotta tell you it is a crime against human rights voluntarily
putting something like that through a residential area when you could save a bunch of taxpayer money
(which is for serving the public interest!!!!!) and reroute it along the commerce city corridor!! Please
reject this FEiS and start over!!!
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: The project is appaling. Putting the highway next to the school is appalling. I have
been a resident at 4618 High Street for two years now and this interstate is nothing but trouble. Air
quality issues through the neighborhood means greater health disparitiies for already an already
marginalized and disenfranchised community. I know that recompensation for both property owners
and tenants is appalling. Giving renters incremental funds to move along? That is not compatible with
what it takes to move on and find a new place. I know that this project has neglected to be honest that
the boulevard proposal for where the viaduct now stands is the better option for Denver, The State, and
Residents of the neighborhood. Please understand how much this project contributes to the devastating



problems of poverty as far as health and dispossession, and dislocation go. The public involvement has
largely been unfair and inconsistent with the sensibilities of the neighborhood as well. This is going on
for too long. Reroute the damn interstate. Rerouting along 276 and 76 is cheaper and better for the city
and region as a whole and fulfills the necessary demands of communters and interstate travelers. WE
already have a light rail a few blocks away to assist with east west commuting. There is no plan to fix i 25
to adjust for the larger volume of cars that will again bottle neck when merging i25 to i70 or i70 to i25
and this will contribute to cars idling all day long and polluting more and more. When it snows I notice it
is only a matter of hours before I can notice a film of pollution on top of hte snow leaving with a blackish
dirty look. I notice that when kids come over to my house their asethma starts to act up as well. Please
understand that going through commerce city would greater encourage so much restoration of the
neighborhood and ability of the residents to have a greater margin of health from no more interstate
pollution. Seriously, if you widen the interstate there is going to be so much more pollution and that
bottleneck at i25 is going to prove that. Also, there are so many stories that I hear from across the
country where it becomes evident at a particulary point a year or so into construction or post
construction that indeed the interstate development was not actually necessary and instead greatered a
mega project that took years to build and slowed down traffic for years and was at the end of hte day
nothing but money down the drain. Please take the right move and rescind this FEIS because it is going
to cause nothing but trouble, take years to build, dissway public confidence about CDOT over the long
term, and not to mention this whole process seems to evade a lot of approproiate measures to ensure
accountability to the residents that are going to be affected by this. No doubt, some folks agree that this
project is no big deal, but as a resident that lives literally less than a hundred feet from the concrete
behemoth, i gotta tell you it is a crime against human rights voluntarily putting something like that
through a residential area when you could save a bunch of taxpayer money (which is for serving the
public interest!!!!!) and reroute it along the commerce city corridor!! Please reject this FEiS and start
over!!!

==================================
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From: "Alice Baer" <Lichosa@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 7:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Lichosa@aol.com

name: Alice Baer
address: 5151 Quitman Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 303 477 1140
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am against following through with CDOT plan through Globeville. I am FOR
alternative concept of I 76 /270 pathway instead. Globeville and Swansea will be disrupted with noise,
loss of residential existing properties, need to protect citizens from noise and air pollution. The land
along I 76 is non residential. This concept of I 76 takes the traffic away from neighborhoods. Creating
boulevards where I 70 is currently would add a pleasant alternative to super highway. I have followed
this for 2 years and it seems to me that DESPITE public protest, CDOT claims it is a done deal. (Using out
of state contractors).
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I know the viaduct needs replacement. What an
opportunity to make it a user friendly boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Sue Baldwin" <Slb220@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 7:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Slb220@hotmail.com

name: Sue Baldwin
address: 1835 Albion St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80220
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Quality of life. Transportation. Making Denver a better city.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More transit options. Repair the current
infrastructure. More lanes equals more traffic.
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions: Please don't. Look at I 25 and the TRex project. It's already full, the curve was ill
designed and is a disaster. People are afraid of the curve and it causes constant back ups. Remember the
old airport tunnels? You could see through to the other side and it still was in a constant state of snafu.
People have to start relying on alternative transit options and our dollars should be directed to a holistic
transportation vision not just expanding freeways. Make it a toll road. I'm happy to pay.
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From: "AJ Barber" <abrahambarber@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:43 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: abrahambarber@gmail.com

name: AJ Barber
address: 105 E Center Ave
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80209
phone: 4802360553
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I would like to express my opposition to the expansion of the
I 70. I believe this project will only result in more cars, more pollution, and more
traffic. As a millennial who recently moved to Denver several years ago, I can say
that my generation is much more interested in transit oriented and bicycle
infrastructure than LA style commutes on highways.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I feel the alternative approach
advocated by United North Metro Denver is a MUCH better idea. It prioritizes
neighborhoods, people, and health over the car industry. Re routing traffic around
Denver via the 270 would hugely increase the value and attractiveness of the
neighborhoods that would other wise be further cut off from the rest of the city by
the expansion project.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please stop the I 70 expansion!
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From: "Lisa Bardwell" <lisa.bardwell@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 12, 2016 2:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lisa.bardwell@comcast.net

name: Lisa Bardwell
address: 2555 W. 34th Avenue
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 433 2956
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I have lived in Denver most of my life, the last 20 near i 70.
I care about Denver, our communities, and the quality of life we ALL have here.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: alternative routes for trucks; mass
transit / alternative to car options, better pedestrian access, relink GES to the
rest of Denver; plan for 21st century traffic patterns, not the current 20th century
option that is on the table.
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website,Other
comments_questions: See above This is a bad plan for Denver and for the
communities. Why would we go through with such a flawed plan. Please do not accept
this proposal and put some energy into envisioning something that truly meets the
city's needs, respects the communities around the highway, and is environmentally
smart (which this one really isn't).
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From: "Lisa" <lisa.bardwell@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 8:32 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lisa.bardwell@comcast.net

name: Lisa
address: 2555 W. 34th Avenue
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 433 2956
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: please consider the 1 76/270 options and expand the study area.
we need a plan that addresses a broader expanse of I 70, especially if this is the
price tag!
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From: "William Barnett" <will.s.barnett@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:44 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: will.s.barnett@gmail.com

name: William Barnett
address: 4883 King st
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80221
phone: 7209174927
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in a neighborhood with I 70 running through it. I use I 70 East all the time.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I live near I 70, an use I 70 East frequently. Everyone agrees that the congestion is
bad and the viaduct needs to be replaced with something. However, the proposed partially covered
option doesn't seem well thought out. I grew up in Houston, where freeway underpasses flood
routinely. I have seen vehicles drive into 5 feet of water unknowingly. There is no fool proof way to
prevent flooding in the 14 lanes of proposed underground freeway. In addition, there are well known
cases where freeway expansions fail miserably in their efforts to reduce congestion. Houston is a perfect
example of 'induced demand', where congestion increases with capacity. Drive times on the expanded I
10 between Pin Oak in Katy and downtown Houston are currently 20 minutes worse during rush hour
than in 2011. That expansion is well known in the transportation world as a spectacular failure.
Widening a congested freeway is not always the answer. The partially covered proposal does nothing to
right the wrongs in the communities most affected by I 70. Pollution will be much worse, many homes
will be lost, dozens of businesses will be shuttered, and an elementary school will be put in a dangerous
and illegal situation (too close to a freeway). What's more, the cost for the proposed partially covered
expansion is immense. What is gained by the proposed expansion? There won't be any more toll free
lanes than there are currently. It's hard to fathom why anyone thinks this is a good idea. At best, it
seems like a very expensive way to put lipstick on a pig. At worst, this idea is foolish and enormously
short sighted. There are better options out there. I have followed this project as a concerned citizen for
over 3 years, and have not heard any rational reason why the I 270 / I 76 reroute won't work (besides
CDOT's refusal to consider it). Denver is experiencing tremendous urban renewal; people want to live
inside the city. That sort of growth isn't compatible with the existential threat of ever widening freeways
inside the city. I think widening I 70 and burying it would be a huge mistake. There are other cheaper ,
more effective options to consider. Do the responsible thing for Denver taxpayers, and consider the I 76
/ I 270 reroute.
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From: "Amy" <Amybarrett1111@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 10:21 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Amybarrett1111@gmail.com

name: Amy
address: Barrett
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80207
phone: 3033319999
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Bad idea too much pollution , noise next to communities. Too
much division, lose of homes and home value
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute 270 & i76
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Reroute 270 i76
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From: "Walter Barton" <12barton@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 6:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: 12barton@gmail.com

name: Walter Barton
address: 3008 Columbine
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3033210734
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am Colorado native,tax paying citizen who wants to improve the whole
neighborhood, not just fund a short very expensive improvement of I70. I want a real assessment of the
alternative plan that involves I76 and 270 and assesses true and actual costs to communities and people
not just construction costs. I travel on I70 frequently and know it needs improvement but would rather

it be more cost effective and add value for all stakeholders not just drivers.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Diverting to 76 and 270 the I70 traffic, opening and
improving the local traffic and access that was originally negatively impacted when I70 was 1st built,
keeping intact the 100 homes designated for destruction and keeping kids at Swansea as.far from the
highway for health reasons. Make it so the new highway builds community instead harms it further –
that would improve the transportation in the corridor.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please,please please, do a better cost assessment study of the alternative and
please add the negative impact on community as a whole as part off overall cost for the sake of the
families and businesses who will have to bear it. Would you be able to buy a house in this market
for.what they will get when their house and land is taken by the state?
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From: "Robin Bateman" <dollieb@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 2:38 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dollieb@hotmail.com

name: Robin Bateman
address: 4747 w. 30th avenue
city: denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3034778227
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The gentrification is out of control in this city and
especially in the older areas of Denver. STOP intruding on what makes Denver,
Denver! Ask yourself, if you lived in the proposed area of change, how would you
feel?
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Consider revising the route along
I 76 instead of going through and existing Denver neighborhood.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Who REALLY benefits from this project?
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From: "Jeff Beaird" <Jeff@beaird.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 5:28 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Jeff@beaird.net

name: Jeff Beaird
address: 1813 w 67th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The neglect of the overused and constantly crowded I 270 in the final plan. The
waste of tax money on extensive excavation.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Northern reroute to 270 and 76. Northwest
communities are being neglected by not addressing 270. Now that 36 is near completion, 270 needs to
be at least 8 lanes to accommodate present traffic to DIA and east region.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Environmental study needs to incorporate excess idling on both 270 and 70.
Vehicles may have more mileage for northern route but will impact environment less without standstill.
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: mb.gb@outlook.com
realname: Michael Beazley

name: 'Michael Beazley'
address: '715 E. 22nd Ave'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80205'
phone: '3032490812'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'I applaud CDOT for attempting to go bold and incorporate 10 lanes in the design to
accommodate future expansion.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
comments_questions: ''



From: "Debbie Bendell" <dbendell1958@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dbendell1958@gmail.com

name: Debbie Bendell
address: 4872 Osceola Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 7204699742
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in NW Denver, a few blocks from the Lowell/Tennyson exit from I 70. I would
prefer that I 70 be re routed and that 48th Avenue be converted into a boulevard. For the 13 years that
I have lived in my present house, any time I want to leave my neighborhood I have to detour to Lowell
or Tennyson because the other streets are blocked by I 70. I would like to see my section of the Berkeley
neighborhood reunited with the rest of Berkeley. I commute on foot or on bike whenever possible.
Driving is a last resort. Denver should be focusing on making roads more pedestrian and cyclist friendly,
not on expanding a highway that cannot be used by pedestrians or cyclists.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved by re routing I 70
to I 76 and I 270, and converting 48th Avenue into a boulevard. 0Transportation can be further
improved by adding sidewalks and bike lanes.
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Marie Benedix" <marie.benedix@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:17 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: marie.benedix@gmail.com

name: Marie Benedix
address: 3284 Osceola St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 8477362636
comment_on_feis: YES
interest_in_project:
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Invest money in public
transportation. One person in each car is not a sustainable model for Denver's
growth, nor for the environment. As you probably know, induced demand means that
billions spent on highway construction provides only temporary relief, as in a few
months, then the congestion is back to what it was. TREX, anyone? The main problem
here may be that we have a highway organization, CDOT, creating future visions for
something it's not good at transportation. CDOT builds highways, knows about
highways. But highways aren't the answer. When you're a hammer, I'm sure every
problem looks like a nail. But Colorado needs and must insist on something better
than what CDOT, with its limited ability to create visionary solutions, can deliver.
comments_questions: It is CRITICAL our legislators, administrators and the taxpaying
public REJECT this flawed and detrimental plan, which has numerous and serious
negative consequences for the health, welfare and financial implications for the
people of Colorado. The EIS is flawed, as it sets up a false choice: This "really
bad" project, vs. this "even worse" project. It has numerous serious health issues
that it doesn't address, including dust mitigation from digging into superfund sites
("spraying water" really?) and the ultimate location of the contaminated
heavy metal laden soil which will need to somehow be disposed of ("in Utah perhaps,"
one Denver City Councilwoman is allegedly on record as suggesting). Before such
serious questions are addressed, in a way that doesn't impact disproportionally the
low income and minority folks who are the neighbors of this environmental disaster,
this project must not be allowed to proceed (and the EIS must be considered
incomplete). If the project does proceed, please expect law suits based on the EPA and the
Civil Rights Act, as well as 600% cost and time overruns (a la Boston's Big Dig). I
urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely
populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single
1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other
solutions. Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria,
Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of
these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses “disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations.
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to



environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. In
addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge
fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling
infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for
your consideration. Please act in the people's best interest, not in the interest of
a few politically connected construction companies and CDOT.
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From: "Scott Bennett" <sbennett@housefish.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 21, 2016 10:08 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sbennett@housefish.com

name: Scott Bennett
address: 3166 W 35th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live near I 70 and Federal, travel I 70 eastbound to Quebec
several times a week, and own a business near I 70 and Washington.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Our experience of widening on I 25
should not be ignored I commuted down to Arapahoe Rd before and after the TREX
project, and the promised traffic benefit never came. Obviously the elevated section
of I 70 needs immediate attention, but the current proposal carries enormous risk to
the environment, project timeline, and total cost, with no promise of long term
benefit. The original routing of I 70 through several established neighborhoods was
clearly a mistake, and this plan doesn't really address it. The proposals that have
been mooted to reroute along I 270 and I 76 and replace the central portion of I 70
with a boulevard in the existing right of way look promising. The potential to
restore the urban fabric of several neighborhoods, improve local development
opportunities, and still maintain ample highway capacity along the I 270 / I 76
corridors should be given a fair hearing.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
comments_questions: This project as currently proposed is deeply flawed and
alternatives must be given proper study in a fair process.
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From: "Dorothy Bensusan" <loneranger177@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 3:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: loneranger177@gmail.com

name: Dorothy Bensusan
address: 3520 Brighton Blvd
city: DENVER
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 303 842 1007
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested because both the construction and the end
result will directly affect me.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Relocate most of the east/west
through traffic to an alternate route, such as the 270/76 connector/bypass. There is
significantly more room for lane expansion along that route without the removal of
the significant number of homes and businesses that will occur under the proposed
plan. While I think the proposal to drop I 70 below grade has merits on some points,
such as the parkway overpasses and neighborhood reconnection, I also think the
magnitude of the project in terms of construction impacts on existing traffic and
the overall cost have not been fully considered when compared to the 270/76
alternative. I would like to see further studies done on other possibilities,
including consideration of transforming the existing viaduct section into a
"business route only" for traffic going into downtown Denver.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I am not fully convinced that the statement in the EIS
indicating "overwhelming support for the partial cover lowered alternative" is an
accurate reflection of current public opinion. While the "Partial Cover Lowered
Alternative" has been favorably received on some points, (ie. neighborhood
connectivity)there is also a significant history of comments, concerns and alternate
proposals dating back to some of the very first meetings about the I 70 East
reconstruct that call for a more careful look at the 270/76 route. It is my opinion
that this option needs to come back on the table for another look, and will be a
more cost effective alternative than the I 70 East project as it stands now.
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From: "Donna Benton" <bentondm@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:28 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bentondm@gmail.com

name: Donna Benton
address: 3465 W. 44th Ave
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3038174397
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: It seems very clear that the best option for all involved would
be to link with 270, not to expand I 70
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Widening and digging seem very out
of date. Linking with 270 causes negligible mileage difference and would be better
for Denver ' health and business interests. The neighborhoods most affected would
see property values (thus property taxes) rise instead of fall as would happen with
an expansion. The research done by many shows that bulevard handle large amount of
traffic well. So I 70 connecting to 270 seems like a much better proposal for that
stretch of freeway. Widening seems the most harmful for all stakeholders.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
comments_questions:
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From: "Donna Benton" <bentondm@gmail.com>
Subject: Consider re route PLEASE
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:14 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

PEASE study the 270/76 re route before proceeding any further on the idea
of widening 70. I believe the re route is better for our city and less
expensive.
Thank You,
Donna Benton



From: "Blair Beougher" <beougherb@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:51 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: beougherb@gmail.com

name: Blair Beougher
address: 2671 Dahlia St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80207
phone: 9898591143
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I think that this idea need heavy revising and in untenable in its current form. Please
do not proceed with the plan as is!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: the I 76/270 alternative sound much more city and
neighborhood friendly.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please do not go through with this project as is!
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From: "Geoffrey Berlin" <berling@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 9:18 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: berling@gmail.com

name: Geoffrey Berlin
address: 2737 Marion St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3037447782
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have been following the progress and study for a long time. I
personally have always felt that the valley option is restrictive and not ideal for
the local neighborhoods. As a Denver native living on the north site of town and
having lived near the t Rex project I think I have valued views on this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Increase public transportation and
bike access (across town). Change from and "added lanes" design to a true
neighborhood design. I believe moving the through traffic north to 270 would be the
ideal solution.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
missing_fields
Error=<p style="width: 450px; background: #efefef; padding: 50px; margin top: 0px; margin left: 35px;
margin top: 35px"><font face="Arial" size="3" color="#000000"><b>Oops! Please correct the following:
</b></font><br><font face="Arial size="2" color="#000000">Use your browsers back button to try
again. </font><br><font face="Arial" size="3" color="#029fcc"><b> email

email:
realname: John R. Bermingham

name: 'John R. Bermingham'
address: '2020 So. Monroe, #530'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80210'
phone: ''
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Other'
interest_in_project: 'It's based on an incorrect theory that growth will go on and on and on. In fact,
growth is slowing and is certain to reverse. It will then be obvious that the CDOT plan, if implemented,
will have been a complete waste.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Other'
comments_questions: ''



My name is Audrey Besser. I have two properties in the 

Swansea area, both rentals. We have been coming to these 

meetings for maybe 2-1/2 years, where there has been 

comprehensive feasibility studies done regarding the new 

highway, the best way to go through our neighborhood. And 

then we come to this, almost the finalization, and there 

seems to be an upheaval of neighbors -- neighbors, 

shareholders that want to change the progress to remove 

the highway from here and move it up north. It seems like 

they came in right when we're trying to finish the 

project and bring in lawsuits and waste time and money 

that has already been spent from all these studies, 

meetings, that we have attended for the last 2-1/2 years. 

So I would be very disappointed if we did not go forward 

with the underground highway of I-70 through the 

neighborhood. It’s not like this neighborhood has not 

been separated already for upteen years. And I think we 

should just follow through after all this money we’ve 

spent, our tax dollars, on these studies. These people 

should have been here the first time, the first meeting, 

and started this process, not at the end. They were 



short. It's a waste of our tax dollars, money for the 

last 2-1/2 years. They should have been here since the 

beginning.



My name is Brock Besser, and I own multiple properties in 

these neighborhoods that are affected by the highway. And

I've been attending these meetings for -- since they began, 

I think, about three or four years now, it seems like, and 

that we have gone through a very long, painstaking process 

to come up with what the plan is for what the neighborhood 

has got the best solution for this, you know, to solve this 

problem, to correct the I-70, you know, and there's been a 

lot of work. And I personally am in favor for the plan that 

they're looking at which is the primary option, which is 

basically lowering I-70 and building a covered area and 

trying to reconnect those neighborhoods to downtown. So I 

personally, as a homeowner and somebody who travels that 

corridor quite a bit, feel like that's probably the best 

solution. And I know that there's other groups that have 

come in kind of at the tail end of the process and are 

trying to change that, and I don't feel that that is the 

right thing to do. And I feel that we have put a lot of 

work and time and effort into this over the last four years, 

and I would hate to see that really thrown out the window. 



From: "Brad Bettag" <Soqrbrad@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Soqrbrad@gmail.com

name: Brad Bettag
address: 5562 E Center Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80246
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I am concerned with the lack of viable alternatives included in
the EIS and why no alternative of expanding I270 was included despite comments from
Peter Park, Denver's past planning director and other endorsing that alternative. I
grew up in Denver and went to elementary school at Harrington and was bused around
this area. It needs redevelopment so it can have economic growth, not a huge crater
dug in it.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This question is short sighted as
the implications expand far beyond simply transportation. You are continuing the
isolation of an entire community, primarily minorities and subjecting them to
constant pollution. Never mind the flaws with the design with regards to drainage
and ice removal. Transportation can be improved by removing the viaduct and
installing an arterial roadway and diverting the highway traffic to an improved I270
corridor which is in desperate need of an upgrade/expansion anyway.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Until the alternative explained by Peter Park and others is
fully examined and compared, you have a flawed EIS and are not comparing viable
alternatives. This project is a waste of taxpayer dollars as it will result in a
host of additional problems and the continual isolation and poor treatment of a
primarily minority community.
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From:  "mark bieniulis" <bieniulis@comcast.net> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 10:30 am 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

email: bieniulis@comcast.net 

name: mark bieniulis
address: 4525 king street
city: Denver
state: co
zip_code: 80211
phone: 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: local resident
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: please consider the rerouting of I-70 along 1-270 
and i-76 this would be a much more cost effective solution to the proposals for i-70 improvements. 
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:  
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From:  "Bieniulis" <bieniulis@comcast.net> 
Subject:  Re: The I-70 East EIS Project 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 11:09 am 
To:  contactus@i-70east.com 

Sue Bieniulis 4525 King St. Denver CO 80211

Comments or questions about the I-70 East EIS 

CDOT to study and properly investigate the full re-routing option along the existing I-270 and I-76 which 
already has expanded right of way available in certain areas. I also believe the current FEIS plan will not 
be implemented (significant cuts) due to unexpected budget over-runs due to unknown characterization 
of the environmental pollutants from old processing plants in the area of study, especially the old 
smelter. The REI Confluence Park budget over run comes to mind as well as Boston's Big Dig.   

NOTE - I have tried to submit 3 times through your on-line tool only to get an error message.  My 
husband submitted his comments through the same tool on the same computer and it worked.  This 
leads me to believe your tool is flawed and will only frustrate people leading some to not comment.  For 
the public to believe in the comment process this should be immediately addressed.   



From: "Emily Blinn" <emily.crank@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 11:46 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: emily.crank@gmail.com
name: Emily Blinn
address: 2909 Columbine St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am very interested in this project because I live in the
surrounding communities that it will impact.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would like CDOT to properly
investigate the full re route option along I 270 and I 76. There are too many
hazardous impacts to the environment and public health with the currently proposed
project
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Although I live closer to city park I work in the Swansea
neighborhood and I am concerned that the stormwater projects proposed in city park
will decrease home values in my neighborhood and even more devastatingly in Swansea
and Globeville There is also the very disastrous concern over old smelter pollution:
the plan requires digging below the water table into toxic, contaminated soil and
exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t
even know what it will find in the ground! The project includes several superfund
sites. Additionally residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even
closer to this pollutant, which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart
disease and cancer among neighbors. I do not see the benefit of widening the
freeway. Any project that displaces communities should not be allowed in any
circumstances. I don't see the point in widening I 70 when it could easily connect
to 270 eliminating a freeway that does more damage to the surrounding communities than
good. A friend recently shared tan alternative concept with me
(https://youtu.be/YzWyb6LsLrc) which I find to be a much better solution than
widening a freeway that would further divide and destroy communities.
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My name's Jordan Block, from Cole. I think we live in a city and a state that is renowned and purported
to be for people and for communities. And I think that this decision and this plan is very anti community
and anti people. I think what's that? So, it's a plan that helps people get into our city from the suburbs
and the city is financing this for those people. But we should be using our community money to build the
community up. And I think we're not doing that with this plan. I oppose this project and I know a lot of
other people in this room do. So, keep fighting.



From: "SHELLY BLOCK" <sleddogneglect@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sleddogneglect@yahoo.com

name: SHELLY BLOCK
address: 4355 LINCOLN ST
city: DENVER
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a homeowner in Globeville. Pollution, noise,
disenfranchisement all affect me, directly or indirectly.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Allow I70 to become a thoroughfare
rather than an even wider super highway.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: As a resident of Globeville, I would like CDOT to properly
investigate the full re route option along I 270 and I 76. A long, messy expansion
is benefiting no one but contractors. I urge you to consider other solutions than
the false choice presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS.
Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in
the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more
information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville
communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods.
Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “
disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years“ leaving insufficient
funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal,
other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge
funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully
investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and
Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our
people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Sarah boeke" <Mrssarahboeke@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 5:23 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Mrssarahboeke@gmail.com

name: Sarah boeke
address: 1020 Grove st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80204
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Hugely in favor. Thank you for voting to widen I 70
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please widen as proposed and approved
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: YES, widen
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From: "Dion boeke" <Mrssarahboeke@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 5:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Mrssarahboeke@gmail.com

name: Dion boeke
address: 1020 Grove st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80204
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Very supportive
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please widen
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Thank you for widening. Long time coming.
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From: "Joan Bolduc" <j@artitself.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 3:59 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: j@artitself.com

name: Joan Bolduc
address: 3033 Yates Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 8022
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: There is a better option Re route I 70 along I 270 and
I 76. This would mean all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated
areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to
travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. Neighborhoods
severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would be freed
up for development that adds to our community.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute I 70 North
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: There is a better option “Re route I 70 along I 270 and I 76.
This would mean all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated
areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to
travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. Neighborhoods
severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would be freed
up for development that adds to our community.
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From: "Kristen Bollier" <kbbollier@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kbbollier@gmail.com

name: Kristen Bollier
address: 4444 Clayton Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Clean air and filtration with all the factories along this
section of i70.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Ronna Bond" <rbond421@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, January 29, 2016 3:33 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rbond421@hotmail.com

name: Ronna Bond
address: 4524 Vrain St
city: Denver
state: co
zip_code: 80212
phone:
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live and my children attend elementary school only blocks
away from I 70. My neighborhood is currently bisected by the interstate and we
experience traffic noise and air and light pollution. I have serious concerned about
the air quality, potential water pollution and quality of life in my currently
walk friendly neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I agree with the idea of re routing
I 70 farther around the city to allow for more community development. I fear that
long term impacts and growth are not being accounted for.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "De Bonnell" <yosambaker@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 11:05 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: yosambaker@gmail.com

name: De Bonnell
address: PO Box 261
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80201
phone: 9704532827
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: All transportation projects have to have some level of
examination and scrutiny, this project is no exception. I am concerned about this
project due to the size and obvious impact this project will pose to the people who
live/work/commute in the area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: How about more light rail
initiatives? If more millennials are forgoing cars, then lets think about how they
use transportation. What are experts talking about in the future of moving people
around a metroplex? Is it really through the highway system or are there other modes
of transportation that are being used in conjunction with each other?
Bikes>Bus>Light rail Pedestrian>Light rail>Bus How can you thoughtfully incorporate
multi modes of transportation to meet the needs of all communities? When I think
about how active Coloradans are, a highway system of this magnitude runs counter to
our culture.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: The fact that there is a plan to build a 20+ highway is
absolutely off the charts mad. I find absolutely no reason to build such a
monstrosity. It is over the top. When I think about the actual needs of the Denver
metroplex, this is not the answer I think most have in mind to move people from one
location to another. In a time in which natural resources are at a premium, this
project does not make economical/environmental/or logistical sense. This is too
extreme for our cultural identity.
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From: "Bonnie" <bdg0505@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 12:34 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bdg0505@gmail. com
name: Bonnie
address: 5194 Sherman st
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I don't want the I70 expansion. It'll tear up the community's and cause more traffic
then there is already! Instead they should invest of putting a market store in the neighborhood. There's
no store near beside a Save a lot on 48th in Pecos which is further from elyria, and. globeville. there's
more liquor stores and dispensary.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Fixing the stop light timers
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Stop the I70 expansion!!!!!!!
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From: "Corley Bowen" <corleybowen@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 2:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: corleybowen@gmail.com

name: Corley Bowen
address: 3657 Lafayette St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 720 234 1176
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm a resident of Cole and I am against this project for
neighborhood integrity and health reasons.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: How about the light rail coming
through there? HOV lanes? Something to reduce the impact of traffic rather than
expand the problem.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This project seems like it will only contribute to the health
problems of a neighborhood that has borne the brunt of the interstate system for
fifty years. Not to mention it takes homes from families who have been in the
neighborhood for generations and don't have the means to buy commensurate homes in
other Denver neighborhoods. I know one of the options that has been considered is
fixing/redoing the existing viaduct, which seems cheaper and maintains the same
footprint. I know we expect some population growth, but studies have shown that
increased lanes do not decrease congestion, but rather encourage additional driving
and less use of public transit! I urge you to consider another option than to
disturb the earth of a former superfund site in order to take homes from long term
residents just to create a bigger traffic issue here in Denver.
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From: "Mark Bowes" <bimbowes@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 9:59 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bimbowes@me.com

name: Mark Bowes
address: 4211 Green Ct
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3035870830
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I want to see Denver embrace far seeing practical ideas instead of projects that
benefit developers or politicians. The neighborhoods affected by this calamity deserve better. Denver
ruined far too many neighborhoods, uprooted too many communities for I 70. Let's not perpetuate the
problem. I live within a half mile from I 70. This will affect me, it will affect my neighborhood and will
not solve the issue we have with a rapidly growing city and traffic congestion.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute I 70 along 270 and 76. Take down the I 70
overpass and create an inviting entry to our city from the east.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Daniel Boyd" <danboyd1@mac.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: danboyd1@mac.com

name: Daniel Boyd
address: 3931 N RALEIGH ST
city: DENVER
state: CO
zip_code: 80212 2130
phone: 3034335533
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The I70 area in question is mostly in bad repair. This gives an
oppertunity to reevaluate transportation needs and impacts. The CDOT proposal is
looking back NOT forward. The rerouted I70/270 saves money, lesser environmental
impact and a established neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The I70 area in question is mostly
in bad repair. This gives an oppertunity to reevaluate transportation needs and
impacts. The CDOT proposal is looking back NOT forward. The rerouted I70/270 saves
money, lesser environmental impact and a established neighborhood.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: CDOTs plan does not work for Colorado or the people. Don't dig a
big ditch.
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From: "Scott Brabson" <scottbrabson@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 12, 2016 12:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: scottbrabson@gmail.com

name: Scott Brabson
address: 5180 Alcott St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone: 7206267144
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My interest lies in the hazy skyline that has become Denver's.
It lies in the examples provided elsewhere in the USA, and indeed in CO (Trex),
showing how continuous expansion is not a solution, but a pushing out of the
inevitable. Expansion will only fill to capacity, setting in motion further need to
expand, and so on. It's painfully clear that this is not a solution.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There have been a number of
suggested alternatives. One suggestion is to reroute i 70 along 270/76. Is this the
most immediately convenient solution for commuters? No. Is this the better solution
for the longterm health of Denver as a dynamic, growing city and its inhabitants?
Yes, definitely. Imagine what even half of the proposed budget could do for public
trans., bike lanes, better walking paths, etc. Imagine Denver leading the charge in
inventive ways to accomodate a growing population.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Does our opinion matter to those who ultimately make the
decision, or is this an exercise in futility? Will someone read this, nod, and say
'indeed, it is.'?
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From: "Ryan Brandush" <rbrandush@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 6:36 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rbrandush@gmail.com

name: Ryan Brandush
address: 4470 Xavier Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Project seems like it won't be worth the $1.8 billion cost. I'm also worried that it will
affect the area I live in expanded lanes on the west and east sides of our neighborhood could lead to
congestion and eventual expansion in NW denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Divert traffic to areas that can
support widening of lanes without removal of dwellings and businesses
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please consider an alternative to divert traffic to other roads (e.g., I 270) before
moving forward with this project.
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From: "Carol Briggs" <carol.briggs@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 11:55 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: carol.briggs@aol.com

name: Carol Briggs
address: 4027 Fillmore St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 3033771894
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the Swansea neighborhood. It is my neighbors and
myself whose health, welfare, business and homes are effected.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Better access to light rail and
public transportation. Route I 70 around the city by I 76 and create a business I 70
that is a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Flyers
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The proposed solution for the I 70 project will not solve the
problem in the long run, is way too costly, endangers both the environment and the
life of the neighborhoods along I 70. Other proposals were disregarded without
adequate study. The neighborhood voice was not respected throughout the proses.
Having meetings is not respecting a voice acting on reasonable requests is
respecting a voice. Neighborhoods in the area have requested continuously to have
the I 76 bypass option thoroughly considered beginning early in the process. Adding
lanes has not helped in many other large cities why do we think it will here. The
area is a super fund site and nobody at the meeting I was at could state how the
contaminated dirt will be disposed. The neighborhood health concerns for residence
and school are not solutions but token actions as the government does what it plans
to do regardless of ANYTHING or ANYONE else. Please take seriously the requests and
recommendations of the neighborhoods.
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From: "Andrea Britz" <pumuckl@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 8:52 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: pumuckl@comcast.net

name: Andrea Britz
address: 3730 N Monroe St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, I urge you to include the I270/I76
reroute alternative in the EIS process to provide a more credible analysis. Based on
a shaky cost analysis by CDOT, the I270/I76 alternate seems to be a lot less
expensive. I also believe that the I270/I76 reroute alternative will have fewer
environmental consequences and will not impact the neighborhoods. Please, ditch the
ditch. With best regards ... Andrea Britz
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From: "Susan Broncucia" <susanleeb@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 7:55 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: susanleeb@gmail.com

name: Susan Broncucia
address: 4120 Irving St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 882 5904
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The current idea would be a detriment to the
progress Denver and Colorado is making in other areas. Please carefully investigate the full re route
option along I 270 and I 76 and a smaller widening of the existing highway.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Earleen Brown" <earleen.brown@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 12:03 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: earleen.brown@comcast.net

name: Earleen Brown
address: 4100 Argonne Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80249
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver and Colorado resident, taxpayer, and citizen who frequestly utilizes I
70. I am concerned about the current and future structural and environmental impact of the project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved in ways that
include structurally and environmentally considerate rerouting, along with research proven width and
speed which result in a steady, flow of traffic throughout the corridor, and beyond.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I urge you to consider solutions other than the unacceptable "choice between
two bad options presented in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely
populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile length of
roadway is questionable, and additional information is needed about alternate solutions; in addition,
more information is needed about solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville
communities, including a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. You should
seek solutions that do not compromise and remove so many homes, businesses, and disproportionally
hurt low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed about alternative
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of
residents. The proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35
years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal,
other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out.
The proposed project is bad for Colorado; CDOT, as well as Colorado and Denver taxpayers, lawmakers,
and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate the re route along I 270 and I 76. Residents
of Denver and Colorado deserve the best visionary solutions that benefit, not hurt, our people. Thank
you for your consideration.
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SUBJECT:    PUBLIC COMMENT ON I-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

SUBMITTED BY:  ADRIAN BROWN, P.E1

DATE:     MARCH 2, 2016 

COMMENT

FEIS Consideration of “Alternatives” 

The FEIS conducts an impact evaluation only upon projects that retain I-70 on its current alignment 
(3.1)2. The alternatives that are “fully evaluated” in the FEIS considered are: No-Action Alternative, the 
Revised Viaduct Alternative and the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative (3.1).  

Alternative alignments were considered in the Draft EIS, specifically: I-270/I-76 Reroute (which routes 
I-70 through traffic around Denver to the north); and the Realignment Alternatives (which loops around 
the currently elevated portion of I-70 using a local route and part of I-270). As noted in the FEIS (3.9.1), 
“After publication of the 2008 Draft EIS, some residents and stakeholders questioned the elimination of 
the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative”. As a result, “the project team performed additional analysis on this 
concept to confirm the validity of its elimination from further consideration.”  

Reasons for Elimination of Alternate Alignments 

The alternate routes were eliminated from consideration because a relocated I-70 “does not meet the 
project’s purpose to implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility, and 
does not address congestion on I-70” (3.9.1). Let’s look at those reasons one at a time and compare the 
I-70 alignment with the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative: 

Safety. The current I-70 alignment is space-constrained, resulting in pressure to keep traffic lanes as 
narrow as possible to fit in enough capacity (up to 22 lanes) to avoid congestion. The I-270/I-76 Reroute 
Alternative has adequate space to allow wide lanes, so allows engineering for maximal safety. 

Access. The current I-70 alignment is crossed by and intersects with six major roads in the 2.6 miles 
between the Moustrap and Colorado Boulevard (I-25, Washington Street, Brighton Boulevard, York 
Street, Steele Street/Vasquez Boulevard, and Colorado Boulevard). This is greater access than is normal 
for interstate highways, and demonstrates that I-70 in the existing alignment is attempting to provide 
two services: a freeway for through traffic, and a local road for local traffic. The proposed reconstruction 
on the current alignment retains, or expands, this dual usage. This is bad roadway design, and the 
capacity (and safety) of I-70 suffers now, and will continue to suffer if it is retained on the current 
alignment. The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative separates these functions, with the I-270/I-76 carriageway 
efficiently carrying the through traffic, with only eight intersections in its 12 mile length. In addition, 46th

Avenue would be returned to an at-grade urban boulevard, serving all the current I-70 intersections and 
several more as well. Accordingly, the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is superior in terms of access. 

Mobility. Mobility – particularly crossing mobility - is limited by any large carriageway. In the current I-70 
alignment there is a relatively large resident population, for whom ability to reach public transport, 
shops, schools, and other amenities is important, and is greatly restricted by any highway on that 
alignment. In contrast, there is essentially no impact on resident mobility of the I-270/I-76 carriageway, 
because there are no residents there, and in the Elyria-Swansea area, the reconstruction of 46th Avenue 

1 Adrian Brown, P.E, 132 West 4th Avenue, Denver CO 80223. (m) 303-324-2921 (e) abrown@abch2o.com 
2 Numbers in parentheses represent the section of the FEIS which is referenced. Materials enclosed in quotation 
marks represent direct quotations from the FEIS. 

                                                            



as a boulevard would return mobility to levels that existed prior to the construction of I-70. Accordingly, 
the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is superior in terms of mobility. 

Congestion. The current I-70 alignment is almost always congested, so it is attractive to think that 
increasing the number of lanes would solve this “problem”. It will not, any more than the billions spent 
by CDOT and FHWA on I-25 particularly in the Broadway/Santa Fe/Alameda has addressed congestion 
on that convoluted thoroughfare. Instead, the increased congestion has diverted traffic off the freeway 
onto city streets, exacerbating congestion on those streets, and reducing the safety and quality of life of 
the citizens who live in the areas affected. It is no surprise that the adversely affected citizens are 
amongst the most economically challenged in Denver – similar to Elyria-Swansea. What is needed to 
minimize congestion is good highway design: carriageways that are straight, level, wide, open, and have 
limited access. The FEIS proposal scores poorly by these metrics: it has relatively steep grades; a tunnel 
(always a cause of slowing and congestion); walls on either side and barriers down the middle (also a 
cause of slowing); and frequent sloping entry and exit ramps. And extracting wrecks (or torpedoes) out 
of the “trench” will be a major congestion-causing problem. By comparison the I-270/I-76 route is flat, 
straight, wide, open, and has no tunnels. The only exception is the recently-constructed intersections at 
the eastern end of I-270 where it junctions with I-70, which are a major bottleneck for both highways, 
and will have to be reconstructed when the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is finally adopted. 
Accordingly the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative will be superior in terms of minimizing congestion – but 
won’t eliminate it. 

Reasonableness of Alternate Alignments 

The FEIS goes on to say that the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is “not a reasonable alternative” (3.9.1).  
It offers six reasons for this lack of reasonableness, which are presented in their entirety below (with an 
added title for convenience), with a discussion as to their reasonableness. 

1: The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it would increase 46th Avenue Traffic 

FEIS Statement: Rerouting I-70 while leaving 46th Avenue at its current location encourages highway 
users needing to access these locations to use 46th Avenue to reach their destinations rather than 
staying on I-70. Because of this, there would be a substantial increase in traffic volumes on 46th Avenue, 
which introduces safety, access, and mobility issues in the surrounding neighborhoods and also creates a 
barrier for bicyclists and pedestrians moving through the community.  

Evaluation. Of course the traffic on 46th Avenue will increase with an I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative 
compared to the traffic today. Driving on 46th Avenue at present is difficult due to the tortuous and 
discontinuous roadway, the poor state of the pavement, and the multiple cross streets, traffic lights, and 
obstructions due to the elevated I-70 above.  The issue is not whether it will increase, but whether a 
reconstructed boulevard along 46th Avenue would serve its purpose as a local traffic distributor, not a 
major arterial through-road as I-70 is now. And even if it were congested, this would serve the desirable 
purpose of discouraging cut-through traffic from leaving the new I-70 alignment except when there was 
a need to visit a location adjacent to 46th Avenue between the Mousetrap and Colorado Boulevard. Put 
another way, a properly designed 46th Avenue would play its appropriate part in the new, reasonable, 
traffic system in North Denver, without continuing the half-century of isolation, health impact, and 
quality of life degradation imposed by the construction of I-70. Accordingly, the I-270/I-76 Reroute 
Alternative is not unreasonable due to the impact on 46th Avenue traffic. 

2: The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it would cause congestion on 46th Avenue 

FEIS Statement: Based on the traffic analysis, the average daily traffic on 46th Avenue with the 
I-270/I-76 Reroute will increase to 30,000 to 60,000 vehicles a day if 46th Avenue is a four-lane arterial 



and 40,000 to 75,000 vehicles a day if 46th Avenue is a six-lane arterial in 2035, resulting in congested 
conditions. Rerouting I-70 also would force delivery trucks and other large vehicles to use 46th Avenue 
frequently to reach the industrial areas and businesses located near the existing I-70.

Evaluation: First, CDOT/FEMA’s traffic studies have little credibility. The traffic studies recently 
performed by/for CDOT for the justification of T-Rex, Broadway/I-25, and the Valley Highway 
modification have already proven to be inadequate and incorrect, even immediately after construction, 
and presumably will become more incorrect in the 20 years extrapolation period being applied here. In 
particular, the development of the sharing economy, the expansion of electrical vehicles, and the 
gathering momentum of transit oriented development are but a few of the reasons that traffic studies 
based on current conditions – and world views – are almost always wrong3. And even if they are right, 
building more and more roads is no solution to congestion; the old saw applies: “If you build it they will 
come!”. 

Second, it is undoubted that moving I-70 north a few miles will have an impact on traffic patterns. What 
is unlikely, however, is that that impact will be negative: the rerouting directs truck traffic to and 
through the most industrial part of the Denver Metro Area, which is the principal destination of most 
heavy truck traffic using the freeway system that stop here.  

Accordingly, the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is not unreasonable due to truck traffic impact on 46th

Avenue. 

3: The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it would increase travel distances. 

FEIS Statement: There would be an increase in out-of-direction travel, causing mobility issues. Of the 
traffic heading west on I-70, approximately 50 percent continues past I-25, staying on I-70. The Reroute 
Alternative adds two miles of out-of-direction travel for these vehicles. Thirty-five percent of the traffic 
heading west on I-70 exits to southbound I-25. This alternative adds four miles of out-of-direction travel 
for these vehicles, resulting in additional travel times. 

Evaluation: This information demonstrates why rerouting traffic is so advantageous, not the reverse. By 
the FEIS data, the remaining 25 percent of the westbound traffic on the current I-70 passes through 
Elyeria-Swansea, and proceeds northbound on I-25. This traffic will save four miles of out-of-direction 
travel, resulting in lower travel times that offset the southbound travel-time increases. The omission of 
this fact from the FEIS illustrates a common theme through the entire evaluation of the FEIS: items 
favorable to the argument being advanced are highlighted, and items unfavorable are omitted. The 
reality is that the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative will direct truck traffic into the most industrial area of 
Denver, where most of trucks that are planning to make a delivery or pickup in the Denver area 
(importantly including Adams County and Commerce City) are going anyway. And it will direct through 
traffic (truck and passenger) around Denver’s population centers, thereby mitigating the impacts that 
traffic will have on the residents of those centers. Far from being a reason for this alternative being 
unreasonable, it is a highly desirable win-win for transport and neighborhoods. 

4. The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it would reduce highway choices. 

FEIS Statement: There will no longer be multiple east-west highway route choices in the area. The 
multiple route choices are beneficial for emergency access.

3 A good example of this is a study performed in London at the end of the 19th Century, which predicted that traffic 
would grind to a halt by 1920, due to the depth of horse manure reaching axle height. In fact, horse traffic – and 
horse manure - was in rapid decline in London by 1920. 

                                                            



Evaluation: The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative will indeed result in a reduction in highway choices, 
encouraging through-traffic to avoid neighborhoods. This is entirely consistent with Blueprint Denver, 
and essentially all of the approved Neighborhood Plans, which expressly prohibit or restrict truck traffic 
through neighborhoods (including Elyeria-Swansea). Again, this represents a win-win for highway users 
and neighborhoods, rather than being a reason why the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable. 

The observation that multiple route choices are beneficial for emergency access, implying that the 
I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative would in some way degrade emergency response, is disingenuous. 
Emergency response units that use the freeways are in general responding to emergencies (mostly 
vehicle crashes and breakdowns) that occur on or are generated by those freeways, so access is 
unchanged by rerouting the freeways. Again, emergency access is not a reason for the I-270/I-76 
Reroute Alternative being unreasonable. 

5. The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it would cost too much. 

FEIS Statement: This alternative requires more than 12 miles of major highway widening along I-270 and 
I-76. This increases the project construction cost to approximately $4 billion, which is twice as much as 
existing alignment alternatives.

Evaluation: First, cost is not an appropriate basis for the elimination of consideration of alternatives 
from an EIS. All reasonable alternatives should be carried through detailed evaluation to determine 
feasibility. Cost should be considered when comparing alternatives that have equivalent environmental 
effectiveness, where it is appropriate to select the lowest cost alternative that produces acceptable 
environmental impacts. The elimination of any alternate route for I-70 prior to detailed evaluation on 
the basis of cost is therefore inconsistent with the requirements of 16 USC §4601-4, 23 USC §138, 
42 USC §4332 (2)(c), 49 USC §303, and Executive Orders 11990 and 12898. 

Second, comparing the cost of the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative with the burying of a short portion of 
I-70 is an “apples and oranges” comparison. The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative will deal with congestion 
and transportation of 12 miles of I-70 through the Denver Metro area. The Partial Cover Lowered 
Alternative will – hopefully – deal with congestion on 2.5 miles of I-70, leaving the balance of the 10 
miles that would be bypassed by the reroute alternative as congested as it is today, which is already 
unacceptable. So the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative is at best a partial solution, and would leave the 
remainder of I-70 between the Mousetrap and the former Stapleton Airport to be dealt with later, at a 
cost that would probably make the two projects cost comparable. And there is a strong reason to do the 
entire project at one time: the result of a patchwork approach is on display each day along I-25, where 
the frequent traffic jams create negative economic, transportation, and neighborhood impacts as 
vehicles wend their way – slowly – through the three contiguous but separately designed and 
constructed projects noted above.  

Accordingly, cost is not a reason for the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative being unreasonable. 

6. The I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative is unreasonable because it is opposed. 

FEIS Statement: Many stakeholders, including Commerce City, Adams County, North Area Transportation 
Alliance, and the Colorado Motor Carriers Association, have expressed continued opposition to this 
alternative for a number of reasons including the impacts to National Western Stock Show Complex and 
planned economic growth for surrounding areas.

Evaluation: Opposition to a proposal is not a valid reason for not considering it under NEPA. Indeed, the 
NEPA process was initiated in part as a result of the 1960s freeway revolts, a series of protests that 
occurred in response to the bulldozing of many communities and ecosystems during the construction of 
the Interstate Highway System. I was not in existence at the time to protect Elyria-Swansea from being 



bulldozed when I-70 was built, but I am here now to work with the entire Denver community to achieve 
a fair and equitable response to the reconstruction of I-70. Any large project has impacts, and the 
purpose of performing an EIS is to determine what they are, and arrive at a project that creates a fair 
and equitable balance between impact and benefit. 

The opposition of Commerce City and Adams County to directing I-70 traffic onto the existing I-270/I-76 
corridor is surprising, considering that the corridor directly services and will enhance both entities’ 
vibrant industrial base, while entirely avoiding its neighborhoods. Equally surprising is the failure to 
oppose the project by the Mayor and Council of the City and County of Denver, through whose 
neighborhoods the proposed project will continue to run, with significant attendant – and unnecessary – 
health, environmental, economic, and lifestyle impacts. Finally, it is saddening that the catalog of 
entities who have consistently opposed the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative – or any continuation of 
the I-70 alignment along 46th Avenue – does not include the citizens of Elyria-Swansea, the community 
that has borne the burden and impact of I-70 for the last half-century, and are being forced to bear the 
burden of it for the next half century if the FEIS becomes law (3.9.1). They are the sure losers from the 
decision to eliminate alternate routes, in a battle that was over before it could be joined. This is an 
unacceptable subversion of the NEPA process to economic development and political expediency. 

Accordingly, opposition – or the lack of opposition - is not a reason for the I-270/I-76 Reroute 
Alternative being unreasonable. 

Effect of elimination of consideration alternate alignments from the FEIS 

From an environmental impact assessment point of view, the elimination of the I-270/I-76 Reroute 
Alternative reduces the full evaluation of the FEIS to essentially a single alternative: running I-70 along 
or close to its current alignment. The “alternatives” actually considered all have essentially the same 
environmental impacts as each other, and have the same or greater impacts as the existing I-70, with a 
few cosmetic exceptions. Accordingly, essentially all of the impacts of the current I-70 would be retained 
or exacerbated (neighborhood segmentation, noise, traffic, emissions, neighborhood through-traffic), 
and none of the impacts would be ameliorated. So there are no meaningful alternatives in the FEIS, and 
the existing alignment was “chosen” because there was no choice. 

Worse, the elimination of the bypass offered by I-270/I-76 eliminated consideration of the opportunity 
for environmental improvement that is clearly available from re-routing I-70. By moving the highway to 
by-pass a dense urban area and to use an existing right of way through a sparsely-populated industrial 
area, the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative offers major improvements in environmental justice, human 
health, land use and zoning, relocations and displacements, historic preservation, visual and aesthetics, 
parks and recreation, air quality, energy, noise, floodplains and drainage, (hydro)geology and soils, 
hazardous materials, utilities, and human health.  

And finally, elimination of the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative eliminates consideration of a safer, higher 
capacity, better located highway for everybody to use and benefit from. 

ACTION REQUESTED 

By this submission I hereby require the following: 

1. The FEIS be rejected in its current form for failure to evaluate reasonable alternatives. 

2. The FEIS be revised to fully evaluate at a minimum the I-270/I-76 Reroute Alternative. 

3. Any Record of Decision that may issue from the FEIS must include verification that all taxpayer 
monies required for the execution of the proposed project has been obtained by required public 
vote.



CERTIFICATION

This public comment has been prepared by and under the responsible charge of Adrian Brown, 
P.E., based on knowledge, information, and belief. The engineering services have been 
performed in accordance with applicable standards of practice. This certification is not a 
guaranty or warranty, either expressed or implied. 

Signed this 2nd day of March, 2016 

Adrian Brown, P.E. 



From: "Lynne Brown" <lynnebrown001@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 5:41 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lynnebrown001@gmail.com

name: Lynne Brown
address: 2903 Champa St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I do not want to see the expansion of I 70. Many studies have shown that increasing
the number of lanes only increases the congestion. Alternate forms of transportation relations essential.
Bustang is a good example of using mass transit. More alternate forms of transportation are critical, but
widening I 70 is not a viable solution. I also don't want to see the increased traffic that the corridor will
facilitate in increased pollution through fragile neighborhoods.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More alternate forms of
transportation need to be supported.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=73.153.23.133
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Joe Browne" <jlbrowne41@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:39 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jlbrowne41@gmail.com

name: Joe Browne
address: 704 Pearl Street Apt M
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80203
phone: 7208837079
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have just learned that the new I 70 will create a significant
increase in run off water, so much so, that the city is now proposing a 113 acre
pond in City Park to handle that run off. That is a really bad idea that would
severely impact the gold course. I do not play golf, but it is the only centrally
located golf course for Denver. This is just one more reason why CDOT's proposed
rebuilding of I 70 is also a very bad idea. I think that converting I 270 and I 76
is a far better solution if you are looking at the effects of either plan on
neighborhoods and if you are looking 20 or more years ahead. Thank you for
considering my views. Joe Browne
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the traffic further from
population centers.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Newsletter
comments_questions: How seriously have you considered alternatives?

==================================
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REMOTE_ADDR=184.96.138.147
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36
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From: "Charlie" <cbuchholz2@comcast.net>
Subject: FW: cdot plan
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 2:18 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

From: Charlie [mailto:cbuchholz2@comcast.net
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 4:25 PM
To: 'elisac@NorthDenverTribune.com
Subject: cdot plan

C DOT Wants to replace a castle wall with a moat. The I 70 viaduct was in effect a castle wall raining
noise pollution and a shorter life span down upon the people of Globeville, Swansea, and Elyria. Now
they want to tear down the castle wall and replace it with a moat! All in the name of reuniting these
historic neighborhoods with the city.

I have been a life long resident of North Denver. My family moved here when I was 12 years old and my
Grandmother lived here since 1955. I am 61. I remember the neighborhood before I 70 was brought in.
It was quiet and clean, a beautiful part of denver with two parks with lakes. When I 70 was built it
destroyed many charming little homes and devastated the community.For the Globeville,Swansea,and
Elyria Neighborhoods it was much worse. Their communities were cut in half by a bridge that rained
pollution and noise down upon their lives. According to a health study made by Denver their lives have
been shortened by 3.5 years because of the increased pollution. So now CDOT wants to replace the
bridge with a trench and widen the highway to 10 lanes as far west as I 25? How much time will it be till
they want to extend 10 lanes on through to Wadsworth and destroy more homes in the
Berkley,Regis,Sunnyside neighborhoods? This is not acceptable. These older neighborhoods have
suffered enough. Part of CD0Ts plan is to put a large cover over the new trench and make a park on top
next to Swansea grade School. I work for the Denver Fire Dept. and I for see a problem if a large tanker
truck crashes with hazardous Materials like gasoline. A large tanker fire under the trench cover will close
the highway and expose the children at Swansea grade school to a dangerous environment. It will also
create a dangerous environment for anyone trapped in a traffic jam under the trench cover. I 70 was
built in the early sixties and it took CDOT till 1979 to finally build wooden sound barriers through North
Denver. CDOT has consistently shown disregard toward the North Denver Neighborhoods. Its time to
stop the proposed widening and burying of I 70. The cost of maintaining a highway in a trench and keep
the nearby Platte river from flooding it are just plain stupid. Large pumps will be needed to keep the
ground water out. The water will have to be treated before putting it back into the ecosystem. There is a
better idea to improve I 70. Move it! It never should have been built where it is and there is a good
alternative in the idea of moving it to the 270 I76 alignment. This alternative will keep the highway on
grade without the need for trenches or concrete covers or viaducts that destroy neighborhoods and
create polluted enviroments that sicken people and shorten their lives. CDOT must be forced to study
this alternative to their current plan.Moving the Highway will finally restore the older neighborhoods,
create a healthy environment for people to live, and provide a safer highway for motorist using the
rerouted I 70.

Sincerely,

Charles Buchholz



From: "Lydia Buchmann" <larbuchmann@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 2:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: larbuchmann@gmail.com

name: Lydia Buchmann
address: 2345 Kearney St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please properly investigate the full reroute option
along I 270 and I 76
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I am not in favor of the I 70 CDOT plan. It is time we stop impacting the
neighborhoods surrounding this plan. They are viable, working neighborhoods. I 270 and I 76 seem far
more viable and the one plan I saw for turning I 70 into a livable parkway seemed to be very sensible. I
understand very little attention has been given this plan. I will continue to advocate for the reroute to
be properly investigated.

==================================
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From: "Alexis Bullen" <alexis@carshare.org>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 9:10 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alexis@carshare.org

name: Alexis Bullen
address: 972 Clover Circle
city: Lafayette
state: CO
zip_code: 80026
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: Widening 1 70 is a huge waste of resources that will only increase traffic. We need
to invest in neighborhoods and a more more walkable, bikeable city instead of creating a huge traffic
generating corridor which will only worsen the problem.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Not widening the road – Investing in walk/bike
infastructure listening to the neighbors Improving frequency and reliability of transit in that corridor
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: It is not to late to stop this project. Invest in Denver's future and do not make
something that is going to make traffic even worse in the future.
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From: "Scott Busby" <scott.busby@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: scott.busby@hotmail.com

name: Scott Busby
address: 82 Penn
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80203
phone: 3039315333
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: Please do not widen I70, it is not in the best interest of the
city. It will set Denver back and miss a golden opportunity to move Denver forward
as a modern walkable city. Do not turn Denver into Houston.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Turn I70 into a multi transportation
option blvd, tear down I70 and connect existing neighborhoods. Answer this, would
you rather have Denver be a forward looking city like Portland or a old fashioned
highway reliant city like Houston?
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Lauren Byrne" <lbyrne59@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 12:15 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lbyrne59@gmail.com

name: Lauren Byrne
address: 300 E 17TH AVE
city: DENVER
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80203 1224
phone: 7202151966
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I place civil engineers as a recruiter. Transportation planning
has long known that splitting cities with highways is bad for business and bad for
communities.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: "No action is better than the wrong
action. Reroute i70 to the edge of town using 76 and 270. The city benefits from its
street grid, which not only moves cars but also enhances the lives of the
community."
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "C" <cryptocrystalline@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 11:38 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cryptocrystalline@yahoo.com

name: C
address: Tremont Pl
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: how to increase capacity and rejoin the neighborhoods
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: get it out of sight
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Catherine Calder" <Chc@blondedesign.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, January 19, 2016 10:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Chc@blondedesign.com

name: Catherine Calder
address: 2917 Vine Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live just south of the proposed project area and think CDOT
is making a huge and costly mistake based on 1970s era thinking and outdated
research.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Find better ways to move people that
do not include adding lanes. Add more bicycle and pedestrian options, connect the
area to the rest if the northeast and just fix the overpass instead of inviting MORE
traffic, congestion and pollution by expanding I 70 m
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: There is no way that you can claim any improvement of the
environment when the proposed expansion will bring many more vehicles through this
part of Denver. I already feel sorry for the residents is Swansea. I cannot imagine
how the I 70 expansion will bring nothing but more chaos to their neighborhood and
the sorruonding area.
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From: "Rebecca Caldwell" <rebecca@denvercaldwells.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 4:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rebecca@denvercaldwells.com

name: Rebecca Caldwell
address: 4255 Knox Ct
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 7202317967
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable at best and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is
needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible
way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so
many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly,
more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve
the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people.
Thank you for your consideration.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute the thru traffic to 270/76.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable at best and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is
needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible
way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so
many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly,
more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve
the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of



Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Evan Call" <callevan@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 9:34 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: callevan@hotmail.com

name: Evan Call
address: 5029 Newton st.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80221
phone: 3035137189
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in northwest Denver. I travel on I 70 at least twice
every day. The highway is loud and is the source of pollution, particulates, and
dust in my neighborhood and in my house. Me and my family do not want any additional
pollutions in our lives. We feel this is criminal.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the bulk of vehicle traffic to
I 76. It would easily solve the probblem and significantly improve the quality of
living in northwest Denver. Remove I 70 from our neighborhood.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: How can we stop this?
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From: "Jeanne Callahan" <4jcallahan@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:48 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: 4jcallahan@gmail.com

name: Jeanne Callahan
address: PO Box 12005
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false
choice” presented in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through
densely populated areas is not appropriate in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a
single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on
other solutions. In particular, more information is needed on solutions that focus
on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in
the future of these neighborhoods. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT,
taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge
you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and
I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit the
people.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Solutions should be sought that do
not remove so many homes and businesses. The proposed solution will hurt low income
and minority populations. More information is needed on solutions that reduce
exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of
residents.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "MARGARET CALLAWAY" <markicallaway@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 2:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: markicallaway@msn.com

name: MARGARET CALLAWAY
address: 855 E 133RD PLACE
city: THORNTON
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80241
phone: 3034527988
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions: I want CDOT to properly investigate the full option to re route I 70 along I 270
and I 76.
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I just wanted to state my opposition for the I-70 

widening and the drainage – or I'm sorry -- the tunnel, 

and the associated drainage that will be required as a 

result of this widening of I-70. I feel like the I-70 

reroute to 270-76 hasn't been fully explained to the 

people of Denver as an alternative, and that it's a 

viable alternative. It's cheaper. It's less damaging to 

the community and to individual neighborhoods, wouldn't 

require the same sort of drainage projects that's 

associated with it. That will further disrupt Park Hill -

- from Park Hill to the Cole neighborhood. And I feel 

like there's just some gross errors in the facts on EIS 

that they're giving to people as far as viability of this 

project, the cost of this project, who benefits from this 

project, et cetera. 



From: "Karin Camarena" <karin.camarena4@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: karin.camarena4@gmail.com

name: Karin Camarena
address: 1728 Kearney St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80220
phone: 3038818112
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in saving the north Denver neighborhoods, by
not widening I 70 and further tearing those neighborhoods apart, not to mention the
health hazards, and as a resident of Park Hill and realtor in Denver, not studying
the drainage issues further as well, I 70 should be rerouted to 270/I76
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute the highway to 270/I76 and
making I70 a parkway
comments_questions: Please do not to move forward WITHOUT investigating the re route
option along I 270/I 76. Please DON'T widen I 70, DON'T dig up some of the state's
most contaminated soil, DON'T further tear apart Denver neighborhoods, DON'T further
poison the residents and children of North Denver!!
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THE INTERPRETER: My name is Maria Campos. I've been living in Globeville for 29 years. And I think it's
very, very worrisome what's going on. Mainly what worries me the most is the health issue. Thank God
my kids were born in Globeville. And I have been living there for 29 years. I live between I 25 and I 70.
I'm really worried about the air pollution. But the main thing I'm worried about is the school. We have
we don't have a heater; the whole entire year the windows are open. We don't have heater or we don't
have AC. The 29 years that I've been there, I've known or seen many cases of cancer, lung cancer,
asthma. And the truth is that we know it's not only genetics. The thing that I'm on my way out. But
what worries me most are my grandchildren. I see that there's more and more cases of health issues.
And it's also with the adults. What I'm really worried I just want to know what's going to happen.
There's going to be five years where there's going to be all this construction, all these soils are going to
be in the construction. And we just really need to know what's going to happen. We already have
problems getting from one place to the other. We don't even have a store near the house; we have to
travel a mile to get to a store. What's going to happen with all these changes? How are we going to
move around? All we're asking for is fairness. It doesn't matter what our race is, how much money we
have. We just want this to be fair.



From: "Jessica Caouette" <jessicacaouette@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 3:03 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jessicacaouette@gmail.com

name: Jessica Caouette
address: 3417 Milwaukee St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident and home owner in Clayton. I also use the i70
corridor for travel in Colorado.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Improved access to businesses and
residential areas. Better sight lines and alternate transportation.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: We are entering an era where we can be smarter than before in
designing a corridor by which we can travel by bicycle or foot. Highways should be
routed around residential areas and we should refocus our efforts on designing
boulevards that incorporate our neighbors and businesses. Slow down traffic rather
than add lanes to a highway that will cut off access to local amenities. Don't dig a
big hole to send cars through, give us a slower, more beautiful route from East
Denver into RINO and the stock show complex! Get the highway out of our city center.
My main use of I70 in the area is for airport access. With RTD's new rail line I'll
be using the highway less frequently. Why spend millions of dollars on out dated
transportation?
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From: "Amy Cara" <acara@ewpartners.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 6:31 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: acara@ewpartners.com

name: Amy Cara
address: 4475 Stuart Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident of North Denver who works downtown and in South Denver. I am
also a real estate developer who is engaged in master planning and who cares deeply about the
neighborhoods that will be impacted directly by burying I 70. This will de a disaster for these directly
impacted communities and won't add the value projected. Further, it will just move the "supposed"
problem further west. Creating a tunnel is not a solution and the better urban planning option is to
redirect this highway and creat other choices for commuters. Many of us can move throughout Denver,
and it is proven that traveling on smaller streets is less stressful and encourages more creativity.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Studying the alternative methods of traveling for
many of the commuters in the area. Looking at other ways of routing the highway so that it doesn't
bisect important communities. Better transit in this area.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
comments_questions: Stop the tunnel!
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From: "Meaghan Carabello" <megsmcbello@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 2:13 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: megsmcbello@gmail.com

name: Meaghan Carabello
address: 1475 S Jersey Way
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80224
phone: 3032047112
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: As a Denver native, I'd love to see the ugly I 70 corridor
transformed to a beautiful green beltway with pedestrian and bicycle friendly
options. Denver is sprawling and we need to make sure we are preserving our Colorado
way of life and respecting the longtime residents of Swansea and Globeville. Do the
right thing.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "John Cargile" <johncargile@gmail.com>
Subject: Comment on I 70 Expansion
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 4:32 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Enough with the I 70 Expansion that will take away north Denver
neighborhoods. Look for ways to route turckers going through Denver around
via 1 76 and 176.

A decade of T Rex had a focus of the light rail, but has traffic really
improved? Millions maybe Billions to widen I 70 is an outdated way to
think. Be creative and make Denver special by investing in neighborhoods
not bypasses.

John Cargile
4568 Xavier St.
Denver CO 80212



From: "Kelly Carper" <kellyscarper@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:32 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kellyscarper@yahoo.com

name: Kelly Carper
address: 4383 Tennyson Street, 3 C
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am against the dig/underground tunnel and expansion of I 70 project and ask that
the alternative proposal of re routing I 70 to I 270 and I 76 be considered instead. It is less costly, and
will not be as disruptive to the homes, businesses and schools neat the current I 70 route. The fact that
the site has soil contamination suggests that the actual costs will end up being much higher than the
proposed costs and will be more environmentally detrimental to the surrounding area. Please
reconsider and eliminate the current proposal and study the alternative proposal with the reroute to
270 & 76.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Consider the alternative plan of rerouting I 70 to I
270 and I 76, with a parkway replacing I 70.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please look at all the facts before moving ahead with the dig/expansion project.
As a result, I'm confident you will see you shouldn't move ahead with the dig/expansion project.
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From: "Richard Carstens" <rich@architecture5280.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 23, 2016 6:46 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rich@architecture5280.com

name: Richard Carstens
address: 1615 California Street, Suite 211
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80202
phone: 3036235280
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: The Current Preferred I 70 Expansion in Denver now being
proposed by CDOT has Fatal Flaws affecting the Public Health, Safety, and Welfare of
any living creature located within 500 feet of the proposed Right of Way for the
Project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Instead of continuing with the
Proposed CDOT recessed design. Use a 6 lane, Surface Boulevard design and Route I 70
along the 270/76 routes to by pass the residential areas of Denver completely.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Where is the LOGIC of the proposed Recessed OR at Grade
Super Highway? Where is the ACCOUNTABILITY, COST CONTROL, FORESIGHT, or CONCERN FOR
THE PUBLIC with such a horrid design proposal.
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email: joe.carter711@gmail.com

name: Joe Carter
address: 382 Bellaire St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80220
phone: 17209348085
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a longtime resident of Denver, I want to see the metro area
united, not divided by a highway. Let's reroute I70 to an expanded 270 between I25
and 225 and turn the existing I70 into a boulevard. Quality of life is what makes
our metro area so special and that should be extended to all parts. Put local
residents first and not commuters/motorists.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By rerouting I70 to an expanded 270
between I25 and 225 and turning the existing I70 highway into a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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THE INTERPRETER: Good evening. My name is Cecelia Cavillo. I am here I'm a mom of kids in Swansea
School. I have heard that you have done a lot of investigations and a lot of studies. But what I have not
heard anything is about studies about the health of our kids. Not only our kids' health, but also about
the people that live in that area. Our kids start that battle every morning when they open their eyes with
the smell of the Purina smell, the smell of animals, the smell of marijuana, of the black waters, and take
their walk to school and then take another portion of a lot of dust in their way to school. I have heard
also that you are going to put some type of rotary air or some kind of air in the schools. But I don't think
it's enough. 500 kids are going to be impacted by the that kind of air that you're going to be putting in
the schools and I don't think it's going to be enough. This is going to be a big impact, not only for those
kids, but also for all those peoples that are constantly moving between 47th and York. Also, what is
going to happen with the traffic in the area of Swansea and Elyria? The kids have to now wait long
periods of time for the traffic to go by. So, what is going to happen when all these traffic situations
happens? So, we would like to know who is going to be answering or who is going to be responding for
that security for our kids. We have been asking for a bridge, for a bridge so that our kids can cross and
they are not waiting for that for the traffic to go through. So they are not waiting in under bad
weather conditions. But nobody has answered us. CDOT told us, too, that that was not their problem to
build that bridge that we want for the kids to walk. So, we wanted to know who is responsible, then.



From: "Candi CdeBaca" <candicdebaca@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, January 31, 2016 1:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: candicdebaca@yahoo.com

name: Candi CdeBaca
address: 4301 Thompson Ct
city: denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone: 7202897884
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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Candi CdeBaca. I'm a resident of Swansea. My family has been on my block since the forties. I live three
blocks from I 70. Most of my neighbors who I consider family, and they have been in Swansea as long as
my family or longer, my auntie, like she said, lives under the highway. I disagree that there has been any
integrity in this project. The false claims of engagement can be evidence in the comments that you've
heard tonight. Someone who lives in a house that's going to be affected wasn't even notified. I have
never been notified about any of these meetings before. My grandmother had never been notified.
That's not integrity. We suffered the effects of living in a Super Fund site for decades. I have asthma; my
grandpa died of cancer; my sister and brother have asthma. My best friend lost his first home to the
Brighton on ramp back in the day and will be losing his second home to the Stock Show. What's
happening in this community is another gross injustice, likely because we are predominantly people of
color and poor. This City and State have arbitrarily narrowed down over 80 alternatives to three, and
now this? This is the preferred alternative? It doesn't sound like it's preferred to me. This alternative
lacks strategy, foresight, and it disregards the humans who have already borne the negative of our state
and regional growth. If the City and State thinks that we're going to lie down and roll over, you're badly
mistaken because we're on to your games and this community will not accept this again.



MS. CdeBACA: Sorry, I just had to add in there that the fact that this project is in two phases. Think
about the parts where they engaged community; the parts that they're claiming that people showed up
to and actively engaged. It was the part that we were designing or picking what we wanted on the cap.
Think about what's going to get left out. That will probably be the last thing. That, if we don't have
money for the second phase, the one part that community was actually participating in will be the one
part that's left out.



MS. CdeBACA: And, if you want to be a litigant, you should have your comment in the public record. So,
please submit written comments.



From:  "Candi CdeBaca" <candicdebaca@gmail.com> 
Subject:  Public Comment Section not submitting 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 9:22 am 
To:  contactus@i-70east.com 

Hello,

The I-70 public comment form is not working and has not been for the last two days. I have received this 
error message several times and I imagine other community members have as well. Please fix the form. 

*"An error occurred while processing the form .  The staff at
www.i-70east.com <http://www.i-70east.com> have been alerted to the error . 
www.i-70east.com <http://www.i-70east.com> apologizes for any inconvenience 
this error may have caused."*

Please enter the following into Public Comment:

" I am a lifelong resident of Swansea who would like to make it clear that I have personally been 
impacted by the air pollution in this community. I have lived in Swansea my who life and have had 
asthma since I was a child. I have lived temporarily in other cities across the country and have 
witnessed my symptoms improve only to worsen every time I return to my home in Denver. 

I do not approve of the final EIS and I do not want the expansion of I-70 
in our community. It will not improve the air quality, it will worsen it. "

Best,

*Candi CdeBaca*

Sent with MailTrack
<http://t.sidekickopen36.com/e1t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7lC8dDMPbW2n0x6l2B9nMJN7t5XYgdF5F6W7fsSTg2
BgJ0lW8qC6LR56dFFgf2jpVV202?t=https%3A%2F%2Fmailtrack.io%2Finstall%3Fsource%3Dsignature%26
lang%3Den%26referral%3Dcandicdebaca%40gmail.com%26idSignature%3D22&si=6067836102901760&
pi=eaf6dd0b-01fc-42b8-de1c-39c08cd7e5b8> 



From: "Candi Cdebaca" <Candicdebaca@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:11 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Candicdebaca@gmail.com

name: Candi Cdebaca
address: 4301 Thompson Ct
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80216
phone: 720 289 7884
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I oppose the preferred alternative. After caucus last night my
entire precinct opposes it. We are demanding that CDOT study the 76/270 re route
which is NOT the same as the initial re route studied. We demand that the mitigation
being offered increases to match the value of the 56 homes being taked and is
directed toward starting a community land trust that residents own and operate to
control our own housing destiny. We demand the property taxes are frozen during any
construction in order to compensate this community equitably for the harm being
caused. We demand that offers made to homeowners being displaced are commensurate
with the exact sizes of homes in OTHER communities 5 miles from the city center. I70
has perpetually depressed property values and will continue to do so therefore
prices assigned to homes must not be based on current values without considering
what is FAIR.
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rom: "Candi Cdebaca" <Candicdebaca@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:18 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Candicdebaca@gmail.com

name: Candi Cdebaca
address: 4301 Thompson Ct.
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: Additional mitigations not addressed by CDOT include: 1. No response to address
the need for doors during construction to rehabilitate homes. The following mitigation was outlined in
the SDEIS, CDOT will provide and facilitate the opportunity for homeowners to rehabilitate homes (such
as improvements to doors, windows, and ventilation systems) that are close to the highway construction
between 45th Ave. and 47th Ave. in the Elyria and Swansea Neighborhood. According to the response
from CDOT (AQ7, IMP7, and IMP1 of the Frequently Received Comments and Responses on the
Supplemental Draft EIS, located in Part 1 of Attachment Q), doors was omitted from the mitigation
without addressing the emerging and promised mitigation, which included providing interior storm
windows, two portable or window mounted air conditioning units with air filtration, and assistance to
pay for the potential additional utility costs during construction. 2. CDOT did not completely provide an
employment mitigation for this underemployed community, which includes clear metrics to track
employment opportunities for individuals living in the impacted area. The mitigation should include
recruitment and retention data before, during and after this project that is accessible to the community.
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My name is James Chaney. I'm a retired engineer from a boilermaker, retired and pardon? I'm sorry.
Retired engineer who has been attending the I 70 reroute meetings and am in favor of that reroute
project. In honor of Auditor Gallagher, I thought I might give my two minutes in Latin. Kyrie eleison. Oh,
and that's Greek, I'm sorry. First of all, for the sake of the citizens of Aurora and Commerce City, CDOT
needs to reschedule their community meetings from the Monday and Tuesday. I understand that the
Monday meeting happened, but, from what I heard, there were less than 15 people there due to the
snow. So, please call your elected representatives, local, state, and federal, and insist on CDOT
rescheduling these meetings for the sake of the citizens of Aurora and Commerce City. This issue is an
issue of justice. And it always has been an issue of justice. Working class neighborhoods have been
rolled over by urban redevelopment and highway systems since the Eisenhower Administration. I 70
rolled through Globeville, this working class ethnic neighborhood back then. And back then, I believe,
the ethnicity was mainly Eastern European. And it's foremost an environmental issue. Schools, too close
to freeways; playgrounds, too close to freeways; a big dig into I don't know somebody before me
said 60 different EPA Super Fund sites? Stirring up pollutants? And then you've got to get rid of the dirt.
Where are you going to put it? There is also an issue of neighborhood redevelopment justice. It's a
history of exploitation, as I mentioned earlier, in terms of when this highway was first built and split the
neighborhood in half. It's also an issue of economic justice. There is no major grocery store outlet in
these neighborhoods. Before we build a 12 lane freeway, let's get a good grocery store in the
neighborhood for these folks. Another colleague of mine reminded me that these neighborhoods, these
neighborhoods are a food desert, a green desert, and a bank desert, but they're great for marijuana.
There are over 90 marijuana stores in these neighborhoods. Thank you.



From: "Charles Cherrington" <ccherrington22@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 8:46 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ccherrington22@yahoo.com

name: Charles Cherrington
address: 3437 Gaylord St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3033965109
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: This project should never have made it this far in the planning
process. I70 has divided north denver since 1960 and turned a once promising
neighborhood into a slum. A below grade highway will not fix this problem. I believe
I70 should be rerouted to the 270/76 corridor and the existing viaduct should be
removed and replaced with a parkway with bike traffic. Also within the process our
current storm water management issues could be solved without digging a giant trench
that will become a new problem to deal with.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Parkway!!!!! See above.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The deception must stop. This is a gross misuse of highway
funding in a time when TABOR restraints have left the DOT competing against
K12/higher education for every dollar. We can fix our I70 issues in a much cheaper
way that brings equity to a neighborhood that has been destroyed by decisions made
by the DOT in the 60s. Don't dig the ditch! We can't afford to make a 2 billion
dollar mistake.
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From: "Marina Chotzinoff" <heymaru@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 2:22 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: heymaru@gmail.com

name: Marina Chotzinoff
address: 4903 Washington
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Other
interest_in_project: As a business and land owner in Globeville and an active member
of RiNo, Globeville and the National Western Center working to thoughtfully improve
Globeville and surrounding areas.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The congestion in this area and on
surrounding streets is increasingly awful and getting to and around the surrounding
neighborhoods is terrible thanks to the division of the highway. This flyover
version is a VAST improvement over the proposed highway expansion not only because
it helps knit the communities back together, but offers better access to businesses
along the corridor, provides access to bike paths, new and proposed developments and
neighboring communities.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc&feature=youtu.be
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website
comments_questions: Do this instead:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc&feature=youtu.be
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From: "Susan Clark" <susan.clark@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 3, 2016 9:28 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: susan.clark@comcast.net

name: Susan Clark
address: 4735 Quitman St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 303 455 6716
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My home is West of this project, but if this project goes
through then I 70 from I 25 to Wadsworth will need to be expanded. It would mean I
would lose my home of the last 20 years. I support moving I 70 to the I 76 corridor
where there are fewer residences and more industry. I 70 divides neighborhoods and
causes unnecessary pollution in residential areas.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move I 70 to I 76. More lanes will
not improve the traffic patterns.
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions:
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From: "Gregory A Clough" <clough.g@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:38 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: clough.g@gmail.com

name: Gregory A Clough
address: 3311 W. 36th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned that all of the negative comments from the
public have been disregarded and this solution, while long in the making, does not
address many of the criticisms. I also believe Denver should learn from other cities
in the West,and the previous failings of CDOT. More lanes do not equal better
traffic flows.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By coming up with original ideas
that incorporate various forms of transportation, not exclusively cars.
comments_questions: I think it is very disappointing to see this solution forced
down Denver's throat. I grew up in California, and part of the reason I moved here
is because I think Denver is learning some things from the failed sprawl experiments
throughout the West. This is the same solution that has failed in many western
states. It will not alleviate traffic it will just create more.
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From: "Ann Coatney" <anncoatney@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 10:10 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: anncoatney@gmail.com

name: Ann Coatney
address: 4828 Osceola Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3033585550
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a local resident, I would like to see the project benefit
the street space for everyone in the area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "amy coffey" <amycoffey@yahoo.com>
Subject: In support of moving the highway north
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:53 pm
To: "contactus@I 70east.com" <contactus@I 70east.com>

I spent 2 months working in Boston last March and those people have still not
recovered from the Big Dig. Along with the disruption of construction, the cost
over runs, the lawsuits for almost everyone, most of people the people I talked to
are dissatisfied with the outcome.
My experience as an out of towner was that as soon as I went underground, the GPS
stopped working and I spent an annoying amount of time back tracking once I reached
the surface again.
Boston does not have the space to have an alternative to the Big Dig. We do. Let's
be smart about what we do that will impact the next 50 years.
Amy CoffeyArchitect



From: "Kurt Geoffery Cole" <kurtcole@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 10:18 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kurtcole@hotmail.com

name: Kurt Geoffery Cole
address: 1615 Madison St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80206
phone: 303 316 7253
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I lived in the Cole Neighborhood for 10 years until 1 1/2 years ago. I learned what
has been foisted on the backs of the people there from the time of the silver smelters that put lead and
arsenic in the ground of the surrounding areas, to the sidelining of schools, to the food desert that no
one cares about, to the highway that was put right through a neighborhood so people living in the
suburbs could have easy access to downtown. I also commuted on a bike to Glendale every work day for
6 of those years and realize how preferred cars are in a city that has a terribe problem with sprawl. The
"sunken" I 70 project which will cost Denver (4?) billions (touted as under a billion) and further imperile
the people of its adjacent neighborhoods in air quality, lack of community access, homes torn out to
engineer a drainage system, all to ensure Denver subsidizes suburban lifestyles and 1950s ideals of
inefficiency and classism. I believe this is a fundamentally! flawed mistake. San Francisco and European
cities have left their inner city highways behind and I believe we should too, or risk environmental,
economic, and social consequences.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: To answer the above question, I use it to visit
suburban friends or go to the mountains, or as a feeder road to get to eastern warehouse districts on
slow traffic times. We can improve transportation by supporting the newly installed rail lines toward and
away from the airport, adding better biking and bus infrastructure, and rerouting the highway North to
the 76/270 highways, and expanding those to accommodate the necessary traffic.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: How much would it cost to subsidize (to free) and expand bus
rides out of working neighborhoods to business districts, especially during the
winter? The whole city? how high would our sales tax have to go up to make the buses
run more often, on a scale? Why was the North rerout option never studied? Why would
we subsidize drivers, the least efficient means of transport?
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Hello, everybody. My name is Kurt Cole. So, I'd like to echo the sentiment of so many people. I actually
grew up in South City Park. And, so, then I moved into the Cole neighborhood and then I learned
everything. I'd never had any idea what was going on in Cole. I did not know that there were gold and
silver smelters that dumped lead and arsenic in everybody's yard until I moved in there. And then I come

and now we moved over back next to my mom's house. So, I'm actually living in my old neighborhood
again. But I still own two little houses in there. So, I am a gentrifier. That's a problem for me, too.
Because I understand what's going on with everybody who has lived there for so long. If you're a middle
class white person, you don't have to disregard what's going on. There has been there have been so,
the gold smelters, that was back when it was a German and Polish neighborhood. And then we moved in
a giant highway into the same neighborhood at the same time that everyone else is getting parkways in
the rest of the city in Monaco and 17th and everything like that. It's a double standard that's sort of
ridiculous. And it doesn't need to be like that anymore. It doesn't have to be like that. There and, then,
I was listening to the Sierra Club lady who came here; thank you so much. They dig out a giant section of
a place where there was deicer runoff, and they sued Denver to do that, in Stapleton. Stapleton is
enjoying a much cleaner they have a beautiful park with I go there to go birding at Bluff Lake. That
kind of thing should be happening here. There should be we should be adjusting the other way. Let's
all I'm just going to get out of here, because I don't think I need to be up here anymore. But let's go do
this north thing and the 270/76 option. It's ridiculous to be to keep doing it over and over. Thank you,
everybody.



From: "Kurt" <kurtcole@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:43 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kurtcole@gmail.com

name: Kurt
address: 1615 Madison St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I lived in the Cole neighborhood for ten years until 1 ½ years ago, and went to
Garden Place for my first and second grade in elementary school. I have seen how the neighborhoods
bordering the highway have been sidelined in city decisions for years, from the time of the smelters
through the highway placement through the underperforming schools. This project comes on he heels
of many years of neglect and shows the city's willingness to make its most vulnerable citizens pay for
developers to build sprawling subdivisions further and further away from the efficient and viable city
center. The hidden health risks associated with trenching through 60+ contamination sites only to
further worsen the air quality in the area and waste time and materials forcing an enormous structure
underground where it will continue to work against Denver's interests at high cost to us (2 billion? 4?)
while more infrastructure crumbles nearby.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Assess and seriously consider the 76/270 Northern
reroute option Unite North Denver has proposed. Let there be a chance for these neighborhoods to get
the parkway the wealthier Denver neighborhoods got when North Denver had a highway forced on it,
and a protected bike lane to look forward to an efficient, healthy, cost effective, more beautiful future.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
comments_questions: This study and project has seemed from the start to be political theater to rubber
stamp an archaic type of project which expands its scope while other cities move actively away from (or
suffer tremendously from their involvement with [the Big Dig Boston or Alaskan Way Seattle]) these
inelegant transport structures. For the health of our citizens, for the sake of our coffers and other
projects that need to go through and could use this money, for the environment, the basic engineering
principle of simplicity, I would ask Governor John Hickenlooper to stop this project until actual
assessments can be made of a reroute option.
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From: "April Coleman" <aprilmcoleman@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 9:15 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: aprilmcoleman@gmail.com

name: April Coleman
address: 4900 King St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am staunchly opposed to the I 70 expansion project. It is incredibly short sighted
and contrary to the forward minded city Denver has become. The project is completely out of touch
with the future of transportation and what it means to build a great city. For decades people have
realized that it is a hindrance to have a major freeway through the middle of your city, not a benefit.
Cities have been working to repair the damage done by bisecting their city with a major highway. It is
ridiculous that Denver would adopt this clearly flawed and failed model. It doesn't make sense to pursue
this project when there is a much more viable option to move traffic to I 76 and 270.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the bulk of the traffic to the I 76/270
corridor. Leave I 70 as a inner city artery and don't increase its capacity as a freeway.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I am staunchly opposed to the I 70 expansion project. It is incredibly short sighted
and contrary to the forward minded city Denver has become. The project is completely out of touch
with the future of transportation and what it means to build a great city. For decades people have
realized that it is a hindrance to have a major freeway through the middle of your city, not a benefit.
Cities have been working to repair the damage done by bisecting their city with a major highway. It is
ridiculous that Denver would adopt this clearly flawed and failed model. It doesn't make sense to pursue
this project when there is a much more viable option to move traffic to I 76 and 270.
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From: "Greg Colucci" <gcolu001@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 4:32 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gcolu001@gmail.com

name: Greg Colucci
address: 5280 W 17th Ave, #212
city: Lakewood
state: CO Colorado
zip_code: 80214
phone: 6073420501
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: The current proposal is an atrocity. It undermines principles
of modern planning, transportation engineering, neighborhood design, and community
betterment. It is going to further segregate an already segregated neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Remove I 70 altogether and replace
with 46th Avenue Boulevard. Congestion will figure itself out.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Remove I 70 and replace with 46th Avenue Boulevard.
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From: "Nikte Contreras" <nikte.contreras@ucdenver.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:45 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: nikte.contreras@ucdenver.edu

name: Nikte Contreras
address: 1207 W. 37th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: My interest in the project comes from being involved with
residents of Elyria Swansea and Globeville who do not see this project as the best
alternative for their neighborhoods. Along with the overall low air quality of the
City and County of Denver being concentrated along Interstate 70 , in which the
residents have suffered from this pollution. The amount of redevelopment that is
taking place in areas have been in predominately low income neighborhoods, that will
affect disproportionately minorities of a lower socioeconomic status.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The upkeep of the current highway
with improvements to the drainage/viaduct. Or completely removing the highway and
creating a similar style to US 6 East that would allow for more public
transportation. There is no reason to create more lightrail lines if the city is not
promoting the use of them. A wider highway is not the answer for a growing Denver
that Mayor Hancock calls a "World Class City"; a world class city is eco friendly
and fosters growth in a sustainable manner.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Colorado has a unique opportunity to look at alternatives to
highways, being able to learn from cities who have widened their highways and yet
congestion prevails or has just become worse. The proposed preferred alternative
will negatively and disproportionately affect an area whose history is founded on
the working class from diverse backgrounds, that with this proposed project will not
benefit due to health implications from living in close proximity to the highway but
also, the lack of connectivity the existence of the highway created in the first
place. Swansea Elementary currently has signs stating "no idling, children
breathing", how can moving the highway closer to these children be the preferred
alternative? Other cities within the United States have made it illegal to build
highways close to learning institutions. This community is need of actual services
in the area NOT the expansion of a highway. Elyria Swansea and Globeville have
already sacrificed enough for the thriving Denver core and urban sprawl. It is time to find an
ACTUAL alternative that is preferred by the residents of the area.
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From: "Christina Contreras" <cncontreras1@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:53 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cncontreras1@gmail.com

name: Christina Contreras
address: 1515 Vine St. Apt 28
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
comments_questions: I am writing to express my strong opposition to this project. Expanding the
highway by adding lanes will not solve the traffic problem on this corridor, and increased car travel will
worsen the air quality of the neighborhood when the highway again becomes congested. The highway
should be removed from the neighborhood and replaced with a surface street appropriate to an urban
neighborhood. The proposed I 76 and I 270 re route was not sufficiently studied – it should be further
considered to understand the impacts of this alternative. CDOT should learn from the success stories of
freeway removal around the country – there is an opportunity to increase connectivity and improve
urban neighborhoods in Denver, instead of further degrading them. This alternative is supported by
many in the community and should be adequately studied. The NEPA process did not consider enough
alternatives and only considered alternatives that included widening the highway. The process did not
adequately take into account public opinion and did not adequately consider not expanding or re
routing the highway. This project is not a smart use of taxpayer funds and will divert funding from more
sustainable and smart transportation projects. Increased highway capacity is not worth the huge
financial cost of the project, the lost homes and businesses, reduced neighborhood connectivity,
increased car travel, unimproved air quality, and the lost opportunity to create a more sustainable city.
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From: "Jeff Cook" <ffej333@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:24 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ffej333@yahoo.com

name: Jeff Cook
address: 2708 Florence St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80238
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: As a resident of Stapleton, I use I 70 everyday, so as a user
and proximal neighbor to the area, I have concerns.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I think the trucks need to be
limited to certain hours. To demolish the aqua duct/elevated portion will be a mess
for many many years. I think the trucking industry needs to be re routed to I76 and
270. Everyday the traffic is terrible for no apparent reason once you get to the
Coliseum if headed West bound, the traffic gets better I think it is just too much
traffic and there is no good, adequate exchange to get from I 70 to I 25 (this
should be the expansion product) as well as limiting the 18 wheelers from 7 10 AM &
3 6 PM. Also, I think would be helpful as is done in Belgium trucks are not allowed
in the left hand lane (unless passing). If the left hand lane was made for through
traffic past I 25 that would help tremendously.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: T rex was a mess and this is going to be so much worse in my
opinion I am considering moving to another part of town if this gets approved.
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From: "Michael Copeland" <cope28@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 5:25 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cope28@gmail.com

name: Michael Copeland
address: 4228 Decatur Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 892 1166
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I feel the current plan to bridge/deck over I 70 by sinking it
below it's current grade is the wrong direction for this project. Alternatives
showing the re routing of I 70 along the I 76 corridor, and making necessary
improvements along that coorridor to accommodate such a re route, are much more
favorable from a city & pedestrian friendly approach, as well as from an economic
development standpoint. Highways suck life from city's, whereas boulevards bring
vibrancy & more life to the street level of neighborhoods. The re routing of I 70
north of the city would really introduce endless possibilities of reinvigorating
neighborhoods that were originally bisected and torn apart by I 70. We hope that the
city stands up for what's right for the city and its neighborhoods in the long run,
not giving into political agendas or outdated transportation funding initiatives.
Now is a critical time to choose the right path here for the long run health of this
city, it's neighborhoods and citizens.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By removing the high speed I 70
traffic from this corridor (by re routing), and introducing a pedestrian friendly
and scaled boulevard, which would actually allow for and could potentially act as a
sub center for the adjacent neighborhoods so desperately in need for a new center
and connection.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: I feel the current plan to bridge/deck over I 70 by sinking it
below it's current grade is the wrong direction for this project. Alternatives
showing the re routing of I 70 along the I 76 corridor, and making necessary
improvements along that coorridor to accommodate such a re route, are much more
favorable from a city & pedestrian friendly approach, as well as from an economic
development standpoint. Highways suck life from city's, whereas boulevards bring
vibrancy & more life to the street level of neighborhoods. The re routing of I 70
north of the city would really introduce endless possibilities of reinvigorating
neighborhoods that were originally bisected and torn apart by I 70. We hope that the



city stands up for what's right for the city and its neighborhoods in the long run,
not giving into political agendas or outdated transportation funding initiatives.
Now is a critical time to choose the right path here for the long run health of this
city, it's neighborhoods and citizens.
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From: "Katherine Cornwell" <katherine.cornwell@icloud.com>
Subject: Re: The I 70 East EIS Project
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:52 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Dear Governor Hickenlooper and CDOT,

When Secretary Foxx calls for the removal of infrastructure that isolates Environmental Justice
communities, it is hard to believe that CDOT would propose a Robert Moses era freeway widening.
(http://www.governing.com/topics/transportation infrastructure/gov anthony foxx infrastructure
funding.html).
We have the opportunity to fix Interstate 70 and mend North Denver which has been divided from the
rest of the community for far too long. The solution is the community preferred reroute of the freeway
to a widened, at grade 76/270 and a retrofit of the current alignment as a high capacity multimodal,
multiway boulevard.

Among the potential benefits of the reroute/retrofit are the following:
1. Separate interstate throughput from in town commuting and circulation.
2. Leave the super fund sites along the current I70 alignment undisturbed to the greatest extent
possible.
3. Preserve and enhance North Denver's Environmental Justice communities.
4. Move freeway traffic to a more industrial/commercial part of the metro area.
5. Create a more inviting entry to Denver and a better context for the Stockshow.
6. Disperse traffic across a maximized and reconnected North Denver street grid.
7. Significantly reduce VMT by providing a cross town multimodal boulevard that can carry more people
not just cars.
8. Improve air quality in the central city.
9. Eliminate the need for off site drainage systems that the ditch would require and consequently save
homes in Cole and the City Park golf course from destruction.
10. Realize a solution that achieves the purpose and need while making the community a better, more
sustainable place.

A peer review of CDOT’s alternative conducted by preeminent transportation and sprawl experts from
the American Planning Association called out significant flaws in the proposed project and its
methodology. These flaws include significant deficiencies in transportation system planning, travel
demand modeling, managed lanes, community and economic development, and the community
engagement process:
• “… there was a common misunderstanding among transportation agencies, other public agencies, and
neighborhood groups regarding the transportation system as a whole and the specific role of I 70 within
that system.”
• “…there appears to be a lack of systems planning approach. The influence of I70 in the Denver metro
region is significant, and its long term role relative to the parallel and connecting roadway network,
existing and emerging transit network, and non auto transportation modes needs to be examined in a
comprehensive, intergrated manner. In addition, the transportation network must be evaluated in
relation to existing land uses, and how those uses are expected to evolve over the next 30 50
years.”



• “…there appears to be a legitimate question about whether the recommended design alternative is
fully consistent with the Denver Regional Council of Government’s Regional Transportation Plan.”
• “There appears to be little accomplished in the I70 corridor planning process to develop and support a
carefully thought out multimodal strategy.”
• “It is unclear if there is a regional freight/goods movement plan with sufficient detail to guide route
planning and operational strategies, which are critical in the I70 corridor.”
• “There appear to be no vehicle miles traveled targets set for the corridor that would account for
anticipated growth/change in development over time and the application of complementary strategies
designed to reduce VMT. It was difficult to determine if VMT and other system planning measures
(travel time, vehicle hours of delay, person hours of delay, etc.) comparisons were made for initial and
refined alternatives. This is important in part because there is extensive research that indicates that
VMT is strongly correlated with the production of CO2 in the atmosphere, which in turn is leading to
climate change at a global scale.”
• “…there appears to be little agreement on role and function of using the non interstate network part
of the corridor to address connectivity and mitigate travel demand, thus enabling a narrower interstate
footprint.”
• “Transit is virtually missing from the conversation…If there were agreed upon system wide and
corridor level VMT and mode share goals, then transit and the role of Transportation Demand
Management programs, park and ride, shuttle circulators, and parking management strategies in major
activity centers served by I70 and I25 would be a bigger part of the corridor plan.”
• “There appears to be a general lack of confidence that the model provided reasonably accurate
forecasts, with CDOT and others citing it as ‘using what we had available’ or ‘what was provided to
us.’…CDOT, and its lead consultant on the I70 project, Atkins North American, established the need for a
10 lane cross section on I70 using the DRCOG old travel demand model and the DRCOG old future land
use forecast for 2035…The TPD [APA Transportation Planning Division] team emphasizes that the size
and scale of a transportation facility is fundamentally based on the forecast demand model.
Understanding the assumptions and findings is critical to making an informed decision on the number of
lands, regular, and/or managed. The basic problem, as the panel sees it, is that planning for I70
improvements began more than 10 years ago, and the practice of modeling by CDOT and Atkins has not
kept pace with best modeling practices. The methodology memo hammered out between CDOT nad
FHWA at the beginning of the process no longer serves the project partners well.”
• “Common sense suggests that there will be a serious bottleneck for westbound traffic created by
having the 10 lane section of I70 transition down to 6 lanes to the west of the project. The panel finds it
hard to believe that the transition will be a smooth one and that westbound traffic will not back up
terribly.”
• “From our collective experience, we believe that a well designed managed lane system concept for the
I70 corridor, which is integrated into a larger managed land system plan for the Metropolitan Denver
highway system, and is also connected to the regional and local transit system, would lead better future
performance for the entire system, and would also allow for better informed decisions regarding the
specific lane configurations and access points for the I70 East segment.”
• “It was unclear whether added capacity along the northerly alternate route, I 270, would be
implemented prior to I 70 East construction work but that is an important early decision.”

These fair and sharp criticisms of the process and methodology have not been resolved in the final EIS.
Most notably the travel demand model and land use forecast remain unchanged, as does the lack of a
system planning approach, which is perhaps the most distressing consideration for Denver citizens
concerned about the negative impacts this project will have on multiple vulnerable neighborhoods in
the central city.



Denver citizens have moved well beyond the era of Robert Moses style freeway planning. We have
demonstrated repeatedly our commitment to an integrated land use and transportation future with
Blueprint Denver and FasTracks, one the most aggressive and comprehensive rapid transit expansion
projects in the country. We are also sympathetic to the need to replace I 70. However, we believe
there is a better path forward. P

A large group of residents from the affected neighborhoods who include architects, city planners,
engineers, preservationists, and real estate and development professionals have come together to seek
the study of the reroute/retrofit alternative alongside CDOT’s alternative and the no build alternative.
These three alternatives need to be compared using the most up to date travel demand and land use
forecasting tools available. When asking taxpayers to support a project of this magnitude, it is critical to
honor the protections that the National Environmental Policy Act affords citizens. We are not merely
obstructionists to this process, we are educated, informed advocates for a more sustainable Denver.
Until all reasonable alternatives have been studied, with sufficient time for review, we do not believe
that the EIS is complete.

The alternatives to the no build scenario and CDOT’s preferred alternative were not worthy of study and
were never alternatives that the community expressed any significant interest in exploring. The
reroute/retrofit is the only reasonable alternative to the no build and the widening that the community
wants to explore. To my knowledge the first request to study the reroute/retrofit was made by me 14
years ago when I worked as a Senior City Planner for Denver, though I would wager that others likely
proposed this obvious alternative before me. In 2002, the idea was dismissed because it fell outside of
the narrowly defined project boundaries. The APA peer review notably criticized CDOT for its lack of a
system planning approach; the narrowly defined project boundaries being the key culprit. A stretch of
freeway is part of a vast network and can't responsibly be considered in a vacuum.

The community’s desire to study the reroute/retrofit has persisted for more than a decade and gathered
steam in the last four years. To repeatedly ignore this request to study a reasonable alternative is a
violation of the spirit and intent of NEPA. To ask the community to accept an alternative that is based on
data from out of date travel demand models and land use forecasts is irresponsible and a violation of
the public’s trust. We want a solution to the existing I70, just not one that destroys neighborhoods,
park spaces, public health, and environmental quality, and commits future generations to unsustainable
mobility options. Like Secretary Foxx we wish to remove infrastructure that has divided our community.
The CDOT widening is not an acceptable way to meet that goal.

I urge you to direct CDOT to revise the alternatives analysis, include the reroute/retrofit in that analysis,
and employ 21st Century modeling tools, a systems planning approach, VMT targets, and a multimodal
strategy. To do so would be aligned with the purpose and need for the project and respects the wishes
of the citizens who will pay for it.

Sincerely,

Katherine Cornwell
Sent from my iPad



From: "Katherine Cornwell" <katherine.cornwell@icloud.com>
Subject: Re: The I 70 East EIS Project
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:52 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Dear Governor Hickenlooper and CDOT,

When Secretary Foxx calls for the removal of infrastructure that isolates Environmental Justice
communities, it is hard to believe that CDOT would propose aRobert Moses era freeway widening.
(http://www.governing.com/topics/transportation infrastructure/gov anthony foxx infrastructure
funding.html).
We have the opportunity to fix Interstate 70 and mend North Denver which has been divided from the
rest of the community for far too long. The solution is the community preferred reroute of the freeway
to a widened, at grade 76/270 and a retrofit of the current alignment as a high capacity multimodal,
multiway boulevard.

Among the potential benefits of the reroute/retrofit are the following:
1. Separate interstate throughput from in town commuting and circulation.
2. Leave the super fund sites along the current I70 alignment undisturbed to the greatest extent
possible.
3. Preserve and enhance North Denver's Environmental Justice communities.
4. Move freeway traffic to a more industrial/commercial part of the metro area.
5. Create a more inviting entry to Denver and a better context for the Stockshow.
6. Disperse traffic across a maximized and reconnected North Denver street grid.
7. Significantly reduce VMT by providing a cross town multimodal boulevard that can carry more people
not just cars.
8. Improve air quality in the central city.
9. Eliminate the need for off site drainage systems that the ditch would require and consequently save
homes in Cole and the City Park golf course from destruction.
10. Realize a solution that achieves the purpose and need while making the community a better, more
sustainable place.

A peer review of CDOT’s alternative conducted by preeminent transportation and sprawl experts from
the American Planning Association called out significant flaws in the proposed project and its
methodology. These flaws include significant deficiencies in transportation system planning, travel
demand modeling, managed lanes, community and economic development, and the community
engagement process:
• “… there was a common misunderstanding among transportation agencies, other public agencies, and
neighborhood groups regarding the transportation system as a whole and the specific role of I 70 within
that system.”
• “…there appears to be a lack of systems planning approach. The influence of I70 in the Denver metro
region is significant, and its long term role relative to the parallel and connecting roadway network,
existing and emerging transit network, and non auto transportation modes needs to be examined in a
comprehensive, intergrated manner. In addition, the transportation network must be evaluated in
relation to existing land uses, and how those uses are expected to evolve over the next 30 50 years.”



• “…there appears to be a legitimate question about whether the recommended design alternative is
fully consistent with the Denver Regional Council of Government’s Regional Transportation Plan.”
• “There appears to be little accomplished in the I70 corridor planning process to develop and support a
carefully thought out multimodal strategy.”
• “It is unclear if there is a regional freight/goods movement plan with sufficient detail to guide route
planning and operational strategies, which are critical in the I70 corridor.”
• “There appear to be no vehicle miles traveled targets set for the corridor that would account for
anticipated growth/change in development over time and the application of complementary strategies
designed to reduce VMT. It was difficult to determine if VMT and other system planning measures
(travel time, vehicle hours of delay, person hours of delay, etc.) comparisons were made for initial and
refined alternatives. This is important in part because there is extensive research that indicates that
VMT is strongly correlated with the production of CO2 in the atmosphere, which in turn is leading to
climate change at a global scale.”
• “…there appears to be little agreement on role and function of using the non interstate network part
of the corridor to address connectivity and mitigate travel demand, thus enabling a narrower interstate
footprint.”
• “Transit is virtually missing from the conversation…If there were agreed upon system wide and
corridor level VMT and mode share goals, then transit and the role of Transportation Demand
Management programs, park and ride, shuttle circulators, and parking management strategies in major
activity centers served by I70 and I25 would be a bigger part of the corridor plan.”
• “There appears to be a general lack of confidence that the model provided reasonably accurate
forecasts, with CDOT and others citing it as ‘using what we had available’ or ‘what was provided to
us.’…CDOT, and its lead consultant on the I70 project, Atkins North American, established the need for a
10 lane cross section on I70 using the DRCOG old travel demand model and the DRCOG old future land
use forecast for 2035…The TPD [APA Transportation Planning Division] team emphasizes that the size
and scale of a transportation facility is fundamentally based on the forecast demand model.
Understanding the assumptions and findings is critical to making an informed decision on the number of
lands, regular, and/or managed. The basic problem, as the panel sees it, is that planning for I70
improvements began more than 10 years ago, and the practice of modeling by CDOT and Atkins has not
kept pace with best modeling practices. The methodology memo hammered out between CDOT nad
FHWA at the beginning of the process no longer serves the project partners well.”
• “Common sense suggests that there will be a serious bottleneck for westbound traffic created by
having the 10 lane section of I70 transition down to 6 lanes to the west of the project. The panel finds it
hard to believe that the transition will be a smooth one and that westbound traffic will not back up
terribly.”
• “From our collective experience, we believe that a well designed managed lane system concept for the
I70 corridor, which is integrated into a larger managed land system plan for the Metropolitan Denver
highway system, and is also connected to the regional and local transit system, would lead better future
performance for the entire system, and would also allow for better informed decisions regarding the
specific lane configurations and access points for the I70 East segment.”
• “It was unclear whether added capacity along the northerly alternate route, I 270, would be
implemented prior to I 70 East construction work but that is an important early decision.”

These fair and sharp criticisms of the process and methodology have not been resolved in the final EIS.
Most notably the travel demand model and land use forecast remain unchanged, as does the lack of a
system planning approach, which is perhaps the most distressing consideration for Denver citizens
concerned about the negative impacts this project will have on multiple vulnerable neighborhoods in
the central city.



Denver citizens have moved well beyond the era of Robert Moses style freeway planning. We have
demonstrated repeatedly our commitment to an integrated land use and transportation future with
Blueprint Denver and FasTracks, one the most aggressive and comprehensive rapid transit expansion
projects in the country. We are also sympathetic to the need to replace I 70. However, we believe
there is a better path forward. P

A large group of residents from the affected neighborhoods who include architects, city planners,
engineers, preservationists, and real estate and development professionals have come together to seek
the study of the reroute/retrofit alternative alongside CDOT’s alternative and the no build alternative.
These three alternatives need to be compared using the most up to date travel demand and land use
forecasting tools available. When asking taxpayers to support a project of this magnitude, it is critical to
honor the protections that the National Environmental Policy Act affords citizens. We are not merely
obstructionists to this process, we are educated, informed advocates for a more sustainable Denver.
Until all reasonable alternatives have been studied, with sufficient time for review, we do not believe
that the EIS is complete.

The alternatives to the no build scenario and CDOT’s preferred alternative were not worthy of study and
were never alternatives that the community expressed any significant interest in exploring. The
reroute/retrofit is the only reasonable alternative to the no build and the widening that the community
wants to explore. To my knowledge the first request to study the reroute/retrofit was made by me 14
years ago when I worked as a Senior City Planner for Denver, though I would wager hat others likely
proposed this obvious alternative before me. In 2002, the idea was dismissed because it fell outside of
the narrowly defined project boundaries. The APA peer review notably criticized CDOT for its lack of a
system planning approach; the narrowly defined project boundaries being the key culprit. A stretch of
freeway is part of a vast network and can't responsibly be considered in a vacuum.

The community’s desire to study the reroute/retrofit has persisted for more than a decade and gathered
steam in the last four years. To repeatedly ignore this request to study a reasonable alternative is a
violation of the spirit and intent of NEPA. To ask the community to accept an alternative that is based on
data from out of date travel demand models and land use forecasts is irresponsible and a violation of
the public’s trust. We want a solution to the existing I70, just not one that destroys neighborhoods,
park spaces, public health, and environmental quality, and commits future generations to unsustainable
mobility options. Like Secretary Foxx we wish to remove infrastructure that has divided our community.
The CDOT widening is not an acceptable way to meet that goal.

I urge you to direct CDOT to revise the alternatives analysis, include the reroute/retrofit in that analysis,
and employ 21st Century modeling tools, a systems planning approach, VMT targets, and a multimodal
strategy. To do so would be aligned with the purpose and need for the project and respects the wishes
of the citizens who will pay for it.

Sincerely,

Katherine Cornwell
Sent from my iPad



From: "Laura Verlander" <laverlander@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re Route Needs to be Given an Honest Evaluation
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:58 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

A community rarely gets the chance to re imagine itself and make a generational change, The I 70
REROUTE will do just that and transform Denver for the better for the next 100 years. A beautiful
boulevard wowing folks coming into town; neighborhoods reconnected, uniting the Great Western
complex, and a beautiful esthetic in the growing Brighton Blvd. area.

Why do the citizens feel like the fix is in? Why have city leaders pushed and pushed the trench plan? I
could get real cynical about it and let conspiracy theories race through my brain regarding land,
contractor, and deals having already been made, but maybe it's simply because the reroute plan was not
raised early in the process to where CDOT was not prepared and had their minds made up before the
seriousness of the reroute plan alternative was raised.

Please give a serious, full evaluation to the reroute. Moving cars out of downtown into a rural area
seems to make so much sense that either the fix is in or Denver leaders do not want to offend
neighboring counties. Either is not in the best interest of the citizens of Denver who would marvel at
the beauty of the re imagined old I 70 corridor.

I know it would take a while to plan the old I 70 footprint; is that a reason for the bull headed push for
the trench plan? Please don't fear the "extra" work – it will be well worth it as a transformational event
for Denver. Please don't be bullheaded or beholden to money interests. Please give the reroute a fair
and honest evaluation.

Thank you,

Mike Cougevan
4581 Julian St.
Denver CO 80211
(225) 252 6274

Sent from my iPad



From: "Brian Cradick" <bcradick@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 8:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bcradick@yahoo.com

name: Brian Cradick
address: 2440 Gaylord St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3039194741
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I want it to be covered like the pictures shows, but I'm
concerned this will be cut out of the budget. If it is this far below ground
wouldn't it have to be covered so it doesn't flood the road underground ?
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Peter Criscione" <peterouch@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 9:20 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: peterouch@hotmail.com

name: Peter Criscione
address: 3933 Wyandot St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I am concerned that the current proposals, instead of offering constructive
solutions to the problems, will only make the problems worse.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the
full re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Please look at other solutions to the I 70 viaduct project than those already
proposed in the current EIS. Neither of the “choices” currently presented offer an acceptable outcome
on a practical, financial, environmental, public safety, social justice or community building level. Under
the current proposal: Another 55 75 family homes + businesses will be lost – Residents remaining
alongside the development will be exposed to even higher levels of pollutants. Low income and
minority households will disproportionately be affected Spending $1.2 billion on a less than 2 mile
stretch of highway would be financially irresponsible and most likely be just the start of the true final
expense, considering the typical cost overruns seen with these types of projects (Boston’s Big Dig, for
example). Several superfund sites will be contacted through the project, resulting in a high risk of
contaminating the surrounding communities. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re
route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76.
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From: "Justin Croft" <jtcroft@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 1:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jtcroft@gmail.com

name: Justin Croft
address: 3507 Ringsby Ct. #106
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver native, and I work in the River North
neighborhood. I am also very active in the River North neighborhood associations.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Significant multi modal transit
options, re routing the highway traffic along the northern route option (I 76/270),
and replacing the current I 70 alignment with a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Rebuilding an expanded I 70 is a boondoggle that flies in the
face of urban planning best practices and ignores the existing environmental justice
situation in Globeville and Elyria Swansea. This is an opportunity to move the
highway out from the urban core and turn the study area into a livable community.
The project will be outdated the day it opens (indeed, the plan is already), and
will function primarily to induce higher traffic counts as has been shown around the
country with highway widening projects. It is also my understanding that CDOT
misrepresented traffic counts in the EIS, which needs to be addressed with the
public. The I 70 widening project as currently conceived is fiscally,
environmentally, and socially unconscionable.
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: jtcroft@gmail.com
realname: Justin Croft

name: 'Justin Croft'
address: '3507 Ringsby Ct. #106'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80216'
phone: '7202963610'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'I am a Denver native, and work in the River North neighborhood. I am also very
active in the River North neighborhood associations.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Significant multi modal transit options, re routing
the highway traffic along the northern route option (I 76/270), and replacing the current I 70 alignment
with a boulevard.'
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other'
rate_website: 'Need more info'
comments_questions: 'Rebuilding an expanded I 70 is a boondoggle that flies in the face of urban
planning best practices and ignores the existing environmental justice situation in Globeville and Elyria
Swansea. This is an opportunity to move the highway out from the urban core and turn the study area
into a livable community. The project will be outdated the day it opens (indeed, the plan is already), and
will function primarily to induce higher traffic counts as has been shown around the country with
highway widening projects. It is also my understanding that CDOT misrepresented traffic counts in the
EIS, which needs to be addressed with the public. The I 70 widening project as currently conceived is
fiscally, environmentally, and socially unconscionable.'
Referring page was http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html
SERVER_NAME was www.i 70east.com
REQUEST_URI was /feedback formmail.php

User IP address was 65.157.106.142
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36



From: "Greg Cronin" <gregory.cronin@ucdenver.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:20 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gregory.cronin@ucdenver.edu

name: Greg Cronin
address: po box 487
city: SEDALIA
state: colorado
zip_code: 80135
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I work in Denver, and favor a city that is progressive and
livable. One that focuses on communities and personal interactions. I believe that a
major hiway should not bisect neighborhoods. I prefer for I70 to be re routed around
Denver, using the existing I270. That does not add much time to interstate
travelers, but it would make the corridor much more conducive to strengthening
neighborhoods through the current corridor. Cars are great, but so is a city that
encourages public transportation, bikes, and walking.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By making the current corridor a
boulevard, and rerouting interstate travelers around Denver, rather than through it.
The I270 corridor could be used by interstate travelers.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Douglas Crow" <dougcrow@icloud.com>
Subject: Please consider an I 70 re route alternative
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 2:24 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Dear CDOT Representatives,

I believe that the 1.7 billion dollar price tag and ensuing five years of disruption
to north Denver neighborhoods will not be worth the cost. I believe that the
proposal from the organization Ditch the Ditch to re route I 70 north via 76 and 270
is a less disruptive, expensive alternative that is also more friendly to public
health, the environment and business. A pedestrian and cyclist friendly boulevard
would re vitalize this part of our city creating a win/win situation moving the
noise, disruption, and pollution of interstate traffic away from population centers.
Please study this alternative.

Sincerely,

Douglas Crow



From: "Nathan Curry" <nathanpcurry@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 12, 2016 6:23 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: nathanpcurry@me.com

name: Nathan Curry
address: 3403 Lafayette St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My concern is that the neighborhood will be negatively impacted
with 5 years of construction, houses and families removed, and will end us up in a
worse state than we are now. Traffic will return to the same levels we have now.
Route traffic north, around the city, where families won't be impacted and roads can
be widened indefinitely for those that want them
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Route traffic north instead of
widening I70 and repurpose I70 as a local boulevard. This concept is in line with
the current movement of people and businesses to the area
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This is a 13 year old idea that does not recognize the changes
that have come to this area. It has grown exponentially with businesses and families
coming to the area and existing families who have lived here for many decades. This
entire project needs to be scraped and rethought

==================================
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From: "Tara Curry" <tararcurry@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 13, 2016 8:07 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tararcurry@gmail.com

name: Tara Curry
address: 3403 Lafayette St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My concern is that the neighborhood will be negatively impacted
with 5 years of construction, houses and families removed, and will end us up in a
worse state than we are now. Traffic will return to the same levels we have now.
Route traffic north, around the city, where families won't be impacted and roads can
be widened indefinitely for those that want them. I also think a park over a freeway
is downright disgusting and it's like putting a flower over a gaping hole in the
earth.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Route traffic north instead of
widening I70 and repurpose I70 as a local boulevard. This concept is in line with
the current movement of people and businesses to the area
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This is a 13 year old idea that does not recognize the changes
that have come to this area. It has grown exponentially with businesses and families
coming to the area and existing families who have lived here for many decades. This
entire project needs to be scraped and rethought
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From: "Christy Cutler" <cacdance@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments re digging into the super fund site near the Stock Show and Swansea Elementary

and surrounding neighborhood
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 9:49 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Dear I 70 East decision makers:

I would like to express my opinion re CDOT digging into the super fund site near the Stock Show and
Swansea Elementary and surrounding neighborhood in order to make improvements to I 70 in this area.
There must be a better way to do this. For instance, it seems that it would possible to re route I 70
onto an improved I 270/76 at surface level and bring the existing six lanes of I 70 to grade and
encapsulate rather than stir up the super fund site sending it into the air that children at Swansea will
breath all day and while they walk back and forth, that will settle on people and gardens in the area,
that will likely blow into other parts of the city. We do not need to inhale lead/arsenic/cadmium/zinc or
any other toxic chemicals for the 5 8 years this project may take.

Please consider the environment and the beings that live in this part of Denver above all else as you
make this decision!

Thank you, Christy Cutler

Christy Cutler



From: "Kay Dale" <ekaydale@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 6:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ekaydale@gmail.com

name: Kay Dale
address: 12843 E. Louisiana Ave.
city: Aurora
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80012
phone: 7202247115
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please don't expand 170 killing neighbourhoods & creating an
eyesore. CDOT please properly investigate the full reroute option along 270 & 76.
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From: "Rebecca Davidson" <denverhomeheart@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:00 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: denverhomeheart@gmail.com

name: Rebecca Davidson
address: 2533 W. 37th Avenue
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3034344267
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re route option along I 270 and
I 76 before proceeding and jeopardizing the health of thousands (by digging up some of the state's most
contaminated soil).
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From: "Rebecca Davidson" <denverhomeheart@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:00 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: denverhomeheart@gmail.com

name: Rebecca Davidson
address: 2533 W. 37th Avenue
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3034344267
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re route option along I 270 and
I 76 before proceeding and jeopardizing the health of thousands (by digging up some of the state's most
contaminated soil).
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From: "Karen Derrick Davis" <karenderrickdavis@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 2:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: karenderrickdavis@gmail.com

name: Karen Derrick Davis
address: 3119 Josephine St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3039290606
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am not in favor of the burying of I 70. I support a reroute and changing I70 into a
boulevard. The storm drainage project should not be pushed through just because of the I 70 project.
Push the highway out and reclaim these neighborhoods!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re routing I 70 to the north along 270/76 and
turning the current path of the highway into a boulevard. Stopping the destruction of the City Park Golf
Course and Cole neighborhoods. A beautiful greenway along the I 70 path would work well with the new
lightrail line, as well.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This will impact neighborhoods and Denver residents so drastically, that you
MUST do a better job of reaching neighbors and educating them. The real costs, benefits, and
alternatives should be front page news frequently.
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From: "L. Davis" <alegriasimple@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 3:37 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alegriasimple@yahoo.com

name: L. Davis
address: 4925 Eaton St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I believe the proposed plan of widening I 70 is a horrible idea. Other cities no
longer build highways straight through neighborhoods. In addition, there are serious environmental,
financial and social justice consequences. Please consider re routing I 70 along I 270 and I 76, allowing
non local traffic to travel away from populated areas. Neighborhoods severed by I 70 would be
reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would be freed up for development that adds to our
community.
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From: "Erik Davis" <erikdavisphoto@me.com>
Subject: Reroute
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 5:19 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Reroute I 70 to 270 and 76 will be the smartest route to take!
1) most of the traffic clogging 70 during rush hour is transient traffic passing
through mixing with the commuting traffic.
2) digging up the highway will be an environmental disaster
3 studies have demonstrated turning an already congested expressway into a super
highway leads to more congestion. 76/270 island improving those roads to 8 lanes
would be far more economical, and practical, diverting through traffic around
Denver.

Erik Davis
847 571 1473



From: "Jane E Davis" <enajda@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 3:34 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: enajda@gmail.com

name: Jane E Davis
address: 1709 E 36th Ave
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7202737763
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My primary interest is keeping the homes and families in the
affected neighborhoods safe and standing. To enlarge I 70 to multiple lanes and
lowering it below ground will destroy many homes, not only in the path of the
interstate, but also in neighborhoods that will need to be torn up to accommodate
storm water runoff. It will create even more environmental and pollution problems.
This is the most destructive and expensive plan put forth. Please don't destroy
families and neighborhoods. Get rid of this plan.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There is a proposal to move I 70
north to existing interstates and enlarging these while creating a blvd where I 70
now stands. I prefer this proposal.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "Ray Defa" <Rdefa5946@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 21, 2016 8:36 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Rdefa5946@msn.com

name: Ray Defa
address: 2979 Raleigh St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute Install the Boulevard
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "Pat Defa" <designspectrum.pr@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 1:32 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: designspectrum.pr@gmail.com

name: Pat Defa
address: 2979 Raleigh St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 303 458 5946
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: #1 concern for the neighbors/residents and the school being
affected by closeness of proposed ditch. #2 loss of homes especially the affordable
housing there and impact on families being displaced from where they were born. #3
City Council approving the resolution before they even saw any plans. Done deal in
my head #4 Need to use the reroute that is already to the N or at least make all
trucks use the N route.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: RETURN it to a BOULEVARD for the
people and the city....make the hiway move to the North and return access to those
neighborhoods. We do not need that many additional lanes added and many of them you
would have to pay to use...privatized toll roads that the city gets no revenue from
and most people will not pay to use them....a waste. this is a bad idea all the way
around.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Christine Dewhurst" <chredew@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:31 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: chredew@gmail.com

name: Christine Dewhurst
address: 4268 Julian Street
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the ‘false
choice’ presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds
for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Abigail Dice" <aaherreman@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 14, 2016 2:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: aaherreman@gmail.com

name: Abigail Dice
address: 3435 Ash St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone: 5743092906
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the area and after studying what is going on do not
want the project to continue. The value is not is not there and will provide no
benefit for either commuters or residents.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The addition of bike lanes and
cleaning the area we already have. Putting it lower and making it wider will add no
benefit.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: As a local resident, I do not support this.
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From: "Joel W Dice" <joel.dice@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 14, 2016 2:33 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: joel.dice@gmail.com

name: Joel W Dice
address: 3435 Ash St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am against spending money on this project and changing the
character of the neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More public transportation.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I do not approve this project.
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From: "Tyler J Dickey" <tylerdickey@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 1:26 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tylerdickey@me.com

name: Tyler J Dickey
address: 1478 Elizabeth St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80206
phone: 3039451024
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a concerned citizen who believes that more lanes is not
the right solution for the existing I 70 corridor.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Less emphasis on high speed traffic
lanes for single occupancy cars and more investment in intermodal transit.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "Joe Dinnetz" <jdinnetz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:07 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jdinnetz@gmail.com

name: Joe Dinnetz
address: 4735 Newton St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live near I 70 and Lowell, which puts me in close proximity
to this project and if the east side of I 70 expands it's only a matter of time
before they'll want to expand the west side. My home is less than 500 feet from the
highway and any future expansions would severely impact me.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Turn the corridor into a boulevard
and reroute the highway through traffic to 270 and 76. The goal of Denver should be
to improve commutability within the city. This can be best achieved by focusing on
public transit and access to and through neighborhoods. I 70 divides north Denver
making it difficult to connect neighborhoods. Anyone traveling into Denver would
welcome greater access via a grand boulevard. However, an expansion only serves to
benefit those that are traveling through Denver.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Do not expand the highway!!! It is a short term problem that
doesn't address a long term vision. If the solution is to just expand, are we really
looking at a 30 lane highway through the heart of Denver in a hundred years? That
seems ridiculous! Focus on the long term needs of Downtown Denver by uniting
neighborhoods, reducing air pollution, and emphasizing community, quality, and
accessibility.
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From: "Alexander Dismore" <punctualalex@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:28 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: punctualalex@gmail.com

name: Alexander Dismore
address: 476 University Blvd
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone: 207 831 8037
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm interested in seeing CDOT, Denver, and the State of Colorado invest in
transportation options for all people, not just car commuters in far flung suburbs. I'm interested in
maintaining livability in the area and keeping the community together, rather than bulldozing everything
to make way for more lanes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Invest in transit, build safe and connected bicycle
facilities, build denser housing close to jobs, shopping, and recreational activities. If you widen the
Interstate, they're just going to keep selling houses further and further east and the traffic will get
worse, not better. Transportation can be improved in the study corridor (and every other) when we
accept that we can't widen our way out of our congestion issue.
comments_questions: Please do not widen I 70.

==================================
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From: "Lois Doll" <loisrdoll@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 12:52 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: loisrdoll@gmail.com

name: Lois Doll
address: 3440 Gilpin St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205 4039
phone: 7205567821
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned with: the disruption of neighborhoods which will
happen again with construction, the air pollution involved in construction in a
super fund area, the flood control measures that seem to be, but might not be, part
of the I 70 plan, the construction of more and more lanes for traffic, which just
increases traffic instead of improving the situation.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: more buses and trains, not more cars
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Dave Dombrowski" <daveilisa@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 9, 2016 11:16 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: daveilisa@yahoo.com

name: Dave Dombrowski
address: 1640 Garfield Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a realtor in the affected neighborhoods and have clients
that live there.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I don't understand why we are
expanding I 70 thru the northern Denver neighborhoods when there is a cheaper and
healthier option in expanding 270.
how_receiving_info: Flyers
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I keep hearing that it has already been decided. I hope that is
not correct.
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From: "Rachel Dotson Stokes" <rachel_dotson@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 7:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rachel_dotson@hotmail.com

name: Rachel Dotson Stokes
address: 4917 Umatilla St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80221
phone: 6232518118
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in how the expanded I 70 freeway will affect
the communities in North Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More public transportation options
is the best solution. Many cities have expanded their freeways to realize it was a
mistake and the only solution to traffic is better quality public transportation.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Although CDOT has dedicated a lot of time and money by examining
the expansion of I 70, they need to remember not to fall for the fallacy of the sunk
cost. That money is spent, done, and one should not move forward with the expansion
with the thought or need to justify money spent. An honest effort needs to be put
forth to find the best solution, even if it is not the solution that has so far had
the most time and money dedicated to it. We, the people of North Denver, deserve
CDOT to consider alternatives to the expansion. The I 270/76 re route and greater
public transportation would do more good to the people of Denver than the temporary
fix of a few more lanes of traffic. Do not think you must justify your previous work
and studies by moving ahead; please sincerely think of what is best.

==================================
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From: "Warwick Downing" <wickdowning@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: wickdowning@comcast.net

name: Warwick Downing
address: 9180 E. Center Avenue #6B
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80247
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: As a resident of Denver I am interested in what is good for the
city I was born and raised in, and what is bad. The project at present is absolutely
nuts. It will destroy so much of the City and will keep on destroying because of the
impact of a widened I 70 corridor, sunk into the ground. That in itself will mean
tearing down Bogey's: the restaurant and club house at City Park Golf course: in
order to make way for drainage needed for the huge cut needed to accomplish the
outlandish project. And what we are not being told but what is a reality it will
result in the widening of I 70 through North Denver. That will come next. There goes
another golf course, some great lakes, more disruption. The alternative to that
madness is so simple. Re route around I 76.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Studies in other cities show quite
clearly that there are alternatives. Freeways should not be routed through cities,
and those that have recognized this are much improved. Re route I 70 at I 76 and let
it come back to I 70near DIA. Convert the present I 10 from Wadsworth to Broadway
into a nice boulevard, thus re claiming neighborhoods.
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Meghan Doyle" <mdoyle@ufl.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:24 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mdoyle@ufl.edu

name: Meghan Doyle
address: 3892 Xavier ST
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The complete lack of planning, insight, and impact that CDOT
has shown within this project is appalling. I cannot believe that their proposed
plan will be anything but an over budget waste of money, create an environmental
disaster, and do little more than pave the way to further divide and encourage
congestion within the city. As a tax paying, full time, Denver resident I cannot sit
idly by and watch such and egregious misuse of resources to take place. Other plans
provide solutions to the traffic issues without putting homes, businesses, health,
safety, and aesthetic values in jeopardy. It is the duty of the city to study and
consider these alternatives.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Divert traffic to 76 and 270 and
create a boulevard in the existing I70 corridor. Adding lanes to a relatively small
portion of the existing I70 will not ease congestion. Widened roads encourage
traffic, not relieve it. The model of diverting to underused roads and reimagining
and improving neighborhood access has been successfully implemented in San
Francisco, New York, and Milwaukee. It is the duty of the city to study and consider
these alternatives.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================
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From:  "Darlene Drennon" <ddindenver@comcast.net> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Fri, February 26, 2016 3:03 pm 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

email: ddindenver@comcast.net 

name: Darlene Drennon
address: 4901 Osceola Street 
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a long-time resident of the Berkeley neighborhood with close proximity to I-70, 
the idea that this already extremely poorly designed highway will become even larger than it currently 
is, is not only puzzling but deeply concerning. Superhighways should never be built through a highly 
populated area of any city (FOR OBVIOUS REASONS)and this current plan underscores how lacking in 
vision, environmental concerns and overall welfare of the residents that live here. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The most sensible idea is to fully re-route I-70 to I-
270 and I-76. Restoring the current I-70 corridor back to tree-lined boulevards where neighborhoods are 
no longer divided, local businesses can thrive, where air quality, noise pollution and crime rates can 
improve. This is a vision for the future and it's critical that the blinders be removed from whomever 
has crafted this current plan.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other 
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: If this current plan is allowed to proceed, it will go down in Denver's history as 
one of the worst debacles ever.
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From: "jonathan drout" <fiatrn@fiatrn.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 1:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: fiatrn@fiatrn.net

name: jonathan drout
address: 4500 alcott st
city: denver
state: co
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I ride the paths, run the sidewalks, drive the roads and breath
the air in NW Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The traffic backups locally are
wholly predictable and could be, for the most part, designed away. However, we must
make the proper priorities moving people through areas quickly, not making money
for corporations. Safe bike lanes, well designed intersections and interactions
between types of transportation, etc, are all doable when people bother, and they
make a huge difference.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Follow the money CDOT has shown a propensity to provide money
to contractors, rather than to provide service and effeciency to residents. The idea
of NOT studying alternatives is just stupid, until you notice who profits by that
failure to study. Perhaps i70 going north of town is a bad idea, or perhaps a stroke
of genius, but if no one studies it, only the entrenched will come out ahead.
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From: "Diane Drummond" <Drumm03@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:45 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Drumm03@comcast.net

name: Diane Drummond
address: 3848 Yates St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false
choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “ disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds
for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Michael Dugan" <mdugan@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:52 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mdugan@gmail.com

name: Michael Dugan
address: 3842 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205 3431
phone: 12034706603
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the Cole neighborhood directly south of the proposed project area. As many
people know this project will be developed inside an active EPA Superfund cleanup site.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Improving and widening the pathway along 270/76
would move the bulk of industrial traffic away from residential neighborhoods in Denver. Also, it would
improve traffic delays from east Denver and Aurora to Boulder and northwards. The current 46th Ave
should be redeveloped into a boulevard that would better serve local traffic and help reconnect the
Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: It is imperative to look at alternative routes for i70 instead of disturbing massive
amounts of contaminated soil in north east Denver. It is illogical to widen a major interstate though the
fastest developing neighborhoods in Denver when the route could easily be moved north to 270/76.
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Hello. My name is Drew Dutcher. I live in the Elyria neighborhood. I've been involved in this process for
quite some time. I was on the PACT; I was the Elyria representative to the PACT when it concluded,
when we rejected the elevated options and sort of forced CDOT to go back. And we rejected the
elevated options. And I've heard just a lot of rumors how it was the Governor who ordered Don Hunt,
the director the CDOT, to look back look again at the below grade option, after it had been reviewed
and rejected. So, we've always wondered how they can turn about; how they turned about and went
back to a solution that was rejected. But I one of my big observations in this process has been that I
don't think CDOT is the real villain here. What I think is really shameful is the way that the City of Denver
and our officials never stood up for these neighborhoods; and that they are behind this project, pushing
this project. And right now these neighborhoods are very overwhelmed. We have we are facing not
just the I 70 project, but the storm water project, which is really driven by this I 70 project. We have
pressures of development moving in. And, as with all of these processes, they only engage with as
with the storm water project, they only engage the neighborhoods after they have made all the major
decisions. We were not we were not part of those discussions. And that's just not a democratic
process. And the whole process is very flawed.



From: "Marie and Doug Edgar" <edgardm1@msn.com>
Subject: My input on I 70 Alternative
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 1:40 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

Dear CDOT Representative,

I have been hearing about, and reading about, the effects that the "Preferred Alternative" of the I 70
makeover will have on neighborhoods and our City.

I do not want the current lanes of I 70 to be expanded and partially covered over.

I would like to read on the front page of the DENVER POST that CDOT will study the alternative that
makes sense for neighborhoods. An I 70 reroute around our homes, local streets, parks, schools and
small businesses makes much more sense for the health of our City.

Please listen to the many voices that understand the negative consequences of your "Preferred
Alternative." Study the ReRoute Alternative, please.

Thank you!

Marie



Thank you. I'm Anne with an, "E." Globeville. I appreciate so much the many different points of view and
how hard people are working to understand what is very difficult to understand. But one thing is very
certain to me. Our Governor has failed, our City leadership has failed, DRCOG has failed, at the same
time that we have an emerging and extraordinary move towards sustainability as a city vision. There is
something really wrong about what's going on here. I genuinely believe that many of the people inside
CDOT that people are very angry at are sincerely trying to do what they feel they have been directed to
do and what we as voters have asked them to do. And that can be argued, what we as voters have asked
people to do. But what I do know is this: If two things happen, we will have failed. If in five to ten years
the statistical change in Globeville, Elyria, and Swansea is such that it is more Caucasian and that the
hard working people that are in these neighborhoods that are the multi generational families have not
in a great aggregate moved from working low income to the benefits of middle class with better
education and moved into the different roles and opportunities that are coming in from the National
Western Center project and the other beautiful thing that are coming to the city, all of these convergent
projects will have failed and will have betrayed a public trust. I wouldn't know what to do in the cusp
that we're in, with some of these leadership positions, with the internal combustion engines becoming
obsolete in the next 30 years. I wish we were there now. But what I do know is that I feel that our City
has not done enough to manage growth but is simply supporting development. We have got to get the
conversation into the grass roots. And we've got to do it in a manner that is very activist relative to the
opportunities.



MS. ELIZABETH: I wanted to just elaborate on one thing that I it feels as if the intersection between
the collaboration that has to happen with the City and the State and the all of the departments. And
that is, when talking in terms of any mitigation, if something like this cover that is being proposed for
Swansea Elementary School, there has to be a plan that funds that as long as it needs to be funded or it
can't be built at a level that meets the the imagination and the aspirations of people that want to have
a cover. Now, that is something that I recognize that people that want to reroute the freeway doesn't
matter. Because any mitigation can be seen as short of wanting to do that. So, I recognize the
discussion. But what I'm concerned about is that the mechanisms aren't clear enough how Denver and
the school system and the City and County can create the ability to pay for the maintenance of
something of that sort. And, so, I just wanted to elaborate on that and just say we have to be mindful of
all of the elements that impact with that. And, with East 47th and York, that is a city project. If there's
ways to leverage the cooperative resources cooperatively with the other project, whether it's National
Western Center and CDOT and that kind of thing, to enhance what goes on with the authority with East
47th Avenue and York really is the city. And we have a great neighborhood planning process and
elements where we need to focus in on these projects on the interior of the neighborhoods with as
much strength as we do with the larger infrastructure and make sure we're considering the entire
environment and having all of these bodies work together in a way where the problems are approached
comprehensively and we understand what the authorities are out here, as well.



March 2, 2016   Public Comment into the FEIS Process from a Globeville Resident. 

Dear FHWA: 

Over the last five years I have agonized over how the I70E Viaduct Reconstruction can fulfill its purpose1

without adding to the cumulative negative impact of segmentation, loss of households through project 
acquisition (displacement), health impacts from vehicle emissions, and less neighborhood connectivity 
and ease of mobility in the adjacent City street grids absorbing the secondary traffic load from increased 
truck and car traffic the I-70E project projects and will build to accommodate. 

 CDOT, along with all who know the history of the I-70E Viaduct, acknowledge the placement of this 
stretch of Interstate damaged these neighborhoods in ways none of us involved or impacted, including 
CDOT, want to worsen. 

And, the FEIS in advocating the PCL Preferred Alternative indicates that,  “Although the Partial Cover 
Lowered Alternative requires the greatest number of acquisitions, removing the viaduct, lowering the 
highway, and adding a cover over the highway to be used as public community space will improve 
neighborhood cohesion by reconnecting communities bisected by I-70 since its construction in 1960. 
Therefore, potential impacts to social and economic conditions from the Partial Cover Lowered 
Alternative are anticipated to be offset and not contribute substantially to cumulative impacts.”

Myself, I am not confident that is true.  So please, take into account all of the testimony you have 
received, but, look for yourselves.  Talk to CDOT and a much greater survey of neighborhood 
constituents and City Planners, apply the most enlightened FHWA vision of forward looking, humanistic 
Interstate Development given that our entire civilization is in a cusp between eras – which will see the 
internal combustion engine, and fossil fuels, recede, and traffic decline radically in all areas in the next 
30 years. 

Colorado and Denver has a problem in that our State Legislature and or Governor, along with DRCOG 
and our City Government, didn’t get it together to come up with a transitional vision to free CDOT to 
perhaps move this section of Interstate 70E out of Denver when this whole discussion began 13 years 
ago.  And, Denver failed to develop the type of relationship with Adams County to the north that could 
have helped us collaborate with a vision that emphasized a mutually beneficial matrix to do this. 

Now, as the will rises from within the neighborhoods adjacent to I70-E to save ourselves rises, we are 
not sure how to do this. 

If the FHWA can help lead us to a better alternative with this project to do so, despite the failure of our 
State Government and City Government to find an alternative to and to lead us there, then it is my 

1 “The purpose of the project is to implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and 
mobility and addresses congestion on I-70 in the project area.”  I70east FEIS, V1 Ch2 Purpose and Need 



request via this comment that you hit the reset button on this project and help us unify to do so. 

Thank you, 
  AE 
Anne-Elizabeth 
Globeville 
P.O. Box 16545 
Denver, CO 80216 
720-8005286 



From: "Ethan Elliott" <ere109@atlanticbb.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 8:33 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ere109@atlanticbb.net

name: Ethan Elliott
address: 3601 Garfield St
city: Denver
state: co
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live less than mile below I70. I drive it several times per
week.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: DO NOT destroy homes to widen the
highway. There is plenty of room to expand 270 and I76. This would only add about a
mile to the drive, while keeping the current road intact as a business route. The
next alternative would be to create a twin deck, doubling capacity for east and west
traffic without infringing upon anything but air space.
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Karen Elliott" <kelliottgnp@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 10:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kelliottgnp@gmail.com

name: Karen Elliott
address: 2215 York Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm very concerned about the effect of the proposed project
will have on the local communities located between Brighton Blvd and Colorado Blvd.
That area will become a ghost town due to the number of homes that will be torn down
and further isolation with dead end roads.Those residents are not "disposable" and
should be treated with as much respect as those who live in more affluent areas.
This area is all of our "back yard".
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would like CDOT to properly
investigate the full re route option along I 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the false
choice presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds
for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.

==================================
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From: "Joe Elliott" <joeelliott.familytherapy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: joeelliott.familytherapy@gmail.com

name: Joe Elliott
address: 4670 Fillmore St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 7202011253
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Joe Elliott 4670 Fillmore St. Denver, CO 80216 This letter is to
submit a number of concerns for the public comment period in regard to the proposed
I 70 expansion. My house is located between 46th and 47th on Fillmore St. If the
proposed expansion of I 70 takes place, my house will be three houses away from the
new highway. I have been a resident of the Swansea neighborhood for the past
12 years. When I first bought my house in 2004, I was employed as a social worker
and was excited about the opportunity to be a homeowner and to set my roots deeper
in the Denver community. Living in the neighborhood has taught me to appreciate the
strength and resilience of the people who live here, but it has come with a number
of challenges to my health and safety. In the time that I have lived in the
neighborhood I have seen two of my next door neighbors die due to struggling with
health conditions that may have been exacerbated by problems in the neighborhood. I
am now concerned about another next door neighbor who has been struggling with lung
cancer 25 years after he made a decision to quit smoking. Living in this
neighborhood presents a number of challenges to health and longevity. The results
of a study by former Denver Auditor Dennis Gallagher showed that length of life in
these neighborhoods has been reduced greatly reduced due to a number of social,
economic, and environmental factors. One of the concerns that I have as a resident
is that the number of health impacts will most assuredly worsen due to the
construction of a larger, busier highway through the neighborhood. The following
details these and other concerns. Heart Disease According to a 2014 study by the
Denver Department of Environmental Health; Globeville, Elyria, Swansea had among
the highest rates of cardiovascular disease in the city. Taken from their Health
Impacts Assessment, the highway appears to be a risk factor that increases the
incidence of cardiovascular disease. The following study validates concerns about this risk!



Prospective analysis of traffic exposure as a risk factor for incident coronary heart
disease: The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study. Environmental Health
Perspectives, 116: 1463“1468. McConnell, R, Islam, T, Shankardass, K, Jerrett, M,
Lurmann, F, Gilliland, F, Gauderman, J, Avol, E, KÃnzli, N, Yao, L, Peters, J, and
K Berhane (2010). Air Pollution There are a number of concerns that I have about the
worsening pollutants in the neighborhood due to highway expansion. Again, the Health
Impacts Assessment from the Denver Department of Environmental Health cites that
Denver as a city has, not met the Federal standards for ozone pollution of which
vehicle exhaust is a major contributor. As part of the mapping of air pollution,
projections show that elevated levels are along the I 70 and I 25 corridor, which
intersect in and around neighborhoods in Globeville, Elyria, and Swansea. The
report goes on to say that, The Department of Environmental health has been
tasked with monitoring air quality and with designing mitigation measures in order
to improve air quality in schools and among vulnerable residents impacted by the
I 70 project. In addition the study recognizes that, recent studies link
nearness to high traffic roads with adverse health effects in children and adults.
Much of the research has focused on associations between exposure to small
particulate matter or nitrogen oxides with an increased risk for respiratory
effects, like childhood asthma, or cardiovascular effects in adults, such as heart
attacks. The assessment also cites the following studies that show increased
risks for children. Gauderman, WJ, Vora, H, and R McConnell (2007). Effect of
exposure to traffic on lung development from 10 to 18 years of age: a cohort
study. Lancet, 369: 571 577. Kan, H, Heiss, G, Rose, KM, Whitsel, EA, Lurmann, F,
and SJ London (2008). Childhood incident asthma and traffic related air pollution
at home and school. Environmental Health Perspectives, 118: 1021 1026. Weinmayr, G, Romeo, E, De
Sario, M, Weiland, SK, and F Forastier (2010). Short term effects of PM10 and NO2 on
respiratory health among children with asthma or asthma like symptoms: A systematic
review and meta analysis. Environmental Health Perspectives, 118: 449 457. 13 US
Environmental Protection Agency (2011). The focus of the assessment makes it clear
that the city and CDOT are aware of the risks and the consequences of expanding the
highway into a dense residential neighborhood. Quite obviously, it will increase the
risks of incidence of health problems related to air pollution. Based on the sheer
gravity of the situation, the Health Impacts Assessment recommends that the
Department of Environmental work with CDOT, CDPHE and Public Works to start defining
types of air pollution monitoring that can be done to determine a community
baseline. The following is a list of recommendations from the Department of
Environmental Health as part of their Health Impact Assessment: DEH should work with
stakeholders to recommend mitigation measures that may be required during the
reconstruction of I 70, including upgrading the heating/ventilation/ air
conditioning (HVAC) system at Swansea Elementary School to improve indoor air
quality. 5. The City should explore the feasibility of an environmental review
prior to approval of development applications in order to minimize conflicts
between industrial and residential uses. (See Section 8, Recommendation 2.B) 6. DEH
should continue to improve the City’s air quality through specific actions can
including: (See Section 8, Recommendation 3.B) a. DEH should update its community
air pollution modeling assessment to a 2011 baseline, and make projections for a
future year (such as 2025). b. DEH should work with CDPHE and EPA to establish an
additional air quality monitor station in Globeville or Elyria Swansea by 2015,
with a goal of quantifying near highway pollution. Based on the knowledge of



adverse health impacts and based on the recommendations that are made here,
CDOT and the Department of Environmental Health must be held accountable if
monitoring is not done and if adequate
strategies to abate or reduce the risk of these pollutants are not developed. Noise
and Structural Damage Noise and structural damage to my personal property is of
great concern to me due to the proximity of my home to the highway. It is clear with
the expansion of the highway and with the years of construction that will be
required, that there will be a number of adverse effects to my home. Noise can be
mitigated through sound buffers that are recommended by the Department of Public
Health. A larger problem appears to be the vibrations from construction traffic and
the eventual increase in vehicle traffic that could cause damage to the structural
integrity of my home. My home like many others on the block was built in 1948 and
was not designed to be able to withstand the increased intensity of activity and
movement that could cause long term damage and expensive repairs. For this reason, I
am asking that CDOT allocate resources to provide for sound mitigation in resident homes
that may include new windows and sound barriers. I am also asking that CDOT provide
funding and support to reinforce the structural integrity of homes that will be
close to the highway and at obvious risk for structural damage. Connectivity and
Long Term Impact on Home Values Comparitive market analysis shows that homes on the
south side of I 70 hold much greater value due to their connectivity to other parts
of the city. From the very beginning of the process of public comment, residents in
affected areas of I 70 have expressed concerns about connectivity. With the
construction of I 70, I would stand to lose a fair amount of wealth and income as a
home owner, due to a lack of connectivity to other parts of the city in the
planning of the proposed alternative. At one point in my life I dreamed of setting
my roots deep in the Denver community and starting a family. My home, at the center
of that dream, has been beset by a number of challenges over the years due
to many negative aspects in the environment. Due to that, I no longer dream of
having a family and spend a lot of my time helping others. As I continue to live in
this neighborhood, I continue to see the loss of that dream. As I see politicians
and planners make selfish and apathetic decisions towards the residents here, I
grow more disheartened. It doesn’t have to be that way. I know this and will
continue to work towards changing it. What’s clear is that my efforts will be in
vain if city officials and planners are not receptive to the wants and needs of
myself and those in the neighborhood. As you can see the construction of the
proposed alternative holds many negative outcomes for me as a home owner and
resident in the Swansea community. I hope that everyone involved in the decision
making process understands the importance that they have to affect families and
individuals like me and the generations of people that follow that need to live in
a neighborhood that is safe and healthy. Thank You, Joe Elliott
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From: "Jamie Elsbury" <jamelee@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:22 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jamelee@gmail.com

name: Jamie Elsbury
address: 4747 Bryant
city: denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 6163080801
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live right near I70.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I really think that expanding it and
putting it underground is a terrible idea. We can come up with something better.
rerouting i70 to i76 is the best idea that I have heard so far.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: not a fan of the proposed "solution."
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From: "Niles emerick" <Naemerick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 7:38 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Naemerick@gmail.com

name: Niles emerick
address: 3815 Jason St
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have a residence in close proximity to the project, as well
as several rental properties and 2 redevelopment projects.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Better connectivity and street grid,
bikeability and walkability. Slowing down traffic speeds.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: No action is better than the wrong action. The studies for this
projects have been in the works for a long time is not a good reason to continue
moving forward. Data from 10+ years ago is not data I want my city to use for
projects today. Widening I 70 is not the right solution, we can do better.
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From: "niles emerick" <naemerick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 9:44 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: naemerick@gmail.com

name: niles emerick
address: 4235 Delaware
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I own property in the Globeville neighborhood, in the SW
quadrant, that has been separated from the rest of the neighborhood by the current
I 70 and I 25 routes. I am very concerned what the current proposed plans for the
I 70 partial covered lowered option will truly do to these neighborhoods. While the
park looks nice in pictures, in the places where it exists, an expanded I 70 cutting
through the community in these near in neighborhoods is poor long term city
planning. I am concerned about connectivity, health issues, sound, stormwater
drainage, bottle necking traffic when I 70 merges back to a non widened area near
the Sunnyside neighborhood. Please make a serious effort to formally study the
76/270 reroute. This is a MUCH more preferred approach, with drastically reduced
impact on Denver's neighborhoods routing traffic through less populated areas and
more industrial areas.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: To date I have not received, or been
able to find a true study of a 76/270 reroute, but have heard many reasons and
excuses why it is not feasible, most notably that it is outside of the project study
area. This is ludicrous and small minded. If this is in fact true I recommend
expanding the boundaries of the study area to consider this as a true and viable
option.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: incomplete.
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From: "Joan Engler" <jcengler@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 3, 2016 9:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jcengler@comcast.net

name: Joan Engler
address: 4884 Eliot St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I do not believe this project is in the best interest of the
residents. It increases pollution and raises health risk to a large population. What
is in the soil at the depth that you will be digging? It would have less impact on
population if rerouted. Rerouting has worked in other urban areas.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute along 1 76. Make a Blvd. out
of I 70
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Why are you doing this when you have not looked at other options?
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From: "Paul Engler" <pengler@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 2:40 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: pengler@comcast.net

name: Paul Engler
address: 4884 Eliot St.
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80221
phone: (303) 477 0344
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live less than 300 feet from I 70 and I concerned about health issues, costs and
displacement of Denver residents.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute I 70
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false
choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in Denver's
future. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. My parents purchased the home that I own now which is less
than 300ft from the current I 70. My father who never smoked developed asthma
shortly have I 70 was constructed and died at the age of 64 from a heartache related to his asthma
in 1975. He ate a healthy diet and was not over weight. In addition, the proposed
project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35
years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our
state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause
roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad
for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives
should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, the full re route along I 270
and I 76. This is would impact less than 1/2 the people than the current proposal.
Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not
hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration. Paul Engler
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From: "Chris Englert" <eatwalklearn@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 20, 2016 2:20 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: eatwalklearn@gmail.com

name: Chris Englert
address: 4967 Tamarac St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80238
phone: 3035077280
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live within 1/4 mile of this project and walk/drive this area
daily.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am most concerned about the
pedestrian access under the i70 bridge on Quebec. There is simply none. I have asked
thrice to see the ped plan, and it's missing from the docs I've seen.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Please provide street view and schemata of the pedestrian access
plan along Quebec St under the I70 bridge.
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From: "Becky English" <beckyrep@gmail.com>
Subject: This Citizen Opposes the I 70 East Project
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:57 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Response to the I 70 East FEIS

To CDOT and FHWA:

I'm writing to register my frustration, extreme disappointment, anger, and civic disgust that CDOT has
refused to seriously analyze the reroute along I 270 and I 76 just north of Denver, which is an obviously
superior alternative to the ridiculous cut & cover "preferred alternative" boondoggle of a project (as
USPIRG calls it). CDOT's *predetermined* preferred alternative intensifies the egregious harms that the
Highway Department perpetrated on the people of the north Denver communities of Globeville and
Elyria Swansea fifty years ago.

The associated insults to human health, quality of life, human scale connectivity (bikeability, walkability)
in these communities is so atrocious that I cannot *believe* CDOT hasn't bent over backwards to try to
undo this terrible "original sin" that turned these once thriving communities into what I've heard people
call "the armpit of Denver." Shame on you, CDOT.

The present time represents a golden opportunity to right these wrongs, but, by refusing to perform due
diligence on the clearly superior alternative of realigning I 70 along the current I 270/I 76, your process
obviously has a fatal flaw of bad faith.

You also have not even carefully analyzed an alternative routing of just "through" diesel truck traffic on
the northern I 270/I 76 alignment with regard to comparative impacts on human health and other
dimensions of quality of life.

Your open scorn of the work of the "Boulevard" alternative by *citizens who are doing your job*
exploring imaginative solutions is palpable. These citizens have volunteered countless hours to show
you and their fellow citizens that The New Urbanism, Transit Oriented Development, and Complete
Streets are far superior paradigms for the future than old Highway Department thinking.

With 60,000 other Sierra Club members in Colorado, I support the comments submitted to you today by
Bob Yuhnke. I also support the oppositional comments submitted by informed and concerned citizens
of Globeville and Elyria Swansea. I also support the comments submitted by Dennis Gallagher and
Dennis Royer, which are dead on correct.

The unconscionably high rates of asthma, organ disease, cancer, and early death in these
"environmental justice" communities are things that CDOT ought to be working to *reverse*, not
*reinforce* for another seven generations.

It is my fervent hope that CDOT will start from scratch on the unexplored alternatives involving I 270 / I
76, rerouting all or some traffic there, and considering the beautiful northern gateway to Denver that
this area could become; see YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwySfKgIb1Y.

Becky English
Denver Citizen



From: "Becky English" <beckyrep@gmail.com>
Subject: This Citizen Opposes the I 70 East Project
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:57 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Response to the I 70 East FEIS

To CDOT and FHWA:

I'm writing to register my frustration, extreme disappointment, anger, and civic disgust that CDOT has
refused to seriously analyze the reroute along I 270 and I 76 just north of Denver, which is an obviously
superior alternative to the ridiculous cut & cover "preferred alternative" boondoggle of a project (as
USPIRG calls it). CDOT's *predetermined* preferred alternative intensifies the egregious harms that the
Highway Department perpetrated on the people of the north Denver communities of Globeville and
Elyria Swansea fifty years ago.

The associated insults to human health, quality of life, human scale connectivity (bikeability, walkability)
in these communities is so atrocious that I cannot *believe* CDOT hasn't bent over backwards to try to
undo this terrible "original sin" that turned these once thriving communities into what I've heard people
call "the armpit of Denver." Shame on you, CDOT.

The present time represents a golden opportunity to right these wrongs, but, by refusing to perform due
diligence on the clearly superior alternative of realigning I 70 along the current I 270/I 76, your process
obviously has a fatal flaw of bad faith.

You also have not even carefully analyzed an alternative routing of just "through" diesel truck traffic on
the northern I 270/I 76 alignment with regard to comparative impacts on human health and other
dimensions of quality of life.

Your open scorn of the work of the "Boulevard" alternative by *citizens who are doing your job*
exploring imaginative solutions is palpable. These citizens have volunteered countless hours to show
you and their fellow citizens that The New Urbanism, Transit Oriented Development, and Complete
Streets are far superior paradigms for the future than old Highway Department thinking.

With 60,000 other Sierra Club members in Colorado, I support the comments submitted to you today by
Bob Yuhnke. I also support the oppositional comments submitted by informed and concerned citizens
of Globeville and Elyria Swansea. I also support the comments submitted by Dennis Gallagher and
Dennis Royer, which are dead on correct.

The unconscionably high rates of asthma, organ disease, cancer, and early death in these
"environmental justice" communities are things that CDOT ought to be working to *reverse*, not
*reinforce* for another seven generations.

It is my fervent hope that CDOT will start from scratch on the unexplored alternatives involving I 270 / I
76, rerouting all or some traffic there, and considering the beautiful northern gateway to Denver that
this area could become; see YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwySfKgIb1Y.

Becky English
Denver Citizen



From: "Leyla Eraybar" <leyla.eraybar@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 17, 2016 12:57 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: leyla.eraybar@gmail.com

name: Leyla Eraybar
address: 3612 Jackson St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm a concerned neighbor.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Using the I 76/270 corridor alternative
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The approved plan is not representaive of social justice. A
disproportionate number of minorities would be impacted by this plan. Regardless of
these alleged studies saying that pollution in the air would not go above certain
levels, it is still exposing poor and minority in residents to carcinogens and
toxins. Please look at the I 76/270 corridor alternative.
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From: "Leyla Eraybar" <leyla.eraybar@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 23, 2016 11:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: leyla.eraybar@gmail.com

name: Leyla Eraybar
address: 3612 Jackson St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7206291196
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a neighbor concerned about my health and the health of our neighbors. This
project as proposed will shame even Flint, Michigan. Environmental justice and avoiding environmental
discrimination. This proposal involves digging up superfund sites that no one knows what contaminants
exist or in what concentrations.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute around this area with the
I 76 proposal.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This is environmental discrimination. The effects of digging up multiple superfund
sites will be a national attention grabbing, worse than Flint, Michigan. The residents primarily in this
area are of questioninable immigration status or African American. No one would consider this in a
mostly predominant Caucasian area. The kids of Swansea Elementary school are currently: Bombarded
with air pollution inside and outside of the school Shaken by constant vibration from trucks on the
freeway Subjected to nearly constant sound pollution – Nearly 1/2 are traverse from one side of the
freeway to the other to get to & from school Denver's HIA [health impact assessment] shows very
negative health outcomes for this community far worse than average. Health problems = loss of time in
the classroom. Less time at school = lower performance. Lower performance = _________ [wow, that
list is pretty darned long]. Now, CDOT intends to expand the freeway more than tripling the width.
Currently, its approximately 275 feet away from the school building, but after the "big ditch", it'll be
about 65 feet away, per CDOT's SDEIS. CDOT is going to dramatically reduce the number of crossing
points [the schools draw kids from both sides of the freeway]. CDOT will be removing 1.5 freeway exits
near the school [York/Josephone & a portion of Steele/Vasquez], which may result in more traffic past
the school and it’ll be much closer. They'll add a fence alongside the trench, which will cast tall
shadows & create an environment for ice on the road & sidewalks near the school. The plan is to put
the playground atop the freeway on an un ventilated lid, in a location likely be the place with the worst
possible air pollution. And, CDOT suggests that they are 're connecting the community'? Somehow,
they think that they are going to dig up and haul away 50,000 70,000 semi truckloads of [superfund site
contaminated dirt with lead, cadmium, zinc, arsenic...] which means blowing dirt and much semi
traffic, and all the while they are going to keep the school open, right in ground zero. Wow! Would they



be able to get away with this in Cherry Creek or Greenwood Village? I think not. They shouldn’t be able
to do so anywhere.
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My name is Brad Evans. I live in Jefferson Park, which is northwest Denver, but work in RiNo. I was
keeping track, we have four for this project and 32 that have spoken against it. And my question is: Is
CDOT even going to listen to that? Have they listened to it before? Have they listened to any of the
comments of what kind of a city we want? So, who's driving this? I keep asking: Who is driving this
project? Is it CDOT? They build roads; that's what they do. They build roads and that's what they do. But
we have 32 people who have spoken, supposedly on the record, but they don't want this project. And I
think there's probably been over the years a lot more people who have spoken that they don't want this
project. And I get it: We need to build roads; we need to solve problems. When 32 people come up and
four are for it, when do you go back and say, "Wait, this isn't the right project; this isn't the right way to
solve the problem"? That's all I've got to say. Thank you. That's my statement, ditch the ditch.



From: "Mary Ewing" <maryewing6262@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:45 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: maryewing6262@gmail.com

name: Mary Ewing
address: 720 Gilpin St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80218
phone: 303 333 6262
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: The state of CO is railroading this project through without
concern for the betterment of our city. Mega highways are not people friendly. This
particular project puts the health of the surrounding neighborhoods at a much higher
risk than they already are. You have the option to circumvent the heavy traffic to a
northerly route. This would preserve the and offer revitalization of the
neighborhoods which have suffered mainly because the residents are poor. What you
intend to do is out rages and immoral. Think Again. Look at the alternate plan which
has been proposed and see that it solves your probes and does not create new ones
for Denver and the Colorado. Mary Ewing
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By rerouting the trucks and "passing
through traffic" up to 76. You know this is the cheaper and correct option to
exercise.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: It would be of help if you listed the names and addresses of
those who are pushing this through so that they can real financial gain. There are
more characters behind this and they need to be called out for their greed and
disregard for their fellow man.
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From: "Nick Faes" <nadfaes@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 4, 2016 7:55 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: nadfaes@comcast.net

name: Nick Faes
address: 5025 Stuart St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am absolutely against the proposed burial of I 70. It is
worse than the ugly, neighborhood dividing raised portion today. Please reroute I 70
around the center of the city. We will not miss the traffic, and the traffic will
move as well or better. Thank you.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route I 70.
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

email: kathy.falbo@gmail.com
realname: Kathy Falbo

name: 'Kathy Falbo'
address: '7696 Elmwood St'
city: 'Littleton'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80125'
phone: '303 263 8911'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Other'
interest_in_project: 'Born and raised in Denver I am constantly dumbfounded by some of the
nonsensical and financially exorbitant projects this city implements. I have known for a long time now
how much pollution, detrimental toxins, gases and fumes are spewed into our environment by the huge
highways that have been cut through our heavily populated neighborhoods placing schools, children,
elderly and unhealthy people at further risk. I also see that Denver has become a city that worries more
about awarding large money making projects to crony contractors, than doing the best thing for the
citizens of the metro area. Unlike I 25 and 470 which mostly go through retail communities, I 70 passes
mostly through residential communities. As a Realtor I advise people to not purchase property near I 70
although I completely understand the impact all of the excavating and widening of this highway impacts
the entire metro area putting people out of their homes, closing store fronts, schools, etc. When I
started looking into a proposed solution to the widening of 70 and heard that CO 76 had been proposed
I could readily understand how small the impact would be going past vast area's of industrial ground,
the enormous financial savings for the tax payers, avoiding the excavation of contaminated area's where
smelters once sat spewing contaminated dust over the millions of people that will be harmed by this,
negating the by out of homes and businesses, sparing the huge environmental and health problems this
highway expansion will cause, I have to admit in my eyes this is simply another enormous governmental
debacle. I have questioned the efficiency and the quality of CDOT for years and the intelligence and
morals of those in charge. It's not surprising that CDOT would choose to move forward with the most
expensive, most difficult, most destructive, inconvenient with the most time delays for travelers. I'll bet
we have some enormous construction companies lined up to make some gigantic profits on this project.'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Transportation can be improved by abandoning
the expansion of I 70 for as far as can be done and going in another direction, the easy, less expensive,
safer, healthier way. Let's choose highway 76. It makes so much more sense and will save millions for
taxpayers.'
how_receiving_info: 'Public Meetings,Website'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: ''



From: "Stephenie Falcone" <stepheniefalcone@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 11:17 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: stepheniefalcone@gmail.com

name: Stephenie Falcone
address: 2425 Clarkson Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 303 246 6429
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My husband drives from downtown Denver to Northfield every day
for work, it is a horrible, dangerous experience every time. I avoid it like the
plague, would rather take MLK when I need to go to Target or Stapleton but so does
everyone else, so MLK is congested too. At first I was happy to hear it was being
re done. But instead of making it safer, and more neighborhood friendly, and more
environmentally sustainable, they're just making it bigger.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The on and off ramps need to be
safer, more clearly defined, there is too much swerving at the last minute to get
off the right exit or merge into traffic. Trucks need their own lane, there are tons
of semi trucks congesting the traffic that drive too close, box small cars in,
prevent lane changes to make an exit in time, and are generally very aggressive.
There has got to be a smarter way to make this a safe and logical road.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please don't take forever, I am not looking forward to years and
years of construction.
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From: "Deborah Sims Fard" <dsimsfard@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 10:11 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dsimsfard@aol.com

name: Deborah Sims Fard
address: 2818 Garfield
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 720 234 4994
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a resident in close proximity and additional changes in my neighborhood ie golf
course water shed, I am opposed to this project and believe it lacks current national transit trends,
compromises neighborhoods, and the process has been heavy handed establishment. It appears the
decision to implement this project was decided prior to bringing communties, businesses, others to
table. There are other alternatives that should be vetted. I oppose the project until adequate answers
have been voiced by CDOT. The City has the right to know, and we are the city and funders of this very
lop sided ideal.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Serious consideration of City voices
and proper vetting.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: How many companies of color have been included in the
planning/implementation of this project to date? How will the highway lane increase also increase
neighborhood flooding? Who ultimately decides how and when a project of this magnitude will be
implemented? There has been very limited support for this project, how is it legal that plans to
implement continue?
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From: "Jeffrey S Farrow" <jscott.farrow@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 10:30 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jscott.farrow@gmail.com

name: Jeffrey S Farrow
address: 3008 Cook St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7202908092
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I commute on I70 between Steel/Vasquez to I25 on a daily basis.
I am extremely concerned about the impact of this project on my commute, especially
after just enduring three years of traffic nightmares due to the US36 widening
project. I270 is already a parking lot during rush hour and is simply not a feasible
alternative commuting route for me, even without additional traffic loading. How am
I supposed to get to work during this project? It looks like you will be walling off
several miles of NE Denver from all northbound road access for years?
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Frankly, I fail to see how digging
the road below ground level is any real improvement over the existing bridge.
Instead of a bridge you can go under in lots of places, we will have a huge ditch
that you can only cross at limited bridges. This keeps the local neighborhoods just
as, if not more, separated as they are now. The added express lanes look to be
useless to me for the short length of my commute (basically the entire area you are
digging up). Will the express lane connect to Northbound I25 and allow me to get on
to US36 north/west bound?
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Autumn Feldman" <jadef1066@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:58 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jadef1066@gmail.com

name: Autumn Feldman
address: 4444 Clayton St
city: denver
state: co
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Clean Air.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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From: "tony Felice" <tf@tonyfelice.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 3:57 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tf@tonyfelice.net

name: tony Felice
address: 2890 Brighton Blvd #149
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone: 7203944494
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am opposed to the sub grade plan.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute traffic around the city, and
repurpose the I 70 corridor as a surface street. Please drop the sub grade plan.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I am opposed to the sub grade plan. Ditch the ditch. This is not
good for Denver's residents.
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From: "Andy ferguso" <Harlequinfergy@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:11 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Harlequinfergy@hotmail.com

name: Andy ferguso
address: 3852 e geddes ave
city: Centennial
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80122
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: Please cease with the plans to expand I 70, it will not ease congestion enough to
justify the cost or construction delays, let alone the amount of smog it will add to our already rapidly
increasing amount of smog.
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
img_verify
Error=<font face=Arial size=3 color=#000000><b>Your entry did not match the image. </b>Use your
browsers back button to try again.

email: gabridli@gmail.com
realname: Gabriel Finkelstein

name: 'Gabriel Finkelstein'
address: '3259 West 29th Avenue'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'Colorado'
zip_code: '80211'
phone: '303 315 1787'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'I urge you to consider other solutions than the false choice presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses – disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years – leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website'
rate_website: 'Need more info'
comments_questions: ''



From: "Stephen Fisher" <fisher54@netzero.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 4, 2016 7:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: fisher54@netzero.net

name: Stephen Fisher
address: 216 16th St, Ste 1500
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80202
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Paradigm represented by CDOT as lead agency
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: CDOT's position as lead agency has biased the process from the
beginning. There is something very lost in the preamble to NEPA (1969). Please
recognize that you may not be the best promoter of any alternative. CDOT has a
hammer and everything looks like a nail. We know, you do transportation. But listen
to the voices of stakeholders and dreamers this is not just about transportation.
You can't monetize the things they are saying because they are qualitative and
priceless.
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From: "Carol Fitzgerald" <critterrights@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 1:20 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: critterrights@msn.com

name: Carol Fitzgerald
address: 4325 Bryant St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned that CDOT is insisting on pouring more money and misery into I 70
where it bisects our North Denver neighborhoods. I am especially concerned that CDOT's plan to lower
the roadway will create drainage problems, despite its engineers' assertions that they have that
completely covered. I am also concerned that their plan will exacerbate the air pollution problems we
currently have from heavy vehicular traffic moving through our neighborhood. I believe the plan
proposed by opponents of CDOT's I 70 East plan, that is to reroute I 70 along a wide triangle from I 270
on the east to I 76 on the west, would be not only feasible but create a new, and better flowing beltway
around the city. CDOT's assertion that such a re routing of traffic would place heavy traffic burdens on
area roadways do not make sense. Traffic moving from east to west would move freely on new, wider
highway and not impact the neighborhood. Traffic exiting or entering I 70 several blocks farther north
would lessen traffic for those accessing or leaving areas to the north. Those from the south (or heading
south from I 70) would travel a few more blocks, as well. CDOT is also not using more updated data to
create its expected traffic. People (especially Denver metro commuters) are driving less. Light rail and
connecting buses are providing commuters more options. Younger generations are opting not to buy
cars but rather to bike, walk, or use public transit to work. Denver is re imagining itself and working to
create a more healthy environment. I strongly urge CDOT to step back from its I 70 East plan and see
this as an opportunity to create a more vibrant, healthier, more attractive North Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Replace current path of I 70 (from I 270 to I 76)
with proposed landscaped boulevard with bike path down center. Eventually, add street cars or light rail
line, as well, to connect to north south street cars (or light rail) into downtown. Expand parks along
route to flow into landscaped areas. All of this would improve air quality, lower traffic speeds and noise.
Build wider, better designed highway along I 270 to I 76 corridor triangle and erect sound barriers along
that new corridor. Include a permitted commuter lane for low emission vehicles (electric and hybrid
electric vehicles) to encourage less polluting. DO NOT HAVE TOLL LANES. These are public roadways and
our taxes already pay for them. Toll lanes, like those CDOT instituted on I 36, are only benefitting the
private companies who take the money.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info



comments_questions: You quite deftly made it difficult to determine from your main page how one can
comment before March 2nd. Yes, we noticed.
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From: "Diane" <dianemfitzgerald@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 9:03 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dianemfitzgerald@yahoo.com

name: Diane
address: 3162 S. Gaylord St
city: Englewood
state: CO
zip_code: 80113
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: Not even sure why we are spending our tax dollars on this project as is seems like a
complete waste of money. Doesn't need to even happen, but if a widening of the road seems to be the
solution to a problem that doesn't even exist, then perhaps a reroute of I 70 to I 270 and I 76 seems like
a better and less intrusive solutions. I don't believe the study was comprehensive enough to be able to
say this is the best use of my money.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute to I270 and I76. It is not the much further
of a drive and will eliminate many of the negative consequences of doing the suggested project.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I believe the study needs to more indepth and need to include studying other
solutions, like moving I 70 along I 270 and I 76. This would be the best way to mitigate pollution to the
residents so close to the road.
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From: "Jill Fleishman" <jfleishman@iliff.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:44 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jfleishman@iliff.edu

name: Jill Fleishman
address: P.O. Box 19674
city: Boulder
state: CO
zip_code: 80308
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Mr. Shailen P. Bhatt March 2, 2016 Executive Director
Colorado Department of Transportation 4201 East Arkansas Avenue Denver, Colorado
80222 Dear Mr. Bhatt: I have reviewed the responses you and your department provided
in reply to the comments and concerns I expressed in the fall of 2014 regarding the
I 70 Widening Project Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). Your responses
reveal that your department has failed to comply not only with the spirit but also
with the letter of the requirements set forth in the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) and the Regulations that implement the Act. As you may know, NEPA was
enacted: To declare a national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable
harmony between man and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or
eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and
welfare of man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural
resources important to the Nation¦42 U.S.C. Section 4321. Further, as you also should
know, not only NEPA, but also the Federal Aid Highway Act (Title 23 of the U.S.
Code) and related Regulations, call for avoiding, minimizing and overcoming adverse
economic, social, environmental and other impacts of highway projects that receive
federal aid. Your department is also required to minimize racially and minority
disparate results of the project under Title VI. Thus, not only economic factors
are to be considered, but all possible adverse social, environmental, and
discriminatory impacts of the roadbuilding are to be fully and thoroughly
considered and discussed. United States law requires that your department take a
“hard look” at the effects of your proposed action “with regard to community
cohesiveness, the historical nature of the neighborhoods, the cumulative
deleterious health effects on the community, and all other environmental and social
aspects” from past, present and future impacts of the highway. Your department has utterly
failed to meet these requirements. In order to accomplish the purposes put forth by
U.S. law, an agency, in submitting an EIS, is required to take a hard look at



environmental conditions, and through full public disclosure, present a thorough
discussion of foreseeable environmental impacts of the project, present a thorough
discussion of all reasonable alternatives, present a thorough discussion of all
mitigation measures, and present a reasonably detailed program to be utilized to
implement the mitigation measures. All these steps in the process must be conducted
with the utmost of good faith by the decision makers. Your department has
unconditionally failed to meet these requirements, as is obvious from your responses
to my original comments. In reply to my concerns about Environmental and Social
Justice, your department has acknowledged that the project “passes through
environmental justice neighborhoods.” (EJ1). In answer to my and to
oh so many others concerns about environmental and social justice, you suggest
mitigating the serious and devastating impacts by putting a Partial Cover (a “Lid”, as it were)
above part of the new highway and by providing interior storm windows and a couple of air
conditioning units for some of the homes in the neighborhood. CDOT seriously misses
the mark in thinking that these proposals for what it calls “mitigation” will
even come close to meeting the requirements of federal law in preventing,
minimizing and overcoming adverse economic, social, environmental and other impacts
of this destructive highway project. The law of NEPA provides that we are to
promote efforts to prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and to stimulate
the health and welfare of man. NEPA does not say we are merely to appear to be
filtering out a minute fraction of the deleterious effects of the rampant pollution
that has been causing elevated rates of illness in these neighborhoods ever since
I 70 was built many decades ago. Window air conditioning units and storm windows!?
Really?? Even if window air conditioning units and window insulation were to filter a very
small amount of pollution from the air in the homes (something that is not
substantiated by your EIS), is everyone in these neighborhoods to spend all their
time indoors? Are children to be prisoners in their homes and schools? These are not
viable mitigation efforts, they are poor excuses for failure to provide an
authentic option to achieve the stated need and purpose CDOT has given us. (i.e.,
to implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility
and addresses congestion on I 70.) And, with regard to a “Lid”, it is highly
doubtful that such a build would actually mitigate any of the serious social and
environmental justice issues that would be a direct result of the proposed project.
Where are your studies that provide evidence to this effect? And who is to say that
such a “lid” would ever actually be built? Where is the “Lid” that was to
have been built over a portion of I 25 many years ago? These excuses of fixes for
serious Environmental and Social Justice issues are not authentic solutions to the
extensive and destructive harm that has been and continues to be caused in these
neighborhoods from past, present and, if this project is built, future cumulative
impacts of one of the busiest roadways in the country passing through the center of
these communities. Certainly, your department has failed to take a “hard look”
at the effects of your proposed action “with regard to community cohesiveness,
the historical nature of the neighborhoods, the cumulative deleterious health
effects on the community, and all other environmental and social aspects” from
past, present and future impacts of the highway. One other point needs to be made
here regarding Environmental and Social Justice and discriminatory practices.
In your section of the EIS where your department discusses alternatives considered
(ALT3) , you state that one of the main reasons for discarding the alternative
of the I 270/I 76 Re route was that many stakeholders “including Commerce
City, Adams County, the North Area Transportation Alliance, and the Colorado Motor



Carriers Association” have expressed continued opposition to this alternative.
What better example of discriminatory action than for CDOT to consider the voices of
opposition of the powerful and the politically powerful over the multitude
of voices in opposition of those minority and less wealthy residents who have to
live in the affected communities of Globeville, Elyria and Swansea. Although your
department says that your decision to widen I 70 does not have discriminatory
effects on the low income or minority residents of the Globeville, Elyria, and
Swansea neighborhoods, an examination of the effects that your chosen route will
take contradicts your assertion. Your department goes on to attempt to respond to
our concerns over health issues and air quality in the community by, again, acknowledging
there is a problem that the DEH study confirms a greater incidence of asthma
in these neighborhoods; but you then dismiss these concerns with a “it’s going
to get better.” Where is the “hard look” at cumulative impacts past,
present, and future? Is it that once a National Sacrifice Area, always a National
Sacrifice Area? You have admitted there is a problem. Now where is the serious and
thorough consideration and discussion of these health and air quality issues, as is
required by law? Additionally, the relevant Code of Regulations provide that
environmental reviews are to be conducted early so that the analysis can contribute
to process and not be used to rationalize or justify decisions already made.
You and others chose your Preferred Alternative and have tried to build an
EIS around it. This is demonstrated by the fact that you have not only moved
forward with taking over homes in the neighborhood and displacing families, but you
have already demolished these homes, some of which may have been eligible for
historic designation. (See Photos below). Yet, the process is not complete; no ROD
has been issued, nor has the time for public input via public comment or other
lawful venues yet expired. Your assertions that your agency has complied with
the necessary legal considerations in their process are hollow and disingenuous.
Your department has failed to meet the requirements of taking a hard look at
environmental conditions, and through full public disclosure, present a thorough
discussion of foreseeable environmental impacts of the project, present a thorough
discussion of all reasonable alternatives, present a thorough discussion of all
mitigation measures, and present a reasonably detailed program to be utilized to
implement the mitigation measures. All these steps in the process must be conducted
with the utmost of good faith by the decision makers, and this has not been done.
Real harm is being done to the human beings in these communities. Yet, you forge
ahead displacing families, demolishing homes, taking steps toward further damaging the
environment and the communities of Globeville, Eyria and Swansea. CDOT’s
proposed highway project is legally, morally, and ethically unacceptable. "In the
home where there is faith, there is love. Where there is love, there is peace.
Where there is peace, there is God. Where there is God, nothing is missing."
"Lord, make our home a place of love.” This translation of the words on the
plaque of the historic home pictured below, a home wrenched from its owners and
demolished too soon, meaningfully demonstrates the sense of love, harmony, and
cultural heritage that is the essence of the neighborhoods for which your
department has such utter disregard. To disrupt the lives of the families, to even
further destroy the harmony and health of the neighborhoods affected by the
proposed I 70 widening project, is directly contrary to the stated purpose of the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Federal Aid Highway Act, and Title VI.
(Photos won't copy onto your website). These homes have all been demolished.
Respectfully submitted, Jill T. Fleishman
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From: "Liliana Flores Amaro" <floresliliana@live.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:18 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: floresliliana@live.com

name: Liliana Flores Amaro
address: 5079 Saint Paul St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 720 585 1234
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: It affects me and my community every day, in every way. The
highway has been both a positive and negative influence in our neighborhoods and we
have an opportunity to make it right. I 70 should have never been put here to begin
with.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There needs to be less truck traffic
on neighborhood streets. There needs to be less traffic on the highways overall. How
much traffic will be reduced based on the opening of the FastTracks and Commuter
lines?
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: 5079 Saint Paul Street Denver, CO 80216 March 1, 2016 Colorado
Department of Transportation 2000 S. Holly Street Denver, CO 80222 Dear I 70 East
EIS Team: My name is Liliana Flores Amaro. My husband and I grew up in the
neighborhood and we became homeowners in the neighborhood 6 years ago. This letter
shares my comments and options about the I 70 project and the FEIS associated with
it. I believe that I 70 should have never been built through our neighborhoods to
begin with. I believe the re route option using I 270 and I 76 should have been
studied more closely as a viable option. Instead, it was discarded and both Denver
and Adams county government officials came out against the reroute option. It is
unfortunate that city officials care so little for the residents they are supposed
to represent. I believe it should still be studied. This is a once in our lifetimes
opportunity to correct an action which has had detrimental effects on the community
since the start of the project in the 1960’s. Now, given the current climate I
understand that CDOT is not willing to put much time into this option. I urge you
all to go above and beyond with the mitigations for which ever plan you choose. I
appreciate you taking the time to delineate some of the mitigations in the FEIS
document but there are still questions left unanswered. Children and Youth. Where
will the children attending Swansea Elementary play during the multi year
construction? Is there talk of possibly relocating children during construction?



How is sharing the park on the top of the cover a good idea if there are studies
showing negative health impacts for children living and studying within 500 feet of
a highway? I believe that keeping the children at Swansea Elementary during the
construction is a horrible idea and forces a whole generation of children to be
playing next to large machinery, dust, and pollutants. I’m currently a full time
Masters student focused in Early Childhood and I have serious concerns about the impacts
to cognitive processes that living and learning in this type of environment will have not
only on the individual student’s future but the future of the community as well.
Food. What kind of specific support will you give markets and organizations
providing fresh food in the neighborhood when other businesses are relocated? How
will the yards and soil of the homes closest to the highway construction and
resulting highway be affected? Will be they able to grow fresh food on their
property? If you wouldn’t grow on that property, then they should be afforded
fresh food stipends to counteract the poor soil conditions. Economics. How will you
address the impact of gentrification on the neighborhoods as “improvement”
projects such as this one change the landscape and tax base of the community? How
will you ensure that residents are hired as part of the mitigations? I have heard
from a CDOT employee that they can’t necessarily base their hiring decisions based
where applicants live but how else can you offer employment to neighbors who hold the skills and
experience to do the various jobs needed to complete this project. If there are not
enough desirable relocation sites within the neighborhood, what will you do to
counteract this? We want to support our local business and would like them to stay
in the neighborhood if possible. How will the highway help us create more of a
“main street” area which could boost the overall economy in the neighborhood if
the target is current and new, potential business owners from within the
neighborhood. Parks & Recreation. I like the idea of an additional park in our
neighborhoods, however, it seems counterintuitive to have a green space where
people are encouraged to congregate on top of a highway with the partial covered
option. Wouldn’t the pollution be at a higher concentration here? Who will manage
the space, CDOT or Denver Parks and Recreation? Quality of Life. The selected
options should work to mitigate and reduce the harmful effects of traffic pollution, which
is the number one source of pollution according to the FEIS. What will you do address the
higher instances of asthma, cancer, heart disease and other ailments due to the
proximity of the highway? Studies have shown that all of the environmental pollution
has contributed to the decreased life expectancy in our neighborhoods compared to
the rest of Denver. In closing, I urge you to make the right decision and do right
by the people of Elyria, Swansea and Globeville. Please do a full study of the
reroute option through I 270 and I 76 to see if it’s a viable option. Think to the
future and what the children and youth will be experiencing in the next 50 to 60
years. Will our community remain a mystery to the rest of Denver or will we have set
up a foundation to reconnect the community and internally strengthen what we can
offer to the city and to the state? All of our actions should around this project
should be focused on what is better for the people who have to live, breathe, work,
play, and die next to this highway. We have been ignored, delegitimized,
unjustly treated, and stepped on for far too long. CDOT, this is an opportunity to
be real with us and respect who we are and what we bring to the community as
neighbors and as human beings sharing this space with the world. Sincerely, Liliana
Flores Amaro
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From: "Teri Font" <teri.typeface@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 8:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: teri.typeface@gmail.com

name: Teri Font
address: 4717 Claude Ct.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 6197305264
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Moving I70 is a bad idea.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Why should I70 be moved
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From: "Aileene Fontes" <afontes@live.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:04 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: afontes@live.com

name: Aileene Fontes
address: 3550 S Harlan St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80235
phone: 7202179894
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: Please consider other options, such a rerouting rather than
widening
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Let's be responsible and consider ALL options and what options
will be best for the surrounding community
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My name is Dean Foreman. I live in southeast Denver. I'm a resident of Denver and an architect
practicing in the Metro area for 45 years. I became aware of the I 70 EIS while participating in an AIA
committee advocating for TODs in the Elyria/Swansea neighborhood planning process over six years
ago. Upon hearing of the decision to widen the highway by three times into the neighborhoods, we
researched the issues surrounding the country's aging interstate highway system, including its historical
basis and intent. This is what we learned. First, they were never interned to be built within cities. Its
designers warned that the purpose to speed traffic from place to place with limited access was
detrimental to inner city commerce, would serve as a disincentive to business, and would be harmful to
those who live in proximity to them. Second, we learned then that highway widening invariably induces
and increases traffic. So it's only a temporary fix. City after city that have tried it have found they're
increasingly expensive, widened freeways, no longer funded by the feds, simply fill back up in a very
short period of time. Our own T REX project is a good example of that. Finally, we learned that inner city
highways can be successfully removed. Cities like San Francisco, which following the earthquake caused
collapse of two major freeways did not rebuild them; instead, replaced them with at grade boulevards
and experienced a remarkable renaissance in the disenfranchised neighborhoods. Property values
increased dramatically and the traffic miraculously integrated into the street grid system. Instead, CDOT
is doubling down on the shortsighted plan to depress the highway to the lowest spot in the city, cutting
every utility and damming the natural drainage path to the river, disrupting 61 toxic waste sites,
submitting these weary neighborhoods to years of construction hell, to just provide commuters an
assured trip through their neighborhoods without slowing down. So, our neighborhood Unite North
Metro Denver has developed an alternative: An at grade boulevard, designed to be built in phases to
respond to the industrial and residential characters of the neighborhoods. We believe our solution to
reroute, move traffic up 270 is desperately needed to heal these neighborhoods, increase the tax base,
incentivize commerce, and help heal these neighborhoods. Thank you.



From: "Webmaster at I 70 East EIS" <webmastercc@i 70east.com>
Subject: FWD: I 70 East EIS Online Notice PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD EXTENDED]
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 7:00 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

The following email is forwarded to you from the Webmaster Email, for your
reply:

Original Message
Subject: Re: I 70 East EIS Online Notice PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD EXTENDED
From: Jaguirrejja@aol.com

Date: Sun, January 24, 2016 9:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com

Please tell me what the other alternatives are. You have shown the
preferred option. What are the other options.
Thank you.
Fran Frainaguirre



From: "Fran Frainaguirre" <jaguirrejja@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, January 31, 2016 6:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jaguirrejja@aol.com

name: Fran Frainaguirre
address: 1840 W 40th
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: 1. As a tax payer, I object to the public/private partnership which will put tax payers in debt for too
many years! 2. I also object to CDOT choosing the most expensive option. 3. I oppose the below grade digging which will
add further pollution to an already polluted area with increase rates of asthma, heart problems and other illnesses. 4.
Apartial cover over the highway, only pushes the pollution up and around the area. 5. As an environmentalist, I oppose
the below grade excavation of soil where there is no plan in place to deal with it if it is contaminated. That soil also
needs to be moved where? How much pollution will be caused by the trucks that haul the soil? 6. This preferred option
shows no care about the younger generations that will suffer increased health problems because of this widened
highway. 7. Widening highways is a 20th Century solution applied in the 21st Century.It sounds /looks like CDOT and the
supporters of this project don't give a damn about the future of this planet earth!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Why is transportation more important
than the people who live in this area? Transportation can be improved when we have
better and more public transportation you know that is coming. Transportion will
be improved when we stop catering to the almighty single occupant automobile! Where
are the express buses that take people to park and rides? It will be improved when
we do away with speedways/highways that only become congested at peak times of the
day and during sports and other entertainment events in the city!
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter
comments_questions: When will the soil be tested? When will the EIS address the
health problems of those living near the highway? When will CDOT address the
possibility of improving roads through industrial areas instead of residential
areas?
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From: "Zach Franzgen" <zkf1225@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 4:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: zkf1225@gmail.com

name: Zach Franzgen
address: 4044 N. Shoshone Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: My interest in this project concerns the lack of concern CDOT and the city of Denver
have placed on the woeful impact that the widening of 1 70 would cause, not only for the residents who
live nearby, but for the entire metro area and state. I fear that CDOT and Denver are going to create a
tremedous disaster for the state, city, metro area and all resident's of Colorado. There are wiser and
better studies that have not been examined or displayed by CDOT.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Improve this area by replacing the existing road
with a grand boulevard! Do not disturb the Superfund sites. Most importantly widen 1 76 and hwy 270
and make that the through area for the interstate. Do not dig!
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Janice Galindo" <jemgalindo@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:04 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jemgalindo@yahoo.com

name: Janice Galindo
address: 3279 Osceola St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Please see below
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please see below
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false
choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling
infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Rene Galindo" <rene.galindo@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rene.galindo@yahoo.com

name: Rene Galindo
address: 3279 Osceola St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Please see below
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please see below
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the :false
choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling
infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Georgia Gallagher" <georgia@kentwoodcity.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 11:01 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: georgia@kentwoodcity.com

name: Georgia Gallagher
address: 1401 Delgany St. Unit 202
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80202
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false
choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “ disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years “ leaving insufficient funds
for crumblin!
g infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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DDennis Gallagher
5097 Meade Street 

Denver, Colorado 80221 

Mr. Shailen P. Bhatt, Executive Director 
Colorado Department of Transportation 
4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

1 March 2016 

Subject: Comments on I-70 East Final Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Mr. Bhatt, 

As Auditor, I held to a standard of doing right by the citizens of the City and County of Denver.  
This included doing right by people as individuals, doing right by people in their communities 
and neighborhoods, and doing right for the well-being of all. 

Now retired from office, I am proud to be serving in the highest calling we have in our 
democracy and society – that of citizen. 

In my career, I have taught countless students and professionals in the use of language, from 
the study of ancient and modern languages, to oration and rhetoric.  It is with my seasoned 
understanding of the use of words for communication, that I must state that the Colorado 
Department of Transportation’s use of words to reply to the serious concerns I and many, many 
others have raised with the proposal to widen I-70 massively through the culturally rich and 
historic neighborhoods of Elyria, Globeville, and Swansea has utterly failed to provide adequate 
or meaningful answers.   

Of the more than 100 discrete comments and requests I provided in a sincere effort to ask that 
the Department come up with a solution that would restore these neighborhoods and create a 
healthier environment for those who call these communities home, I see very, very little in your 
worded responses that is satisfactory.  Instead, you rarely provide specific answers.  Too often 
your responses provide verbiage that actually shifts the topic away from the issue you have 
been asked to address.  Your Final Environmental Impact Statement is an embarrassment to the 
citizens of the state of Colorado and the Department of Transportation should be itself be 
embarrassed. 

I am taking the time once more to state specific questions and ask for direct responses and not 
generic rehashed words.   
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1. Request for Correction 

Your wording in Comment “GEN4” of the Final Environmental Impact Statement is inaccurate 
and misleading.  The American Planning Association’s Transportation Planning Division was 
invited to Denver by the Office of the City Auditor and Councilmember-at-Large Deborah 
Ortega.  They did not conduct a peer review at the invitation of the Colorado Department of 
Transportation.  Please correct your statement to reflect that the expert panel made their 
paper available to the two elected officials who sponsored them.  It was also posted on the 
Transportation Planning Division’s website for full public access.  Both my office and 
Councilmember Ortega’s used the expert panel’s paper to provide our formal comments to the 
Department.  .   

Corrected Language for GEN4

The Transportation Planning Division of the American Planning Association (APA) 
conducted accepted an invitation from the City Auditor and from one of the 
Councilmembers-at-Large to conduct a peer an expert panel review of the I-70 
East project during the public comment period for the Supplemental Draft EIS. 
This review was performed independently from CDOT and FHWA, when the I-70 
East project team normally is restricted from participating in such activities. The 
project team provided some information to answer APA’s questions, but was 
determined that it was precluded from responding in an in-depth manner at that 
timeduring the public comment period.

CDOT asked APA to The Transportation Planning Division submitted the a final 
report to the elected officials who sponsored the expert panel.  Those officials 
incorporated information from the panel as ain their comments to the 
Supplemental Draft EIS. process, which would provide the project team an 
opportunity to respond directly to the questions and observations set forth in the 
report. The APA declined, saying that it was, “… offering our insights to Denver 
for your consideration as you move forward with next steps in relation to the 
project.” The Final EIS includes responses from CDOT to the sponsoring elected 
officials and provides new information and context relevant to the resulting 
included in the report, addressing many of the questions it raisesraised, in areas 
such as travel demand modeling or managed lanes. 

As one of the sponsors of the expert panel, I am formally appending the panel’s Report to this 
letter and requesting that it be part of the record.  

2. My General Reaction to the FEIS Responses

There are three primary areas in which the responses in the FEIS fail to address the questions I 
posed:  (a) improving the neighborhoods along the 46th Avenue alignment, (b) environmental 
justice, and (c) the need for a broader scope – that is, addressing I-70 as part of a larger mobility 
network from Aurora to Wheat Ridge and Lakewood, including south Adams County.   

Improving Neighborhoods.  CDOT repeatedly states in the FEIS that the Preferred Alternative 
“best meets the project purpose and need.”  That reply fails to address perhaps the most 
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important issue at hand, namely the need for an alternative that does what is best for Elyria 
and Swansea, as well as for mobility.  Please respond to whether the project “purpose and 
need” includes any statement or language whatsoever on doing what is best for the specific 
neighborhoods of Elyria and Swansea.  Please provide information on how removing one third 
of the homes in the Elyria neighborhood is doing “the best” for that neighborhood.  Please cite 
what steps the Department is taking to make the neighborhood – as a whole cohesive 
community and as a social unit – will be better than it is today – and better than it was before I-
70 was imposed on it.  If doing best by the neighborhoods is not part of the “purpose and need” 
of this project, then that is a serious flaw that should have been addressed when the project 
was first scoped, or corrected and amended into the scope at some point along the 13-year 
period.

Environmental Justice.  CDOT states repeatedly in the FEIS that environmental justice has been 
“adequately addressed” and “mitigation commitments” have been included.  Please provide 
information on specific actions the Department is taking to satisfy Executive Order 12898 on 
environmental justice.  Specifically, what actions is the Department taking to correct past 
damage to the neighborhoods because of the ill-fated decision in the 1960s to locate I-70 
through the middle of Swansea and Globeville and isolating Elyria.  That expectation is at the 
heart of Executive Order 12898.  Also cite what benefits you are providing these neighborhoods 
to reduce the ingestion and breathing of pollutants and improving the health of residents 
beyond their conditions today.  Again, that is an expectation of Executive Order 12898.  What 
steps is CDOT taking to improve the current the economic conditions in these neighborhoods?  
Finally, what improvements to the community is the Department providing to the community 
beyond the “project limits”?  

Planning for the Entire Transportation System – Aurora to Wheat Ridge.  First, your responses 
to concerns that have been raised about your modeling continue to be inadequate and 
alarming.  You have not addressed the confusion of CDOT using numbers that are different 
(altered?) from DRCOG projections.  You have failed to factored in modeling that consider 
reasonable mobility investments that would result in less traffic on I-70 – including investments 
(a) in local street connectivity improvements that would provide real alternatives for local 
traffic moving through the corridor, (b) additional transit improvements in the corridor, 
including additional trains and other enhancements to the FasTracks East Line, (c) new high-
speed rail investments which the Department is currently evaluating that would parallel I-70 
from DIA to Summit County.   

Again, I request a solution which is presented as part of a system-wide set of investments along 
(a) the 46th Avenue alignment (CDOT), 56th Avenue from Pena Boulevard to Brighton Boulevard 
(CCD), 40th Avenue and Smith Road (CCD and Aurora), I-270 and I-76 (CDOT) (see note), 
FastTracks East Line with additional service beyond opening day (RTD), high-speed rail from Vail 
to DIA (CDOT).  (Note: I-270 is already included in the DRCOG regional plan for widening; what 
that looks like should be known now and available for public comment while we are considering 
what is being proposed for its “tandem” (CDOT term) facility along I-70.   

Also, please answer, why has CDOT opted to not work on a system-wide package of solution 
and has opted to work only on one highway segment as an isolated project?   
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3. Requests for Direct Specific Answers to Questions Previously Posed 

In this portion of my comment letter, I am taking the time to reference the questions I posed in 
my initial comment letter for the SDEIS, as well as the responses you have provided in the FEIS 
which do not adequately provide answers or information.  I am requesting that you take the 
time to provide direct answers and cite information.   

Issue:  Request for an alternative to does what is best for the neighborhoods of Elyria and 
Swansea.   

Issue:  Recognition of this project being proposed in a fragile urban environment.   

CDOT Response A:  Fails to even mention the neighborhoods – only the CDOT project. 

Request 1:  Please provide specific information on actions CDOT is taking to make these 
neighborhoods more complete communities (housing, jobs, services), be less polluted and 
healthier (reduced exposure to transportation-related pollutants and fewer greenhouse gas 
emissions), and keep existing families within the neighborhood. 

Issue:  Environmental Justice.  Correct historic injustices, modernize facilities in these 
neighborhoods, restore and stabilize the neighborhoods.   

Response B:  Fails to address correcting past damage, fails to address the neighborhoods as 
social units.  

Request 2:  Please provide specific information on action CDOT is taking to repair the social, 
environmental, and economic damage caused by the highway department siting I-70 in these 
neighborhoods in the 1960s.  What investments by CDOT will maintain and improve the social 
integrity of these neighborhoods, reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation-
related activities, and provide services and infrastructure currently below standards?  

Issue:  Economic growth in the neighborhoods, safe mobility at railroad crossings, routing traffic 
around the neighborhoods.   

Responses C and C-1:  Fails to address economic benefits in the neighborhood at all.  Fails to 
commit to grade separations at 47th Avenue and other locations within the neighborhoods.   

Request 3:  Please provide information on steps CDOT is taking to improve and expand 
economic opportunities in these neighborhoods.  Please address actions CDOT is taking with 
its partners to improve mobility along local arterials and thoroughfares (such as 52nd and 56th

Avenues, 40th Avenue and Smith Road) to provide routes for truck traffic to move around the 
neighborhoods. 

Issue:  Solutions that improve mobility without adding lanes.   

Responses D & E:  While CDOT states that it has to “balance” its highway expansion plans with 
being in an urban area, you then offer the conclusion that by opting to lower the facility you are 
left with a cost prohibitive dilemma for any future expansion.   

Observation.  Your response suggests you have abandoned “balancing” being in an urban area 
and are moving forward with an alternative creates the maximum possible damage to these 
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neighborhoods because of its monstrous width within these fragile urban neighborhoods.  You 
are sacrificing these neighborhoods to achieve an out-of-scale megaproject.   

Request 4.  Please acknowledge that if your project ever had balance in its earlier phases, the 
preferred proposal now has no balance to it that benefits the neighborhoods.

Issue:  Lack of specifics in CDOTs proposals, including lack of information regarding the lid.   

CDOT response F:  References provided to other materials among the thousands of pages the 
agency just released in January.   

Request 5:  Please provide specific information that answers the questions posed, and not 
send the commenter on a chase through referenced materials.  What treatments are 
proposed for the lid; who is paying for it; who is maintaining it; where is the maintenance 
funding coming from? 

Issue.  Call for integrated multimodal, multi-facility mobility planning.   

CDOT responses H through M, P.  Other modes of transportation have been adequately 
considered. 

Request 6:  CDOT has missed the point.  Please address what specific improvements would be 
needed on the local street network, on RTD’s rail lines and surface bus network, and on
tandem facilities (including I-270 and I-76), as well as investments in various transportation 
system management projects to provide mobility benefits from Aurora to Wheat Ridge and 
points in between without having to add lanes on I-70 in its current alignment?  For example, 
would RTD have to triple or quadruple the number of trains on the East Line?   

Would 56th Avenue – connected through to Brighton Boulevard – have to be widened to 6 
lanes or 8 lanes?  Would I-270 have to be widened from four lanes to eight lanes?  I am not 
asking how your proposal satisfies your model.  I am asking for specific information on what 
would need to happen on multiple facilities – besides I-70 – to reduce the demand for more 
lanes on I-70 in its current alignment?”

Request 7:  CDOT is requested to provide specific information detailing each of the “over 90 
alternatives” for improvement on I-70.  I am requesting a detailed list that names each of 
those 90+ alternatives and information on what “consideration” took place by CDOT for each.  
Also, what criteria were used to move alternatives forward, or to modify and/or eliminate 
them?  Please provide specific detail on all criteria related to social factors, placemaking and 
community integrity, social and environmental justice, and economic well-being of impacted 
locations.   

Issue: Questionable modeling.   

CDOT Response N.  Once again, CDOT talks in circles.  You confirm that your project is not in the 
adopted Metro Vision Regional Transportation Plan, and will be amended it at some point.  
Then you turn around and offer that “all I-70 project alternatives assume all the transportation 
improvements identified in the DRCOG MVRTP.”  

CDOT Response O.  Additional circular logic is offered.  You state that your model is appropriate 
because it confirms your project.   
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Request 8:  If your own project is not in the plan, what other projects are also missing?  
Please provide information to support your statement that you have assumed “all 
transportation improvements.”  Or if this statement is not accurate, please correct it.  In 
addition, please provide information on how land use is factored into your model based on 
the adopted policies in Metro Vision calling for the majority of new residences and jobs to be 
located in transit communities.   

Issue:  Sequencing of projects in the north central metro area.   

Response G-1.  CDOT states there are no “current” projects identified for I-270.   

Observation:  It is curious that lane additions for I-270 appear in the Metro Vision Regional 
Transportation Plan, while that same plan shows a “bridge replacement” for the I-70 viaduct. 

Request 9:  CDOT is requested to correct its statement regarding I-270 and acknowledge the I-
270 expansion project listed in the federally certified Regional Transportation Plan. 

Issue:  Information provided on the relationship of I-70 and I-270/I-76 as tandem facilities in 
inconsistent and results in internal conflict within the FEIS document.   

Response M-3.  CDOT’s statements conflict with one another.  The FEIS states that its modeling 
includes how I-70 & I-270/I-76 function together.  It is unclear whether this is with modeling 
that shows the improvements for I-270 adopted in the federally certified Metro Vision Regional 
Transportation Plan or absent those improvements.  The FEIS also states there are no 
improvements for I-270.   

Request 10:  CDOT is requested to address whether its model factors in planned 
improvements for I-270 or not.  If not, CDOT is requested to acknowledge that its modeling 
results are skewed to produce numbers that overstate traffic on I-70.   

Issue:  Football field length project footprint – destruction of one third of the Elyria 
neighborhood.   

Responses Q, J-1.  Viaduct needs to be replaced; all alternatives require horizontal expansion. 

Request 11:  No one who has provided a comment in the SDEIS or anyone who has made a 
statement in any public forum I have attended or through the written media has ever 
indicated that the viaduct does not need to be replaced.  I request that CDOT stop using that 
a defense line – as if there is a constituency it is responding to that wants to keep the viaduct 
as is.  The replacement of the viaduct is not at issue.   

Request 12.  CDOT is requested to acknowledge that there are indeed engineering solutions 
that would keep the project within the existing footprint.  CDOT’s own I-70 website actually 
shows its interpretation of a surface roadway with “Colorado Boulevard” types of traffic.  

There are highway departments around the globe that have depressed freeways below grade 
– sometimes even below sea level – by double-stacking roadways and keeping them within a 
narrower footprint.  Clearly these approaches add to costs – but they also response to other 
environmental and social factors which CDOT apparently has discarded in its I-70 process.  
You are asked to honestly answer the question of what a solution would have to look like and 
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might cost to stay as close to possible within the existing footprint.  The response should also 
address what other parallel improvements may also have to take place on other facilities to 
keep the project within the current footprint.  

Issue:  CDOT’s own traffic projects do not warrant more than two (2) additional lanes on I-70 in 
through Elyria and Swansea.   

Response U-3.  CDOT admits without a doubt that according to the DRCOG travel model for 
2035 only two (2) additional new lanes would be required along I-70 between I-25 and I-225.  
The FEIS also states that revised model for 2040 actually show somewhat lower traffic numbers 
for the highway.   

FEIS, page A-159 | Quote 

 U-3  Based on traffic projects from the DRCOG travel demand model, the 2035 
traffic volumes on the portion of I-70 between I-25 and I-270 will require the 
addition of two new lanes in each direction of I-70 to accommodate the traffic 
demand for this highway. In an effort to preserve this new capacity for the long 
term and in order to provide motorist with choices where they can experience a 
more reliable trip travel time along the entire stretch of I-70 in the study area, 
the project is recommending that the new capacity be managed. The Preferred 
Alternative does include direct connections to I-270 in the future to allow for the 
extension of the manage lanes and to provide for more system to system 
connectivity. HOV with 3+ passengers will be able to travel in the managed lanes 
for free, which will encourage ridesharing and reduces VMTs.

Request 13:  All along, I and many others have requested that CDOT run its model and offer 
scenarios for a future 6-lane configuration, 8-lane configuration (which would satisfy both the 
2035 and 2040 model numbers), and a 10-lane configuration and provide that information for 
public review and input.  I request, once again, at this time that CDOT conduct modeling on 
an 8-lane scenario (that would provide the highway department with two (2) additional lanes 
over today) and a 10-lane scenario. 

Comment:  It is beyond belief that if only two (2) additional lanes are really needed and that the 
most recent 2040 model actually shows a reduce traffic figure for I-70 that CDOT has come up 
with a scheme to triple the footprint of I-70 in some of the most fragile and impacted urban 
neighborhoods in the state.  There is simply no justification for a proposal to respond to a 
stated “project need” to grow from an additional 2-lane solution to a footprint that is the 
equivalent of more than 22 lanes wide.  Your proposal is total boondoggle and a travesty.  

Your analysis is disingenuous and the information at hand clearly shows your process has 
indeed been rigged to create this shocking alternative.  As I have said before, it is over-
designed, over engineered, and over-cost.  It is excessive in every way, as well as lacking social 
values to the point of being community destroying.  

Issue:  Induced demand.   
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Response S.  CDOT concurs that “improvements” will “attract more vehicles to I-70.”  I thank 
you for an honest answer to the question posed.   

Request 14.  CDOT is requested to provide information on scenarios and model runs in which 
traffic is not induced and in which vehicle miles traveled would actually be reduced.   

Issue:  Managed lanes.   

Responses T through W.  CDOT states that it still does not have information on prices that its 
private sector company or corporation would charge for the private toll lanes.  CDOT also states 
that “existing regulations” do not allow for the consideration of full-system tolling.  The 
Department also refuses to discuss tolling throughout the metropolitan transportation system.   

Observation:  It is beyond reproach that at this point in the process critical information on toll 
charges is still not yet available for the public and decision-makers.  It is also unacceptable for 
the Department to not take a leadership role in discussing the role of managed lanes and tolling 
throughout the metropolitan area.  It is a sad statement for CDOT to offer that a broader 
discussion of tolling as part of the region’s transportation future is “beyond the scope of this 
project.”  That only reinforces that CDOT approaches its roll in a piecemeal, haphazard manner.   

Request 15.  CDOT is requested to make information on toll charges made available 
immediately, that is upon receipt of this letter.  CDOT is also requested to develop scenarios 
and modeling information on full-system tolling of an 8-lane roadway and a 10-lane roadway 
so that the public and decision-makers have the information needed to determine whether to 
request a modification of regulations to allow for a more comprehensive and holistic pricing 
program for demand management on I-70. 

Request 16.  With a recognition that the issue of managed lanes and tolling that is being 
introduced on I-70 is indeed a larger issue that impacts the entire metropolitan area and the 
state, CDOT is once again requested to address pricing at a system-wide level.  CDOT needs to 
provide information on transportation pricing, make information available to citizens and 
decision-makers, discuss socio-economic benefits and disadvantages, and provide an 
informed approach for the entire system.    

Issue:  Request to provide proof of “community support.”  

Response A-1.  CDOT fails to provide proof as requested.  Observation:  A read of many of the 
so-called letters of support do not refer to the actual football-field wide trench proposal, but to 
the preference for an alignment along 46th Avenue.   

Request 17:  Once again, I request that CDOT provide specific proof of community support for 
the megaproject proposal.  Specifically, I request to see supporting evidence from the 
community for removing one third of Elyria, increasing induced traffic, further degrading 
health, and contributing to increases in greenhouse gas emissions.   

Issue:  Maintaining and expanding local connectivity within and between Elyria and Swansea –
and other adjacent neighborhoods.   

Response F-1.  The “lid.”  
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Request 18:  CDOT is to acknowledge that it is eliminating more than 10 existing north-south 
connections and only providing one lid across the depressed roadway at the elementary 
school playground site.  Fact:  CDOT’s proposal does not expand connectivity in these 
separated and bisected neighborhoods, it reduces it.  CDOT is requested to identify additional 
solutions to reseam the northern and southern portions of these divided and isolated 
neighborhoods. 

Issue:  Need for an integrated context-sensitive freight system plan. 

Response M-1:  CDOT states that its alternative “should not significantly impact these streets” 
and any changes would be coordinated with Denver.  

Request 19:  CDOT is asked then to work with the City of Denver and other agencies to 
develop an integrated context-sensitive freight system plan.   

Issue:  Project costs.   

Responses R-1 through T-1.  CDOT indicates that it is still in the process of developing its 
financing plan for the project.   

Request 20:  CDOT is requested to finalize its financing plan immediately and make it 
available for public review and comment prior to releasing its Record of Decision.   

Request 21:  CDOT is requested once again to provide an analysis to explain why this project 
has become so much more expensive than other projects – nearly 20 times more per lane 
mile than the 17-mile long TREX project or nearly 10 times more per lane mile than its I-70 
project in the mountainous areas of Jefferson and Clear Creek counties.  

Issue:  Improving the health and wellness of children and families living adjacent to I-70.   

Responses  V-1 through X-1.  CDOT states that “it is important to consider that the 
neighborhoods in question also experience disproportionate levels of poverty, non-highway 
pollution from stationary sources, and many other factors.”  CDOT then continues to state that 
health impact assessment is not required and “would not assist decision makers” in evaluating 
“reasonable alternatives.”

Observation:  These responses are totally unacceptable and should be a source of 
embarrassment to the Department and an insult to the intelligence of elected officials.  The 
callous words in CDOTs reply appear to blame the victims for the pollution they inhale and 
ingest.  It is not acceptable for the Department to hide behind other sources of pollutions, while 
I-70 itself is a major source – if not the major source – of air borne pollutants within these 
communities.   

Request 22:  CDOT is requested to acknowledge that transportation-related activities are a 
major source of pollution and to provide full information on what actions can be taken to 
reduce transportation-related pollution in these neighborhoods.  Such actions should include 
clear information on their effectiveness, cost, and maintenance requirements so that decision 
makers can select steps that will result in less pollution and a healthier for people who live, 
work, and visit these communities.  

Issue:  Mitigation measures within identified environmental justice communities.   
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Responses Y-1 through G-2:  CDOT is offering interior storm windows, two free portable air 
conditioning units, providing contributions to fresh food programs, assistance for displacement.   

Request 23:  CDOT is requested to identify concrete actions and steps for further reducing air 
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in these neighborhoods altogether to allow for 
healthy outdoor activity in backyards, along neighborhoods streets, and in open space areas.   

Request 24:  CDOT is requested to provide information on the installation of a ventilation 
system under the “lid,” including costs, function, maintenance, and air filtration benefits. 

Issue:  Maintaining and expanding housing within the community, including a strategy to allow 
all current families to remain within these neighborhoods should CDOT demolition their homes. 

Response:G-3.  CDOT fails to commit to a housing reinvestment strategy in these very 
neighborhoods it is seriously impacting.   

Request 25:  CDOT is requested to develop a comprehensive housing reinvestment strategy 
specifically designed to allow impacted households to have the option to continue to live in 
the communities of Elyria and Swansea.   

Issue:  The character and function of the highway in residential neighborhoods.  Within 
residential neighborhoods – including Elyria and Swansea, along with Globeville – the land uses 
are residential and are most appropriate for deviations and variations from AASHTO guidelines.  
This is not unlike residential areas along I-25 where deviations and variations were incorporated 
into the TREX expansion project.   

Response N-3.  CDOT states that the “areas adjacent to I-70 are highly industrial.”  The FEIS 
then states that if trucks restricted then they would be forced to use local. 

Comment.  CDOT either misstates or misunderstands the land use context within which its 
project is located.  East of Colorado Boulevard the land uses are industrial and local streets in 
those areas are lined by industrial land uses.  West of Steele Street, I-70 abruptly enters 
residential neighborhoods, that is, the adjacent land uses are no longer industrial but 
residential.   

Request 26:  CDOT is asked to correct the FEIS and state that the context and character of the 
neighborhoods and land uses in Elyria and Swansea are residential.  Once again, the 
Department is requested to modify its project to apply context-sensitive design solutions per 
guidelines provided by the Federal Highway Administration.  Context-sensitive design is even 
more justified in environmental justice neighborhoods. 

Issue:  Deviations and variations; context sensitive design. 

Response O-3.  Thank you for the commitment to “look for opportunities to lessen impacts” 
from construction and to “consider potential design variances.” To date, however, the project 
has become more destructive and more impactful – if not most impactful.  

Request 27:  CDOT is requested to develop criteria that address social wellbeing, placemaking 
and community development, and livability – to supplement its engineering criteria.  The 
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Department is then requested to demonstrate how its project results in Elyria and Swansea 
being more complete communities, with housing retained, healthier residents with less 
exposure to pollution than today, and more economically stable.    

Issue:  Community values not being addressed by CDOT.   

Response I-2 and J-2:  CDOT states the purpose of the project is a transportation solution for 
congestion on I-70.   

Observation:  CDOT fails to answer the comments posed.  It fails to take actions or steps to 
maintain the social integrity of Swansea and Elyria. 

Request 28:  CDOT is requested to address the social, socio-economic, and cultural 
characteristics and values in this community.  CDOT is requested to put social, socio-
economic, placemaking, health, and social justice factors into its evaluation process alongside 
engineering factors. 

Issue:  Retention of housing in Elyria and Swansea.  CDOT response K-2.  Comment noted. 

Observation.  It is unacceptable for CDOT to not address this issue.  

Request 29:  CDOT is requested to provide a direct and detailed response to the question of 
destroying the unique and critically needed housing in Elyria and Swansea – housing that is 
well-constructed, maintained in a state of good repair, serves multigenerational families, and 
has a higher than average ownership rate.  CDOT is requested to identify specific actions and 
steps for maintaining and enhancing existing housing in these neighborhoods. 

Issue:  Managed lanes and social equity.   

Responses M-2 through P-2.  CDOT states that managed lanes create a “congestion-free 
choice.”  The Department also acknowledges that the project passes through environmental 
justice neighborhoods.   

Observation:  CDOT has failed to address the moral and social equity aspects of managed lanes.  
It also has not adequately answered comments raised about reduced accountability by turning 
over a state responsibility to serve the mobility needs of all citizens to a private company. 

Stating that people of less means have a choice to buy their way into congestion-free managed 
lanes just like well-to-do motorists is not an acceptable response from an agency that exists to 
serve the common good of all.  Moreover, the modeling information CDOT provides shows that 
managed lanes are not “congestion-free” and actually there are scenarios in which they are 
congested.   

Request 30:  CDOT is asked to purge the misnomer “congestion-free” from its language.  It’s 
dishonest and deceptive.  CDOT is asked once again to provide specific actions it – i.e., CDOT 
– is taking to ensure improved mobility and accessibility for the large portion of the 
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population in these neighborhoods which do not own, operate or have access to 
automobiles.  CDOT is further requested to acknowledge and address the clear lack of access 
to the four privately managed lanes for residents and businesses within Elyria and Swansea –
neighborhoods that are being sacrificed with a widened roadway with additional lanes to 
serve private interests and the economically advantaged.   

Issue:  Restricting managed lanes to portions of I-70 further east of Elyria and Swansea.   

Response P-2.  CDOT does not answer the comment.   

Observation:  CDOT’s approach to managed lanes is haphazard and piecemeal.  This 
incremental and piecemeal approach leads to the lack of cohesive and coherent system.  
Managed lanes are not proposed to continue westward from Globeville, and they should not 
penetrate Elyria or Swansea either.   

Request 31:  CDOT is requested to not sacrifice homes and neighborhoods with this project.  
Managed lanes –will take up more than 50 feet of the expanded footprint in Elyria and 
Swansea.  CDOT is requested to modify the project to terminate the managed lanes east of 
these neighborhoods.   

Request 32:  CDOT’s repeated response that “any alternative requires taking some homes” 
(emphasis added) is unacceptable.  CDOT is requested to acknowledge that its proposal has 
the maximum impact in terms of uprooting families and destroying affordable housing.   

Issue:  Investing in community building for environmental justice.  In my Fall 2014 comment 
letter I listed out a number of transportation-specific investments that would result in making 
the neighborhoods more complete communities and significantly contribute to placemaking.   

CDOT responses V-2 through F-3 wash the Department’s hands from any meaningful 
transportation-related improvements in the communities, because of these improvements 
being outside of CDOT’s self designated “boundary” for “its” project.  

Observation:  The requested improvements are not arbitrary, but within the Department’s area 
of expertise, namely transportation improvement projects.  It is surprising that the Department 
refuses to commit to transportation projects with clear environmental justice benefits.  CDOT 
offers window treatments and “free” air conditioners, but no meaningful transportation-related 
investments in improving the environmental justice neighborhoods it is severely impacting.   

Request 33:  CDOT is again requested to identify projects in the neighborhoods – between 
52nd Avenue and 40th Avenue, between the South Platte River and Colorado Boulevard – that 
are transportation-related investments that will contribute to improving the livability of 
Elyria and Swansea.  Projects should include grade separations, connections of dead-end 
streets, new local through connections, completing the sidewalk network in the 
neighborhoods and more.   
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Issue:  Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and negative impacts on climate change.  

CDOT responseW-3.  The Department references its air quality information in other sections of 
the FEIS.   

Request 34:  CDOT is requested to develop a complete analysis of greenhouse gas emissions 
emitted from transportation-related activities on I-70 and their impact on the changing 
climate.  There are now many models and tools available for completing such an analysis.  I 
request that this analysis be comprehensive and then made available for public review and 
comment and distributed to elected officials. 

Comment:  Climate change is not only the greatest challenge facing this generation, it may well 
be the greatest challenge facing the human species.  Addressing this issue should be at the 
forefront of the project analysis – as important, if not more so, as engineering and traffic.  To 
not do so at this point in time is irresponsible and unacceptable; human beings can no longer 
simply continue “business as usual” – and that includes those of us privileged to call Colorado 
home.

Request 35:  CDOT is requested to advance a multi-modal, system-integrated, context-
sensitive solution that demonstrates a commitment to mitigating climate change by reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions in the I-70 corridor beyond current levels.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dennis Gallagher
Citizen of the City and County of Denver and State of Colorado 
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I-70 East Reconstruction – Denver, Colorado 
Transportation Planning Division  

Peer Review & White Paper 

October 15, 2014 

I. Introduction 

Representatives of the American Planning Association’s Transportation Planning Division (“TPD team”) 
were invited to Denver, CO to conduct a peer review of the I-70 East Reconstruction project (“I-70 
East”).  The peer review occurred September 22-23, 2014.  During that time, the TPD team conducted a 
site visit along the I-70 corridor, met with representatives of the Colorado Department of Transportation 
(“CDOT”), the Denver Regional Council of Governments (“DRCOG”), the City and County of Denver, 
including the Office of the City Auditor and members of the City Council, representatives of the Colorado 
Chapter of the American Planning Association and members of the community at large.  The TPD team 
wishes to thank and acknowledge their hard work and passionate commitment to Denver’s well-being.  

APA, as the nation’s leading association of planning professionals, strives to understand the 
interrelatedness and long term consequences of decisions, balancing socioeconomic, infrastructure and 
environmental considerations that play into major civic initiatives. APA’s Transportation Planning Division 
likewise exists to facilitate technical information sharing among member professionals who deal with 
ways transportation effectively and efficiently moves people and goods, shapes urban form, affects 
economic vitality and impacts quality of life. The Division promotes professional communication among its 
own members, with other APA divisions and with other professional groups.  We assess policies, 
programs and projects, so as to derive the full public benefits of comprehensive and community-based 
planning that promote personal mobility and travel choices. 

The I-70 East project is one of the most significant public infrastructure investments planned for 
metropolitan Denver and all of APA’s policy considerations are vitally important to project success.  It 
should be noted as well that, as a peer review panel, the TPD team offers its insights and guidance for 
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the benefit of all stakeholders involved in the local-decision making process. We are not submitting this 
report to CDOT as a formal comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the I-70 East 
Project. Instead we are offering our insights to the City and County of Denver for your consideration as 
you move forward with next steps in relation to this project.  We do not offer recommendations, but 
rather considerations that advance project planning in a meaningful way.  Likewise, our findings will be 
shared with transportation professionals across the nation, many of whom are involved with similar 
projects as so many similar-era highway viaducts reach the end of their useful life. We would also like to 
emphasize that we were invited to offer an outside perspective on this project.  We do not presume to 
portray that after two days of meetings with numerous groups and after reviewing written documents, 
we know as much about this project as the many people we met with, nor do we know what is “right” for 
the community, but do offer a fresh pair of eyes at a key point in the planning process.  And we do 
believe that it is critical for CDOT, DRCOG and Denver to “get it right.” 

II. Planning Themes & Policy Guidance 

Interstate 70 runs east-west from Maryland to Utah and serves local, regional and national transportation 
functions.  As with many such facilities across the country, sections of I-70 were built within a settled 
urban environment.  These areas are often characterized by intense urban redevelopment, a history of 
highway-related takings and urban mixed use development patterns.  The Denver section in the 
Globeville, Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods exhibits many of these qualities and is therefore a focus of 
this peer review. 

According to CDOT, the purpose of this project is to “replace the bridge between Brighton Boulevard and 
Colorado Boulevard, because it is 50 years old and nearing the end of its useful life. Also, our goal is to 
resolve congestion, make the interstate safer, and make it easier to get on and off the highway.” 
(Source: “I-70 East Project Snapshot,” September 2014, p. 4.) 

Currently, I-70 is a six-lane freeway on a viaduct. The CDOT would prefer to construct a 10-lane freeway 
section in a trench meeting full AASHTO design criteria (i.e., 12-foot lanes, 12-foot shoulders, etc). The 
new 10-lane freeway will be comprised of six mainline lanes and four managed lanes. CDOT also 
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proposes to modify and maintain the interchange at Vasquez Boulevard, which is located approximately 
½-mile west of the Colorado Boulevard interchange.  

At this point in the process, CDOT has released its supplemental draft environment impact statement 
(DEIS) for public comment.  The preferred alternative of CDOT and the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) is known as the Partial Covered Lowered Alternative.  While this document will not restate the 
design features and project scope, it is important to note that I-70 East is being undertaken pursuant to 
MAP-21, which includes new and progressive approaches to transportation system management.  MAP-21 
places a renewed emphasis on system preservation/improvement, economic growth, safety and 
innovative approaches to project financing. CDOT reflects many of these qualities in its purpose and need 
statement for the I-70 East project.  The observations and considerations below are provided to inform 
and further align project elements with national and state project objectives.  

The federal project development and EIS process is very time consuming and that makes it difficult to 
hold a plan, let alone a constituency for the plan, together over a decade of analysis, revision and 
supplemental information. This is not unique to I-70 East, hence Congressional intent in MAP-21 to 
streamline the project development and construction process. That is difficult to do while maintaining a 
transparent and meaningful dialogue, but there are some good models, including Florida's Efficient 
Transportation Decision Making (ETDM) process (http://www.dot.state.fl.us/emo/ETDM.shtm), which 
includes environmental and socio-cultural effects screening of projects as part of the MPO Long Range 
Transportation Plan.  The TPD team can make available other resources as the project moves forward. 

III. Observations  

This section covers the eight key observations of the TPD team.  Each of the observations includes some 
insight from the peer review and research, together with paths forward for consideration by CDOT and 
other stakeholders.  As a prevailing theme, it is noted that CDOT is proposing to spend $1.2 billion on this 
project. This is a significant public investment in infrastructure that will benefit the entire state of 
Colorado, the City and County of Denver and the above-mentioned neighborhoods. However, it is the 
adjoining neighborhoods that will bear significant impacts from this project.  CDOT, DRCOG, the City and 
County of Denver all offered thoughts on neighborhood revitalization, but likewise recognized that 
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resources must be brought to the table in order to correct historic injustices, modernize facilities and 
restore the integrity and stability of these neighborhoods.

Understandably, the traveling public will not be interested in the finer details as to which public agency 
has responsibility for planning, designing, constructing and operating public roads; rather they want an 
integrated system and expect the various jurisdictions to cooperate in all phases of the decision-making 
process.  These observations, therefore, are intended to guide public agencies through the complexities 
of the project to distill a progressive “way forward”. 

#1 - Transportation System Planning: 

As a general note, the TPD team observed that there was not a common understanding among 
transportation agencies, other public agencies, and neighborhood groups regarding the transportation 
system as a whole and the specific role of I-70 within that system.  To the point made earlier about the 
lengthy planning stage for this project, there appears to be a lack of a system planning approach that 
could have been updated together with the supplemental DEIS. The influence of I-70 in the Denver 
metro region is significant, and its long-term role relative to the parallel and connecting roadway 
network, existing and emerging transit network, , and non-auto transportation modes needs to be 
examined in a comprehensive, integrated manner. In addition, the transportation network must be 
evaluated in relation to existing land uses, and how those uses are expected to evolve over the next 30-
50 years. The importance of coordinated transportation system and land use planning manifests itself in 
myriad ways that could help to resolve conflicts and broker compromise solutions that achieve positive 
outcomes for all parties. 

Likewise, there appears to be a legitimate question about whether the recommended design alternative is 
fully consistent with the DRCOG’s Regional Transportation Plan. That reflects some ambiguity on the part 
of the Transportation Plan, or lack of attention on the part of CDOT to affirm consistency by requesting 
amendment of the Transportation Plan as project concepts evolved. Re-connecting these efforts going 
forward is both required and informative for the system as a whole. 
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Further, a system planning approach should result in broad agreement over the range of multimodal 
strategies necessary to address future travel demand while minimizing adverse impacts on existing 
communities, public health, the environment and fiscal efficiency. There appears to be little accomplished 
in the I-70 corridor planning process to develop and support a carefully thought-out multimodal strategy.  

It is unclear if there is a regional freight/goods movement plan with sufficient detail to guide route 
planning and operational strategies, which are critical in the I-70 corridor. This should be closely linked to 
evolving land use patterns guiding the location of industrial, warehouse/distribution and intermodal 
facilities. Signage, wayfinding and operational parameters should all be part of the consideration. We 
offer an example from the Florida Department of Transportation (http://tampabayfreight.com/) that 
strategically addresses regional freight mobility and accessibility within context-sensitive solutions that 
reflect economic development, changing land uses and community redevelopment efforts.   

There appear to be no vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”) targets set for the corridor that would account for 
anticipated growth/change in development over time and the application of complementary strategies 
designed to reduce VMT. It was difficult to determine if VMT and other system planning measures (travel 
time, vehicle hours of delay, person hours of delay, etc.) comparisons were made for initial and refined 
alternatives.  This is important in part because there is extensive research that indicates that VMT is 
strongly correlated with the production of CO2 in the atmosphere, which in turn is leading to climate 
change at a global scale (see for example, TPD peer review panelist, Reid Ewing et al, Growing Cooler:
The Evidence on Urban Development and Climate Change).

The role of arterial and local streets, and non-auto networks, in the corridor remains relatively vague in 
the context of CDOT’s preferred alternative for I-70 East. There is indeed a lack of connectivity in the I-
70 corridor section, and while the plan attempts to resolve those issues, there appears to be little 
agreement on role and function of using the non-interstate network part of the corridor to address 
connectivity and mitigate travel demand, thus enabling a narrower interstate footprint. 

Transit is virtually missing from the conversation in part because transit investments are not directly tied 
to the I-70 East project proposal.  This is unfortunate because the Denver community is truly embracing 
transit.  If there were agreed-upon system-wide and corridor-level VMT and mode share goals, then 
transit and the role of Transportation Demand Management programs, park-and-ride, shuttle circulators, 
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and parking management strategies in major activity centers served by I-70 and I-25 would be a bigger 
part of the corridor plan.  

A stronger focus on how the corridor functions as part of the system, with roles and responsibilities 
defined, will make it easier for CDOT, local government, partner agencies and local neighborhoods to 
agree upon strategies for the corridor that balance competing interests and achieve key shared 
objectives.  

#2 - Travel Demand Modeling: 

DRCOG is responsible for maintaining the regional travel demand model used as a basis for analysis of 
travel demand in the I-70 corridor, development, screening and evaluation of alternatives. Yet, there 
appears to be a general lack of confidence that the model provided reasonably accurate forecasts, with 
CDOT and others citing it as "using what we have available" or "what was provided to us."  

During our on-site interviews, the panel was told that CDOT, and its lead consultant on the I-70 project, 
Atkins North American, established the need for a 10-lane cross section on I-70 using the DRCOG old 
travel demand model and the DRCOG old future land use forecast for 2035. We were told they did not 
test a full range of highway project alternatives. CDOT referred us to DRCOG, and DRCOG referred us to 
CDOT. A follow-up conference call with key personnel at CDOT and Atkins confirmed what we were told 
previously. Submitting to an interview was an exceptionally collegial gesture on the part of CDOT, as they 
are in the comment period for the Supplemental EIS and ordinarily would not provide additional 
information. While CDOT specifically asked that any conclusions we reach as a panel be submitted as 
formal comments, the TPD team will not do so directly.  However, interested stakeholders may draw from 
the questions we presented to DRCOG: 

Was an 8-lane cross section (3 general purpose lanes and one managed lane in each direction) 
ever tested using the DRCOG travel demand model? Was an alternative that did not involve 
frontage roads on both sides ever tested? With the 10-lane section and frontage roads, the 
preferred alternative cross section is wider than a football field is long. It would maximize rather 
than minimize impact on the abutting Environmental Justice neighborhoods. Our on-site 
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interviews suggested that an 8-lane cross section was screened out initially and not actually run 
as a network alternative using the model. This was confirmed in the conference call. It would be 
important to determine if an 8-lane section would have sufficient capacity in the horizon year 
before moving to a 10-lane section, given the severe impacts on neighborhoods along the 
alignment. The fact that the project runs through minority neighborhoods makes it all the more 
important that the cross section adopted have the absolute minimum width that would meet the 
purpose and need requirements of the project. Given the desire to minimize impacts on minority 
neighborhoods, the panel recommends that an 8-lane section, with and without frontage roads, 
be tested by CDOT and Atkins as lower impact alternatives to a 10-lane widening with frontage 
roads. Was the 10-lane section tested using DRCOG’s new Focus travel demand model? From 
our conference call, the answer is no. Focus, which became operational in 2010, is an activity-
based model that generates trip tours (linked trips such as stopping on the way home from work 
to do shopping) rather than individual trips. It is state-of-the-art. It accounts for peak spreading, 
the tendency of travelers to change their time of departure when faced with congestion. 
Instead, the old travel demand modeling software, Compass, was used by Atkins. Compass is a 
trip-based model that treats trips as though they are independent of one another rather than 
linked into tours; it does not account for peak spreading. Atkins is not one of the consulting 
firms that has worked with Focus. This was confirmed in our conference call. The rationale for 
the decision to use Compass rather than Focus was the instability of tour generation with Focus, 
whereas trip generation with Compass is stable from model iteration to iteration. It was also 
suggested during the conference call that FTA and FHWA have a problem with Focus because 
tour generation may differ across alternatives in an alternatives analysis, creating an “apples and 
oranges” comparison. We don’t find these rationales compelling and recommend that Focus be 
used to test the 8- and 10-lane sectional alternatives. (DynusT, the traffic simulation program 
used by Atkins/CDOT, does account for peak spreading. It is unclear to the panel whether this 
fully corrects for the failure of Compass to account for peak spreading in the initial phase of 
travel modeling.) 

Was traffic induced by the 10-lane section accounted for by CDOT and Atkins? The answer is no. 
It is now widely accepted that major highway projects like the proposed I-70 widening create 
new travel demands both in the short run, by generating additional trips, and in the long run, by 
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altering development patterns. The old Compass model, used in this case, accounts for rerouted 
trips but not newly generated trips because (in this four-step model) trip generation is assumed 
to be a simple function of socioeconomics and not affected by roadway levels of service. The 
new Focus model does account for newly generated trips, but was not used by Atkins (see 
above).  Again, the panel recommends that Focus be used to test the 8- and 10-lane sectional 
alternatives, with and without frontage roads. 

Was highway induced development accounted for by CDOT and Atkins? The answer is no. 
DRCOG’s old spreadsheet based land use allocation model was the basis for the 2035 land use 
inputs used by Atkins. It does not account for the development inducing effects of a major 
highway project like I-70. Future land use patterns assumed as the major inputs to DRCOG’s 
Compass model were the same for build and no-build alternatives. This violates best modeling 
practices and leaves the project open to technical criticism. DRCOG’s new UrbanSim model 
includes much more realistic treatment of development decisions, and can account for highway 
induced development. It was not used by Atkins in its modeling work because it was not 
available until recently, but it is operational now. The panel recommends that UrbanSim be used 
to test the 8- and 10-lane sections. 

What are operational characteristics (LOS) for different sections of I-70 in the horizon year? 
Common sense suggests that there will be a serious bottleneck for westbound traffic created by 
having the 10-lane section of I-70 transition down to 6 lanes to the west of the project. The 
panel finds it hard to believe that the transition will be a smooth one and that westbound traffic 
will not back up terribly. An 8-lane cross section would produce a smoother transition to the 6-
lane section, and that consideration is among the reasons why it should be tested.

The TPD team emphasizes that the size and scale of a transportation facility is fundamentally based on 
the forecast demand model.  Understanding the assumptions and findings is critical to making an 
informed decision on the number of lanes, regular and/or managed.  The basic problem, as the panel 
sees it, is that planning for I-70 improvements began more than 10 years ago, and the practice of 
modeling by CDOT and Atkins has not kept pace with best modeling practices.  The methodology memo 
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hammered out between CDOT and FHWA at the beginning of the process no longer serves the project 
partners well. 

#3 - Managed Lanes: 

The preferred alternative identified by CDOT and analyzed in the DEIS includes a “managed lanes” 
option.  In the DEIS, CDOT discusses the “managed lanes” option as follows: 

General-purpose lanes are traffic lanes that do not apply any restrictions to the vehicles using 
them. Managed lanes implement operational strategies that will be adjusted based on real-time 
traffic demand on the highway facility. This is accomplished by providing a specially managed 
travel lane for vehicles to avoid congestion and travel at a higher speed than the general-purpose 
lanes. The purpose is to provide a reliable, congestion-free option along the highway and provide 
a way to manage congestion over the long term to reduce the need for future expansion. The 
Build Alternatives Managed Lanes Option only manages the added capacity. Existing capacity 
remains as general-purpose lanes. (DEIS, p. 3-18.) 

The DEIS also indicates that “the pricing and policies for the managed lanes will be determined through a 
separate study.” (DEIS, p. 3-19). 

While it is encouraging to see that CDOT is considering a “managed lanes” option for the project, it is our 
observation that the use of managed lanes in this corridor could have a significant influence on the 
overall functionality of this corridor that is not necessarily being taken into account in the planning for 
this particular project.  The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has observed that transportation 
agencies across the country are developing “managed lanes” systems, particularly in urban centers, and 
that these managed lanes systems can be designed to meet a variety of specific operational goals.   

FHWA provides an overview of the managed lanes concept on its agency website  

http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/managelanes_primer/  FHWA defines "Managed lanes" “as highway 
facilities or a set of lanes where operational strategies are proactively implemented and managed in 
response to changing conditions.” Exhibit 1 is a diagram that captures the potential lane management 
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applications that fall into this broad definition of "managed lanes." On the left of the diagram are the 
applications of a single operational strategy—pricing, vehicle eligibility, or access control: 

Pricing — Includes both traditional toll lanes and toll lanes that use congestion pricing, where 
price is varied during certain time periods in order to manage demand (e.g., peak-period 
surcharge or off-peak discount). 

Vehicle eligibility — The lanes are managed by allowing certain vehicles or restricting others; 
minimum occupancy is an example of an eligibility restriction. 

Access control — An example would be express lanes where all vehicles are allowed but access is 
limited during long stretches of the facility, minimizing turbulence in the flow of vehicles. 

Exhibit 1: Managed Lane Applications (source: Federal Highway Administration)

As you move to the right on the diagram, you get into the more complicated managed lane facilities that 
blend more than one of these strategies: 
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Combined pricing and eligibility — HOT lanes where higher occupancy vehicles such as buses, 
vanpools and carpools are given free or discounted passage and all other vehicles are tolled. 

Combined vehicle eligibility and access control — Examples include exclusive busways, 
transitways or truck facilities serving a specific type of vehicle, with barrier separation and limited 
access points 

Multifaceted managed lanes — Integrates all strategies for an actively managed facility that 
incorporates a high degree of operational flexibility 

On its website, FHWA also provides examples of a variety of different operational goals that can be met 
through the proper design and operation of a managed lanes system.  It should also be noted that there 
is a growing body of research on managed lanes systems that is available at this time, some of which is 
referenced on the FHWA website. 

From our collective experience, we believe that a well-designed managed lane system concept for the I-
70 corridor, which is integrated into a larger managed lane system plan for the Metropolitan Denver 
highway system, and is also connected to the regional and local transit system, would lead better future 
performance for the entire system, and would also allow for better-informed decisions regarding the 
specific lane configurations and access points for the I-70 East segment.   

We also believe that it will be very important for CDOT and the other transportation agencies that are 
involved in this planning process to do a better job in explaining the “managed lane” concepts that are 
under consideration.  It was our impression from the meetings we attended with community stakeholders 
and elected officials that many of them do not have a good understanding of “managed lanes” 
applications, and that there may be unnecessary fears regarding how the use of these applications would 
affect public access to the highway system and the cost of using the system.       
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#4 - Community and Economic Development: 

Considerable efforts are being made to develop cohesive community and economic development  plans in 
tandem with the I-70 East project.  The recently-launched North Denver Cornerstone Collaborative 
together with Council activities are at the heart of this effort and it is very important to move forward 
ahead of a record of decision.  Planning documents, adopted and approved, will provide a framework that 
will inform the final preferred I-70 East design alternative, articulate desired mitigation efforts and lay the 
foundation for implementation of land use, economic and community development efforts before, during 
and post-construction.  The City’s commitment is well-timed and vital to building a trusting partnership 
with the community over the next decade.  

We heard several times the need to establish (or re-establish) “connectivity” in the adjoining 
neighborhoods.  The actual solutions ranged considerably - from new crossings over the rail tracks, to 
new street connections, frontage roads and so on.  An immediate and iterative process to settle on a set 
of recommendations to improve connectivity and accessibility should be a priority and efforts to achieve 
consensus are well worth the effort.  Since the cost of such improvements is at the heart of discussions 
between the City and CDOT, the record of decision (or parallel city/state memorandum of understanding) 
should lay out the responsibilities of each party.  Once construction begins, it will be much more difficult 
to “go back” and revisit these decisions. 

In addition, the panel understood from its conversation with CDOT staff that there will be significant 
investments to improve storm water drainage and these investments will also benefit the adjacent 
neighborhoods, which have historically had drainage problems. The TPD commends CDOT for working 
with the City and County of Denver and the neighborhood to solve this problem across jurisdictional 
boundaries. However, we did not get the impression from our meeting with community leaders that they 
were aware of the potential benefits to the neighborhood storm water drainage systems from this 
project; we believe this issue needs to be addressed more directly by CDOT and the City in their future 
discussions with the community leaders. 

Regardless of the selected alternative, deconstruction of the actual viaduct (let alone other construction 
work) will be lengthy and disruptive.  We do not believe, however, that the true impacts of construction 
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activities are commonly understood.  Since a preferred alternative has not been selected and more 
detailed design work will not accelerate for some time, it is important to maintain close contact as design 
moves forward in order to fully understand these impacts.   

During this interim period, we do believe it is important for the City as well to plan for the construction 
period in part by reaching agreement regarding CDOT’s responsibilities during construction.  For example, 
the City may wish to further its efforts to improve the business/resident relationship.  One example (of 
many good ones) would be a good-neighbor compact with local businesses and trucking companies to 
clamp down on “cutting through” residential streets.  The same, of course, goes for CDOT’s contractors 
who will likely be subject to noise and air quality monitoring, but could benefit as well from commonly-
agreed to times of construction, haul routes, etc.  

Likewise, the implementation of advance projects to facilitate connectivity and alternate routes is well-
advised.  That work is underway and should continue.  It was unclear as to whether added capacity along 
the northerly alternate route, I-270, would be implemented prior to I-70 East construction work but that 
is an important early decision. 

#5 - Constructability & Construction Impacts: 

It is clear that whatever alternative is pursued, other than the “do-nothing” alternative, that the 
neighborhoods adjacent to I-70 will be significantly impacted during construction. These impacts will 
include impacts from construction activities, including: dust, noise and vibration, and other impacts 
resulting from the project including: disruption of circulation on local streets, possible diversion of trucks 
through the neighborhood from the adjacent industrial areas. However, these impacts will be limited in 
time to the duration of the project. Other impacts will be much longer in term, including the taking of 
homes and the major adjustments to the playground for the Swansea Elementary School. 

#6 - Vasquez Interchange Design Consideration:  

The TPD team also reviewed an option studied by the City and believes that consideration should be 
given to closing the interchange at Vasquez. This would result in a significant area that could be 
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redeveloped for the benefit of the neighborhood to accommodate mixed income housing and 
neighborhood-serving retail and community or civic uses. The neighborhood is interested in a grocery 
store, for example. The land may also provide a good alternative for a relocated elementary school. The 
TPD team understands that Commerce City officials believe this interchange is necessary for truck traffic 
from their community; hence the importance of an integrated context-sensitive freight system plan. 

#7 - Mobility During Construction:   

The TPD team recognized that CDOT and the City and County of Denver and the City of Commerce City 
are all mindful of the significant construction-related impacts.  However, it was not apparent to the TPD 
team that the stakeholders have resolved the “advance package” of mobility-related projects. Clearly, 
adding lanes to I-270 before the I-70 project begins will help alleviate construction traffic concerns. 
Similarly, addressing neighborhood circulation issues through multimodal accessibility and connectivity 
enhancements before construction of I-70 begins will minimize the disruption to local circulation during 
construction. The timing of projects matters and the advance work should be well into design in order to 
ensure project delivery prior to the start of intensive I-70 East construction. 

#8 - Community Engagement Process: 

During our meeting with community leaders, we heard a significant amount of criticism about the 
community engagement process conducted by CDOT, in collaboration with the City and County of 
Denver.  We were told that the “open house” community meetings conducted by CDOT did not provide 
opportunities for the community leaders to engage in group discussions with CDOT and the City 
representatives to help build community consensus regarding issues of concern to them, and that there 
was not a clear understanding of how CDOT and the City would be taking specific comments received 
from the public and responding to them directly. We believe that in the future CDOT and the City of 
Denver staff should work collaboratively to develop a more robust community engagement process, with 
participation from other interested public agencies such as DRCOG, the regional transit agency, and 
neighboring cities, along with community and neighborhood residents, business owners and other 
stakeholders. While one-on-one exploration of maps and design plans with CDOT representatives is an 
important component of increasing understanding, such a tactic – absent community forums in which 
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everyone can hear questions and responses – falls short of achieving meaningful participation that is 
important to building community consensus. 

One “success story” in this realm that should be considered is the I-15 / 40th Street Freeway Project in 
San Diego.  In the early 1990s, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) was evaluating 
options for extending I-15 through some disadvantaged neighborhoods in the Mid-city area south of I-8.  
Through its planning process, Caltrans became aware of significant community concerns regarding the 
possible impacts of the highway project on their neighborhoods.  This ultimately led to a collaborative 
planning and community engagement process that included the City of San Diego, Metropolitan Transit 
District Board, and many other stakeholder groups and community representatives.  The result was that 
Caltrans selected a preferred alternative for this 2.2-mile corridor that was designed to minimize 
community impacts while at the same time improving the functionality of regional transportation system. 
In addition, Caltrans and the City entered into a formal Memorandum of Understanding that laid out the 
specific community improvements that were agreed to (including covers over the freeway at key 
locations), and identified the responsible parties for each of these improvements.  The MOU also laid out 
mutual understandings regarding highway operation issues and specifically addressed future linkages of a 
planned regional transit line in the I-15 corridor to existing and planned transit routes serving the 
community, through elevators to be installed on the intersecting boulevards that would connect to 
center-median transit stations on I-15 (see attached article and exhibits).  Caltrans received an Honorable 
Mention for this project in the 2002 FHWA Transportation Planning Excellence Award Program.   

The APA Transportation Planning Division would be willing to provide more detailed information on this 
project and its community engagement process for consideration by CDOT and the City and County of 
Denver, and would also be willing to provide additional assistance to CDOT and the City in designing a 
similar community outreach and collaboration process for the I-70 East Project as it moves into its next 
phases of planning and project development. 

IV.  Organization, Roles and Responsibilities 

The TPD team met with numerous stakeholders over the course of the two-day peer review exercise.  It 
is worth noting that these meetings were illuminating from the perspective of partnership and 
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coordination.  In part because the I-70 East project is now in a critically-important public review phase, 
stakeholders are both framing their positions on the preferred alternative and planning for the short- and 
long-term impacts of the project moving forward.  At some point in the near future, a project will move 
forward and it is vitally important for all stakeholders to recognize and embrace their roles.  Project 
success will not be determined solely by the actions of the CDOT as the primary sponsor.  Rather Denver, 
DRCOG, the local neighborhoods and business communities and adjoining municipalities will all need to 
come to the table in meaningful ways.   

The clearest early manifestation is the above-referenced North Denver Cornerstone Collaborative.  It was 
not apparent during our short visit that the Collaborative has truly “launched” with stakeholder buy-in 
and engagement.  This is a key first step which will lead to concrete short- and long-term steps to 
improve the most-impacted communities.  Likewise, it is incumbent on DRCOG to embrace a more 
meaningful role in system-wide planning and travel demand forecasting. As planners, we are responsible 
for not only the regulatory aspects of plan development, but also their relevance as a decision-making 
tool. Finally, as the project sponsor, CDOT is understandably pushing hard to move a project forward.   

There will be a point in the process – during preliminary design at the latest – when all stakeholders need 
to be brought back to the table in a coordinating fashion in order for all parties to stay aligned on 
construction staging, contractor specifications as they relate to mitigation activities, design features, 
communications, detours, alternatives routes, the “leave-behind” condition for local roads, surplus land 
and the non-access line and so on.  This process would ideally lead to an I-70 East coordinating 
committee led jointly by the City and County together with CDOT. 

V. National Applicability 

As noted in the introduction to this report, many state transportation agencies, regional transportation 
planning agencies and local governments are now wrestling with the same difficult issues regarding 
replacement of aging viaducts as is CDOT and the City and County of Denver.  A recent report by the 
Congress of New Urbanism http://www.cnu.org/highways/freewayswithoutfutures identifies a significant 
number of viaducts that are in need of replacement, and provides some additional examples regarding 
the options being considered for these projects.  APA Transportation Planning Division will be sharing our 
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observations regarding the I-70 East Project, and lessons learned that could be applied to other projects 
involving replacement of existing viaducts, with our members and colleagues. 

VI. Closing 

The TPD team again wishes to thank all of the stakeholders who assisted with the peer review and took 
the time to meet with us, both in Denver and in follow up conversations. Our hosts were extremely 
gracious and welcoming during a sensitive phase of the project.  We were able to have honest and 
thoughtful discussions which, when taken as a whole, offered a unique perspective on the project.  The 
findings and insights contained herein reflect both a situation analysis and pathway forward.  To that 
end, the Transportation Planning Division and members of the TPD team are available to you to assist 
and provide further details on any of the matters discussed herein.   
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Salt Lake City, UT 
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Urban and Environmental Planning Consultant 
San Diego CA  
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I'm Cynthia Gallegos.I am a resident of the Curtis Park/Five Points area. And I also own a home in the
Capitol Hill area. A little bit about myself. I'm a native resident to Denver. I began my grass root
organizing, actually knocking door to door around these neighborhoods, to build this school. It was a
Nabisco factory when I started in 1989 1998. When we reached out to the community, it was the
actual residents that lived here. I did so with the individuals that were going to be displaced. As the
former executive director for Focus Point Family Resource Center who took over the cross community
coalition where I started my grass root organizing, I can validate the fact that we had several resident
meetings in our communities with people who were going to be impacted. I am very, very concerned
that the individuals that are coming to these final decision meetings have been given misinformation
and a total mischaracterization of the meetings that were held and the conversations that were held
with residents for several years. Mind you, this goes back to 2003. Right now, we're leaving almost no
options to the families to move anywhere in the City and County of Denver, where many of them have
been lifelong residents for generations in this city. No thanks to urban planning. I will say that the goal as
I see it for these meetings is get these newbies who want to come in and say, "We're now going to get it
our way and you brown people don't know how to make decisions for yourself," is wrong. Okay? So, this
term, also, that, "practically no homes"? My ass. There are going to be upwards of 124 homes. And to
date it's 56 homes that will be impacted, of which 21 of them have already been bought out. So, saying
practically no homes are going to be affected is wrong. This project won't start until 2017. I'm obviously
this early filling this because I know people are trying to say: We didn't have these meetings.



From: "Albert Gallo" <gallo_albert@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 10:15 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gallo_albert@hotmail.com

name: Albert Gallo
address: 5020 W 45th Ave
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 303 704 8289
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Please study the re route option that has been presented. It is a much smarter
version that rebuilding I70 in its current location. I travel this corridor from Sheridan Blvd to Airport Blvd
and it would be smart to change it to a Parkway and move I70.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the re route. Not sure why you have not
looked at that option and took it off the table early in the process.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Again, Study the re route. I travel this corridor from Sheridan and I70 to Airport
Blvd every day. Adding the multiple lanes will not improve the situation. It will be just like T Rex. After a
handful of months, it was back to gridlock.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=168.65.231.235
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Meghan Gallo" <meghan.gallo@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 5:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: meghan.gallo@gmail.com

name: Meghan Gallo
address: 3205 S. Tulare Ct.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80231
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business
interest_in_project: The neighborhoods in this area, as well as a burgeoning business district, would be
greatly impacted and disrupted. I 70 should be re routed north of the city. America has moved beyond
the time in its history when major interstates are routed through cities, and Denver should follow the
national trend in re routing I 70 and not further separating a city divided by the interstate.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By making it a business route, rather than the
interstate itself. Reroute I 70 to the north of the city.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=75.171.157.208
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; Touch; LCJB;
rv:11.0) like Gecko
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Linda Galloway" <gallowaylinda@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 2:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: gallowaylinda@gmail.com

name: Linda Galloway
address: 2512 Williams St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I am very concerned about this project for a range of reasons.
I believe it will have a negative impact on neighborhoods and the environment. Plus,
I think that embarking on a major highway project is a misguided use of money and
will ultimately have little impact on addressing traffic issues. I do not believe
alternatives have been evaluated equally. And I'm HUGELY (to use The Trump's word)
angry at city officials who are trying to ram this project, and the associated storm
drainage project, down the throats of citizens without an opportunity to vote or
offer input. (A few weeks of public input isn't sufficient for projects such as
these.)
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There are several real alternatives
to the proposed plan.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
comments_questions: This is a project that deserves to die.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=96.90.169.133
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/600.8.9
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/8.0.8 Safari/600.8.9
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Stacey Galvez" <stacey.galvez@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 6:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: stacey.galvez@gmail.com

name: Stacey Galvez
address: 4470 Xavier Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm a Denver resident and taxpayer. I'm concerned that we're spending too much
money on this work without doing all of the necessary due diligence and considering alternatives.
Specifically, I'm worried that having extra highway capacity on either side of my neighborhood (in the I
70/Wadsworth area and in the I 70/Globeville to Aurora area) will eventually lead to a bottleneck in my
area (Berkley) that may require expansion towards my home.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Divert truck and thru traffic elsewhere
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I do not like any of the alternatives shown in the EIS – each of them require too
many lanes of traffic in each direction and will eventually lead to more congestion in non expanded
parts of I 70. PLEASE consider additional alternatives before making a final decision. For example, let's
consider an option where traffic is diverted from I 70 to I 270/I 76 so that we can turn I 70 into a more
workable option that allows us to connect neighborhoods, add more greenery, and turn Denver into a
more attractive place.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=73.203.37.102
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Dorothy Garcia" <jaguirrejja@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 7:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jaguirrejja@aol.com

name: Dorothy Garcia
address: 4912 Fillmore
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live three blocks from the proposed expansion. I in the midst of the present
pollution from the highway. With this expansion there will be more pollution due to increased traffic.
My major concern is how this will further affect the health of the neighborhood residents. I am aware of
many community members already having health problems such as asthma and heart problems. I
believe that it is necessary to do a study of the alternate route which is I270 north to I 76 and west/east
back into I 70. This study has not been done and CDOT has refused to do it. This study needs to be done
immediately!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
ow_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the I270/I76 reroute! Make 46th Ave a
Boulevard with timed lights to facilitate traffic movement just like on 6th and 8th Aves. Ecourage
alternative forms of trandportation bikes, better RTD, better connections to light rail.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The widening of this highway only further destroys one of the last lower income
neighborhoods.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=75.166.174.249
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.1 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/21.0.1180.0 AOL/9.7 AOLBuild/4343.2046.US Safari/537.1
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HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html
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29 February 2016 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
contactus@i-70east.com

I-70 East
Comments on a flawed project

In the period after World War II, America was reeling from the 
effects of that conflict, and trying to accommodate its increasing 
population and reevaluating the structure of its cities. In the process 
of taking a fresh look at urban transportation, pressure was put on 
by powerful industrial forces trying to supplant the efficient transit 
systems with the new concept giving more freedom of choice to 
individuals in how they achieved mobility. The private automobile 
became the vehicle of choice, both for the individual and for the 
profit motive of the demilitarized industrial structure of the country. 
We are now seeing the short-term positive results as well as the long-
term negative results of that choice. 

The system of Interstate and Defense Highways that President 
Eisenhower proposed was never supposed to serve central cities. 
When the administrations of small towns saw that the highways 
were bypassing them and losing vital commercial opportunities, they 
and the larger cities brought pressure on the Federal Government to 
allow those new highways to penetrate the cities. While increasing 
their commercial value, those changes limited their potential use in 
the national defense.

In those times, before Civil Rights legislation, the rights of 
disadvantaged communities were thought to be insignificant. 
Agencies were free to ignore segments of the population they saw as 
insignificant in political power. I-70 was built close in to the center 
of Denver to increase its potential to facilitate commerce. That 
seemingly wise decision turned out to be a factor in permanently 
isolating three neighborhoods of citizens who had served the city 
well, laboring in the stockyards and smelters in the area, and 
contributing to what we now recognize is a significant public health 
problem in that community. 
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Over the years, planners studying how to achieve a healthier 
community found that those generators of economic good were in 
fact contributing to the degradation of the physical health of citizens 
who lived in their vicinity. Air pollution became a real public health 
problem.

In recent years, studies by the Colorado Department of 
Environmental Health referred to the I-70 East corridor as “The 
Children’s Corridor,” recognizing that there was a higher incidence 
of childhood asthma, heart disease, cancer, and adult respiratory 
disease, induced by air pollution, in the inhabitants of the 
Globeville, Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods. A report published 
by the CDEH predicted that changes in transportation technology 
(presumably the building of FasTracks) would result in the lessening 
of that environmental hazard. 

In addition, the demolition of houses and businesses in those 
neighborhoods led to further degradation of the quality of life of 
those citizens to the point where there does not now exist a 
convenient location to buy fresh food in the vicinity. 

The present proposal to lower the highway into a trench and add 
numerous additional lanes and increase the width of the right of way 
will add to the disadvantage that the citizens of the three 
neighborhoods must endure in the future. The increase in pollution 
will also affect the public health crisis negatively.  The loss of 55-75 
residences further exacerbates the problems for this tight-knit 
community in which some families have lived for generations. 

Swansea Elementary School, will be immediately adjacent to the 
new facility, increasing the probability of childhood disease. 

In the process of construction of the enlarged I-70 facility, it is 
estimated that there is the potential of exposing several highly 
polluted Superfund sites and the need to over excavate and remove 
excessive quantities of contaminated soil, vastly increasing the 
hazards of construction and adding another liability to the health of 
the community. 

I am told that excavating for the trench will involve going below the 
level of the Platte River. The myriad costs involved in draining such 
a facility and the increased cost, in negative land use and dollars, of 
the huge eastern neighborhood drainage project, further militate 
against the wisdom of pursuing this solution to mobility. 
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It is estimated that this project could cost $1 to 2 billion. Historically, 
it is never wise to assume such large public capital projects will be 
built for their initial budgets. In addition, there is increasing need to 
improve public infrastructure in other parts of Denver and Colorado. 
It makes no sense to expend such a vast amount of capital on one 
shortsighted highway project, no matter how critical the perceived 
need.

Further, other major cities are looking carefully at the validity of 
maintaining such large urban freeway systems.  New York City has 
already demolished the hazardous West Side Highway and built the 
on-grade West Street in it place. That facility has provided new 
beneficial uses for the former piers where vast ocean liners once 
docked, and relinked those new facilities into the fabric of a city so 
isolated by its harbor and rivers. 

San Francisco has demolished its Harbor Freeway structure, building 
an on-grade arterial in its place, and again tying back into the city a 
vast expanse of underutilized waterfront, adding to its commercial 
vitality. Milwaukee has also taken down an urban freeway, once 
more achieving a great benefit from tying neighborhoods and 
previously isolated areas once more into that burgeoning city. 

Denver and Colorado need to look to improving the lot of those 
disadvantaged neighborhoods, rather than contributing to their 
further isolation and public health crises. 

It is time to look at the alternative of rerouting the interstate traffic to 
the I-270 and I-76 corridors and creating a green, urban boulevard, at 
grade, as a new welcoming ceremonial entry to central Denver. This 
forward looking attitude could potentially open up the land taken up 
by freeway interchanges and service roads to as much as 80 acres of 
new tax paying development—all at a considerably smaller cost—
while providing millions of dollars to redevelop other sorely needed 
infrastructure improvements. 

It is time to break out of the mold of outdated thinking, and innovate 
new concepts of healthy living for our people in the Twenty-First 
Century.

     Sincerely, 



    ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DESIGN 

alan golin gass, faia   602 SOUTH HARRISON LANE, DENVER, CO 80209 • cell: 303-204-6359 • agga@aol.com 4

          Alan Golin Gass, FAIA 



From: "Roy Gelbhaus" <rgelby@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:32 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rgelby@hotmail.com

name: Roy Gelbhaus
address: 4971 Gray St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3034775437
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: As a retired firefighter, I am most concerned that the tunnel would be a deathtrap in case
of a flammable liquid spill ignition due to both wind and the lack of vertical, forced ventilation. Additionally, I
am concerned about snow clearing and removal from the ditch necessitating lane closures. Thirdly,I believe
that neighborhood separation (as has occurred on I 70 west of I 25) is greater with a ditch than in a rebuilt
viaduct configuration. And lastly, the stormwater drainage mitigation project will be a major unnecessary
expense to taxpayers even if not paid from the same "pocket" as the actual highway.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Rebuild the viaduct even with widening (please see my
comment below).
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions: As a retired firefighter, I am most concerned that the tunnel would be a deathtrap in
case of a flammable liquid spill ignition due to both wind and the lack of vertical, forced ventilation. (Please see
my documentation of the 1949 Holland Tunnel fire following.)Additionally, I am concerned about snow
clearing and removal from the ditch necessitating lane closures. Thirdly,I believe that neighborhood separation
(as has occurred on I 70 west of I 25) is greater with a ditch than in a rebuilt viaduct configuration. And lastly,
the stormwater drainage mitigation project will be a major unnecessary expense to taxpayers even if not paid
from the same "pocket" as the actual highway. On May 13, 1949, a trailer truck carrying 80 drums of carbon
disulfide (about half of today's tanker truck loads) caught fire in the Holland Tunnel between New York and
New Jersey. The tunnel was built with ventilation shafts below the roadway and above the ceiling. With inlets
to the traffic area from below and with exhaust openings from the traffic area above, fans capable of moving 4
million cubic feet of air per minute created a vertical flow of air. The volume of fire was so great that flames
were seen from the fan buildings on the riverbanks. There was not a windtunnel effect trapping vehicle
occupants although 10 trucks were demolished and 13 more were damaged. Other vehicles, including 3
busloads of children, were able to exit. It took firefighters 4 hours to extinguish the fire (quite likely by fuel
consumption) and as a result there was significant damage to the structure and systems. Feel free to contact
me for books and pictures of this event.
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From: "Amanda George Wheaton, Esq." <amanda.georgewheaton@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, January 16, 2016 8:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: amanda.georgewheaton@yahoo.com

name: Amanda George Wheaton, Esq.
address: Benton St.
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: This project is indicative of the problems facing Denver as a
growing urban center.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Why is there so much focus on
increasing road size and the number of roads for vehicle traffic in Denver Metro?
Worldwide, cities rely on public transportation to meet the needs of growing
populations, but that does not seem to be happening here. Public transportation in
Denver is not great. Sure, there have been vast improvements in recent years, but we
could be doing so much more rather than wasting money to renovate a highway. By the
time the new "improvements" on I 70 are complete, the road will be considered
inadequate yet again for whatever the population will be by that time. Stop chasing
your tails! Think about the futureâ€”way further into the future than you've been
thinking so far. Denver could try to be a leader among cities internationally by
investing the thought, money, and effort into a public transportation system that
will: 1) help ease pollution, 2) create construction jobs at the outset, 3) create
lasting jo!
bs for the people who will work and maintain the system upon completion, 4)
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please see my comments above. Thank you.
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From: "Bo Gerdin" <bkgerdin@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 4:12 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bkgerdin@gmail.com

name: Bo Gerdin
address: 4376 Xavier Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: My father in law fought I 70 already in the sixties. It was a bad then to build it and
it's an even worse idea now to expand it since our neighborhood has grown and become still more
urban. I see no advantages that can be achieved by this project but I do see many disadvantages; It will
increase pollution and noise in residential areas, it will waste a huge amount of tax payers' money that
could be better spent, it will destroy property values in a booming neighborhood, and many other
reasons. It's time for CDOT to live up to their own mission and to their own values and properly
investigate the I 76/I 270 alternative.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The idea to turn I 70 along this stretch into a
boulevard is excellent. It will be perfectly sufficient for the remaining traffic after I 76/I 270 have been
improved to handle most of the heavy interstate traffic.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Is there no interest from media about this ill conceived project? I would have
thought it would be of public interest since so much tax money will go to it. Is CDOT obligated to
officially present their investigation into the I 76/I 270 option or are we all left to just accept their word
for that they have paid due diligence researching all alternatives? Lastly, what are our local politicians
doing about it?
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From: "Josh German" <josh.german@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: josh.german@gmail.com

name: Josh German
address: 4430 Utica St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a homeowner near the proposed project site and as a citizen
of Denver, I feel that this project, as currently proposed, is a mistake.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Alternative forms of transportation,
improving existing infrastructure.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I believe the alternative re route along I 270/I 76 should be
studied and given full and fair consideration as a preferred alternative to the
proposed I 70 expansion. The proposed expansion project is shortsighted, harmful,
and at a cost that is not justifiable. Induced traffic is a real phenomenon caused
by adding more lanes, which is what this proposal includes. Why are we even
considering this type of backward thinking that has been proven time and time again
to be wrong? There will be significant disruption to existing neighborhoods, both in
terms of the physical division as well as the ongoing pollution that will result
during and after the construction of the proposed highway. My wife already avoids
going to the park on the southern side of I 70 because the car exhaust triggers her
asthma. Think outside of the box and move on from this car centric focus that was
maybe appropriate 50 years ago. It is not appropriate today, especially not in a
young, fast growing city that demands more (especially when there is a significantly
better and cheaper alternative).
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From: "Doug Gertner" <douggertner@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 2:04 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: douggertner@comcast.net

name: Doug Gertner
address: 451 24th Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205 3114
phone: 3038864114
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Neighborhoods make Denver great and there's an opportunity to
repair long done damage to an underserved area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route I 70 and turn the current
stretch into a boulevard that permits Elyria Swansea and Globeville to reconnect
with Denver.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Will you do the right thing for citizens or just build more
lanes like T Rex?
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From: "Zach Gilbert" <Zagil@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 9:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Zagil@me.com

name: Zach Gilbert
address: 4509 Meade St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: We are at a unique period in time where we can reimagine an
urban sprawl in responsible, calculated manor. Seldom do we have opportunities like
the one in front of us to literally reshape a large part of Northwest and Northeast
Denver. Seriously, how cool is this?? We NEED to reconnect our neighborhoods. I 70
sliced right rough 10+ communities and forever blighted many of them. These
neighborhoods can flourish again by rerouting I 70 a mere few miles north via
270/76. School children will hear the delicate sounds of a basketball dribbling,
residents will breathe easier, drivers will relish a new parkway through town,
commuters/travelers will see negligible change in drive times, the city will save
unknown yet astronomical amount of money .... this all by rerouting I 70. Denver is,
well, out of room. Consider how many thousands of people are moving here each month,
and will continue to do so. Where will they go? This stretch of current highway,
turned par!
kway, will expand the city in ways it can't with the highway remaining in its
current location. We are growing, love it or hate it. It is prudent to carefully
consider our growth and HOW we are growing. To not seriously consider a reroute is
a huge disservice to this magnificent city, and will leave a scar on Denver
forever.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: See above. Reroute I 70 and turn the
existing highway into a parkway, connecting our severed neighborhoods.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: See above.
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From: "C Gilbert" <cryptocrystalline@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 12, 2016 1:19 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cryptocrystalline@yahoo.com

name: C Gilbert
address: Tremont Pl
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: The cheapest and most effective alternative for the I70 corridor
is to expand the existing 270/76 corridor to accept the traffic from I70. The
additional distance traveled is minimal, but the cost should be significantly less.
Once the old I70 is demolished, re establish the cross streets and fill in the area
with markets, homes, etc.
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From: "Gina" <literacylink@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 2:38 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: literacylink@msn.com

name: Gina
address: 2156 Gray St.
city: Edgewater
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone: 303 358 5630
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: DITCH the DITCH. My family was impacted in the globeville and lakeside area when
I 70 was originally designed. It is time for the highway to be moved out away from the city for trucks and
distant commuters can travel (270 and I76 corridor for example). Return the current highway to the
community.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the giant highway to the 270 and I 76
corridor.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Irene Glazer" <irene@ireneglazer.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:46 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: irene@ireneglazer.com

name: Irene Glazer
address: 4201 Umatilla St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3038883735
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: CDOT STOP with this widening nonsense
immediately. The areas of Globeville/Elyria/Swansea, their residents and their children have suffered
long enough. Widening the highway will only make things worse. There's a much better alternative.
Study it! The section you are talking about widening needs to be turned into a boulevard instead. See
this vision for our city... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc Please study the alternative
proposed by the good people at http://unitenorthmetrodenver.com/ Say no to the widening and study
the alternative!
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
comments_questions: CDOT STOP with this widening nonsense immediately. The areas of
Globeville/Elyria/Swansea, their residents and their children have suffered long enough. Widening the
highway will only make things worse. There's a much better alternative. Study it! The section you are
talking about widening needs to be turned into a boulevard instead. See this vision for our city...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc Please study the alternative proposed by the good
people at http://unitenorthmetrodenver.com/ Say no to the widening and study the alternative!
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From: "joyce gold" <jfgold@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Please STOP the expansion of i70 until further review
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 10:33 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Dear CO Dept of Transportation,

NO TO THE EXPANSION OF i70!

Please review expanding i76 & 270.

Please consider expanding i76 & 270:
Far less homes to scrape,
NO contaminated land to interfere,
Less pollution
Less hazard of a contaminated disaster in the Urban area of Northwest of Denver
Far less expenses

Please consider replacing i70 with surface streets with boulevards:
Increasing real estate values on adjacent land
To restore urban neighborhoods
It would support nearby businesses in and near urban centers (Berkley, Highlands)
Tap into the growing pool of Denver’s population.
Allowing local businesses to hire local talented employees & local customers for easy access.
Demand for walkable/bike/transit urban neighborhoods.

Look at Boston, Portland, San Francisco, Milwaukee for examples!
https://www.cnu.org/our projects/highways boulevards
<https://www.cnu.org/our projects/highways boulevards>

The purposed plan of i70 expansion can:
Cost millions/billions
Cleaning contaminated land due to digging into the ground,
More homeowners to move out in that area
More pollution
Possible hazard accidents in a populated area. (see issue on Speer Blvd)
Not support Northwest Denver economical growth

PLEASE Reconsider!

Thank you,

Joyce Gold
5470 Water Tower Promenade #111
Arvada, CO 80002



From: "Judd Goldberg" <juddgo@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 20, 2016 9:42 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: juddgo@gmail.com

name: Judd Goldberg
address: 1340 Elizabeth St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone: 303 475 5476
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I love Denver and look forward to watching it grow into a 21st
century technological and cultural leader.
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Unfortunately, I fear that this
project is moving Denver in the wrong direction. Yes, there is crumbling
infrastructure which needs to be improved. No, widening the interstate will not
solve our problems. Good science has shown repeatedly that adding capacity induces
demand which negates the added capacity. Please, let's sit back and think about how
we can surprise ourselves with transport solutions that don't involve congested
interstates. Bike lanes, good sidewalks, bus rapid transit, trains these are the
hallmarks of world class cities. Do we want to press forward with interstate
widening just because we're on that path? Interstates are a 20th century fix. Let's
have the vision to look forward to a solution that truly makes Denver a better,
cleaner, healthier place. Let's do something we can be proud of.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From:  "Laura Goldberg" <goldclaura@gmail.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Fri, February 26, 2016 2:45 pm 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

email: goldclaura@gmail.com 

name: Laura Goldberg
address: 3045 W 45th ave
city: Denver 
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I would love to see the interstate moved along a better corridor while changing the 
current 70 into a wide boulevard.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: 
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From: "Aaron Goldhamer" <aarongoldhamer@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 3, 2016 11:31 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: aarongoldhamer@gmail.com

name: Aaron Goldhamer
address: 1330 Detroit St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80206
phone: 7203834873
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I am running for the Colorado State House of Representatives in
House District 8, which includes portions of I 70 within the study area.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More public transit.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: As the EIS notes at section ES.9.1., the public and stakeholders
have expressed GREAT CONCERN regarding the project's impact on "social and economic
conditions, environmental justice, relocations and displacements...air quality,
noise, and hazardous materials." These statements are true, and exactly why there
will continue to be considerable public outcry if the current proposal proceeds.
Section ES.5. notes that the option of re routing I 70 north of Denver was not never
"fully analyzed." The public deserves full analysis of this re route option. The
decisions made in the near future, based on the present incomplete analysis of the
universe of options, will impact innumerable people. The present generation, and
future generations, deserve a more complete analysis. The present menu of items
being examined is unduly limited, depriving the public of truly informed
decision making. The Partial Covered Lowered Alternative will cut a deeper scar into
the socia!
l fabric of North Denver, which has already suffered more than enough. Indeed, this
is the very prospect that is causing the public GREAT CONCERN.
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Hi. My name is Aaron Goldhamer. I want to thank Jenn Gross in the back, who was the second speaker
tonight, who read some remarks that I had suggested expressing the community's great concern. I think
that great concern is being expressed tonight. Ever since I started running for the State House of
Representatives right here in District 8 I've been trying to do more listening than talking. Because I think
it's a core function of government to listen to the people. Now, there are a whole lot of people that are
going to say: Well, we're a little too late in this process to be changing things up. But I don't think it is
ever too late to be listening to people. The options that were analyzed in the Final EIS were the no
action alternative, the revised viaduct alternative, and the partial covered lowered alternate. Now,
that's a pretty limited menu. But that's like looking at a menu of chicken, beef, and starving. And I don't
think that that menu is very appetizing to a lot of people in this room. I think that menu is giving people
indigestion in this room. So, I hope that CDOT continues to or listens to what's going on in this room.
Because there's a lot of people that are not interested in eating off of this menu. In 2014, it was my
pleasure to work with Frank Sullivan on getting a resolution through the Democratic Party of Denver
Executive Community to expand that menu. That resolution passed. And, unfortunately, not all the
options were analyzed in this Final EIS. So, I urge CDOT to please, please, try to expand the menu,
because it ain't tasty. Thank you.







THE INTERPRETER: Good evening. My name is Oscar Gomez. I'm sorry, but I feel much better speaking in
Spanish. I just want to say one thing: What's going to happen once CDOT makes it to Swansea
Elementary School? Who is going to guarantee who is going to give me the guarantee as a father, give
you the guarantee as grandparents, uncles, parents, that their children are not going to suffer? They're
not going to suffer from, you know, the environment, pollution? So, who is going to guarantee our
children's security? Now, think about this: If we're not going to see it, are you going to see it? So, what
are we going to do? Are we going to sit here and cry, or are we going to get up and stand together? Our
kids are the future. Our kids cannot suffer the pollution contamination and pollution. My daughter
attends to Swansea Elementary School. And I'm not only speaking for my daughter; but I'm also
speaking for all children for that school and for all children and the school. Thank you.



Hello. Miles Goplen. I operated a small glass studio off of Stevenson and York for about eight years. I've
got blown glass studios. This is my first meeting. I was aware of quite a few others that started quite
some time ago and never got involved. Did not know what I was really stepping into. There's obviously a
tone going on here. And it honestly has taken me by surprise. I just wanted to let everybody know I'm
not in for kicking people out of their houses, especially ones that they have were born in, raised in,
raised family, stuff like that. But, there is a problem with traffic and how much we have. And I'm not
sure the other options for I 70, being that it is falling apart, it does get very busy, and I know an
alternative is running through the neighborhoods around here avoiding I 70. And that gets very
dangerous with some of the speeds that people travel and stuff. I just want to let people know that I
was approached by CDOT over a year ago and was told what was happening. Being the type of shop that
I run, I found it a big problem just relocating. I really couldn't find somebody that would allow me to run
a furnace or blow glass or any of that stuff in a rented property. So, I decided to go with it and not, you
know, kick and scream. What I found was that the help that I received from CDOT was very
commendable. I followed the directions, I did the footwork, and I put together a business plan. And,
with the help and direction of Tawana Kelly, my CDOT rep, I was able to obtain a loan, buy a piece of
property, and build a 21 square foot workshop and gallery. This was my big break. Thank you.



From: "Heather Gregg" <44tenn@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 18, 2016 2:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: 44tenn@gmail.com

name: Heather Gregg
address: 4492 Xavier St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212 2423
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a 30+year home owner that resides within 6 blocks from the
I 70 corridor
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: CDOT is required to study all alternatives for I 70 East,
including the use of the existing I 76 ROW. Please provide informaton regarding why
this alternative has not been studied. Please provide a cost comparison between the
current proposal and the I 76 alternative that uses current construction unit costs
and accounts for inflation during the construction period. The proposed I 70 east
configuration results in a bottle neck immediately west of the I 25 corridor between
I 25 and Wadsworth. I oppose the current alignment. Any proposed improvement to I 70
East should extend to the western boundary of the City of Denver and be reviewed
holistically; the current preferred alignment will cost billions of dollars and will
result in the need for additional improvements west of I 25. This fragmented
approach is not sustainable or responsible. I 70 should shift north to the I 76
Right of way, which reduces the over all project costs, reduces the impact on the
Swansea/Globeville neighborhoods, reduces pollution on all residental neighbors
current flanking the I 70 corridor in Denver including Regis, Berkeley, Sunnyside.
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From: "Billy Gregg" <billy@studiocpg.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 5:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: billy@studiocpg.com

name: Billy Gregg
address: 4492 Xavier Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3039099774
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver resident, business owner and parent.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By re routing I 70 to the existing I 76
corridor/easement.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I am not assured that all alternatives have been thoroughly reviewed. I am not at
all assured that the impacts of the proposed alternative have been analyzed. There will be a bottleneck
and pinchpoint between the intersection of I 70/I 25 and the intersection of I 70/I 76 in Arvada. Future
widening of I 70 will require acquisition of right of way, public land (park and golf course) and many
homes. How much money would it cost in today's dollars to add lanes to the existing stretch of I 70
between Arvada and I 25 so that traffic is not bottlenecked and the number of lanes between Arvada
and the western edge of the preferred alternative are equal? How many lanes of traffic can be
accommodated within the current I 76 right of way? Why wasn't the I 76 alternative analyzed?
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Cleon Griffiths. I'm a Colorado native, also, and I spent 40 years on both sides of the viaduct up here. A
lot of people are talking about the toll lanes. You look at your registrations. Half of that money is for
road and bridge. So, we're talking 30 to 50 bucks per car. I think they have enough money they should
be able to do it without taxing the users. Both of those options they have got there, closing off York, you
forget we've got a big railroad thing over here. There's trucks using it all the time. It's a big
transportation hub. What are they going to do with those guys? Go up to 40th and Colorado? Everybody
wants their cake and eat it, too, around here. The population of Denver has got, like, 100,000 people per
year coming in here. What are we going to do with all these guys? They have to go back. Maybe we
should go where they're from, you know. Everybody's crying the racial card here. We're all in the same
boat. You know, everybody around here should pull together. And the underground, that underwater
thing? See how it worked over in New Orleans. That worked good? Yeah. That power goes out, that
thing becomes a swimming pool. And then what? I mean, everybody is going to have to get real. We're
going to have to make it bigger. It's an interstate highway. That's called interstate highway. Not just us.
Everybody across headed east west, that's a main road. So, we're going to have to get serious and make
some decisions here. The longer we wait, the higher it gets, the more money we have to blow, you
know. So, we're going to have to get on the same boat. I think they're going to have to make it bigger.
Somebody's going to have to pay. I mean, you can all sit here, and do whatever you want to do, but
time's a wasting. They should have made it in 2008 when we were in a depression; it would have been
way cheaper. You know. Now we're completing with these skyscrapers and everything. So, finally, we'd
better get it done. And I think that underground thing works fairly good. They've got the Berlin Wall over
here. You think that doesn't split the neighborhoods? Think about everything here. Let's get going.





From: "Josh Groner" <joshg@comortgagefinancing.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:46 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: joshg@comortgagefinancing.com

name: Josh Groner
address: 4070 Pierce Street
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80033
phone: 720 296 1740
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I think the CDOT plan is a huge mistake!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Go around the city not through it!
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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From: "Stephanie Gronholz" <skgronholz@gmail.com>
Subject: SEIS
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:32 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

I am writing to voice my concerns with the proposed expansion of I 70. More significant than being a
misuse of taxpayer dollars, this proposal represents a missed opportunity to reunite Denver and restore
justice.

As a resident of Chaffee Park, I live two blocks north of I 70. For now, my backyard isn't immediately
impacted by the expansion. But my fellow Denverites in the Globeville neighborhood have suffered
injustices since roadways separated them from the rest of the city in the middle of the last century. It's
time to restore justice by reuniting the neighborhoods of North Denver.

I am also a teacher and could not imagine teaching at let alone sending my own child to a school that
is adjacent to a major freeway. Poor air quality and noise pollution will negatively impact these
children's education.

Please conduct an SEIS on the re route involving I 76 and I 270.

Thank you,

Stephanie Gronholz

Sent from my iPhone



My name is Jennifer Gross and I live in Whittier City Park West. Tonight I'm speaking on behalf Aaron
Goldhamer, currently a candidate for Colorado State House District 8, which includes portions of I 70
and the EIS study. As the EIS notes at Section ES 9.1, the public and stakeholders have expressed great
concern regarding the project's impact on the social and economic conditions, environmental justice,
relocations and displacements, air quality, noise, and hazardous materials. These statements are true
and exactly why there will continue to be considerable public outcry if the current proposal proceeds.
Section ES point five notes that the option of rerouting I 70 north of Denver was not ever fully analyzed.
The public deserves full analysis of this reroute option. The decisions made the decisions made in the
near future based on the present incomplete analysis of the universe of options will impact innumerable
people. The present generation and future generations deserve a more complete analysis. The present
menu of items being examined is unduly limited, depriving the public of truly informed decision making.
The partial covered lowered alternative will cut a deeper scar into the social fabric of North Denver
which has already suffered enough. Indeed, this is the very prospect that is causing the public great
concern.



Hi. Jennifer Gross. You already have me down. So, my friend Tracy pointed out something out to me,
that the 2015 Transportation Legislative Review Committee published a report in December. And it
covered all projects, I 70 proposed and in existence, except for this project. So, maybe we should call
the following State House Reps and find out why was this not covered by the State Legislative Review
Committee. The chair is Max Tyler. The other Representatives were Jon Becker, Perry Buck, Terri Carver,
Don Coram, Daneya Esgar, Tracy Kraft Tharp, Jovan Melton, Diane Mitsch Bush, Dominick Moreno
who, by the way, is in Commerce City and should have known about to do this Patrick Neville, Dan
Nordberg, and Faith Winter. The State Senators, the chair was Randy Baumgardner. And the other State
Senators were John Cooke, Leroy Garcia, Ray Scott, and Nancy Todd. I have Tracy's phone in my hand.
We'll be here a little while longer if you want to come over and copy any names. I also would like to add
that I grew up in the Yorkville neighborhood of New York City, Manhattan, a block and a half from the
FDR Drive, and I grew up playing in Carl Schurz Park where we had a cover back I was born in '68, and
it was already there, over a stretch of the FDR Drive. And, yeah, I mean, it was kind of noxious even back
in the 1970s. It didn't mitigate it that much. So, just pointing that out.



From: "Sandra L Gryzmala" <sannimall@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 5, 2016 11:45 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sannimall@aol.com

name: Sandra L Gryzmala
address: 4864 Tennyson St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3034556217
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I interested in hearing more about the environmental impact.
The change in traffic pattern for surrounding neighborhoods west of the project
particularly the Berkeley neighborhood.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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From: "Emily Hare" <letsrockandflow@gmail.com>
Subject: Please Consider I 270/I 76 re route alternative plan
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:37 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

To Whom It May Concern,

Before proceeding with the initial I 270/I 76 plan, please review a
re route, as it is shown in this YouTube link:
https://youtu.be/YzWyb6LsLrc

It would be disheartening to watch a revived community be intruded on and
destroyed once again by a highway system. As you can review in the above
link, this re route provides eco friendly pathways, carbon dioxide
reducing foliage, and a logical highway system,
without abrasively disrupting the many surrounding neighborhoods. In
addition, this route is less costly than the route already proposed.

Please consider the positive benefits of the above linked re route before
proceeding with the initial highway plan.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Emily Hare
ehare04@yahoo.com

720 251 0493



From: "sarah hanks" <shanks3199@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: shanks3199@gmail.com

name: sarah hanks
address: 538 S. Xenon Court
city: Lakewood
state: CO
zip_code: 80228
phone: 3038070957
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: Cdot must fully evaluate the I 270 and the I 76 re route before
moving forward with the trench/ditch. Too many people and too many neighborhoods
will be negatively impacted by the trench and ditch, which is cdot's preferred
alternative. A re route will help the neighborhoods and the people.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Moving I 70 to the I 76 and I 270
routes.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Cdot must fully evaluate the I 270 and the I 76 re route before
moving forward with the trench/ditch. Too many people and too many neighborhoods
will be negatively impacted by the trench and ditch, which is cdot's preferred
alternative. A re route will help the neighborhoods and the people.
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From: "Heidi Sue Harris" <heidisueharris@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, January 29, 2016 8:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: heidisueharris@gmail.com

name: Heidi Sue Harris
address: 3838 N. Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 720 589 4189
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the Cole Neighborhood and feel like we have been blindsided. I just learned
about the I 70 Expansion Project in November of 2015. A concerned neighbor went door to door to
inform us that our neighborhood was being considered for demolition, through the use of eminent
domain for a storm drain. Our neighborhood was not included in the EIS and it appears as though the
FHWA is trying to avoid NEPA laws by delegating responsibilities to the City of Denver. By doing this, the
EIS does not seem realistic or accurate. As a member of Cole, I can speak for a majority of my
community in saying we would like for CDOT do an SEIS on the full re route that includes both I 270 and
I 76. The boulevard approach seems like a more neighborhood friendly option that does not harm lower
income neighborhoods and their children. I moved here because of the light rail. I want to have less of a
carbon footprint. However, I am also the financial provider for my toddler & my spouse who is a
veteran. WE do not feel it is fair for anyone to make decisions that could jeopardize our family's health.
We came to this community to make it better and we feel like these decisions will destroy everything we
have worked so hard for. Please reconsider a different approach. Boulevards are the most logical
alternatives and I do not see anything about this alternative in this assessment.
My heart is totally broken!
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Make it a boulevard so Globeville
can finally be a part of the community!
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This project is an environmental, financial disaster waiting to
happen. The planning seems very outdated and does not follow the vision of the
community. The community feels very violated.
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From: "Don Harris" <info@shazazzle.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 9:40 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: info@shazazzle.com

name: Don Harris
address: 3516 Gaylord St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a nearby resident I am most concerned about the increased
noise & pollution after completion and the decimation of communities along the
corridor. Also during construction the concern for disturbing long buried toxic
waste and increased traffic in our neighborhoods. Very disappointed that more
alternatives were not considered that would create less impact to communities close
to the interstate and reunite these communities that were destroyed during the 60's
when the original viaduct was built. We had an opportunity to make this right once
and for all unfortunately it appears once again the wrong decision has been made.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: First less traffic should be the
ultimate goal. Maybe the plan should include incentives to get people to use their
cars less or providing transportation alternatives (light rail, bus lanes or even
truck lanes). Making it bigger by creating a 10 lane highway is frankly a lame
solution. And I might add...burying the highway to give the illusion that your
reuniting neighborhoods across a 10 lane highway is also a lame solution.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: We have (or had?) an opportunity to exercise a little creativity
with this project but decided to take the easy way out. Really too bad...now
apparently we have to live with another bad decision by government agencies for
another 50 years. Still paying the price for the original bad decision made in the
60's. Who knows maybe in the year 2060 you'll finally get it right!
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From: "Don Harris" <info@shazazzle.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 10:06 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: info@shazazzle.com

name: Don Harris
address: 3516 Gaylord St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The more I learn about this project the more I believe it is a
disaster waiting to happen. The stormwater projects required to prevent flooding of
a below grade superhighway you seem to be pushing will greatly impact
(negatively)our neighborhood potentially taking out up to 55 homes in the Cole
neighborhood. Not to mention that during construction you will be disturbing areas
of a designated superfund site potentially having long term health impacts on nearby
communities. Your limited subsurface studies seem to indicate there is toxic waste
in the area. More in depth studies should be conducted to ensure the health of our
communities will not be impacted negatively. We have an opportunity to make a bad
decision that was made in the 1960's into something that reunites communities and
reduces the noise and pollution impacts of heavy traffic right down the middle of
our neighborhoods. Alternatives (Rerouting I 70) apparently never fully studied or
rejected !
due to cost should be revisited. Lowering the highway is not a solution and for
many reasons should be rejected!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the highway elsewhere! A
superhighway has no place in this area when a reroute alternative or other
alternatives exist. Instead of a highway how about light rail or multi modal
transportation routes. Something that reunites the now divided neighborhoods. Other
cities have successfully removed ill conceived highways with great results.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Seems like many of the studies are outdated or that only limited
studies were conducted on the potential toxic waste that may be present under the
current I 70 roadbed. Most of the detailed information that would make it clear what
the impact on our communities would be is buried deep within the report and would
need a science degree to understand. The report seems biased in a way that makes it
seem like there is no other alternative which does not seem to be the case as far as



I can tell! Your reasons for rejecting these alternatives are lame. Environmental
impact, inadequate studies and poor design (such as the lowered alternative option)
should is a bigger reason to reject a project than cost alone.
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Browning, Heather L

From: Vanessa Henderson - CDOT <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 10:30 AM
To: Behrad, Anahita; Wallis, Carrie; Browning, Heather L
Subject: Fwd: My final Estimate for the I-70 reroute
Attachments: ATT00001.htm; I-70 Reroute Estimate Final.xlsx

Here's the original with attachment for FEIS comment. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: heidisueharris@gmail.com
Date: February 3, 2016 at 10:29:47 AM MST 
To: chris.horn@dot.gov, "Henderson - Cdot, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>
Subject: Fwd: My final Estimate for the I-70 reroute

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Heidi Harris <heidisueharris@gmail.com>
Date: February 3, 2016 at 10:26:21 AM MST 
To: Thaddeus J Tecza <thaddeus.tecza@colorado.edu>, K Morse 
<kimberly.morse@outlook.com>, Jacqueline Lansing 
<jacqui.lansing@live.com>, Joan Seeman <joanseem@msn.com>, Bridget Walsh 
<denverbridget@gmail.com>
Subject: My final Estimate for the I-70 reroute

Ok, Everybody. 

As an outside entity I am sending you all a high level cost estimate....which shows 
maximum costs for the reroute. I have not seen Unite North Metro Denver's Cost 
estimate.  

I can honestly say we can use my information as a high level professional cost 
estimate, which I'd be willing to stake my career on.  

I have my Bachelors Degree in Business Administration with a concentration in 
Project Management- 3.9 GPA 
I have over 15 years of experience providing cost estimates for large scale 
construction and engineering projects, including government, commercial and 
industrial.
I have certificates for Primavera P3/P6 Scheduling Software and Prism EVMS 
software, trained by a Project Controls Manager who worked on implementing 
Prism at NASA headquarters.  



2

I'm very comfortable that this maximum cost estimate....using mileage supplied 
by CDOT...is a more reasonable estimate of maximum costs for the I-70 reroute. 
The 4billion estimate provided to CDOT was grossly overstated and included 
math that did not make sense.  Additionally, I have had engineers (whom I have 
had the pleasure of working with in my career) look over my high level estimate 
to make sure it was a reasonable expectation for a project of this size.

The maximum estimated costs are at 1.8 billion dollars. This information is based 
on a comparable project, the I-10 Metro Project in Los Angeles. The total costs of 
this project was 790m spanning a distance of 14.2 miles. Total costs per mile for 
this project are set at 55m, which is a higher cost due to the volume of traffic/cost 
of living and resources needed to accommodate this project.  

If we double the mileage, the I10 project would have cost approximately 1.5b. For 
a general estimate, if we added 1.13 miles to the average cost per mile, using the 
average cost per mile for the I10 project, our costs would be approximately 1.6 
billion dollars. However, 10.9 of these miles are for local urban road 
development. Therefore, this cost could be further reduced.

The Colorado I-70 reroute project should not anticipate the same issues as the I-
10 project. A lower estimate per mile can safely be incorporated, at 50m per mile. 
The boulevard costs can be lowered to be 20m per mile. Right of Way, 
Enginering/OH and Construction are included based on a percentage used by 
highway construction companies for high level estimates.  

Overall, the maximum high level estimate shows the I-70 reroute to cost 
approximately 1.8b to complete based on the information provided by Vanessa 
(CDOT) and Chris Horn (FHWA). This amount would give plenty of room for 
project fluctuations, including schedule delays, if managed properly.  

-Heidi Sue Harris 
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From: "Heidi Sue Harris" <Heidisueharris@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 4, 2016 10:33 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Heidisueharris@gmail.com

name: Heidi Sue Harris
address: 3838 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 720 589 4189
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: It impacts my neighborhood and is not included in the FEIS due
to some closed door agreements
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute I70
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: The IGA was created between CDOT (which is considered a Lead
Agency by FHWA) and the City of Denver to address back up water detention for the
I70 trench. If there is a sudden large flow of water....if they put detention in
city park...would the water in the canal be able to hold the volume of water prior
to bring piped to city park? Is this why the Cole option is still being considered
as an option? Wouldn't it be too dangerous to put the detention pond that far away
from the tunnel? If you planned on piping water 'from' City Park to the Platte you
would have to address the PCE plume from the Four Corners laundry at Bruce Randolph
and 34th (which is an extremely expensive effort) if you laid any new piping in
relation to federal funded project. Additionally, since this would create additional
environmental health concerns and impacts wouldn't this need to be included in the
FEIS?
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REMOTE_HOST=
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From: "Heidi Sue Harris" <heidisueharris@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 6, 2016 3:45 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: heidisueharris@gmail.com

name: Heidi Sue Harris
address: 3838 Gilpin street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7205894189
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Legal questions...as the project will affect my community.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I would like for this to be an official note in the FEIS for
reference. sent February 06, 2016 To: Megan Waples <Megan.Waples@sos.state.co.us
>
Hello, Megan. I believe this is the right agency...unless secretary defined in the
23USC108, refers to high level government. If this is the case I would be more than
happy to contact Mr. Kerry. Please advise. When Chris Horn, FHWA lead, was asked why
eminent domain was occurring before the EIS had been completed, he stated, â€œCode
of Federal regulations (CFR) and the United State Code (USC) allows such action.
Specifically, 23 CFR 710.501 and 23USC108 allow the State to acquire ROW anytime
they have the legal authority to do so. This is also discussed in Section 5.5 of the
FEI. â€œ The terms and conditions involved in 23 U.S. Code Â§ 108 stateâ€¦. (3)Terms
and conditions.â€”The Federal share payable of the costs described in paragraph (2)
shall be eligible for reimbursement out of funds apportioned to a State und!
er this title when the real property interests acquired are incorporated into a
project eligible for surface transportation program funds, if the State
demonstrates to the Secretary and the Secretary finds thatâ€¦.(criteria are
explained) If I am reading this correctlyâ€¦.the Secretary of State would be the
one who would approve these types of agreements pertaining to the I 70 expansion
project and would also know about the Intergovernmental Agreement. Therefore, I
believe I am asking the right agency for documentation. My house and neighborhood
are being considered for acquisition through the use of eminent domain through
public utilities (preventing us from fighting it in court, as with blighted
properties) The City of Denver says this is to prevent neighborhood destruction
from a 100 year flood. The Intergovernmental agreement says that the City will be
responsible for finding offsite water detention and is going to be reimbursed a



portion of the expenses for this projec!
t. Tony DeVito, FHWA Director, has just told our community mem!
bers tha
t they do not need this offsite storm drain and that drainage issues have already
been addressed. Mr. DeVito explained this was the reason our community did not need
to be included in the I 70 FEIS. Additionally, we were told by the City of Denver
that the project would in fact, not protect our specific community from a 100 year
flood. In order for any of this to make sense I would like to request the following
documentation per the CORA Act. I need this information ASAP because the City is
apparently going to make their decision this month. Our community has only known
about this situation since November, 2015. The Project Manager, Jennifer Hillhouse,
refuses to give our community cost estimates through CORA because she says this
information is â€œnot in the publicâ€™s best interest.â€ With all of that being
said, per CORA, can I please have a copy of any documents, involving (in any
capacity) the Secretary of State, that relates to the I 70 expansion project or the
Storm !
Water issues involved? I am horrified that this whole flood issue is a faÃ§ade to
acquire our property for development per the 38th and Blake document (presented by
the City of Denver) or to accommodate the National Western Stock show interests in
some other fashion. Your response is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Heidi Sue
Harris 3838 N. Gilpin Street Denver, CO 80205 720 589 4189
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Hello. My name's Heidi Sue Harris and I'm from the Cole neighborhood. The definition of, "fraud," is
using deceptive means to get what you want. The messages that the City is using to assist the I 70
expansion project falls under this definition. If I offered a cup full of Drano or a mug full of nails, which
one would you pick? Could you agree that the logical option was missing? These tactics the City of
Denver and CDOT are using to get the current I 70 expansion design implemented is wrong. It is obvious
the community's vision and the vision the City, CDOT, and the Federal Highway Authority have are not
the same. We do not want this I 70 trench. We do not want the toxic air. We do not want the toxic
storm water. It is clear that, by reading the intergovernmental agreement between the Colorado
Department of Transportation and the City of Denver that the City has to fix the storm drainage problem
associated with the expansion or face a $5,000 a day penalty. By all appearances, this project will
continue despite all of the public outcry. These decisions are deceptive and are focused at sidestepping
TABOR laws and other various other laws to prevent its derailment. The storm drainage requirements
and the associated community impact were conveniently left out of the EIS, which makes it inaccurate.
How are CDOT and the Federal Highway Authority able to delegate their NEPA law responsibilities to
someone else when it is their legal requirement prior to planning? The Federal Highway Authority is
required to oversee their own compliance. And the result is obvious. The I 70 impact study has been
conveniently designed to sidestep ventilation requirement sub (b). Does this kind of plan seem fair to
the community? Is this fair to the children of Swansea? Offering new windows and doors by all
appearances suggests acknowledgement of the planned solution. Why should these children be
prisoners within their own community so the National Western Stock Show Complex can increase its
revenue? You're putting a park on top of the interstate. Why would anyone want to take their children
to this toxic park? Do you think that the Clean Air Act does not apply to low income communities or the
primarily Hispanic populations within it? Would any of you swim in these ponds and detention areas you
are planning to put in these communities? Or would you –



From: "Heidi Sue Harris" <heidisueharris@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 5:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: heidisueharris@gmail.com

name: Heidi Sue Harris
address: 3838 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 720 589 4189
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Legality
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: FASTER is hiding expenditures and debt by moving dollars off budget and is
operating as a government agency. By saying it is an Enterprise, it denies voters the right to approve tax
hikes or debt issuances before they occurs. The Colorado Court of Appeals agreed that it was an
Enterprise and the Colorado Supreme Court refused to hear the case. What do you think the US
Supreme Court would say about these decisions? With that being said do any of these comments mean
anything? Will they stop anything? I still have questions I would like answered... IS THE SOUTH PLATTE
STORM DRAIN PROJECT A PART OF THE I 70 EXPANSION PROJECT? Tony DeVito said, at the FEIS hearing.
The City of Denver has been saying NO to the community. However, the City admits the possible use of
the Cole/City park land for the storm drain will NOT help alleviate flooding in our community. So if it’s
not for our community, what is it for? Why is my home and community being threatened by the use of
eminent domain so suddenly and hastily? When we asked Chris Horn, FHWA Lead, why CDOT was
presenting the FHWA environmental impact hearing, he said CDOT is a Joint Lead Agency as defined in
23 USC 139. They are the project sponsor per 23CFR771.109(c)(2) and 23 USC139 (a)(7). Since CDOT is
receiving Title 23 funds per 23USC 139 (c) and 23CFR771.109(c)(2) (and by this law) they are considered
a Joint Lead Agency. Since they are a lead agency their work is necessary to complete the NEPA process
including studies, public outreach. Etc.(and) is in compliance with the federal regulations. So here, the
FHWA lead says CDOT is a Joint LEAD AGENCY. The Colorado Bridge Enterprise is performed directly by
the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT). Additionally, the Bridge Enterprise and CDOT do the
same work and are overseen by the same managers. How is this a real enterprise? If I called myself
President, would that give me the right to rule! the country? The Colorado Bridge Enterprise signed the
Intergovernmental agreement that ties the City to the CDOT/FHWA. Why is there a cover up of this
connection? It seems extremely deceptive. The IGA provides that the City of Denver will provide funding
support for the I 70 East Project in the form of an annual availability payment totaling $37M net present
value, in the form of equal annual installments of $2,688,010 over 30 years. Annual installments will
commence upon completion of the project. What is this payment for? Where are the City funds coming



from? Will the state be held accountable for where these funds come from and whether it is legitimate?
Additionally, the City will ensure in kind contributions to the efficiency and risk reduction of the I 70 East
project, valued at $46M. Are these in kind contributions to the efficiency and risk reduction related to
avoiding NEPA requirements by sidestepping responsibility? Does this allow you all to exclude our
community impacts from the FEIS? The IGA states efficiencies include relief from City permit fees, set
prices for right of way purchases, and other commitments that reduce project costs or reduce risk to
the Developer. Do OTHER commitments include laws under a federal jurisdiction? The IGA also provides
that CDOT fund 40% of the cost of drainage improvements that provide early action on key elements of
the drainage system needed for I 70 East and additionally support creation of a complimentary system
that further protects the interstate in large storm events. Tony Divito said the projects were separate at
THE HEARING! The State’s contribution to the drainage funding includes $42.2 million commitment for
the initial drainage improvements, known as the Early Action Drainage Plan, and up to an additional
$18.3 million for cost overruns on the EADP, as well as the remainder of the Two Basin Drainage Project,
for a total commitment not to exceed $60.5 million. If CDOT is a Lead Agency to the FHWA and they are
funding 40% of the cost drainage improvements for the I 70 project how can this NOT be included in the
FEIS. If the trench was built right now it could face flooding impacts and there could be a catastrophic
loss of lives, how is the Federal government avoiding these impacts in the FEIS? How is FEMA not
concerned with these decisions? Additionally, Tony Divito said they could proceed with the I 70 project
despite the storm drain issue being resolved. In 2009 a CDOT study listed 128 bridges that were
structurally deficient, functionally obsolete or rated as poor. The legislature would not give CDOT funds
to fix these issues. Why are they using over half of the Colorado Bridge Enterprise Fund to support this
strongly opposed I 70 trench? How is CDOT able to use vehicle surcharge fees on Storm water projects?
If the fees are assessed on vehicles are based on the weight they will have on bridges how does this
correlate with storm water channels?
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From:  "Terrey Harrod" <teamterrey@yahoo.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 11:23 am 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
email: teamterrey@yahoo.com 
 
name: Terrey Harrod 
address: 2220 W 56th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80221 
phone: 303.981.6004 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Personally, I think CDOT has their head in a dark place. Putting a "trench" down in a 
hole in Colorado during cold and snow weather is just creating an ice rink. The ground pollutants are life 
threatening. The traffic flow is stupid. The displacement of families is tragic. The risk to the elementary 
students is unforgivable. W Who is it that stands to gain substantial financial benefits by going with a 
stupid, ignorant plan, when diverting the enlargement of I-70 over to I-220 and I-76 is a logical and much 
better crafted plan? That route would not impact the amount of families and quality of life that the 
"trench" plan would. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re-route it to the I76 and I-220 traffic pattern. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
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From: "Emily Hayduk" <emilyhayduk@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: emilyhayduk@gmail.com

name: Emily Hayduk
address: 3627 W 32nd Ave.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 720 629 0522
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re route
option along I 270 and I 76. I urge you to consider other solutions than the
“false choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building
or widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “ hurting low income and
minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce
exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of
residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years “ leaving insufficient funds for crumbling
infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado
deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. I
have always been proud of how Colorado handles change and growth, and I hope that
you will consider this alternate plan that will be better for all people. Thank
you for your consideration.
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From: "Victoria Hellmer" <vhellmer@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 9:54 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: vhellmer@msn.com

name: Victoria Hellmer
address: 3966 Vrain Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I live a bit west of the project, not too far from where I 70 crosses Sheridan. My
husband works in Elyria Swansea, and we spend a fair amount of time in that neighborhood on foot,
on bikes, and in our car. We also use I 70 through that neighborhood to travel to DIA. I would much
rather have a longer drive to DIA, using 270 and 76, than to see I 70 widened through Globeville Elyria
Swansea. The damage I 70 has done over the years to that community is significant not only in terms
of connectedness (different parts of that community to one another, and to the rest of the city) but,
even more importantly, in terms of health effects. Widening I 70, even if there's a partial cover, will only
increase those ill effects and will be a clear signal to that community that the rest of the city, and the
state, don't care about them. I oppose this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Take out I 70 and restore a human scale street
grid.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Gina Hemmings" <ginahemmings@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 15, 2016 11:06 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ginahemmings@hotmail.com

name: Gina Hemmings
address: 3425 Newton Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3038813541
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: Fiscal responsibility Pollution Affect to community, schools
and businesses
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Do we really need the freeway
practically three times the width compared to what we have now? Do we need four new
toll lanes? Go to http://www.reimaginei 70.com/nmdcts/ and watch a â€œA Traffic
Engineerâ€™s Viewâ€ for more insight.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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Chuck Hennig. And I'm from Lakewood, Colorado. I come from the stakeholder perspective of first of
all, I'm a civil engineer. I've been involved in large construction and design of civil works projects for
quite some time. And none of these are easy because they affect so many people in so many different
ways. And it's good to get together and learn all of these different perspectives so that projects can go
forward in a way that hears everything. But I come from the perspective, I don't live in the
neighborhood, but I can sympathize with the concerns in the neighborhood. But something has to be
done to rehabilitate I 70 and get traffic across the east west corridor of the metropolitan area. And I
think any of the options that CDOT has laid out is better than what we have now. And I think you guys
put a lot of good work and thought into that, and I thank you for that. But I don't think it's going to be
enough. I was thinking: Why can't we do three phases to relieve east west traffic and give people
options on how to get across? I applaud RTD. We've got light rail now; that's one phase. We could
rehabilitate the existing route through I 70 as a business route. Most of the large metropolitan areas
across the interstate corridors have a business route that's neighborhood friendly. And they have a
bypass route. So, I'm a little concerned when we put all of our eggs into one basket of trying to improve
I 70. I would like to see both. You know, can we have an improved, lower footprint I 70, and a bypass,
and RTD? I think all three of those things working together would help relieve congestion that's
concentrated in the neighborhood here in the business corridor and help move you know, people will
use RTD and they'll use the bypass. And there's a lot more options that are a lot more sustainable for the
future.



From: "Eric Herbst" <eric.herbst@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 3:40 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: eric.herbst@gmail.com

name: Eric Herbst
address: 3275 Irving St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3032617240
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I am interested in Pedestrian and Biking connections from North to South I 70,
specifically to and from the Central Park Station and the new A Line in Stapleton. With further widening
of the highway through here it seems as though it will increase capacity on the highway making for more
traffic at Quebec Blvd's and Central Park Blvd's on and off ramps which are already a difficult barrier for
people on bikes and on foot. I know there are planned sidewalks for your work at Quebec Blvd but
without existing sidewalk infrastructure on the south side it will continue to be a dead end for people on
foot or on bikes. I would propose a pedestrian bridge from the back side of the Shops at Northfield
across I 70 to the Sandcreek Greenway where on both sides there are adequate connections for walking
and biking.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: With the build out of Stapleton to the north of I 70
and the opening of the A Line, a pedestrian bridge would give reliable access and it would become a true
multi modal connection for the surrounding community. I believe this would also help cut down on
traffic on I 70 because residents would have safe easy access from north to south that connects
resdients not only to the new A line and a dozen bus connections, but also to the regional trail system of
the front range with connections to the Sandcreek Greenway that connects folks to the Anschutz
Medical campus and to Downtown via the south Platte River trail. I think that the I 70 project is creating
a great connection between neighborhoods to the west with the addition of the 'lid' over I 70 and I think
the entire Stapleton community and the workforce in Northfield would claim the I 70 project as the best
thing to happen to the area if it included a new flyover pedestrian bridge. I hope you will consider this in
the project moving forward and I'd be very surprised if you met any opposition on this idea.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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Marilu Hernandez. I just want to start by saying I I love my house. And I don't want it to get teared
down. Even thinking about it makes me want to cry right now. Because I know my mom my mom is
my family's poor, let's just say it like that. But I don't want you guys to get involved with it. My mom's
going to make it. And, if she has a funeral because of you guys, are you guys going to pay for it? No,
you're not, I know. Thank you.



 

From:  "Kelly Hersh" <kdoanewed@yahoo.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Fri, February 26, 2016 2:52 pm 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
email: kdoanewed@yahoo.com 
 
name: Kelly Hersh 
address: 3162 W. Denver place 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 5035447823 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a commuter (for work and my child's school), I think the current idea of 
expanding I-70 sounds like a big mess. I worry about having construction going on for so very very long. I 
will be taking alternative routes during this time, no doubt, as will many other folks trying to avoid the 
mess. As a neighbor who lives in Berkeley, I sometimes look to the north when I am at Rocky Mountain 
Park or Berkeley park and just picture what it used to look like and could look like again without I-70 
running through it. Having an even wider and busier I-70 sounds awful. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please consider the alternative I-270 and I-76 
combo option. I think it could really make Denver more beautiful and desirable to live. There is plenty of 
room to expand I-76 and I-270 as need be without destroying more homes and the health of local 
residents forced to live so close to a freeway that cut through their neighborhood in a sneaky way back 
in the 60s. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
comments_questions: Please keep an open mind to the alternative! It is not too late. 
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From: "John H Hill" <johnhill10@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 7:27 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: johnhill10@comcast.net

name: John H Hill
address: 4477 Winona Court
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212 2415
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in finding out why CDOT feels a need to reroute Interstate 25. It
appears to me that the only reason is to keep all the CDOT employees employed by creating more
financial debt and doing unnecessary construction along with displacing more businesses, homes and
causing residential loss.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By abandoning this concept
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: stop wasting money and resurface, repair the existing route.
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From: "Alida Hilton" <alidastutoring@icloud.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 11:31 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alidastutoring@icloud.com

name: Alida Hilton
address: 1100 East 7th Ave.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80218
phone: 9012161320
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I do not want I 70 destroying neighborhoods and am strongly opposed to the
"ditch". This project which ignores local residents' concerns is the best reason Denverites need to join
forces to recall the mayor and all but three existing city council members. Put this "ditch" in and you will
activate even more people against the mayor and his developer cronies.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: rout commuter traffic around the city instead of
putting a ditch through a neighborhood and digging into an old smelter hazardous site. Add a light rail or
more busses to this area.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Do not dig the "ditch" rout traffic around this neighborhood.
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From: "Megan Holcomb" <megan@meganholcomb.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:33 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: megan@meganholcomb.com

name: Megan Holcomb
address: 1223 Lafayette St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80218
phone: 6142076382
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: "The I 70 widening was recently named one of the 12 most
wasteful highway boondoggles in the nation." This perked my interest in commenting
on the EIS! As an environmental scientist, I have experience writing Environmental
Impact Statements and this one DEFINITELY needs commented on. Denver needs a more
walkable, bikeable city, where our neighborhoods are CONNECTED instead of CUT OFF by
a gigantic traffic generating trench.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There are several alternative designs.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Alison Holm" <alison.holm@ucdenver.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 7:17 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alison.holm@ucdenver.edu

name: Alison Holm
address: 1350 Josephine St. #107
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I am a Master of Urban and Regional Planning (MURP) student at CU Denver and am
concerned with the environmental justice and health equity implications of this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
comments_questions: I am writing to express my strong opposition to this project. I do not believe that
this project is in the interest of Denver residents, believe that it will adversely affect the Globeville and
Elyria Swansea neighborhoods, and is a violation of environmental justice. Expanding the highway by
adding lanes will not solve the traffic problem on this corridor. Increased car travel will worsen the air
quality of the neighborhood when the highway again becomes congested. The FEIS states that traffic will
increase in the neighborhood due to the changes in highway access; more dead end streets that do not
connect to the north or the south will also increase traffic in the neighborhood. This increased traffic will
do harm to the neighborhoods, and worsen the air quality which already is at unhealthy levels. The
neighborhoods of Globeville and Elyria Swansea already are subjected to worse air quality than the rest
of the city: the city and state should not proceed with projects that will do nothing to improve air
quality. These environmental justice issues also have severe implications for health equity. In 2005, the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) released its “Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community
Health Perspective,” which stresses the importance of considering cumulative air pollution impacts,
including from highways, in promoting public health. The document highlights findings from several
studies linking proximity to traffic related emissions to a wide range of negative health effects. For
example, several studies suggesting that increases in asthma symptoms are positively correlated with
proximity to heavy traffic and truck volume. [Specifically, living within 650 feet of heavy traffic is
associated with an uptick in asthma hospitalizations (Lin, 2000) and reduced lung function in children is
most acute within 300 feet of heavy traffic and up to 1,000 feet (Brunekreef, 1997).] These cumulative
air pollution and associated health impacts are not adequately considered in the I 70 East EIS. More
importantly, the proposed highway expansion would likely put more area residents especially children at
greater risk of developing (or exacerbating) adverse health conditions. [For reference, the CARB report is
available online at http://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf.] The highway should be removed from the
neighborhood and replaced with a surface street appropriate to an urban neighborhood. This is the only



option that will improve the neighborhood and create healthy conditions for the people of Globeville
and Elyria Swansea. The proposed I 76 and I 270 re route was not sufficiently studied it should be
further considered to understand the impacts of this alternative. CDOT should learn from the success
stories of freeway removal around the country there is an opportunity to increase connectivity and
improve urban neighborhoods in Denver, instead of further degrading them. This alternative is
supported by many in the community and should be adequately studied. The NEPA process did not
consider enough alternatives, and only considered alternatives that included widening the highway. The
process did not adequately take into account public opinion, and did not adequately consider not
expanding, or re routing, the highway. This project is not a smart use of taxpayer funds and will divert
funding from more sustainable and smart transportation projects. Increased highway capacity is not
worth the huge financial cost of the project, the lost homes and businesses, reduced neighborhood
connectivity, increased car travel, unimproved air quality, negative health implications, and the lost
opportunity to create a more sustainable city.
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From: "Jessica Hoppe" <Hoppesjjve@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 9:01 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Hoppesjjve@gmail.com

name: Jessica Hoppe
address: 2075 glencoe street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned citizen of Denver who would be greatly impacted
by this expansion. I am writing in protest of the expansion of I 70. The negative
effects it will have on the community as a whole is greater than the reward of an
expansion. Following through with this terrible idea would once again shine a light
on the incompetence of our city's planning department and how unprepared we are in
regards to our city's growth.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: My advice would be to look at other
cities nationally and internationally who successfully deal with city growth and try
to develop a plan based on their success instead of resort to as advice from the
general public.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: As I stated above, this plan is a waste of the tax payers' money
and an embarrassment to the state of Colorado. I'm pretty sure the state could come
up with something better than destroying homes, relocating the impoverished and
raising taxes on the already over worked underpaid residents of Colorado.
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From: "Kristin Howard" <denverrenter@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 2:00 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: denverrenter@gmail.com

name: Kristin Howard
address: 3001 Vine St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 13032460442
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm gravely concerned about the expansion area for this project
and want to make sure other options have been carefully considered before this goes
ahead. I would just ask every who is able to vote on the decision to actually
drive70 or 270/77 while 270 may not be the most breathtaking approach to Denver,
using those option could make a real viable city neighborhood live again while only
giving those driving through a few extra minutes of travel time. We are a big city.
Why cut us off there when there is land available that won't require biggest
engineering feat to be pull besides the big dig in Boston which hasn't been the
smoothest project to say the least. It just feels with an option to use available
land to re route i 70 north make much more sense in long and ever short term. With
the available space on the nears roads going north, I'm must trying to figure out
who is winning from this deal by keeping an amazing neignborhoof split by an
elevated hig!
h way.
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
img_verify
Error=<font face=Arial size=3 color=#000000><b>Your entry did not match the image. </b>Use your
browsers back button to try again.

email: annehughes54@gmail.com
realname: Anne Hughes

name: 'Anne Hughes'
address: '3258 West 30th Avenue'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80211'
phone: '7203399870'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: ''
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
comments_questions: 'This is a terrible idea. Other cities no longer build highways straight through
neighborhoods. In addition, there are serious environmental, financial and social justice consequences.
Here’s why CDOT should ditch this plan:
The impact on surrounding neighborhoods will be devastating. In total, more than 100 dwelling units
could be lost + businesses
Environmental consequences: residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to
this pollutant, which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among
neighbors
Social justice: poor health and the depression of home values will disproportionately affect low income
and minority households
Highway on top of children: Swansea Elementary will be less than 100 ft from the widened highway,
which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide
Financial morass: $1.7B of taxpayer money is the starting point. But if you know one thing about
Boston’s Big Dig, it's probably that it ran 600%+ over budget
Old smelter pollution: the plan requires digging below the water table into toxic, contaminated soil and
exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t even know what it will
find in the ground! The project includes several superfund sites There is a better option one which CDOT
and our elected leaders stubbornly refuse to consider: A re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76. This
means non local [or through] traffic would travel away from populated areas, while local traffic (a
portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the
existing highway. Neighborhoods severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate.
Land would be freed up for development that adds to our community.'



From: "Emma Hynes" <hudsonemmaclaire@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 1:39 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: hudsonemmaclaire@gmail.com

name: Emma Hynes
address: 3731 Zuni St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 6086693662
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a Denver resident and home owner, I am sincerely concerned
about the decision to expand I 70 in an ever growing population like Denver. At what
point will the highway be big enough? Instead of simply expanding the highway to
accommodate more individual travelers in their own vehicle, we need to find ways to
expand on and incentivize low cost, easy access public transportation options. In
addition, I would really encourage CDOT to properly investigate the full re route
option along I 270 and I 76. It's obvious Denver has a transportation problem and
that the problem will grow with time given current population trends. However,
expanding I 70 is not the best solution. Thank you.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: As a Denver resident and home owner, I am sincerely concerned
about the decision to expand I 70 in an ever growing population like Denver. At what
point will the highway be big enough? Instead of simply expanding the highway to
accommodate more individual travelers in their own vehicle, we need to find ways to
expand on and incentivize low cost, easy access public transportation options. In
addition, I would really encourage CDOT to properly investigate the full re route
option along I 270 and I 76. It's obvious Denver has a transportation problem and
that the problem will grow with time given current population trends. However,
expanding I 70 is not the best solution. Thank you.
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From: "Netia Ingram" <netia1128@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 8:18 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: netia1128@hotmail.com

name: Netia Ingram
address: 2930 Bruce Randolph Ave
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 5083533340
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in helping to ensure that this project moves forward. As a resident of
a neighborhood very close to I 70, I am very excited to see I 70 expanded and buried.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I think the current plan of expanding and burying I
70 and building a public park on top of tunnel is a fabulous idea.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: To Whom It May Concern, I live just south of I 70 near the Purina factory. I am
writing because I am strongly in favor of the I 70 expansion project proposed by CDOT, and I want to do
everything I can to ensure that this project moves forward. I bought a house in the neighborhood two
years ago, and one of the main factors driving my decision to buy here was the fact that I 70 was so
nearby. The highway affords neighborhood residents with quick and easy access to all parts of the City.
When I drive to Stapleton to buy groceries, I take I 70 because it is quicker than Martin Luther King. When
I drive south to my partner’s work on Santa Fe Drive, I take I 70 to I 25 and am able to skip the traffic
clogging up the downtown streets. Every time I go west to the mountains or north to the suburbs, I end
up starting my trip on I 70. It would be extraordinarily frustrating to see I 70 be removed from my
neighborhood, and it would directly and negatively impact my family’s quality of life. Replacing I 70 with
an “urban thoroughfare” of sorts, similar to Colorado Blvd, would be even more disruptive and
unwelcome. Its common knowledge that Colorado Boulevard is one of the most congested streets in the
city, and that people frequently go out of their way to avoid using. Denver does not need another mess
like Colorado Blvd. Denver does not need another highway running north of the city like I 270 or I 76.
Denver needs I 70, and we need it expanded and improved upon right where it is. Please, for the sake of
the residents of District 2, fight for this project to begin at last in the format that CDOT is proposing.
Thank You, Netia Ingram
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From: "Diane R. Irvin" <diane.r.irvin@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 12:23 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: diane.r.irvin@gmail.com

name: Diane R. Irvin
address: 4047 Wyandot St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: NA
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: My concerns are: Pollution, environmental impact, aesthetic appeal, devaluing of
commercial and residential real estate, and lack of interest in the concerns by those who are most
impacted everyonee who uses I 70 by CDOT's plan.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The alternative that has been presented and
ignored by CDOT.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Londell Jackson" <dell@dellnjohn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 12:03 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dell@dellnjohn.com

name: Londell Jackson
address: 4135 Umatilla Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 7202275998
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a 4th generation Coloradan and a native of Denver, I realize
the importance of getting individuals to and through our city. While I don't believe
there is any perfect solution to ease congestion along I 70, I do support this
project. There seems to be little to no issue regarding I 25 dividing neighborhoods,
in fact, it spawned the creation of pedestrian bridges. It would be great if we
could actually reduce or eliminate traffic throughout our fair city, but increasing
the commute with the proposed (and preferred by a few) moving of I 70 to 270 and 76.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: there is no ONE solution, it has to
be a) efficient highways, b) pedestrian/bike paths, and c) rail. not one or the
other, but all three.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Roseanne Jelacic" <jelacic.roseanne@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 8:33 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jelacic.roseanne@gmail.com

name: Roseanne Jelacic
address: 4468 Winona Court
city: DENVER
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project:
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I want CDOT to properly investigate the full re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76.
To date, CDOT has NOT given this re route the detailed and serious consideration that it (the I 270 and I
76 option) DESERVES. Before you waste funds (in the billions) on destroying more neighborhoods in an
attempt to keep I 70 where is currently sits, PLEASE consider the idea of placing it where it should have
been in the first place. THANK YOU!
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From: "Joy jenkins" <Daisydays99@rocketmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 8:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Daisydays99@rocketmail.com

name: Joy jenkins
address: 4242 Knox ct
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the neighborhoods and schools impacted
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More mass transit options
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge CDOT and the state to consider other solutions than the “false choice”
presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely
populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending billions of dollars on a single 1.8 mile
stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more
information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not
remove so many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations.
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents. The scope of such a project that impacts the entire north
half of metro Denver should have a study area that includes the north half. This project’s study area is
far too small. What is done to I 70 on one side of I 25 has clear and direct long term implications to
what occurs to I 70 on the other side of I 25, yet, CDOT’s perspective is lacking that vision In addition,
the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving
insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges
needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed
project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should
reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver
and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Harper Jocque" <harperjocque@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 7:41 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: harperjocque@gmail.com

name: Harper Jocque
address: 2822 West 28th
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: I'm a taxpayer who thinks this is not responsible use of funds. This is a terrible
waste of funds on an experiment (expanding highways to relieve congestion) that has been run again
and again, and FAILED again and again. We need to be investing billions in maintaining and improving
infrastructure WIDELY. We need to move away from the century of the car. Rail, reduced car use, and
bike infrastructure are healthier and more effective for our future. Induced demand shows the futility
and waste of this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionately hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years “ leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "John" <Webb.johnr@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:05 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Webb.johnr@gmail.com

name: John
address: 2390 Hudson st
city: Denber
state: Co
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm concerned that Denver is growing in a non sustainable
matter with no consideration for proper planning. "CDOT must study the I 270/I 76
re route without doing so, this is a gross violation of NEPA, the National
Environmental Protection Act"
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: "CDOT must study the I 270/I 76 re route without doing so,
this is a gross violation of NEPA, the National Environmental Protection Act"
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From: "Aaron Johnson" <aaronsjohnson@netscape.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 3:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: aaronsjohnson@netscape.net

name: Aaron Johnson
address: 6264 Simmons Drive
city: Boulder
state: CO
zip_code: 80303
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I am a frequent user of the roads in the area as I 70
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Removing I 70 and replacing it with
how_receiving_info: Website
comments_questions:
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From: "Amanda Johnson" <Amanda.blair2012@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 12:00 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Amanda.blair2012@gmail.com

name: Amanda Johnson
address: 1135 E 16th Ave, Unit A
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80218
phone: 701 212 6035
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the "false choice"
presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening
highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century.
Spending $1.2 billion on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on solutions that focus on Elyria, Swansea, and
Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these
neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and
businesses disproportionately hurting low income and minority populations.
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to
envoronmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. In
addition, the proposed project would use half of Colorado's entire bridge fund for
the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would
simply cause roadways to be closed when funding
runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, Taxpayers, Denver and
Colorado lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully
investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver
and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt,
our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "ernie jones" <erniejones@mac.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, March 4, 2016 9:52 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: erniejones@mac.com

name: ernie jones
address: 3353 gilpin st.
city: denver
state: co
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7209857550
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the neighborhood. I had my first house's yard dug up to replace all of the
soil because of contamination. I can only imagine what the soil will be like under the crumbling I 70.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds or crumbling infrastructure elsewhere
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration Thank you.
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From: "Rikke Jorgensen" <rikke@styleworks.us>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 7:01 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rikke@styleworks.us

name: Rikke Jorgensen
address: 3507 Ringsby Court #115
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone: 7209412788
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business
interest_in_project: As a business owner with offices in Globeville, I see the impact of two highways
running through this part of town every day. It is neither pretty nor clean. Unless you know the
neighbhorhood getting from one part to the other is a maze. Human is not a word one would use to
describe Globeville. The Globeville neighborhood is disjointed. It is a food desert with truck stops and
junk food. No grocery stores. Terrible for walking and biking. It is dirty around here. Even the Platte River
bike path leaves one wishing for more. Somehow, some of the most interesting real estate development
is happening in the neighborhood. In a world where Urban Living is growing and thriving, expanding a
highway running just North of downtown where some of the best land is, seems counter intuitive.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Relocate I 70 to I 270. Develop a network of bike
paths that run North West to South East towards downtown as an alternate to the Platte River bike
path, preferably as a separate lane away from the traffic lanes. Improve the pedestrian access to Platte
River.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Lynn" <lkalinauskas@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 11:30 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: lkalinauskas@hotmail.com

name: Lynn
address: Kalinauskas
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in the project because I live just a few
minutes from I 70.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation needs to be made more
efficient.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: A wider I 70 is NOT the answer to Denver’s transportation
needs in 2016. It will impact the neighborhoods it borders negatively, causing more
damage to communities that have already been neglected because of I 70. Please
consider other options that take communities into consideration.
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From: "Helen Kaminski" <hkaminski14@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:13 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: hkaminski14@gmail.com

name: Helen Kaminski
address: 3321 N Race St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 3039539171
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Please study the I 270/I 76 re route before proceeding with the
PCLA (the ditch). A re route will require practically no digging AND it wont require
the drainage ponds at City Park and/or in Cole. I live down wind from the
ditch/trench location, and I am VERY concerned about the odious smell that will come
from the ditch. This proposal could significantly impact the quality of life for
those of us who purchased homes in this neighborhood and decrease our property
values!!! Please consider that very seriously before proceeding.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter
comments_questions:
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: ektriangle@aol.com
realname: Eric Karnes

name: 'Eric Karnes'
address: '3329 East Bayaud Avenue, Apt. 1411'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80209'
phone: '3033209144'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Other'
interest_in_project: 'I believe the project is too intrusive and a waste of money. We should instead
reroute I 70 over I 76 and I 270, remove the old highway and turn the right of way into a neighborhood
friendly boulevard.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Reroute I 70 to I 76 and I 270.'
how_receiving_info: 'Other'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: 'More consideration of NOT building I 70 as proposed and rerouting the highway
to I 76 and I 270.'



From: "Stefan Kazmierski" <skazmierski@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:51 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: skazmierski@hotmail.com

name: Stefan Kazmierski
address: 8840 E Long Ct
city: Centennial
state: CO
zip_code: 80112
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: This is a very bad idea. Modern cities are taking highways out
and this project will only make Denver dirtier. The reroute option was not given
fair consideration.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute north and around the city.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Why not take the modern viewpoint? There are many cities that
took highways out and the doomsayers were all wrong. The end result is a more
livable and cleaner city.
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From: "Erik Keith" <ekeith@csg pr.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 9:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ekeith@csg pr.com

name: Erik Keith
address: 3131 High St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in Whittier neighborhood in Denver and have been looking forward to this
project for some time. It will serve as a much needed improvement to the currently dilapidated bridge.
The damage and cracks are visible everywhere, and it's just a matter of time before this area becomes a
public hazard.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The proposed plan exceeded my expectations and
should improve this area greatly.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
comments_questions: I realize there is strong opposition to this plan. As a local neighbor, I urge you to
move this plan forward as it will meet the ever growing demand of this great city.
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From: "Mark Keller" <mkeller4538@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 8:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mkeller4538@gmail.com

name: Mark Keller
address: 4538 Raleigh St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 7203416024
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: This project does not adequately consider the environmental justice aspect of the
original construction of I 70, the current expansion plan, or the eventual widening of I 70 west of I 25.
The EIS laughably concludes that routing more traffic in this densely populated corridor will result in
fewer health issues than the interstate currently contributes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved by rerouting I 70
around the heart of the city. There is no need to route an interstate that is for commerce between
states right through a city. The EIS did not provide a legitimate review of the alternate to route I 70
around the city by way of the 270/76 corridor. The EIS drastically underestimates the costs associated
with working in the tight right of way of the current I 70 corridor and the costs of excavating in
contaminated soils.
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.203.161
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Mark Keller" <mkeller4538@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 8:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mkeller4538@gmail.com

name: Mark Keller
address: 4538 Raleigh St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 7203416024
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This project does not adequately consider the environmental justice aspect of the
original construction of I 70, the current expansion plan, or the eventual widening of I 70 west of I 25.
The EIS laughably concludes that routing more traffic in this densely populated corridor will result in
fewer health issues than the interstate currently contributes. Transportation can be improved by
rerouting I 70 around the heart of the city. There is no need to route an interstate that is for commerce
between states right through a city. The EIS did not provide a legitimate review of the alternate to route
I 70 around the city by way of the 270/76 corridor. The EIS drastically underestimates the costs
associated with working in the tight right of way of the current I 70 corridor and the costs of excavating
in contaminated soils.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.203.161
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Mark Kelley" <kelle872@Umn.edu>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 1:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kelle872@Umn.edu

name: Mark Kelley
address: 140 S Clarkson #4
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80209
phone: 4142418394
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: The I 70 project is a massive investment which will affect
generations to come. If the right course of action is not taken then Metro Denver
will be set back and have less funds available for projects which do the right
thing.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Invest in a boulevard (as highways
were originally intended) as well as bike infrastructure, pedestrian infrastructure,
and a regional BRT system. Highway expansion is proven to be self defeating; instead
get people out of their cars.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Why have you failed to examine the I 270/I 76 alternative?

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=132.194.33.148
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Andrew M. Kenney AIA" <amkenney524@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: amkenney524@gmail.com

name: Andrew M. Kenney AIA
address: 376 Albion Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80220
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I do not feel CDOT's plan is a good solution. I believe CDOT
has insufficiently explored the re routing of I 70 along I 270 and I 76 that has
been proposed by community interests. I believe CDOT is "doubling down" on the
original poor decisions, perpetuating and exponentially worsening the negative
impacts to the surrounding neighborhoods.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Enlarge the study corridor to allow
sufficient consideration of the re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76. The proposed
Boulevard/Gateway concept will do a superior job of knitting the community back
together, while providing economic and investment opportunities within the
neighborhoods. Improvements to I 270 and I 76 are already needed and incorporating
the proposed re route could address all issues in a more economically and
logistically efficient manner.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Why didn't CDOT enlarge the study area? The result is a myopic,
narrowly focused, and self serving EIS. Remember the true purpose behind the
requirement for an EIS is to protect the land, water and people. Please put the
neighborhoods first.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=207.173.246.148
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Martha's Email" <mdktwins2@yahoo.com>
Subject: I 70
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 2:17 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

Please reroute I 70 unto a widened and improved I 270/76 at surface level and convert the existing 6
lanes at grade boulevard.
Thank you,
Martha Kessler

Sent from my iPad



To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: kesslergregoryk@gmail.com
realname: Greg Kessler

name: 'Greg Kessler'
address: '4126 Raleigh Street'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'Colorado'
zip_code: '80212'
phone: '6305613529'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'There are serious environmental, financial and social justice consequences to
widening and building I 70 below grade. It would displace hundreds of people and be extremely
expensive to build.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Re route traffic from I 70 along I 270 and I 76. This
means non local [or through] traffic would travel away from populated areas, while local traffic (a
portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the
existing highway. Neighborhoods severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate.
Land would be freed up for development that adds to our community.'
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: 'As mentioned above, Re routing traffic from I 70 along I 270 and I 76 is a better
alternative. Please re consider.'
Referring page was http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html
SERVER_NAME was www.i 70east.com
REQUEST_URI was /feedback formmail.php

User IP address was 165.125.144.132
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36



From: "Michael Kiley" <michael@kileyforkids.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 7:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: michael@kileyforkids.com

name: Michael Kiley
address: 3465 w 44th ave
city: denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I'm writing to ask that the I 70 East EIS be put on hold re route of i70 via 76 and 270
be formally studied and findings made public. My reasons follow: 1. Time is needed to complete the
requisite study of the re route, including the environmental impact and a formal cost estimate of a re
route 2. Time is needed for leaders of Denver and the municipalities north of Denver to collaborate on a
potential re route solution that benefits all affected parties (e.g. find the win win). For example, certain
industries might be interested in relocating north of their current I 70 locations and move to a re routed
I 70 if they could avoid the rush hour traffic. North metro municipalities could benefit from these
relocated businesses. 3. The current I 70 location has damaged the unity of North Denver, cutting off
Globeville Swansea from other communities. Converting I 70 back into 46th avenue would right this
wrong. 4. Restoring 46th Ave could provide much needed land for affordable housing. 5. Putting I 70 in
a ditch poses a risk of sending pollution in the soil (left by decades of manufacturing) airborne. 6. There
is data that shows an avenue boulevard could actually move traffic more efficiently than a freeway,
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: See above
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=209.140.113.130
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Mike Killion" <mckillio@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 1:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mckillio@gmail.com

name: Mike Killion
address: 1050 Logan Street Unit B
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80203
phone: 7205140210
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I do not want this project to move forward. Widening highways does not relieve
traffic, just like you don't loosen your belt to lose weight. This will only increase traffic and pollution,
destroy people's homes, increase operating expenses, remove and lower property values. I would prefer
the I70 reroute plan but short of that I would like to see this plan minus the extra lanes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By the A line opening in April and by redoing many
of the on and off ramps to make them more efficient.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=207.167.47.64
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.54 Safari/537.36
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: missmirak@gmail.com
realname: Mira Killmeyer

name: 'Mira Killmeyer'
address: '4170 King St'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80211'
phone: ''
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter'
interest_in_project: 'Concerns'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Website'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: 'I urge you to consider other solutions than the â€œfalse choiceâ€ presented,
between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated
areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses â€“ disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Coloradoâ€™s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years â€“ leaving insufficient funds for crumbli!
ng infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply
cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado.
CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully
investigate, for the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.'
Referring page was http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html
SERVER_NAME was www.i 70east.com
REQUEST_URI was /feedback formmail.php

User IP address was 174.51.87.204
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4



Good evening. My name is Steve Kinney. I was a 12 year resident of the Berkeley neighborhood. I lived
nine houses off of I 70. I've been volunteering on this now for about 30 months. And, as I learned more
and more, I sadly had to sell and move the house, from the house that I lived in for 11 years and that I
loved deeply. I now live in Wheat Ridge. I'm here to talk specifically about houses and people and the
implications of this project. CDOT tells us that there are approximately 55 houses that are going to be
relocated or removed for this project. I've walked the streets; I've had the maps in my hand; and I've
counted it. It's more than 80 dwelling units when we count it as defined by the U.S. Census. And now we
add potentially 55 additional houses that are going to be taken out of the Cole neighborhood for
another project, but a project that is exactly completely tied to this I 70 East expansion project. In total,
that's about 140 houses. That means great architecture that's going to be lost. That means family history
that will be forever lost. That means a sense of security for many, many families and homeowners. That
means loss of financial stability. That means pride and love that is gone and in many ways can never be
replaced. Per the 2014 census, there are three people per house in the City and County of Denver. That's
420 people, 420 lives uprooted. If CDOT were to study the I 76 and I 270 reroute, which they have not
done, they would find that there would be practically zero homes taken; practically zero people who
would be impacted the way that this project will be impacting people. A boulevard through what is now
46th Avenue in the right of way could make a huge transformation to add tremendous amounts of
affordable houses with nearly 80 acres of re developable land. The I 76 and I 270 reroute must be
studied before this project may proceed.



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:15 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: steve@skinneyproperty.com

name: Steve Kinney
address: 2870 Newland St
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone: 303 475 8200
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project: The storm drainage projects that directly impact and specifically benefit the PCLA
[CDOT’s preferred alternative] and were included in the IGA with the City & County of Denver were in
the planning stages in early 2015 or prior, yet, they are not properly addressed in the SDEIS nor in the
FEIS. This is a violation of NEPA.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re routing I 70 onto I 76 and I 270 and the
conversion of the current path between Central Park and Wadsworth to a grand boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The storm drainage projects that directly impact and specifically benefit the PCLA
[CDOT’s preferred alternative] and were included in the IGA with the City & County of Denver were in
the planning stages in early 2015 or prior, yet, they are not properly addressed in the SDEIS nor in the
FEIS. This is a violation of NEPA.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.102.185
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/600.7.12
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.1.7 Safari/537.85.16
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 2:42 pm
To: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Cc: contactus@i 70east.com,"Rebecca White CDOT" <rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Carrie Wallis"

<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>

Hi Steve

As I indicated, we are constantly monitoring the website and doing what we
can to ensure that it continues to function for the remainder of the review
period. This email chain will be entered as a comment.

Thanks,
Vanessa

*Vanessa HendersonI 70 East Environmental Manager*

*P 303.512.5902**5640 East Atlantic Place*
*Denver, CO 80224*

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
| *https://www.codot.gov/

<https://www.codot.gov/>* | *http://www.i 70east.com/
<http://www.i 70east.com/>*
<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>

On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:

> Vanessa,
>
> I will continue to push for an extension. This is unacceptable. The
> comment period must be extended at least 15 days beyond when the site is
> working properly. This will allow people to confirm receipt and re try
> their submissions.
>
> The number of people I have heard from has now grown to six, including my
> own, and I probably know [or know of] only a very tiny fraction of those
> who have attempted to submit comments.
>
> If you and your team are aware of the problem, why is something more
> proactive not being done?
>



> I don’t think that it is the security text. Aside from my experience, if
> I am understanding people’s complaints correctly, some of those having
> trouble don’t even get that far. I think some may have trouble loading the
> very first page.
>
> Are you confirming that aside from someone’s name, there are no required
> fields of information from any and all comments that come in via e mail and
> snail mail?
>
> I think that you have missed my point that if someone is unsuccessful in
> making their comment online, especially if they didn’t realize their
> comment was not delivered [which could have occurred with the malfunction I
> saw], its not reasonable to expect that they will immediately recognize
> this and then resort to another method for delivering that comment. In
> some cases, that may require them re composing their entire comment, which
> may not be possible at the same time.
>
> I would like this series of e mails to be a formal comment entered into
> the log please.
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
> 303.475.8200 [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
> Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>
>
> From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
> Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 1:15 PM
> To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
> CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us
>, Carrie Wallis <
> carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
> Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
>
> Hi Steve
>
> We are aware that some people have had issues with the feedback form on
> our website. Every time we hear of an issue, we test the form to make sure
> it's working. We have not had any official "down times" for the form
> during the review period, but there are a couple of things that could have
> been occurring: volume was particularly high at that time (although our
> webmaster doesn't think this is a likely cause); people are on a slow



> internet connection; people's spam filters could be interfering; or the
> security text that needs to be filled in at the end of the form is not
> filled in correctly by the submitter.
>
> We are constantly monitoring the website and will continue to do so
> through the remainder of the review period. However, we are going to
> disable the security text requirement for the remainder of the review
> period in case that's causing problems. Any comments that are submitted
> through the feedback form receive an email from the project team confirming
> the comment has been received. We strive to get those sent out within a
> few hours, so people should know whether or not their comments were
> successfully submitted. We have realized that even if it doesn't seem like
> a comment goes through, we do receive it and an acknowledgement email is
> sent out; this appears to be the case with the one you submitted in your
> screen shots.
>
> We have received hundreds of comments through the feedback form so far
> during the review period and today has been no different because we have
> been receiving comments almost non stop all day. So, it appears that the
> majority of people are not having issues with the form. We are also
> receiving numerous comments by both email and snail mail. At the bottom of
> the feedback form, there is a link that provides the project's email
> address and mailing address in case people have problems with the form. In
> addition, contact information is included in the Final EIS and that is an
> additional way to submit a comment. Anytime we have been asked by people
> how to submit comments, we have provided the link to the feedback form, the
> project email address, and the contact information from the Final EIS;
> there has not been a push by us for people to use the form. In a couple of
> cases, we've been asked to send the comment form from the public hearings
> and we have sent those for people to use and email or mail back to us. I'd
> actually prefer people to use the email address, but we want to let people
> use whatever method they feel most comfortable using.
>
> Since all of those options are available for submitting comments, there
> will not be an additional time extension granted.
>
> Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
> Vanessa
>
> *Vanessa HendersonI 70 East Environmental Manager*
>
> *P 303.512.5902**5640 East Atlantic Place*
> *Denver, CO 80224*
>
> vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
| *https://www.codot.gov/

> <https://www.codot.gov/>* | *http://www.i 70east.com/
> <http://www.i 70east.com/>*



> <http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
> <http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>
>
> On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:23 AM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> wrote:
>
>> Good morning CDOT,
>>
>> Please acknowledge that you’ve received this message.
>>
>> After hearing reports from five or more people in the past four days that
>> the comment form isn’t working, this morning I tried to submit a comment
>> via the form you have been predominantly driving people to [the most
>> publicized]. It didn’t work for me either.
>>
>> I know that you have a significant web team and that you are quickly able
>> to update your site. And, I know that several of the people who ran into
>> problems in the past couple of days notified you. So, anything short of an
>> immediate fix appears to me that CDOT is proactively trying to reduce the
>> number of comments received on the FEIS – and that is unacceptable.
>>
>> I entered all of my details, including e mail address & full address
>> [each noted as “required”], entered the “characters you see in the image”
>> and clicked the submit feedback button. Now, about an hour later, the
>> website is hung up and wont go forward.
>>
>> I realize that there is an option to e mail comments directly. But, that
>> is not acceptable for reasons that include, but are not limited to:
>>
>> Someone may think that they were successful, but were not.
>> Knowing human nature, if they are unsuccessful and have busy lives,
>> I don’t think that they are necessarily going to take the time to search
>> for the other options for making their comment(s).
>> Many may have written their comments in your form’s format, rather
>> than in a word processing application [and then copying and pasting them],
>> so, when it hangs up as it did for me, their work is lost. Given people’s
>> attention span and life’s requirements, they may not be wiling nor able to
>> remain seated and re do their comments to submit via other conduits.
>> I don’t know that they are going to know/remember to re enter all
>> of their “required fields” of information to make their submission
>> complete. Based upon this factor, certainly there can be no required
>> fields necessary for e mailed submission of comments, since the comment
>> form is inoperable.
>>
>> *By way of this e mail, I am formally requesting that the public comment
>> period be extended for a period of at least 15 days beyond the time that
>> your website’s comment form is functioning properly. *



>>
>> Attached is a screen shot of from another person's from this morning,
>> plus six of mine, where the website malfunctioned differently for her than
>> it did for me. The first ten minutes of screenshots didn’t include the
>> clock in the upper right corner of my screen, but the latter ones do, and
>> my computer timestamped the screen shots.
>>
>> Steve Kinney
>> RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
>> 303.475.8200 [cell]
>> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
>> Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>

Attachments:
untitled [2]

Size: 21 k
Type: text/html



From: "Vanessa Henderson CDOT" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 4:55 pm
To: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Cc: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>,"Rebecca White CDOT"

<rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Carrie Wallis" <carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>

Hi Steve

Nothing is required in an email or snail mail other than a person's name.
We would like to know where the commenter lives/what their interest is in
the project, but if that's not included, the comment is still a comment in
the record.

Vanessa

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2016, at 4:44 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
> wrote:

Hi again Vanessa,

Please respond to the section highlighted below.

I now, btw, have heard a report of two more people having problems with the
site, for a total of eight.

SK

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 2:42 PM
To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us
>, Carrie Wallis <
carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com



>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi Steve

As I indicated, we are constantly monitoring the website and doing what we
can to ensure that it continues to function for the remainder of the review
period. This email chain will be entered as a comment.

Thanks,
Vanessa

*Vanessa HendersonI 70 East Environmental Manager*

*P 303.512.5902**5640 East Atlantic Place*

*Denver, CO 80224*

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
| *https://www.codot.gov/

<https://www.codot.gov/>* | *http://www.i 70east.com/
<http://www.i 70east.com/>*

<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>

On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:

> Vanessa,
>
> I will continue to push for an extension. This is unacceptable. The
> comment period must be extended at least 15 days beyond when the site is
> working properly. This will allow people to confirm receipt and re try
> their submissions.
>
> The number of people I have heard from has now grown to six, including my
> own, and I probably know [or know of] only a very tiny fraction of those
> who have attempted to submit comments.
>
> If you and your team are aware of the problem, why is something more
> proactive not being done?
>



> I don’t think that it is the security text. Aside from my experience, if
> I am understanding people’s complaints correctly, some of those having
> trouble don’t even get that far. I think some may have trouble loading the
> very first page.
>
> Are you confirming that aside from someone’s name, there are no required
> fields of information from any and all comments that come in via e mail and
> snail mail?
>
> I think that you have missed my point that if someone is unsuccessful in
> making their comment online, especially if they didn’t realize their
> comment was not delivered [which could have occurred with the malfunction I
> saw], its not reasonable to expect that they will immediately recognize
> this and then resort to another method for delivering that comment. In
> some cases, that may require them re composing their entire comment, which
> may not be possible at the same time.
>
> I would like this series of e mails to be a formal comment entered into
> the log please.
>
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
> 303.475.8200 [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
> Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>
>
> From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
> Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 1:15 PM
> To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
> CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us
>, Carrie Wallis <
> carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
> Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
>
> Hi Steve
>
> We are aware that some people have had issues with the feedback form on
> our website. Every time we hear of an issue, we test the form to make sure
> it's working. We have not had any official "down times" for the form
> during the review period, but there are a couple of things that could have
> been occurring: volume was particularly high at that time (although our



> webmaster doesn't think this is a likely cause); people are on a slow
> internet connection; people's spam filters could be interfering; or the
> security text that needs to be filled in at the end of the form is not
> filled in correctly by the submitter.
>
> We are constantly monitoring the website and will continue to do so
> through the remainder of the review period. However, we are going to
> disable the security text requirement for the remainder of the review
> period in case that's causing problems. Any comments that are submitted
> through the feedback form receive an email from the project team confirming
> the comment has been received. We strive to get those sent out within a
> few hours, so people should know whether or not their comments were
> successfully submitted. We have realized that even if it doesn't seem like
> a comment goes through, we do receive it and an acknowledgement email is
> sent out; this appears to be the case with the one you submitted in your
> screen shots.
>
> We have received hundreds of comments through the feedback form so far
> during the review period and today has been no different because we have
> been receiving comments almost non stop all day. So, it appears that the
> majority of people are not having issues with the form. We are also
> receiving numerous comments by both email and snail mail. At the bottom of
> the feedback form, there is a link that provides the project's email
> address and mailing address in case people have problems with the form. In
> addition, contact information is included in the Final EIS and that is an
> additional way to submit a comment. Anytime we have been asked by people
> how to submit comments, we have provided the link to the feedback form, the
> project email address, and the contact information from the Final EIS;
> there has not been a push by us for people to use the form. In a couple of
> cases, we've been asked to send the comment form from the public hearings
> and we have sent those for people to use and email or mail back to us. I'd
> actually prefer people to use the email address, but we want to let people
> use whatever method they feel most comfortable using.
>
> Since all of those options are available for submitting comments, there
> will not be an additional time extension granted.
>
> Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
> Vanessa
>
>
> *Vanessa HendersonI 70 East Environmental Manager*
>
>
>
> *P 303.512.5902**5640 East Atlantic Place*
>
> *Denver, CO 80224*



>
> vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
| *https://www.codot.gov/

> <https://www.codot.gov/>* | *http://www.i 70east.com/
> <http://www.i 70east.com/>*
>
> <http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
> <http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>
>
>
> On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:23 AM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> wrote:
>
>> Good morning CDOT,
>>
>> Please acknowledge that you’ve received this message.
>>
>> After hearing reports from five or more people in the past four days that
>> the comment form isn’t working, this morning I tried to submit a comment
>> via the form you have been predominantly driving people to [the most
>> publicized]. It didn’t work for me either.
>>
>> I know that you have a significant web team and that you are quickly able
>> to update your site. And, I know that several of the people who ran into
>> problems in the past couple of days notified you. So, anything short of an
>> immediate fix appears to me that CDOT is proactively trying to reduce the
>> number of comments received on the FEIS – and that is unacceptable.
>>
>> I entered all of my details, including e mail address & full address
>> [each noted as “required”], entered the “characters you see in the image”
>> and clicked the submit feedback button. Now, about an hour later, the
>> website is hung up and wont go forward.
>>
>> I realize that there is an option to e mail comments directly. But, that
>> is not acceptable for reasons that include, but are not limited to:
>>
>> Someone may think that they were successful, but were not.
>> Knowing human nature, if they are unsuccessful and have busy lives,
>> I don’t think that they are necessarily going to take the time to search
>> for the other options for making their comment(s).
>> Many may have written their comments in your form’s format, rather
>> than in a word processing application [and then copying and pasting them],
>> so, when it hangs up as it did for me, their work is lost. Given people’s
>> attention span and life’s requirements, they may not be wiling nor able to
>> remain seated and re do their comments to submit via other conduits.
>> I don’t know that they are going to know/remember to re enter all
>> of their “required fields” of information to make their submission



>> complete. Based upon this factor, certainly there can be no required
>> fields necessary for e mailed submission of comments, since the comment
>> form is inoperable.
>>
>> *By way of this e mail, I am formally requesting that the public comment
>> period be extended for a period of at least 15 days beyond the time that
>> your website’s comment form is functioning properly. *
>>
>> Attached is a screen shot of from another person's from this morning,
>> plus six of mine, where the website malfunctioned differently for her than
>> it did for me. The first ten minutes of screenshots didn’t include the
>> clock in the upper right corner of my screen, but the latter ones do, and
>> my computer timestamped the screen shots.
>>
>> Steve Kinney
>> RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
>> 303.475.8200 [cell]
>> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
>> Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>>
>>
>>
>
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From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: FW: I 70 East EIS SDEIS COMMENTS
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 8:01 pm
To: "CDOT I 70 East Project Office" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

All but the Clayton United letters attached here appear to me to be
missing from the SDEIS comments published in the FEIS, yet all were
submitted within the public comment period.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

On 10/31/14, 11:39 AM, "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com
> wrote:

>Attached to this e mail are several attachments for inclusion in the
>public comments.
>
>First, is the letter sent by The President of the Clayton Neighborhood
>Assn [RNO] to CDOT. The e mail trail is below from a couple days ago.
>
>Second, are three more letters: Berkeley Regis United Neighbors, INC and
>Clayton [duplicated]
>
>Third, is one from the American Institute of Architects.
>
>Forth, is one from UCAN.
>
>It is my understanding that Sunnyside, Park Hill and West Highlands RNOs
>have also sent letters requesting that CDOT perform a Supplemental EIS on
>the I 270/I 76 re route alternative.
>
>Regards,
>
>Steve Kinney
>4876 Tennyson St
>Denver CO 80212
>303 475 8200
>Steve@SKinneyProperty.com

>Steve Kinney
>RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
>303.475.8200 [cell]
>Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
>among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
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Sep 24, 2013
Mr. Don Hunt, Executive Director, Colorado Department of Transportation The Honorable Michael 
B. Hancock, Mayor, City and County of Denver

Re: I-70 Re-route Study

Dear Mayor Hancock and CDOT Executive Director Hunt:

Clayton United is one of two RNOs representing the Clayton neighborhood in Denver.  Our mission 
is to bring neighbors together and create a place where new relationships can be built.  We do this in 
service of creating a strong, connected and caring community in our small piece of Denver.

Clayton United recently heard from representatives of a group of concerned citizens about the 
planned rebuild of I-70 which raised questions as to whether or not a re-route of I-70 along the 
alignment of I-76 and I-270 has been fully studied as a possible alternative.

The membership voted to request that a I-70 re-route option along the I-76 and I-270 path be given a 
thorough study as part of an EIS or Supplemental EIS, and that a comprehensive Health Impact 
Assessment be conducted and its results considered in the final decision.

Although Clayton United has taken no position as to the best alternative for I-70, considerable 
ongoing community interest in fully exploring this reroute option should be acknowledged and 
appropriately considered.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter that is of great importance to the northern portion of 
Denver and to the metro region generally.

Respectfully,

John Riecke

President, Clayton United

https://www.facebook.com/groups/claytonneighborhood80205/

CLAYTON UNITED
Community Moving Forward













From: "steve kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 8:32 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: steve@skinneyproperty.com

name: steve kinney
address: This is not a required field, no?
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone: 303 475 8200
interest_in_project: Reference Section 2.3: How can the project limit be at I 25 on
the west end? That is inappropriate. If this highway is used as is presented in
Section 2.1 and throughout this document and the preceding documents, this project
must be evaluated as part of an overall system, not as a stand alone segment. A
significant portion of the traffic that exists on I 70 on one side of I 25 continues
on the other side of I 25 and I 25 traffic exists onto I 70 going in both
directions. A change to one portion of the system certainly can and will be felt
elsewhere. Modifications to one side cannot be made without a reasonable expectation
that there will be an impact to the other side and that such impacts will later
require modifications to be made on the other side. It is therefore inappropriate to
not have the western limit of the ‘project area’ someplace west of C 470 in
Golden. If our theories are correct that a re route of I 70 onto I 76 and I 270
ultimately costs one half the amount of money compared to the proposed PCLA, and, it solves
I 70 traffic congestion issues in both directions and on both sides of I 25 [rather
than in one direction (east) on only one side of I 25], doesn’t then a re route
ultimately costs one quarter the amount of the total costs of widening of I 70 on
the east side this decade and the required phase two, when a much expected
bottleneck occurs at I 25, likely a decade from now? The project limits must be
revised. And, a re route onto I 270 and I 76 must be thoroughly examined in an SEIS
before this project may proceed.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reference Section 2.3: How can the
project limit be at I 25 on the west end? That is inappropriate. If this highway is
used as is presented in Section 2.1 and throughout this document and the preceding
documents, this project must be evaluated as part of an overall system, not as a
stand alone segment. A significant portion of the traffic that exists on I 70 on one
side of I 25 continues on the other side of I 25 and I 25 traffic exists onto
I 70 going in both directions. A change to one portion of the system certainly can
and will be felt elsewhere. Modifications to one side cannot be made without a
reasonable expectation that there will be an impact to the other side and that such
impacts will later require modifications to be made on the other side. It is
therefore inappropriate to not have the western limit of the ‘project area’
someplace west of C 470 in Golden. If our theories are correct that a re route of
I 70 onto I 76 and I 270 ultimately costs one half the amount of money compared to the
proposed PCLA, and, it solves I 70 traffic congestion issues in both directions and



on both sides of I 25 [rather than in one direction (east) on only one side of
I 25], doesn’t then a re route ultimately costs one quarter the amount of the
total costs of widening of I 70 on the east side this decade and the required phase
two, when a much expected bottleneck occurs at I 25, likely a decade from now? The
project limits must be revised. And, a re route onto I 270 and I 76 must be
thoroughly examined in an SEIS before this project may proceed.
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Reference Section 2.3: How can the project limit be at I 25 on
the west end? That is inappropriate. If this highway is used as is presented in
Section 2.1 and throughout this document and the preceding documents, this project
must be evaluated as part of an overall system, not as a stand alone segment. A
significant portion of the traffic that exists on I 70 on one side of I 25 continues
on the other side of I 25 and I 25 traffic exists onto I 70 going in both
directions. A change to one portion of the system certainly can and will be felt
elsewhere. Modifications to one side cannot be made without a reasonable expectation
that there will be an impact to the other side and that such impacts will later
require modifications to be made on the other side. It is therefore inappropriate to
not have the western limit of the ‘project area’ someplace west of C 470 in
Golden. If our theories are correct that a re route of I 70 onto I 76 and I 270
ultimately costs one half the amount of money compared to the proposed PCLA, and, it solves
I 70 traffic congestion issues in both directions and on both sides of I 25 [rather
than in one direction (east) on only one side of I 25], doesn’t then a re route
ultimately costs one quarter the amount of the total costs of widening of I 70 on
the east side this decade and the required phase two, when a much expected
bottleneck occurs at I 25, likely a decade from now? The project limits must be
revised. And, a re route onto I 270 and I 76 must be thoroughly examined in an SEIS
before this project may proceed.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.102.185
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/600.7.12
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.1.7 Safari/537.85.16
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: 1.8 miles
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 8:46 pm
To: "CDOT I 70 East Project Office" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

Repeatedly, I¹ve heard CDOT suggest that a re route onto I 270 and I 76 adds
too much time and distance for a commuter. I¹ve heard that there are
trucking organizations that object to such a re route. I am challenging
this.

1.8 miles. That¹s a long way to crawl on your hands and knees, but, for a
trucker going from Kansas to Utah, or, a commuter who's driving from Golden
to Aurora, that¹s nothing especially if you're haulin' ass along¹ on the
longer route vs. crawling through an epic bottleneck that CDOT's trying to
create on the shorter route.

Today, many savvy drivers, especially the truckers who have been here
before, will drive 270/76 to avoid the I 70 snarl through Central Denver.
Below is a screen shot of MapQuest from a few minutes ago. Look at that
additional time its ONE MINUTE!!

If we allow CDOT to proceed with their awful plan, they will create an epic
bottleneck where 14 lanes constrict into six at I 25 and it then opens up
to 10 lanes at Wadsworth [currently].

I would like to have CDOT fairly and accurately present this information to
the trucking organizations showing them their plans for a vastly widened
and expanded freeway in a ditch on one side of I 25, with no expansion on
the other and contrast that to a widened [to eight lanes] and improved I 270
and I 76 and hear responses from 50+ truckers and/or trucking organizations.
I think that we would hear answers that would very much favor at a minimum a
SEIS on the I 270 and I 76 re route.



Today, before the 40% additional volume and an epic bottleneck:

Today, via a not yet widened, and not yet improved I 76/I 270. One minute
longer with light traffic. Often many minutes faster with moderate or heavy
traffic:

Please see attached illustrations of the routes.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Realtor Survey Regarding Property Values in I 70 Adjacent Communities
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 7:06 pm
To: "CDOT I 70 East Project Office" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

For the SDEIS, I submitted these documents within the public comment period.
I am unable to find these in the comments section from the SDEIS within the
FEIS. I am only able to find references to them, but not the documents
themselves.

Several of my comments have been redacted and that is not acceptable.

I was the author of a survey by 15 Realtors. While the survey itself did not
occur within the public comment period, the discussion was ongoing and there
is no reason why this would possibly be redacted. The documents are
attached.

Thank you,

Steve Kinney

Attachments:
Survey Overview for City Council.pdf

Size: 105 k
Type: application/pdf

Appreciation Expectations S2 Sept 17.pdf
Size: 114 k

Type: application/pdf
Appreciation Expectations S3 Sept 17.pdf

Size: 83 k
Type: application/pdf



Impacts on Home Values and City Revenues
From Changes on I-70

The Colorado Department of Transportation currently is planning to widen 
I-70 to five lanes in each direction from Brighton Boulevard to Tower Road. 
In addition, it plans to depress the highway and install surface level frontage 
roads to accommodate local traffic between Brighton Boulevard and Dahlia 
Street. These changes will cost the City of Denver and Denver Public 
Schools property tax revenue from approximately 51 homes and 17 
businesses that will be demolished to widen the highway. It will deprive the 
City of the jobs, sales tax and occupational privilege tax revenue generated 
by those businesses. In addition, estimates from15 residential real estate 
brokers show that the highway decision will have significant impacts on 
property values and City revenues across the entire northern half of Denver.

The Survey

Approximately 15 residential real estate brokers provided their estimates of 
likely changes in home values for Denver County neighborhoods adjacent to 
I-70 between Harlan Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard. The survey area 
included properties between 41st and 52nd Avenues.1 The broker’s responses 
were based on either I-70 being widened to five lanes in each direction in its 
current location, or rerouted onto the current I-76/I-270 corridor and 
replaced by an at-grade boulevard carrying significant traffic similar to 
Martin Luther King Boulevard.

On average, the brokers who responded to the survey have sold 370 homes 
during their professional careers2. Each currently is actively selling in the 
northern half of Denver. They represent 11 real estate companies which in 
2012 comprised more than half of the ten highest producing offices in the 
80211 and 80212 zip codes.3

1 That includes the Berkeley, Chaffee Park, Elyria, Globeville, Grandview, Harness Heights, Inspiration 
Point, Sunnyside and Swansea neighborhoods.
2 Not all brokers felt comfortable commenting on all of the neighborhoods based on their specific expertise.
3 The author of the survey is Steve Kinney, a residential real estate broker with RE/MAX Professionals. 
Steve has been a broker for more than 10 years and has completed more than 300 transactions, with 
approximately two-thirds of those in older central Denver neighborhoods, and more than 30 of those within 
one mile of I-70. He can be reached at Steve@SKinneyProperty.com or 303-475-8200.



Findings

Highway Widening:

According to the brokers, widening I-70 will result in an average expected 
loss of home value of 7.64% in the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods 
within a block of I-70. The average loss in all of Elyria, Swansea and 
Globeville is expected to be 6.85%. That translates to a loss in home-
owners’ net worth of more than $55 million and a loss in annual tax revenue 
of $105,000 just from these three small neighborhoods.

Highway Reroute:

Denver County is poised to receive ownership of a gigantic amount of 
developable land if a re-route of I-70 were to occur.  These parcels will not 
only translate into revenue from sales of these parcels, but also ongoing 
property tax revenues.

Property values for homes between Lowell and Tennyson, and within two 
blocks on each side of I-70, provide a clear picture of the results of a lack of 
connectivity on the value of properties “cut-off” from others. Despite the 
fact that homes on the north side of I-70 between 48th and 50th Avenues are 
architecturally more attractive, on-average larger, and have less sound and 
exhaust pollution4, in 2013 they sold for only 83% of the selling price of 
homes within two blocks south of the highway.5

On average, the brokers expected an increase in property values of more 
than $150 million for northern Denver County residential properties if I-70
is removed from the City. That is an average increase in net worth of 
$17,200 spread across 9,160 homeowners within seven blocks of the 
existing highway. That would produce an annual increase in property tax
revenues of almost $1 million. In addition, it is expected that following a 
reroute there would be considerable renovation and improvement to existing 

4 This is the result of prevailing wind patterns.
5 Rerouting the highway also would reintegrate Regis University into the northwest Denver community 
further increasing property values, and would have a positive effect on the value of Adams County 
properties between 52nd Avenue and Clear Creek.



homes within the survey area, leading to further increases in homes values 
and property taxes.6

All but one of the brokers surveyed agreed that homes as far as seven blocks 
from I-70 would be moderately more valuable if the highway was rerouted.7
The average expected increases in value ranged from a low of 2% in 
Harkness Heights, located four to seven blocks south of I-70, to a staggering 
30% in Globeville. Indeed, the combined average increase for Elyria, 
Swansea and Globeville, the neighborhoods most heavily impacted by the 
highway, are 24.6%.

The brokers were almost unanimous in the opinion that removing the 
highway would be a catalyst for the revitalization of Globeville, Elyria and 
Swansea communities that have wonderful architecture and incredibly 
proximity to the City center, but which are the only communities within 
three miles of downtown that have to-date not experienced significant 
residential property value appreciation. Also, neighborhoods outside the 
scope of this survey would in all likelihood be positively impacted by the 
removal of the highway.8

Conclusions

Widening I-70 between Brighton Boulevard and Tower Road will cost the 
City of Denver numerous jobs. It will cost both the City and the Denver 
School District considerable revenue. It will lower property values in the 
Globeville, Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods, and further isolate these 
communities9 while providing little or no benefits to the City or its residents.
Removing I-70 from Denver, rerouting it along the I-76/I-270 corridor and 
replacing the highway with a surface level boulevard similar to Martin 

6 The additional revenue from commercial properties and from new residential development that would be 
spawned by highway removal was not studied, but one projection at the University of Colorado at Denver 
estimated $1.5 billion in direct and indirect economic benefits to Denver from removing I-70.
7 The projected increases in values took into account the expectation that significant amounts of traffic 
would remain on any surface level boulevard that would replace the highway.
8 These would include Cole, Clayton, Five Points, Park Hill, Mountain View and parts of Stapleton and 
Wheat Ridge.
9 Isolation will result from the facts that widening the highway will triple the north-south separation to over 
300 ft., decrease the number of north-south cross streets from fourteen to six and require 8 to 14 foot sound 
barrier walls in residential areas.  



Luther King Boulevard will increase property values across the entire
northern half of Denver by an estimated $158 million. It will reintegrate the 
City, especially the neighborhoods of Globeville, Elyria and Swansea. It will 
provide substantial property tax revenue to the City and our schools. It will 
instigate economic development across the current I-70 corridor that will 
provide additional revenues and community benefits. For all of these reasons 
the reroute option deserves a complete vetting through a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement conducted by the Colorado Department of 
Transportation.
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Location of NW 
Denver Homes
Between 41st and 
44th, west of 
Federal
Between 44th and 
46th, west of 
Federal
Between 46th and 
I-70, west of 
Federal
Between I-70 and 
50th/Regis Blvd, 
west of Federal
Between 50th and 
52nd, west of 
Lowell
Between 44th and 
46th, east of 
Federal
Between 46th and 
I-70, east of 
Federal

Location of NW 
Denver Homes
Between I-70 and 
50th, east of 
Federal
Between 50th and 
52nd, east of 
Federal
Inspiration Point 
neighborhood
between I-70 and 
49th



Northernmost
Inspiration Point 
neighborhood

Location of NE 
Denver Homes
#1 [blue] 
Globeville, a block 
or more from the 
freeway
#2 [yellow] 
Globeville, within a 
block of the 
freeway
#3 [pink] Elyria 
and Swansea, not 
within a block of I-
70/46th Ave
#4 [orange] Elyria 
and Swansea, 
within one block of 
I-70/46th Ave
#5 [green] SE 
Swansea



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: FW: Comments and the tone
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 7:06 pm
To: "CDOT I 70 East Project Office" <contactus@i 70east.com>
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

The attachments to this previously submitted comment, as well as several
others, appear to me to have not been recorded as submissions to the SDEIS.
These must be added.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

Good morning,

Below and attached is a comment for consideration in the SDEIS.

In the 2008 DEIS, I think that the description of comments received was
mischaracterized and was deaf to the tone of the conversations & comments.
It is important that this be represented/presented properly.

CDOT claims to have support from the communities? Where is that support?
I¹ve been searching for it and cannot find it anywhere near the I 70
freeway. I can find a bit of it in Green Valley Ranch and at DIA, but no
place else. Where is it? What are they saying that suggests CDOT has the
public¹s support for a freeway that is three times wider in the middle of
neighborhoods?

Attached are two [of many] illustrations of the tone and the discussion of
the SDEIS for the I 70 east project. Like the majority of these
conversations, these two demonstrate the comments against the project and
clearly show that the public is NOT in support of this project.
>
> First, find attached [or via the following link] CDOT¹s Facebook page for the
> video that was distributed by CDOT:
> https://www.facebook.com/coloradodot/posts/725033837551525?comment_id=73086296
> 3635279&notif_t=comment_mention Practically everyone who commented was not
> supporting the project. In a few cases, people supported CDOT¹s great snow
> plow drivers.
>
> Second, find the summary notes from the meeting hosted by elected officials
> October 22. These notes were compiled by Nola Miguel and Susan Aldretti, who
> each work for Denver City Council Members. I don¹t think that they
> sufficiently convey the true negative tone, but even in this document, its



> very clear that the great majority of those who spoke up are NOT supporting
> this project as outlined in the SDEIS.
>> Thank you for participating in the community conversation about the
>> reconstruction of I 70 last week. Many people requested a copy of the
>> presentation
>> <http://www.denvergov.org/Portals/768/documents/community%20conversation%20en
>> glish.spanish%20corrected.pdf> and notes
>> <http://www.denvergov.org/Portals/768/documents/Comments%20and%20Questions%20
>> from%20the%20I70%20Public%20meeting%2010 22.pdf> of the meeting. You can
>> click on the links to access the documents.
>> Susan Aldretti
>> Council Aide
>> Councilwoman At Large Debbie Ortega
Thank you!

Steve Kinney
4876 Tennyson St
Denver CO 80212
Steve@SKinneyProperty.com

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

Attachments:
Oct 31 Check out this video about how residents and... Colorado Department of Transportation.pdf

Size: 1.1 M
Type: application/pdf

Oct 22 Ortega Spon Comm Discussion.pdf
Size: 226 k

Type: application/pdf



Colorado Department of Transportation
September 17 · Denver, CO · 

Check out this video about how residents and businesses in northeast
Denver and CDOT worked together for a decade on a plan for I-70 East, a
100-year investment that reduces congestion and improves travel time.

We want your comments on the latest draft of an environmental study
analyzing transportation alternatives to improve safety, access and mobility
while reducing congestion in one of the state’s most heavily traveled
corridors, I-70 through northeast Denver and Aurora.

What does your I-70 look like? Comment online at www.i-70east.com and
join the conversation!

Like · Comment · Share

Like PageLike Page

I-70 East Corridor Project: Creating
a Better Future
This video features the structural, safety and
congestion challenges the I-70 East Corridor Project
currently faces between Brighton Boulevard and
Tower Road...

YOUTUBE.COM

Top CommentsJymi Zez Shores and 757 others like this.

144 shares

Write a comment...

Kristin Housekeeper Barnes Steve.
Like · Reply · September 30 at 9:00pm

Steve Kinney What does my I-70 look like?!? It looks NOTHING like it does
now and it looks EVEN LESS like the propaganda-filled crap they're spewing
in this video. 

CDOT: Study the I-270/I-76 re-route! It appears it’ll solve the I-70 congestion
issues on BOTH s... See More
Like · Reply · 32 · September 30 at 9:51pm

Kristin Housekeeper Barnes Re-route. Please don't widen!
Unlike · Reply · 12 · September 30 at 9:01pm

Pete Cook Move the cross town/state traffic to I-76 and 270. Expansion there
does not displace or further pollute existing residents. It is beyond me how this
is not the preferred plan.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 6 at 12:02pm

Tom McHugh Really CDOT? A couple more lanes each direction? Some of
the costs for those of us nearby are increased cases of cardiovascular
disease, respiratory disease, cancer, asthma, and a lower life expectancy.
Thanks for your hard work, but table this harmful... See More
Unlike · Reply · 3 · October 7 at 12:40pm

Irene Glazer We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, CDOT please don't
blow it with this terrible idea. Study the re-route option, it's a much better
solution!
Like · Reply · October 29 at 11:13pm

Steve Kinney http://www.denverpost.com/.../i-70-plan-through-denver...
Like · Reply · October 22 at 11:21pm

Steve Kinney Those attending last Friday's & tonight's meeting hosted by
Denver City Council Members are seeing nearly unanimous opposition to this
project. http://www.denverpost.com/.../i-70-plan-through-denver...

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · October 22 at 11:20pm

I-70 plan through Denver gets rough
reception
Several at public meeting question CDOT's plan for...

DENVERPOST.COM



Herbert Reynolds There is a better route that would probably be much
cheaper and less disruptive to neighborhoods (270 to 76 and back to 70). This
alternative plan deserves careful consideration, but seems to fall on deaf ears.
I've been told there is only a 4 mile difference.
Unlike · Reply · 29 · September 17 at 9:51pm

Diamond Lottie I believe thats already in existence,
Like · 1 · September 18 at 2:14pm

Steve Kinney 1.8 miles extra via 270/76. Thats nothing when it
doesnt bottleneck. Widening 270 & 76 is EASY - they already own all
the needed land - and no neighborhoods are immediately adjacent.
Plus, Adams County would get INCREDIBLE economic development
benefits!
Like · 2 · September 30 at 9:55pm

Write a reply...

David Zook I like the idea of rerouting over 270 and 76 better with a grand
boulevard where the current i70 is. This would really give the neighborhoods
back to the people.
Unlike · Reply · 22 · September 26 at 10:17am

Jack Pappalardo I've lived in Toronto and seen constant construction work to
the 401 main east/west highway over 3 decades. It's now 16 lanes, 20 in some
spots, and is packed, packed, packed and a nightmarish crawl almost anytime
of day. More lanes does not equal less congestion, just more traffic.
Unlike · Reply · 22 · September 21 at 11:16am

Dave Decker Give I70 back to North Denver, let the heavy EW traffic run
along 270/76
Unlike · Reply · 19 · September 28 at 9:54am

Steve Runnings I feel like the Mayor should give more consideration to the
plan to use I 76. Do we need 10 lanes through the heart of Denver? Even our
Auditor is against the plan
Unlike · Reply · 18 · September 22 at 4:57pm

Charlie Buchholz Move the monster out of denver! The 270- i76 route makes
a lot more sense. The idea of burying i70 below grade than put a lid on it next
to a school? How stupid! And they are lying when they say it will not be
widened west of i25 . Get ready for 10 lanes right through berkley and Rocky
Mountain parks.
Unlike · Reply · 18 · September 21 at 8:37am

David Martinez Wow. We work our ass off to make the roads safer, nicer and
more convenient for you to get to where you want and all I hear is
complaining. The whole video was about making I-70 and that part of the
neighborhood less congested and better looking. Somet... See More
Like · Reply · 18 · September 19 at 8:29pm

Kathy Schneider Dougherty I totally appreciate the roads in this area
and what it takes to keep them safe, especially in the winter. I already
take alternate routes just to avoid the massive congestion on i70 -
lower Lakewood to i70/Havana area takes about one hour on a good
day - throw in an accident or a light snow dusting and it's a 2 hr drive.
Oh I'll live Mr Martinez - how often do you drive to work not in a state/
city vehicle?
Unlike · 1 · September 27 at 10:41am

David Martinez Everyday I drive to work in my personal vehicle. The
sure thing about living in a big city is congestion. If people don't want
to be stuck in traffic, ever, then maybe Denver isn't for them. We are
slaving all summer laying asphalt in the heat and we don't get snow
days in the winter to ensure the highways are safe. My suggestion is
to pick a gym close to where you work. Work out in the morning and
when you're done you have a short drive.
Like · 1 · September 27 at 10:49am

Steve Kinney I certainly appreciate safer & nicer roads. But,
sometimes benefits to some [toll lane users] are at the costs to others
[residents losing their homes to freeway expansion & residents
breathing pollution] in very unfair ways. The recently-released Health
Impact Assessment notes that the health impacts to these
communities is HUGE. Expansion makes that worse. Widening I-70
now right through the middle of three wonderful neighborhoods is
going to be another blow to neighborhoods that have been treated
unfairly for 50 years. Next, its seven more I-70 neighborhoods, but on
the west side of I-25. There is another option that impacts no
neighborhoods and solves the congestion on both sides. And, it might
cost A LOT less. Until they study it, we won't know.
Like · 2 · September 30 at 10:33pm

David Martinez Unfortunately there's going to be no way around
pollution. And getting people through those parts of town faster would
create less idle time thus less smog in that certain area. Until there's



no gasoline vehicles there is no way to fix the air. The majority of why
we do what we do is because people complain about how things are
right now. Then it gets changed or even just a proposal to be changed
and it gets complaints. The states in a lose lose situation because
there's always people that will have an argument of why they like or
dislike something. But oh well, I'll be in my plow truck in a few weeks
here making sure a few million coloradans get to where they need to
be. I get what you're saying, but there are hundreds of CDOT
employees that have no part in the engineering process but get the
most grief from civilians because we're the ones on the road.
Unlike · 2 · September 30 at 11:11pm

Steve Kinney David, thank you for both the thoughtful response and
for the super-hard and at-times dangerous work you do working to
keep us safe on the road. 

You and your co-workers have a chance now to be inventors [keep the
patent for yourself]. CDOT is going to need some yet-to-be-invented-
machinery. Here’s your chance to make something great and fund
your retirement with the profits!

Unlike I-25 that is in a smaller trench but which runs more north/south
[getting natural light when wintertime sun is low in the southern sky], I-
70 which is a perfectly east-west freeway that will be in a mostly-
uncovered trench, 40 feet below grade and with a 10-15 foot tall wall
on the side, ALMOST NONE of the lanes in the trench nor the two
feeder road lanes on the north side will get any natural sunlight on it in
the winter. Getting the ice off of that freeway is going to require
something amazing. And, getting the snow that blows into it
vacuumed-up [can’t plow it 8,200 feet, right?] will require some great
new equipment.
Like · 1 · October 5 at 9:19am

Steve Kinney Can anyone describe to me the “Venturi Effect” that
was the cause of the 150-car pileup on I-25 last winter? It has
something to do with cold air swirling up recessed freeways causing
unusual ice.
Like · 1 · October 5 at 9:20am

Write a reply...

Seth Techmanski NO MORE F***ING TOLL WAYS!!!!!!
Unlike · Reply · 15 · September 24 at 2:44pm

Kimbal Kurtz Nope. Let's really look at the reroute option. Let's make the city
whole again more lanes has always been a temp fix.
Unlike · Reply · 12 · October 1 at 8:13am

Randy Stevens Instead of asphalting the entire state to accommodate more
and more traffic, y don't we limit the amount of people invading and destroying
Colorado
Like · Reply · 12 · September 18 at 5:01pm

Chrispy Von Richthofen Economic suicide... The steamroller rolls
on.... Our economy is based on growth
Like · 2 · September 21 at 10:20am

Daniel Felzien People must also start to think AND IMPLEMENT how
to reduce carbon and the global climate change- to reverse it. 
Cars = so much CO2 !!
Unlike · 2 · September 24 at 5:05pm

Mark Beaton That 97% number in your picture is a fabricated number
Like · September 26 at 7:23am

Daniel Felzien Science is fact based. It's not based upon opinion. It's
97 guys in a room compared to 1 opposes and 2 others undecided.
And before you might spout Fox talking points, here's what I have to
say about it: The debate between Republicans and Democrats is like
listening to music on the deck of the sinking Titanic.
Like · September 29 at 8:10am

Write a reply...

Lisa Payne Adducci I think it's a much better long term plan to re-route I-70
to I-270/I-76 and stop destroying neighborhoods. Why double down on a bad
idea and just do more harm to the already splintered neighborhoods when
there is a better option?
Unlike · Reply · 10 · October 6 at 12:36pm

Kati Knott Bushur Where is the LIGHT RAIL!!!!!
Unlike · Reply · 10 · September 28 at 8:02am

Daniel Felzien More public transportation that thinks about bicycling!
Seems to me, more lanes = more pollution, more public health disparities.
Maybe buy local (things, food, less truckers), Denver implements a fossil fuel



free public transportation system, and Denverites sell or transform their cars
and trucks into hydrogen fuel system vehicles. ... See More
Unlike · Reply · 9 · September 24 at 5:16pm

Michael Sparks Remove toll from 470 truckers like me, that don't need to
travel near Denver, likely won't. I would pay a toll but don't have a co pass
Unlike · Reply · 9 · September 21 at 2:10pm

Gary Clift I live near I-70 as it s-curves around Berkley lake. There are several
accidents there a week, some fatal. It has to be one of the most dangerous
miles of Interstate in the state if not nation. Turns out, I-70 was put there
because the now defunct Lake... See More
Unlike · Reply · 8 · October 6 at 3:55pm

Paul Jarrett I read about an option to reroute I70 further north. Then make the
existing i70 section a parkway.
Unlike · Reply · 17 · September 18 at 12:14am

Rachel Spencer Hopson I agree - the 270/76 route should be considered
instead. What happens to the neighborhoods near I70 now? And in the future
it will be widened through Berkeley? It will ruin the neighborhood
Unlike · Reply · 7 · October 9 at 8:30pm

Jess Dinsmore Not sure if you've spent a significant amount of time in
that neighborhood. I have. From the proposals they're offering, it
seems like it would only help. That section of I70 is definitely on it's last
leg. A catastrophe shouldn't have to happen before we do something
about it.
Like · October 24 at 4:35pm

Steve Kinney The re-route onto I-270 & I-76 and conversion of the
current path of I-70 from about Harlan to about Stapleton's Central
Park Blvd would weave the urban fabric back together. It would be
amazing!!!
Like · 1 · October 24 at 7:05pm

Steve Kinney As for CDOT's ongoing messages telling us "the
viaduct must be replaced right away because its crumbling..." CDOT's
own documents reveal that the viaduct is a: “62” According to the
CDOT document “Your CDOT Dollar” bridges rated between 50 and
80 “require preservation-focused maintenance or occasional
corrective work." UGH!!
Like · October 24 at 7:08pm

Write a reply...

Adrienne Christy "Six lanes are what we have now, plus they want to add
four “luxury” lanes, or pay-as-you-go lanes. Research shows that 65 percent of
the people using luxury lanes make more than $75,000 per year. Meanwhile,
the average income in the neighborhoods most impacted is $38,000 per year.
" http://www.northdenvertribune.com/.../i-70-protests-cite.../

Unlike · Reply · 7 · October 7 at 10:22am

I-70 protests cite multiple concerns :
North Denver Tribune
NORTH DENVER – A Colorado Department of...

NORTHDENVERTRIBUNE.COM

Janice Stice At the public hearing actually held 9/25 in
Swansea/Eliria/Globeville, of the 30 to 40 speakers (including several living in
those neighborhoods, Councilmembers Ortega and Montero, and City Auditor
Gallagher), only 2 speakers were in favor of this proj... See More
Unlike · Reply · 7 · October 6 at 3:21pm

Brad Sandler I have to agree with Steve Kinney and others on this post.
MUCH better alternatives and worth exploring. I am a multiple business owner
and multiple property owner in Northwest Denver and the I-270/I-76 re-route
seems to make a lot of sense on a lot of levels. Why not really look at the best
and healthiest alternative(s) and make the correct choice?
Unlike · Reply · 7 · October 6 at 11:35am

John Forrester Ask Boston how their big dig project worked out.
Like · Reply · 7 · September 23 at 6:37am

Darlene Tango Speer has a sub-grade section... It's been working just
fine here IN Denver.

People ballyhoo'd that one but now home values are just fine... there's
green space above.

Those neighborhoods (Swansea, Globeville) effected deserve it...

... Pave paradise and put up a parking lot...

And then cover it again with paradise.



Like · 1 · September 24 at 7:57am · Edited

Daniel Felzien Yeah, Boston LOL. What was it, 3 turned into 12
million $ due to the length and mismanagement of the project?
Like · September 24 at 5:08pm

Write a reply...

Claire Amanda Phillips I agree with Dave Decker, and many others, but to
the point, as Decker stated: Give I70 back to North Denver, let the heavy EW
traffic run along 270/76. Its a simpler, clearer solution. And healthier for the
community and city. There is not overwhelming support for CDOTs plan.
Unlike · Reply · 6 · October 6 at 12:51pm

Louis Plachowski Not many people are as forward thinking as Dennis
Gallagher. Most people don't think outside of the box or take the time to find
new, healthier alternatives to the old fashioned idea of just making freeways
bigger. that is old, in the past . We need in... See More
Unlike · Reply · 6 · October 6 at 11:31am

Katherine Cornwell Amen.
Like · October 7 at 4:35pm

Peter Witulski Yes to free buses. Think of how much more efficient
they would be without people paying, getting change, and transfers.
Like · 1 · October 9 at 9:11pm

Write a reply...

Patrick Shorten Study the 270/76 reroute.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 8 at 5:45pm

Kristi Griffith-Jones Re-route! Please consider the idea/plan to use 76 & 270
for re-routing 70. This would save neighborhoods, bring north Denver back
into Denver and allow traffic to flow better.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 8 at 9:43am

Cara Thornton Reroute I-70! The current proposal equals more traffic, more
pollution, more congestion. It simply doesn't mesh with the Denver we know
and love today. Reroute!!!
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 7 at 12:37pm

Robert William Fields I live one block north of I-70 across from the Perry
Valdez library in Swansea. CDOT is misleading and manipulative. Our own
government should have to win this debate honestly and using facts. Not with
propaganda films.
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 6 at 11:30am

Steve Kinney Unbelievable what they have in this video! "Will provide
amenities and open space”?

They’re suggesting that a huge trench through almost exactly the
middle of the neighborhood will “re-connect” the community?!? What?
It cuts an unthinkable chasm.... See More
Like · 2 · October 7 at 12:10pm

Write a reply...

David Zook I agree with the rerouting solution. The way cdot is promoting the
Big Trench one would think we were dealing with politicians in New Oreleans
after Katrina. I think we all know hiw that is working out. Do the reroute and put
in more mass transit fo... See More
Unlike · Reply · 5 · October 4 at 11:42am

Loretta Morea Trains and public transportation, that is the right answer for
traffic congestion and for the environment.
Unlike · Reply · 11 · September 19 at 10:50am

Daniel Felzien Yes, Loretta!! Yes!
Unlike · 1 · September 24 at 5:11pm

Steve Kinney RTD is amazing: "On opening day in 2016, we expect
our average daily (weekday) ridership on the East Rail Line to be
almost 28,000 passengers. When the W Line opened last year, it
immediately surpassed expected ridership." WHY ARE THESE
PROJECTIONS NOT IN CDOT'S SDEIS STUDY???
Like · September 30 at 9:58pm

Write a reply...

Jean Ann Olds NO DON'T DO IT! Give north Denver back to the people,
PLEASE re-route through I-76 and 270. Cities who have added lanes like
CDOT has proposed do not have less congestion. The health consequences
and decreased property values to the north Denver neighborhoods affected
should be the determining factor.



Unlike · Reply · 4 · October 7 at 3:13pm

John Riecke Yeah, I understand that widening and burying will temporarily
solve a congestion problem and make the area look nicer. Just because it's
better than the current mess doesn't make it the best option available though.
Please do a full study on the 270/76... See More
Unlike · Reply · 4 · October 6 at 10:10pm · Edited

John Gist 10 lanes sub terrain, no room to expand. Have the lower lanes for
local traffic and upper for express. No matter how many lanes, there will be
congestion. Too many people on a highway system that is 40 years behind the
Times.
Like · Reply · 4 · September 22 at 6:20pm

Herbert Reynolds The sub-grade is one of the concerns with future issues of
drainage, snow removal and ice build up anticipated . Much easier to expend
an existing corridor. Not to mention the health concerns resulting from
excavating some very polluted soil. There is a better option.
Like · Reply · 4 · September 18 at 6:49pm

Dennis Mellon Sub grade is asking for a mega disaster, I would rather see it
grow into an entertainment district, pulling resedents away from the highways,
but yess add lanes
Like · Reply · 4 · September 18 at 5:10pm

Herbert Reynolds Please go to www.UniteNorthMetroDenver.com for a
detailed alternative to the current I-70 expansion plan. Dr John Prosser and
others has put together convincing arguments for scraping the current plan
and developing an alternate route. It is not too late to reconsider better
options.

Like · Reply · 3 · October 17 at 5:54pm

Unite North Metro Denver
UNMD is a neighborhood organization working to help
unify and improve North Metro Denver.

UNITENORTHMETRODENVER.COM

Shawn Ballinger It was a bad idea to put I70 right through the city. It's a
worse idea not to take the opportunity to fix the mistake and re-route.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · October 13 at 4:49pm

Sarah Marvez We need to stop reaching into the past for solutions to
tomorrows problems. Denver is a progressive city- let's give people realistic
alternatives to cars and they'll use them. Provide a viable I-76/270 route for
commercial traffic (also important) and reconnect our north Denver
neighborhoods
Unlike · Reply · 3 · October 8 at 7:52pm

Steve Kinney CDOT is planning as if its 1961! Not everyone wants to
jump into the "traffic sewer" and roll out of the city to the 'burbs as fast
as possible after work. Many millennials don't want cars - they're
smarter [than us X'ers & the Boomers] and want to bike/walk/use mass
transit. The # of vehicle miles driven each year is falling FAST for 10+
years, yet, CDOT is planning as if this was 30 or 40 years ago.
Like · 1 · October 10 at 6:36pm

Steve Kinney Instead of "pave baby pave", lets talk about smart &
wise growth - like well-built & cool residences in the Brighton Blvd
corridor [along three future light rail lines, near the Platte River...]. Why
are they acting like the only place to grow is in Green Valley Ranch?!?
Like · 1 · October 10 at 6:37pm

Write a reply...

Nick McMann Stop lending a deaf ear to the reroute option. North Denver has
come a long way to evolve into one of the most prosperous areas in the metro
area. Widening I70 will crush the growth of these neighborhoods. The
resurgence of North Denver has been good f... See More
Unlike · Reply · 3 · October 7 at 3:27pm

Sue Sethney Enough with the glossy reviews by CDOT! Do a study of 270/76
reroute. It saves money and solves the problem. Think about more public
transit trains.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · October 6 at 11:51pm

Seth Techmanski Managed lanes = toll ways
Unlike · Reply · 3 · September 24 at 2:45pm

Justus Bryce Extending 225 to 76 might not be a bad idea, either.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · September 24 at 12:34pm

Michael Bleier As a taxpayer and Denver resident, I'd appreciate CDOT take
a look at the I-76 reroute option. I'm much in favor of this alternative.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · October 20 at 1:29pm



Kellen E. Kurtz Reroute i70 up
North to i76. It is the best option for traffic, i70 and all the neighborhoods that would
be affected if i70 is expanded
Unlike · Reply · 2 · October 14 at 6:38am

Robert William Fields You build a bigger road to relieve congestion and more
people build McMansions farther from where they work and we get stuck in the
same traffic. This expansion is a dumb idea. Do we really want more
pavement in this city and toll lanes for the better offs to whiz by the little guys?
Terrible idea all around.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · October 6 at 11:28am

Ben Djbeng Maestas Doesn't matter, there are more residential mega
structures going up. By the time the project is complete. We will need to
rebuild again to accommodate the overpopulation.
Like · Reply · 2 · October 1 at 12:59am

Doug Murer If they could complete this before 2035, i would be shocked
Like · Reply · 2 · September 29 at 4:15pm

Ron Raymond Certainly something needs to be done, MLK Jr. Blvd through
Stapleton has become the all too convenient I-70 bypass between Quebec
and Havana/Peoria.
Like · Reply · 2 · September 27 at 2:58pm

Alyson Koerner How about adding a light rail line as well?
Like · Reply · 2 · September 26 at 9:16am

Rick Rothmeyer Does CDOT like Carbon monoxide? These vehicles all say
CO with a warning placard, Or are they just vehicles that are exempt from
smog tests?
Like · Reply · 2 · September 22 at 8:28pm

Daniel Felzien Please explain yourself here. (?)
Like · September 24 at 5:09pm

Write a reply...

Viron E Lewis As a member of the Cole neighborhood, I'm 101% behind the
plan, as long as there is no toll system included!
Like · Reply · 2 · September 22 at 1:12am

Steve Kinney Plan to not breathe for five years during construction!
Cole is downwind. Do you know whats in the dirt they intend to move
to make the 8,200 foot-long trench? Lots of lead. Abundant amounts of
arsenic and other stuff. Oh, four lanes are toll lanes [they call them
managed lanes, but they are toll lanes - and, as of now HOV & busses
aren't even allowed in them, unless they also pay].
Like · 2 · September 30 at 10:37pm

Write a reply...

Ron Hall This will be like everything else CDOT does. Ask your opinion and
comments then do what they want regardless. It is whatever they can spend
the most money on. CDOT execs are bought and paid for by private business.
Like · Reply · 7 · October 11 at 8:32pm

Larisa Roberts Brisson Dear CDOT. Please listen to the public and do a
SEIS on the full re-route that includes both I-270 and I-76. You already own
the property necessary to widen these roads without damaging anymore in
town neighborhoods. This alternative has proven itself to be much more cost
effective and better for the environment. Respect the children and families that
would be affected by widening the highway near important elementary
schools. Don't ignore the fact that you will spend even more money every year
to maintain a lowered highway. Please do not split Denver more than it already
has been by I-70 but have the foresight to bring Denver back together by
rerouting the highway to I-76. The information you are providing on this page
is not accurate regarding the impact of expanding I-70 and doesn't address the
toxic chemicals you will be digging up in the Superfund site. Your continued
stance not to study other alternatives has many of us wondering why, and who
is benefitting from the current proposal.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 27 at 3:46pm · Edited

Jordan Miller A lot changes in 10 years... Better study more!
Unlike · Reply · 1 · October 21 at 5:30pm

Tony Komomua Way to f'up Berkeley.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 19 at 8:10pm

Ruben Pinedo-Valdez Just live it like that I make more hrs working stock in
traffic
Like · Reply · 1 · October 18 at 12:11am



Fede Rico Rivas I would like to see more of us that actually live and grew up in this
area comment
Like · Reply · 1 · October 15 at 12:59pm

Grant Hughes Work on it for another decade.
Like · Reply · 1 · October 12 at 9:49pm

Robert Palmer It won't happen, trust anonymous!!!!!
Like · Reply · 1 · October 8 at 5:54am

Elyse Gordon-Holz Fix the 270 and Vasquez entrance before you do
anything at 270/76 they must have taken acid before they designed the
entrance ( merge in merge out merge in) Huh!!
Like · Reply · 1 · October 7 at 1:31am

Doug Crow I donno about all this out of control government spending 
Like · Reply · 1 · September 30 at 9:51am

Duane Steltz I thought there is a law in the books that all highway work had to
be paid for before work started, and it is a Interstate Federal money?
Unlike · Reply · 1 · September 28 at 10:26pm

Paul Rosenthal Keep up the good work.
Like · Reply · 1 · September 23 at 5:47pm

Jon Middaugh Maybe we should first see if CDOT is capable of even
TRYING to keep our highway system clean. I realize we have a lot of pigs
living in this state, but when you see a mattress, a dresser, a recliner, a huge
cardboard box full of ? staying in the same place, (I-76 northbound ramp onto
I- 25) for at least 3 WEEKS, I have to wonder 2 things- can we start enforcing
litter laws? And is everyone blind at CDOT since they are located right on I-25
and I-76? I called to let them know that maybe they should pick this crap up.
It's disgusting and doesn't say much for our state or the people that live here.
Didn't used to be like this.
Like · Reply · 1 · September 19 at 10:05pm

John Kimbrough Wagon trains dumper furnisher
Like · September 20 at 9:29pm

Write a reply...

Daniel Foster 10-15 years? Look around at the current "projects" that
stagnate the roadways.
Like · Reply · 1 · September 19 at 12:25pm

Kathy Schneider Dougherty And where is traffic going to be re-routed to
while this "project" is done?? I might as well kiss my job goodbye as a 2-3
hour commute is not viable -
Like · Reply · 1 · September 18 at 1:35pm

Diamond Lottie most likely they'll knock down one side of the highway
first, and then have you use the other one, I know it sounds crazy
Like · September 18 at 2:11pm

Write a reply...

Brad Aerts Job security
Like · Reply · 1 · September 18 at 8:29am

Evan Ophuck

Like · Reply · 2 · October 1 at 1:08am

Steve Kinney After big rain, the 8200 foot-long trench [only a very
small % is covered] will be quite a pond for the wildlife to enjoy! I hope
that there are no human or animal drownings as there were on I-10 last
month in the Phoenix AZ freeway floods.
Like · October 1 at 11:20am

Write a reply...



Heather Barr I agree that losing neighborhoods is a bad idea. But 270 is still
elevated and is in need of constant maintenance as it is. It is usually bumper
to bumper at a crawl during rush hours now. It would be impossible if you add
all the traffic from I 70 also. Widening 270 would appear to be more feasible
but check with the refinery and water treatment plant about that first. I don't
see either one of them moving unless Sand Creek moves it again. Then
there's the problem of sink holes. Don't know what the solution is but time is
running out on the existing structure.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 7:16am

Brandan Fatthetoolman Taylor Phillip Harper
Like · Reply · October 28 at 10:36am

Jaime Lara ????
Like · Reply · October 28 at 6:58am

Tyler Walton TRAINS
Like · Reply · October 28 at 6:27am

Kyle Stanczak .. There is no hope for you people
Like · Reply · October 26 at 1:02pm

Grant Hughes Lets do a citywide tax to pay for a public transit system that
everyone can ride for free instead. Wait, you already did but give that money
to a for profit company that charges some of the most exorbinant fees
resulting in very small ridership...
Like · Reply · October 23 at 4:20pm

Grant Hughes I worked at a 100 employee business located near a
light rail station. I was the only one that ever rode the light rail. Even for
group rockies game the train was too expensive.
Like · October 23 at 4:22pm

Write a reply...

Steve Haynes The 270/76 route was considered and dismissed about 10
years ago. The push now is to create the park connecting the two
neighborhoods in theory. 

They compared it to Seattle to look at how successful the tunnel was there.
They should look at Phoenix's Deck Park Freeway as well since it is a similar
situation. There is severe sun glare on Deck Park which 70 experiences
without coming out of a darker tunnel running east-west. 

I would like to see sone consideration to keeping eastbound on a rebuilt
viaduct and run westbound up and around via 270 to 76 to 70. 

But they would have to want it to make it work. The politics is to build the park
it seems right now.
Like · Reply · October 19 at 1:56pm

Kenny Avila Won't make a difference I 25 if was widened same traffic
jams..waste of money ..How many homes will be torn down ? Businesses
closed for good and families displaced for this stupid idea..These
neighborhoods should file a petition in the Federal court system with the rest
and stop this asap *BAD IDEA * NO TOLLS either
Like · Reply · October 19 at 6:13am · Edited

Ray Rincon And I-70 West?!
Like · Reply · October 16 at 4:56am

Esther Serrano Example what the heck, who's dumb idea was it to make the
stop & yield intersection at Pecos & I 70. Only one of the worst..
Like · Reply · October 15 at 1:06pm

Thomas Bricker Hope it's better than Santa Fe and I- 25 exchange LOL
Like · Reply · October 14 at 4:53pm

Brandie Villalobos Chavez Jennifer Villalobos look. .
Like · Reply · October 14 at 6:42am

Mason Joe Lol you think in any way this expansion is in any way for
Americans not for the new Chinese owners of this land what do you think all
this expansion is for. You and I lol nigga please
Like · Reply · October 12 at 8:15am

Jim Maxwell Trains
Like · Reply · October 8 at 6:02am

Robert Palmer $floods$ super Fail, the peoople won't let this happen, really
need to hire on sombody that knows wtf they're doing with their degree,oh wait
maybe its only a ged?
Like · Reply · October 8 at 5:58am

Gonzalo Blanco There go's my neighborhood lol and my lil business hahaha
2381 E. 46th ave 80216 anyone needs a phone I'll look out for you guys best
deals in town before I go down 



Like · Reply · October 8 at 12:40am

Steve Kinney Your store is great. And, the Husky Station next to you
is super-cool and always nice & clean. Jason, with the tow company &
Rogelio with the car repair places across from you are great too. None
of the business owners want to leave and no one wants any of you to
leave. This is unfair. PLEASE come to the Unite North Metro Denver
meeting tonight at the Valdez Perry library at 6:00pm.
Like · 1 · October 8 at 12:46pm

Steve Kinney PLEASE go to this comment page via this link and
make a public comment. And, ask all of your customers & friends to
do the same. Its super-important that CDOT and all of the other
agencies that review these see that the public is NOT in favor of this!
CDOT repeatedly says the community supports this - where do they
come-up with this?!? http://www.i-70east.com/comment-form.html

Like · Remove Preview · 2 · October 8 at 10:02pm

I-70 East Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) - COMMENT...

I-70EAST.COM | BY ATKINS DENVER FOR CD…

Write a reply...

Andrew Herrema Doug Wilson
Like · Reply · October 6 at 12:26pm

Jose Fully Loaded Benavidez I'm from Swansea and that hi way has been
cracking, and damaged for the whole 22 years I lived on 46th and Fillmore
right under the bridge. About time they are doing some thing for the Swansea
community, especially for the children because Swansea elementary is right
under it as well.
Like · Reply · October 6 at 9:48am

Mary McCaffrey Is congested where I 70, Pena and 225 meet or merge
Like · Reply · October 5 at 8:26am

James Narvaiz Open your EYES PEOPLE ITs THE END TIMES OF THIS
LIFE WE R LIVING THE ONE U LIVE U DIE ETURNTY THAT LIFE NEVER
GONA END WORRY BOUT THE TRUE ETURNTY LIFE GOD GAVE US TO
CHOOSE HEAVEN OR HELL EVERYONE IS WORRYING BOUT THINGS
THE DEVEL DESTRACTS US WITH SO LOSER WONT BURN ALONE
WAKE UP PLEASE FOR YOUR LIFE IN ETURNTY
Like · Reply · October 4 at 2:40pm

David Zook The misers can get together and complain to each other.
Like · Reply · October 4 at 11:43am

Elasha Nunez Now if you could just work internally to figure out how not to
block every entrance to Denver with some type of traffic-killing road
construction.
Like · Reply · October 3 at 11:32am

Dennis Mellon Putting an interstate highway underground in the middle of a
city is the dumbest thing you can do. From a safety point of view. Think. Of the
what ifs, like flammable liquids or other hazardous materials. Right now we
have a twenty minute delay at the Eisenhower tunnel, Actually any accident
under ground is compounded.
Like · Reply · October 3 at 11:14am

Kent Argow Train first please! Can you imagine the pollution pumping out of
12 lanes underground going through Denver, no thanks.
Like · Reply · October 3 at 5:01am

Aj Leatherman Denver traffic planning is 15+ years behind it's needs! Doing
something is better than nothing. But I25+I70 West-out of control...only 4 lanes
around a city the size of Denver? Seems like no planning to me! Who controls
this? Where's the money going? Too many years of talking and no action...!
Politics.



Like · Reply · October 2 at 10:51pm

Gary Welch These are the same jerk offs that sold us out to the Australians
for the next 50 years. And under the radar I might add!
Like · Reply · October 2 at 9:10pm

Kent Arnold I'm for whatever works as a compromise to satisfy everybody. I
agree unanimous against any tolls! We pay enough taxes or need to get by
with less! Thank you
Like · Reply · October 2 at 6:55pm

Malik Howlett Doescdot hire certified flaggers and felons
Like · Reply · October 2 at 12:15am

Clint Carpenter en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Dig
That video is a bunch of liberal utopian propaganda...in reality Boston's big dig
project is a perfect example of what taxpayers really get with this type of
project

Like · Reply · October 1 at 12:34pm

Big Dig - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The Central Artery/Tunnel Project (CA/T), known
unofficially as the Big Dig, was a megaproject in...

EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Clint Carpenter Calirado! It's time to move to the western slope!
Like · Reply · October 1 at 12:10pm

John Kenyon When we had a simple tunnel for stapleton runways people
were involved in an accident almost every day. That was an 800' tunnel. What
makes you think the motoring public can negotiate a mile and a half.

Also, where do we go when the road needs to be widened again in the futur
Like · Reply · October 1 at 9:33am

Mike Hurley CDOT defines public sector incompetence like I've never seen;
and I'm form NY, who wrote the book on that. Did my tax dollars also pay for
this facebook update?
Like · Reply · September 28 at 2:25pm

Koda Harper I think it could possible be better but who knows tell you try
Like · Reply · September 27 at 4:19pm

Daniel Felzien Think about our capitalistic system and how much money
people could make by opening vehicle shops that transformed from fossil fuel
to hydrogen. Don't mind the fossil fuel lovin' nay sayers. Get'er done!!!
Like · Reply · September 24 at 5:19pm

Paul Rosenthal The HQ is in my district!
Like · Reply · September 18 at 9:50am

Neal Moody I am with everyone else, huh no! CDOT why are you wasting
your money in Denver, when you know for a fact that North of Longmont I-25
needs to be widen! See I think you people just care about Denver and nothing
else when it comes to Hwy's. Apprently you got the money to do this? Instead
of doing this prodject why not widen I-25? Come on!
Like · Reply · September 17 at 7:52pm

Anthony Schumacher Yeah people and revenue in Longmont are
nothing compared to Denver's population and revenue.
Like · September 19 at 8:55am

Write a reply...

Darlene Tango For anyone that didn't really see the proposed changes...

Like · Reply · 1 · September 24 at 7:49am

Darlene Tango Another option:

Like · 1 · September 24 at 7:49am
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Write a reply...

Gail Thomas I don't drive for medical reasons but my family is very impressed
and think that it's a job well done!
Like · Reply · October 26 at 9:10pm

Write a comment...



—

Why isn’t CDOT here

York… How will highway closure impact local traffic?  

—

it says 1,000 crashes per year, 20% daily traffic is heavy vehicle ‘big rigs” safe with crashes 

can’t

How will we go North and South without York and Vasquez?  I don’t use Colorado Blvd.  

being cut and not going to the project it comes back to State and City.  We don’t want to see a 

—but need cap for the cap “greenhouse lid”, forcing everyone to 



—

to “do its thing” 

“community supports” but not true

, took away green space & trees, deck was sickening to drive through, you don’t want a 

upset, put a lid on it… should consider all options



From: "steve kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:08 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: steve@skinneyproperty.com

name: steve kinney
address: 2870 Newland
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone: 303 475 8200
interest_in_project: This is what CDOT's vision should be.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc [search: youtube I 70 Denver re imagined
and look for a video that begins with a traffic circle]. Its s grand boulevard with
six lanes where six lanes currently exist for I 70. It gets local drivers to their
destination along a far more beautiful route, more safely and a bit faster during
traffic hours and a few minutes slower during non rush hour times. It provides a
beautiful entry to the City, the Platte River and the National Western Stock Show
complex. I 70 is re routed onto a widened and improved I 270 and I 76, getting
cross town and cross country commuters and drivers to their destination more
quickly, using less fuel and with less wear and tear on their vehicle, especially
compared to the bottleneck that is envisioned with the PCLA.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This is what CDOT's vision should
be. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc [search: youtube I 70 Denver
re imagined and look for a video that begins with a traffic circle]. Its s grand
boulevard with six lanes where six lanes currently exist for I 70. It gets local
drivers to their destination along a far more beautiful route, more safely and a bit
faster during traffic hours and a few minutes slower during non rush hour times. It
provides a beautiful entry to the City, the Platte River and the National Western
Stock Show complex. I 70 is re routed onto a widened and improved I 270 and I 76,
getting cross town and cross country commuters and drivers to their destination more
quickly, using less fuel and with less wear and tear on their vehicle, especially
compared to the bottleneck that is envisioned with the PCLA.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This is what CDOT's vision should be.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc [search: youtube I 70 Denver re imagined
and look for a video that begins with a traffic circle]. Its s grand boulevard with
six lanes where six lanes currently exist for I 70. It gets local drivers to their
destination along a far more beautiful route, more safely and a bit faster during
traffic hours and a few minutes slower during non rush hour times. It provides a
beautiful entry to the City, the Platte River and the National Western Stock Show
complex. I 70 is re routed onto a widened and improved I 270 and I 76, getting



cross town and cross country commuters and drivers to their destination more
quickly, using less fuel and with less wear and tear on their vehicle, especially
compared to the bottleneck that is envisioned with the PCLA.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.102.185
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:42.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/42.0
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:34 pm
To: "Fleishman, Jill" <jfleishman@iliff.edu>
Cc: contactus@i 70east.com,"Rebecca White CDOT" <rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Carrie Wallis"

<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>,"Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>

Hello Jill,

I¹m sorry to hear that you too are having problems with the CDOT site this
afternoon. You¹re now among about ten people who have directly expressed
such a concern to me, plus six or seven more indirectly, for a total of
nearly 20. Please see below for more details.

I¹ve been told that we may use this e mail address: contactus@i 70east.com

, although I am not getting a confirmation that the e mails I¹m sending to
this address are going through.

I think we need to push for an extension, given this is such a widespread
issue. My best guess is that nearly 50% of the people trying to send
messages through the site are now having issues based upon how many I am
hearing from.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 4:43 PM
To: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi again Vanessa,

Please respond to the section highlighted below.



I now, btw, have heard a report of two more people having problems with the
site, for a total of eight.

SK

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 2:42 PM
To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi Steve

As I indicated, we are constantly monitoring the website and doing what we
can to ensure that it continues to function for the remainder of the review
period. This email chain will be entered as a comment.

Thanks,
Vanessa

Vanessa Henderson
I 70 East Environmental Manager

P 303.512.5902
5640 East Atlantic Place
Denver, CO 80224

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/

<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>



On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:
> Vanessa,
>
> I will continue to push for an extension. This is unacceptable. The comment
> period must be extended at least 15 days beyond when the site is working
> properly. This will allow people to confirm receipt and re try their
> submissions.
>
> The number of people I have heard from has now grown to six, including my own,
> and I probably know [or know of] only a very tiny fraction of those who have
> attempted to submit comments.
>
> If you and your team are aware of the problem, why is something more proactive
> not being done?
>
> I don¹t think that it is the security text. Aside from my experience, if I
> am understanding people¹s complaints correctly, some of those having trouble
> don¹t even get that far. I think some may have trouble loading the very first
> page.
>
> Are you confirming that aside from someone¹s name, there are no required
> fields of information from any and all comments that come in via e mail and
> snail mail?
>
> I think that you have missed my point that if someone is unsuccessful in
> making their comment online, especially if they didn¹t realize their comment
> was not delivered [which could have occurred with the malfunction I saw], its
> not reasonable to expect that they will immediately recognize this and then
> resort to another method for delivering that comment. In some cases, that
> may require them re composing their entire comment, which may not be possible
> at the same time.
>
> I would like this series of e mails to be a formal comment entered into the
> log please.
>
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>
>
> From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
> Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 1:15 PM
> To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com



>
> Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
> CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us
>, Carrie Wallis
> <carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
> Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
>
> Hi Steve
>
> We are aware that some people have had issues with the feedback form on our
> website. Every time we hear of an issue, we test the form to make sure it's
> working. We have not had any official "down times" for the form during the
> review period, but there are a couple of things that could have been
> occurring: volume was particularly high at that time (although our webmaster
> doesn't think this is a likely cause); people are on a slow internet
> connection; people's spam filters could be interfering; or the security text
> that needs to be filled in at the end of the form is not filled in correctly
> by the submitter.
>
> We are constantly monitoring the website and will continue to do so through
> the remainder of the review period. However, we are going to disable the
> security text requirement for the remainder of the review period in case
> that's causing problems. Any comments that are submitted through the feedback
> form receive an email from the project team confirming the comment has been
> received. We strive to get those sent out within a few hours, so people
> should know whether or not their comments were successfully submitted. We
> have realized that even if it doesn't seem like a comment goes through, we do
> receive it and an acknowledgement email is sent out; this appears to be the
> case with the one you submitted in your screen shots.
>
> We have received hundreds of comments through the feedback form so far during
> the review period and today has been no different because we have been
> receiving comments almost non stop all day. So, it appears that the majority
> of people are not having issues with the form. We are also receiving numerous
> comments by both email and snail mail. At the bottom of the feedback form,
> there is a link that provides the project's email address and mailing address
> in case people have problems with the form. In addition, contact information
> is included in the Final EIS and that is an additional way to submit a
> comment. Anytime we have been asked by people how to submit comments, we have
> provided the link to the feedback form, the project email address, and the
> contact information from the Final EIS; there has not been a push by us for
> people to use the form. In a couple of cases, we've been asked to send the
> comment form from the public hearings and we have sent those for people to use
> and email or mail back to us. I'd actually prefer people to use the email
> address, but we want to let people use whatever method they feel most
> comfortable using.
>
> Since all of those options are available for submitting comments, there will



> not be an additional time extension granted.
>
> Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
> Vanessa
>
> Vanessa Henderson
> I 70 East Environmental Manager
>
>
> P 303.512.5902
> 5640 East Atlantic Place
> Denver, CO 80224
>
> vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
> https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/
>
> <http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
> <http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>
>
>
> On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:23 AM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> wrote:
>> Good morning CDOT,
>>
>> Please acknowledge that you¹ve received this message.
>>
>> After hearing reports from five or more people in the past four days that the
>> comment form isn¹t working, this morning I tried to submit a comment via the
>> form you have been predominantly driving people to [the most publicized].
>> It didn¹t work for me either.
>>
>> I know that you have a significant web team and that you are quickly able to
>> update your site. And, I know that several of the people who ran into
>> problems in the past couple of days notified you. So, anything short of an
>> immediate fix appears to me that CDOT is proactively trying to reduce the
>> number of comments received on the FEIS and that is unacceptable.
>>
>> I entered all of my details, including e mail address & full address [each
>> noted as ³required²], entered the ³characters you see in the image² and
>> clicked the submit feedback button. Now, about an hour later, the website
>> is hung up and wont go forward.
>>
>> I realize that there is an option to e mail comments directly. But, that is
>> not acceptable for reasons that include, but are not limited to:
>> * Someone may think that they were successful, but were not.
>> * Knowing human nature, if they are unsuccessful and have busy lives, I don¹t
>> think that they are necessarily going to take the time to search for the



>> other options for making their comment(s).
>> * Many may have written their comments in your form¹s format, rather than in
>> a word processing application [and then copying and pasting them], so, when
>> it hangs up as it did for me, their work is lost. Given people¹s attention
>> span and life¹s requirements, they may not be wiling nor able to remain
>> seated and re do their comments to submit via other conduits.
>> * I don¹t know that they are going to know/remember to re enter all of their
>> ³required fields² of information to make their submission complete. Based
>> upon this factor, certainly there can be no required fields necessary for
>> e mailed submission of comments, since the comment form is inoperable.
>> By way of this e mail, I am formally requesting that the public comment
>> period be extended for a period of at least 15 days beyond the time that your
>> website¹s comment form is functioning properly.
>>
>> Attached is a screen shot of from another person's from this morning, plus
>> six of mine, where the website malfunctioned differently for her than it did
>> for me. The first ten minutes of screenshots didn¹t include the clock in the
>> upper right corner of my screen, but the latter ones do, and my computer
>> timestamped the screen shots.
>>
>> Steve Kinney
>> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
>> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
>> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
>> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>>
>>
>

Attachments:
untitled [2]

Size: 27 k
Type: text/html



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism [STILL] Broken
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:58 pm
To: "Fleishman, Jill" <jfleishman@iliff.edu>
Cc: contactus@i 70east.com,"Rebecca White CDOT" <rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Carrie Wallis"

<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>,"Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>,"Bhatt CDOT, Shailen" <shailen.bhatt@state.co.us>,"Tony
DeVito CDOT" <anthony.devito@state.co.us>

Hello CDOT:

I just tried to submit another comment, and once again, its failed for me. I
hit submit, it chewed on it for about 60 seconds, then it went blank.
Screen shots attached.

I wrote my comments in the feedback form, so they are not e mailable. I am
going to assume that the third that is in the screenshot will be captured
and entered as a comment.

Once again, I am demanding that this public comment period be extended 15
days beyond the time that the website is working properly.

Sincerely,

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Wednesday, March 2, 2016 at 3:34 PM
To: "Fleishman, Jill" <jfleishman@iliff.edu
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>, "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hello Jill,



I¹m sorry to hear that you too are having problems with the CDOT site this
afternoon. You¹re now among about ten people who have directly expressed
such a concern to me, plus six or seven more indirectly, for a total of
nearly 20. Please see below for more details.

I¹ve been told that we may use this e mail address: contactus@i 70east.com

, although I am not getting a confirmation that the e mails I¹m sending to
this address are going through.

I think we need to push for an extension, given this is such a widespread
issue. My best guess is that nearly 50% of the people trying to send
messages through the site are now having issues based upon how many I am
hearing from.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 4:43 PM
To: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi again Vanessa,

Please respond to the section highlighted below.

I now, btw, have heard a report of two more people having problems with the
site, for a total of eight.

SK

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]



Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 2:42 PM
To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi Steve

As I indicated, we are constantly monitoring the website and doing what we
can to ensure that it continues to function for the remainder of the review
period. This email chain will be entered as a comment.

Thanks,
Vanessa

Vanessa Henderson
I 70 East Environmental Manager

P 303.512.5902
5640 East Atlantic Place
Denver, CO 80224

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/

<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>

On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:
> Vanessa,
>



> I will continue to push for an extension. This is unacceptable. The comment
> period must be extended at least 15 days beyond when the site is working
> properly. This will allow people to confirm receipt and re try their
> submissions.
>
> The number of people I have heard from has now grown to six, including my own,
> and I probably know [or know of] only a very tiny fraction of those who have
> attempted to submit comments.
>
> If you and your team are aware of the problem, why is something more proactive
> not being done?
>
> I don¹t think that it is the security text. Aside from my experience, if I
> am understanding people¹s complaints correctly, some of those having trouble
> don¹t even get that far. I think some may have trouble loading the very first
> page.
>
> Are you confirming that aside from someone¹s name, there are no required
> fields of information from any and all comments that come in via e mail and
> snail mail?
>
> I think that you have missed my point that if someone is unsuccessful in
> making their comment online, especially if they didn¹t realize their comment
> was not delivered [which could have occurred with the malfunction I saw], its
> not reasonable to expect that they will immediately recognize this and then
> resort to another method for delivering that comment. In some cases, that
> may require them re composing their entire comment, which may not be possible
> at the same time.
>
> I would like this series of e mails to be a formal comment entered into the
> log please.
>
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>
>
> From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
> Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 1:15 PM
> To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
> CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us



>, Carrie Wallis
> <carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
> Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
>
> Hi Steve
>
> We are aware that some people have had issues with the feedback form on our
> website. Every time we hear of an issue, we test the form to make sure it's
> working. We have not had any official "down times" for the form during the
> review period, but there are a couple of things that could have been
> occurring: volume was particularly high at that time (although our webmaster
> doesn't think this is a likely cause); people are on a slow internet
> connection; people's spam filters could be interfering; or the security text
> that needs to be filled in at the end of the form is not filled in correctly
> by the submitter.
>
> We are constantly monitoring the website and will continue to do so through
> the remainder of the review period. However, we are going to disable the
> security text requirement for the remainder of the review period in case
> that's causing problems. Any comments that are submitted through the feedback
> form receive an email from the project team confirming the comment has been
> received. We strive to get those sent out within a few hours, so people
> should know whether or not their comments were successfully submitted. We
> have realized that even if it doesn't seem like a comment goes through, we do
> receive it and an acknowledgement email is sent out; this appears to be the
> case with the one you submitted in your screen shots.
>
> We have received hundreds of comments through the feedback form so far during
> the review period and today has been no different because we have been
> receiving comments almost non stop all day. So, it appears that the majority
> of people are not having issues with the form. We are also receiving numerous
> comments by both email and snail mail. At the bottom of the feedback form,
> there is a link that provides the project's email address and mailing address
> in case people have problems with the form. In addition, contact information
> is included in the Final EIS and that is an additional way to submit a
> comment. Anytime we have been asked by people how to submit comments, we have
> provided the link to the feedback form, the project email address, and the
> contact information from the Final EIS; there has not been a push by us for
> people to use the form. In a couple of cases, we've been asked to send the
> comment form from the public hearings and we have sent those for people to use
> and email or mail back to us. I'd actually prefer people to use the email
> address, but we want to let people use whatever method they feel most
> comfortable using.
>
> Since all of those options are available for submitting comments, there will
> not be an additional time extension granted.
>



> Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
> Vanessa
>
> Vanessa Henderson
> I 70 East Environmental Manager
>
>
> P 303.512.5902
> 5640 East Atlantic Place
> Denver, CO 80224
>
> vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
> https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/
>
> <http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
> <http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>
>
>
> On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:23 AM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> wrote:
>> Good morning CDOT,
>>
>> Please acknowledge that you¹ve received this message.
>>
>> After hearing reports from five or more people in the past four days that the
>> comment form isn¹t working, this morning I tried to submit a comment via the
>> form you have been predominantly driving people to [the most publicized].
>> It didn¹t work for me either.
>>
>> I know that you have a significant web team and that you are quickly able to
>> update your site. And, I know that several of the people who ran into
>> problems in the past couple of days notified you. So, anything short of an
>> immediate fix appears to me that CDOT is proactively trying to reduce the
>> number of comments received on the FEIS and that is unacceptable.
>>
>> I entered all of my details, including e mail address & full address [each
>> noted as ³required²], entered the ³characters you see in the image² and
>> clicked the submit feedback button. Now, about an hour later, the website
>> is hung up and wont go forward.
>>
>> I realize that there is an option to e mail comments directly. But, that is
>> not acceptable for reasons that include, but are not limited to:
>> * Someone may think that they were successful, but were not.
>> * Knowing human nature, if they are unsuccessful and have busy lives, I don¹t
>> think that they are necessarily going to take the time to search for the



>> other options for making their comment(s).
>> * Many may have written their comments in your form¹s format, rather than in
>> a word processing application [and then copying and pasting them], so, when
>> it hangs up as it did for me, their work is lost. Given people¹s attention
>> span and life¹s requirements, they may not be wiling nor able to remain
>> seated and re do their comments to submit via other conduits.
>> * I don¹t know that they are going to know/remember to re enter all of their
>> ³required fields² of information to make their submission complete. Based
>> upon this factor, certainly there can be no required fields necessary for
>> e mailed submission of comments, since the comment form is inoperable.
>> By way of this e mail, I am formally requesting that the public comment
>> period be extended for a period of at least 15 days beyond the time that your
>> website¹s comment form is functioning properly.
>>
>> Attached is a screen shot of from another person's from this morning, plus
>> six of mine, where the website malfunctioned differently for her than it did
>> for me. The first ten minutes of screenshots didn¹t include the clock in the
>> upper right corner of my screen, but the latter ones do, and my computer
>> timestamped the screen shots.
>>
>> Steve Kinney
>> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
>> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
>> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
>> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>>
>>
>







From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>
Subject: Re: Comments to the I 70 East FEIS
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 5:56 pm
To: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Cc: Contactus@i 70east.com,"Paul Jesaitis CDOT"

<Paul.jesaitis@state.co.us>,Tony.devito@state.co.us,"Rebecca White CDOT"
<Rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Bhatt CDOT, Shailen" <shailen.bhatt@state.co.us>

Hi Steve

We have been receiving your emails and we have sent several confirmation
emails. I believe you have submitted 11 comments between yesterday and
today; 8 emails and 3 feedback form submittals I'm not including all of
our back and forth emails in that count. I realize that we didn't confirm
all of your comment submittals yet, but due to the volume of comments we've
received last night and today, we are not caught up yet. Our team is trying
its best to keep up with the volume. We have had at least 300 comments
submitted today alone; most have come through the website and then we've
received a lot of emails as well as several snail mails. I honestly
believe the volume on the website is affecting the feedback form. But, we
believe the majority of people are not having issues as evidenced by the
amount of comments we've received through it today. In addition, as I
indicated to you yesterday, we are constantly monitoring the website to
ensure that it doesn't crash or have any problems that we can fix or
eliminate. Also as I indicated to you yesterday, my personal preference is
that people submit their comments by email and that is because those always
go through. Again, we have provided people with the online feedback form
address, email address, and physical mailing address, so there are multiple
ways to submit comments and an additional extension is not being granted.

As I indicated above, we have been verifying the information that you
provided in your two emails about your SDEIS comments not being included in
the FEIS before we responded to those. We have verified that they are
included in the FEIS. The three that you reference about the realtor survey
in your first email from yesterday at 7:06pm are located on pages 509
through 516 of the Kinney.pdf file included on the SDEIS DVD. The other
comment and attachments that you reference in your second email from
yesterday at 7:06pm are located on pages 517 through 532 of the Kinney.pdf
file on the SDEIS DVD. There was a note at the beginning of your SDEIS
comments that due to the volume of comments that you submitted on the
SDEIS, the attachments were not printed out and were included on the DVD in
the Kinney.pdf file. Your comments were not redacted by CDOT and they were
all read and considered.

Thanks
Vanessa



*Vanessa HendersonI 70 East Environmental Manager*

*P 303.512.5902**5640 East Atlantic Place*

*Denver, CO 80224*

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
| *https://www.codot.gov/

<https://www.codot.gov/>* | *http://www.i 70east.com/
<http://www.i 70east.com/>*

<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>

On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 4:41 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:

> Hello all,
>
>
> I’ve not been receiving confirmation e mails to prior e mails I’ve sent
> yesterday and today, so I am sending to additional CDOT contacts here.
>
>
> *Regarding CDOT’s FEIS for the I 70 East Project in Denver, CO*
>
> *Please note the attached files, which are submitted and shall be included
> with my comments that specifically reference each. *
>
>
> Some of my comments to the SDEIS were redacted. And, virtually none were
> responded to in a thoughtful manner. [See page 497 of the notebook with
> comments five pages of (mostly boiler plate) comments to more than 500
> pages of information submitted (more than half of which was petitions)].
> Please understand that I am not looking for quantity over quality, but the
> response I received was a great insult.
>
>
>
> In the interest of fair public involvement, I dedicated hundreds of hours
> to participation, research and writing and was then completely blown off.
> My efforts for both the SDEIS and the FEIS deserve to have and should still
> receive a thoughtful response. And, many documents submitted shall be



> entered into the official comment, not redacted as CDOT has done.
>
>
>
>
> First: *CDOT, to comply with NEPA and to honestly and fairly do what
> is appropriate and best for I 70 commuters, for CO taxpayers and especially
> for people residing in or working in the the Inspiration Point, Lakeside,
> Berkeley, Regis, Sunnyside, Chaffee Park, Globeville, Elyria, Swansea,
> Cole, Clayton and Park Hill neighborhoods [among many others that are
> downwind from the contamination that is to be disrupted], and for
> economic development opportunities in Adams County, Commerce City and
> Arvada, you need to study the I 76 and I 270 re route before proceeding
> with anything further. *
>
>
> Regarding the FEIS:
>
>
> Reference Section 1.2:
>
> Where is the reference to a 1960’s proposed alignment for I 70
> where I 270 and I 76 are today? The current location of I 70 is NOT where
> it was originally intended to be located. Without making that point, CDOT
> is not making a fair assessment of the history of the corridor.
>
> This section discusses the corridor within Denver, specifically
> siting “from Sheridan to Colorado” This is yet another cue to me that the
> scope of this project is flawed. A wise, thoughtful, effective and
> responsible plan would look at the entire north side of the metro area. The
> project’s western boundary would not be at Brighton, it would instead
> certainly be west of Wadsworth – and should probably be at least as far
> west as C 470 in Golden
>
> Suggesting that the “viaduct is vulnerable to failure within the
> next 10 to 15 years, even with maintenance activities that were completed
> in 2011” is inconsistent with other materials that CDOT has published and
> appears to me to be an attempt to unfairly sway public opinion. Per CDOT,
> this viaduct scores in the mid 60s and with continued maintenance should
> perform for at least 10 to 15 years from 2011. And, it shall then be
> maintainable for approximately $30million per decade [which is an annual
> maintenance cost that is somewhat lower, even at 50+ years of age than what
> the maintenance expenses are expected to be in the first years after
> completion of the PCLA. See attached CDOT documents addressing this point.
>
>
>
> Reference Section 2.1, 2.5.1:



>
> Suggesting that the “viaduct requires replacement within the next
> 10 to 15 years” is inconsistent with other materials that CDOT has
> published and appears to me to be an attempt to unfairly sway public
> opinion. Per CDOT, this viaduct scores in the mid 60s and with continued
> maintenance should perform for at least 10 to 15 years from 2011 and shall
> then be maintainable for approximately $30million every decade [which is an
> annual maintenance cost that is somewhat lower, even at 50+ years of age
> than what the maintenance expenses are expected to be in the first years
> after completion of the PCLA. See attached CDOT documents addressing this
> point.
>
> Does a 2005 car “need” to be replaced? In many cases, no, if
> well maintained and in good condition, such a car is safe and will run well
> considerably beyond its life expectancy. The same is even more true for
> the elevated structures here. If CDOT does effective and wise maintenance
> [CDOT’s job], and/or if heavy trucks were to be encouraged to, or required
> to, take I 270 and I 76, then its easy to ensure a long & healthy life for
> this facility.
>
> It is a flat out lie to suggest that the viaduct from Brighton to
> Colorado is currently rated at a 44. I realize that it doesn’t say that
> exactly, but it leads people to that conclusion. Per CDOT’s documents, the
> 2011 repairs elevated it to have a score in the 60’s and therefore puts it
> back in the fair category. There is no reason for that reference to the
> 2008 #s, because its misleading and people read the first part and not the
> latter part of these references. Why is the guide/reference to what each
> of these scores missing here? Tell the readers what 62 translates to.
> Its not similar to a school grading scale. 60s = ok with maintenance,
> correct? Stop with these tactics. Its not fair.
>
> How is it that the DRCOG plans for widening I 270 are absent from
> the discussion in Chapter 3. Is that not an appropriate thing to include
> in this presentation/discussion? I think that it is.
>
> Rumor has it that CDOT received proposals from contractor(s) who
> suggested that they would widen I 270 and widen I 76 at no cost if they
> were doing the work in the PCLA, hoping to alleviate much of the congestion
> that will be present when the PCLA is to be constructed. It makes great
> sense. There is a lot of common sense in such an idea. How is it that
> that is absent from this discussion and presentation? That same rumor
> suggest that CDOT instructed the contractor that CDOT did not want to have
> such expansion of those freeways. Why is that? After TREX was such a
> gigantic & congested mess during construction and CDOT is making the
> decision to not alleviate traffic snarls potentially cumulatively wasting
> millions of commuters hours and adding incredible amounts of pollution to
> adjacent neighborhoods from gridlocked idling vehicles. What am I missing
> here CDOT? Something seems wrong with this picture.



>
>
>
>
>
> Reference Section 2.2:
>
> Is this accurately referencing the concerns outlined in the
> American Planning Association’s peer review of the I 70 east project?
>
> Do the projection numbers referenced in the various studies take
> into account the projected ridership numbers of three light rail lines that
> will be running through this corridor? Do they factor in VMT at rates
> since 2008 or rates prior to 2008?
>
>
>
> Reference Section 2.3:
>
> How can the project limit be at I 25 on the west end? If this
> highway is used as is presented in Section 2.1 and throughout this document
> and the preceding documents, this project must be evaluated as part of an
> overall system, not as a stand alone segment.
>
>
>
> A significant portion of the traffic that exists on I 70 on one side of
> I 25 continues on the other side of I 25 – and I 25 traffic exists onto
> I 70 going in both directions. A change to one portion of the system
> certainly can and will be felt elsewhere. Modifications to one side
> cannot be made without a reasonable expectation that there will be an
> impact to the other side and that such impacts will later require
> modifications to be made on the other side. It is therefore inappropriate
> to not have the western limit of the “project area” someplace west of C 470
> in Golden.
>
>
>
> If our theories are correct that a re route of I 70 onto I 76 and I 270
> ultimately costs one half the amount of money compared to the proposed
> PCLA, and, it solves I 70 traffic congestion issues in both directions and
> on both sides of I 25 [rather than in one direction (east) on only one side
> of I 25], doesn’t then a re route ultimately costs one quarter the amount
> of the total costs of widening of I 70 on the east side this decade and the
> required phase two, when a much expected bottleneck occurs at I 25, likely
> a decade from now?
>
>



>
> The project limits must be revised. And, a re route onto I 270 and I 76
> must be thoroughly examined in an SEIS before this project may proceed.
>
>
>
> Reference Section 2.4: “The purpose of the project” is looking myopically
> at the system. It must look system wide, not just at the incorrectly
> defined project area. The project area must be expanded to go slightly
> west of C 470, because it all functions as one system.
>
>
>
> Reference Section 2.5.2:
>
> What percentage of these travelers both begin and end their trips
> within the project area – that’s a number that would be far more
> appropriate to discuss?
>
> Are these numbers among those cited in the American Planning
> Association’s document [attached for your reference and shall be
> accompanying this comment] as being inaccurate?
>
> Where is the appropriate reference to other transportation
> projects running through this corridor. There will be three light rail
> lines running through this area, yet none of those are referenced here.
> This makes no sense.
>
> There is a clear downward trend in VMT and there is a very clear
> trend, especially amongst millenials that they will not commute as
> generations before them. This is undisputed, yet, its missing from this
> part of the document where it very much belongs.
>
>
>
> Reference Section 3.1:
>
> Definition of a “reasonable” alternative. The I 270/I 76 re route
> is the perfect example of *reasonable*. Assuming the PCLA is on budget,
> which given the contamination, the logistics of the project and CDOT’s
> track record on staying on budget is extremely unlikely, it appears that
> the re route onto I 76 and I 270 would cost HALF as much. The PCLA,
> at best, will solve traffic congestion issues in one direction[east] and on
> only one side of I 25. But, the re route will solve the traffic
> congestion issues in both directions on both sides of I 25. “Reasonable”
> to me would be solving 4/4 of the problem for half the money, not solving
> 1/4 the problem for double the money [assuming its on budget].
>



> “No Action” is not no action at all. Let me demonstrate with
> photos of 4611 Columbine:
>
>
>
> Forcing residents out and tearing down houses before the ROD should be
> illegal. No action should = no action!
>
>
> The translation to the plaque: "In the home where there is faith, there is
> love. Where there is love, there is peace. Where there is peace, there is
> God. Where there is God, nothing is missing." "Lord, make our home a place
> of love.”
>
> 2015:
>
>
>
> Today:
>
>
>
>
> Reference Section 3.1.2: It is a gross violation of NEPA for the
> I 270/I 76 re route to not be listed among the Build Alternatives. By
> not studying this option, CDOT is not evaluating all reasonable
> alternatives. By suggesting that this alternative is unworkable in
> pricing, there is a gross lack of vision and common sense amongst the
> team. Please refer to this video for an explanation why I feel this way:
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6MCf_aemr0 [or search “Cynthia
> Thorstad I 70 youtube]
>
>
>
>
>
> Reference Exhibits throughout Chapter 3:
>
> Where is the exhibit of the water table levels [from various
> years] and the map showing the plume of heavy metal contamination. They
> should be here.
>
> There are a variety of images depicting the cover. There has
> been much discussion about whether the cover will ultimately be built.
> I 25 [TREX] was to have a cover, but it didn’t occur. What assurances can
> be made that it will occur. Who will pay to finish it? Who will pay the
> ongoing maintenance expenses and assume the liability for it? What
> assurances exist that if it is built, it will continue to look as pretty as



> it does in the renderings?
>
> Suggesting that the cover “will reconnect the surrounding areas
> and provide easy and safe connections between all communities for all
> users, especially pedestrians and bicyclists” seems like an absurd
> statement. The community is currently far more connected than it will be
> after this proposed expansion. And, with a re route onto I 270 and I 76,
> the real connectivity would be achieved. If there was any regard for the
> people living in the 11 I 70 adjacent communities in Denver, CDOT would be
> studying the I 270 and I 76 re route alternative in good faith.
>
>
>
> Reference Exhibit 3 12:
>
> CDOT continues to suggest that this project will be $1.2Billion.
> I don’t see that reference in this table. I see $1.7Billion (to Tower).
> What is the correct number?
>
>
>
> Reference Exhibit 3 13:
>
> Once again, the “no action” alternative is grossly misleading because
> no action, doesn’t mean no action at all.
>
>
>
> Based upon CDOT’s documents from a few years ago, it was predicted that
> based upon the completion of the 2011 improvements to the existing viaduct,
> that the ongoing maintenance expenses for the existing facility would be
> approximately $30 million per decade. That translates to approximately
> $3Million annually. Its interesting that each of the alternatives
> presented here, all of which would be new, are many times more expensive to
> maintain than the 50+ year old facility.
>
>
>
> While I am doing math here, I will also point out that the annual
> maintenance costs of approximately $3Million annually is 0.00176471 of the
> costs of the proposed improvements. With many capital expenditures, the
> private sector will look at the number of years it will take to pay off an
> improvement or an expenditure. I did this when I put solar panels on my
> house – it was after 11 years, assuming the price of electricity remained
> the same that the panels paid for themselves after I deducted the rebates
> out. I may be doing my math wrong, but, if the maintenance costs are
> double what CDOT predicted in 2011 (at $6Million annually), the payback on
> this project based upon maintenance costs is nearly 300 YEARS – and that



> would be assuming the new facility had no maintenance costs, which is
> clearly not the case [they are actually far greater from day one].
>
>
>
> Reference Section 3.9.1:
>
> Absurd! Where is the data? What are you hiding here? Show us
> your costs assessments. Make it clear that on a cost per lane mile, the
>
> There is clearly zero common sense associated with this project if
> this alternative is so easily eliminated as not being reasonable and not
> meeting the project’s purpose.
>
> Virtually every bullet point on pages 3 40 and 3 41 would be
> argued by the nation’s leading urban planners and traffic engineers.
>
>
> I’m looking forward to a response to each of the items above.
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals – City Properties
> 303.475.8200 [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's *5280
> Magazine* among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>









From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: CDOT's Website Essentially Down
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 5:54 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com
Cc: "Rebecca White CDOT" <rebecca.white@state.co.us>,"Carrie Wallis"

<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>,"Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>,"Bhatt CDOT, Shailen" <shailen.bhatt@state.co.us>,"Tony
DeVito CDOT" <anthony.devito@state.co.us>

Dang, I¹m probably getting to be annoying but that is probably only a
fraction of the frustration that people are feeling as they are trying to
make their comments now, in the last hours of the public comment period.
As of ten minutes ago, the CDOT site, after a few minutes, will barely load
half of the home page and it wont load the comment form at all, nor show
people the e mail address which people could use as a back up to be sending
their comments to.

Unacceptable! Again, demanding an extension to the public comment period.

More screenshots attached.

Please enter this as a comment.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Wednesday, March 2, 2016 at 3:58 PM
To: "Fleishman, Jill" <jfleishman@iliff.edu
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>, "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>, "Bhatt CDOT, Shailen"
<shailen.bhatt@state.co.us
>, Tony DeVito CDOT <anthony.devito@state.co.us



>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism [STILL] Broken

Hello CDOT:

I just tried to submit another comment, and once again, its failed for me. I
hit submit, it chewed on it for about 60 seconds, then it went blank.
Screen shots attached.

I wrote my comments in the feedback form, so they are not e mailable. I am
going to assume that the third that is in the screenshot will be captured
and entered as a comment.

Once again, I am demanding that this public comment period be extended 15
days beyond the time that the website is working properly.

Sincerely,

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Wednesday, March 2, 2016 at 3:34 PM
To: "Fleishman, Jill" <jfleishman@iliff.edu
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>, "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa"
<vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hello Jill,

I¹m sorry to hear that you too are having problems with the CDOT site this
afternoon. You¹re now among about ten people who have directly expressed
such a concern to me, plus six or seven more indirectly, for a total of
nearly 20. Please see below for more details.

I¹ve been told that we may use this e mail address: contactus@i 70east.com



, although I am not getting a confirmation that the e mails I¹m sending to
this address are going through.

I think we need to push for an extension, given this is such a widespread
issue. My best guess is that nearly 50% of the people trying to send
messages through the site are now having issues based upon how many I am
hearing from.

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 4:43 PM
To: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi again Vanessa,

Please respond to the section highlighted below.

I now, btw, have heard a report of two more people having problems with the
site, for a total of eight.

SK

Steve Kinney
RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
303.475.8200 [cell]
Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280
Magazine among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.

From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 2:42 PM



To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us

>, Carrie Wallis
<carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken

Hi Steve

As I indicated, we are constantly monitoring the website and doing what we
can to ensure that it continues to function for the remainder of the review
period. This email chain will be entered as a comment.

Thanks,
Vanessa

Vanessa Henderson
I 70 East Environmental Manager

P 303.512.5902
5640 East Atlantic Place
Denver, CO 80224

vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/

<http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
<http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>

On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
wrote:
> Vanessa,
>
> I will continue to push for an extension. This is unacceptable. The comment
> period must be extended at least 15 days beyond when the site is working
> properly. This will allow people to confirm receipt and re try their
> submissions.
>
> The number of people I have heard from has now grown to six, including my own,
> and I probably know [or know of] only a very tiny fraction of those who have



> attempted to submit comments.
>
> If you and your team are aware of the problem, why is something more proactive
> not being done?
>
> I don¹t think that it is the security text. Aside from my experience, if I
> am understanding people¹s complaints correctly, some of those having trouble
> don¹t even get that far. I think some may have trouble loading the very first
> page.
>
> Are you confirming that aside from someone¹s name, there are no required
> fields of information from any and all comments that come in via e mail and
> snail mail?
>
> I think that you have missed my point that if someone is unsuccessful in
> making their comment online, especially if they didn¹t realize their comment
> was not delivered [which could have occurred with the malfunction I saw], its
> not reasonable to expect that they will immediately recognize this and then
> resort to another method for delivering that comment. In some cases, that
> may require them re composing their entire comment, which may not be possible
> at the same time.
>
> I would like this series of e mails to be a formal comment entered into the
> log please.
>
>
> Steve Kinney
> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>
>
> From: "Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
>
> Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 at 1:15 PM
> To: Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> Cc: CDOT I 70 East Project Office <contactus@i 70east.com
>, Rebecca White
> CDOT <rebecca.white@state.co.us
>, Carrie Wallis
> <carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com
>
> Subject: Re: CDOT's Public Comment Mechanism is Broken
>
> Hi Steve
>



> We are aware that some people have had issues with the feedback form on our
> website. Every time we hear of an issue, we test the form to make sure it's
> working. We have not had any official "down times" for the form during the
> review period, but there are a couple of things that could have been
> occurring: volume was particularly high at that time (although our webmaster
> doesn't think this is a likely cause); people are on a slow internet
> connection; people's spam filters could be interfering; or the security text
> that needs to be filled in at the end of the form is not filled in correctly
> by the submitter.
>
> We are constantly monitoring the website and will continue to do so through
> the remainder of the review period. However, we are going to disable the
> security text requirement for the remainder of the review period in case
> that's causing problems. Any comments that are submitted through the feedback
> form receive an email from the project team confirming the comment has been
> received. We strive to get those sent out within a few hours, so people
> should know whether or not their comments were successfully submitted. We
> have realized that even if it doesn't seem like a comment goes through, we do
> receive it and an acknowledgement email is sent out; this appears to be the
> case with the one you submitted in your screen shots.
>
> We have received hundreds of comments through the feedback form so far during
> the review period and today has been no different because we have been
> receiving comments almost non stop all day. So, it appears that the majority
> of people are not having issues with the form. We are also receiving numerous
> comments by both email and snail mail. At the bottom of the feedback form,
> there is a link that provides the project's email address and mailing address
> in case people have problems with the form. In addition, contact information
> is included in the Final EIS and that is an additional way to submit a
> comment. Anytime we have been asked by people how to submit comments, we have
> provided the link to the feedback form, the project email address, and the
> contact information from the Final EIS; there has not been a push by us for
> people to use the form. In a couple of cases, we've been asked to send the
> comment form from the public hearings and we have sent those for people to use
> and email or mail back to us. I'd actually prefer people to use the email
> address, but we want to let people use whatever method they feel most
> comfortable using.
>
> Since all of those options are available for submitting comments, there will
> not be an additional time extension granted.
>
> Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
> Vanessa
>
> Vanessa Henderson
> I 70 East Environmental Manager
>
>



> P 303.512.5902
> 5640 East Atlantic Place
> Denver, CO 80224
>
> vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
<mailto:vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
> |
> https://www.codot.gov/ <https://www.codot.gov/> | http://www.i 70east.com/
>
> <http://www.facebook.com/coloradodot> <http://twitter.com/#!/ColoradoDOT>
> <http://www.youtube.com/cdotmedia>
>
>
> On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:23 AM, Steve Kinney <steve@skinneyproperty.com
>
> wrote:
>> Good morning CDOT,
>>
>> Please acknowledge that you¹ve received this message.
>>
>> After hearing reports from five or more people in the past four days that the
>> comment form isn¹t working, this morning I tried to submit a comment via the
>> form you have been predominantly driving people to [the most publicized].
>> It didn¹t work for me either.
>>
>> I know that you have a significant web team and that you are quickly able to
>> update your site. And, I know that several of the people who ran into
>> problems in the past couple of days notified you. So, anything short of an
>> immediate fix appears to me that CDOT is proactively trying to reduce the
>> number of comments received on the FEIS and that is unacceptable.
>>
>> I entered all of my details, including e mail address & full address [each
>> noted as ³required²], entered the ³characters you see in the image² and
>> clicked the submit feedback button. Now, about an hour later, the website
>> is hung up and wont go forward.
>>
>> I realize that there is an option to e mail comments directly. But, that is
>> not acceptable for reasons that include, but are not limited to:
>> * Someone may think that they were successful, but were not.
>> * Knowing human nature, if they are unsuccessful and have busy lives, I don¹t
>> think that they are necessarily going to take the time to search for the
>> other options for making their comment(s).
>> * Many may have written their comments in your form¹s format, rather than in
>> a word processing application [and then copying and pasting them], so, when
>> it hangs up as it did for me, their work is lost. Given people¹s attention
>> span and life¹s requirements, they may not be wiling nor able to remain
>> seated and re do their comments to submit via other conduits.
>> * I don¹t know that they are going to know/remember to re enter all of their



>> ³required fields² of information to make their submission complete. Based
>> upon this factor, certainly there can be no required fields necessary for
>> e mailed submission of comments, since the comment form is inoperable.
>> By way of this e mail, I am formally requesting that the public comment
>> period be extended for a period of at least 15 days beyond the time that your
>> website¹s comment form is functioning properly.
>>
>> Attached is a screen shot of from another person's from this morning, plus
>> six of mine, where the website malfunctioned differently for her than it did
>> for me. The first ten minutes of screenshots didn¹t include the clock in the
>> upper right corner of my screen, but the latter ones do, and my computer
>> timestamped the screen shots.
>>
>> Steve Kinney
>> RE/MAX Professionals City Properties
>> 303.475.8200 <tel:303.475.8200> [cell]
>> Recognized in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by Denver's 5280 Magazine
>> among Denver's 5 STAR Residential Real Estate Brokers.
>>
>>
>













From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject
: I 70 FEIS Public Comment

Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:40 pm
To: Contactus@I

70east.com,Paul.jesaitis@state.co.us,anthony.devito@state.co.us,Rebecca.white@state.co.us,"
Henderson CDOT, Vanessa" <vanessa.henderson@state.co.us>

Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

Stress and Health and The Impacts I Saw In My Life and I See On Area Residents Who Are Displaced.

Moving
Its widely reported that selling a house and moving is one of the four most stressful things one will do in
their lives. It ranks essentially equal to the death of a spouse, a new job and even more so than having a
baby. As a Realtor, I¹ve seen this nearly 500 times.

For many, moving can be fun and exciting. But, when the move is as a result of something beyond
someone¹s control and/or if it is a move that someone doesn¹t want to make, then it can be grueling,
frightening, sad and miserable. The impacts that this proposed project will going to have on far too
many people is unacceptable, especially when a much cheaper and more effective alternative appears
to exist [the I 270 and I 76 re route].

In 2015, I was in the process of selling my house that was in close proximity to I 70 in Berkeley. It was a
house that I loved very much. It still remains as my favorite place I¹ve ever lived. It was where I lived
for the longest period of my life [more than 25% of my life]. From an investment and resale perspective,
I over improved it considerably and I did so happily, expecting I would be there for 30+ years. One of
the factors that caused me to decide to move was the highway, which I could see and hear from many
places inside my home, was constantly reminding me of the frustrations I feel related to CDOT¹s
insistence to proceed with a project that appears to me to be:
* grossly fiscally irresponsible and terribly selfish spending as it relates to CO taxpayers outside of
Denver
* will fail badly in terms of moving traffic westbound
* is going to cause significant harm to thousands of people
* will become an epic maintenance boondoggle
* is the result of planning based upon a mindset and data that is decades behind the times

At the end of March 2015, as I was about halfway through the transaction selling my home, I was
admitted to the hospital for the first time since I was born. I had a heart attack. I¹m athletic, 46 and in
good physical condition. I was in intensive care for two days, followed by another day in the heart unit.
It was a terrifying experience and it has impacts to my daily life today, nearly a year later. Although one
can never be 100% sure, my doctors and I conclude that there is an incredibly high likelihood that the
stress [and sadness] related to the move caused the heart attack. For me, it was sad and disappointing
parting with a house that made me feel safe, warm, happy and comfortable. I had a choice, but many
do not. I can imagine that a move for some people, especially life long residents, or elderly persons
could be far worse than it was for me. This project is not worth it solely based upon the toll its going to
take on the people who will be displaced.



There are about 85 dwelling units in the I 70 corridor that will be [or already have been] lost as a specific
result of this project [note that the # CDOT continues to use is incorrect]. Its possible that that number
will increase to nearly 140 with the storm water drainage project(s) that will need to be build as a direct
result and direct benefit for this project. Based upon approximately three residents per dwelling unit in
Denver per the most recent census, that represents potentially approximately 420 lives changed
because of a forced moves. Especially in light of what appears to be a much better, yet to be studied
alternative, it is absolutely not acceptable that CDOT proceed with anything until an I 270 and I 76 re
route is studied.

It appears that a re route would require the displacement of zero persons. It appears that a re route
would create an opportunity to add considerable housing in the most impacted communities, rather
than taking it away. The re route onto I 76 and I 270 must be studied.

Pollution: Air, Vibration and Noise:
Its quite clearly documented that vibration and noise pollution causes significant harm to humans.

I 70¹s impacts can be felt and heard in/at thousands of homes and by tens of thousands of residents
between Wadsworth and Central Park Boulevard. And, just as many people are subjected to the air
pollution from this freeway. It could be argued that each of those residents who moved to those homes
after 1964 knew that they were going to be subjected to such pollution. But, the health implications
were simply not known to the extent that they are today. And, we should have an expectation that as
we learn the negative health implications, that we would work to minimize those health implications.

A re route of non local traffic onto I 76 and I 270, which appears to be nearly 50% of the traffic is on I 70
through Central Denver, appears that it would impact fewer than 5% of the number of people the
proposed expansion will along the I 70 corridor between Central Park Blvd and Harlan. I realize that this
proposed expansion is only on the east side of I 70, but, it absolutely eventually will have an impact to
the traffic count west of I 25 and eventually common sense would suggest that 14 lanes transitioning
into six will cause a bottleneck and there will then be an expectation that the bottleneck would be
solved.

If CDOT really has an interest in protecting the public, planning for transportation wisely, creating
transportation facilities that operate effectively and efficiently and looking at whats more fiscally
resonsible, CDOT will thoroughly study the I 270/I 76 re route with an SEIS. It is very likely that such a
re route will solve the I 70 traffic congestion issues on both sides of I 25 and in both directions and it
will potentially do so for half the amount of money and that means that there will be no future need to
do phase two of this project on the west side of I 25 to solve the bottleneck that is being created with
the proposed alternative.

CDOT, PLEASE expand the project area from C 470 to E 470, where it should be, and look at this as one
big system because it all functions together. With 14 years and $20+ million into this, an additional nine
months and $2 million is practically nothing. Ok, $2million is not nothing, but it is 0.0011764 of the
total projected costs [assuming the project comes in on budget].

Sincerely,
Steve Kinney
Now in Wheat Ridge, not Denver, where I had intended to stay an additional two decades.



From: "steve kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:20 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: steve@skinneyproperty.com

name: steve kinney
address: 28
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80214
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Sorry if this is a duplicate, not sure if this went thru
earlier.
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The storm drainage projects that directly impact and specifically benefit the PCLA
[CDOT’s preferred alternative] and were included in the IGA with the City & County of Denver were in
the planning stages in early 2015 or prior, yet, they are not properly addressed in the SDEIS nor in the
FEIS. This is a violation of NEPA.

==================================

REMOTE_HOST=
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.102.185
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/600.7.12
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.1.7 Safari/537.85.16
REMOTE_USER=
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i 70east.com/feedback form.html



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: A Grand Boulevard for Denver
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 9:45 pm
To: Contactus@I 70east.com,Paul.jesaitis@state.co.us,"Tony DeVito CDOT"

<anthony.devito@state.co.us>,Rebecca.white@state.co.us,Vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

For Submission within the FEIS public comment period for the I 70 East Project:

This is what I think CDOT's vision should be:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc (or search: youtube I 70 Denver re imagined and
look for a video that begins with a traffic circle)].

This video, as of March 2, 2016, is about three weeks old. Its been posted on youtube in several places,
in both English and Spanish. It currently has more than 9,000 views, which is a clear indication that it is
of interest to the public.

Its a grand boulevard with six lanes where six lanes currently exist for I 70. It gets local drivers to their
destination along a far more beautiful route, more safely and a bit faster during traffic hours and a few
minutes slower during non rush hour times. It provides a beautiful entry to the City, the Platte River
and the National Western Stock Show complex, just as First Avenue does for Cherry Creek.

It nearly unanimously agreed that in an urban environment, an artery with a posted speed limit between
30 & 35 is able to carry the greatest number of vehicles per hour. The boulevard operates far more like
MLK, Monaco or First Avenue between Downing and University than CDOT¹s assertion that it would be
like Colorado Blvd. With whats expected to be only about 45% of the current volume remaining in the
existing corridor, it will perform far better than I 70 does today in many hours of heavy traffic today.

I 70 is re routed onto a widened and improved I 270 and I 76, getting cross town and cross country
commuters and drivers to their destination more quickly, using less fuel and with less wear and tear on
their vehicle, especially compared to the bottleneck that is envisioned with the PCLA.

This should be the legacy project of our elected officials, NOT the PCLA that will be a financial
hemorrhage, ugly and a commuter¹s nightmare, and the butt of many jokes.

Before CDOT proceeds with anything, this reasonable and common sense
alternative must be studied.

Sincerely,

Steve Kinney
Wheat Ridge



From: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>
Subject: House Counts Along the 70/76/270 Corridors
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:21 pm
To: Contactus@I 70east.com, Paul.jesaitis@state.co.us, anthony.devito@state.co.us,

Rebecca.white@state.co.us, Vanessa.henderson@state.co.us
Cc: "Steve Kinney" <steve@skinneyproperty.com>

I want to be very careful to not make this be NIMBY. And, technically, none are in my back yard.

I want to show that the impacts to humans is quite different along I 70 than it is along I 270 and I 76.

From many trips driving along I 70, I 270 and I 76, I have observed a huge difference in the number of homes
that are close to each of these freeways. It was my observation that the density of homes along 76 and 270 is
far smaller than along I 70. Research has confirmed this.

From looking in the MLS database at property records, making assumptions that properties listed with both
bedrooms and bathrooms are houses, not commercial properties, it appears as if there are approximately 47
homes that are within 500 feet of I 270 in Commerce City. On the south side of I 76 in unincorporated Adams
County, there are about 19 near Alcott and 58th within 500 feet of I 76. It appears that there may be about
ten homes scattered between these two groupings noted above that are being used for residential purposes.
That means that the grand total of homes within 500 feet of I 76 and I 270 are in the range of 75. That number
is missing some trailer homes, many of which are apparently in a flood zone and where Adams County stopped
issuing permits years ago and presumably will slowly be removed for reasons unrelated to the freeways.

Along the I 70 corridor from Central Park Blvd to Wadsworth, there are thousands of houses within 500 feet of
the freeway. There are about 60 blocks of homes west of I 25 from Jason to Harlan, with homes on one side of
the freeway or both sides that are within 500 feet of the freeway. In NW Denver, many of the homes are on
lots that are 37.5 to 50 feet wide, and the edge of the freeway, in some cases is 100 feet away from the homes
that are closest to the freeway. In many blocks, in NW Denver, there are 12 20 homes within 500 feet of the
freeway.

East of I 25, there are more than 20 blocks of homes in Elyria, Swansea and Globeville, with homes on both
sides of the freeway for most of these blocks. In NE Denver, the majority of the lots are 25 37.5 feet wide and
with practically no buffer between I 70 and the homes. This means that on some streets, there are potentially
more than 25 homes within 500 feet on each street.

It appears to me from my research that the number of homes within 500 feet of the I 70 freeway is at least 20
times greater than the number of homes that are within 500 feet of the proposed re route onto I 270 and I 76.
I think that this should be a factor in the impacts to the community. Especially if the project area is defined
correctly from C 470 on the west end to E 470 on the east end, this discussion should weigh heavily on the
human and environmental impact and environmental justice factors.

I am not suggesting that an impact to any community is ok. I am confident that mitigations to 1/20 the
number of homes and residents is probably far easier than to the greater number.

Attached is some data. One is titled Pecos I 70 and that name should be
Pecos I 76.

Steve Kinney







Mailing Address Mailing City & State Mailing Zip Bedrooms (TAX|MLS) Bldg Sq Ft Finished (TAX|MLS)
5390 MAGNOLIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 928
5380 MAGNOLIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 864
4831 BENTON ST Denver, CO 80212 4 1,248
5366 MAGNOLIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,377
5360 MAGNOLIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 728
6000 HOLLY ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 720
5351 NIAGARA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,215
6044 S YAKIMA ST Aurora, CO 80015 3 1,080
5401 MAGNOLIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 Tax: 2 MLS: 3 Tax: 1,259 MLS: 1,100
6863 BIG HORN TRL Littleton, CO 80125 2 896
13650 E 7TH AVE Aurora, CO 80011 2 840
6830 E 52ND PL Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,199
6860 E 52ND PL Commerce City, CO 80022 3 980
5251 ONEIDA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 936
5545 ZUNI ST Denver, CO 80221 2 624
993 GAPTER RD Boulder, CO 80303 2 956
7014 E 52ND PL Commerce City, CO 80022 2 605
993 GAPTER RD Boulder, CO 80303 2 924
993 GAPTER RD Boulder, CO 80303 1 360
5431 KRAMERIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,300
827 S NELSON ST Lakewood, CO 80226 3 832
5410 KRAMERIA ST Commerce City, CO 80022 4 1,288
5401 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 4 1,498
5435 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,300
5411 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,265
5420 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 879
5410 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 836
5400 LEYDEN ST Commerce City, CO 80022 4 2,280
5421 LOCUST ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 924
PO BOX 20398 Boulder, CO 80308 4 1,080
5401 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 978
5412 LOCUST ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 836
5410 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 Tax: 2 MLS: 4 Tax: 874 MLS: 1,277
5406 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 912
9772 E SHILOH ST Tucson, AZ 85748 2 816
5360 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,116
5370 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 897
PO BOX 29640 Thornton, CO 80229 3 1,200
6320 E 54TH AVE Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,018
6330 E 54TH AVE Commerce City, CO 80022 2 780
6003 BERENDO ST Houston, TX 77092 3 1,159
6435 E 53RD WAY Commerce City, CO 80022 2 884
5411 LOCUST ST Commerce City, CO 80022 2 974
5401 LOCUST ST Commerce City, CO 80022 3 1,148
5421 MONACO ST Commerce City, CO 80022 4 2,182
6415 E 53RD WAY Commerce City, CO 80022 2 825
3703 FLORENTINE DR Longmont, CO 80503 3 1,274
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From: "John Kirk" <jmkirk86@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:42 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jmkirk86@gmail.com

name: John Kirk
address: 4330 Thompson Ct
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone: 6056955289
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: No information is given on the proper disposal of superfund
site soils, containing hazardous chemicals that need to be abated with the utmost
care. The people that live in this neighborhood cannot afford to breath these
materials, let alone do so for the entire schedule of the project, let alone for a
longer schedule that will likely be seen due to the typical construction process.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The issue of merging I 25 onto I 70
is not addressed in this proposed construction, and remains as the biggest
bottleneck to travel in this area. Local options also do not exist in great numbers,
with a lack of wider streets and one way streets to provide faster, non interstate
alternatives.
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: The number one priority of this construction needs to be
mitigating the health, environmental, and safety impacts of the affected residents.
If this is not properly accounted for in regards to hazardous soil mitigation in the
construction budget, the health of local residents is in jeopardy. This construction
also does not bode well for this high density neighborhood, and a more viable
alternative would be had in improving infrastructure and re routing traffic through
the 270 corridor, with its lower density of residential properties.
==================================
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Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/65.0.0.42.81;]
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From: "Clayton Kliem" <Paintball057@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, January 28, 2016 8:59 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Paintball057@gmail.com

name: Clayton Kliem
address: 2253 Williams St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone: 8472719150
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live near the interstate and worry about the environmental and social effects it will
have on the neighborhoods around it. It will have a devastating effect on low income communities it will
impact.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Yes it can but it has not been studied. This is a 20th
century fix to a 21st century problem. Every highway in America that has been expanded over the last few
years has returned to its previous congestion level and then some within a short period of time. â€¢
LAâ€™s 405 5 years 1.1 Billion Same commute within 10 months â€¢ 101 Si Valley to San Fran â€“ 1.2
Billion â€“ Commute is 17% more â€¢ Houstonâ€™s I 10 â€“ 2.8 Billion â€“ 23 lanes (Widest in world) â€“
Morning Commute up 30% Evening 55% With Denver expanding the way it is we need to look towards cities
that are having success. â€¢ Embarcadero Freeway, San Francisco â€“ Installing a blvd. decreased traffic
and increased property value â€¢ Cheonggyecheon, Seoul â€“ More people taking public transit and the
cities temperature has dropped several degrees. â€¢ Park East Freeway, Milwaukee â€“ Property values
increased in what was once an undesirable area A boulevard design! like what is proposed in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc&feature=youtu.be would benefit everyone.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Why was the full re route that is on both I 270 & I 76 not
studied as a part of this SEIS? Why will there be toll lanes on a publicly funded
interstate? Millennials want to be closer to the city and the appeal of the suburbs
is not what it used to be. As the population ages it will move towards the core of
the city. Why can't we invest the almost $2 Billion dollars into public
transportation?
==================================
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From: "Tim Koehler" <tkoehler109@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 12, 2016 3:46 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tkoehler109@gmail.com

name: Tim Koehler
address: 3631 N Steele St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 8014275036
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident near this project and a commuter to/from work
and play.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I don't believe digging down and
putting a park on top of the freeway is the answer. Let alone building it shorter
than the required length to avoid the proper ventilation requirements for motorists.
I believe we either maintain the elevated freeway right now or look into building it
at ground level.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I am concerned with the environmental issues of this project
specifically digging down deep and disturbing soil that is contaminated based on the
NPL superfund site. I live too close to this and will be effected by the residual
construction dust as well as my family. Because this is unsafe I ask that you stop
this project or look at alternatives due to the safety of the residents in the area.

==================================
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From: "Tim Koehler" <tkoehler109@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 5:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tkoehler109@gmail.com

name: Tim Koehler
address: 3631 N Steele St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 8014275036
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a neighbor/resident to this project that will be effected negatively.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe focus on public transportation needs to be
investigated, not widening the freeway. Get rid of the freeway, re route it, and put a boulevard for local
traffic.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: There are many issues: this is a superfund site, my family will not be safe nor will
the construction workers with digging up this toxic land. Why would you ever think it's a good idea to
put a school next to an improperly ventilated tunnel of 23 lanes of traffic, not to mention any leftover
contaminants from the golden generation that didn't care about the future. second, it's known that
widening a freeway doesn't reduce traffic, look at other cities which have done that. Now there is just
more traffic to fill the lanes, this provides more noise more polution to my area and does nothing for
property values. third, this is unfare for the vastly diverse community that is at risk of losing their
homes or property value. All these rich people making the decisions obviously didn't think of anyone but
themselves or those who stand to profit from this project.

==================================
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From: "Tom Korson" <tkindenver@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 9:32 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tkindenver@comcast.net

name: Tom Korson
address: 5757 E. 22nd Ave.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Other cities no longer build highways straight through towns
and straight through neighborhoods. In addition, there are serious environmental,
financial and social justice consequences. Here’s why CDOT should ‘ditch’ this
plan: The impact on surrounding neighborhoods will be devastating. Another 55 75
family homes + businesses will be lost Environmental consequences: residents not
displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to this pollutant, which
is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among
neighbors Social justice: poor health and the depression of home values will
disproportionately affect low income and minority households Highway on top of
children: Swansea Elementary will be 100 ft from the widened highway, which will be
the equivalent of 23 lanes wide (315 ft) Financial morass: $1.2B of taxpayer money
is the starting point. But if you know one thing about Boston’s Big Dig, it's
probably that
it ran 600% over budget Old smelter pollution: the plan requires digging below the
water table into toxic, contaminated soil and exposing workers and residents to
flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t even know what it will find in the
ground! The project includes several superfund sites
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By rerouting I 70 via I 76 and
I 270. Adams County does not want this, but it would benefit by having interstate
traffic closer to its constituents because there would be more vehicles traveling
either close to, or in, Adams County. This is a regional issue. It is not Denver's
problem, it is a regional problem. The objections noted above require the bridge
between Brighton Blvd and Colorado Blvd to be removed and the traffic re routed as
suggested above.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions: see above
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From: "Paul Kourkoulis" <paul@liveurbandenver.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 1:06 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: paul@liveurbandenver.com

name: Paul Kourkoulis
address: 3805 Gilpin St
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a Cole resident, anything involving I 70 directly effects my
quality of life.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The building of I 70 through the
Denver metro area was a crime committed upon poor neighborhoods many years ago. Even
with the new plan, having an interstate bisect those neighborhoods will only
perpetuate the blight. I encourage C DOT to study the I 270/76 reroute option.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: If any public officials or C DOT employees reading this would
reflect upon their legacy and the possibility of a grand gesture to truly improve
the city I love, then rerouting I 70 around instead of through residential
neighborhoods is the best option.

==================================
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From: "Rebecca Kourkoulis" <rebeccakourkoulis@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:52 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rebeccakourkoulis@gmail.com

name: Rebecca Kourkoulis
address: 3805 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
comments_questions: As a resident of the Cole neighborhood, I am deeply concerned
about the current proposal in the EIS and urge you to consider other solutions for
the following reasons: Denver's legacy if Denver wants to be a "world class city"
our leaders the Governor, Mayor, and City Council need to stand up and say no to
this proposal. Expanding highways through highly populated areas to solve congestion
issues does not work as shown time and time again. Denver should look at best
practices among other "world class" cities to see how they manage congestion, it's
not by building or expanding highways through the heart of cities. Environmental
issues such as Superfund sites the proposal calls for removing dirt from Superfund
sites. More sampling and study is needed to determine the health and environmental
impacts of disturbing Superfund sites. Social Justice our neighbors, Elryia,
Swansea and Globeville, deserve a better solution than further decimating and alienating
them from the rest of Denver. A two block cap over a two mile trench is not
a solution; it's injustice. It is inconceivable to me that this proposal is even
being considered given the environmental, social, and economic costs associated
with this project. If Denver is serious about being a great city, let alone a world
class city, then other solutions need to be explored such as the re route along
I 270/76. The I 270/76 option has not been fully vetted and I urge you to
extensively investigate this option. Thank you for your consideration. Rebecca
Kourkoulis Proud Denver and Cole Neighborhood Resident
==================================
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From: "Kelly Kozlowski" <Kellykoz43@me.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 5:04 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Kellykoz43@me.com

name: Kelly Kozlowski
address: 4025 Wyandot St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Tell them not to move forward WITHOUT investing the re route option along I
270/I 76. Ask them NOT to dig up some of the state's most contaminated soil
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am excited about the light rail
opening soon
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Tell them not to move forward WITHOUT investing the re route option along I
270/I 76. Ask them NOT to dig up some of the state's most contaminated soil

==================================
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From: "Jordan Krechmer" <jkrechmer@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 1:37 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jkrechmer@gmail.com

name: Jordan Krechmer
address: 515 Manhattan Dr
city: Boulder
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80303 4087
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I drive the I 70 corridor on a semi weekly basis. I am also
citizen and taxpayer of the State of Colorado, which is funding this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I 70 should be torn down, replaced
with a surface boulevard, and re routed around via I 270. This project is a wasteful
boondoggle that will saddle nearby residents and the State of Colorado with
increased air pollution and an expensive, unnecessary highway expansion. The traffic
projections used to justify this project were based on outdated travel surveys. They
do not accurately reflect trends in vehicle miles traveled. The I 70 expansion will
decrease air quality in the affected neighborhoods and in the Denver metropolitan
area.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This expansion should be reexamined and redesigned.

==================================
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From: "sarah kreider" <saramon3@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 2, 2016 8:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: saramon3@gmail.com

name: sarah kreider
address: 5069 stuart st
city: denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 7208553188
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have taught for DPS for 17 years and know that students who
come from families who aren't vocal get the bad end of the stick. I can't imagine
what it would be like for the students and teachers at Swansea to be co located with
a highway within arms reach of the school. Globeville needs to be united and a
widened 170 will cause more pollution and more divisiveness to an already divided
neighborhood. If you haven't, please read what the Iliff school of theology wrote
about the unjustness of this project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By using 270/I76
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Michael Kriss" <Mkriss01@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 10:08 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Mkriss01@gmail.com

name: Michael Kriss
address: 2671 albion st
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I vehemently disagree with the proposed plan due to effects on surrounding
neighborhood and potential unexpected impacts on our wonderful neighborhoods
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route plan is far superior
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Again, strongly against the proposal. In addition, costs are excessive and likely
underestimate total final costs
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From: "Amberley Kropp" <ambermk@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 11:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ambermk@gmail.com

name: Amberley Kropp
address: 2662 Eudora St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in North Park Hill and I also own a rental property also in North Park Hill. I have
lived in Denver and paid property taxes here for for over 15 years. I vote in every election, even local
elections. I have 4 children and I use the highway several times a week to drive to and from activities
and run errands. I also work full time and my office is downtown. However, the highway is usually such
a congested mess that I most often take local streets to work.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The city should be focusing on alternative means of
transportation. This is a new era and expanding the highway is not the answer. I would much rather see
taxpayer money spent on public transit, expanding light rail, bike lanes, pedestrian walkways. We as a
community should be moving AWAY from depending so heavily on cars, and investment in
infrastructure should not be used to expand roadways. It should be a last resort. I strongly oppose any
highway expansion. However, if it must be done, I think any highway expansion should happen with the
I 270/76 re route and away from the residential neighborhoods that would be negatively impacted by I
70 expansion.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Please do NOT allow the I 70 expansion as it is now designed. I strongly oppose it
and I will hold public officials accountable for it if it goes forward, as much as I can.
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From: "BILL KULP" <will4short@msn.com>
Subject: I 70
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 5:27 am
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

Please consider the alternative to this project. You are putting the lives of
disadvantaged families at risk.

Actually, they are already at risk and with this project, the near term of
construction and the long term of

air pollution, you are jeopardizing their health even further.

The stock show complex development would be greatly enhanced by moving the highway
north.

Sincerely,

Bill Kulp



From: "KUrt" <wolffkurt@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 2:35 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: wolffkurt@yahoo.com

name: KUrt
address: 3525 Newton
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live near I 70 and am concerned about increasing pollution and traffic issues.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Rerouting through traffic via I 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re route option along I 270 and
I 76.
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From: "Ayo Labode" <jimscott88@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 5:10 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jimscott88@hotmail.com

name: Ayo Labode
address: 3885 Wolff St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3033495921
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the bottle neck that will be created with all of the lanes of
traffic. I also believe that the I270 and I76 bypass option needs to be explored. Finally, the cost of this
project is prohibitive. We simply can not afford this option.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Explore the I270/I76 bypass.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Bonita Lahey" <fiches53595@mypacks.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 5, 2016 2:12 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: fiches53595@mypacks.net

name: Bonita Lahey
address: 1600 Cook Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am both a geologist and, at one time, Assistant General
Manager of LADWP. I understand that having built over existing flood plains is a
real issue that the City must now account for. I don't see subject matter experts on
the committee or among employees.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The worst transportation in the city
is for those of us near downtown. The Local 15 takes 45 minutes to get downtown.
There should be one or two stops for the limited on Colfax at least on Steele or
Adams.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I am both a geologist and, at one time, Assistant General
Manager of LADWP. I understand that having built over existing flood plains is a
real issue. Channeling the Platte is also a huge issue. Those flood plains should
never have been built upon either. Flood plains are there to naturally allow for
flooding. I was here is 1965 the efforts that are proposed would do some to
mitigate such an event. Yes, huge bulldozers were being carried along the Platte and
they, along with mobile homes, became battering rams that took out all of the
downtown bridges. Cars will do the same. That being said, clearly you want to put
this in City Park because there is no way you would be allowed to tear down 50 homes
that are occupied. However cutting down mature trees is counterproductive and
ridiculous. Those trees will absorb more water than the ground will. Please don't do
that you will regret it and they can't be put back. I understand that geologist
say there is s!
and underneath have cores been done? I live not far from there and I am clay down
14' (just had my sewer replaced) I am in favor of the retention pond on the
condition that its design includes the input of its neighbors and the golfers. I am
favor of it because it is the only way to channel the flood water which, one day,
will flood the neighborhoods north and west of the golf course. The flood is coming
whether I 70 is relocated or not. [But you have not been honest about the impetus
for this residents don't trust the City and this doesn't help] It will slow the



flood which used to create a lake at the east end of South City Park. The kind of
landscape it creates is ideal for a golf course. An oversight on your part is that
you haven't explained it well allowing people to label it a 'cesspool.' Yes, you
will need to account for cleaning after each flooding event and should have a plan
in place. The natural way that flood waters are â€œtreatedâ€ requires contact with
t!
he Earth. A creative golf course architect could make City Par!
k into a
very good golf course.
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From: "Pashmina Lalchandani" <pashmina@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:07 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: pashmina@gmail.com

name: Pashmina Lalchandani
address: 2900 Inca St Unit 29
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80202
phone: 3038810746
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am deeply concerned about the lasting effects a widening I 70
would have on the city of Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A simple way to change traffic
patterns is to direct all commercial traffic from I 70 corridor to use 270/76 and go
around the city. This would also be a good test run to see how it affects traffic
times and commute turning 270/76 into a more natural I 70 highway that goes AROUND
the city, rather than through it. The current corridor does not improve
neighborhoods like Elyria Swansea and Globeville, and does not promote the growth of
business. It is unfortunate as those areas would become a natural extension of a
fast growing city if I 70 was not there.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: How do I stop I 70 from being expanded?
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I am Norman Lane. I live at 3330 Bruce Randolph in Clayton. I have followed this process for a decade
now. And what I have learned is that CDOT is not to be trusted to hear me. Because I've been against
this destruction of Swansea/Elyria for ten years and more. I have lived in my house for 46 years; it's 116
years old. Some of us love our old houses. And bulldozing 50 houses up here in Denver's original
industrial village I think is heinous; a task force from Iliff thinks it's heinous; CoPIRG thinks it's heinous.
Now, I trust civil engineers and highway engineers to know where to put concrete, how much, and
where to put their rebar, and how to get it to drain. But I do not trust them as designers of modern cities
and people who can understand civic value. Thank you.



From: "Jacqueline Lansing" <jacquilansing@live.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:13 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jacquilansing@live.com

name: Jacqueline Lansing
address: 2205 Ivanhoe Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone: 303 901 2971
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live nearby and do not like the noise or smell of the highway
and am opposed to the massive storm water detention projects proposed for City Park
Golf Course, the Cole neighborhood, and Park Hill Golf Course. I am opposed to
building a highway that requires such extraordinary protection to work; it does not
make economic or environmental sense. I am opposed to agencies and so called "public
servants" and "stewards" of our natural and historic resources that have total
disregard for the preservation and protection of existing neighborhoods, people, and
resources in the name of "progress" and "redevelopment." I believe in balancing
preservation and development.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A reroute away from the city
connecting to 270 for through traffic to the West with a local parkway or boulevard
along 46th into the city for business and city traffic or a canal along 46th with
adjacent roadway. This solution will mitigate noise, air pollution, heat island
effect, ozone pollution, greenhouse gas pollution, social justice issues and
environmental damage related to off site drainage issues and soil contamination and
improve connectivity of long separated neighborhoods and wildlife corridors, bring
trees and natural storm water mitigation to downtown, reintroduce the floodplain and
natural water courses their beauty and cleansing processes.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Divide and Conquer is not okay Comments from Jacqueline Lansing,
Denver Resident, March 1, 2016 I 70 is an interstate highway It is okay if Federal,
state and local entities collaborate to get a job done. No problem. But as Tom Hanks
says in “Bridge of Spies” it is one job. One, one, one (one purpose, one
insurance claim, one rule of law) As such all affected and impacted parts whether
they are federal, state or local must be reviewed under one rule, in this case NEPA
standards, as they relate to direct, indirect or cumulative impacts. For the sake of
the whole impacts cannot be segregated out as Federal, State, or local just because



one or another entity pays for them or contracts for the work. I 70 East between
Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard was built as a bridge for a reason: to
protect the highway, the water table and the S. Platte River floodplain. To build
this segment of highway as anything other than a bridge in this location is pure
insanity from a short term and long term cost standpoint, from an environmental
standpoint, and from a public policy standpoint. The drainage needs alone of a
depressed highway built below the water table are massive and the risks to lives
and property enormous. For the highway to protect against 100 year floods in a
water prone area the impacts to upstream neighborhoods are massive and unaccounted
for in the FEIS. Highway officials argue that Denver City officials have always
been planning 100 year flood protection for the area when in fact no such plan is
in Denver’s 2014 Storm Water Plan. There is no reason for older historic
neighborhoods and park lands to bear the brunt of mitigating floods for an
unwanted, ecologically unsound, and socially unjust highway. There is no reason for
parks and neighborhoods recognized as nationally significant historically to be
decimated for an unwanted, ecologically unsound, and socially unjust highway. There
is no reason to violate federal, state and local public policy with respect to protection of
floodplains and water tables for an unwanted, ecologically unsound, and socially
unjust highway. For CDOT to circumvent NEPA, FEMA, Urban Drainage, Clean Water, and
Section 106 by alleging these responsibilities are being taken care of by local
governments and to divorce them from the highway plan and Federal regulatory
requirements is a fraudulent and manipulative legal ruse. CDOT states that the
highway has nothing to do with the City’s drainage project. If the drainage
project has nothing to do with the highway why would CDOT be involved at all in a
local public works project, pay for 40% of the flood mitigation project, require
oversight of its design, and impose liquidated damages on the city of $5000.00 per
day if not completed by September 1, 2019? It is clear that the Intergovernmental
Agreement between CDOT, Bridge Enterprise and the City and County of Denver (IGA)
are related and therefore it and all of its implications must be reviewed under NEPA.
In addition to its drainage impacts there are implications with respect to permit waivers, dirt,
and highway funding that need to be reviewed under NEPA as well. 1. The IGA calls
for the City to waive permit fees. If the City waives permit fees will reviews and
regulations also be dispensed with? If not, will city employees work for free? How
will their review be accounted for? 2. The IGA calls for the City to take dirt.
Where the City puts the “clean” dirt has impacts to neighborhoods. 3. The IGA
calls for funding the highway with Bridge Enterprise Funds. Funding with vehicle
registration fees appears to violate fee accounting rules, principles and practice.
In addition the following direct, indirect and cumulative impacts have not been
addressed in the FEIS for I 70 East. 1. Long term maintenance costs of the highway
over and above P3 DFBOM contracts and who will pay for them 2. Contingencies and
who will pay for them 3. Cost overruns and who will pay for them 4. Financial and
environmental costs and impacts of pumping and French drain cleaning 5. Cost and
impact of changing natural drainage channels 6. Impacts to farmers of
floodplain and water table changes 7. Contamination of the water table and effects
on users of the groundwater aquifer 8. Implication of depleting/pumping out the
ground water aquifer 9. Impacts of using $850 Million of the Bridge Enterprise Fund
for viaduct “reconstruction” on maintenance of other bridges. 10. Ethics of
using Bridge Enterprise Fund to build a highway that is not a bridge 11. Ethics of



prioritizing a bridge which was just given a 15 year repair in 2011 and is not
deemed in “poor” condition, when other bridges deemed in poor condition do not
get repaired. 12. Ethics of ignoring citizen comments and misrepresenting facts
about drainage and air pollution mitigation. 13. The FEIS is silent as to what will
be done with contaminated dredge material. 14. The FEIS does not measure the impacts
of losing trees in all impacted neighborhoods and parks/golf courses; significant
impacts include loss of natural storm water mitigation, increased heat, loss of infiltration,
loss of evapo transpiration, loss of wildlife feeding, nesting, and cover habitat.
15. The FEIS does not measure the impacts to migratory and feeding corridors for
wildlife of a ten lane highway lowered 40 feet below ground level. Current
corridors which exist under the viaduct will disappear and affect wildlife access
to the S. Platte for drinking and other populations of wildlife across the divide
so as to mitigate interbreeding. 16. The FEIS does not measure the impact of adding
additional pervious surface in terms of heat island effect. 17. The FEIS does not
address public opinion as to the loss of the viaduct to stock show attendees; many
have reported loving hanging out under the viaduct before and after the stock show
to appreciate the industrial history of Denver. Many voted for keeping the Stock
Show in Denver because of the viaduct. Viaducts can be embraced; a viaduct in
Baltimore hosts one of the best farmers’ markets in the country. 18. The ethics
of paying for a highway with vehicle surcharge fees to individuals who will not be
using I 70 East at all as well as the ethics of charging and increasing those fees
for projects not related to the charges. 19. The ethics of not taking the highway
project to a vote and not rescheduling hearings for those cancelled due to snow.
20. The ethics of building a cap a foot shorter than the legal limit to avoid hazmat
and air filtration requirements. 21. The ethics of building a highway to current
ozone standards knowing that standards are being tightened and a wider highway will
exceed them. 22. The ethics of not conforming to the Mayors’ Global Greenhouse Gas
Protocol 23. The ethics of not embracing progressive technologies, sustainable
principles, and green infrastructure to protect all the people of Denver from
environmental damage.
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From: "Jacqueline Lansing" <jacqui.lansing@live.com>
Subject: Final EIS I 70 East comments
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:49 am
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

To whom it may concern,

The following are my comments regarding the PCL highway proposed to replace the I 70
East viaduct:

Divide and Conquer is not okay.
I 70 is an interstate highway.

It is okay if Federal, state and local entities collaborate to get a job done. No
problem. But as Tom Hanks says in “Bridge of Spies” it is one job. One, one, one
(one purpose, one insurance claim, one rule of law) As such all affected and
impacted parts whether they are federal, state or local must be reviewed under one
rule, in this case NEPA standards, as they relate to direct, indirect or cumulative
impacts. For the sake of the whole impacts cannot be segregated out as Federal,
State, or local just because one or another entity pays for them or contracts for
the work.
I 70 East between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard was built as a bridge
for a reason: to protect the highway, the water table and the S. Platte River
floodplain. To build this segment of highway as anything other than a bridge in
this location is pure insanity from a short term and long term cost standpoint, from
an environmental standpoint, and from a public policy standpoint.
The drainage needs alone of a depressed highway built below the water table are
massive and the risks to lives and property enormous. For the highway to protect
against 100 year floods in a water prone area the impacts to upstream neighborhoods
are massive and unaccounted for in the FEIS. Highway officials argue that Denver
City officials have always been planning 100 year flood protection for the area when
in fact no such plan is in Denver’s 2014 Storm Water Plan.
There is no reason for older historic neighborhoods and park lands to bear the brunt
of mitigating floods for an unwanted, ecologically unsound, and socially unjust
highway.
There is no reason for parks and neighborhoods recognized as nationally significant
historically to be decimated for an unwanted, ecologically unsound, and socially
unjust highway.
There is no reason to violate federal, state and local public policy with respect to
protection of floodplains and water tables for an unwanted, ecologically unsound,
and socially unjust highway.
For CDOT to circumvent NEPA, FEMA, Urban Drainage, Clean Water, and Section 106 by
alleging these responsibilities are being taken care of by local governments and to
divorce them from the highway plan and Federal regulatory requirements is a
fraudulent and manipulative legal ruse. CDOT states that the highway has nothing to
do with the City’s drainage project.



If the drainage project has nothing to do with the highway why would CDOT be
involved at all in a local public works project, pay for 40% of the flood mitigation
project, require oversight of its design, and impose liquidated damages on the city
of $5000.00 per day if not completed by September 1, 2019?
It is clear that the Intergovernmental Agreement between CDOT, Bridge Enterprise and
the City and County of Denver (IGA) are related and therefore it and all of its
implications must be reviewed under NEPA. In addition to its drainage impacts there
are implications with respect to permit waivers, dirt, and highway funding that need
to be reviewed under NEPA as well.

1. The IGA calls for the City to waive permit fees. If the City waives permit
fees will reviews and regulations also be dispensed with? If not, will city
employees work for free? How will their review be accounted for?

2. The IGA calls for the City to take dirt. Where the City puts the “clean”
dirt has impacts to neighborhoods.

3. The IGA calls for funding the highway with Bridge Enterprise Funds.
Funding with vehicle registration fees appears to violate fee accounting rules,
principles and practice.

In addition the following direct, indirect and cumulative impacts have not been
addressed in the FEIS for I 70 East.

1. Long term maintenance costs of the highway over and above P3 DFBOM
contracts and who will pay for them

2. Contingencies and who will pay for them

3. Cost overruns and who will pay for them

4. Financial and environmental costs and impacts of pumping and French drain
cleaning

5. Cost and impact of changing natural drainage channels

6. Impacts to farmers of floodplain and water table changes

7. Contamination of the water table and effects on users of the groundwater
aquifer

8. Implication of depleting/pumping out the ground water aquifer

9. Impacts of using $850 Million of the Bridge Enterprise Fund for viaduct
“reconstruction” on maintenance of other bridges.

10. Ethics of using Bridge Enterprise Fund to build a highway that is not a bridge



11. Ethics of prioritizing a bridge which was just given a 15 year repair in 2011
and is not deemed in “poor” condition, when other bridges deemed in poor condition
do not get repaired.

12. Ethics of ignoring citizen comments and misrepresenting facts about drainage
and air pollution mitigation.

13. The FEIS is silent as to what will be done with contaminated dredge material.

14. The FEIS does not measure the impacts of losing trees in all impacted
neighborhoods and parks/golf courses; significant impacts include loss of natural
storm water mitigation, increased heat, loss of infiltration, loss of
evapo transpiration, loss of wildlife feeding, nesting, and cover habitat.

15. The FEIS does not measure the impacts to migratory and feeding corridors for
wildlife of a ten lane highway lowered 40 feet below ground level. Current
corridors which exist under the viaduct will disappear and affect wildlife access to
the S. Platte for drinking and other populations of wildlife across the divide so as
to mitigate interbreeding.

16. The FEIS does not measure the impact of adding additional pervious surface in
terms of heat island effect.

17. The FEIS does not address public opinion as to the loss of the viaduct to
stock show attendees; many have reported loving hanging out under the viaduct before
and after the stock show to appreciate the industrial history of Denver. Many voted
for keeping the Stock Show in Denver because of the viaduct. Viaducts can be
embraced; a viaduct in Baltimore hosts one of the best farmers’ markets in the
country.

18. The ethics of paying for a highway with vehicle surcharge fees to individuals
who will not be using I 70 East at all as well as the ethics of charging and
increasing those fees for projects not related to the charges.

19. The ethics of not taking the highway project to a vote and not rescheduling
hearings for those cancelled due to snow.

20. The ethics of building a cap a foot shorter than the legal limit to avoid
hazmat and air filtration requirements.

21. The ethics of building a highway to current ozone standards knowing that
standards are being tightened and a wider highway will exceed them.

22. The ethics of not conforming to the Mayors’ Global Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

23. The ethics of not embracing progressive technologies, sustainable
principles, and green infrastructure to protect all the people of
Denver from environmental damage.



I hope that you will take a harder look at your proposed alternative and consider
rerouting the highway out of the city for through traffic and building a beautiful
Gateway entrance to Denver for local traffic in the Olmsted tradition. There is a
reason the Frederic Law Olmsted Park and Parkway System is deemed Nationally
Significant and is admired by all those who visit Denver. Tree lined streets
mitigate floods, reduce heat, absorb carbon, and are beautiful. The City Park Golf
Course, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and old Denver
neighborhoods with mature trees serve the same function. To decimate them for
industrial detention projects would be a crime. To build a below ground highway in
the water table and floodplain that requires extraordinary mitigation and ongoing
maintenance would also be a crime.

Respectfully submitted,

Jacqueline Lansing

Denver resident

March 1, 2016



From: "Thomas LaRocque" <larocque3000@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 11:45 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: larocque3000@msn.com

name: Thomas LaRocque
address: 3975 Zenobia St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3035221669
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved by
directing traffic over a proposed alternative route taking it off of I 70 and onto
Highway 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: CDOT so far has failed in its public service obligation, in
having not adequately studied an alternative to its proposed expansion of I 70.
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From: "Whitney Larson" <whitney.a.larson@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 9:28 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: whitney.a.larson@gmail.com

name: Whitney Larson
address: 1336 Corona St. #15
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80218
phone: 7208298696
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I am interested in this project from both an environmental justice standpoint as well
as a budgetary/ethical growth standpoint.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Taking more cars off the roads, not by adding more
lanes and therefore more cars. The problems will only get worse and a new solution will be needed
soon. Denver should invest more in transportation options that benefit everyone, that increase the ease
of use and accessibility of public transportation, and that cuts down on the emissions from vehicles.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This project should be put on hold pending further review. Insufficient weight has
been put on the environmental impact to the surrounding areas, the displacement of families who have
been in their homes in the area (some for generations), and the long term effects of this project. This
project is a short term fix that may alleviate the traffic issues for a short time, but with increased lanes
will come increased traffic, increased pollution (specifically for the surrounding neighborhoods but also
for the greater Denver area in general), and the need to fix the issue again very soon. The long timeline
and size of this project almost ensures that the budget will run over terribly, and the cost of
maintenance and then further expansion to fix future issues will drain money from our city. Instead, this
money should be spent on smaller fixes for this stretch of road, expanding public transportation to make
it easier to use and more accessible and convenience, and incentivizing removing vehicles from the road.
Creating more of a reason for more cars to use I 70 is NOT the answer, and will not solve, but only
deepen, our problems in the long run. We can use this money in a much more responsible and ethical
manner, and we should.
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: llastowka@yahoo.com
realname: Lynda Lastowka

name: 'Lynda Lastowka'
address: '3311 W 36th Ave'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80211'
phone: '3035227998'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'Seeing the harm that physical separation has done to the neighborhoods north of I
70 I want those neighbors to have more convenient access to the rest of the cities. Primarily: quality
grocery stores, medical care, and schools. Also fiscal responsibility. I am not in favor of either of the
build options. I would like no action and then other proposals to be considered.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: ''



From: "Sam Lauer" <samlauer21@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 5:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: samlauer21@gmail.com

name: Sam Lauer
address: 1242 Clayton St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Make deeper investments into multi modal
improvements in place of the proposed I 70 expansion. Tear down the current highway, divert it to I
270, and build a neighborhood boulevard that will reconnect the surrounding neighborhoods residential
areas and provide opportunity for commercial investment opportunities.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Dear I 70 East Team, I am dismayed and disappointed by the proposed I 70
expansion for a multitude of reasons. It is evident throughout the public process that CDOT has
knowingly opted to use old DRCOG traffic projections despite the fact that newer figures exist. I find this
to be a damning admission on behalf of CDOT. It raises the very serious and problematic question of
why you would opt to use older figures to justify the expansion when newer numbers exist. In spite of
this question, CDOT has made no attempt at an honest answer. The only answer one can reasonably
assume is that the newer DRCOG projections do not justify your proposed end goal and therefore you
have opted to dismiss them. At a cost of $1.8 billion dollars, there is no evidence to suggest that this
expansion will reduce the congestion that currently exists within the project scope. Indeed, many
metropolitan areas that have undertaken similar highway expansion projects have spent billions of
dollars to discover that the expansions did not have any success in reducing traffic congestion. It is a
high price to pay without any discernible improved outcome. The expansion also does not solve the
issue of how I 70 has dissected and negatively impacted the surrounding communities since its original
construction. If anything, the newly proposed I 70 expansion will only serve to re open and deepen the
scars left upon these communities. A neighborhood cap that seeks to soften this blow under the disguise
of being a park does extremely little to cover up its shortcomings. Namely the fact that CDOT is
somehow okay calling this a park where children and families can come to enjoy the outdoors in a green
space. This ignores the fact that the cap will exist on top of a 10 lane superhighway emitting tons of
noxious fumes and air pollutants that are bound to irreparably harm the health of parents and children
alike, continuing in the trend of how I 70 has harmed the vitality and health of these communities for
decades. If CDOT were truly concerned about the local communities it would give serious thought to
how it can tear down I 70, reconnect these neighborhoods, and pursue its current plans via the I 270



reroute. Ditch the ditch. It is an asinine plan hatched and supported by transportation trends of the past
and not the future. If we are to go forward with the preferred alternative for I 70, we are to spend
billions of dollars on an expansion that will not provide a solution. Rather, it will only serve as a prime
case study in the future of exactly what we shouldn't do. A project to ponder upon how our
transportation department could ever be so myopic as to believe they were paving the way of the future
with a transportation expansion approach that should be left to the past. Regards, Sam Lauer
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From: "Jennifer LaVoo" <jenniferlavoo@mac.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 1, 2016 5:12 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jenniferlavoo@mac.com

name: Jennifer LaVoo
address: 4584 Clay Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 303 433 4501
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the impact I 70 has on the neighborhoods
in Denver. I live in Sunnyside. I would like to see the areas close to downtown and
near I 70 thrive, not be overshadowed by a highway. I also have concerns that once
I 70 is widened east of I 25, the west side will be next, affecting my neighborhood
negatively.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Change I 70's path to I 270 and I 76.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I do not want I 70 widened. That will only encourage more
traffic and cause more pollution, negatively affecting all areas in the corridor.
The tunnel is a very bad idea. Remember the bridges for Stapleton airport? Crashes
would shut down the highway. Remember the lower area near Downing on I 25? Flooding
would also be a concern. What about the pollution in the tunnel? How would it be
safely dissipated? The toxic smells in the Eisenhower tunnel are horrible. I believe
the highway should be routed around the city, on I 270 and I 76. Pollution would be
lessened, neighborhoods would thrive, and the cost and inconvenience during
construction would be less. Please don't force this project on the people in this
area; we don't want it!!
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From: "Jeanne Laws" <jeannelaws@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:51 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jeannelaws@comcast.net

name: Jeanne Laws
address: 5086 Vrain Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 303 458 8172
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live near I70 and Tennyson Street. Eventually, CDOT will have
to expand I70 in this area. This will do harm to neighbor's homes, Berkeley Park and
Tennyson.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I agree that an alternative is to
close I 70 between Wadsworth Avenue and Central Park Boulevard, and to divert
traffic north of the current alignment onto I 76 and I 270.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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From: "Jeanne Laws" <jeannelaws@comcast.net>
Subject: Please study the I 270/I 76 re route
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 2:55 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

I live near I70 and Tennyson Street. Eventually, CDOT will have to expand
I70 in this area. This will do harm to neighbor's homes, Berkeley Park and
Tennyson.

Please study the alternative to close I 70 between Wadsworth Avenue and
Central Park Boulevard, and to divert traffic north of the current alignment
onto I 76 and I 270.



From: "Brenda Lawson" <bevita12000@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Mon, February 29, 2016 4:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: bevita12000@yahoo.com

name: Brenda Lawson
address: 3892 Xavier Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years â€“ leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for
the first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Jeff Laws" <jlaws@CITYHORIZONS.COM>
Subject: Objection to current proposal
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:20 pm
To: "contactus@i 70east.com" <contactus@i 70east.com>

I object to the current proposal. Please consider the 270 76 reroute alternative as
a less intrusive, more cost effective and easier executed option.

Thanks you, Jeff Laws
5086 Vrain Street, Denver CO 80212

Jeffery Laws, Manager Member
3870 Tennyson Street, LLC
3870 Tennyson Street
Denver, CO 80212
720 308 3573 (Cell text)



From: "April Leahy" <April.leahy@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 9:10 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: April.leahy@comcast.net

name: April Leahy
address: 1650 Fillmore St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re route option along I 270 and I
76.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Rerout through and heavy commercial traffic and
use a local 4 6 lane road through neighborhoods.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Be honest about why you want this plan and why the city seems to disregard the
citizens' opinions and quality of life. Please fully investgate all alternatives re I 70 AND the stormwater
detention proposals and present plans BEFORE
decisions have been made.
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From: "John Leahy" <Denverjwleahy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 9:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Denverjwleahy@gmail.com

name: John Leahy
address: 1301 Fillmore St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I would ask CDOT to properly investigate the full re route option along I 270 and I
76.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route heavy commercial traffic so
it doesn't destroy neighborhoods
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Be honest about why you want this plan and why the city seems to disregard the
citizens' opinions and quality of life. Please fully investgate all alternatives re I 70 AND the stormwater
detention proposals and present plans BEFORE decisions have been made.
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From: "Bonita Lahey" <blahey@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:00 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: blahey@earthlink.net

name: Bonita Lahey
address: 1600 Cook Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80206
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I have commented before and this is an additional comment
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation in general can be improved in the
inner city of Denver. We have very few options the Colfax buses are it. It seems convenient that the
length of the I70 build is just ever so slightly short of that requiring an EIS for air borne pollutants and
their abatement. There is an elementary school 100yards from this.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
comments_questions: I am very concerned about the outfall area in Globeville. There are a large
number of leaking underground storage tanks, not to mention THREE Superfund sites and yet the City
wants to begin work immediately. The worse thing one can do in a contaminated area is to disturb it. I
see no money for complete remediation of the outfall area and areas leading into it. I see no plans for
protection of the residents during a remediation. That is the existing contaminants. The aggressive time
schedule will not allow for a proper assessment and remediation of Globeville. Their drinking water is
already contaminated disturbing it without remediation will be detrimental to all involved. I doubt the
City wants to be fined for polluting the Platte at the outfall. Take the time to do it right, please.
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From: "Jason Lee" <jasonlee101@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 8:56 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jasonlee101@gmail.com

name: Jason Lee
address: 5027 Raleigh St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3038836248
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I moved to CO in 1998 and have lived in NW Denver since 2004. I love my
community and try to stay active in topics that affect our way of life here. This particular topic seems to
touch a nerve because it feels like alternative, less impactful options have been dismissed or not
considered. I'd like to understand in greater detail why exactly a reroute of I 70 north of the city isn't
feasible. There's a lot of community dissent on this topic, which is valid. It affects each of us and would
like a more rational explanation of other options. It just feels like your agenda is being forced down our
throats when the negatives seem to outweigh the benefits.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Traffic is a major issue in CO, and it's only getting
worse. No one is saying there's a silver bullet that answers all the questions, but we'd all appreciate
alternative options are reviewed thoroughly. It's the only responsible, rational thing to do. Use existing
infrastructure. Rerouting I 70 on 76 and 270 seems all too rational for many. The challenges with this
option appear to pale in comparison when you look at the cost, environmental impact and timelines
involved with your plan. Please consider all options.
how_receiving_info: Newsletter
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From:  "Lori Lee" <lorlee@q.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 9:26 am 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
email: lorlee@q.com 
 
name: Lori Lee 
address: 4053 S Olive St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80237 
phone: 720-940-3052 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I'm in real estate and a tax payer. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am not in favor of this project. The negative impact this will have on the 
neighborhood and the people who live far out weigh the benefits. I urge the city to reconsider moving 
forward with a project that isn't the right long term solution for our city. Thank you 
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From: "Piper Leitz" <piperbronco2@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:17 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: piperbronco2@gmail.com

name: Piper Leitz
address: 4870 Golden Ct
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 720 404 6099
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I don't think expanding I70 is the answer. I've heard and understand there are
options with I76 and that digging up the soil around I70 would be digging up highly contaminated
ground.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Again, I understand 176 is an option
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I don't support this project & think that there are other options in I270/I76 and
digging up highly contaminated soil is a VERY BAD idea.
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From: "Stephanie Leonard" <stephaniekleonard@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 10:33 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: stephaniekleonard@gmail.com

name: Stephanie Leonard
address: 1407 Perry St. Apt A
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80204
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: While I do not live along the I 70 corridor, I have personally
worked with residents of the neighborhoods that will be affected by the potential
expansion project. I taught students of Swansea Elementary about safe active
transportation, which is already a challenging feat due to the poor biking/walking
infrastructure in place for these children. Widening the highway will not only
worsen the condition for these families, but displace many families from their
community (not just their homes). Given Denver's booming housing market, I am
concerned about the options available to these residents if forced to move.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: While I recognize that the I 70
congestion is terrible, I do not believe that more lanes will resolve this problem,
as Down's Law of Peak Hour Traffic Congestion shows that peak hour traffic
congestion will rise to meet maximum capacity on expressways. I would rather see
more investment in maintaining or minimizing the current structures while increasing
the quality and availability of biking/walking infrastructures, or even the addition
of an urban boulevard (see link).
http://denver.streetsblog.org/2016/01/29/denver can have great neighborhood streets if cdot tears
down i 70/
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
comments_questions:
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From: "Michael Lewis" <sandormitmoggie@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 11:45 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sandormitmoggie@gmail.com

name: Michael Lewis
address: 3535 Josephine St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I don't think it's wise to stir up a lot of superfund sites to
replace a road when there are alternatives more in line with the original plans for
an interstate road system. The current configuration of I70 was an invasive mistake
when originally constructed. A I76/270 alternative route should be substituted for
the current plans to rebuild I70 in place. (CDOT is being disingenuous in claiming
that this alternative has already been considered). Sudden changes in illumination
can be challenging to the older driver. Below grade roads are in shadow much of the
time especially in winter, due to the low angle sun. I am not as good at making
these visual adjustments as I used to be.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The current I70 route between
Central Park Blvd and I25 should be abandoned and turned into a boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Michael Lewis" <sandormitmoggie@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 19, 2016 8:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sandormitmoggie@gmail.com

name: Michael Lewis
address: 3535 Josephine St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The stated purpose of rejoining the Swansea and Elyria neighborhoods can be
better accomplished by replacing the I70 superstructure with a grade level boulevard. (cf. I76/270
reroute).
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute westbound I70 traffic at
Central Park onto I76 and onto 270 at I25 for eastbound traffic.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Megan Licardi" <licardi@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: licardi@yahoo.com

name: Megan Licardi
address: 5037 Perry Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: CDOT needs to study the I 270/76 re route before proceeding with anything!
Widening I 70 where it is planned is NOT the answer; it is going to effect too many neighborhoods and
housing when it does not need to.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: What about the I 270/76 re route?
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Madeline Linder" <stevensmadeline@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:13 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: stevensmadeline@gmail.com

name: Madeline Linder
address: 12680 W 16th Pl
city: Lakewood
state: CO
zip_code: 80215
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: Please do not to move forward WITHOUT investing the re route
option along I 270/I 76. Ask them NOT to dig up some of the state's most
contaminated soil.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Tony Livaudais" <livaday@ecentral.com>
Subject: EIS Comments
Date: Fri, February 5, 2016 1:00 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

To Whom it May Concern:

I have been following the progress of the I 70 project. I use I 70
frequently and I have a strong opinion about what is going on.

Unite North Metro Denver has provided an alternate proposal for a route
around I 270 and I 76 combined with a boulevard along 46th or 47th Avenue
which makes so much sense.

I believe the CDOT proposal is a bad idea, but everyone seems powerless to
stop or derail it. These comments are not going to amount to anything, and I
am only writing this to register my disgust.

Thank you,

Tony Livaudais
LIVAUDAIS ARCHITECTURE
1670 Poplar St, Denver CO
(303) 329 3538
<mailto:livaday@ecentral.com
> livaday@ecentral.com



From: "Brooke Livingston" <cbliving2@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 8:03 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cbliving2@gmail.com

name: Brooke Livingston
address: 1265 Leyden St
city: Denver
state: CO Colorado
zip_code: 80220 2802
phone: 9122222148
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I think Denver is not expanding smartly and this would be
awful. This is not the answer. We do not need to be a Houston or Dallas, a highway
mega city.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: It's a terrible idea. Not only is it monstrous, a waste of
excessive materials, and just a hideous plan, study after study has shown that
widening highways does nothing to alleviate traffic woes. Bottlenecks happen no
matter the size of highways. What does help is smarter planning with a clear traffic
plan and giving the core city back its neighborhoods so the heavy traffic can route
around it and not decimate further inner city land and businesses. Denver is
supposed to be this haven of educated thought and elevated ideas, with some of the
most highly educated population in the country. Don't insult us with an awful plan
that any reasonable, small business respecting and intelligent person can see
through as just another needless government project. Let's not get lumped in with
Dallas and Houston as mega highway cities. Let's be Denver, a city that incorporates
and rewards alternative and better ideas.
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From: "Carol Maclennan" <carol.maclennan@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 11:04 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: carol.maclennan@gmail.com

name: Carol Maclennan
address: 2242 Ivanhoe Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone: 303 859 2759
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: Retired public health professional and Denver resident. My concerns from both
perspectives relate to health, social and economic equity, environmental quality (human exposure to
pollutants via air, water and soil media, and environmental degradation). I also have serious concerns
that the proposed alternatives are rooted in obsolete planning and design principles and do not reflect
state of the art solutions that will support and sustain the immediate neighborhoods and the region
into the future. Finally, I believe the economic cost that is being contemplated is totally unacceptable as
a public expenditure, with the price tag far exceeding the benefits and even contributing to future high
maintenance and impact costs. The agencies insist that the project has been fully vetted after 10+ years.
This is patently false. The vetting has been limited, and alternatives not fully explored.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By truly connecting Globeville/Swansea Elyria with
downtown Denver, and selecting an alternative that does not widen the highway to the extent being
proposed. The future transportation solutions are a more robust, multi modal system throughout the
region, and in the immediate area.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I oppose the solutions being proposed as serious alternatives for all the reasons I
have stated above, but that have been described and submitted by others much more eloquently and in
more detail. Please reconsider and do this project right! Take the time and additional effort to make
Denver a leader in urban and transportation planning for the future.
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From: "jon loether" <jonloether@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 6:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jonloether@gmail.com

name: jon loether
address: 2000 arapahoe st apt 504
city: denver
state: co
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Financial impact on the city for little gain compared to other
infrastructure needs that could be fulfilled for less money and have a larger impact
on the city as a whole. Also commuting, daily errands, airport runs for work, ect...
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Benjamin Lohrenz Tregembo" <Benjaminkro@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Benjaminkro@gmail.com

name: Benjamin Lohrenz Tregembo
address: 3754 Delgany St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As a resident of the elyrira neighborhood and a long time East
Denver resident, the impacts of proposed expansion will have drastic implications in
varying aspects of my daily life. In addition, I concerned about the well being of
current residents, their ability to remain in their communities, as well as the
devestating environmental impacts this projects may possess.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There are myriad ways of improving
transportation that do not jeopardize the well being of residents, the earth, the
community and culture of those living near the I70 corridor. What is key is
community involvement and consideration.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: What considerations have been taken to address the existing
super fund sights on or around the proposed development area? How do you propose to
support affordable housing measures? How will you plan on retaining he current
population of GES?
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From: "Phil Lombardo" <philuv@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments on I 70 East, also known as the Ditch
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:34 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

The proposed I 70 East CDOT Project needs to be turned down because:
it will not relieve traffic;
it will toxify the air, water, and soil in a very wide area;
it will totally disrupt old, well kept neighborhoods and homes ,

destroying these functioning communities at the same time;
the proposed cover on the Ditch is already called the Toxic Playground;
it is ill conceived, faulty, called one of the 10 worst project proposals

in America;
There is a better plan already available.

The I 76/270 Alternative is the best choice because:
the Right of Way needed to widen these roads is already owned by CDOT;
it is much less expensive, about half the price;
it will not necessitate buying/removing any homes or businesses;
there are few, if any, Super Sites that will be disturbed;
it will funnel 45% of the present I 70 traffic around the city and all

the communities impacted by the fumes, noise, and dirt;
the present I 70 corridor becomes the Denver Boulevard, a divided highway

with 3 lanes on each side, with side and center greenways, like Monaco
Parkway without the houses.

Please meet with us, the RNO’s, before you give your final decision to
CDOT

Please do not proceed with this project.
Phil Lombardo
Whittier resident since 1999



To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: annklong@comcast.net
realname: Ann K Long

name: 'Ann K Long'
address: '2801 Krameria Street'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'Colorado'
zip_code: '80207'
phone: '303 377 6828'
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter,Other'
interest_in_project: 'I'm convinced there is another healthier alternative to the current I 70 widening
plan. I urge the City to pursue other options which would bring the commuter traffic from the elevated
to ground level and shift business/truck traffic to an alternate route. The present plans also do not
address the water issues from Mayfair/Park Hill and the flow northwest towards the Platte river. This
needs to be done now rather than a rework later.'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Website'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: ''



From: "katherine lopez" <kat6404@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, March 4, 2016 6:18 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kat6404@yahoo.com

name: katherine lopez
address: 2806 south cherokee street
city: englewood
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80110
phone: 9176220927
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Bad Idea. It seems like it's going to be the.same mess created on I25 and santa fe
and i70 Eisenhower tunnel.
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From: "Robert J. Lorenz" <robertjinye@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, January 29, 2016 10:28 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: robertjinye@gmail.com

name: Robert J. Lorenz
address: 4945 Gray Street
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 3034552964
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Residents on the west end of Inspiration Point hear, see,
smell, and endure the taste of particulate fallout of both I 70 and I 76. We also
use both I 70 and I 76 frequently to go downtown, to the airport, to the hospital
and doctors offices, to the stock show, to the mountains, to stores and retail
warehouses northeast and west of our homes. Moving traffic to I 76 from I 70 will
not help us. Closing I 70 as an interstate will not help us. What will help are
better soundproofing of both highways, higher visual barriers, better maintainence,
planting more trees and caring for them along both highways to replace those lost to
Ipis, drought, and neglect. I support what you are doing in Northeast Denver, but
want better maintainence and repair of both highways.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Quieter pavement made of materials
that reduce sound. Better sound barriers that reduce sound and hide taller traffic.
More landscaping with trees, shrubs, and flowers cared for faithfully and added to
regularly. Better, stronger, sound barriers over bridges that look better to those
viewing them from outside the highways. Better maintenence of the grounds below each
bridge sidewalks swep, plowed and trimmed, pigeon droppings removed, weeds and
debris frequently removed, and post signs NO DUMPING.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Excellent
comments_questions:
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From: "Betty Luce" <betty.luce@comcast.net>
Subject: I 70 Expansion Plan
Date: Mon, February 8, 2016 11:54 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

To:

Chris Horn
P.E. Federal Highway Administration
12300 West Dakota Avenue, Suite 180
Lakewood, CO 80228

Anthony R. DeVito
P.E. Colorado Department of Transportation
2000 South Holly Street
I 70 East Project Office
Denver, CO 80222

I am writing to protest the CDOT plan for I 70 Expansion.

I am a long time resident of North Denver, and also a Realtor who has
listed, sold, and shown many homes in our neighborhood that were adversely
affected by the presence of I 70 which bifurcates our neighborhood, reducing
property values for at least 4 blocks on either side of the highway. The
damage to our neighborhood is obvious, and every time I drive up Tennyson
alongside the Berkeley Park with its lake, mountain views and golf
course.cut in half by an interstate highway.I send a little curse to the
brain deads who thought this was a good idea.

I am appalled by the current plan for I 70 expansion a tunnel with all
obvious hazards, deleterious environmental impact and the potential to be
the biggest boondoogle to ever hit our fair city. I also wonder what will
happen when the increased traffic is funneled down to a much narrower
highway that will run through our neighborhood.

It seems to me that common sense has flown out the window, and that the DOT
is pursuing a massive "CYA" approach to avoid the obvious criticism that
will arise from the massive spending that has already occurred with the
planning of this idea of a tunnel. When you already have a by pass route to
the north of the city (I 270 and I 76), why would you not expand and improve
this road to hand the trucks and through traffic?

Those of us who pay attention to these things will draw your attention to
examples from Seattle and San Francisco. I lived in San Francisco many
years ago, and can only say that I was amazed and gratified when they took
down the interstate that vandalized that beautiful city. And I'm sure you
know about the "mess that has no end" in Seattle.



It's time for CDOT, the Governor and legislature to really listen to the
people who live here and consider an alternative.

Please register this letter as a big NO to the current plan for I 70
expansion.

Thank you,

Betty Luce
Senior Broker Associate
Nostalgic Homes
(303) 478 8618 (mobile)
(303) 477 7485 (home office)
Betty.luce@comcast.net



From: "Paris Lumb" <paris.lumb@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:37 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: paris.lumb@gmail.com

name: Paris Lumb
address: 3909 Perry St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver resident, and I'm fortunate to live a few miles
from the study corridor. That said, I think all Denver residents should have local
and state governments that consider the impact of all transportation projects on all
residents. This plan seems to disproportionately, and negatively, affect residents
of poor neighborhoods adjacent to the corridor. These residents have for years had
their quality of life impacted in this way, and it seems like CDOT and Denver are
really missing an opportunity to make things better in the area not worse. I think
focus should be on community and quality of life, not simply moving huge numbers of
cars across the neighborhoods and any cost.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transit in the study corridor should
focus on the area residents those most impacted by it. It should not focus on the
commuters who are simply going from point A to point B and who do not care about the
residents in the neighborhoods decimated both by the current I 70 and especially
by the proposed plan. An alternative plan, that works to improve the quality of life
for Denver neighborhood residents, rather than this one that harms that quality of
life, should be on the table.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions. Building or widening
highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. In
areas like this, the focus should be on local transportation that benefits local
business and residents not huge people mover highways that allow drivers to bypass
areas of our great city. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more
information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville
communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods.
Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses
disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents.
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From: "Paris Lumb" <paris.lumb@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:37 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: paris.lumb@gmail.com

name: Paris Lumb
address: 3909 Perry St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver resident, and I'm fortunate to live a few miles
from the study corridor. That said, I think all Denver residents should have local
and state governments that consider the impact of all transportation projects on all
residents. This plan seems to disproportionately, and negatively, affect residents
of poor neighborhoods adjacent to the corridor. These residents have for years had
their quality of life impacted in this way, and it seems like CDOT and Denver are
really missing an opportunity to make things better in the area not worse. I think
focus should be on community and quality of life, not simply moving huge numbers of
cars across the neighborhoods and any cost.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transit in the study corridor should
focus on the area residents those most impacted by it. It should not focus on the
commuters who are simply going from point A to point B and who do not care about the
residents in the neighborhoods decimated both by the current I 70 and especially
by the proposed plan. An alternative plan, that works to improve the quality of life
for Denver neighborhood residents, rather than this one that harms that quality of
life, should be on the table.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions. Building or widening
highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. In
areas like this, the focus should be on local transportation that benefits local
business and residents not huge people mover highways that allow drivers to bypass
areas of our great city. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more
information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville
communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods.
Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses
disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents.
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From: "Victoria Lundy" <cuttlefisharts@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:47 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cuttlefisharts@comcast.net

name: Victoria Lundy
address: 3500 Allison Street
city: Wheat Ridge
state: CO
zip_code: 80033
phone: 303 420 4667
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I want to see transportation expansion in the correct
direction, not just expanding a system that's from the 1950s.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Public transit and working toward reducing
individuals in cars has to be a primary goal if we're to have a viable city in 10 years.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: We need to stop putting a finger in the dyke and reimagine how we get around
our city. This part of I 70 in particular has been terrible from the beginning.

==================================
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From: "Eric" <elyche@hotmail.com>
Subject: I70 east development
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 12:51 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

To whom this may concern;
My name Eric Lyche and I am a north Denver resident and have been for almost 10
years. Over that period of time I have seen Denver blossom. The neighborhoods around
downtown have grown, business have moved in and the city has become one of the most
coveted places to live in the country. I am very proud to call Denver my home for my
wife and 2 children (one more child due in August). One of the reasons why, I
believe, Denver had been so successful is it ability to pull ideas and thoughts from
all communities and walks of life. The way that Denver ties together all parts of
the city with all forms of transportation is critical to it success. Cities of the
future need to garner and encourage all forms of transportation to handle the growth
and demands of the future. I think that the I70 east plan is a bad idea. It only
encourages more driving while increasing pollution. I feel that the I79/270 plan is
a much better plan. It moves traffic out of Denver neighborhoods and with the
installation of a boulevard, businesses and home values will increase. Furthermore,
bike paths and pedestrian walk ways will help eliminate some of the pollution in the
poorer neighborhoods.

If you have any question please feel free to contact me.

Eric Lyche
4350 Xavier St
Denver CO 80212
303 594 0750
Elyche@hotmail.com

Sent from my iPhone



From: "Tracey MacDermott" <macdermottt@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:43 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: macdermottt@yahoo.com

name: Tracey MacDermott
address: 4534 East 16th Avenue
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80220
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I believe that the alternative route should be evaluated. Other cities are moving
their highways out of the city. Why isn't the State of Colorado and the City of Denver taking more time
to consider the proposed alternative.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Change this plan to the proposed alternative.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Travis Madsen" <travis.madsen@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 1:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: travis.madsen@gmail.com

name: Travis Madsen
address: 1438 Little Raven St. #403
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80202
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I want Denver to be more city and less highway.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I want to see this happen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pKJTDoYK0A Redirect I 70 around to the north on the
270 corridor, and turn the viaduct area into a tree lined residential boulevard.
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions: Again, I want to see the corridor restored to neighborhood
character. Restore the viaduct area to a tree lined boulevard and re direct I 70
around to the north.

==================================
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From: "Mark Mann" <markwilliammann@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 8:51 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: markwilliammann@gmail.com

name: Mark Mann
address: 3335 Adams St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live very close to the study area and would like to see the
ditch option removed and see the city consider the reroute option.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute traffic to 270 and 76. Make
I70 a boulevard through our city instead of a major highway.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please don't dig up an old super fund site and risk flooding my
neighborhood.

==================================
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From: "Elizabeth Marsh" <elizabethjmarsh@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 9:57 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: elizabethjmarsh@gmail.com

name: Elizabeth Marsh
address: 4939 Vallejo Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone: 7202108463
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a former resident of the Whittier neighborhood, a current
resident of the Chaffee Park neighborhood, and an employee of a business downtown. I
use the I 70 several times a day and continue to live along the corridor.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute the traffic north of Denver.
The idea that this project aims to help residents of Globeville and Elyria/Swansea
is laughable. I am a 5th generation Denver native and the sale of Denver to the
highest bidder has been a difficult trend to watch. The City and the Mayor are doing
a terrible job of keeping obscene development in check, and this plan for the I 70
redevelopment is just one more example. There is a legitimate alternative to this
monstrosity that would have a positive impact on homes and businesses, and would put
Denver back in the forefront of smart urban planning and development. PLEASE
consider the reroute option. PLEASE give a damn about the homes and businesses of
long time, long disenfranchised residents that would be displaced with this project.
PLEASE consider that similar projects have gone over time and budget. The people and
businesses along I 70 cannot afford the huge mistake that this project will turn out to be.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Reroute the traffic north of Denver. The idea that this project
aims to help residents of Globeville and Elyria/Swansea is laughable. I am a 5th
generation Denver native and the sale of Denver to the highest bidder has been a
difficult trend to watch. The City and the Mayor are doing a terrible job of keeping
obscene development in check, and this plan for the I 70 redevelopment is just one
more example. There is a legitimate alternative to this monstrosity that would have
a positive impact on homes and businesses, and would put Denver back in the
forefront of smart urban planning and development. PLEASE consider the reroute
option. PLEASE give a damn about the homes and businesses of long time, long
disenfranchised residents that would be displaced with this project. PLEASE consider
that similar projects have gone over time and budget. The people and businesses
along I 70 cannot afford the huge mistake that this project will turn out to be.

==================================
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From: "Wes Marshall" <wesleymarshall@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 24, 2016 1:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: wesleymarshall@hotmail.com

name: Wes Marshall
address: 1200 Larimer St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80238
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
interest_in_project:
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: Can you specifically define what constitutes through traffic
along this stretch of corridor? Do cars have to travel through the entirety of the
project area to be considered through traffic or is there a specific number of exist
they would have to pass to be defined as such?

==================================
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From: "Jill L Marshall" <jmsono@aol.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 6:58 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jmsono@aol.com

name: Jill L Marshall
address: 3846 Vallejo St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3039649557
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am invested in Denver's future. I feel the project is a continuation of a mistake
made in the 50s when I70 was built. It bisects historic neighborhoods and does not enhance the city, but
detracts from it. Lets be forward thinking and move the freeway north. Lets bring together and
celebrate neighborhoods for a progressive Denver. The freeway and vehicles create too much pollution
and an unhealthy environment!! The route north of the city is not that much longer. This is important
for Denver's future!!
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Take I70 out of the corrider!! Use
it for local traffic, not across region traffic
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter
comments_questions:

==================================
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From: "Melissa Martin" <melissalmartin@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 5:49 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: melissalmartin@yahoo.com

name: Melissa Martin
address: 3896 Xavier St
city: denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80212
phone: 2069481236
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I love living in northwest Denver for the quality of life and
convenience to both downtown and the mountains. I am concerned with noise pollution,
air quality, traffic congestion, and the possible expansion of the width/lanes will
impact my quality of life. Additionally, I am concerned about the impact the
proposed solution would have along the neighborhoods just east of I25. It feels like
it is an equity issue as well for these neighbors.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the option of rerouting I70 to
run along I270 and I76. I think this viable alternative needs to be studied.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings
comments_questions: I'm not sure why the I270/I76 option has not not been studied.

==================================
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From: "Steve Maury" <Stevemaury@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Tue, February 16, 2016 5:52 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Stevemaury@msn.com

name: Steve Maury
address: 2624 Josephine St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Tired of the 1950s solution of widening highways.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Open the public land to all people,
not just people who drive cars.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please reroute I 70 north to I 276 and transform the current
roadway into a complete slow neighborhood boulevard with trees, protected bikeways,
sidewalks and public transportation.

==================================
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From: "Bob May" <bobmmay@comcast.net>
Subject: Comment on the CDOT construction plan for I 70, from Robert May, 1590 Yates Street,

#1311, Denver, 80204
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:38 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com
Cc: "'Bob May'" <bobmmay@comcast.net>

Comment on the current CDOT construction plan for I 70, from Robert May, 1590 Yates Street, #1311,
Denver, 80204

I fully support the recommended alternative of moving the traffic up over Denver, using upgraded I 270
and I 76. This was proven to be less costly than the CDOT plan by the Denver League of Women Voters.

1. The fact that CDOT consistently denies knowledge of the cost of the alternative "because it hasn't
studied it" is misleading at best.

2. The fact that CDOT refuses to have an open discussion about the alternative route demonstrates
their unwillingness to do the best job possible for the city of Denver.

3. The fact that the CDOT plan further divides the communities of Globeville, Elyria and Swansea
demonstrates a casual disregard for the people who live there. The cover is approximately only 800 feet
long, which is miniscule compared to the stretch of I 70 that will be constructed 40 feet below ground
level.



From: "Erin McCaffrey" <erin.mccaffrey@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 3, 2016 1:54 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: erin.mccaffrey@gmail.com

name: Erin McCaffrey
address: 4850 Wyandot St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Travel regularly in the corridor and live in northwest Denver
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Provide more options for public
transportation
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Website
comments_questions: I favor a re route. The current plan seems wasteful and since we
can't seem to pay to fix our roads already, why spend what we don't have on a
solution that solves so little? Rerouting I70 would require 270 and 76 to be
expanded. 270 and 76 can more easily be expanded and at a fraction of the cost.

==================================
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From: "Erin McCaffrey" <erin.mccaffrey@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 9:41 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: erin.mccaffrey@gmail.com

name: Erin McCaffrey
address: 4850 Wyandot St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes
and businesses disproportionally hurting low income and minority populations. Similarly, more
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.

==================================
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From: "Erin McCaffrey" <erin.mccaffrey@gmail.com>
Subject: I 70 expansion
Date: Tue, March 1, 2016 10:06 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

PLEASE CDOT needs to properly investigate the full re route option along
I 270 and I 76.

There is almost no highway that has ever improved the livability of the
community. To move people through a community without giving it the tools
to build itself into a better place to live and work is short sighted and
irresponsible.

Study and present the unbiased findings of a full investigation into
shifting the I 70 traffic west of I 270 to I 25 or I 76 onto an expanded
I 270/I 76 route with a 46th Ave boulevard created where I 70 exists today.

Erin McCaffrey
4850 Wyandot St.
Denver, CO 80221



From: "Jefferson McClure" <jeffersonic@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 3, 2016 2:27 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jeffersonic@gmail.com

name: Jefferson McClure
address: 2996 Olive St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live and commute in the study corridor, and as a taxpayer/car
owner I will paying into the project.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: While I believe that the viaduct
should be eliminated, I don't believe that the preferred "partial cover lowered"
alternative is either cost efficient or neighborhood friendly. I also do not believe
that the state or the city of Denver have properly considered alternatives (such as
a re routing of I 70 via 270 and 76) that would be much more beneficial to the
neighborhoods in the study corridor without necessarily costing more.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: In its current state, the project is a boondoggle that will do
more harm than good. Steps must be taken now to stop the momentum of the project
while alternatives are better considered. The state would be irresponsible to
continue to invest in this project as currently conceived.

==================================
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From: "Mike McDaniel" <mcmcdaniel80222@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 9:08 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mcmcdaniel80222@gmail.com

name: Mike McDaniel
address: 4760 E Wyoming Pl
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80222
phone: 3037098286
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Besides being a regular, though reluctant, I 70 commuter, I am
a long time Denver resident concerned about future smart growth in the city. Also, I
strongly support alternate forms of transportation such as transit/walking/driving
and want my voice to be heard in the process of creating a more livable Denver.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The below grade option is a bad idea
from a fiscal, environmental, and human POV. This solution needs to be bumped out of
first place on the list and other solutions should be pursued. Specifically, routing
I 70 north via 270 or a boulevard corridor is the best way to fix a decades old
mistake and return north Denver to the people that live, work, and visit there.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This EIS looks eerily familiar to that of the work being done in
Seattle. That project has confirmed early skeptics opinion that it was a bad idea
and doomed to years of disruption and extreme cost over runs. Let's put the brakes
on this, learn from others mistakes, and revise the plan for the benefit of Denver
residents and commuters now and in the future.

==================================
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From: "Ginny McFarland" <ginny@spaceintoplace.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 2:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ginny@spaceintoplace.com

name: Ginny McFarland
address: PO Box 1645
city: Estes Park
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80517
phone: 3037313751
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Judicious use of limited transit funding; good urban planning
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76. This means
all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of
current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the existing
highway. Neighborhoods severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would
be freed up for development that adds to our community.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than that presented, two bad options, in
the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is not good urban
planning. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information
is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria,
Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these
neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses.
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, the
full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit,
and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Ginny McFarland" <ginny@spaceintoplace.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 2:19 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: ginny@spaceintoplace.com

name: Ginny McFarland
address: PO Box 1645
city: Estes Park
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80517
phone: 3037313751
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Judicious use of limited transit funding; good urban planning
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A re route of I 70 along I 270 and I 76. This means
all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of
current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4 6 lane boulevard replacing the existing
highway. Neighborhoods severed by I 70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would
be freed up for development that adds to our community.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than that presented, two bad options, in
the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is not good urban
planning. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information
is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria,
Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these
neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses.
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and
improve the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, the
full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit,
and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.
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From: "Colin Laughlin" <laughlincolin@gmail.com>
Subject: Public Comment on I70
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 8:41 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

I urge you to reconsider the inefficient and inappropriate plan for I70. As a resident of BRUN and
someone who lives a block away from I70 this plan does nothing but harm revitalized neighborhoods in
Denver and create inequality.

Thank you.









From: "Brennan Meadowcroft" <brennan.meadowcroft@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 9:48 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: brennan.meadowcroft@gmail.com

name: Brennan Meadowcroft
address: 3208 Cook St
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80205
phone: 7202487155
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: It impacts not only traffic and accessibility around where I
live but influences both commercial and residential development
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Focusing on increasing access to
high quality public transit rather than increasing the size of the road.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Newsletter,Website
comments_questions: The currently favored plan appears to have several drawbacks
including potential hazards from flooding and lack of sunlight during winter months.
One of the stated goals is to heal the cut that was made through Globeville when
I 70 was originally built but a larger highway would only increase it. I 70 is aging
and needs some sort of overhaul, the proposed plan does not seem to be the answer.
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From: "Derek Medina" <dvsnzxy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, March 3, 2016 1:16 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dvsnzxy@gmail.com

name: Derek Medina
address: 660 S. Alcott St.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80219
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I have lived in Colorado and Denver my entire life, the city, its foundation, and the
people are all very important to me
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public
Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other
comments_questions: I do not support the widening and expansion of the highway in a an area already
suffering from the decisions made decades ago. This is not the way to unite the city.
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To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********

email: swimmanco@gmail.com
realname: Edward Melanson

name: 'Edward Melanson'
address: '1381 S. Edison Way'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80222'
phone: ''
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Other'
interest_in_project: 'Concerned resident of denver'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full
re route option along I 270 and I 76. I do not favor the current plan The impact on surrounding
neighborhoods will be devastating. poor health and the loss of home values will disproportionately
affect low income and minority households. Swansea Elementary will be approximately 65 ft from the
widened highway, which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide • Environmental consequences:
residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to vehicle exhaust, which is
already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among neighbors • 1.7B price tag •
Maintenance costs: projected to be 50x current costs'
how_receiving_info: 'Other'
rate_website: 'Need more info'
comments_questions: ''



From: "Carolyn Melphy" <cmelphy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 5:44 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: cmelphy@gmail.com

name: Carolyn Melphy
address: 6022 E. Mineral Dr.
city: Centennial
state: CO
zip_code: 80112
phone: 3037795280
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter
interest_in_project: I am a long time Denver native. I also traveled for years
through the Mousetrap....and underneath the mousetrap is a community that deserves
to be united. I was here with the airport tunnels and the disaster during
rain....You have alternatives albeit more costlyup front but this is the TIME do
DO the project right and not build I70 with a cover but move I70 north. Do you
remember Flint, they made a "cost" decision and now the repercussions will be MORE
costly. That is what this project will do as well....it looks good on paper and the
dollars, but everyone knows that it is not the best option. But now, it appears that
group think has taken over, since so "much" effort by CDOT has gone into this "final
draft."
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move I70 north where it is not
nearly as residential as the current location and does not require a cap. You are
asking for drainage issues with this below grade design.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I think that this project is not for the benefit of Denver and
Colorado citizens and those that travel this road and for those the live in the
area, but for the those that have vested themselves in the covered project for
whatever reasons. As I peruse the summary, I see a lot of defensive language...
"Nearly 90 different alternatives were considered and evaluated during the screening
process conducted for the Draft EIS and Supplemental Draft EISâ€”including rerouting
I 70 north of Denver. For a variety of reasons, all but three of the alternatives
were eliminated. The remaining three alternatives, which are fully analyzed in this
document, result from extensive agency involvement and public outreach combined with
detailed environmental and technical analyses." Why were the other alternatives not
noted at a high level in the summary and why were the options eliminated? That
should have been documented somehow in the Executive Summary. While this is a publi!
c comment period, I don't think the comments will be considered with an open mind



as the Final Draft has been done. The environmental summary only covered the
topology of keeping I70 in the same place as since alternative stakeholders were
not interested....really? Please re open the possibilities to changing the design.
Thank you.
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My name is Jorge Merida. And in the first place I want to put it right out front: I am against this project.
And the reason that the reasons why I am against this project is because it might not have to do
with statistics, and it might not have to do with big facts. But it has to do with the human aspect of it. I
believe that, this project, the people that are driving this project don't understand that it is a very racist
project. They talk about removing houses as if it is pulling teeth, instead of realizing that removing
houses and most of the people who would be affected by this section would be the people of the three
neighborhoods of Globeville, Swansea, and Elyria; and now, because of the water project, we have to
add Cole. And it's an interesting thing. So, we have to also add Park Hill. Because they're planning that
big tube going through that. But, anyway, I think this is very racist. They think of us as, "Those people
who live on the other side of the highway." Also, I believe it is highly insensitive and negligent. This
whole project is considering financial considerations, not human issues. They should take on the
situation with I 10 in Houston. It is the biggest it's got 26 lanes and they built it so that there would be
no congestion. Within two months of being built, it was exactly as it was before. These projects of
making these highways bigger do not work; they do not serve the City. Also, I think there's some
corruption here. It is interesting that, for example, in the planning board, in the Denver planning board



MR. MERIDA: Okay. I didn't have a chance to finish. And, during the Clinton Administration, a law was
passed in order to assure that the environmental justice. Nothing has been done. And what the City
doesn't recognize is that the environmental justice can has the power to stop the whole bloody thing.
I think that it is important that all of us recognize that the fact that there are minorities and
economically depressed people that live in those neighborhoods can be the key to stop this, according
to the Clinton executive order. So, I really believe that we can do it. I think we are going to do it. And I
think that we're going to do it. We are going to stop. Who else is going to tell these people that
nowadays people are talking about having a clean Earth? Not having trucks and cars driving all over the
place? Who is going to tell them? What are they going to do when their 20 lanes are not enough
anymore? What other neighborhood are they going to destroy? Am I done? I've been visiting this whole
neighborhood. I've been to the schools. Swansea is a school that is right only within a hundred feet from
the highway. There are really no reason for those kids, for those students, for those teachers, to be
living every day under those conditions.



From: "Robert Merlino" <rmerlino@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 9:53 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: rmerlino@gmail.com

name: Robert Merlino
address: 2720 Lafayette Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Denver resident that lives near this project and
frequently uses this portion of highway.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I support the alternate plan of
re routing I 70 along the existing I 76 / I 270 corridor. The existing portion of
I 70 between I 25 and I 76 should remain as a way to access downtown from eastbound
I 70 or westbound I 70 from downtown. I do not support the plan to lower I 70 and
partially cover, it is a significant waste of money and a construction nightmare.
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: I support the alternate plan of re routing I 70 along the
existing I 76 / I 270 corridor. The existing portion of I 70 between I 25 and I 76
should remain as a way to access downtown from eastbound I 70 or westbound I 70 from
downtown. I do not support the plan to lower I 70 and partially cover, it is a
significant waste of money and a construction nightmare.
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From: "Alison Meyer" <alisonyeager@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, January 27, 2016 12:39 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: alisonyeager@gmail.com

name: Alison Meyer
address: 5123 Bryant St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a native North Denver resident. I currently live just
north of I 70. I am also a commuter on I 70 between Pecos and Quebec. I am
frustrated about the environmental impact this project would have on my neighborhood
and the health of its residents. As a millennial resident I would like to see more
money and investment put towards public transit options. I would like to eventually
get rid of my car and use only public transportation. Cars are a dying breed and
shouldn't be part of a city's long term vision. As a Denver native I would like to
see the city have more concern for its low income residents, especially those of
Globeville, Elryia and Swansea. There is a solution that can be beneficial to all.
Expanding I 70 as it currently exists is NOT that solution.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would like to see the "Grand
Boulevard" option executed. I would like CDOT do an SEIS on the full re route that
includes both I 270 and I 76. I would like to see more public transportation options
available like light rail and bike lanes. My work is only 10 miles away. I could
easily ride my bike there every day, but the current i 70 makes it to dangerous and
cumbersome to attempt.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Do the right thing, Denver, and protect your residents. Be a
visionary city that encourages modes of transportation that are sustainable. Thank
you!
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From: "Nick Millar" <nick.m.millar@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 12:29 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: nick.m.millar@gmail.com

name: Nick Millar
address: 1227 W Weaver Circle
city: Littleton
state: CO
zip_code: 80120
phone: 5033517501
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project:
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: As a former resident of Orange County, California, I
can speak first hand to how little of an effect large highways have on congestion and travel times. There
are diminishing returns from adding new lanes, and induced travel tends to soak up any returns there
are within a few years. Diversification of travel options tends to work better than adding additional
capacity in one single mode. Better maintained east west surface streets, optimizing traffic signals,
improved rapid bus routes, and better pedestrian and bicycling can all be accomplished with less of an
impact and for less money than the highway expansion.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Maggie Miller" <maggiemiller1@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 4:42 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: maggiemiller1@comcast.net

name: Maggie Miller
address: 451 24th Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: As an upper middle class person in Denver, I'm dismayed how any
so called "improvement" to the city is made on the backs of our less well off
residents. Make I 70 go around the neighborhood. It was a mistake to put it right
through it to begin with.
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Neighborhood scaled streets.
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions:
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From: "Alexis miller" <Xulexi@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 6:21 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Xulexi@hotmail.com

name: Alexis miller
address: 4685 Alcott st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80211
phone: 5133251748
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Live in Sunny side I believe this to be a slippery slope.
Lived in Boston during the big dig
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Fully explore re route north along 270/76
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the false
choice presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses “disproportionally hurting
low income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and
well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds
for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing
repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The
proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the
first time, the full re route along I 270 and I 76. Denver and Colorado deserve
visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you
for your consideration.
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From: "Lesley millhouser" <beasto35@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 12:48 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: beasto35@hotmail.com

name: Lesley millhouser
address: 1665 Madison st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80206
phone: 7205244277
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Concerned about the environmental/health/social impact.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Increase Public transportation accessibility
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From: "Josh mintroy" <Josh.montroy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 10:34 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Josh.montroy@gmail.com

name: Josh mintroy
address: 5100 Umatilla st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80221
phone: 720 936 5576
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the adjoining neighborhood and am vehemtly opposed to
more highway widening.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By rerouting to I270 And I 76
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Please reconsider the plan to reroute through I270 and I76. Do
not continue to marginalize those who live in peripheral neighborhoods in order to
temporarily ease traffic for those who's interest is simply a faster commute!
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From: "Thomas Monette" <tommymonette@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 1:07 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: tommymonette@gmail.com

name: Thomas Monette
address: 4774 Pennsylvania St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80216
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
comments_questions:
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From: "Veronica Montoya" <veronicasellsdenver@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 3:07 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: veronicasellsdenver@gmail.com

name: Veronica Montoya
address: 2534 W. 35th Ave.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3038688496
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I am born and raised in North Denver and I70 is just North of
me, Swansea and Elyria are my neighbors to the Northeast but most of all I feel an
affinity with all the Latino residents of Swansea/Elyria that will be most affected
by the widening. I am in support of 1)what is best for those residents and 2) what
is best for Denver residents and taxpayers. Widening is a bad idea when directly
North of I 70 there are existing highways that make a Re Route a better option for
everyone involved.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re Route to I76& 270, and widen
those highways. Path of least resistance Less disruption to a neighborhood and
businesses. Can be done before I70 is changed.
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: How much does the widening cost versus going with the Re Route?
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From: "Hannah Montroy" <Hannah.montroy@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 5:23 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Hannah.montroy@gmail.com

name: Hannah Montroy
address: 5100 umatilla st
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80221
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Making I70 bigger is not going to solve any of the existing problems. We need to
focus our efforts on alternative transportation routes.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Use of additional rtd and bike lanes
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Dan Moore" <danmoorecu@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 25, 2016 12:58 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: danmoorecu@hotmail.com

name: Dan Moore
address: 4363 Lincoln St.
city: Denver
state: Co
zip_code: 80216
phone: 3038770784
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: The area of Globeville/Elyria Swansea has been marginalized and
an example of environmental racism for years. The I 70 plan is another example of
this. Once again our communities will be divided and face higher pollution levels. I
am for the 270 re route. Lets connect these communities in a sustainable way.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By not doing the proposed I 70 plan.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website
rate_website: Good
comments_questions:
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From: "Derek Morgan" <dlm1897@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 8:39 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dlm1897@gmail.com

name: Derek Morgan
address: 2785 N. Speer Blvd., Apt. 307
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: This proposal includes spending an estimated $1.2 billion on a 1.8mi stretch of
highway. It's going to use up 1/2 of Colorado's bridge fund for the next 35 years. This rest of the State
will be hung out to dry for 1.8mi of highway. This project will destroy low income neighborhoods and it's
questionable if it will even have a major positive impact on traffic. I urge you to fully investigate other
options.
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From: "Tom Morris" <mamaworld12@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sat, February 27, 2016 8:36 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: mamaworld12@gmail.com

name: Tom Morris
address: 1250 Humboldt St. #1404
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80218
phone: 3033332983
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: This is the future of my city. A commitment to automobile transportation which
pursues the uniformly failed path of all urban interstates. We cannot EVER provide enough lanes to
continue our reliance on the private car. The number of cars is sharply limited by the number of lanes
which will fill (like T Rex) with more cars until the roadway is full and dysfunctional. The 2010 Denver
zoning code marked a new future for the city based on public transit and alternatives to cars. This
project is based on earlier Denver plans which depended on an infinite increase in cars. When you are in
a hole, stop digging.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Stop requiring auto trips by eliminating food
deserts and big box retail.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: This project consumes acres of Denver land without improving anyone's life or
advancing the livability of the city.
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From: "James Morse" <jhmorseiv@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 7:59 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: jhmorseiv@gmail.com

name: James Morse
address: 3437 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am interested in this project because I live very close to
I 70. I also feel as though the residents who are directly affected either by losing
their home or the new I 70 encroaching on their home have been told only 1 side of
the story. They have been told how much better their lives will be. You are failing
to tell them the implications of this construction due to the environmental issues
during construction & after. This area is an environmental hazard & these people
need to be aware of the impacts before making an educated decision.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Tearing down the I 70 via duct and
creating a boulevard style roadway 3 lanes wide in each direction. This could be the
business spur of the actual highway like other cities have created. Then re route
the actual highway to the North over 270 & 76. The traffic that is travelling to the
West of the city doesn't have to come through the city.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I 70 needs to be fixed & the via duct taken down however not at
the expense of the residents & businesses. There are too many unknowns about the
cost of this project. The 'cover' that is pitched looks great but who will take care
of it after the construction is said & down. I'm sure when you run out of money the
'cover' will be the first to be cut. Why do you need to provide the school & homes
in the area with new windows & HVAC systems? To me that says you know there are
environmental impacts & you are trying to provide a solution for them. What happens
when they leave there homes, are you providing them with bubbles to live in as well?
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From: "Kimberly Morse" <kimberly.morse@outlook.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 14, 2016 7:11 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kimberly.morse@outlook.com

name: Kimberly Morse
address: 3437 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: The I 70 expansion, as proposed, will increase the social and
environmental injustices already experienced within the neighborhoods CDOT suggests
it will benefit. According to CDOT's reports, it appears the agency already realizes
this. CDOT proposes to replace doors and windows on the Swansea school and some of
the homes closest to the project? Are the children expected not to go outside for
recess? Are residents expected not to enjoy their backyards on a summer afternoon or
evening? This measure is aimed at the construction dust during the project. What of
the toxic materials that lie buried all throughout the project area? Decades of
industry where particulate and chemical were blown into the air and captured in the
soil and materials that were buried in dumping grounds create serious health risks
for the neighbors the neighborhoods that run along I 70, particularly from Colorado
Boulevard through the mouse trap. Air, soil, water all stand to put many !
Denver residents at risk. Globeville, Elyria and Swansea have endured increase
health issues resulting from the highway's proximity to their homes and businesses
for decades. Now CDOT proposes to increase the risks by adding more lanes and more
cars. Many cities across this country have a local spur and a business route. I am
in favor of a local spur for area residents and a business route that carries
traffic headed east and west of downtown away from the city.
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From: "Kimberly Morse" <kimberly.morse@outlook.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 14, 2016 7:11 am
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kimberly.morse@outlook.com

name: Kimberly Morse
address: 3437 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: I am submitting a comment in opposition to the proposed PCL plan for the I 70
East expansion. This project looks like an outdated solution rather than a modern day answer to how we
move people from one part of the state to another. Many studies and news articles suggest the highway
expansion will not achieve the proposed goals. You can look to Texas and many other states that have
done large, expensive highway projects only to find that more lanes means more traffic. Build it and
they will come. We can look to our our own T Rex project as an example of this very trend. Additional
news stories and studies by experts indicate a change in driving trends as miles driven has been on the
decline for years. By some estimates peak oil has already been reached and thus supplies will at some
point become much less plentiful. And then there is climate change and our local and national objectives
for lowering carbon emissions. This project seems to take none of these factors into account. Regarding
the design plan itself, it begs question how traffic flow will be improved when the 5 lane highway
heading west reaches the 2 lane entry into I 25 or when an accident occurs. What consideration has
been given to drivers who will be subject to high levels of toxic particulate in a non ventilated tunnel
during the traffic back ups that are certain to occur? Why are we not investing in public transit at more
significant funding levels? Itâ€™s time to look at more efficient ways to move people throughout the
metro area and the state. With millions of dollars of taxpayer financing, what does this project, as
proposed get us? More dollars out of pocket, not to mention the social and environmental injustices to
residents in the immediate neighborhoods and questionable benefits for commuters.
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From: "Kimberly Morse" <kimberly.morse@outlook.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, February 28, 2016 8:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: kimberly.morse@outlook.com

name: Kimberly Morse
address: 3437 Gilpin Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80205
phone:
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project:
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
comments_questions: This project raises a number of red flags. I could point to legal documentation,
the EIS and other related informational resources for evidence supporting the fact that the PCL is a bad
idea for Denver. The issue that keeps surfacing as one of the greatest risks is the disruption of several
superfund sites within the project area. Once you disturb the lead, cadmium, arsenic and particulate and
leaking chemical tanks there is no going back on the harm area residents will incur to their health and to
their properties, nor to the commuters who regularly drive through the area and who will be breathing
in these toxins while stuck in traffic. We can point to many examples where officials thought they could
work through toxic areas safely and did not. Why make Denver another one of these statistics? It's time
to RECONSIDER the I 70 reroute through I 270 and I 76. Many cities across the country have a local
route and a business route. Why not Denver? For approximately the same projected cost we can save
homes, businesses and health outcomes. We can make Denver the great, beautiful, multi modal city our
leaders speak about. And in the long run, we probably save money by not disturbing the superfund sites
both in clean up dollars and health impact dollars.
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From: "Michael Mowry" <delivery@makerofimages.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 10:26 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: delivery@makerofimages.com

name: Michael Mowry
address: 4475 Stuart St
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80212
phone: 720 301 6516
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a resident of the Berkeley neighborhood and travel through the contested
section of the I 70 corridor 2 3 times each week. I am distressed and angered by CDOT's complete and
unsubstantiated dismissal as to why a re route option to the I 76 and I 270 corridor is unviable, and
their lack of consideration and care for the residents of the impacted areas adjacent to the project in the
Globeville and Elyeria Swansea. Of additional significant concern is CDOT's blanket ignoring/dismissal of
years' worth of scientific data which demonstrably shows that the expansion of highways does nothing
but exacerbate traffic congestion and associated health impacts to neighbor communities. One is led to
think CDOT hasn't spent any time along their last "expansion" effort, the always congested T REX
project south of downtown.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Close the highway right of way and return it to the
City of Denver's domain. Re route the I 70 corridor to the existent I 76 and I 270 corridors which,
regardless, will need to be widened to accommodate the planned alternate construction flow for the ill
fated and ill conceived "preferred option". The re route option can absorb the expansion will need to be
widened for the "preferred option" expansion and should remain so permanently instead. Declaring the
re route a "studied and deserted" option is a false flag scenario.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Over the past decade, CDOT has done nothing but deny and deceive the residents
of the City of Denver regarding this project. Any CDOT claims of this being a necessary project for the
citizens of Colorado are built on the false and decrepit foundations of deception, big money, and big
government. The T REX project is a perfect case in point. Traffic volume and congestion has already
exceeded pre construction problems way beyond population expansion projections. CDOT's
documented record of ignoring and lying about the negative impacts of this project on Denver's citizens
and the city's very fabric is despicable and easily leads one to question who CDOT actually listens to: the
citizens of Colorado, or the "private"of Public Private Partnerships (Boulder Turnpike, anyone)?
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From: "Trena Moya" <trena@d flux.com>
Subject: Re: The I 70 East EIS Project
Date: Sat, February 13, 2016 11:41 am
To: contactus@i 70east.com

How convenient that your feedback form is not working as we near the deadline for
comments. Here are mine:

Name: Trena Moya
Address: 3516 Gaylord St., Denver, CO 80205
Email: trena@d flux.com
<mailto:trena@d flux.com
>
Submitting comments? Yes

Add to mailing list? Yes

Add to online list? Yes

Primary interest? Neighborhood/Area Resident

Tell us about your interest:

I am concerned about the environmental impacts of the I 70 reconstruction, given
that it lies in the middle of a NPL Superfund site and testing has repeatedly shown
high levels of toxic chemicals in the soil. Digging DEEPLY into these soils will
raise unknown hazards to the surrounding highly populated areas. I find it hard to
believe that these toxins can be "managed" particularly those that are airborne. I
am strongly opposed to this underground plan and believe the environmental hazards
it is likely to create should justify a halt to this plan.

How often do you travel in study area: Every day

Primary reason: Commute (and running errands and living my life I live there!)

How can transportation be improved: Divert I 70 through an industrial zone instead
of through neighborhoods and a Superfund site.

Add a light rail stop at York St.

How are you receiving information: Neighbors, Public Meetings & Website

Rate website: Needs work, obviously, since I can’t submit my form online and have
now repeated this 3x.

Comments about EIS: I am angry that this is moving forward despite the findings of
the study and that these are considered acceptable levels. As usual, the poor
neighborhoods are going to be impacted so others are not inconvenienced by going a
few miles out of their way. Who will stand up for us????



To: webmaster@i 70east.com
From: FormMail@www.i 70east.com

The following error occurred in FormMail :
verify_failed
**********
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.

email: trena@d flux.com
realname: Trena Moya

name: 'Trena Moya'
address: '3516 Gaylord St'
city: 'Denver'
state: 'CO'
zip_code: '80205'
phone: ''
comment_on_feis: 'YES'
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES'
add_to_online_list: 'YES'
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident'
interest_in_project: 'I am concerned about the impacts of the project on my neighborhood and
surrounding area.'
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday'
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands'
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: ''
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools'
rate_website: 'Good'
comments_questions: 'The more I learn the less I like about the project. Doesn't feel like the area
residents are being heard or considered and public input is a farce because it's being pushed through
despite environmental hazards.'



From: "Darlene Muellere Morse" <dmhsbmorse@msn.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:21 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: dmhsbmorse@msn.com

name: Darlene Muellere Morse
address: 831 Rochelle Circle
city: fort Collins
state: CO
zip_code: 80526
phone: 970 225 1327
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Other
interest_in_project: I grew up in North Denver and visit several times a month. I
remember vividly when I 70 was built and how it divided neighborhoods. The
alternative of rerouting I 70 is so important to do because we need to unite the
neighborhoods and allow for movement again. this area is vital and with the
alternative route, our city can become great again. Look how LoDo prospered when
people got out of their cars and walked.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: by re routing I 70
how_receiving_info: Website,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Gov. Hickenlooper: please divert the money for this project to
fixing all the other crumbling roads in the state and make the I 70 re routing
happen.
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From: "Harriet Mullaney" <hem@ecentral.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 12:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: hem@ecentral.com

name: Harriet Mullaney
address: 2332 Glencoe Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone: 7209335919
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in Park Hill and use I 70 on a regular basis. My greater
concern for the impact of the project, however, stems from the fact that I worked on
affordable housing, employment and training, and education in the Cole, Globeville,
Swansea and Clayton neighborhoods for 17 years, primarily with immigrant
communities. I attended the community meeting at Bruce Randolph School on February
3. I have never attended such a disturbing public meeting. Frustration with and
distrust of the government and CDOT was palpable. Speaker after speaker addressed
the over riding concern that the community has not been listened to. CDOT, the city,
the state and every other responsible party should be shamed that their citizenry
feels so rebuked. While CDOT contends that there has been a continuous
community outreach process at every step of the project with an opportunity to
have meaningful participation in the process, their claim is specious.
Participation is not equal to having a true voice or partnership. Reading the responses to
comments I submitted in October 2014 on the Draft EIS, I was struck by the
consistent response that (fill in the issue) is adequately addressed in the
Final EIS. Adequate to whose standard? CDOT’s perhaps, but not mine nor
those of the communities most affected.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I 70 is a major transnational
roadway. Certainly CDOT has the responsibility to maintain the flow of traffic
through this area. That does not mean that the flow must cut through the Globeville,
Swansea and Elyria neighborhoods and additionally negatively impact Cole and
Clayton. CDOT insists that the proposed I 270/I 76 reroute (from Unite North Metro
Denver and others) is not feasible. I have attended a number of these meetings over
the years and have yet to get a substantive explanation of why not. This is the
alternative that the community has advocated for. Without a clear discussion of
their reasoning, CDOT demonstrates (once again) their disregard for the communities
most affected.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website



rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Attendees were told over and over again that this is THE final
moment and that the project must go forward. When $1.7B and 5 years of construction
time (both numbers contain big ifs) are at stake, to say nothing of the
lives of real human beings who have lived in and survived these neighborhoods for
generations, the final moment can only come when all issues have been resolved. We
are still far from that moment.
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From: "Harriet Mullaney" <hem@ecentral.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 12:02 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: hem@ecentral.com

name: Harriet Mullaney
address: 2332 Glencoe Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80207
phone: 7209335919
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in Park Hill and use I 70 on a regular basis. My greater concern for the impact
of the project, however, stems from the fact that I worked on affordable housing, employment and
training, and education in the Cole, Globeville, Swansea and Clayton neighborhoods for 17 years,
primarily with immigrant communities. I attended the community meeting at Bruce Randolph School on
February 3. I have never attended such a disturbing public meeting. Frustration with and distrust of the
government and CDOT was palpable. Speaker after speaker addressed the over riding concern that the
community has not been listened to. CDOT, the city, the state and every other responsible party should
be shamed that their citizenry feels so rebuked. While CDOT contends that there has been a continuous
community outreach process at every step of the project with an opportunity to have meaningful
participation in the process, their claim is specious. Participation is not equal to having a true voice or
partnership. Reading the responses to comments I submitted in October 2014 on the Draft EIS, I was
struck by the consistent response that (fill in the issue) is adequately addressed in the Final EIS.
Adequate to whose standard? CDOT’s perhaps, but not mine nor those of the communities most
affected.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I 70 is a major transnational roadway. Certainly
CDOT has the responsibility to maintain the flow of traffic through this area. That does not mean that
the flow must cut through the Globeville, Swansea and Elyria neighborhoods and additionally negatively
impact Cole and Clayton. CDOT insists that the proposed I 270/I 76 reroute (from Unite North Metro
Denver and others) is not feasible. I have attended a number of these meetings over the years and have
yet to get a substantive explanation of why not. This is the alternative that the community has
advocated for. Without a clear discussion of their reasoning, CDOT demonstrates (once again) their
disregard for the communities most affected.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions: Attendees were told over and over again that this is THE final moment and that
the project must go forward. When $1.7B and 5 years of construction time (both numbers contain big )
are at stake, to say nothing of the lives of real human beings who have lived in and survived these



neighborhoods for generations, the final moment can only come when all issues have been resolved.
We are still far from that moment.
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From: "Eric D Munoz" <hoss9009@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Thu, February 11, 2016 2:43 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: hoss9009@gmail.com

name: Eric D Munoz
address: 8442 Norwich Street
city: Westminster
state: CO
zip_code: 80031
phone: 17204356986
comment_on_feis: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: Sounds like a terrible idea to dig up earth from a SuperFund site.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Build up instead of out.
how_receiving_info: Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: Don't displace people for roads and plant more trees... and read
William Cronon.
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From: "Sara Murdoch" <sjmurdoch@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, March 2, 2016 3:28 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: sjmurdoch@comcast.net

name: Sara Murdoch
address: 264 South Sherman Street
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80209
phone: 3035131444
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I am a Realtor that works in northwest Denver and am a resident
of the city of Denver. I am very concerned that this project will be very disruptive
to Denver neighborhoods and also cause a great deal of pollution. I believe the
highway should be diverted around the outskirts of the city and a more neighborhood
friendly plan including green space and bike paths that connects city neighborhoods
would be a better alternative.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe the highway should be
diverted around the outskirts of the city and a more neighborhood friendly plan
including green space and bike paths that connects city neighborhoods would be a
better alternative.
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Other
rate_website: Good
comments_questions: I am a Realtor that works in northwest Denver and am a resident
of the city of Denver. I am very concerned that this project will be very disruptive
to Denver neighborhoods and also cause a great deal of pollution. I believe the
highway should be diverted around the outskirts of the city and a more neighborhood
friendly plan including green space and bike paths that connects city neighborhoods
would be a better alternative.
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From: "Amy Murin" <amymurin@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Wed, February 10, 2016 9:30 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: amymurin@hotmail.com

name: Amy Murin
address: 4229 Knox Ct.
city: Denver
state: CO
zip_code: 80211
phone: 3033493185
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I live in the neighborhood and drive on this stretch of 70
4 6x/week.
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: It is short sighted to build a ditch
through I70 instead of rerouting across 76 / 270. Let's bring the neighborhoods
north of I70 into the fold of Denver, reduce the amount of pollution in those
neighborhoods (and shift the pollution to already industrialized areas), and build a
long term transportation solution for a quickly growing city. I don't want I70 to
deal with the flooding issues that I25 dealt with for years, and I don't want a
massive construction project that goes on for so long that by the time it's complete
it doesn't meet the needs of the community. REROUTE!!
how_receiving_info: Other
comments_questions:
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From: "Tim Murphy" <murflead@yahoo.com>
Subject: I 70
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 3:48 pm
To: contactus@i 70east.com

I writing to express my support for improving I 70, and keeping it in its current right of way. It is the
only significant east west freeway in the Denver metro and essential for more fluid traffic movement.

Tim Murphy



From: "Oded Myers" <Odedmyers@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: I 70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date: Sun, January 31, 2016 4:41 pm
To: webmastercc@i 70east.com,contactus@i 70east.com

email: Odedmyers@yahoo.com

name: Oded Myers
address: 4814 Irving St.
city: Denver
state: Colorado
zip_code: 80221
phone: 508 944 8246
comment_on_feis: YES
add_to_mailing_list: YES
add_to_online_list: YES
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident
interest_in_project: I strongly want to see Denver's neighborhoods reconnected and
revitalized. Please reroute I70 around the city and keep the traffic and pollution
away from our residential areas. Thank you.
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:
how_receiving_info: Website
rate_website: Need more info
comments_questions:
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From:   "Jeni Nagle" <jenijackson2@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sun, February 28, 2016 8:29 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jenijackson2@comcast.net 
 
name: Jeni Nagle 
address: 2811 Fillmore St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 720 255‐9552 
interest_in_project: This project affects not only the quality of life for residents for several surrounding 
communities, but the ripple affect on water routing is even bigger. The current plan to widen and take I‐
70 underground is a waste of tax payers money and a terrible idea for many reasons. There is a better 
option ‐ one which CDOT and our elected leaders stubbornly refuse to consider: A re‐route of I‐70 along 
I‐270 and I‐76. This means non‐local [or through] traffic would travel away from populated areas, while 
local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4‐6‐lane boulevard 
replacing the existing highway. Neighborhoods severed by I‐70 would be reconnected and allowed to 
rejuvenate. Land would be freed up for development that adds to our community. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Congestion can be improved by rerouting vehicles 
passing through Denver from the mountains to the plains via 270. All well designed major cities offer 
this type of route so that through traffic does come through the most densely populated areas and 
neighborhoods of the city. Currently both I‐270 and I‐70 east get grid locked, so improvements to the 
flow of I‐270 are needed. Any new road project this size should also consider the driverless cars that are 
on the horizon. I am sure transportation experts have some idea of the implications that will have on our 
road systems. Hopefully, traffic jams due to accidents and human error will be a thing of the past within 
25 years. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "DanielNatan" <natandan1@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 10:43 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: natandan1@gmail.com 
 
name: DanielNatan 
address: 4504 Perry St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between 
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is 
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is 
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on 
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest 
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes 
and businesses disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more 
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the 
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s 
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere 
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be 
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and 
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the 
first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
comments_questions: Explore more options! 
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A'Y I-70 East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 
provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 
Act. 

The in formation provided on this comment fo rm will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check th is 
box if you illL!!.2! want your address and email to be publi c;hed. 0 

Date: ?_ /22 }\ ~ 
Name (required): ~ W.,\ ':::£)~ 
Organi~ation : ________ _________________________ _ _ 

Address (required): ljt..f/l (\.) h.V\-oo <:>-\-
C ity/State/Zip: be av--ec (_ 0 Y.~o:::...·z~\~\ ________________ _ 
Emaii:_Q_Se U.. A@ yc.Jow .. <o rl'\ 

Please pri nt your com ment on the Fina l EIS legi bly below . 

.... CONTINUJ:: ON flACK FOR MORE SPACE•u• 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or maiVemail by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 

., 



From:   "Jeff Neuman‐Lee" <jeffneumanlee@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 12, 2016 6:22 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jeffneumanlee@msn.com 
 
name: Jeff Neuman‐Lee 
address: 2338 Franklin St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 3039455632 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Denver needs to be a healthy place for all its citizens. The 
option of moving the interstate north and creating a blvd has been removed, but it 
is the better option for the folks who live here. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: We need less cars and trucks and 
more light rail. Interstate traffic should skirt the city. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Eileen Niehouse" <eileen.niehouse@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 23, 2016 1:28 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: eileen.niehouse@gmail.com 
 
name: Eileen Niehouse 
address: 4726 Quitman St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐455‐3882 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live half a block from w. 48th Drive S., which puts me very 
close to I‐70. I face a wood fence right at street level and masses of weeds on the 
hills at Tennyson and Lowell by the highway. Our neighborhood was already cut in two 
for I‐70. With the current plan to turn I‐70 ‐ only through Denver into a mega‐road 
will make it "pretty" but will disrupt the lives of everyone within a mile of I‐70 
for years. Will my house be in danger?? Of course, but never stated. I‐270 is the 
OBVIOUS choice for updating the corridor. I don't trust that CDOT and Mayor Hancock 
want what will work but choose what will look like a forward thinking solution while 
uprooting way too many people.Imagine a great city of people instead of a great 
concrete behemoth. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By utilizing I‐270 instead of I‐70 
to funnel traffic through the Metro area. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Use the money to fix roads and bridges in the state first. Look 
at the rock slides, the sink holes, the crumbling bridges. 
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From:   "Jenny Niemann" <jennyniemann@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 11:27 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jennyniemann@gmail.com 
 
name: Jenny Niemann 
address: 228 Pearl Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80203 
phone: 2023743010 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Other 
interest_in_project: I am a Colorado taxpayer, and so am contributing to this project. I am a concerned 
citizen of Denver; this project will impact the entire Denver transportation system, and our sustainability 
as a city. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Fund more transit and multi‐modal connectivity 
improvements. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am writing to express my strong opposition to this project. I do not believe that 
this project is in the interest of the Globeville and Elyria Swansea neighborhoods, and is a violation of 
environmental justice laws. Expanding the highway by adding lanes will not solve the traffic problem on 
this corridor, but it will further degrade the fabric of the neighborhoods. It has been proven that adding 
lanes does not solve congestion, but instead contributes to more car travel and eventually leads to the 
same level of congestion that exists today. Why does CDOT think that I70 will be different? The 
congestion will return, but on a highway with more lanes. And somehow the air quality is not going to 
be worse? The FEIS states that traffic will increase in the neighborhood due to the changes in highway 
access; more dead‐end streets that do not connect to the north or the south will also increase traffic in 
the neighborhood. Was this increased travel, due to changes in connectivity, modeled for air quality 
impacts? Were the costs of this lack of connectivity calculated? The neighborhoods of Globeville and 
Elyria Swansea already are subjected to worse air quality than the rest of the city: the city and state 
should not move forward with a project that does nothing to improve air quality, at best, in an area 
where air quality needs to be improved. While the viaduct must be replaced, the additional travel lanes 
are not necessary and will further degrade the neighborhoods. The option to lower the highway and 
connect the neighborhoods using a highway cover, without increasing the number of lanes, should have 
been more fully considered. This would achieve CDOT’s stated goal of connecting and improving the 
neighborhood without causing further harm. The neighborhoods of Globeville and Elyria Swansea have 
been subject to poor environmental and health conditions for 50 years, since this highway first cut 
through the neighborhood. These neighborhoods should not have to bear the costs of more highway 
lanes for the rest of Denver, again. Neighborhood residents repeatedly voiced their opposition to the 
alternatives considered by the project. Why did CDOT not study the alternatives requested by the 
neighborhoods in depth? Residents expressed the same concerns in the fall of 2014 as they did in 



February of this year. Yes, a few minor changes were made. But these changes did not alleviate the 
concerns of residents. How can CDOT claim it has the support of stakeholders and the affected 
neighborhoods, after the vast majority of SDEIS comments, and FEIS public hearing comments, are 
vehemently opposed to the preferred alternative? The proposed I‐76 and I‐270 re‐route was not 
sufficiently studied ‐ it should be further considered to understand the impacts of this alternative. The 
costs given for the reroute option were inflated, and a thorough, proper study should be done to 
understand the costs and benefits of this solution. CDOT could learn from the success stories of freeway 
removal around the country ‐ there is an opportunity to increase connectivity and improve urban 
neighborhoods in Denver, instead of further degrading them. The NEPA process did not consider enough 
alternatives, and only considered alternatives that included widening the highway. The process did not 
adequately take into account public opinion, and did not adequately consider not expanding, or re‐
routing, the highway. The Partial Cover Lowered Alternative removes more homes from the 
neighborhoods than the other alternatives studied ‐ how can it be considered to be the best option? It 
will also disturb significantly more sites contaminated by hazardous materials. This is too much harm ‐‐ 
the additional lanes are simply not worth this great cost. The fabric of the neighborhoods will be 
destroyed by removing 56 homes and 17 businesses: how did CDOT account for the social fabric of the 
neighborhoods? One third of the residences of Elyria will be destroyed. How has CDOT accounted for 
the cost of destroying a neighborhood? This project is not a smart use of taxpayer funds and will divert 
funding from more sustainable and smart transportation projects. Increased highway capacity is not 
worth the huge financial cost of the project, the lost homes and businesses, reduced neighborhood 
connectivity, increased car travel, unimproved air quality, and the lost opportunity to create a more 
sustainable city. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.16.195.160 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "andrew novick" <an@isaveeverything.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 1:32 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: an@isaveeverything.com 
 
name: andrew novick 
address: 4459 Quivas St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm a neighbor at 44th and Pecos. I moved here to be near the  
major highways. People in my neighborhood are fighting the project with a ridiculous 
re‐routing project, which will add considerable commute time for my wife and I. They 
say it's only 10 minutes or less to take the re‐route, but they neglect to consider 
people who live in the neighborhood to go so far North JUST TO GET TO THE REROUTE! 
They are touting the existing plan to be "an equivalent of 23 lanes", which is a 
huge stretch. Carry on with your plans ‐ I think it looks great. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am interested, however is the disruption to our commutes 
during construction, but we also understand that it's inevitable. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=132.163.136.197 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



My name is Ricardo Ocampo. In the sixties, I had an opportunity to be in a reunion when they were 
building the I‐70. And I put my suggestion when I saw the blueprints. I don't know anything about 
engineering. But I noticed that, coming from west ‐‐ from the mountain, going to Cheyenne that turn 
was no elevation. And, when they asked for a suggestion, I don't know how many times I did it. Nobody 
did pay attention. Six years later, a trailer full of missiles fall down into the 25. You might recall that, in 
the sixties. Again, it seemed like ‐‐ I don't know the reason. I don't like to be negative. I don't know what 
the reason to be here, since you already have all your plans, all your blueprints. Whatever we're going to 
have to say, I'm pretty sure you don't even care because everything is done, right? So, it looks so nice to 
have six, five, ten lines like you are planning to do it. But nobody has answered me, like the same in the 
sixties: What are you going to do with a bottleneck and going into 25 from 70? There's only one car pass 
by. And nobody has given me ‐‐ they say, "Yeah, we're going to send you some notice and that." I 
haven't heard about that. So, I don't know the reason to be here. Okay. Thank you. 

   



MR. OCAMPO: I hope that now the question is what will happen after tonight. I don't see nobody here 
that has the last word to let us know: Okay; we'll see you; whatever. How are we going to know that 
you're really going to take us serious? I have the feeling that you are never going to change nothing and 
you're going to continue with your purpose. Thank you. 

   



From:   "Christine O'Connor" <mitz_4@mac.com> 
Subject:   Comments on I‐70 east Draft EIS 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 12:00 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
PLEASE  ‐‐ if this is NOT the way to submit a public comment, let me know 
immediately.  I looked at pages and pages online and finally found this link that I 
am hoping is to submit comments.  I cannot speak at the Feb. 3, 2016 meeting because 
of prior commitments. I could not find any link that said "click here to submit 
comment." 
 
COMMENTS: 
 
Will any of these comments matter? 
The comments submitted to date raise every conceivable issue. I wonder if, in the 
end, they will matter. 
 
The lengthy public outreach process didn't inform the outcome: 
in the end team members (those doing these outreach meetings, making presentations 
etc.) will not live with the impacts.  Involving neighbors in the process of picking 
of design themes, or creating documentaries on the history of the area, does 
absolutely nothing to eliminate the risks to residents health and property posed by 
this I‐70 project and the associated drainage projects.   
 
The outreach process failed to examine the linkage of TBDP to preferred alternative: 
Residents have been largely unaware of the connection between the TBDP and the 
undergrounding of I‐70. Going below the water table seems risky and expensive. The 
implications in terms of groundwater flow, flood protection, and storm runoff are 
serious and will have profound effects.  The Intergovernmental Agreement reveals the 
direct connection between the TBDP and the I‐70 project:  
 
"The State believes the TBDP will result in significant benefits for the I‐70 
East Project and will result in a redundant storm protection system for the I‐70 
East Project." 
 
Whether the drainage problems in Montclair and Park Hill can likely be addressed at 
other locations other than the Cole neighborhood needs to be addressed.  But it is 
becoming apparent that the Cole detention site ‐‐ which will mean the loss of some 
50 homes ‐‐ has been deemed to be most beneficial to the I‐70 east Project.  It is 
impossible to support CDOT in this process when CDOT does not object to this 
alternative and offer alternatives that will not disrupt the lives of 55 families.   
 
The Health of area residents cannot possibly be improved by this alternative: 
The neighborhoods in this greater I‐70 corridor will not benefit from this 
alternative. I echo the comments made by Robert Yuhnke regarding the need for 
disclosure of the impacts of air pollutants on the health of these areas.  There are 
numerous undisputed studies documenting increased asthma and other health problems 



for children who live in proximity to congestion. This widening will exacerbate 
these problems.   
 
Who are the beneficiaries of this project: 
I also object to this expansion on political grounds.  The residents are not the 
intended beneficiaries of this preferred alternative. The real beneficiaries of the 
CDOT project and the linked City "drainage" project TBDP are the contractors and the 
development interests that will crop up along the highway. f. The City of Denver 
needs this preferred alternative to be able to encourage investment opportunities 
along the corridor.  Although it may be viewed as hyperbole,  the background for 
City Council Ordinance 25‐0482 describes this CDOT project is within in the "nearly 
23‐mile stretch" which is "one of the most compelling commercial investment 
opportunities in the world, with thousands of developable acres."  
 
 
 
This connection between the TBDP and the I‐70 expansion became clear during the City 
Council meeting last summer, maybe in June 2015,  on Channel 8.   At that meeting 
the Intergovernmental Agreement was approved linking the yet‐to‐be‐decided‐upon CDOT 
project with the drainage projects of Denver.  I watched as Council members asked 
(1) why the two were being linked at all,  (2) why it was even appropriate to link 
them in an IGA when CDOT didn't even have an approved plan, and (3) why this IGA had 
to be rammed through that evening.  The Mayor's representatives convinced Council of 
the urgency; the fact was that the Mayor needed to get this IGA through before the 
newly elected Council members took their seats. And the administration had to link 
these two projects in an IGA to get set up for bringing the National Western Ballot 
Measure 2C to the voters.  Lost in all this were the ordinary residents. 
 
While I  understand that CDOT is not responsible for Denver decisions regarding 
National Western development and the TBDP, by not opposing alternatives that 
negatively affect residents, CDOT is implicitly choosing an option that benefits the 
undergrounding of I‐70 while disrupting the lives of 55 Cole families.   
 
For all the reasons put forth herein,  I oppose the CDOT preferred alternative. 
 
 
Christine O'Connor 
Denver resident 
144 S. Ulster St. 
Denver CO 80230 
 



From:   "Christine O'Connor" <mitz_4@mac.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 8:38 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: mitz_4@mac.com 
 
name: Christine O'Connor 
address: 144 S. Ulster St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80230 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: Although I do not live in an adjacent neighborhood, I am very 
interested in flood protection issues in general, the nexus between poverty, 
congestion & health issues. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 1. RESTRICT scale of development along corridor 
and in RiNo that drastically increases infrastructure demands and transport of goods in and around this 
corridor. It is about to INCREASE thanks to deliberate zoning decisions in Denver. This is a political 
decision. 2. Spend the amount targeted for this project on real mass transit statewide. It is benign 
neglect to ignore this. Not being able to commute EXCEPT by car is not due to laziness, but to complete 
lack of infrastructure in region. RTD's line from downtown to airport is a drop in the bucket and should 
not be touted as signficant. If we continue to go at this rate, we will choke our region. Not being able to 
get to mountains or Fort Collins except by car COULD be changed. Again, political willpower. 3. Route 
truck traffic not going downtown around Denver. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions: Will any of these comments matter? The comments submitted to date raise every 
conceivable issue. I wonder if, in the end, they will matter. The lengthy public outreach process didn't 
inform the outcome: in the end team members (those doing these outreach meetings, making 
presentations etc.) will not live with the impacts. Involving neighbors in the process of picking of design 
themes, or creating documentaries on the history of the area, does absolutely nothing to eliminate the 
risks to residents health and property posed by this I‐70 project and the associated drainage projects. 
The outreach process failed to examine the linkage of TBDP to preferred alternative: Residents have 
been largely unaware of the connection between the TBDP and the undergrounding of I‐70. Going 
below the water table seems risky and expensive. The implications in terms of groundwater flow, flood 
protection, and storm runoff are serious and will have profound effects. The Intergovernmental 
Agreement reveals the direct connection between the TBDP and the I‐70 project: "The State believes the 
TBDP will result in significant benefits for the I‐70 East Project and will result in a redundant storm 
protection system for the I‐70 East Project." Whether the drainage problems in Montclair and Park Hill 
can likely be addressed at other locations other than the Cole neighborhood needs to be addressed. But 



it is becoming apparent that the Cole detention site ‐‐ which will mean the loss of some 50 homes ‐‐ has 
been deemed to be most beneficial to the I‐70 east Project. It is impossible to support CDOT in this 
process when CDOT does not object to this alternative and offer alternatives that will not disrupt the 
lives of 55 families. The Health of area residents cannot possibly be improved by this alternative: The 
neighborhoods in this greater I‐70 corridor will not benefit from this alternative. I echo the comments 
made by Robert Yuhnke regarding the need for disclosure of the impacts of air pollutants on the health 
of these areas. There are numerous undisputed studies documenting increased asthma and other health
problems for children who live in proximity to congestion. This widening will exacerbate these problems. 
Who are the beneficiaries of this project: I also object to this expansion on political grounds. The 
residents are not the intended beneficiaries of this preferred alternative. The real beneficiaries of the 
CDOT project and the linked City "drainage" project TBDP are the contractors and the development 
interests that will crop up along the highway. f. The City of Denver needs this preferred alternative to be 
able to encourage investment opportunities along the corridor. Although it may be viewed as hyperbole, 
the background for City Council Ordinance 25‐0482 describes this CDOT project is within in the "nearly 
23‐mile stretch" which is "one of the most compelling commercial investment opportunities in the 
world, with thousands of developable acres." This connection between the TBDP and the I‐70 expansion 
became clear during the City Council meeting last summer, maybe in June 2015, on Channel 8. At that 
meeting the Intergovernmental Agreement was approved linking the yet‐to‐be‐decided‐upon CDOT 
project with the drainage projects of Denver. I watched as Council members asked (1) why the two were 
being linked at all, (2) why it was even appropriate to link them in an IGA when CDOT didn't even have 
an approved plan, and (3) why this IGA had to be rammed through that evening. The Mayor's 
representatives convinced Council of the urgency; the fact was that the Mayor needed to get this IGA 
through before the newly elected Council members took their seats. And the administration had to link 
these two projects in an IGA to get set up for bringing the National Western Ballot Measure 2C to the 
voters. Lost in all this were the ordinary residents. While I understand that CDOT is not responsible for 
Denver decisions regarding National Western development and the TBDP, by not opposing alternatives 
that negatively affect residents, CDOT is implicitly choosing an option that benefits the undergrounding 
of I‐70 while disrupting the lives of 55 Cole families. For all the reasons put forth herein, I oppose the 
CDOT preferred alternative. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.178.165 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.111 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Christine O'Connor" <mitz_4@mac.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 15, 2016 8:06 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: mitz_4@mac.com 
 
name: Christine O'Connor 
address: 144 S. Ulster St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80230 
phone: 303 906‐6627 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I am an active Denver resident who is committed to transparency 
and honest government. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: If that truly is the goal, the Region and the State 
and the City would be addressing mass transit (and I don't mean one light rail and convoluted bus 
routes) and rerouting of commercial traffic. The City would also implement zoning guidelines that 
reduce asset redevelopment that it does not have the infrastructure to support. However, I don't think 
that is the real goal. There is not one of you working for CDOT or the City or the consultants that would 
plant your family next to this air quality and flood threat. Yet consultants and contractors will line up 
(already 120 did at CDOT's March 11, 2015 preview conference) to get these contracts. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: This FEIS is deficient. Section 1508 of NEPA requires that both direct impacts and 
indirect impacts of the preferred alternative be evaluated. The impacts of the drainage projects, in 
particular the projects that are the subject of the IGA between CDOT and CCD, have not been evaluated 
and a Record of Decision can not be issued. Under NEPA the impacts to the neighborhoods in the basins 
that lie SOUTH of the basins in this project ‐‐ impacts that may affect residents throughout these areas 
SOUTH of 40th ‐‐ must be evaluated. The drainage project will affect these citizens and was not included 
in the evaluation of impacts. As evidence of the connection between this drainage project and the CDOT 
project I will submit documents via separate email ‐‐ because I cannot see how to submit attachments 
here. Thank you for your prompt consideration of this deficiency in the FEIS. 
 
================================== 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.178.165 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Christine O'Connor" <mitz_4@me.com> 
Subject:   Re: Comments on I‐70 east Draft EIS 
Date:   Mon, February 29, 2016 4:11 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 
Cc:   vanessa.henderson@state.co.us,"Carrie Wallis" <carrie.wallis@atkinsglobal.com>,"Anahita 

Behrad" <Anahita.Behrad@atkinsglobal.com> 

 
Comments on FEIS from: 
Christine O'Connor 
144 S Ulster St. 
Denver CO 80230 
 
Please accept the following additional comments regarding the FEIS on I‐70. 
 
I hereby request that my attachments and this email all be made part of the record in this FEIS.  
 
I.  If the projects are connected, this FEIS is deficient because it fails to comply with Section 1508 of 
NEPA. 
 
        A.  Section 1508 of NEPA requires that both direct impacts and indirect impacts of the preferred 
alternative be evaluated. The impacts of the drainage projects that are the subject of the IGA between 
CDOT and CCD have not been evaluated and a Record of Decision can not be issued. Under NEPA the 
impacts to the neighborhoods impacted by the PCL and the accompanying drainage project must be 
evaluated in order for the FEIS to be complete.  There has been no analysis of impacts, direct or indirect, 
on residents in the numerous neighborhoods that lie south of I‐70 and south of 40th as a result of this 
TBDP.  There are serious potential impacts to residents in basins 4500 ‐01, ‐02 and ‐03 as they are forced 
to sacrifice their homes and designated public park lands in order to reduce flow basins in which the PCL 
actually lies.  
 
        B.  As demonstrated in the IGA between Denver and CDOT, this TBDP drainage project and the 
CDOT are connected.  The IGA, the materials used to advance the project to Denver Council in June/July 
2015, and the representations made by various parties regarding the connection between the TBDP and 
the CDOT project all make clear this connection.  While CDOT would like to pretend they are separate 
projects so as to not have to comply with NEPA, this argument fails.   See attached IGA and WORD 
Document setting forth link between projects. 
 
        C.  The Ordinance Request to Denver Council regarding this IGA makes it indisputable that the 
purpose of the IGA includes the drainage project to reduce flow for I‐70. See Ordinance Request 
attached below. See language on page 2 of Ordinance Request, attached, which provides that the 
"proposed regionally benefitting drainage plan accomplishes the need to provide 100 yr protection for 
the "PCL."  
 
II.   If the projects are not connected, this FEIS must fail because of inappropriate use of state money. 
 
Both CDOT and Denver maintain that the TDBP is an independent project of the City & County of 
Denver.   If the TBDP is not connected to a state project, it would make it illegal for the state to 



contribute money to the project.  Under what state enabling provision is CDOT contributing to 
"Denver's" drainage project? 
 
III.   If the projects are connected, the FEIS must fail because Denver is acting as a surrogate for CDOT on 
the TBDP. 
 
As a result of the TDBP,  Denver is set up as the government entity with the power to condemn homes 
for detention and/or entering into franchise or utility agreements with the Parks Department in order to 
regrade park lands and gain detention.  CDOT would be  unable to take these actions and therefore has 
entered into an IGA to effect the TBDP. 
 
"But for" the IGA with Denver, CDOT would not be able to carry out the TBDP because CDOT could not 
condemn property, for example, in Cole, or reconfigure a municipality's park lands for the purpose of 
being able to carry out its construction by reducing surface flow.  It has been made clear that the intent 
of the IGA is to reduce flow to the I‐70 trenching area (see Word Document attached). It simply does not 
past the small test that CDOT can contract with Denver to accomplish what it cannot do on its own. 
 
IV.          CDOT's preferred alternative (PCL) created the need for the TDBP. 
 
The August 1, 2014 Engenuity Memorandum in the EIS regarding Montclair Basin, states: Currently, this 
flood potential does not pose a significant risk to the highway due to its elevated design on a viaduct. 
However, proposed lowering of alignment below grade will introduce the potential for flood waters to 
enter the highway if not accounted for in the project’s drainage design.  
 
The independent analysis in the Denver 2014 Storm Drainage Master Plan addresses the need for 
extensive city‐wide needed improvements to basin drainage in every part of Denver. There was no 
independent plan on the part of Denver to implement these steps to provide 100 year protection. This is 
a joint plan developed because of the decision to prepare for an ROD that approved the PCL.  
 
V.   Data used was selective. 
Data was presented to create a "need" to reduce flow south of 40th, with incomplete analysis of what 
happened to that water after 40th,  no analysis of the feasibility of collecting water or providing 
detention in industrial areas surrounding I‐70 and the National Western site.  Not pointed out, but clear 
in diagrams, is that there are inundation points other than City Park and the "former channel" (the 
subject of a yet to be completed study on the history of the Montclair basin).  I was not one sentence 
about the role of UPRR or NWC or any other industry in the area as to contributions to reduction or 
detention.   
 
I may have missed this, but I did not see an evaluation of the risk to life and property through by 
constructing the highway at depth. THe FEIS seems to leave the analysis of groundwater removal and 
impacts to the "design" stage. THe FEIS should evaluate such risks. 
 
Meanwhile, the assumption in the report is that the estimated 100 year flow coming across from Basin 
4500‐01 at certain discrete points into basin 0060‐02 should be addressed by eliminating historic homes 
in Basin 4500‐01. I saw no analysis that addresses the barriers to drainage created by the Rail yards or 
other industry.  The report only evaluated one possible 100 year inundation site further down in the 
basin and a few sites south of 40th. I may have missed it, but saw no evaluation of other potential 
inundation sites in the vicinity of I‐70. It is clear the study was tailored to set up the TBDP as the vehicle 



to reduce flow.  The analysis is self‐serving to CDOT, establishing the need to eliminate estimated 100 
year flow from the south. There is no examination of alternatives for intercepting these flows at 
industrial sites, in detention created by acquiring parcels north of 40th, alternatives such as eliminating 
the PCL alternative,  etc. I am not an engineer, but I can read in the report that states: 
 
Currently, this flood potential does not pose a significant risk to the highway due to its elevated design 
on a viaduct. However, proposed lowering of alignment below grade will introduce the potential for 
flood waters to enter the highway if not accounted for in the project’s drainage design. p. 2 
Memorandum by Enginuity (attached) 
 
Overall goal of this analysis: to perform a technical review of the previous Montclair basin hydrologic 
analysis and modify the modeling, if necessary, in order to provide C‐DOT with a mutually agreed upon 
off‐site 100‐year design flow rate for the I‐70 PCL project. p. 2 Memorandum by Enginuity (attached) 
 
It is this last sentence, expressing the directive to modify the modeling if necessary to make sure CDOT 
can meet 100 year protection, that illustrates clearly the narrow focus of this study and the MATT's 
work.   The FEIS fails to rigorously analyze this limited goal of the study and call for more thorough 
analysis. 
 
 
VI.  The IGA contains a fundamental misrepresentation, upon which Denver Council's relied in moving 
the IGA forward.  
 
        That paragraph provides: 
 
WHEREAS, the City has separately and independently created a drainage plan to provide 100‐year storm 
protection for azeas that could be inundated by water from the Montclair and Park Hill basins, including 
the I‐70 East Project alignment (the "Two Basin Drainage Project' or "TBDP") 
 
This is not the case, as the 2014 Storm Drainage Master Plan does not envision construction to the level 
of 100 year flood protection.  The City worked with CDOT, RTD and UDFCD to come up with a NEW plan 
for this IGA, specifically to allow the PCL option to move forward, called the Early Action Drainage Plan 
and the Two Basin Drainage Plan.  The IGA further states the City had created a "drainage plan to 
provide 100‐year storm protection for areas that could be inundated by water from the Montclair and 
Park Hill basins, including the I‐70 East Project alignment," that it would initiate construction of the TBDP 
"in order to preserve the property necessary for the construction of the proposed TBDP and to provide 
protection for certain developing areas of Denver from a 100‐year storm event," and that all parties had 
"decided on a cooperative approach that will result in savings to, and funding contributions for, the I‐70 
East Project."   
 
The connection between these two projects was made clear in the IGA (attached) and as follows in 
Denver's Powerpoint presentation to Denver City Council's Infrastructure Committee and comments by 
City officials on June 3, 2015: 
 
Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, $26.8M upfront by CCD with 
the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future through the Wastewater Fund; Additional 
Transportation elements will be funded as set forth in the IGA under future agreements. (Source, 
Powerpoint) 



 
Public Works and Urban Drainage and Flood Control District will undertake the construction of the 
TBDP, which will protect the Transportation Project, RTD’s Eagle and North Metro Lines and adjacent 
City neighborhoods from a 100‐year storm. (Source, Powerpoint) 
 
Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, $26.8M upfront by CCD with 
the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future through the Wastewater Fund;  
 
These are a few of my concerns with the project that Denver has undertaken on behalf of CDOT.  
Neighbors without the money to create engineering reports and hire experts are repeatedly told that 
these projects will not cause harm, and in fact will enhance their health.  But since, as explained above, 
the drainage project has not been acknowledged as a CDOT endeavor, the impacts upon these 
neighborhoods will not be analyzed under NEPA.  This is error, and means that a ROD cannot be issued. 
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ORDINANCE/RESOLUTION REQUEST 
Please email requests to Angela Casias 

at Angela.Casias@DenverGov.org by 12:00 pm on Monday. 
 
 

 
Date of Request:   May 26, 2015  

 
Please mark one:   Bill Request  or        Resolution Request 
 
Is this request:      A new contract*   A contract amendment*      or             Neither  
 
*If this request is a contract or an amendment, is it: 
 

   A revenue agreement      or         An expenditure agreement or         An Intergovernmental agreement 
  
 Contract Control Number: 201522456 

Contract Terms/Dates: Execution plus 25 years  
Costs (if this is a contract amendment please include the original cost, additional cost and new total. Failure to provide 
this information may delay processing):   Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, 
$26.8M upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future through the Wastewater 
Fund; Additional Transportation elements will be funded as set forth in the IGA under future agreements. 

 
1. Bill Description for the City Council Agenda: (please give a one sentence description of the ordinance request.  Describe if the 

request is a contract, amendment, lease, grant, change to code, rezoning, etc. and any other information that Council needs to 
approve the request)   

  
 Intergovernmental Agreement between the City, CDOT, the High Performance Transportation Enterprise (“HPTE”) and 

the Bridge Enterprise (“BE”) regarding Montclair and Park Hill basin drainage improvements and I-70 transportation 
enhancements. 
  

2. Requesting Agency:  Public Works 
 
3. Contact Person:   

 Name: Lesley Thomas, City Engineer 
 Phone: 720-865-8719 
 Email: Lesley.thomas@denvergov.org  

 
4. Contact Person: (Please list the person who will read this item at Mayor Council and attend first and second reading to answer 

questions)    
 Name:  Angela Casias 
 Phone: 720 913 8529 
 Email: angela.casias@denvergov.org  

  
5. Background on the request:  
All under the heading of the North Denver Cornerstone Collaborative, the City of Denver has several major redevelopment and 
infrastructure projects taking place that provide a connection from Denver Union Station to Denver International Airport. Named the 
Corridor of Opportunity, the nearly 23-mile stretch is one of the most compelling commercial investment opportunities in the world, 
with thousands of developable acres. One of six major initiatives currently underway, the Interstate 70 Reconstruction addresses the 
area between I-25 and Tower Road, which is Colorado’s only east-west Interstate connection serving as an essential backbone of state 
and regional commerce, moving residents and tourist between the airport, downtown Denver, and the communities and resorts to the 
west. The viaduct (the elevated portion of I-70 on a bridge) was constructed in the early 1960’s, and is reaching the point where it 
must be reconstructed to safely convey the traveling public and freight that keeps the Colorado economy moving.  For the first time in 
ten years of extensive study, which includes reviewing over 200 options, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) recently 
recommended a “preferred alternative” for the I-70 East Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Partial Cover Lowered (PCL) 
option on the Existing Alignment would remove the elevated section of I-70, lower the highway below grade, cover the highway by 
Swansea Elementary School and reconnect the Elyria and Swansea neighborhood. This alternative was developed over many years of 
work with community and has broad public support, including from elected officials. In April 2013, the project team held public 
meetings attended by more than 400, during which the community urged CDOT to move forward with this alternative. 
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The proposed regionally benefitting drainage plan accomplishes the need to provide 100 yr protection for the “PCL” and envisions 

enhancements like accessible open space, connectivity, and other quality of life improvements consistent with the recently adopted 

Elyria/Swansea Neighborhood plan and the National Western Center plan. 

 
6.     Please complete the following fields: 

A. Location: I-70 corridor, Montclair Basin and Park Hill Basin  

B. Affected Council District: 1, 8, 9 and 11 

C.   Benefits: The purpose of the project is to allow cooperation and coordination between the City and the State to provide 

needed stormwater infrastructure improvements that will protect and benefit the entire Montclair and Park Hill basins and the 

I-70 project. The innovative stormwater project will provide green infrastructure that will also be an amenity to the 

neighborhoods in which it is located and allow a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility and 

addresses congestion on I-70. The need for this project results from the following issues: 

 Need to improve stormwater infrastructure to manage both water volumes and water quality   

 Increased transportation demand 

 Limited transportation capacity 

 Safety concerns 

 Transportation infrastructure deficiencies 

 

7. Is there any controversy surrounding this ordinance? Please explain.   
 There has been a good deal of controversy over the past 10 years regarding the I-70 reconstruction project and the 

preferred PCL alternative as well as concerns for air quality and environmental justice generally for the neighborhoods 
impacted.  The drainage project requires some land acquisition in a burgeoning area for development. 

 
 



PROJECT: 
REGION: 01 

Routing# I 
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

AND THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER 

THIS INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered 
into by and among the Colorado Department of Transportation, a division of the State of 
Colorado, created pursuant to the Transportation Act, C.R.S. § 43-1-101, et seq. ("CDOT"), the 
Colorado High Performance Transportation Enterprise ("HPTE"), a government-owned 
business within CDOT, created pursuant to C.R.S. § 43-4-806, and the Colorado Bridge 
Enterprise ("BE"), a government-owned business within CDOT created pursuant to C.R.S. 
§ 43-4-805 (CDOT, HPTE and BE may be collectively referred to herein as the "State") and the 
City and County of Denver, a home rule city and political subdivision created by the Colorado 
Constitution ("City"). The City, the State, CDOT, HPTE, BE, each a Party, and the State and 
City (collectively referred to as the "Parties"). 

This Agreement shall not be enforceable until the date on which this Agreement has been 
approved and signed by all Parties, and the Colorado State Controller or designee (the date of the 
signature of the Colorado State Controller or designee being the "Effective Date"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, CDOT, HPTE and BE, after more than ten years of study, have determined 
tho.t the deteriorating conditions and inadequate capacity ofl-70 between 1-25 and Tower Road 
in Denver (the "I-70 East Corridor") require a comprehensive transportation solution to resolve 
these challenges; and 

WHEREAS, based on an ongoing review process being conducted in accordance with the 
National Environrneotal Policy Act of 1969 (''NEPA"), the preliminarily preferred teclmical 
solution to address these challenges is officially known as the "Partial Cover Lowered 
Alternative with Managed Lanes Option" (the "Partial Cover Lowered Alternative"). As 
currently conceived, the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative would include: 

a. the removal of the existing viaduct between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado 
Boulevard; 

b. the reconstruction of the 1-70 East Corridor, with a portion below the existing 
ground level; and 

c. the construction of a landscaped highway "cover" above one segment of the 
reconstructe<l highway, which cover wonld physically reconnect a divided 
neighborhood; and 

I 



WHEREAS, although CDOT, HPTE and BE cannot definitively commit to the Partial 
Cover Lowered Alternative or any other technical solution until the conclusion of the ongoing 
NEP A process, it has determined that it is appropriate to prepare for the possibility that the 
Partial Cover Lowered Alternative ultimately receives approval; and 

WHEREAS, the procurement for the potential design. oonstruction, fmancing, operation 
and maintenance of a portion of the 1-70 East Corridor (the "1-70 East Project") began with the 
issuance of the Request for Qualifications to Design, Build, Finance, Operate and Maintain the 
1-70 East Project, issued March 25, 2015, with a view to ultimately selecting an entity to 
implement the I-70 East Project; and 

WHEREAS, the State intends to issue a draft RFP in the Fall of2015, with proposals due 
in the Summer of2016, and with selection of the developer for the 1-70 East Project (the 
"Developer'') and financial close in late 2016; and 

WHEREAS, the City supports the 1-70 East Project as it will provide an opportunity for 
needed infrastructure and transportation improvements to occur, and will address the safety issue 
of the aging viaduct, create jobs, restore elements of cmmectivity to the adjacent neighborhoods 
and communities, and result in new development; and 

WHEREAS, CDOT, HPTE, BE and fue City oontinue to explore additional savings and 
funding and enhancement opportunities for the 1-70 East Project; and 

WHEREAS, COOT, HPTE, and BE must provide 100-year storm protection for the 
entire 1-70 East Project, and a plan for providing that protection is included in the Supplemental 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Section 4(f) Evaluation, dated August 4, 2014 (the 
"SDEIS") and the ongoing NEPA review; and 

WHEREAS, the SDEIS contemplated further development and design for the dminage 
plan needed for the protection ofthe 1-70 East Project; and 

WHEREAS, the City has separately and independently created a drainage plan to provide 
1 DO-year stonn protection for areas that could be inundated by water from the Montclair and 
Park Hill basins, including the 1-70 East Project alignment (the ''Two Basin Drainage Project" or 
"TBDP"); and 

WHEREAS, the City is prepared to initiate construction of the TBDP in order to preserve 
the property necessary for construction of the proposed TBDP project and to provide protection 
for certain deve]oping areas of Denver from a 100-year storm event; and 

WHEREAS, CDOT, HPTE, BE and the City have decided upon a cooperative approach 
that will result in savings to, and funding contributions for, the 1-70 East Project, and which will 
also result in funding for enhancements to the 1-70 East Project desired by the City; and 

WHEREAS, the Parties have determined that there are significant mutual benefits to be 
achieved by cooperating and working together on the 1-70 East Project and related 
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enhancements, including transportation improvements, efficiencies in timely decision making 
and turnaround, the design of the partial cover identified in the NEPA documents, and other 
improvements; and 

WHEREAS, to the extent permitted by the NEPA process and applicable federal, state, 
and local laws and regulations, it is the intent of the Parties to set forth their understandings and 
goals with regard to their respective connnitments for funding part of the costs of the I-70 East 
Project; and 

WHEREAS, this Agreement is executed under the authority set forth in C.R.S. §§ 29-1-
203, 43-1-110, 43-4-805(5)(i), and 43-4-806(5)(h), and Article XIV, Section 18 of the Colorado 
Constitution. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained 
herein, the sufficiency of which are mutually acknowledged, the Parties hereto agree as follows. 

1. The Two Basin Drainage Project and the Early Action Drainage Project-
The Drainage CoUaboration. 

A. The City intends to design and construct the TBDP, beginnjng with the 
first phase project, the Early Action Drainage Project ("EADP"). The Parties acknowledge that 
the total estimated cost for the TBDP is $134 million, which sum includes the EADP portion 
estimated to cost $69 million. The TBDP, including the EADP, is depicted on Exhibit A 
Additional drainage elements not a part of the TBDP but important for the I-70 East Project are 
the drainage pipe along the southern edge ofl-70 as part of the I-70 East Project ("Residual 
Drainage Pipe") (depicted in Exhibit A) estimated to cost $14.9 million. The Residual Drainage 
Pipe will be constructed, paid for, and owned by the State. The Brighton Boulevard Box 
Culvert is needed for surface drainage associated with City improvements along Brighton 
Boulevard, but could also provide an alternative connection point for the Residual Drainage 
Pipe. The Brighton Boulevard Box Culvert will be constructed by the City, perhaps as a part of 
the EADP. The State will pay the City $2.5 million toward the construction of the Brighton Box 
Culvert on or before September 15,2015. 

B. The Parties believe the TBDP is a necessary and important drainage 
project, with benefits for the State and the City respectively. 

C. The Parties agree that the City, in partnership with the Urban Drainage and 
Flood Control District ("UDFCD"), will undertake the design, construction and installation of all 
ofthe TBDP, including the acquisition of property interests for the entire TBDP. The City will 
own the TBDP. City procurement rules shall apply to the design and construction of the TBDP. 

D. The City intends to begin construction of the EADP in the first quarter of 
2016, and agrees to have the EADP segment from Pond 7 to the South Platte River operational 
by December 1, 2017 (see Exhibit A). If the City does not award a contract for construction of 
the EADP and give notice to proceed to the contractor by Aprill, 2016, the Parties shall meet to 
assess the extent and impact of any delays, and determine an appropriate course of action. The 
City agrees to have the remaining portion of the EADP operational by September 1, 2019. The 
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City also intends to acquire all of the property interests needed for the entire TBDP as part of 
U.e EADP. The Panies acknowledge that not all of the necessary property interests may be 
acquired by December 1, 2017. The City acknowledges that the State is relying on the 
completion schedule for each phase of the TBDP as it structures the contract for the I-70 East 
Project and related project agreement. The City acknowledges that a delay in having the EADP 
from Pond 7 to the South Platte River operational by December 1, 2017 or the remainder of the 
EADP operational by September 1, 2019, could result in additional costs to the 1-70 East Project 
that can only be e!<itimaterl at this time. The City and the State have estimated that any delay in 
meeting the deadlines listed in this paragraph could result in at least $5,000 a day in additional 
rusts to the 1-70 East Project. Therefore, the City will include a liquidated damages provision in 
the contract for corutruction of the EADP that provides for $5,000 per day of liquidated 
damages in the event that the time limits in any work order are exceeded. All work orders for 
work required to mnke the segment of the EADP from Pond 7 to the South Platte River 
operational will require that the segment be operational no later than December 1, 20 t 7. AU 
work orders necessary to make the remainder of the EADP operational will require that the 
EADP be operational no lRter than September 1, 2019. If the EADP segment from Pond 7 to the 
South Platte River is not operational by December 1, 2017 or the remainder of the EADP is not 
operational by September 1, 2019 and this delays the 1-70 East Project, the City will enforce the 
liquidated damages provision and reimburse the State for actual additional costs to the I~ 70 East 
Project in the amount of liquidated damages obtained from the City's contractor. 

E. The State believes the TBDP will result in significant benefits for the I-70 
East Project and will result in a redundant storm protection system for the I-70 East Project. As 
a result, it is the general intent of the Parties that COOT, HPTE, and BE will pay 40% of the 
cost of the TBDP, currently estimated to be $53.6 million, and the City will pay 60% of the cost 
of the TBDP, currently estimated to be $80.4 million. TI1e State's funding obligatiun is limited 
to the drainage facilities ofthe TBDP, eligible to be funded by the Denver Wastewater 
Enterprise Fund under the Denver Revised Municipal Code and shall not be used for amenities, 
such as trails or lighting unrelated to maintenance, amphitheaters, way£nding, and art work. If 
the actual cost of the drainage component of the TBDP exceeds $134 million, tht: State will pay 
40% of the cost increase directly attributable to the drainage elements of the TBDP subject to 
the limitation described in Paragraph 3. 

F. The Parties intend to establish a mutually agreeable maintenWlce, 
opemtion and repai1 agreemt:nl fuT lht: TBDP, which will be generally proportional in cost. 

G. The City agrees to design the TBDP to handle 1 00-year storm protection, 
as defined in the Letter ofReconunendation from the Multi-Agency Technical Team dated 
January 2015, for the partially covered portion of the IM70 East Project subject to COOT's 
review, to meet the State's plan for providing that protection as included in the SDElS and the 
ongoing NEPA review. The Parties recognize that the Residual Drainage Pipe and the Brighton 
Boulevard Box Culvert are necessary components to provide redundant I 00-year protection for 
this portion of the I~ 70 East Project. The City agrees that its ongoing drainagt: plans, policies 
and regulations wiii be developed with the goal of maintaining the functional capacity of the 
TBDP to handle the I 00-year flood. The City further agrees not to permit any modifications of 
the TBDP that would adversely impact the ability ofTBDP to convey, carry or otherwise 
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mitigate the 1 00-year design flow required for this area. This provision shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement. 

H. In order that CDOT, HPTE and BE realize the anticipated benefits of the 
TBDP, the City agrees to make theTBDP operational by September I, 2019. The City 
acknowledges that the State is relying on this schedule as it structures the contract for the 1-70 
East Project. The City acknowledges that a delay in having the TBDP operational by September 
1, 2019, could result in the State having to make delay payments or compensation event 
payments to the Developer of the 1-70 East Project that can only be estimated at this time. The 
City and the State have estimated that any delay in meeting the September 1, 2019, deadline 
could result in at least $5,000 a day in additional costs to the I-70 East Project. Therefore, the 
City will include a liquidated damages provision in the contract for construction of the TBDP 
that provides for $5,000 per day of liquidated damages in the event that the TBDP is not 
operational by September 1, 2019. If the TBDP is not operational by September 1, 2019, and 
this delays the 1-70 East Project, the City will enforce the liquidated damages provision and 
reimburse the State for actual additional costs to the 1-70 East Project in the amount of 
liquidated damages obtained from the City's contractor. 

I. With the TBDP, the planned detention ponds at Steele and Vasquez that are 
currently included in the SDEIS will no longer be needed, permitting a reduction in impacts on 
adjacent neighborhoods. The TBDP is also expected to reduce the pond size at Colorado 
Boulevard. 

J. The Parties agree that if circumstances arise that allow for a later 
completion date of either the EADP or the TBDP, that upon request of the City, the State or the 
Developer may extend the completion date required of the City by written notice to the City, in 
the sole discretion of the State or the Developer. 

2. Funding for the EADP. 

A. The City will contract for, or cause the UDFCD to contract for, the design 
of the EADP. CDOT, HPTE, and BE will have the right to review and comment on the design 
for the EADP as set forth herein, and will have staff assigned to assist in the review and selection 
process. The City will contract for the construction of the EADP, and the State will have the 
right to review and comment on the construction contract. 

B. The Parties agree to fund the EADP, as follows: 

(i) The City will fund $26.8 million which will be the first dollars 
spent for design and construction draws, as well as acquisition of property interests, until 
said amount is expended ("City EADP Funds"). 

(ii) Upon the full expenditure of the City EADP Funds, CDOT, HPTE 
and BE will fund the remaining amount for the EADP, estimated to be $42.2 million 
("State EADP Funds") by transmitting to the City funds for each additional design or 
construction draw and/or property interest acquisition payment until the EADP is 
completed. The State's obligation will be to fund the amount ofthe actual cost ofEADP 
above the City EADP Funds, whether that cost is higher or lower than the estimated 
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$42.2 million. However, in no event shall the State's obligation with respect to the 
EADP exceed $49.1 million, unless agreed to by the Parties by subsequent amendment to 
this Agreement, and the State's obligation herein assumes that the assumed EADP project 
budget contingency of at least 12% will have been expended prior to seeking additional 
funding from the State. The State EADP Funds will be paid to the City monthly for the 
requisite design, construction and/or property interest acquisition draw payment in 
accordance with this Agreement. Any amount the State is required to fund for the EADP 
in excess of$42.2 million sha11 be credited to and deducted from the State's obligation to 
pay $11.4 million fur the remainder of the TBDP. For each payment request submitted to 
the State foe acquisition of property interests, the City shall provide any appraisal and 
valuation information for said payment. The City agrees that it will generally follow the 
Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act ("Relocation 
Act") in its acquisition of property interests for the TBDP. The Parties acknowledge that 
property owned by a railroad is not subject to the Relocation Act. 

3, Funding for the Remainder of the TBDP. The Parties intend to fund theTBDP 
as set forth in Paragraph I. If the final cost for the TBDP foe drainage elements exceeds $134 
million, it is the agreement of the Parties that any amount above $134 million be funded 60% by 
the City and 40% by the State; provided, however, that the State obligation for any amount in 
excess of$53.6 million shall not exceed an additional $6.9 million. If the State's share of the 
TBDP costs exceed the additional $6.9 miUion amount, any further funding on the part of the 
State must be negotiated and any changes in scope will require the State's consent and approval. 
The City agrees that it will not include in the TBDP pricing for which it asks the State to share in 
the funding any costs that are not necessary drainage elements eligible to be funded by the 
Denver Wastewater Enterprise Fund under the Denver Revised Municipal Code. 

4. City-Provided Benefits for the 1-70 East Project. In addition to benefits 
realized by CDOT/HPTE/BE on the 1-70 East Project from the TBDP, the City agrees to the 
following which will also provide direct benefit to the I-70 East Project: 

A. Permit Waivers/SuSJ!ensions- $15 Million. 

(i) The City assesses various fees for demolition and construction 
projects, and agrees to waive/suspend most of those fees for the design and construction 
of the 1-70 East Project as shown on Exhibit B. CDOT/HPTE/BE and/or the Developer 
(or its contractor) will need to apply for permits, including the estimated construction 
duration under each permit, and submit to inspections in the ordinary course; however, 
the process will be expedited and facilitated. The State shall include its project 
agreement with the Developer provisions for cooperation and coordination with the City 
to effectuate the processes set forth in this section. The State shall also require the 
Developer to identify all contractors and subcontractors working on the 1-70 East Project 
in order for the City to be able to determine whether a permit application is subject to the 
waiver/suspension of fees under this Agreement. 

(ii) The waiver/suspension of such fees is estimated to save the State 
$15 million. CDOT/HPTE/BE or the Developer (or its contractor) shall apply for all 
applicable permits necessary for construction, operation and maintenance of the project 
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and all fees customarily charged by City for such permits shall be identified, and such 
fees identified on Exhibit B as waived shall not be paid but shall be deemed part of City's 
participation in the I-70 East Project. 

(iii) With regard to street occupancy permit fees, including fees related 
to traffic lanes, curb lanes, alleys, sidewalks and meter pennits, the State or the 
Developer (or its contractor) will adhere to the following procedure: Prior to entering 
into an agreement with a contractor that requires a street occupancy permit, an authorized 
representative of the State or Developer (or its contractors) shall provide City with 
documents describing the project's scope and a good-faith estimate of the time period the 
project will impact aty rights-of-way. The State and/or the Developer (or its 
contractors) and City will mutually determine the time period the project will impact City 
rights-of-way, which will be defined as the "Reasonable Construction Tune Period(s)." 
The State and/or the Developer will include the Reasonable Construction Time Period(s) 
in the contract documents issued to the contractor for that construction project. The City, 
through the normal course of its review, shall issue the requisite entity street occupancy 
pennits and the associated permit fees shall not be paid but shall be deemed part of City's 
participation in the 1-70 East Project. The duration of the street occupancy permits shall 
be the Reasonable Construction Time Period(s) plus a grace period of 10% of that time. 
If the impact of the I-70 East Project on City rights-of-way has not ceased or will not 
cease prior to the expiration of the permitted Reasonable Construction Time Period(s) 
plus the grace period, then the State or the Developer (or its contractor) shall apply for a 
new or amended street occupancy permit and any remaining time it occupies the right-of
way shall be charged to and paid by the Developer (or its contractor) at the prevailing rate 
for street occupancy permits. 

(iv) City shall not unreasonably withhold or delay any required 
permits. Except as otherwise provided, applicable City permitting requirements shall 
apply to all project elements constructed within aty. Nothing herein shall be construed 
as committing City to issue permits or accept any plans for construction or other related 
work or work product that does not meet all applicable codes, ordinances and regulations. 

B. Risk Reduction- $10 Million. Benefits attributed to reduced risk total an 
estimated $10 million, including the certainty for developers and contractors bidding on the I~ 70 
East Project procurement which should in turn result in CQSt savings for CDOT/HPTE/BE. In 
particular, these risk reduction benefits can provide savings due to the prevention of delays. 
These specific benefits include: 1) pre-negotiation of costs related to the conveyance of City
owned right-of-way to COOT, saving appraisal costs, and saving staff time; 2) utilizing the City 
franchise agreements with Xcel and Comcast and other City authority to facilitate utility 
relocation within the franchises' 90-day period upon the State's request; 3) expediting and 
facilitating cooperation with Denver Water, and 4) the City agrees to dedicate at least two FTE 
staff to work with the State and the Developer (and its contractors) at the project office for the 
1-70 East Project to facilitate and expedite reviews and permits, and the State agrees to provide 
office space, and office furniture (but not computers) for any FfEs dedicated by the City for the 
I-70 East Project. 
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C. Right-of-WayAgreement and Cost Savings- $13 Million. The Parties 
agree that the State needs to, and shall, acquire property interests from the City for the 1-70 East 
Project for $25.7 million. The property interests to be acquired by the State are set forth on 
Exhibit C. The Parties also agree that the State will pay the City $12.7 million for said right-of
way, and the State agrees that the City's property provides an additional $13 million contribution 
to the I-70 East Project. The Parties agree that the payment for and conveyance of said property 
interests will occur by May 31, 2016. By this Agreement, the City Council approves the 
conveyance of the property on Exhibit C to COOT in recognition of COOT's statutory authority 
to acquire property, C.R.S. §§ 43-1-208, 43-1-210, and 43-3-106. 

D. Fill Dirt- Haul Savings- $3 Million. As a result of the I-70 East Project, 
the State will have an excess of suitable clean fill dirt, and the State and the Developer (and its 
contractor) can realize significant transportation and disposal costs savings if the City accepts fill 
dirt for reuse in City projects near the 1-70 East Project. Such fill dirt must meet the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and Environment ("CDPHE") regulatory standards and guidance 
for the recipient site's proposed land use before the City will accept it. The City agrees to accept 
a minimum of200,000 cubic yards and a maximum of 400,000 cubic yards of fill dirt that meets 
both the City's structural standards and CDPHE's environmental standards. The estimated 
savings is $3 million. In addition, traffic and noise impacts may be lessened in the adjacent 
neighborhoods. 

E. Devolution of Brighton Boulevard- $5 Million. CDOT and the City 
currently own and maintain Brighton Boulevard north ofl-70 to the City limits, and Brighton 
Boulevard is currently a part of the state highway system. The Parties agree that as part of this 
Agreement, COOT will consider abandonment of a certain portion of Brighton Boulevard to the 
City, pursuant to C.R.S. § 43-2-106 no later than July 31, 2016. In the event the Transportation 
Commission detennines that the abandonment of Brighton Boulevard is warranted, the City will 
then consider an ordinance as provided for in C.R.S § 43-2-106 within 90 days of the 
determination of the Transportation Commission, which ordinance will include provisions for the 
City to accept full ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the abandoned portions of 
Brighton Boulevard. In consideration for taking over the ownership and maintenance of that 
portion of Brighton Boulevard, the City will be deemed to have contributed $5 million to offset 
estimated future operation and maintenance costs, access and utility pennit review, and other 
State costs and risks to the I -70 East Project. 

5. Transportation Elements to be Included in the I~ 70 East Project in Exchange 
for Citv's Payments. 

A. Transportation Elements in the Base Scope~ $10 Million. Certain of the 
transportation elements are included in the State's base scope of work for the I-70 East Project as 
noted in the Atkins Phase 1 Base Scope dated May 6. 2015. Specifically, (I) the "bookends" for 
the partial cover at an estimated value of $4.5 million (Exhibit D); (2) neighborhood street 
amenities and improvements in connection with 46th Avenue and the neighborhood streets valued 
at $3.5 million (Exhibit E); and (3) improvements to lengthen the Quebec Street Bridge to allow 
for a 12-lane section on Quebec and lengthen the Peoria Street Bridge to allow for 1 0-lane 
section on Peoria estimated at $2.0 million are components of the 1-70 East Project base scope 
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that the State has agreed to include in the 1-70 East Project and in part, for which the City has 
agreed to make payments to the State as described in Paragraph 6 herein. 

B. Slip Ramps and Bypass Lanes - $17 Mi1lion. The slip ramps and bypass 
lanes are included in the City's preferred alternative 2C, as shown on Exhibit F. These elements 
are included in the NEPA review, and will be included in the 1-70 East Project should the Partial 
Cover Lowered Alternative be the preferred alternative and be cleared in the NEPA process. The 
estimated cost of these elements is approximately $17 million. Maintenance of the slip ramps 
and bypass lanes shall be the responsibility of the State. 

C. Enhancements to the Partial Cover - $10 Million. If the Partial Cover 
Lowered Alternative is the alternative approved in the Record of Decision, the Parties agree as 
follows: 

(i) The Parties each acknowledge that the State has committed to 
constructing approximately a 999-foot long cover over I-70 East between Columbine and 
Clayton Streets. The costs of constructing this cover are estimated to be $80 million, 
which does not include additional design and landscaping costs, which are in addition to 
the estimated $80 million construction costs. (Exhibit G.) 

(ii) The State is also committed to funding a base level of landscaping 
necessary to meet the requirements should the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative be the 
preferred alternative selected in the Record of Decision, once completed and issued, 
including a cover that cnn provide an active community space for surrounding residents 
and local neighborhoods, support social and pedestrian connections in the Elyria
Swansea neighborhood, and provide new space for the Swansea Elementary School. 

(iii) The Parties acknowledge there is a cost increase between the base 
cover to be provided by the State and an enhanced cover desired by the City and the 
community that includes additional elements. This additional cost includes "above~ 
ground" costs such as plazas, pavilions, and water features, as well as the additional 
structuml elements to support them. This ad<fitional cost is estimated by the State to be 
$45 per square foot, totaJing an estimated $10 million. These costs do not include any 
costs for ongoing maintenance. The final design will be informed by the community-led 
design process. (Current preliminary plan is depicted on Exhibit H.) 

(iv) The base project lid cover for the 1-70 East Project must be 
designed and constructed, and have the structural integrity, to oontain and support the 
enhanced elements described above. 

(v) The State agrees to include the additional elements set forth above 
in the I~ 70 East Project in exchange for the City's agreement to make payments as set 
forth herein. 

(vi) Maintenance for the cover that relates to landscaping, open space 
development, and recreational and/or educational activities will be the responsibility of 
the City. Maintenance and repair for the structural elements of the lid, including the 
Bookends, will be the responsibility of the State. 
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D. Right of First Refusal. Upon completion of the 1-70 East Project, the City 
shall have a right of first refusal to acquire any remnant parcels owned by CDOT to the extent 
permitted as follows. If the property or interest therein is of use only to one abutting owner, such 
owner shall have the right of first refusal to purchase or exchange the property in accordance 
with C.R.S. § 43-1-210(5)(a)(iii). If, however the abutting owner does not exercise the first right 
of refusal to purchase such property, or CDOT determines such property is of use to more thwt 
one abutting owner or potential owner, the City shall have the right of first refusal to purchase or 
exchange such property at the fair market value, in accordance with C.RS. 
§ 43-1-21 0(5)(a)(iv)(A). 

6, Payments by City - $37 Million. 

A. If the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative is the alternative selected in the 
Record of Decision, the City agrees to provide $37 million of funding to the State by making 
payments in equal annual installments of$2,688,010 for 30 years to be used by the State in 
milking availability payments to the Developer. The City's annual payments will begin upon 
substantial completion of the 1-70 East Project. 

B. The City's payment obligations will be subject to annual appropriation. 
The Parties acknowledge that (i) by this Agreement, the City does not irrevocably pledge present 
cash reserves for payments in future fiscal years, and (ii) this Agreement is not intended to create 
a multiple-fiscal year direct or indirect debt or financial obligation of the City, except to the 
extent that the funds are currently encumbered or can be legally made available from an 
enterprise fund. The Parties agree that any expenditure of the City shall extend only to funds 
appropriated by the Denver City Council for the purpose of this Agreement, encumbered for the 
purpose of this Agreement and paid into the Treasury of the City and County of Denver. The 
City, through the Department of Public Works, agrees to include in budget request funds 
sufficient to fulfi11 its commitments herein. 

C. Financial obligations of the City payable after the current fiscal year are 
contingent upon funds for that purpose being appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made 
available. 

D. The failure of the City to appropriate funds for said payments shall not be 
considered a default or breach of the Agreement and shal1 not give rise to any Party to have a 
claim of any kind. 

E. Should the City fail to appropriate the annual payment in any year, the 
State shall have the right to notify the rating agencies of the City's event of non-appropriation. 

F. Upon financial close of the procurement process, the State will notify the 
City that the 1-70 East Project is moving forward. The State will also advise the City of the 
contract date for completion of the 1-70 East Project, and the date upon which the City's 
payments are projected to begin. One year prior to completion and the date that the State expects 
the City's payments to commence, the State and the City will meet and determine the process 
and procedures for the City to make such payments. 
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7. Sharing of Cost Savings. The Parties acknowledge that the planned P3 
procurement for the 1-70 East Project may result in a total construction cost less than the 
currently estimated $800 million. Should savings in fact be realized, the Parties agree that City 
will receive a proportionate share of the savings to offset the cost of the slip ramps and bypass 
lanes. The percent of savings that City will receive is 4.6%, calculated based on the City's 
proportionate share of the cost of the total construction of the 1-70 East Project. Any amount of 
savings credited to the City will reduce the City's annual payment accordingly. 

8. 1-25 Santa Fe Interchange Reconstruction (Alameda to Cedar)!TIGER Grant 
Suooort. The City agrees, at COOT's request, to make the currently estimated $30 million 1-25 
Santa Fe/ Alameda project (Valley Highway Phase 2.0) its first priority in the next rowtd of TIP 
requests (2020-2025) to the Denver Regional Council of Governments ("DRCOG") (see 
Exhibit 1). This project is included in the DRCOG Fiscally Constrained Regional Transportation 
Plan ("RTP .. ) and prior phases are underway and shown in the 2012-17 and 2016-21 TIP and 
ST1P. The local match is estimated to be $6 million, and City and CDOT have each agreed that 
each intends to fund 50% of the local mate~ subject to the availability of funds and 
appropriations of funds. COOT agrees, at City's request, to support the City's proposed TIGER 
grant application for the City's 1-25 and Broadway project in the next round of applications (see 
ExhibitJ). 

9. Mutual Cooperation. The Parties agree to cooperate in the design and 
implementation of the 1-70 East Project and the TBDP, including providing a11 appropriate access 
and license agreements on reasonable terms at no additional cost. 

10. Project Management and Coordination. The Parties desire to manage the 1-70 
East Project, the EADP and the TBDP so that the scope and schedule of each of these projects 
are achieved with a quality work product and timely schedule so that that the project benefits are 
recognized for all Parties. It is the intent of the Parties to establish regular interaction, 
consultation and collaboration on the projects referenced in this Agreement. From design review 
and comment at appropriate intervals, to Developer selection, to contract review and comment, 
the Parties commit to establishing a protocol of review and comment for each project referenced 
in this Agreement. 

A. The Parties agree that CDOT/HPTE/BE shall manage the Developer and 
the design and construction of the I-70 East Project and be responsible for coordination as 
necessary to complete the 1-70 East Project within the schedule and budget. COOT /HPTEIBE 
sho.ll be responsible for coordination of the Developer with the Project Management Team 
("PMT'1 described in Subparagraph lO.D. 

B. The City shall manage the contractors designing and constructing the 
TBDP. The City shall manage the designer and contractor, and all associated contracts and be 
responsible for coordination as necessary to complete the TBDP within time frame and budget 
for the TBDP. The City shall be responsible for coordination of the TBDP consultants and 
contractors with the PMT. 

C. The Parties sha11 act in the best interest of the timely completion of the 
TBDP and the 1-70 East Project. There shall be weekly status meetings with the Project 
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Contractor in the field, which shall be attended by the Denver and the CDOT/HPTE/BE Project 
Manager. 

D. Project Management Team. To ensure coordination among all the Parties, 
a PMT is hereby created consisting of one (1) employee each from the State and the City. The 
PMT shall meet at least monthly or as often as necessary. The Project Managers for the projects 
shall present project schedule and budget updates to the PMT on a monthly basis. The PMT will 
establish procedures for comment resolution and issue escalation for the TDBP and the I-70 East 
Project. 

E. Design Review- EADP. 

(i) CDOT shall have the right to review all plans for the TBDP, 
including the EADP. CDOT will provide comments focused on the fimctionality of the 
drainage plans. When plans for the EADP have achieved 30% design, the City shall 
submit the plans to CDOT for review and comment. CDOT will have 10 business days to 
review and comment back to the City. The City will then have 14 business days to 
discuss with CDOT, if necessary, and to respond to the contractor with comments. When 
plans are at 60% design, the City will submit the plans to CDOT. CDOT will have I 0 
business days to review and comment back to the City, as well as verify that responses to 
the 30% design are acceptable. The City will then have 14 business days to discuss with 
CDOT, if necessary, and to respond to the contractor with comments. At the time the 
100% design plans are submitted, CDOT will have 10 business days to respond and if 
CDOT provided comments on the 60% design, then the City will provide responses as 
well as the 100% design. At that time, CDOT will verify that all responses to the 60% 
design are acceptable. This will be the last time that new comments can be submitted on 
this plan set. The City will then have 14 days to respond to the contractor with 
comments. When RFC design has been achieved, CDOT will have five business days to 
verify that all responses are acceptable. Unless major changes have been to the plaru;, no 
additional comments will be considered at this time. City bas 10 business days to 
respond to the contractor to asswe that all comments have been incorporated. 

F. Design Review- TBDP. A similar process will be fol1owed for the design 
review for the TBDP. 

G. 1-70 East Project Coordination. The detailed process for cooperation 
between the State and the City for the I~ 70 East Project is set forth in Exhibit K. 

H. Design Review- Ongoing Consultation. It is the intent of the Parties that 
there will be ongoing, intemctive consultation with regard to the both the EADPffBDP and the 
1-70 East Project 

I. Project Payment Provisions. 

(i) EADP/TBDP. The State will reimburse the City for the State's 
share of the TBDP after the State's review and approval of such charges, subject to the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement. However, any charges incurred by the City prior 
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to the date this Agreement is executed by the State Controller or his designee will not be 
reimbursed absent specific State Controller approval thereof. 

(ii) The State will reimburse the City's reasonable, allocable, allowable 
performance of the work, not exceeding the maximum total amount described in 
Paragraph 2.B.(ii). To be eligible for reimbursement, costs incurred by the City shall be: 

(1) in accordance with the with the tenns of this Agreement; 

(2) necessary for the accomplishment of the drainage portion 
oftheTBDP; 

{3) reasonable in the amount for the goods and services 
provided; 

(4) actual net cost to the City (i.e, the price paid minus any 
refund in respect of other items of value received by the City that have the effect of 
reducing the cost actually incurred); 

(5) incurred for work performed after the effective date of this 
Agreement; and 

(6) satisfactorily documented. 

(iii) The City shall establish and maintain a proper accounting system 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards (a separate set of accounts, 
or as a separate part of its current accounting scheme) to assure that project funds are 
expended and costs accounted for in a manner consistent with this Agreement and project 
objectives. 

(1) All allowable costs incurred for the TBDP, including any 
approved services contributed by the City or others, shall be supported by properly 
executed payrolls, time records, invoices, contracts or vouchers evidencing the charges. 

(2) Any check or order drawn up by the City, including any 
item which is or will be chargeable against the project account shall be drawn with a 
properly signed voucher then on file in the office of the City which will detail the purpose 
for which said check or order is drawn. AIJ checks, payrolls, invoices, contracts, 
vouchers, orders or other accounting documents shall be clearly identified, readily 
accessible, and to the extent feasible, kept separate from all other such documents. 

(iv) On or before the 151
h day of each month, the City will prepare and 

submit to the State, no more than monthly, costs incurred relative to the EADP and the 
TBDP. The City's invoices shall include a description of the amounts of services 
performed, the dates of performance and the amounts and reimbursable expenses. The 
invoices will he prepared in accordance with the State's standard policies, procedures and 
standardized billing format to be supplied by the State, The City shall document that all 
costs for which it is seeking the State's payment are drainage elements of the TBDP. 
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(v) To be eligible for payment, billings must be received within 60 
days after the period for which payment is being requested and final billings on this 
Agreement must be received within 60 days after the completion of construction ofthe 
EADP nnd TBDP, respectively. The State shall pay invoices submitted by the City within 
45 days, unless the State has questions about a given invoice, in which case the State 
shall notify the City, and representatives shall meet to address and resolve any such 
issues. Issues shall be resolved by the issue escalation process developed by the PMT. 

(1) Payments pursuant to this Agreement shall be made as 
earned, in whole or in part fonn available funds, encumbered for the purchase of the 
described services. The liability of the State, at any time, for such payments shall be 
limited to the amount remaining of such encumbered funds. 

(2) In the event this Agreement is terminated, final payment to 
the City may be withheld at the discretion of the State until completion of final audit. 

(3) Incorrect payments to the City due to omission, error, fraud 
of defalcation shall be recovered from the City by deduction from subsequent payment 
under this Agreement or other agreements between the State and City, or by the State as a 
debt due to the State. 

(vi) A sufficient unencumbered fund balance for the obligations of the 
State contained herein remains available for the payment of such obligations in the Total 
Contract Encumbrance Amount of $75.7 million. 

J. Warranties. The State will require the Developer (or its contractor) to 
include in contracts for construction work done pursuant to this Agreement and the project 
agreement a warranty on all parts, materials, components, equipment, systems and other items 
incorporated into the work related to those elements that upon completion of the I· 70 East 
Project, will either be conveyed to the City or for which the City will have ongoing maintenance 
responsibility. The Developer (or its contractor) shall warrant that all materials are new, unless 
otherwise specified, suitable for the intended purpose, of good quality, free from faults and 
defects and in conformance with the contract documents. 

(i) The Developer (or its contractor) will be required to promptly 
investigate, repair, replace or otherwise correct any of its workmanship and any parts, 
materials, components, equipment or other items in the work which contain faults or 
defects. The Developer (or its C<lntractor) shall bear all costs ofinvestigating and 
correcting, which includes the design efforts necessary to correct such work covered hy 
the warranties and guarantees. 

(ii) The Developer's (or its contractor's) warrnnties and guarantees for 
all work components shall C<lntinue for a period of one (1) year after the date of final 
acceptance for work required to be covered by said warranties. 

(iii) The Developer (or its contructor), at its own expense, shall also 
investigate, repair or replace any damages to any equipment, facilities or other personal or 
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real property owned or leased by the City, which is damaged as a result of any fault or 
defect in the work, at no cost to the City. 

K. The City shall begin operation and maintenance of any local 
improvements constructed by the State or its Developer (or its contractor) upon the State's and 
the City's final acceptance of these improvements in the 1-70 East Project from the Developer 
and conveyance of the right-of-way interests for local streets back to the City for the 1-70 East 
Project. 

11. Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall not be enforceable until the date on 
which this Agreement has been approved and signed by all Parties, and the Colorado State 
Controller or designee (the date of the signature of the Colorado State Controller or designee 
being the Effective Date). The term of this Agreement shall continue until the earlier of thirty 
years following substantial completion of the 1-70 East Project, or until the date of the City's last 
payment as set forth pursuant to Paragraph 6.B, unless tenninated by the State as provided 
herein. This Agreement may be terminated earlier by mutual written agreement of the Parties. 
In particular, if the Partial Cover Lowered Alternative is not cleared through the NEPA process 
and is not identified as the selected, preferred alternative in the Record of Decision for the 1-70 
East Project by December 31, 2016, this Agreement may be terminated by mutual written 
agreement of the Parties. 

12. Survivability, Only those provisions so expressly stating shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement. 

13. Covenants. The Parties' contractors and developers shall construct 
improvements in a good and workmanlike manner and in substantial compliance with the plans 
and specifications and requirements of this Agreement. 

14. Representations. Each Party represents that it possesses the legal authority to 
enter into this Agreement and that it has taken all actions required by its procedures, bylaws, 
and/or other applicable law to exercise that authority, and to lawfu11y authorize its undersigned 
signatory to execute this Agreement and to bind the signing party to its terms. 

15. Notices. Any notice required or permitted by this Agreement shall be in writing 
and shall be deemed to have been sufficiently given for all purposes if sent by certified mail or 
registered mail, postage and fees prepaid, addressed to the Party to whom such notice is to be 
given, at the address set forth below, or at such other address as has been previously furnished in 
writing, to the other Party. Such notice shall be deemed to have been given when deposited in 
the United States mail. 

If to City: 

Manager of Public Works 
201 West Colfax Avenue, Dept. 601 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
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With a copy of any such notice to: 

Denver City Attorney's Office 
1437 Bannock St., Room 353 
Denver, Colorado 80202 

If to CDOT: 

Colorado Department ofTransportation 
Attn: Executive Director 
4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

If to HPTE: 

High Performance Transportation Enterprise 
Attn: Director 
4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

If to BE: 

Bridge Enterprise 
c/o Chief Engineer 
4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

16. Appropriation. The Parties acknowledge that (i) financial obligations of the 
State payable after the current fiscal year are contingent upon funds for that purpose being 
appropriated, budgeted and otherwise made available, (ii) the Parties by this Agreement do not 
irrevocably pledge present cash reserves for payments in future fiscal years, and (iii} this 
Agreement is not intended to create a multiple-fiscal year direct or indirect debt or financial 
obligation of the Parties, except to the extent that the funds are currently encumbered or can be 
legally made available from an enterprise fund. The Parties agree that any expenditure of the 
City shall extend only to funds appropriated by the Denver City Council for the purpose of this 
Agreement, encumbered for the purpose of this Agreement and paid into the Treasury of the City 
and County of Denver. City, through the Department of Public Works, agrees to include in 
budget requests funds sufficient to fulfill its commitments herein. 

17. Liability of the Parties. The Parties agree each party is relying upon, and has not 
waived, the monetary limitations and all other rights, immunities and protections provided by the 
Colorado Goverrunental Immunity Act, C.R.S. § 24-10-101, et seq. The provision of services 
under this Agreement is for the benefit of the Parties. Each party agrees to be responsible for its 
own liability incurred as a result of its participation in this Agreement. If any claim is litigated, 
each Party will be responsible for its own expenses oflitigation or other costs associated with 
enforcing this Agreement. 
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18. Additional Documents. The Parties agree to execute any additional documents 
or take any additional action that is necessary to carry out the intent of this Agreement or to 
request approval, in good faith, from their legislative bodies for such agreements or documents. 

19. Venue. Venue for WIY action hereunder shall be in the District Court, City and 
County of Denver, State of Colorado, and the Parties waive any right to remove any action to any 
other court, whether state or federal. 

20. Separate Entities. The Parties enter into this Agreement as separate, independent 
govenunental entities and shall maintain such status tluuughout. 

21. Third Party Beneficiaries. Enforcement of the terms of this Agreement and all 
rights of action relating to enforcement are strictly reserved to the Parties. Nothing contained in 
this Agreement gives or allows any claim or right of action to any third person or entity. Any 
person or entity other thWI the Parties receiving benefits pursuant to this Agreement is an 
incidental beneficiary only. 

22. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended, in whole or in part, only by 
written instrument executed by the Parties. 

23. Non-Discrimination in Employment. In connection with the performance of 
work under the Agreement, the Parties may not refuse to hire, discharge, promote or demote, or 
discriminate in matters of compensation against any person otherwise qualified, solely because 
ofrace, color, religion, national origin, gender, age, military status, sexual orientation, gender 
variance, marital status, or physical or mental disability. The Parties shall insert the foregoing 
provision in all contracts, and direct that the foregoing provision be included in all subcontracts. 

24. Force Majeure. No Party shall be deemed in default hereunder and neither shall 
be liable to the other if either is subsequently unable to perform, or is delayed in performing, its 
obligations hereunder by reason of any cause beyond the reasonable control of said Party, 
including an act of God, fire, strike, riot, civil disturbance, act of public enemy, embargo, or WIY 
judicial order; provided, however, that no party shall be entitled to relief under this paragraph 
unless such Party shall have given the other Parties reasonable notice of such event, and shall 
have exhausted all reasonable means of complying or implementing alternative means of 
compliance with its contractual obligations hereunder. 

25. Examination of Records. Any authorized agent of the City, including the City 
Auditor or his or her representative, hru. the right to access and the right to examine any pertinent 
books, documents, papers and records, involving transactions related to this Agreement until the 
latter of three (3) years after the final payment under this Agreement or expiration of the 
applicable statute of limitations. 

26. Counterparts. Signatures. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, 
each of which shall be deemed to be an original, but all of which shall together constitute one 
and the same document. 

27. Statewide Contract Management System. If the maximwn amount payable to 
the City under this Agreement is $100,000 or greater, either on the Effective Date or at any time 
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thereafter, the Statewide Contract Management System applies. The City agrees to be governed, 
and to abide by the provisions ofC.R.S. §§ 24-102-205, 24-102-206, 24-103-601, 24-103.5-101 
and 24-1 05-102 concerning the monitoring of vendor performance on state contracts and 
inclusion of contract performance information in a statewide contract management system. The 
City's performance shall be subject to Evaluation and Review in accordance with the tenns and 
conditions of this Agreement, state law, including C.R.S. § 24-103.5-101, and State Fiscal Rules, 
Policies and Guidance. 

28. Special Provisions. 

A. Controller's Awroval. C.R.S. § 24-30-202(1 ). This Agreement shall not 
be valid until it has been approved by the Colorado State Controller or designee. 

B. Fund Availability. C.R.S. § 24-30-202(5.5). Financial obligations ofthe 
State payable after the current fiscal year are contingent upon funds for that purpose being 
appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made available. 

C. Governmental Immunity. No term or condition ofthis Agreement shall 
be construed or interpreted o.s a waiver, express or implied, of any of the immunities, rights, 
benefits, protections, or other provisions, of the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, C.R.S. 
§ 24-10-101 et seq., or the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b) and 2671 et seq., 
as applicable now or hereafter amended. 

D. Independent Contractor. The City shall perform its duties hereunder as an 
independent contractor and not as an employee. Neither the City nor any agent or employee of 
the City shall be deemed to be an agent or employee of the State. City and its employees and 
agents are not entitled to unemployment insurance or workers compensation benefits through the 
State and the State shall not pay for or otherwise provide such coverage for the City or any of its 
agents or employees. Unemployment insurance benefits will be available to the City and its 
employees and agents only if such coverage is made available by the City or a third party. The 
City shall pay when due all applicable employment taxes and income taxes and local head 
taxes incurred pursuant to this Agreement. The City shall not have authorization, express or 
implied, to bind the State to any agreement, liability or understanding, except as expressly set 
forth herein. The City shall (a) provide and keep in force workers' compensation and 
unemployment compensation insurance in the amounts required by law, (b) provide proof 
thereof when requested by the State, and (c) be solely responsible for its acts and those of its 
employees and agents. 

E. Compliance with Law. The Parties shall strictly comply with all 
applicable federal and state laws, rules, and regulations in effect or hereafter established, 
including, without limitation, laws applicable to discrimination and unfair employment 
practices. 

F. Choice of Law. Colorado law, and rules and regulations issued pursuant 
thereto, shall be applied in the interpretation, execution, and enforcement of this Agreement. 
Any provision included or incorporated herein by reference which conflicts with said laws, rules, 
and regulations shall be null and void. Any provision incorporated herein by reference which 
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purports to negate this or any other Special Provision in whole or in part shall not be valid or 
enforceable or available in any action at law, whether by way of complaint, defense, or 
otherwise. Any provision rendered null and void by the operation of this provision shall not 
invalidate the remainder of this Agreement, to the extent capable of execution. 

G. Binding Arbitration Prohibited. The State does not agree to binding 
arbitration by any extra-judicial body or person. Any provision to the contrary in this 
Agreement or incorporated herein by reference shall De null and void. 

H. Software Piracy Prohibition. Governor's Execntive Order D 002 00. 
State or other puDlic funds payable under this Agreement shall not be used for the acquisition, 
operation, or maintenance of computer software in violation of federal copyright laws or 
applicable licensing restrictions. The City hereby certifies that, during the term of this 
Agreement and any extensions, the City has and shall maintain in place appropriate systems and 
controls to prevent such improper use of public funds. If the State determines that the City is in 
violation of this provision, the State may exercise any remedy available at law or in equity or 
under this Agreement, including, without limitation, immediate termination of this Agreement 
and any remedy consistent with federal copyright laws or applicable licensing restrictions. 

I. Employee Financial Interest/Conflict of Interest. C.R.S. §§ 24-18M201 and 
24-50-507. The signatories aver that to their knowledge, no employee of the State has any 
personal or beneficial interest whatsoever in the service or property descriDed in this 
Agreement. The City has no interest and shall not acquire any interest, direct or indirect, that 
would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of the City's services and the 
City shall not employ any person having such known interests. 

J. Vendor Offset. C.R.S. §§ 24-30-202(1) and 24-30-202.4. [Not 
applicable to intergovernmental agreements] Subject to C.R.S. § 24-30~202.4 (3.5), the 
State Controller may withhold pa)'lTlent under the State's vendor offset intercept system for 
debts owed to State agencies for: (a) unpaid child support debts or child support arrearages; (b) 
unpaid balances of tax, accrued interest, or other charges specified in C.R.S. § 39-21-101, et 
seq.; (c) unpaid loans due to the Student Loan Division of the Department of Higher Education; 
(d) amounts required to be paid to the Unemployment Compensation Fund; and (e) other unpaid 
debts owing to the State as a result of final agency determination or judicial action. 

K. Public Contracts for Services. C.R.S. § 8-17.5-101. [Not Applicable to 
agreements relating to the offer, issuance, or sale of securities, investment advisory services 
or fund management services, sponsored projects, intergovernmental agreements, or 
information technology services or products and services.] The City certifies, warrants, and 
agrees that it does not knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien who will perform work 
under this contract and will confirm the emplo)'lTlent eligibility of all employees who are 
newly hired for emplo)'lTlent in the United States to perform work under this contract, through 
participation in the E-Verify Program or the Department program established pursuant to C.R.S. 
§ 8-l7.5-102(5)(c), the City shall not knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien to 
perform work under this contract or enter into a contract with a subcontractor that fails to 
certify to the City that the subcontractor shall not knowingly employ or contract with an illegal 
alien to perform work under this contract. The City (a) shall not use EM Verify Program or 
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Department program procedures to undertake pre~employment screening of job applicants 
while this contract is being performed, (b) shall notify the subcontractor and tbe 
contracting State agency within three days if the City has actual knowledge that a 
subcontractor is employing or contracting with an illegal alien for work under this contract, 
(c) shall terminate the subcontract if a subcontractor does not stop employing or contracting 
with the illegal alien within three days of receiving the notice, and (d) shall comply with 
reasonable requests made in the course of an investigation, undertaken pursuant to C.R.S. § 8~ 
17.5-102(5), by the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment. If the City participates in 
the Department program, the City shall deliver to the contracting State agency, Institution of 
Higher Education or political subdivision a written, notarized affirmation, affirming that the 
City has examined the legal work status of such employee, and shall comply with all of the 
other requirements of the Department program. If the City fails to comply with any 
requirementofthis provision or C.R.S. § 8~17.5-101 et seq., the contracting State agency, 
institution of higher education or political subdivision may tenninate this contract for 
breach and, if so terminated, the City shall be liable for damages. 

L. Public Contracts With Natural Persons. C.R.S. § 24-76.5-101. The City, 
if a natuml person eighteen (18) years of age or older, hereby swears and a:ffinns under penalty 
of perjury that he or she (a) is a citizen or otherwise lawfully present in the United States 
pursuant to federal law, (b) shall comply with the provisions of C.R.S. § 24-76.5-101 et seq., 
and (c) has produced one form ofidentification required by C.R.S. § 24-76.5-103 prior to the 
effective date of this contract. 

Remainder of Page Intentionally Blank 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the 
Effective Date set forth above. 

STATE OF COLORADO 
John W. Hickenlooper, GOVERNOR 

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

By: Shailen P. Bhatt 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Date: ____________ _ 

COLORADO HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE 

By: Michael Cheroutes 
DIRECTOR 

Date: ______ _ 

COLORADO BRIDGE ENTERPRISE 

By: Title-,---------------

Date: _______ _ 

APPROVED: 
Cynthia H. Coffman, ATTORNEY GENERAL 

By: -:c==:-:;-;;;:;--;-;;:;====:::;-;.,--
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Date: _______ _ 
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ALL AGREEMENTS REQUIRE APPROVAL BY THE STATE CONTROLLER 

C.R.S. §24-30-202 requires the State Controller to approve aU State Agreements. 
This Agreement is not valid until signed and dated below by the State Controller or 
delegate. The City is not authorized to begin performance until such time. If the City 
hegins performing prior thereto, the State of Colorado is not obligated to pay the City for 
such performance and/or for any goods and/or services provided hereunder. 

STATE CONTROLLER 
Robert Jaros, CP~ MB~ JD 

By: _______ --;:;-;---
-----------' Delegee 

Dote:. ________ _ 
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SEAL 

ATTEST: 

DEBRA JOHNSON, 
Clerk and Recorder, Ex-Officio Clerk 
of the City and County of Denver 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

D. SCOTT MARTINEZ, 
Attorney for the City and County 

:~.S:Ji:; 
'Assistant City Attorney 

CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER 

By __ ~---------------
Mayor 

REGISTERED AND COUNTERSIGNED: 

By __ ~----~~--------
Manager of Finance 

By __ ~~-------------
Auditor 
Contract Control No. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Combined Drainage System Proposed 100-Year Protedioo 
Montclair and Park Hill Basins 





EXIflBITB 

Schedule of City's Customary Permit Fees 
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EXIllBITC 

Property Interests State will Acquire from City 
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Property Interests State will Acquire 
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•En~.~~ i 
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11.6 
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Area (SF) 
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Timing of the transaction assumed at dosing for land which is about Final RFP planned for May 2016 
Reference ROW March 31, 2015 
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Bookends Related to Lid Cover 
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EXIDBITE 

Neighborhood Street Improvements 



Exhibit E.- Nelgt'lbarhaod Street Amenity Opportunities far City Street Network 

All City streets encompa~ins improvements through the t-70 East project such as the 45th Avenue 
frontage road design shoold respond to varying functional needs and neighborhood contelrt. The 
following are general guidelines for amenities a~oclated with the 1-70 East project. The City requests 
that the Elyria and Swansea Neighborhood Plan adopted by City Council on February 23, 2015 be a 
reference document in the 1-70 East RFP for amenity types for the City streets. The Elyria and Swansea 
Neighborhood Plan is Intended to be reference guidelines for Oty street amenities versus prescriptive 
Standard requirements for the Developer. All amenities realized in the finall-70 East project are 
understood to be constrained by the construction limits as defined by the 1·70 East Final Environmental 
Impact Statement {FEIS) and subsequent Record of Decision (ROD). 

One way streets generillly fn:tm Brighton Interchange to York Charac:ter Area: 1 way collector streets 
are intended to support vehicle and large truck access to ilnd from the Brighton Boulevard Interchange. 
Pedestrian trips should be accommodated, but use will be minimal given the grade separation of the 
frontage road below the adjacent residential uses (north side) and Industria! uses (south side). 
Pedestrian-scaled amenities such as lighting and periodic decorative elements (s!Jch as railing, mural 
artwork, etc.) can contribute to softening the Intensity of these vehicle-dominated segments of the 
frontage road system. 

Two way streets senerally between York and Vasquez Interchange Character Area: A 2-way local street 
on the north side and a collector street on the south side should be designed to support an active 
neighborhood center and high levels of pedestrian activity. The frontage road should function as a main 
street witt. on.street parking, detached sidewalks, street trees and other amenities to reinforce a 
pedestrian scale and character, especially surrounding the cover with construction limits as defined by 
the 1-70 East Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and subsequent Record of Decision {ROD) The 
street and streetscape should be designed to prioritize and enhance the safety, quality, Identity, physical 
function, and economic vitality of the area. The south edge of the cover, along 46ttl Ave. should be 
designed with enhanced pedestrian amenities. Where Elizabeth St. and Thompson Ct. terminate into 
46th Ave, additional amenities should be considered, such as bulb outs, artwork, and iconic treatments 
to orient and attract the community to cross 46th Ave. and use the cover. The enhancements will help 
catalyze surrounding private development (see the Strong chapter of the Elyria and Swansea 
Neighborhoods Plan), which will add eyes on the cover and contribute to its success. Street design 
should discourage through truck mo'o'ement with a high frequency of signalized intersections. Tnvel Jane 
widths should be consistent with City standards instead of State highway standards. The design speed 
should be low to encourage slower speeds. This is the most critical character area along the corridor. 

One way streets generally between Steele/Vasquez lnterchanse and Colorado Boulevard Interchange 
Character Area: Substantial redevelopment is anticipated in the future, especially north of the 40th and 
Colorado commuter rail station and on a11 sides of the Steele/Vasquez Interchange. Frontage roads 
should be designed to not preclude an additional hlehway cover between Vasquez blvd 11nd Cook St. 
One way streets may encourage high speeds, whlctl highlight the need for detached sidewalks for 
pedestrian safety within the construction limits as defined by the 1-70 East Final Environmental impact 
Statement (FE IS) and subsequent Record of Decision (ROD). Efforts should be made to reduce the A-line 
only to the area needed to convey highway traffic. Access to and from the frontage roads wlll be critical 
for economic success of adjacent redeveloping land. 



The Elyria and Swansea Neighbcrhcod Plan can I::Je located at 
http://www.denvergoll.org/Portals/646/documents/planning/Pians/elyria swansea/Eivria Swansea Ne 
ighborhood Final Well sm.pdf 
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Slip Ramps and Bypass Lanes included in Denver's Preferred Alternative 2C 
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Base Lid Cover 
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EXIllBITH 

Cover witb Currently-Discussed Enhancements 
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EXHIBIT I 

Estimated $30 Million 1-25 Santa Fe/ Alameda Project in the Next Round of TIP Requests 
to Denver Regional Council of Governments 
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EXHIBIT J 

Proposed TIGER Grant Application for City's 1~25 and Broadway Project 
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EXHIBITK 

City and County of Denver 1-70 East Project Document Review Process 



EXHIBITK 

Public Work's Design, Plan and Construction Permit Review Procli!!is 

Preamble: The Oty and County ofDem1er (the Crty)ls very sensitive to the overall 1-70 East 
schedule as It pertains to agency review times which affect cost and schedule. The City also feels that In 
order to prevent Issues with changes to the budget and schedule during the design and construction 

phases a proper I'I!View Is required for a project the magnitude of 1-70 East. In order to allow for a 
known process to review project documents we are requesting a submittal schedule be produced by the 
successful Developer within 60 days of Notice to Proceed from COOT. Understandlns that the submittal 
schedule Is subject to change, COOT and Denver will use the submittal schedule to prepare for upcoming 

reviews and designate the approJ)riate staff for a particular submittal review. COOT and the Oty will 
work with the Developer to understand the Developer's needs and to package and time submittal 
packages to faciltt:ate Public Work's reviews within lD business days. Changes to the Initial Developer 
provided submittal schedule will require a minimum of three days for the City to evaluate and resJlond 
and may require corresponding revisions to Public Work's review times. Public Work's review period for 
each of Its reviews lslO business days. Should the Developer provided submittal schedule require 
multiple reviews concurrently or request a review ofthe complete project by the City, the 10 business 
day maximum re11Jew time will be adjusted to reflect the level of Information In the overlapping, or 
project wide reviews. Within lD busimass days, the City will provide all comments on each submittal 
directly to the Developer and copy COOT on those comment transmittals. The City will require that all 
comments be responded to indicating a good faith effort as part of the subsequent submittal or earlier 
as part of a formal comment resolution process. Any comments not responded to by the Developer, or 
comment responses that cannot be resolved infonnally will be resolved pursuant to an escalation 
process which will be agreed to in writing. If the De11eloper indicates that a City comment is outside the 
Contract, the issue will be resolved pursuant to the written escalation process. 

Note: The City will review project elements and documents with a nexus to City Infrastructure and 
concerns, with a focus on work in City ROW, Oty-owned Infrastructure and any mitigation requirements 
noted or commented on in the Record of Decision. CDOTwill require the Developer to submit a 
narrative with each review that will assist City staff In locating the applicable Information to review. 

The City anticipates reviewing/commenting on and partldpating in: 

1) Developer Selection Process: The Oty will participate in the executive oversight committee for 

the developer selection. The Oty will be a member of the finance and technical review teams 
and review Developer qualifications and proposals. 

2) RFP DDcuments: 
a) Invitation to l!ld - introduction/Project Description 
b) RFP Selection Process 

c) Alternative Technical Concepts (ATCs) 



EXHIBITK 

Public Work's Design, Plan and Construction Permit Review Process 

d) Sample Contract 

e) Final Executed Contract (for Information, not for City review) 

f) Technical Requirements 

g) Technir:al Specifications 

At a minimum the City antldpates revlewing/c:ommentlng on the following Developer submittals. The 

Cltv will TE!\flew other submittals with a nexus to City-owned lnfrastruaure or that are necessary to 
achieve City" goals for the project: 

1) Design Documents 

a) Preliminary Reports 

b) Baseline Schedule and on-going updates 

c) List of plan set structure and breakdown, with naming conventions to be used by Developer 
d) Design Quality Management Plan 

e) Construction Quality Management Plan 

f) Materials Management Plan (MMP) 

g) Pavement Design {City Network) 
h) Geotechnical Report 

I) Public Information Plan 

j) Incident Management Plan 
k) Drainage Reports 

l) Traffic Management Plan 

m) Health & Safetv Plan 

n) Traffic Studies and Reports 

o) Environmental mitigation plans, as required by the NEPA Record Of Decision (ROD) 

2) Plan Reviews 

a) RFP Design Review 

b) Over-the-shoulder Design Review 
c) 60%, and 100% Design Review 

d) RFC Design Review 

e) The above reviews will most likely Include these major elements: 

• Utilities 

• Roadway 

• Drainage 

• Landscaping 

• Lighting 

• Signals 

• Signing & Striping 



EXHIBITK 

Public Work's Design, Plan and Construction Pe:nnlt Relltew Process 

3) ConstNctlon and Post~Deslgn Submittals: 
a) Methods of HandinB Traffic (MHT's) 

b) Mix Designs (Ctty Streets/Infrastructure) 

c) Ughtlng (City Streets/Infrastructure) 

d) Landscaping & Irrigation (City Streets/Infrastructure) 

e) Requests for Information (RFI's) related to Oty Infrastructure 

f) Non-Conformance Reports (NCR's) related to City Infrastructure 
g) Design changes related to City infrastructure 

h) On-going environmental mitigation efforts, as required by the NEPA ROO 



NOT SEPARATE PROJECTS 
 
The connection between I‐70 and TWO BASIN DRAINAGE PROJECT is crystal clear in the 
Intergovernmental Agreement approved June 6, 2015 by Denver City Council, the 
Ordinance/Resolution Request dated May 26, 2015, and in the presentations to Council 
Committee and Council. 
  

 Each entity will participate financially and with procurement in both projects. 
(Source, Powerpoint Presentation to Council Committee June 3, 2015, Page 1) 

  
 The City will procure and execute the TBDP (drainage) project that also benefits 

CDOT. This project provides 100‐year drainage protection to City neighborhoods 
and the Transportation project (Source, same as above, page 1) 
 

 CDOT must provide 100‐year protection for the affected portion of I‐70 as part of 
the Transportation Project. CDOT would like to take advantage of the efficiencies 
and savings that will accrue if they contribute to the cost of the TBDP rather than 
building a separate project of their own. (Source, same as above, Page 5) 
 

 Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, $26.8M 
upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future 
through the Wastewater Fund; Additional Transportation elements will be 
funded as set forth in the IGA under future agreements. (Source, same as above, 
p. 

 Public Works and Urban Drainage and Flood Control District will undertake the 
construction of the TBDP, which will protect the Transportation Project, RTD’s 
Eagle and North Metro Lines and adjacent City neighborhoods from a 100‐year 
storm. (Source, same as above, page 5) 
 

 Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, $26.8M 
upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future 
through the Wastewater Fund;   

 

 Additional Transportation elements will be funded as set forth in the IGA under 
future agreements.  (Source: Ordinance/Resolution Request dated May 26, 2015 
regarding the IGA, and submitted to Council Committee on June 3, 2016) 

 

 The TBDP will provide protection from the 100 year storm to a wide swath of the 
city that includes the I‐70 Transportation Project. “Absent CDOT’s cooperation 



and participation, TBDP would have provided only 5 year storm protection and 
would likely have been delayed by many years for lack of available funds.”  Diane 
Barrett to City Council July 6, 2015 at 04:20:19 Granicus.  
 

 “Finally, to answer the question that’s been posed about timing of this IGA, the 
two main reasons that NOW is the time to take this action are 1) the Early action 
portions of the drainage improvements need to be completed well in advance of 
the beginning of the transportation project so that nobody is in the way when 
CDOT gets goingand 2) CDOT’s procurement process has already begun. Bidders 
have submitted statements of qualifications and they’re ready to go. If CDOT can 
give assurance to bidders of the City’s cooperation on this project, we expect the 
bidders to respond with significantly lower costs for the project. Diane Barrett to 
City Council July 6, 2015 at approximately  04:23:06.)   
 

 [Doing this project “So we can get it before it reaches our neighborhoods, I‐70, 
light rail tracks and the stock show and also clean it before it gets to the river. 
(Lesley Thomas, Deputy Director Public Works, at Council Cttee meeting June 3, 
2015 About 00:14:00) 

 
 IGA states City independently and separately created a drainage plan to provide 

100 year storm protection. This is not the case. Denver’s 2014 Storm Drainage 
Plan does not lay out any 100 year plans and specifically states that it cannot be 
done because of time and costs.  The so‐called drainage plan was the product of 
the MATT (multi agency task force) comprised of RTD, CDOT, CCD & UDFCD reps 
that met bi‐weekly from Sept. 2013 till Feb. 2014 and hired consultants to 
produce reports to the effect that the work should be done jointly.  

 
 
Excerpts from IGA:  

 WHEREAS, the City has separately and independently created a drainage plan 
to provide 100‐year storm protection for azeas that could be inundated by 
water from the Montclair and Park Hill basins, including the I‐70 East Project 
alignment (the "Two Basin Drainage Project' or "TBDP"); and   

 WHEREAS, the City is prepared to initiate construction of the TBDP in order to 
preserve the property necessary for construction of the proposed TBDP project 
and to provide protection for certain developing areas of Denver from a 100‐
year storm event; and 

 WHEREAS, CDOT, HPTE, BE and the City have decided upon a cooperative 
approach that will result in savings to, and funding contributions for, the I‐70 
East Project, and which will also result in funding for enhancements to the I‐70 
East Project desired by the City; and 

 
 



From Ordinance/Request dated May 26, 2015: 
 
Costs: Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, 
$26.8M upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future 
through the Wastew 
 
Background on the Request: All under the heading of the North Denver Cornerstone 
Collaborative, the City of Denver has several major redevelopment and infrastructure 
projects taking place that provide a connection from Denver Union Station to Denver 
International Airport. Named the Corridor of Opportunity, the nearly 23‐mile stretch is 
one of the most compelling commercial investment opportunities in the world, with 
thousands of developable acres. One of six major initiatives currently underway, the 
Interstate 70 Reconstruction addresses the area between I‐25 and Tower Road, which is 
Colorado’s only east‐west Interstate connection serving as an essential backbone of 
state and regional commerce, moving residents and tourist between the airport, 
downtown Denver, and the communities and resorts to the west. The viaduct (the 
elevated portion of I‐70 on a bridge) was constructed in the early 1960’s, and is reaching 
the point where it must be reconstructed to safely convey the traveling public and 
freight that keeps the Colorado economy moving. For the first time in ten years of 
extensive study, which includes reviewing over 200 options, the Colorado Department 
of Transportation (CDOT) recently recommended a “preferred alternative” for the I‐70 
East Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Partial Cover Lowered (PCL) option on 
the Existing Alignment would remove the elevated section of I‐70, lower the highway 
below grade, cover the highway by Swansea Elementary School and reconnect the Elyria 
and Swansea neighborhood. This alternative was developed over many years of work 
with community and has broad public support, including from elected officials. In April 
2013, the project team held public meetings attended by more than 400, during which 
the community urged CDOT to move forward with this alternative. 
 
The proposed regionally benefitting drainage plan accomplishes the need to provide 100 
yr protection for the “PCL” and envisions enhancements like accessible open space, 
connectivity, and other quality of life improvements consistent with the recently adopted 
Elyria/Swansea Neighborhood plan and the National Western Center plan. 
 
From: Memorandum to I-70 PCL Drainage Multi Agency Technical Team (MATT)  
 
Currently, this flood potential does not pose a significant risk to the highway due to its 
elevated design on a viaduct.  However, porposed lowering of alignment below grade 
will introduce the potential for flood waters to enter the highway if not accounted for  
in the project’s drainage design. P. 2 
	
Overall goal of this analysis: to perform a technical review of the previous Montclair 
basin hydrologic analysis and modify the modeling, if necessary, in order to provide C‐
DOT with a mutually agreed upon off‐site 100‐year design flow rate for the I‐70 PCL 



project.  P. 2 



Memorandum 
To:  I-70 PCL Drainage Multi Agency Technical Team (MATT) 

- Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD) 
- Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) 
- City and County of Denver (CCD) 
- Regional Transportation District (RTD) 
- Atkins 
- Stantec 

From: Don Jacobs P.E. – Enginuity Engineering Solutions (Enginuity) 

Date: August 1, 2014 

Re:  I-70 PCL Montclair Drainage Basin Hydrologic Analysis  

 

1.0 Contents of this Memorandum  

This memorandum was prepared by Enginuity Engineering Solutions documenting the Multi Agency 
Technical Team’s (MATT) investigation of the Montclair drainage basin hydrology in Denver, Colorado.  A 
list of individual MATT participating members is located in the appendix (see meeting minutes) and 
includes the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD), the Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT), the City and County of Denver (CCD), and the Regional Transportation District 
(RTD).  Organizational contents of this memorandum are listed below: 

1.0 Contents 

2.0 Background and Purpose 

3.0 General Approach – Base Model Hydrology 

4.0 Hydrologic Modeling Sensitivity Analysis 

5.0 Revised I-70 PCL Hydrology Results and Final MATT Recommendations 

6.0 Appendix 

 

2.0 Background and Purpose 

CDOT has identified the Partial Covered Lowered Alternative (PCL) as the preferred alternative for 
improvements to I-70 East through Denver.  A portion of this alternative includes rebuilding I-70 below 
grade between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard, where the existing viaduct currently stands.  
While lowering the highway at this location provides several enhancements to the community such as 
reconnecting the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods, it also presents drainage challenges that must be 
addressed from a design standpoint.  

The proposed lowered portion of the I-70 project crosses two major drainage basins in Denver – the 
Montclair and Park Hill basins.  This memorandum specifically addresses the Montclair basin.  Flood 
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potential in the lower Montclair drainage basin has been documented by several previous studies, 
including studies by the City and County of Denver and the Regional Transportation District.  These 
studies have defined flow rates and rough flooding limits around the I-70 area both upstream and 
downstream of the interstate.  Currently, this flood potential does not pose a significant risk to the highway 
due to its elevated design on a viaduct.  However, proposed lowering of alignment below grade will 
introduce the potential for flood waters to enter the highway if not accounted for in the project’s drainage 
design. 

To address this potential drainage issue, the MATT was formed during the fall of 2013 to collectively 
investigate the Montclair basin’s hydrology and other inter-agency coordination issues.  While the 
Montclair basin hydrology has been documented in several previous studies (see below for more 
information), all of the previous analyses were performed from a regional planning standpoint, and there 
was a general presumption that the previously published flow rates could potentially be overly 
conservative from a design standpoint.  Specific factors such as conservative impervious values, existing 
inadvertent detention that may exist within the basin, CUHP model discretization, and limited accounting 
for floodplain flow routing were to be investigated. 

Overall goal of this analysis:  to perform a technical review of the previous Montclair basin 
hydrologic analysis and modify the modeling, if necessary, in order to provide C-DOT with a 
mutually agreed upon off-site 100-year design flow rate for the I-70 PCL project. 

Previous analysis that were used as the initial basis of this project:  

• 2005 CCD Storm Drainage Master Plan (SDMP) 

• 2008 CCD Ferril Lake Stormwater Detention Design 

• 2009 CCD Storm Drainage Master Plan 

• 2010 CCD Sanitary and Storm Drainage Master Plan FasTracks Interface 

• 2014 CCD Storm Drainage Master Plan (in progress, scheduled for completion in October 2014) 

• 2008 RTD Draft East Corridor Drainage Master Plan 

• 2011 RTD Eagle P3 Drainage Adverse Impact Analysis 

• 2013 RTD North Metro FLO-2D Drainage Analysis 

• 2011-2014 RTD/CCD/UDFCD 40th Avenue/High Street Outfall Design 

• 2012 UDFCD Park Hill (North of Smith Road) Drainage Outfall Systems Plan 

This memorandum documents the hydrologic analysis performed by Enginuity in the Montclair basin for 
the I-70 PCL project’s conceptual design.  The analysis was a collaborative effort between MATT 
members with bi-weekly technical meetings held from September 2013 thru February 2014.  Hydrology 
related meeting minutes are included in the appendix.    
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3.0 General Approach – Base Model Hydrology 

General Hydrologic Conditions 

The Montclair basin is a fully developed, urbanized watershed containing a total tributary drainage area of 
approximately 9.4 square miles.  It encompasses drainage planning basins 4500-01, -03, and -04.  The 
basin generally drains to the northwest and discharges to the South Platte River between Globeville 
Landing Park and Riverside Cemetery.  Its upstream boundary is located to the southeast at the Fairmont 
Cemetery.  Land use varies within the basin from primarily residential in the upper reaches to commercial 
and industrial in the lower reaches.  City Park, an approximate 320 acre urban park containing the Denver 
Zoological Gardens, the Denver Museum of Nature & Science, and the City Park Golf Course, is located 
near the center of the drainage basin. 

There is an extensive system of existing storm sewer pipes serving the basin including a 10’ x 10’ RCBC 
primary outfall.  A second large (12’ x 8’ RCBC) outfall associated with the RTD Eagle P3 project in 
conjunction with UDFCD and CCD is currently under construction.  These two outfalls combined were 
designed to convey the 5-year event.  Surcharged flows in excess of the storm sewers’ capacity are 
conveyed overland via the network of City streets.  There is historical evidence that a drainage channel 
once existed in the Montclair basin, but it has since been obliterated by development during the early 20th 
century.  Without a formal drainage channel, periodic flooding occurs throughout the basin with significant 
surface runoff.  These areas of urban flooding are not recognized by FEMA as jurisdictional floodplains, 
but they pose a significant drainage design issue for the I-70 PCL project as they drain towards the 
highway.      

Previous Studies and Flow Rates 

With numerous previous studies encompassing different portions of the Montclair drainage basin for a 
variety of purposes, the MATT began by investigating hydrologic results and flow rates published in the 
previous studies.  In order to adequately compare these studies, Enginuity modified the previous 
CUHP/SWMM models as necessary to provide comparative results at a common location using identical 
assumptions.  For the purpose of consistency when comparing previous studies, the following 
assumptions were used:  

• The location for comparing flow rates produced by the Montclair basin is at 40th Avenue and 
represents a combined flow rate across several streets and pipes.  All comparative flow rates 
published in this memorandum are at 40th Avenue and are represented as “Design Point 2” in 
the modeling.  Once water crosses 40th Avenue, it branches into several different directions and is 
conveyed by various underground pipes and multiple streets.  These diversions downstream 
(north) of 40th Avenue are accounted for in the accompanying I-70 PCL MATT Park Hill Basin 
Hydrology technical memorandum.   

• Comparative Flow rates throughout this study represent the total 100-year runoff from the 
basin (pipe flow plus surface flow).  For the sake of simplicity, underground pipe conveyances 
are not separated from the surface flow conveyances in the comparative flow rate analysis in this 
memorandum (DP 2).  More detailed separated pipe and surface flow rates can be obtained from 
the updated SWMM modeling in this memorandum, but they are not used for the comparative 
analysis herein.  These pipe conveyances should be accounted for as part of the future I-70 
conceptual design.  

Considering the assumptions listed above, runoff hydrographs from previous studies are depicted in the 
graph below:     
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The “City Park Detention” referenced in the graph above refers to formalized detention constructed in 
2008 at Ferril Lake, which consists of approximately 124 acre-feet of detention volume and was designed 
for the 5-year event.  While not all of the previous studies originally analyzed the basin with and without 
formalized detention at Ferril Lake, Enginuity added this variation to the previous models for comparative 
purposes and to provide the MATT with a clear understanding of the expected benefits of the existing 5-
year Ferril Lake facility.   

General background of the previous studies (all utilize CUHP 2000 and UDSWMM 2000): 

• 2005 Denver SDMP:  the first major study of the basin; utilized detailed CCD topography and GIS 
data; basin delineation based on pipe infrastructure; estimated % impervious values based on 
UDFCD land use table; delineated 57 individual sub-basins.    

• 2008 RTD East Corridor:  more “basic” analysis delineating 5 individual sub-basins; basin 
delineation based on topography; estimated % impervious values based on UDFCD land use 
table. 

• 2009 Denver SDMP:  modified 2005 model to account for City Park detention; revised % 
impervious calculations to be based on measured impervious values for each land use utilizing 
the City’s GIS pervious layer; other minor modeling parameter modifications. 

• 2014 Denver SDMP:  modified 2009 model’s routing and basin delineations to account for various 
surface split-flows identified using FLO-2D; routing elements account for both pipe and surface 
flow splits instead of pipe only; other minor modifications to account for newly constructed 
projects. 

See the original technical documentation for each of these studies for additional information, maps, and 
results. 
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Determination of Base Hydrologic Model 

The MATT reviewed results from previous modeling and decided to move forward with the 2014 Denver 
SDMP CUHP/UDSWMM analysis as the “Base Model” for the I-70 PCL analysis.  This model was 
selected due to the fact that it is the latest model available, incorporates both surface and pipe flow 
routing, and provides a significant level of additional detail over the RTD analysis.  A CUHP-UDSWMM 
routing schematic map representing this model is located in the appendix, which includes a summary of 
100-year peak flow rates for each design point.  The model has been modified by Enginuity for the 
purposes of this study, by combining several design points into a single point at 40th Avenue to represent 
the total flow for the basin.  The total flow is represented by Design Point “2” in the revised model, with a 
100-year peak flow rate of 6,979 cfs. 

The base model was then utilized to perform a series of sensitivity analyses accounting for potential 
modifications to modeling parameters that the group had identified as potentially more accurate, and also 
accounting for physical features observed within the basin that were not previously accounted for in the 
model.  The results of this sensitivity analysis are discussed in the following section.    

 

4.0 Hydrologic Modeling Sensitivity Analysis 

The MATT investigated the following potential modifications to the base CUHP/UDSWMM modeling and 
performed a sensitivity analysis on each:  

1. Accounting for loss of surface runoff to the 36th Street drainage basin. 

2. Utilizing direct measured impervious values instead of land use based values. 

3. Reducing the model’s discretization by subdividing the basin into fewer sub-basins. 

4. Modifying the street routing elements in UDSWMM to better represent flow occurring down 
multiple streets during the 100-year event. 

5. Accounting for inadvertent detention that occurs within the basin. 

The following table and graph summarize peak runoff rates and hydrographs for the various modeling 
modifications investigated by the MATT.  The subsequent subsections further discuss the sensitivity 
analysis performed for each potential modification.   
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Montclair Basin Hydrology – Sensitivity Analysis 
100-Year Runoff at 40th Avenue 

Model or Potential Modification* 
Q100 
(cfs) 

Change 
from 
Base 
Model Comment 

2014 CCD Master Plan 6979 0% 
Base Model, CUHP 
2000, UDSWMM 2000 

Loss of surface runoff to 36th Street Basin 6598 -5% 

Straight subtraction of peak 
flow acquired from FLO-2D 
model 

Measured % Impervioius 6991 0.2% 
1% increase in total % 
Impervious 

Reduced Discretization - Weighted Average Slope 6432 -8% 59 sub-basins to 5 sub-basins 

Reduced Discretization - Measured Basin Slope 6188 -11% 59 sub-basins to 5 sub-basins 

Multiple Street X-section Routing Elements 5793 -17% 
Adjusted trapazoidal bottom 
width and side slopes 

Inadvertent Detention in City Park below Ferril Lake 5644 -19% 
45.5 acre-feet assumed 
Inadvertent Detention 

Inadvertent Detention in City Park Golf Course 5619 -19% 
41.8 acre-feet assumed 
Inadvertent Detention 

Inadvertent Detention in City Park Ball Fields 6825 -2% 
18.2 acre-feet assumed 
Inadvertent Detention 

Inadvertent Detention - all 3 combined 5005 -28% 
105.5 acre-feet assumed 
Inadvertent Detention (total) 

Check:  FLO-2D Routing for Basin Below Colfax Avenue 3255 -53% 

Accounts for all inadvertent 
detention throughout the lower 
basin.  Includes pipe flow.  
Includes flow lost to 36th 
Street. Low-end check only. 

    
Modification Combinations 

   Multiple Street X-section Routing Elements & Inadvertent 
Detention (all 3 locations) 4422 -37% 

Combination requested by 
MATT on 12/16/2013  

Multiple Street X-section Routing Elements & Inadvertent 
Detention (Golf Course and Duck Pond only) 4655 -33% 

Combination requested by Matt 
on 2/19/2014 and adopted in 
agreement with Denver Parks 
Department 

* All models represent total peak runoff produced by the basin, existing pipe outfalls are not considered.  All 
models account for existing detention at City Park in Ferril Lake and also Crestmore Park. 
Red = changes recommended by MATT 
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4.1. Loss of Water to 36th Street Basin 
FLO-2D analysis performed in the 2014 Denver SDMP indicated that there is potential for some flood 
waters to exit the Montclair basin and enter the 36th Street basin during large storm events.  The location 
for this potential trans-basin flow to the west would occur across Lafayette Street in the lower portion of the 
basin between 31st Avenue and 36th Avenue.  See the Montclair-Park Hill Basin Depth map in the 
appendix for a depiction of this trans-basin flow location.   

As part of the MATT analysis, modifications to the 2014 SDMP FLO-2D analysis were made in order to 
track the trans-basin flow into the 36th Street basin.  The modeling results produced a trans-basin flow of 
381 cfs from Montclair to 36th Street during the 100-year event.  The MATT determined this amount of flow 
loss to be negligible and decided not to account for it in the Montclair basin hydrology. 

4.2. Measured Impervious Values 
As part of the MATT analysis, the impervious values for each sub-basin were directly measured utilizing 
CCD’s impervious layer in GIS.  While the exact measured values differed from the 2014 SDMP base 
model for individual sub-basins, the cumulative basin-wide percent impervious value only differed by 1% 
and produced a negligible change in runoff values.  Based on this result, the MATT decided not to modify 
the base model’s impervious values. 

4.3. Reduced Discretization 
It is generally understood that the more a large basin is subdivided for CUHP/SWMM analysis 
(discretized), higher resulting flow rates can be expected.  Often times during CUHP/SWMM model 
development, engineers will model a basin utilizing different levels of discretization, and compare the 
results in order to “calibrate” the model based on the original basis of development for CUHP itself.  

The MATT checked the sensitivity of the Montclair model by reducing the discretization from 59 sub-
basins in the base 2014 SDMP model to a 5 sub-basin model.  The result was an 8% to 11% decrease in 
peak flow rates at 40th Avenue depending on the method used to calculate sub-basin slopes.  The MATT 
determined that this difference between the two approaches was acceptable, and did not warrant 
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modification to the base model.  The MATT decided to continue with the more conservative, 59 sub-basin 
approach in the 2014 SDMP without further modification to account for discretization. 

4.4. Multiple Street SWMM Routing Elements.     
The street routing elements in the 2014 SDMP base UDSWMM model were input as recommended in the 
UDSWMM User’s Manual.  The recommended cross section is a 1-foot bottom width trapezoidal section, 
with 20:1 side slopes.  The UDSWMM model can only accept trapezoidal shaped cross sections to 
represent surface flow.  This standard cross section is intended to represent a street’s gutter section, and 
can be thought of as an “inverted street crown.”  While this recommended cross section provides a good 
representation for water flowing down a single street, portions of the Montclair basin experience 
widespread flooding with water flowing down multiple streets, alleys, and around structures.  In order to 
better represent the nature of this 100-year flood routing, the MATT developed several wider cross 
sections to be utilized in the SWMM model depending on the nature of the street flow at individual 
locations.  The nature of the street flow was determined using FLO-2D surface modeling results from the 
2014 SDMP.    

A representative section located just north of 26th Avenue across the basin’s primary flow path was utilized 
to depict the nature of street flow through the basin during the 100-year event.  The following figure shows 
the typical nature of flow and a typical cross section within the basin, a larger version of this image is 
available in the appendix: 

  

The following figure illustrates four different routing cross sections used in the MATT UDSWMM analysis 
representing a varying number of streets conveying the runoff.  The typical ground cross section north of 
26th Avenue is shown in the background in black.  A larger version of this image is available in the 
appendix. 
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• Flow traveling down one street (UDSWMM User’s Manual recommendation) in red.  1-foot 
bottom width, 20:1 side slopes.   

• Flow traveling down two streets in blue.  40-foot bottom width, 40:1 side slopes. 

• Flow traveling down three streets in green.  120-foot bottom width, 60:1 side slopes. 

• Flow traveling down four+ streets in yellow.  200-foot bottom width, 60:1 side slopes. 

 

When comparing these cross sections to actual ground cross sections where flow occurs down multiple 
streets, the MATT believes these routing element representations are conservative, with actual flooding 
being realistically wider, slower, and more shallow than the trapezoidal sections used in the UDSWMM 
model. 

Several velocity checks were completed to ensure the revised trapezoidal x-section routing elements are 
still considered to be conservative. Results indicate that velocities calculated in SWMM for a 
representative trapezoidal routing element are in fact higher (more conservative) than other methods of 
determining flow velocities in the area.  Velocity calculations performed for comparison purposes are listed 
below:    

Velocity Check for 6000 cfs, 0.05 ft/ft longitudnal slope, 0.02 Manning's n 

       Manning's Velocity for Irregular Section (3-Streets):   6.8 fps 
  Manning's Velocity for Trapezoidal Section:   7.6 fps 
  EPASWMM Velocity for Irregular Section (3-Streets):   7.4 fps 
  EPASWMM Velocity for Trapezoidal Section: 7.8 fps  (used in revised modeling) 
  FLO-2D Computed Velocity: 

  
3 to 7 fps 

   

Revision of the UDSWMM street flow routing elements resulted in a 17% decrease in peak flow rates from 
the base model.  The MATT recommended incorporating these revisions into the I-70 hydrology to better 
represent 100-year flow conditions within the basin.  See the UDSWMM routing map in the appendix for 
specific locations where the routing elements were modified to better represent street flow conditions.  

4.5. Inadvertent Detention 
Three areas of significant inadvertent detention were identified within the basin that could have a 
significant impact on peak flow rates aimed at the I-70 project.  Inadvertent detention is referred to as 
naturally occurring detention storage that exists within low-lying and depressed areas; these areas have 
not been designed, constructed, or maintained for the purposes of stormwater detention.  Inadvertent 
detention is not typically accounted for in design hydrology due to the fact it cannot be relied upon for 
future storage of flood waters.  As a general practice, it is typically assumed that areas of inadvertent 
storage could be modified in the future resulting in a reduction or elimination of the storage that currently 
occurs.  However, the three areas identified in the Montclair basin are located on CCD publically owned 
property, where assurances can potentially be provided to maintain the existing inadvertent detention 
storage volumes in perpetuity.    

The MATT investigated inadvertent volumes and the impact they have on the basin’s hydrology at the 
following locations: 

1. City Park below (north of) Ferril Lake (Duck Pond area).  Assume 45.5 acre-feet including the 
playground area, or 36.0 acre-feet without the playground area. 
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2. City Park Golf Course between 23rd and 26th Avenues.  Assume 41.8 acre-feet. 

3. City Park Ball Fields west of Colorado Boulevard and south of 23rd Avenue.  Assume 18.2 acre-
feet. 

See the appendix for mapping of these three areas and assumed inadvertent detention volume 
calculations.  These inadvertent detention volumes are considered by the MATT to be conservative, with 
actual 100-year inadvertent detention volumes being significantly larger than the assumed values. 

The addition of these inadvertent detention volumes into the UDSWMM model results in significantly 
reduced flow rates at 40th Avenue.  If all three areas are accounted for, a 28% reduction in 100-year peak 
flow rates is realized.  See the table at the beginning of this section for specific results from each individual 
area.  After coordination with the Denver Parks Department, the MATT recommended accounting for two 
of the three inadvertent detention areas in the I-70 hydrology.  A legal agreement has been finalized with 
the Denver Parks Department assuring future actions will not adversely impact the natural and formal 
storage currently occurring at these two locations.  The two locations where inadvertent detention has 
been accounted for in both the modeling and the agreement with the Parks Department includes the Duck 
Pond area of City Park and the City Park Golf Course.  Both areas are depicted in the figures below: 
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4.6. FLO-2D Routing 
As a “low end check” of the overall hydrologic results for the basin, runoff values from the 2014 SDMP 
FLO-2D model were included in the sensitivity analysis documentation.  The routing of flood conveyances 
utilizing FLO-2D is not a methodology approved by UDFCD because it accounts for every square foot of 
inadvertent detention within the basin, and it is generally considered to lack enough conservatism when 
determining peak flow rates for design purposes.  However, the FLO-2D results have been included in the 
sensitivity analysis tables and graphs as a simple reference point, allowing the MATT to further 
understand the various modeling results and help make final modeling recommendations.    

4.7. Technical Peer Review of Analysis 
UDFCD contracted with an independent 3rd party, CH2M Hill, to conduct a peer review of the sensitivity 
analysis and a general review of the CUHP/SWMM modeling for the Montclair Basin.  The review was 
completed on May 9, 2014 and the results are provided in the Appendix.  The review did not recommend 
any significant changes to the modeling approach or analysis. 

5.0 Revised I-70 PCL Hydrology Results and Final MATT Recommendations 

Recommendations 

After reviewing the previous hydrologic studies performed for the Montclair drainage basin and further 
performing a sensitivity analysis of various modeling parameter modifications, the MATT has 
recommended the following modifications be made to the base 2014 SDMP CUHP/SWMM model for I-70 
design purposes: 

• Revise UDSWMM routing elements to more accurately represent flow occurring down multiple 
streets. 
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• Account for inadvertent detention at the following two locations:  City Park Duck Pond (36.0 acre-
feet), and City Park Golf Course (41.8 acre-feet).  The Inadvertent Detention Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between CCD Public Works and Denver Parks and Recreation has been 
finalized ensuring future maintenance of the flood storage volumes. 

Results 

Incorporating the MATT recommendations into the CUHP/SWMM hydrologic modeling, a revised total 
basin 100-year peak flow rate of 4,655 cfs is calculated at 40th Avenue.  From this value, the I-70 design 
team can account for existing and soon-to-be completed pipe outfalls serving the basin by subtracting their 
capacities from the total peak flow rate.  Based on CCD’s GIS data and recent construction plans, the 
following two main outfalls should be accounted for: 

• Existing 120” BRICK @ 0.39% serving 40th Street and 40th Avenue with a calculated Manning’s 
full flow capacity of 897 cfs. 

• Currently under construction High Street Outfall (UDFCD, Denver, RTD) serving 40th Avenue and 
the East Corridor rail alignment with a design capacity of 906 cfs (based on construction plans 
dated January 2013).  The latest construction plans or as-builts for this project should be 
referenced to verify this number.   

Accounting for the two storm drain outfalls serving the Montclair basin, the 100-year design flow rate at 
40th Avenue (surface flow) is 2,852 cfs (4,655 minus 897 minus 906).  This peak flow rate can be further 
revised during the design process to account for the complex flood routing and split flows that occur 
between 40th Avenue and I-70.   

This flood routing between 40th Avenue and I-70 has already been preliminarily completed for the RTD 
North Metro project and was incorporated into the 2014 SDMP Base modeling for the Montclair and Park 
Hill Basins.  The revised MATT CUHP/SWMM Park Hill basin model includes the storm drain outfalls 
listed above and combines flows from both the Montclair and Park Hill basins in the vicinity of I-70.  Please 
refer to the accompanying I-70 PCL MATT Park Hill Basin Hydrology technical memorandum for a 
more detailed determination of peak flow rates anticipated at I-70.   
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This image represents the Montclair basin’s SWMM Routing diagram, a larger version is available in the 
appendix. 
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6.0 Appendix 

All supporting maps, figures, tables, and hydrologic models used during the MATT analysis are provided 
in electronic format only.  All supporting documentation can be found on the attached DVD. 

The supporting documents are organized in the same general order to match the layout of this 
memorandum.   Supporting documents include: 

01. Figures/Maps/Tables: 

• A. Background Montclair Mapping 

o i.  Montclair/Park Hill Basin FLO-2D Flooding Depth Analysis 

o ii.  2011-07-07 Flooding Video at 36th Avenue and High Street 

o iii.  2008 RTD East Corridor CUHP-SWMM Routing Diagram 

o iv.  2014 SDMP Base Model CUHP-SWMM Routing Diagram 

• B. Hydrology Sensitivity Analysis 

o i.  Impervious Value Sensitivity Analysis 

o ii.  Reduced Discretization Sensitivity Analysis 

o iii.  Multiple Street SWMM Routing 

o iv.  Inadvertent Detention 

• C. Final Hydrologic Mapping for I-70 PCL 

o i.  Final MATT I-70 PCL CUHP-SWMM Routing Diagram 

02. Hydrologic Models CUHP-UDSWMM: 

• A. Previous Models Modified by Enginuity for Comparative Purposes 

o i.  2008 RTD East Corridor (with and without Ferril Detention) 

o ii.  2014 Denver SDMP with Ferril Detention 

o iii.  2014 Denver SDMP without Ferril Detention 

• B. Sensitivity Analysis 

o i.  Base 2014 Denver SDMP 

o ii.  Measured Imperviousness 

o iii.  Reduced Discretization 

o iv.  Multiple Street X-section Routing 

o v.a.  Inadvertent Detention City Park Duck Pond 
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o v.b.  Inadvertent Detention City Park Golf Course 

o v.c.  Inadvertent Detention City Park Ball Fields 

o v.d.  Inadvertent Detention Combined (all 3) 

• C. Final Hydrology Revised for I-70 PCL 

o i. Combined Inadvertent Detention and Multiple Street Routing 

03. Peer Review of Analysis 

04. MATT Meeting Minutes 
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From:   "Sue Okerson" <wso6@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 8:07 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: wso6@msn.com 
 
name: Sue Okerson 
address: 2738 Julian St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034336595 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a resident of north Denver and a frequent traveler of I70, I am strongly opposed 
to the widening of the highway. I am very concerned about the long term impact on the people who live 
along the 170 corridor, specifically the neighborhoods of Swansea, Globeville and Elyria. Swansea 
Elementary will be too close to the freeway presenting a health hazard to the children and staff. Homes 
and business will be removed leaving folks without and the effect to homes left appears uncertain 
regarding their value, let alone their health risk. I70 is a mess that needs fixing, but widening it is not the 
answer. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe the present option is not the answer. I 
strong encourage CDOT to re‐examine alternative options, specifically 176 and 1270. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.40.45.74 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jean Ann Olds" <jeananno@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 2, 2016 11:21 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jeananno@msn.com 
 
name: Jean Ann Olds 
address: 3855 Vrain St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 720‐454‐0251 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I commute this corridor several times a week. I attend church 
in Globeville and am very much impacted by what has happened to this neighborhood. 
North Denver affects me and all of us very, very much! Having a straight shot from 
DIA to the Stock Show Complex to the mountains is not all that matters people! Can 
you expand your consideration past REVENUE? You are pulling the wool over the eyes 
of the poor peccople of these neighborhoods who still don't understand what this 
freeway has done to them, and don't understand the implications of what you are 
about to do. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This corridor scares me to death. If 
you expand it, it will attract more and more cars, single occupancy. I don't care if 
you are proposing the express lane, what is the research showing on the efficacy of 
those lanes? Are people re‐considering driving because of it? NO. You are just using 
that as your contribution to bend the talk away from alternatives that you do not 
want to explore. Rebecca White is a well‐spoken, very scary woman. Her interview on 
Colorado Matters clearly spoke our future: Commerce. Cloaked in the ploy of 
re‐connecting community by taking the freeway street level? Really? Then she 
describes DIA to Stock Show Complex to Ski Slopes. The alternative plan has built 
into it all the neighborhood businesses. CDOT wants a clean shot on I 70. 
Uncomplicated revenue. What about the asthma this has brought to people who don't 
even know what you are doing to them? You are promising the grassy area and doing 
away with t! 
 he viaduct and they think that is wonderful. You are taking advantage of these 
neighborhoods' educational level, not showing them what COULD BE. Only what you 
want it to be. What about Councilwoman Ortega's concerns? Are you going to monitor 
air quality before, during, and after? Or does that matter since it should have 
been monitored BEFORE I 70 was built there. You guys are plummeting ahead with this 
and Rebecca White is doing a GREAT JOB of covering up for you all the harm this 
freeway has done. You act like you care about what we all think, but the truth is 



most of the population in these areas do not understand the implications at all, 
nor do they understand the alternatives. And CDOT is going to do whatever they want 
BECAUSE THEY CAN. You don't need our consent. You don't want a ballot measure. 
Because it would be defeated! 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Your website lists the EIS which is over 1000 pages long and 
intimidating. Who will read it? And how do we know if it is truthful/biased? Your 
website is one sided, to promote your agenda which you have already decided, but you 
are making it appear you did something about the feedback you received. You will do 
exactly what you have planned. I am wasting my time! 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=63.227.24.188 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
 
email: Jeananno@msn.co 
realname: Jean Ann Olds 
 
name: 'Jean Ann Olds' 
address: '3855 Vrain St' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'Co' 
zip_code: '80212' 
phone: '720‐454‐0251' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES' 
add_to_online_list: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other' 
interest_in_project: 'I have special interest in the I70 re‐route. I hate what happened and continues to 
happen to the neighborhoods and homes destroyed by I‐70 when first constructed. Studies of public 
health clearly show it has been detrimental. Denver needs to be thoughtful instead of commercially 
driven in this decision. I am extremely opposed to the current plan to widen I‐70. I want to vote on 
options for re‐routing. I live 10 blocks from this freeway. I attend church in Globeville and do not want 
our neighbors there to suffer more health problems and lowered real estate values which has been 
proven to happen by original I‐70 construction! It is a lower‐middle class neighborhood and as such is 
very vulnerable. Denver took advantage of them, we cannot make this worse by proceeding with this 
widening plan. I vote NO. I want to see re‐route options.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'This section of I 70 is poorly planned. It needs to 
be re‐routed and give us back our neighborhoods. I am afraid for my life when I drive on this section 
which I must do pretty much every day. It is HORRIBLE! Widening it will make it worse. We need to do a 
boulevard which restores the neighborhood, increases local commerce, and helps restore respiratory 
and physical health ‐‐ asthma and obesity ‐‐from being worsened in these middle to lower middle class 
citizens. Commerce and airport traffic will find a way. I would much rather attract tourist and possible 
Olympics by using a beautiful, thoughtful and healthy solution that our city can be proud of. We do not 
need wider stretches of unhealthy traffic , ditches, and ugliness to attract people to Denver.' 
how_receiving_info: 'Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings' 
rate_website: 'Need more info' 
comments_questions: 'Do citizens really have input or is this a slam‐dunk by the Federal Highway 
bureau and you are trying to make it appear that we had input? Why can't we have a vote on a ballot? It 
affects our public health and welfare!rk47' 
 



From:   "Robert Ollett" <rob.r.ollett@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, January 20, 2016 10:23 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: rob.r.ollett@gmail.com 
 
name: Robert Ollett 
address: 4785 Logan Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 5743399554 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I don't want to see money wasted on a project that will further 
divide neighborhoods, add to air pollution and fail at reducing vehicular 
congestion. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Alternate means of transportation 
other than automobile. Widening the corridor will not reduce congestion. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.136.197.214 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.111 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



Hey, I'm Rob Ollett and I'm a resident of Denver. If I could take everything that Ms. Zeppelin said. I 
thought she did a great job and her brother's done really well kind of summarizing all my thoughts. The 
biggest being that this ridiculous highway expansion, I think it's currently 85, I've got a good diagram 
back there, they're going to ‐‐ including the feeder lanes on the other side, it goes up to almost 250 or 
so. It's just way wider than it needs to be. It's not necessarily great for cars, because we're just going to 
get increased sprawl in the suburbs that's going to make this a congestion‐filled highway once again, as 
happened with I‐25. It's going to be even worse for any pedestrian or cyclist trying to cross over this 
massive rift in the city. So, I would love it if we could look at some of the other options, whether it be 
reroute or, you know, if it has to stay in this location, keep it narrower. At some point we're going to get 
to the point where everything is all roads or we're just going to have people take public transportation 
or provide other means. Thank you. 

   



From:   "Andrea Ollom" <lilmistress@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 11:47 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: lilmistress@msn.com 
 
name: Andrea Ollom 
address: 5040 Clay Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80221 
phone: 303‐301‐5987 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm terrified that expanding I70 is a stupid idea. Widening 76 
makes a ton more sense. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Not widing I70. Redeveloping and 
widening I 76. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other 
comments_questions: Widening I70 is a terrible plan. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.174.127.142 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0.2; XT1064 Build/LXB22.99‐24.12) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.83 Mobile Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Danielle Ongart" <danielle.ongart@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 24, 2016 11:57 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: danielle.ongart@gmail.com 
 
name: Danielle Ongart 
address: 3338 Columbine St 
city: Denver 
state: CO ‐ Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 2245585216 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live near I‐70 so whatever construction and subsequent pollution from the 
additional cars will affect my health. I am also concerned about the loss of my neighbors homes due to 
the proposed expansion. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: As a former resident of New York City I am an avid supporter and advocate for 
public transportation. Public transportation reduces pollution and, when done right, provides low‐cost 
transportation options for all residents of a city. When I first moved to Denver I was surprised at the 
limited public transportation available light rail lines that generally serve suburban commuters, buses 
that come, though on time, infrequently enough to make using buses inconvenient (especially on cold 
and snowy winter days), and limited public plans to expand public transit in the face of rapid population 
growth. I am concerned about the amount of money ($1.2 billion) that will be spent on a small portion 
of a road that already exists (less than 2 miles). Denver is contributing funds to this project both directly 
and indirectly and I would prefer those funds, waived fees, etc. be put toward improved public 
transportation options that can better alleviate the increasing strain on our transportation systems from 
the population boom. The proposed project is detrimental for many Denver residents, especially those 
with limited funds that could greatly benefit from improved public transportation options. I ask you to 
fully investigate, for the first time, the full re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76 and other options that 
may not have even been considered yet. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that 
model the way for a sustainable and earth‐friendly future. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.153.194.15 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Yelena Onnen" <yelena.onnen@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 7:09 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: yelena.onnen@gmail.com 
 
name: Yelena Onnen 
address: 4805 W 30th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 19704816216 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am a Denver resident interested in sustainable, multimodal transportation 
infrastructure and connected neighborhoods. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am writing to express my strong opposition to this 
project. I do not believe that this project is in the interest of Denver residents or a smart use of tax payer 
funds. Many studies have shown that expanding highways, by adding lanes, does not solve the traffic 
problems this corridor experiences. Increased car travel will worsen the air quality of the neighborhood 
when the highway again becomes congested. Investment in alternatives to SOV travel should be 
encouraged; instead of spending tax dollars on building more lanes, spend it on providing better public 
transportation and multimodal options. I also do not think the cap and cover option is an acceptable 
compromise to improve connectivity to Globeville and Elyria Swansea, as it ultimately preserves the 
current barrier to these neighborhoods. I support the removal of the highway. I would like it to be 
replaced with a surface street appropriate to an urban neighborhood. This solution preserves homes 
and business and provides opportunities for new homes, new businesses and new modal options with 
increased connectivity to/from the surrounding Denver neighborhoods. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The FEIS states that traffic will increase in the neighborhood due to the changes 
in highway access; more dead‐end streets that do not connect to the north or the south will also 
increase traffic in the neighborhood. I think the proposed I‐76 and I‐270 re‐route was not sufficiently 
studied and should be further considered to understand the impacts of this alternative. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.70.78.142 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
verify_failed 
 ********** 
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.  
 
 
email: joyopp11@gmail.com 
realname: Johanna Opp 
 
name: 'Johanna Opp' 
address: '46 Hillside Dr' 
city: 'Wheat Ridge' 
state: 'CO' 
zip_code: '80215' 
phone: '3038688769' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter' 
interest_in_project: 'I travel the I70 corridor regularly and want to see traffic aleviated, and I hope that 
the city makes a smart decision in re‐directing I‐70 up onto 76 rather than creating a ditch or trying to 
widen!' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full 
re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76.' 
how_receiving_info: 'Public Meetings,Website' 
rate_website: 'Good' 
comments_questions: 'I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, 
between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated 
areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is 
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on 
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest 
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes 
and businesses – disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more 
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the 
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s 
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years – leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure 
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways 
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers 
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for 
the first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.' 
 



From:   "Jesus Orozco" <jesus@denvereralestate.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 10, 2016 11:35 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jesus@denvereralestate.com 
 
name: Jesus Orozco 
address: 2200 W. 29th Ave #305 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3035708561 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: I grew up in Globeville. I still have family in the area. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=173.248.181.146 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Mic Ortega" <micortega1@Yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 3:54 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: micortega1@Yahoo.com 
 
name: Mic Ortega 
address: 3627 W 32nd Ave 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034555483 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.218.139.57 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Mic Ortega" <micortega1@Yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 3:54 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: micortega1@Yahoo.com 
 
name: Mic Ortega 
address: 3627 W 32nd Ave 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034555483 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.218.139.57 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Michael Ortega" <micortega1@Yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 4:09 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: micortega1@Yahoo.com 
 
name: Michael Ortega 
address: 3945 Osceola St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 3039033734 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the ‘false 
choice’ presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or 
widening highways through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st 
century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and 
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on 
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a 
responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. I'm a Reatlor who 
works in these neighborhoods and the threat of this project has scared a lot of 
buyers away from the area and money that would be spent to improve properties is 
going to other neighborhoods. I also have clients who live east of this area who are 
scared to death of what this will mean to their commute times and are considering 
moving as a result. This plan not only impacts the immediate communities but also 
the entire city. 
Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses  
“disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more 
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards 
and improve the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed 
project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 
years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our 
state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause 
roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad 
for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives 
should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full 
re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration. 
Thank you, Mic Ortega 



 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.218.139.57 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Patty Ortiz" <pattyo759@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 11:43 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: pattyo759@gmail.com 
 
name: Patty Ortiz 
address: 2585 S Carey Way 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80222 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
comments_questions: I am an engineer. I have worked on infrastructure projects. I 
have worked on Superfund sites. I have worked on construction projects on the banks 
of the South Platte. I have tried to review all the information in the FEIS but 
there is alot. My comment is that I did not see anything on the impact/effect of the 
preferred PCL alternative on the groundwater regime in the area. The FEIS has 
information on groundwater levels. Information was added at this FEIS stage on the 
seasonal/ precipitation event effect on groundwater level variations (minimal to 
none were observed). The FEIS's emphasis is on how the groundwater will impact the 
preferred PCL alternative, NOT how the PCL alternative will impact the groundwater. 
The mitigation emphasis for the PCL to deal with groundwater seems to be "wall it 
off". The PCL will create a a subsurface obstruction to the groundwater flow, a 
subsurface dam which could cause localized (possible regional) groundwater mounding, 
raising of the static groundwater level. Higher groundwater levels caused by the 
mounding could impact existing subsurface facilities ‐ basements, elevator shaft 
sumps ‐ necessitating sump pumps where not previously needed. Much more concerning 
is the possibility for higher groundwater levels intrusion into hazardous materials 
in the subsurface that were previously isolated and immobilized in their 
unsaturated condition. Hazardous waste materials inundated by groundwater would 
connect with the local and regional groundwater regime causing migration of 
contaminants "offsite" into areas not previously contaminated ‐ basements, elevator 
shafts, the South Platte. At a minimum a groundwater model of the impact of the PCL 
subsurface obstruction should be analyzed. I realize the geomorphology of the South 
Platte basin can be very varied and realize this may be only anecdotal evidence but 
I have witnessed first hand localized groundwater mounding, higher groundwater 
flows rates due to underground constructed obstructions along the banks of the  
South Platte (slurry walls around gravel pits). The talented engineering community in 
Colorado can solve truly complex problems and construct complicated projects. They 
honor their professional engineering licensure to "protect public health, safety and 
welfare". But the project should be cautious of the "go fever" NASA had in the 



Challenger launch or the solely fiscal focus which caused the crisis Flint Michigan 
will now endure for decades. Even though alot of work has been going on for a long 
time, one wrong choice can lead to irreversible harmful consequences for decades. If 
to be sure of our choices a full investigation of the full re‐route along I‐270 and 
I‐76 needs to be done, then it is never too late to do that. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.16.245.50 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Lisa Otto" <lisaotto43@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Denver native of 50 years: I‐70 expansion is an outrageous expense, archaic plan and not 

environmentally viable 
Date:   Sun, February 28, 2016 12:24 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
Dear CDOT, 
 
It may be of interest to you to know something about the Utes, our indigenous natives of Colorado that 
spanned several milleniums here.  According to Colorado State Historian Dr. William J. Convery, “The 
Ute people were so adaptable in traveling through the Rocky Mountains and the Great Plains that our 
modern highway system simply overlays ancient Ute trails.” 
 
I acknowledge that parts of I‐70 have needed reconstruction but the plans you propose at the cost of all 
other roads in the State and digging and covering a trench that will forever need critical drainage at all 
times is financially unsound and unsafe for my generation and those to come.  
 
Frankly, I’m astounded that you expect us to believe that this plan is environmentally viable to anyone 
living in Denver. I feel especially for the residents of Globeville and Swansea.  
 
I am disappointed that this plan lacks a design made for Denver.  It looks rubber stamped.  It does not 
possess anything unique to add or benefit the communities adjacent to I‐70.  
 
I live by Inspiration Point and I have both I‐70 and I‐76 noise and pollution to contend with since they 
converge at Wadsworth.  
 
I reviewed the plans proposed by Unite Metro Denver. I can tell you that their well thought out plans 
would bring a harmonious blend of excellent transportation, viability, beauty and integrity to the 
communities around I‐70. It would also be fiscally responsible and allow what was rightfully proposed in 
the 60’s but not implemented. This is Denver. This is what we should have.   
 
The residents need to be heard. The new proposal is a Frankenstein in the making and will have 
deleterious effects.   
 
CDOT, you are going to go down in history. Our intellegent and humane Ute peoples gave us the best of 
routes throughout the Rockies and Plains.  Please think and act wisely in this decision and do the same. 
 
Lisa Ottoborgo 
 
 



From:   "Juan Pablo Parodi" <jparodi625@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 5, 2016 12:01 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jparodi625@gmail.com 
 
name: Juan Pablo Parodi 
address: 1427 Franklin St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80218 
phone: 3035024101 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I live in the city of Denver and want to see the transportation 
and civic aspects of our city improved. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: You guys should divert I‐70 to 
I‐270/I‐76, and convert the current I70 into a nice boulevard. It would be great for 
the city, the neighborhood residents, and the businesses in the area. As more and 
more people rely less on cars, having the highway go through the city becomes less 
important. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: You guys should divert I‐70 to I‐270/I‐76, and convert the 
current I70 into a nice boulevard. It would be great for the city, the neighborhood 
residents, and the businesses in the area. As more and more people rely less on 
cars, having the highway go through the city becomes less important. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=164.92.9.30 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "charlene parris" <cparris25@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 8:23 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: cparris25@yahoo.com 
 
name: charlene parris 
address: 2277 Albion St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone: 3033775979 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I think the current plan to widen I 70 is unethical and hazardous to the health and 
well‐being of those who live in the surrounding neighborhood. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would rather see more practical public 
transportation like trains or expanded light rail. At a minimum we need an affordable train to the ski 
resorts in the mountains to decrease that traffic burden on I70. If we have to have an I70 expansion, re‐
rout it. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=184.96.110.99 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Mollie pate" <Molliepate88@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 20, 2016 10:44 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Molliepate88@gmail.com 
 
name: Mollie pate 
address: 4928 Fillmore St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 5047013566 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Please find a way to re route this highway. I think the 
expansion of the highway is a waste of taxpayers money. The expansion is a horrible 
idea and I am against it. In my reading of the affect of other expansions of 
highways around the u.s., there has only been a negative impact on traffic and the 
communities that surround these expansions. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: The attempt to expand the freeway is a horrible idea. It will 
affect many people who currently live there in a negative way. Please find a way to 
re route or not expand at all. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.118.84 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/48.0.0.64.162;FBBV/21316239;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



A.Y 1-70 East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record ofDecision. Your 
provision of private address information witb your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance witb the Privacy 
Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want your address and email to be published. 0 

Date: d- ~- )o ~~ 
~ / ~,.. 

Name (required): __ _,/l_ "'{_ lM--__ ~_""----=--~-•o ___ l -'--~___,7-:f'-__ '-'/'----""t..-=---------------------

Orga~ation =---------.~--~~~-.----~~~----------------------------------------------
Address (required): __ L/_ 7-_,__o_ j....___ ... _\:;_-e_ o._ r_f __ ---,,..,--...,..--..-----+--+-------------

City/State/Zip: ___ =p~"'---.fl_" _N_v_~_v~,~--.....::.C~' o~_...,i.g:L.._Zl_..)"'---_t_.!..f; ___________ _ 
Email: ______________________________________ ___ 

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below . 

. I Q 
/V 

****CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE**** 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or maiVemail by March 2, 2016, to: 
l-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



A.Y I -70 East 
****COMMENTS CONTINUED**** 

****ATTACH MORE PAGES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or maiVemail by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



From:   "Juan Pena" <pena.junk@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 16, 2016 8:16 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: pena.junk@gmail.com 
 
name: Juan Pena 
address: 3416 E.35th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: This project is going to impact my community. I want to make 
sure that all alternatives are thoroughly considered and evaluated. I specifically 
want C‐DoT to look at the I‐76/270 corridor alternative. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe that the I‐76/270 corridor 
alternative is a great proposal to improve transportation in this corridor. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.218.174.114 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Sue Perrault" <sue.perrault8@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 3:18 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: sue.perrault8@gmail.com 
 
name: Sue Perrault 
address: 5025 Meade St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80221 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a Realtor in the Denver metro area and a resident of the 
Berkeley/Regis neighborhood, my career and quality of life will be greatly affected 
by this decision. The only sensible decision will be to not go underground and 
instead utilize the alternative route for the highway. So much better for the 
quality of life for thousands of Denver communities, the environment and for the 
future of Denver. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By utilizing the alternative plan to 
re‐route the highway. Makes so much more sense. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=76.25.178.174 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/601.3.9 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.2 Safari/537.86.3 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Erin Pertuit" <epertuit@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 1:55 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: epertuit@gmail.com 
 
name: Erin Pertuit 
address: 4166 raleigh st 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: This project used old‐school thinking, is too expensive, poorly 
thought out and rips through existing neighborhoods. Rerouting to 76 is the best 
alternative. Study and present the unbiased findings of a full investigation into 
shifting the I‐70 traffic west of I‐270 to I‐25 or I‐76 onto an expanded I‐270/I‐76 
route with a 46th Ave boulevard created where I‐70 exists today. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute this project to 76. Do not 
expand 70. Study and present the unbiased findings of a full investigation into 
shifting the I‐70 traffic west of I‐270 to I‐25 or I‐76 onto an expanded I‐270/I‐76 
route with a 46th Ave boulevard created where I‐70 exists today. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Study and present the unbiased findings of a full investigation 
into shifting the I‐70 traffic west of I‐270 to I‐25 or I‐76 onto an expanded 
I‐270/I‐76 route with a 46th Ave boulevard created where I‐70 exists today. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.203.22.20 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Cindy" <cindylouforsberg@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   comments about I‐70 expansion 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 9:39 pm 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
 
CDOT, 
 
 
You need to study the I‐270/I‐76 re‐route before proceeding on anything! 
 
 
Cindy Phelan 

 
 

 



From:   "Claire Phillips" <claire@uccellino.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 1:38 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: claire@uccellino.net 
 
name: Claire Phillips 
address: 4249 Alcott 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: I live here. I live blocks from the highway. I grew up here. I 
commute on the road. I work in the city. I own property near the project. I am 
raising my son in this city, in a neighborhood near the project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: DO NOT DO THIS PROJECT. Move it to 
i76 and protect the schools (and children) from pollution and noise; reinvigorate 
the neighborhoods along the corridor by investing IN the communities and making them 
better places to live by moving traffic out of the neighborhoods not more into them; 
invest money into a project that will actually work, not create a potential flood 
zone. Decrease the traffic flow, do not increase it. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Who benefits from the project? The taxpayers and residents of 
the city, especially in the neighborhoods along the i70 corridor do not support it. 
So, who does benefit from it? Do they live in these neighborhoods? Do they live in 
these cities? Further, it is absolutely fiscally irresponsible to go forward with 
this project. It is much more expensive than the more viable options that respect 
the people who live along the corridor and does not present the design problems that 
this project does. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=149.5.41.252 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.3.9 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.2 Safari/601.3.9 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 
 



From:   "Jaclyn Pickard" <jaclynpickard@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Against I‐70 Expansion 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 2:06 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
Hello, 
 
I am not in favor of the expansion. 
 
I live in the area, drive in the area, etc and feel this would be detrimental to the neighborhood, while not 
truly solving or relieving the growing traffic issues. 
 
This is a terrible idea. Other cities no longer build highways straight through neighborhoods. In addition, 
there are serious environmental, financial and social justice consequences. Here’s why CDOT should 
“ditch” this plan: 
 
• The impact on surrounding neighborhoods will be devastating. In total, more than 100 dwelling units 
could be lost + businesses 
• Environmental consequences: residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer 
to this pollutant, which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among 
neighbors  
• Social justice: poor health and the depression of home values will disproportionately affect low‐
income and minority households 
• Highway on top of children: Swansea Elementary will be less than 100 ft from the widened highway, 
which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide 
• Financial morass: $1.7B of taxpayer money is the starting point. But if you know one thing about 
Boston’s Big Dig, it's probably that it ran 600%+ over budget 
• Old smelter pollution: the plan requires digging below the water table into toxic, contaminated soil 
and exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t even know what it 
will find in the ground! The project includes several superfund sites 
 
There is a better option – one which CDOT and our elected leaders stubbornly refuse to consider: A re‐
route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. This means non‐local [or through] traffic would travel away from 
populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 
4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. Neighborhoods severed by I‐70 would be 
reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would be freed up for development that adds to our 
community. 
 
I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Jaclyn Pickard 
4050 Benton Street 
 



From:   "Erin Pier" <Erinkpiee@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 1:26 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Erinkpiee@gmail.com 
 
name: Erin Pier 
address: 3036 Cherry St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am highly concerned about the impact that widening i70 would have on the 
neighborhood and families who currently reside there. Additionally, long‐term costs and consequences 
seem exorbitant. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A reroute along I270 and I76. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: i would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and 
I‐76. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.184.151 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone8,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/Sprint;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Kevin Polack" <kevin.polack@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:31 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: kevin.polack@gmail.com 
 
name: Kevin Polack 
address: 4213 King St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 7203414509 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I find it ludicrous that the Colorado Department of Transportation has not seriously 
looked at the I 270 Corridor as an alternative for this exceptionally destructive and offensive use of 
public land. It is time to look at people friendly alternatives to rebuilding I 70 through Central Denver 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the road into the I 270 Corridor 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: The whole process seems like a ramrod to force a decision against the will of the 
people who are impacted by these decisions 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.136.117 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Eric Pollock" <eric.pollock@shawinc.com> 
Subject:   I‐70 Expansion 
Date:   Mon, February 8, 2016 7:13 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
Hi, 
 
  I am strongly urging you to re consider the I‐70 expansion project.  This 
could be a great community road with parks, trails etc. 
 
  Please take a look at making I‐270 the major thoroughfare as there is 
less to contend with. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Eric Pollock 
Tuftex of California 
Builder Specialist ‐ Colorado 
Shaw Industries Group Inc. 
Denver, CO 80212 
Email: eric.pollock@shawinc.com 
 
C. 720‐550‐9897 
 
<http://www.pinterest.com/tuftexcarpets> 
<http://www.facebook.com/tuftexcarpets> 
<http://www.houzz.com/pro/tuftex/tuftex‐carpets‐of‐california> 
<http://www.instagram.com/tuftexcarpets> 
 
‐‐  
********************************************************** 
Privileged and/or confidential information may be contained in this  
message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or are not  
responsible for delivery of this message to that person) , you may not copy  
or deliver this message to anyone. In such case, you should destroy this  
message and notify the sender by reply e‐mail. 
If you or your employer do not consent to Internet e‐mail for messages of  
this kind, please advise the sender. 
Shaw Industries does not provide or endorse any opinions, conclusions or  
other information in this message that do not relate to the official  
business of the company  or its subsidiaries. 
********************************************************** 
 



From:   "Eric Pollock" <eric.pollock@shawinc.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 8, 2016 7:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: eric.pollock@shawinc.com 
 
name: Eric Pollock 
address: 3838 Xavier St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 7205509897 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the expansion effecting neighborhoods and 
local business. The expansion can easily be done on 270 instead of I‐70 where there 
is more land to utilize. This project will not be good for the direction Denver is 
going as a walkable, bikeable city with parks and trails. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: It can be re directed to 270. Right 
no 270 is too busy because of the merging and limited number of lanes. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=108.171.132.188 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/48.0.2564.97 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:  "Eric Pollock" <eric.pollock@shawinc.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 9:38 am 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
 
email: eric.pollock@shawinc.com 
 
name: Eric Pollock 
address: 3838 xaiver st 
city: denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 7205509897 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live by I-70 and commute I-70 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe the corridor should be re-engineered to fit 
back into the neighborhood. We should be using 76 and 270 instead. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions: Please consider using 76 and 270. Denver is expanding and a greenway with bike 
paths and shops will only increase Denver's appeal. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=108.171.132.189 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i-70east.com/feedback-form.html 
 
 

 

https://webmail1.web.com/src/compose.php?send_to=eric.pollock%40shawinc.com
http://www.i-70east.com/feedback-form.html


From:   "Erika Polson" <ekpolson@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sun, February 21, 2016 10:15 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ekpolson@gmail.com 
 
name: Erika Polson 
address: 684 Fox St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80204 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: As a resident of Denver, I care deeply about how the city 
invests in building our collective future. In the face of mounting problems related 
to climate disruption, forward thinking cities around the world are investing in 
public transportation and walkable/bikable neighborhoods, all while coming up with 
strategies to discourage motor vehicle use (see congestion tax, etc); meanwhile 
Denver wants to ADD lanes to a massive highway, further disrupting neighborhood life 
and encouraging more automotive use (and thus, obviously, emissions). Please Denver: 
start thinking like a leader in urban planning and stop investing our collective tax 
dollars in maintaining (and building upon) a dying system!! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I support the alternate plan to 
re‐route I‐70 North to 270. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please consider the plan put forward by UNMD to reroute I‐70 
instead of widening it!! This alternate plan has MUCH more support than you may 
realize...too many people just don't take the time to come here and write (but they 
do care, and they do vote). 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.165.243.164 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
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I-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or band it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 
provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 
Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want your address and email to be published. [if' 

Date: _J_-_.1_2. _-.....,.1 -=---&--,~ 
Name (required): ~~ 
Organization: _ _ ____ _ 

Address (required; 

City/State/Zip:_ 
Emnil: _____________________________________ _ 

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 
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••••CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE**•• 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: cont.actus@i-70east.com 



From:   "Aaron Pott" <pott.aaron@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 9:41 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: pott.aaron@gmail.com 
 
name: Aaron Pott 
address: 3554 Marion St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7208375304 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have lived in the Cole and Clayton neighborhoods for the past 
8 years and am very concerned about the major concerns I've heard from my neighbors 
over the past few weeks. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: We need more time to review the options and their impacts (the 
current solution doesn't solve our traffic problems, it will clear massive amount of 
dirt from superfund sites, it will put the surrounding neighborhoods in danger of 
major flooding, and will cost the city tons of money and time). I'm a supporter of 
rerouting the traffic via 270/76. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=23.24.135.205 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jane Potts" <janepottsconsulting@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 7:39 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: janepottsconsulting@gmail.com 
 
name: Jane Potts 
address: 2241 S. Pinon Ct. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80210 
phone: (303) 919‐4157 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business 
interest_in_project: Finding a better solution, one that will not disrupt a focal 
point of the city. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move it to I‐76. It will be faster, 
easier and less expensive. Plus it will not tear up an important part of this city. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.205.105.197 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_3) AppleWebKit/600.6.3 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/8.0.6 Safari/600.6.3 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "mike powell" <powell2mj@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 2:26 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: powell2mj@gmail.com 
 
name: mike powell 
address: 2047 meade st 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am a concerned resident and commuter in this area. I strongly 
believe this project would be a mistake and would increase pollution, waste 
resources, and NOT improve volume of travel. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Increase light rail system, install 
more bike lanes in the urban core, re‐route highway outside of the urban core to 
improve volume and pollution. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: This project is a terrible idea. There is consistent evidence 
that expanding a highway through a major urban area will never outpace demand. This 
funding could much better be spent to direct highway traffic OUTSIDE of the major 
urban core, and/or helping improve transit systems that dont create major heath 
implications for residents in highly dense areas of the city. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=65.157.106.142 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 
 



From:   "Robert Price" <robertwprice@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 24, 2016 1:25 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: robertwprice@gmail.com 
 
name: Robert Price 
address: 2523 California St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 3036534985 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live nearby in Five Points and regularly drive through the area planned for 
widening. And I see the terrible effects that the current highway has on residents 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The highway can be rerouted north on 270 and 76. 
Then this portion can be removed and converted into a parkway. This will reduce pollutants for 
residents and reconnect the neighborhoods that straddle I‐70, more than any cap over the Interstate 
can do. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please re consider canceling this project as proposed. I hear the cost may be 
higher to divert to the north but the costs to the residents is much greater if the plan goes through. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=63.235.31.65 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



Fwd: Storm water runoff from I -70 expansion draft Page 1 of6 

From: jmpros <jmpros@aol.com> 

To: taddeus.tecza <taddeus.tecza@colorado.edu>; frank.sullivan .123 <frank.sullivan.123@gmail.com>; dafclio 
<dafclio@comcast.net>; armandopayan <armandopayan@yahoo.com>; dana <dana@danacrawford.net>; 
a.kenney <a.kenney@kenneyarchitects.com>; steve <steve@skinneyproperty.com>; ndcopeland 
<ndcopeland@aol.com>; jwspensley <jwspensley@gmail.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Storm water runoff from 1-70 expansion draft 

Date: Wed, Feb 3, 2016 3:52 pm 

----Original Message----
From: jmpros <jmpros@aol.com> 
To: mzeppelin mzeppelin@zeppelinplaces.com 
Sent: Mon, Jan 11,2016 
Subject: Fwd: Storm water runoff from 1-70 expansion 
Date: 02-03-2016 Revised DRAFT 

To: Mikey Zeppelin 

From: John M. Prosser 

Re: SE to NW Montclair, Park Hill, Cole, 1-70, NWSS, Sand Creek Storm Drainage Complications 

All the very best to you in 2016 and I understand you are extremely concerned about the massive urban 
drainage problems that are somehow to be solved by the new planning just published by the city. First, let me 
indicate that what you have accomplished at "Taxi" is completely an outstanding land use interrelationship in 
this regard and is what I began learning about 50 years ago dealing with storm water and campus planning in 
Colorado. Second, I have forwarded an email sent by one of Dana Crawford's associates who also is having 
major concerns about the drainage programs. 

As a potentially qualified court expert, when I started my EIS analysis of COOT's 1-70 proposal, one 
individual I immediately contacted was Bill DeGroot, PE, who at that time in Summer 2013 was about to retire 
as the long time Executive Director of the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District. Almost from its outset in 
July 1984 we had worked with him on giant water factors for DIA, DISC, Buffalo Run GC and most of the 
Adams County-Denver NE quadrant. This time he informed me and my colleague that the entire drainage basin 
arc between Cherry Creek and Sand Creek below Cherry Creek Reservoir to the confluence of the Platte River 
through the NWSS to Sand Creek is the very worst in the entire city. Then he related that they were further 
dealing with an extremely severe flooding problem due to the dike that was being created by the DIA train 
roadbed ballast as it crossed that lower terrain from SW to NE to E. Next, he informed us that there were 
two underground streams buried by long past Denver developments in that same location, one that heads 
directly towards the NWSS and another further east of there. 

The first we have yet to find but no doubt it will be discovered at the time NWSS starts its renewal and 
COOT starts up its 1-70 out flow box culverts. The other one was determined and documented by the State 
from its geotechnical soils boring tests in fall/winter 2012 when it turns up to be running through the 
exact invert point of the proposed lowered 1-70 road surface of minus 40 feet below existing grade. Lastly, up to 
that date, he stated that he had not been contacted by any state or city agency about these extreme water 
concerns. In the meantime we have obtained official USGS and City maps and exhibits that show the extensive 
complications which we would be delighted to share and Bill too has made himself available for 
ongoing questions about this primary project impact. 

Additionally, as a matter of fact COOT in its own completed publication, the lowered 1-70 alternative was 
eliminated in the draft EIS earlier during the initial screening process since: "It would require building the 
highway through the South Platte River [basin] resulting in unacceptable effects on aquatic and ecological 
resources and increase the potential for encountering contaminated groundwater and soils." There was no 
mention of what two 1.8 mile long up to about a depth of minus 40+ feet retaining wall dams with a sometimes 
248.7 foot wide moat in between would effect all drainage networks. Do keep in mind that at the very bottom of 
the depressed highway the Platte River subsurface water table level has been examined and found to be 15 to 
25 feet above that depressed level depending on the wet/dry precipitation cycles, determined by NCAR and 
others, of the flow from the mountains to the plains. In turn these conditions have a tremendous hydrostatic and 
geological effects on the construction processes and outcomes. 

https :/ /mail.aol.com/webmail-std/en-us/PrintMessage 2/3/2016 



Fwd: Storm water runoff from I -70 expansion draft Page 2 of6 

On the north side, all of the 1.8 mile trench fluids collect at the proposed huge (a possible school bus cross 
section) intake box culvert set at minus 40 feet into the four story high retaining wall with its four foot high 
Jersey barriers topped with 15 foot high 15 foot sound buffers. Of course to prevent different rodent species, 
animals, auto debris, trash, road hazards, even people, etc., from entering the 0.9 mile long tunnel there will 
have to be heavy duty grille works with a small grid matrix at each end. With anE-W road alignment, extreme 
snow shadows, high velocity winds particularly from the west, etc., there will be excessive accumulations, 
drifting and frozen splash waves which will hinder proper drainage in wintertime. 

Yet to be determined under the selected design, build, finance, operate, maintain (DDFOM) contracting 
process is the method for constructing the conduit under Race Street through the Elyria neighborhood routing 
north, up to and diagonally beneath Brighton Blvd, the BNSF tracks, underground adjacent to the Riverside 
Cemetery until the culvert comes to day light next to the S. Platte River. To arrive by gravity flow to grade 
elevation internal slopes for run off will need to be minimal. Here both detention and filtration basins will be 
required before the outflow of the storm waters, which must be pumped up and over the Burlington Ditch canal 
take out for ag irrigation down stream, is to be finally dumped into the main river. 

Lastly, either cut and cover or drilling, the latter most likely, will be chosen for the construction. While the 
former would create enormous disruptions for the residents, both options will face severe ground water 
complications based on COOT's own documents that show definitively high ground water tables and the 
deeper buried stream bed noted by Bill De Groot. Please note "Big Bertha" in Seattle, WA. 

You should be advised that almost all the above research and data has been known and available publicly 
from early 2014 and been double vetted for verification by pro bono national experts. Of course, I would be 
extremely pleased to discuss this in detail and how it affects properties whenever it is convenient. Let me finish 
by saying during my global 60 year professional community planning career my methodology is, after checking 
for any toxic conditions, that next EIS crucial factor of water. Indeed, the Metro Denver infrastructure situations 
we all now face are so immense that there should be a super citizen's assemblage to address the mega region 
holistically, not a piece at a time. 

Special regards, John 

-----Original Message-----
From: Dana Crawford <dana@danacrawford.net> 
To: John Prosser (jmpros@aol.com) <jmpros@aol.com> 
Sent: Sat, Jan 9, 2016 12:12 m:n 
Subject: Fw: Storm water runoff from 1-70 expansion 

Dana Crawford 

Urban Neighborhoods Inc. 

2000 Little Raven Street, Suite 4A 

Denver, CO 80202 

303-892-1888 

Dana@danacrawford.net 

From: Carol Maclennan <carol.maclennan@gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2016 11:40 AM 

To: Dana Crawford; win king 

Subject: Storm water runoff from 1-70 expansion 
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Dana and Win, 

I am totally uneducated on this project, but I am attaching below a lengthy essay from 
one of my neighbors that she recently posted on Next Door South Park Hill. Don't 
have an opinion at this point, as I've not read or researched any of the issues she 
raises. (I certainly know of them, but have no idea if they are legitimate health 
concerns in this case.) 

The reason I'm sending it is because it raises yet another problem with the I-70 plan
how to deal with the massive water management issue (groundwater and apparently now 
runoff) that the project raises. This may be old hat to you, Dana, but I wanted you to 
see it. 

I've highlighted the references in red: 

"STORM WATER RUN OFF IS JUST BEHIND SEWER WATER IN FILTH" 
Report: Jan 7th Meeting with the City 

I attended a small meeting on Jan 7th at the Webb Building, to hear about the the 
city's proposed plan to mitigate storm water run off flooding that we have suffered 
for years and that now, would affect plans for I70, and , i guess, the Western Stock 
Show. I participated as a member of the Citizens Exploratory Committee on Health and 
Safety (CECHS).Andre Sense was there, too, representing the nascent City Park 
Neighborhood Advisory Committee. 

My main health and safety concern with the project, as proposed, is with the water 
quality and the potential for spreading disease and harmful pollution in the community. 
You may know that CECHS has spent a fair amount of time over the last few months 
learning about water quality as it relates to the use of recycled water for drinking 
water for the animals at the Denver Zoo. 

The Zoo, much to their credit, stopped giving the animals recycled water to drink when 
they discovered that they were in violation of the USDA's Animals Welfare Act. And 
with good reason. You can refer to my Facebook page, Denver City Park Advocate, if 
you would like to review some of what we found out about what's in recycled water. 

We also found out that storm water run off is just behind sewer water when it comes 
to pollutants and pathogens including antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) from the guts 
of people and animals who are treated and over treated with antibiotics. The Center 
for Disease Control has deemed ARB a huge disaster in the making if we don't do 
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Fwd: Storm water runoff from I -70 expansion draft Page 4 of 6 

something about it and soon. 

ARB are found, according to one study, in treated recycled water,drinking water, lakes 
and streams in Northern Colorado. Tens of thousand of Americans die every year from 
Antibiotic Resistant infections. The CDC says it counts 22,000 deaths per year from 
Antibiotic Resistant Infections and claims that that is a very conservative guess. An 
administrator from Denver Health guessed that the number is more like 180,000 
deaths a year. 

If you get infected from contact with ARB, found in the water or aerosol from the 
ARB in the storm water run off, there may not be any antibiotic to cure you and you 
could die from what used to be a simple infection. This is not farfetched. Consider the 
amount of human feces on our streets as a result of another unaddressed problem in 
our fair city: the homeless and few if any public toilets. OUr streets are the sewers of 
the poor and that is dangerous for everyone. 

Aside from the questions of bringing in the bull dozers in to "reshape" 17 acres of a 
historic City Park Golf Course and removal of a beloved community center and beautiful 
trees that act as natures" storm water catchers" , my concern is that the city is doing 
the project on the cheap and is creating what amounts to open sewers. 

Open ditches full of polluted 11Sewer" water, open sumps to hold and absorb filthy 
water that will leave behind residue of possibly thousands of unnamed and unregulated 
chemicals(the EPA just regulates a few of them), pathogens and garbage. A smelly 
maintenance nightmare and a potential source of illness and hazardous conditions for 
children who use the park. For an example of a water borne disease, think West Nile 
and mosquitoes. Also, it seems that the DPR was suggesting that there would be 
recreation opportunities for children to play in the ditches. 

The only two alternatives that the city has come up with to mitigate the storm water 
run off that would impact I 70, seems to pit park preservationists and people who 
might be concerned about heath and safety issues (these concerns did not seem to be 
on the cities list of concerns) against our neighbors in Cole, who, like many of us, have 
long been neglected by the city. 

The city seems to see park land as cheap development land. Think Henzel Park. Why buy 
land when , with just the swipe of the Director of Parks and Recreation 's pen, you can 
take what ever you want for just about anything that a mayor and his backers want: A 
charter school, an experimental incinerator, a mini Elitches and now a cheap storm 
water run off system to try to save his I 70 project from drowning. 
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Fwd: Storm water runoff from I-70 expansion draft Page 5 of6 

As a matter of fact, the city, through successive administrations, has ignored many of 
the desperate infrastructure needs of neighborhoods, leaving residents to deal with 
the ravages of flooding due to ancient, broken storm water drains, pot holed street 
that rival those found in third world countries that take a toll on our cars and cause 
injuries to walkers and bikers, , broken sidewalks that cause injuries ,gaping, open holes 
left by utility companies and city workers, old fashioned above ground wires, ancient, 
broken water lines that leak god knows what into our drinking water .... Where is it all 
going to end? 

All the while collecting storm water fees that don't seem to be spent on replacing our 
broken storm water system ... for decades, and spending billions on tourist attractions 
and even a new city out by DIA. Something is not right here. 

This storm water mitigation project will do NOTHING for residents of Park Hill . As 
Happy Haynes, a Park Hill resident said at the Jan 7, meeting, "don't sell the boat yet!' 

The I 70 project is not a done deal. Personally, I think that the I 70 solution that the 
city has come up with, digging a tunnel 20 feet below the water table, putting a lid on it 
and not installing any expensive pollution mitigation equipment , is old, 20th century 
thinking that will pollute the neighborhood and the city. Other progressive cities are 
busy moving Freeways out of the city centers and Denver seems to be is digging in, 
literally. 

No matter what you think about the I 70 project or the billion dollar+ Stock Show 
bonanza, do we want to sit by while the city uses 17 acres of historic City Park, causing 
enormous disruption to park users and the neighborhood, destroying trees and a 
beloved social center for the community ( Bogey's), to accommodate an 18th century 
solution to a problem that is going to do nothing for the park or for many of the 
neighborhoods that surround it? 

City Park is already awash in filthy storm water run off since the city made it into a 
dump for storm water instead of filling it with lovely mountain water. Should the Cole 
neighborhoods be expected to fall over and let the bull dozers demolish the heart of 
their community, to save I70 from drowning in "sewer" water? 

Personally, I don't think so and I think that the city needs to go back to the drawing 
board and come up with a clean, 21st century solution to the storm water run off 
problem that it has created with years of neglect and with its 20th century, sunken 
highway. 
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Fwd: Storm water runoff from I -70 expansion draft Page 6 of6 

I think citizens should educate themselves on possible repercussions of this proposal 
and discuss this issue thoroughly before it gets out of hand and before the city wastes 
any more tax payer money on this folly. 

Read up and then go to the Community meeting that the City is holding on January 12 at 
Bogey's on the Park at 26th and York St., Denver, 6:30- 8:30PM. 

Any city project is made better by robust citizen involvement BEFORE plans are 
hatched and tax payer money is spent. I guess you can tell where I stand. What do you 
think? 
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To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
img_verify 
Error=<font face=Arial size=3 color=#000000><b>Your entry did not match the image. </b>Use your 
browsers back button to try again.  
 
 
 
email: aputsche@aol.com 
realname: Ann Putsche 
 
name: 'Ann Putsche' 
address: '2640 Fillmore' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'Colorado' 
zip_code: '80205' 
phone: '3034550554' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES' 
add_to_online_list: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'I live in North City Park and I use the elevated portion of I 70 five days a week.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: '' 
how_receiving_info: 'Other' 
rate_website: 'Excellent' 
comments_questions: 'I agree that I 70 needs to be fixed. How is traffic going to be routed while the 
new highway is being constructed?' 
Referring page was http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
SERVER_NAME was www.i‐70east.com 
REQUEST_URI was /feedback‐formmail.php 
 
User IP address was 67.6.213.6 
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
 



From:   "Vicky Putsche" <vputsche1@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 2:58 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: vputsche1@msn.com 
 
name: Vicky Putsche 
address: 3003 Fillmore 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have lived in my home for 16 years and have commuted on I‐70 for half of that 
time. I see how I‐70 has cut neighborhoods in half and segregated them. I am glad that something is 
going to be done about it. I just hope that the right choices are made. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By making I‐70 a boulevard so that the 
neighborhoods could be revitalized. I don't think that a wider I‐70 is the answer. Our part of the city 
needs revitalization, not more traffic.  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please fully evaluate the proposal to re‐route I‐70 through I‐270. This is what was 
intended by I‐270 originally and would allow these areas to revitalize. It would make Denver an even 
greater city by allowing all residents safe, clean and accessible neighborhoods. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=76.25.28.223 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
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~"Y 1 1-70 East 

INFORME DE IMP ACTO AMBIENTAL FINAL DE LA 1-70 ESTE 

Favor de depositar su ~omentario en el buz.On de comentarios o entregulo a 
uno de los miembros del equipo del proyecto 

Se solicitan coment111ios del publico en confonnidad con Ia Ley Nacional de Politica Ambiental, 42 del C6digo de los 
Estados Unidos 4321, y siguientes. Todos los comentarios por escrito recibidos durante el perlodo de evaluaci6n senin 
considerados antes de ser finnado el Registro de Oecisiones. La inclusi6n de informaci6n sobre su direcci6n privada con 
su comentario es voluntaria y protegida en confonnidad con la Ley de Privacidad. 

Lo informaci6n proporcionada en esta hoja de comentario se publicar;\ como parte del Registro de Decisiones. Favor de 
marcar esta casilla si no desea que se publique su direcci6n y correo electronico 0 

Fecba: . lJ) 

Nombre (obtil•torio):---..!.lr'l.l....li:r....i'w..f_I::.,.Q~_...;"J:;.:;;:D:...:....:....:...._:_~e_~7!:...._ ________________ _ 

Organlzatl6n: ____ ...,-.....,.__,.--.,--------------------------

Direc:cicln (obligatorio): L.Jl Cj S f'f\1)" R ~ +-
Ciudad/Estado/C6digo Postal:__.,{)e~....l\0W-l\-1-f""-.{..J<y_._ _ _,_( _{,_.)"'-----'"fi>-_ ,_/ ).w::::J:!.-!.I ....l\~o~----------
E-mail: ______________ ____________________ _ 

Escriba sus comentarios sobre el EI.S Final legible y con letra de imprenta a continuacion. 

•••• Sl NECESITA MAS ES~ACIO CONTJNU ... R EN AI.. PAIITE I'OSn:JUOR .... 

Favor de entregar tSI.t forma a unu de los miembros del equipo del proyecto o envlarla por eorreo 
posiJIUe-mail basht el2 de marzo del2016, al: 

1-70 East EIS Team 
Colon~do Department ofTransportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Emoih contactus@i-70east.com 
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.,.,.,..,CON'rtNUAN LOSCOMENTARIOS•,.•• 

.... Sl.:SNECESARlOPU!lD'E AlUUNTAitMASPAGINAS •••• 

Gracias por s u Mporte. 

li'evor de mtl'llgar csta ronn• a uno de los miembros del equipo del proyeoto o cnvillrla por correo 
poslalle·m"ll hasla e12 de mono del 2016, al: 

1-70 EllS! EIS Team 
Colorado Department ofTf1ll'lsportation 
2000 S. Holly SITcct, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70easlcom 

...-c·~ 



 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by February 16, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 

 
 
Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 
provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 
Act.  
 
The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want your address and email to be published.  

Date: __2-25-16_________________    

Name (required): Maria Ramirez  

Organization:  

Address (required): 4795 Fillmore Street  

City/State/Zip: Denver, CO 80216  

Email:   

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 

I’m worried that I will not be able to use the streets during construction as well as all the noise and dust that  

is going to be generated.  I am worried about the time that is going to take.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 



 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by February 16, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 

****CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE****

****COMMENTS CONTINUED****

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

****ATTACH MORE PAGES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 



From:   "david rapp" <dvrapp@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   I‐70 East 
Date:   Tue, February 16, 2016 10:26 am 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
I‐70 East EIS Team, 
 
 
Please abandon plans to widen I‐70 and take us another step closer to becoming Los 
Angeles. 
 
 
Consider this as an alternative:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pKJTDoYK0A 
 
[https://i.ytimg.com/vi/8pKJTDoYK0A/hqdefault.jpg]<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pKJTDoYK0
A> 
 
I‐70 Denver Reimagined<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pKJTDoYK0A> 
www.youtube.com 
Eleven wonderful Denver neighborhoods were torn‐apart in the 1960's, when I‐70 was 
installed in the wrong location. Our opportunity to weave the urban fabric... 
 
 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
David Rapp, PMP 
 
1324 Lafayette Street 
 
Denver, CO  80218 

Attachments: 
untitled‐[2] 
Size: 4.1 k 
Type: text/html 

 

 



From:   "david rapp" <dvrapp@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, March 3, 2016 9:24 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: dvrapp@hotmail.com 
 
name: david rapp 
address: 1324 Lafayette 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80218 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Do not widen I‐70. TREXX proved this won't work as have urban highway widening 
projects around the country (LA, Houston, etc.) Figure out how to move people and drop this 
boondoggle project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: better, cheaper, more efficient transit. re‐route 
thru traffic to 270 and I‐76. slow down the local traffic on I‐70 between 270 and I‐76. placemaking. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: this project is a boondoggle. we deserve better and you can do better if you try. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=165.127.85.4 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
img_verify 
Error=<font face=Arial size=3 color=#000000><b>Your entry did not match the image. </b>Use your 
browsers back button to try again.  
 
 
 
email: aredenz@gmail.com 
realname: Alison Redenz 
 
name: 'Alison Redenz' 
address: '4205 W. 45th Ave.' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'COLORADO' 
zip_code: '80212' 
phone: '4154055295' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'I don't believe that widening I‐70 is beneficial for anyone. Induced demand is real, 
and widening the highway will only add more cars. It will also be extremely detrimental to those 50 
some North Denver residents who will not be able to return to their homes in today's market after the 
widening.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Do not widen I‐70. Increase frequency of other 
transit in the region. Give people more options than driving.' 
how_receiving_info: 'Public Meetings,Website' 
rate_website: 'Good' 
comments_questions: 'I strongly oppose the widening of the 1‐70 East and think it would be extremely 
detrimental to both current and future residents. Give drivers better alternatives to driving. Don't widen 
I‐70' 
 



From:   "Mary Redmann" <mary_redmann@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: The I‐70 East EIS Project 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 11:47 am 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
Following are my comments concerning CDOT's EIS about replacing the I‐70 viaduct 
east of I‐25 by lowering the highway with a trench three times as wide as the 
exiting elevated highway. 
I do not think that this plan is the best solution, given the impacts to the 
affected neighborhoods and the environmental consequences. 
 
My preferred alternative is routing I‐70 north along the 270/I‐76 right of ways. Why 
was this option never studied? 
The elevated I‐70 section could be transitioned into a boulevard that would still 
move traffic, but the major I‐70 traffic would go via 270 and I‐76 through 
industrial areas. I believe that replacing a section of interstate highway with a 
boulevard was accomplished in Philadelphia and other cities with positive results. 
Peter Park, Denver's former Planning Director, does not support the current plan and 
has expressed support for the 270/I‐76 re‐route of I‐70. Please study this 
alternative.  The adverse consequences of going forward with the current plan will 
be with us for decades. 
 
Mary Redmann5296 E. Atlantic Place Denver, CO  80222 

 



From:   "Scott Reed" <sreedd1@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 13, 2016 8:11 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: sreedd1@gmail.com 
 
name: Scott Reed 
address: 4100 Albion St, Unit 1115 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 3152443209 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live at 40th and Colorado and want to know how this will 
impact my commute. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Bike lanes! 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=216.146.102.64 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Terri Reinhart" <terrireinhart@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   comment 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 7:46 pm 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
Please reconsider this expensive project for I‐70. Pleae drop the expansion and 
consider adopting the alternative proposal which would reroute I‐70 away from the 
city and bring a beautiful boulevard to Denver. This would be less expensive, there 
wouldn't be the serious environmental concerns, and it would give our city a 
beautiful entry. Terri ReinhartWheat Ridge, Colorado Terri 
Reinhart  www.studiofoxhoven.comStudio Foxhoven Arts 
 



From:   "Sherri Rich" <sherrifrich@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 11:09 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: sherrifrich@gmail.com 
 
name: Sherri Rich 
address: 1960 Cody Street 
city: Lakewood 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80215 
phone: 3038682151 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Other 
interest_in_project: I am against the I‐70 expansion. This project is just going to 
continue to contribute to the demise of the Elyria/Swansea neighborhoods and the 
deterioration of those citizens' health and prosperity. It's also going to cost 
Denver and Colorado billions of dollars that could be better spent on the state's 
infrastructure and bridges. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route up to I‐270 and I‐76. It 
makes sense! 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=173.8.245.137 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Sophia Rickard" <sophia@jewellarchitecture.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 2, 2016 12:26 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: sophia@jewellarchitecture.com 
 
name: Sophia Rickard 
address: 5021 Quitman Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 3034556451 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I leave along I‐70 just west of the proposed I‐70 expansion. I am on the North side 
of I‐70 and feel that a trench between me and the south side is brutal and disconnecting. It is costly and 
has such a negative impact on the community. I lived in Seattle for several years where they have parks 
over the highway. These parks are empty. While the concept and the sketches seem lovely, the reality of 
them is really not that great. It feels like the interests of folks who live outside Denver and want to get 
home quickly are prevailing over the folks who live here and want feel a connection between south and 
north. I don't like what we have now, but like the multi‐lane proposal even less. Studies show that more 
lanes improves congestion SOME, but I do not feel that it is worth the price. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Rather than one giant trench of 
muliti‐lane traffic, I prefer three routes across town so that each road is not so 
load and fast. I like how San Francisco did not rebuild their main highway but 
allowed traffic to move into the regular city streets. I value human scale and 
community over a speedy commute. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Your website makes what will mostly be a brutal trench seem like 
a series of flowery plant ridden bridges. I am glad that you have the bridges, but 
having spent time in these types of spaces in both Portland and Seattle, I feel like 
the reality is very different from the pretty pictures represented on your webpage. 
It feels like false advertising to me. 
 
================================== 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=8.42.68.42 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.73 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
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From:  "John Riecke" <toast2042@me.com>
Subject:  I-70 FEIS comment
Date:  Wed, February 3, 2016 6:00 pm
To:  "Tony Stewart" <contactus@i-70east.com>

The expansion of this highway is unneeded, environmentally unsafe, and fiscally
irresponsible. 

It is unneeded because we just spent a billion dollars on a rail l ine covering the
same route. If you build for cars what you will get is cars. On the other hand if
you build for homes, businesses and people then you will get homes, businesses and
people. 

It is environmentally unsafe because it will result in more cars using the road via
induced demand, which in turn creates more pollution and more congestion. It will
dig up tons of contaminated soil, enough so that remediation for nearby homes must
be provided, and it will put a concrete ditch below the water table, exacerbating
flooding problems.

It is fiscally irresponsible because we cannot afford it. CDOT's plan to deal with
this is to sell toll lanes to a private company that can fund the construction,
maintain the road, and operate the toll lanes all while turning a profit. If this is
possible, why doesn't CDOT do it?

Any way you look at this proposal it turns out not to be an improvement but instead
a scheme to shift risk, an old-fashioned plan which uses the only the best of 20th
century thinking. It will increase the costs of transportation by encouraging the
use of SOV, by discouraging the use of our brand new, very expensive rail l ine, and
by increasing long term maintenance obligations which we already cannot afford. In
the best possible case, it will make money for private investors that could go to
the state.

This highway through the middle of our city was a tragedy when it was first built
and expanding it is not a solution for congestion. Building more lanes just invites
more cars, more sprawl, and more congested streets within our city. 

A full re-route of I-70 should be studied as opposed to the half re-route seen in
the EIS. Even better, we should stop destroying our city in the name of moving cars
and start building a city which encourages strong neighborhoods and economic
vitality, and let those who choose to l ive far from their regular destinations
figure out better ways to move around instead of having the state spend billions of
dollars subsidizing their personal l ife choices.

Thank you.
John Riecke
945 Washington St
Apt 300
Denver CO 80203
2/3/16

"However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results."
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From:   "John Riecke" <toast2042@mac.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 18, 2016 6:10 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: toast2042@mac.com 
 
name: John Riecke 
address: 945 Washington St, Apt 300 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80203 
phone: 3035224687 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: As a citizen of Denver I want to ensure that we use our funds 
and land area in the best way possible. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: by removing the highway and 
re‐routing it along I‐76 & I‐270 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: the EIS is insufficient. It should study the possibility of 
re‐routing the highway along I‐76 & I‐270 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=162.246.47.58 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



Hello. My name is John Riecke. Currently of Capitol Hill; formerly of Clayton. The expansion of this 
highway is unneeded and irresponsible. It is unneeded because we just spent a billion dollars on a rail 
line covering the same route. If you built for cars, what you will get is cars. On the other hand, if you 
built for homes, businesses, and people, then you will get homes, businesses, and people. It is 
environmentally unsafe because it will result in more cars using the roads, leading to increased demand, 
which in turn creates more pollution and more congestion. It will dig up tons of contaminated soil so 
that remediation for nearby homes must be provided and it will put a concrete ditch below the water 
table, exacerbating flooding problems. It is fiscally irresponsible because we cannot afford it. CDOT's 
plan to deal with this is to sell toll lanes to a private company that can fund the construction, maintain 
the roads, and operate the toll lanes, all while turning a profit. If this is possible, why doesn't CDOT do 
it? Any way you look at the proposal, it turns out not to be an improvement but a scheme to shift risk 
and an old‐fashioned plan which uses only the best ideas of 20th Century thinking. It will increase the 
cost of transportation by encouraging the use of single‐occupancy vehicles, by discouraging the use of 
our brand‐new very expensive rail line, and by increasing long‐term maintenance obligations which we 
already cannot afford. In the best possible case, it will make money for private investors that could go to 
the state. This highway through the middle of our city was a tragedy when it was first built. And 
expanding it is not a solution for anything. Building more lanes just invites more cars, more sprawl, and 
more congested streets within our city. A full reroute of I‐70 should be studied as opposed to the half‐
reroute scheme seen in the FEIS. Even better, we should stop destroying our city in the name of moving 
cars and start building a city which encourages strong neighborhoods and economic vitality. And let 
those who choose to live far away from their regular destinations figure out other ways to move around 
the city, instead of having the state spend billions of dollars subsidizing their personal life choices at the 
cost of citizens who live in northeast Denver. Thank you. 

   



From:   "kristine rios" <krios2904@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 4:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: krios2904@gmail.com 
 
name: kristine rios 
address: 4101 MILWAUKEE ST 
city: DENVER 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 7204518855 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: My intrest in the project is this is interuppting many 
communities. My main point is my family and I have to move out of Denver. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I70 should be extended out to where 
270 and 76 are. There are too many businesses and families that live near Swansea. 
Swansea elementary is threatened now because rebuilding this highway here will chase 
families like mine away. Swansea may not last long if more families move. I know 4 
other families that have moved away. Losing $2,500 per kid cant be good for Swansea. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=172.56.9.168 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; LGMS395 Build/KOT49I.MS39510g) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.95 Mobile Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Clint Rivet" <clintjrivet@aol.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 10:33 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: clintjrivet@aol.com 
 
name: Clint Rivet 
address: 4321 Alcott 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a professional with 20 years of experience in the global 
engineering and construction industry and after review of the various proposals and 
the environmental impact study I am begging that you change the I‐70 widening plan 
to a re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. I know you have been provided with the 
information on how this impacts the community. Also., considering our expansion of 
the light rail system and the general change in behavior we are seeing with the next 
generation I see this as a massive waste of my taxpayer dollars and am asking for 
the change noted above. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: As a professional with 20 years of 
experience in the global engineering and construction industry and after review of 
the various proposals and the environmental impact study I am begging that you 
change the I‐70 widening plan to a re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. I know you 
have been provided with the information on how this impacts the community. Also., 
considering our expansion of the light rail system and the general change in 
behavior we are seeing with the next generation I see this as a massive waste of my 
taxpayer dollars and am asking for the change noted above. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=108.171.132.189 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Jody Robins" <jodycrobins@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 9, 2016 9:00 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jodycrobins@gmail.com 
 
name: Jody Robins 
address: 3415 Newton St 
city: Denver 
state: CO ‐ Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3039051858 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I lived in Houston when Hwy 59 was lowered and widened in a 
similar project. It was a short‐sighted project that took years to complete and 
neither connected the surrounding neighborhoods nor relieved traffic for the long 
term. It also frequently floods. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This project appears to be a relic 
of past transportation thinking that is continuing primarily due to momentum. Moving 
I‐70 to the 76/270 corridor does not seem to ever have been adequately studied. 
Highway removals have been incredibly successful in much larger cities than ours 
around the world. These include the Emabarcadero in San Fran, Park East in 
Milwaukee, Harbor Dr in Portland, Cheonggyecheon in Seoul, and Rio Madrid in Rio. 
Widening I‐70 will further destroy the surrounding neighborhoods and induce even 
more single auto commuting. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: CDOT needs to conduct a FULL SEIS on the 76/270 reroute. The 
reroute would be a much more cost effective, environmentally friendly, neighborhood 
friendly option. Also, it seems like going below grade will be dangerous in the 
winter. Freeways are old thinking ‐ CDOT needs to have a much greater focus on mass 
transit. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=64.207.25.74 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Matt Robinson" <its.matt.robinson@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: its.matt.robinson@gmail.com 
 
name: Matt Robinson 
address: 4423 Wyandot St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
comments_questions: CDOT, please, please, please stop ramming this awful project down our throats. 
We, the citizens of Denver who live and breathe your highways every day want a 21st century 
transportation solution, befitting of our great city and the future it beholds. The solution you've laid out 
is from a played out playbook. $2 billion dollars and 5 years of construction simply to add a rich people 
toll lane in either direction? Countless neighbors eminent‐domain'ed out of neighborhoods they've lived 
in for decades so you can widen the highway? Burying the highway near a school and putting some fake 
park on top? Digging up 100 year old smelter dirt? Do you think we're not paying attention to your 
CHICANERY? 50 years from now, no one is going to be say "boy are we glad CDOT added that toll lane to 
I‐70". Have the guts to step back and come up with a solution worthy of an honorable legacy. Listen to 
the citizens for whom you work. Stop basing your projections on bogus data!. Stop coming up with 20th 
century solutions. Do the right thing and pause this project until the 270/76 reroute option is given 
serious study and consideration. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.53.26 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



My name is Jackie Rodela. That was my daughter. That was my daughter. Okay. That just gives an insight 
on what the future is doing to our kids. Instead of building this freeway, like someone said before: 
Obviously, we don't want this done. Why can't you guys listen to that? And, instead of building this, you 
guys should be preserving Globeville. You know how old that school is? I went to Garden Place; my kids 
went to Garden Place. And I'm sure when I pass my house is going to be passed to my oldest daughter; 
her kids will be going to those ‐‐ to the elementary there, as well. Okay? So, you guys should be 
preserving this neighborhood, making it better, rebuilding these houses. My dad's house is in Globeville. 
I'm close to Swansea. My dad's house was built in 1916. And it's still standing and it should stay standing 
there. You shouldn't be destroying people's homes. Because I know, if you destroy my home, are you 
going to open your doors for me and all of my kids? I don't think so. So, stop, listen to what these people 
are saying. Because they know ‐‐ they know that their houses are precious. Why can't you understand 
that? Thank you. 

   



From:   "Christine Roe" <jumpcut_us@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 29, 2016 8:38 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jumpcut_us@yahoo.com 
 
name: Christine Roe 
address: 4144 Hooker St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 7203349130 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐
76. Widening I‐70 in the middle of the city is short sided and not fully exploring all of the alternatives 
suggested in the EIS. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I urge you to consider other solutions than the 
“false choice” presented, between two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways 
through densely populated areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending billions of dollars on 
a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. 
Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville 
communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be 
sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low‐income and 
minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to 
environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. The scope of such a project 
that impacts the entire north half of metro Denver should have a study area that includes the north half. 
This project’s study area is far too small. What is done to I‐70 on one side of I‐25 has clear and direct 
long‐term implications to what occurs to I‐70 on the other side of I‐25, yet, CDOT’s perspective is lacking 
that vision.  In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the 
next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the 
proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding 
runs out. Â∙ The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver 
lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re‐
route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do
not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 



REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.153.155.14 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "James Rogers" <wolfwerks@mac.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 8:16 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: wolfwerks@mac.com 
 
name: James Rogers 
address: 1407 Julian St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80204‐1641 
phone: 3035206070 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: I am 100% AGAINST this project. As a resident of Denver, this project will increase 
pollution, again tear out houses in the Globeville, Swansea neighborhood. The tunnels will slow down 
traffic (e.g., the former Stapleton runway tunnels). It will do nothing to alleviate traffic, as per TREX. 
Build extra lanes and they will be filled. I do support the alternative route, I270 that CDOT did not 
consider. I will be actively supporting candidates that are against this project and will actively campaign 
against this. CDOT needs to not be wed to this proposal and support the alternatives. All to the meeting 
held for this project showed a large majority against it. Add my voice to the against column. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Shift traffic to I‐76, 270! 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.13.184 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Benjamin Roldan" <Benjamin@focuspoints.org> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:18 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: Benjamin@focuspoints.org 
 
name: Benjamin Roldan 
address: 230 e 19th ave 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80203 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: The well of the community during and after construction 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The neighborhoods of Elyria and Swansea host many resources that are 
primordial to the residents of the communities of Globeville, Elyria and Swansea, but due to barriers 
getting to those resources at a daily or weekly frequency this commutes can be very hard, timing and 
some times dangerous. This is due to the limit connections they are going east to west and vice versa as 
well as going north to south. In this regard I 70 and 46ave play and important role giving access to all 
kind of commuters, such as pedestrians, people on bikes, people on the bus and drivers. In this way it 
very important for the community to keep having these connections specially for those that walk and 
bike to these services, which is a big percentage of the people that use these services, including sorta 
children going to Swansea school. This is said because in any part of this plan shows how can people get 
to the sidewalk of 46 and York when the project is done. In the plans this intersection is shown to be at 
under grade level of the train tracks. If this is the case pedestrian and bicicle will have to go all the way 
to Brighton to get to the sidewalk or go through the train tracks of 47 and York which may put the health 
at risk. So please give more access to the pedestrian sidewalk specially in places where there the raid is 
not at grade level eight the side walk. My second comment is regarding how can pedestrians and bicicle 
riders can have a healthy and green pathway to move around the neighborhood that is not close the 
highway. In many of the studies of air quality shown in the FEIS shows that the areas where the air is 
more harm full is close to the highway, but at the same time your designs show the biggest 
infrastructure investements for pedestrian and bike paths close to the highway, such 46 or the frontage 
roads. In this way, I will like to suggest to have a green pedestrian and bike path inside the 
neighborhood possibly at 47ave for pedestrian s and bike users to be away from pollution of the 
highway. 
 
================================== 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=172.56.8.133 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0.1; HTC One_M8 Build/LRX22C) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.83 Mobile Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : img_verify 
Error=<font face=Arial size=3 color=#000000><b>Your entry did not match the image. </b>Use your 
browsers back button to try again.  
 
email: Sanjuana.al88@gmail.com 
realname: San Romero 
 
name: 'San Romero' 
address: '4635 fillmore st' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'CO' 
zip_code: '80216' 
phone: '' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'This project will affect myself and my family directly since we live in swansea and if 
this project gets the green light I will be living in the second to corner house.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Commute' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Fix the existing roads and reroute traffic we dont 
need this new project and we sure dont need a park we already have two in our neighborhood!! Our 
neighborhood is not broken like you guys are suggesting!! We are united against this project!' 
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website' 
comments_questions: 'As I learn more about the project the more I hate it!!! I have lived in swanse 22yr 
half my family live in this area as well. My main concern is all the pollution this project will bring! I have 
2 children one of them is asthmatic and the other one is at risk as well. I know this project will be a long 
one and will only trigger his asthma more, and the aftermath is even worse since we will have to be 
breathing in all the extra pollution this project will bring to our neighborhood. I dont get why anyone 
would think its okay to do this knowing theres a school right next to the highway, and it will stay open 
through the project breathing in all this dust and pollution!!! This is so wrong for mot only my children 
but all the children attending this school. I also dont like the idea of being a second house from the 
highway I wont be able to open my windows without worrying about triggering my sons asthma. The 
Swansea neighborhood does not need this we love ou! 
 r neighborhood just as is. Please find a better way that wont affect our neighborhood. Reroute traffic 
there are better ways' 
Referring page was http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
SERVER_NAME was www.i‐70east.com 
REQUEST_URI was /feedback‐formmail.php 
 
User IP address was 75.166.51.202 
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SM‐N900P Build/LRX21V; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/48.0.2564.106 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/65.0.0.42.81;] 
 



From:   "Chris Ronlund" <chrisronlund@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Storm Water Detention 1‐70 Expansion Concerned Resident 
Date:   Thu, February 18, 2016 11:29 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
To All Parties Involved, 
 
I am writing to express my concerns over the 1‐70 Expansion. As a resident 
of the Cole neighborhood, I and my neighbors are highly concerned by the 
decisions that are being made regarding this project. I feel that there has 
been hasty decisions made and that if you look at some of the alternatives 
that are being suggested, it is obvious that things have not been very well 
thought through. 
 
Residents lost, environmental concerns, adding to traffic congestion are 
just a few. 
 
I am asking that you go back tot he drawing board and thoroughly look at 
the entirety of this project rather than try to piece meal it together. 
This is 2016 and I think we need to look at reducing our footprint not 
adding to it. 
 
We all have the right to live and breath the air we need to live in a 
healthy environment! 
 
Thank you for your time, I would love to hear from you. 
 
Christine Ronlund 
3846 High St. 
Denver Co 80205 

Attachments: 
untitled‐[2] 
Size: 1.1 k 
Type: text/html 

 

 



From:   "Richard" <rlrosen@sbcglobal.net> 
Subject:   I‐70 Expansion 
Date:   Wed, February 24, 2016 9:54 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
The current plan, as I understand it, to widen I‐70 and dig a ditch, is the 
worst traffic control plan since Robert Moses destroyed the character and 
neighborhoods of NYC many years ago. Like many traffic control projects 
considering primarily the engineering aspects, this one also continues to 
ignore the impact on the quality of life and the negative impacts on the 
environment. Unearthing the pollution that is well known to exist along this 
corridor is not just needlessly risky but also needlessly costly as well.  
 
I wish to request that a more thorough study be conducted on the merits, 
instead, of rerouting I‐70 through 270/I‐76 network around rather than 
through the densely populated areas which since the 60's have torn 
neighborhoods apart and discouraged development and especially the 
opportunity for affordable housing which this city desperately needs. The 
removal of I70 in this corridor and the investment of a green space 
boulevard will not only aid to a solution of many of the urban problems 
continued growth presents but will also enhance the aesthetics of the city, 
provide and provide increased tax base from the many businesses and urban 
projects that will no doubt flourish along its path. 
 
I think a much better way to design and consider solutions to problems now 
perceived to exist along I‐70 is if the departments now responsible take a 
leading role to include other stakeholders such as Urban Planning, City 
government, area residents and city and statewide stakeholders. We live in 
an environment of increasing expectations where public funds are 
increasingly a burden for taxpayers and all such public works and official 
need to be accountable more directly to their citizens. As with this project 
and likely many others there must be great pressure from entities with 
economic stakes in any plan but this must be resisted for the greater good 
and long term viability of the city and state. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Richard Rosen 
5470 Water Tower Promenade 
Apt 111 
Arvada CO 
80002 

 



From:   "patti ross" <pattijeanross0564@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 3:15 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: pattijeanross0564@gmail.com 
 
name: patti ross 
address: 1650 fillmore st. #704 
city: denvr 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80206 
phone: 3037771700 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: CDOT is planning to replace the I‐70 viaduct east of I‐25 with 
a deep, wide "trench" nearly three times as wide as the existing elevated 
highway.This is a terrible idea.There are serious environmental, financial and 
social justice consequences.55‐75 family homes+businesses will be lost.Residents not 
displaced will find themselves even closer to this pollutant, which is already the 
cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among neighbors. Poor 
health and the depression of home value will disproportionately affect low income 
and minority households.The plan requires digging below the water table into toxic, 
contaminated soil exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. 
The highway would be top of children: Swansea Elementary will be 100 ft from the 
widen highway. THERE IS A BETTER OPTION. A re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. 
This means all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated 
areas,while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 
4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway.Neighborhoods severed by I‐70 
would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. LAND WOULD BE FREED UP FOR 
DEVELOPMENT THAT ADDS TO OUR COMMUNITY. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: As I have stated above, I would like 
CDOT TO PROPERLY INVESTIGATE THE FULL RE‐ROUTE OPTION ALONG I‐270 AND I‐76. I urge 
you to consider other solutions. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so 
many homes and businesses. Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that 
reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of 
residents. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I understand that the proposed project would use one half of 
Colorado's entire bridge fund for the next 35 years‐‐leaving insufficient funds for 
crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges 
needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funds run out. 



THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS BAD FOR COLORADO. CDOT, TAXPAYERS AND COLORADO AND DENVER 
LAWMAKERS SHOULD REJECT IT. I urge you to investigate the full re‐route along I‐270 
and I‐76. Thank you for your consideration. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=184.96.118.102 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
verify_failed 
 ********** 
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.  
 
 
email: billierounds@gmail.com 
realname: Billie Rounds 
 
name: 'Billie Rounds' 
address: '1533 Cook St.' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'CO' 
zip_code: '80206' 
phone: '' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: '' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: '' 
comments_questions: 'No action is better than the wrong action. Reroute i70 to the edge of town using 
76 and 270. The city benefits from its street grid, which not only moves cars but also enhances the lives 
of the community."' 
 



From:   "Margaret Rousseau" <smilla23@icloud.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 5:57 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: smilla23@icloud.com 
 
name: Margaret Rousseau 
address: 2215 York Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Concerned about the project's devastating impact on the 
surrounding neighborhoods. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would like to see CDOT explore the 
proposed plan of widening and upgrading 270 as a bypass instead of putting 70 in a 
"ditch". 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please reconsider this project. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.165.190 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Nicole Rufener" <nicole@liveurbandenver.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:34 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: nicole@liveurbandenver.com 
 
name: Nicole Rufener 
address: 2645 Vine St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7203187425 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in City Park and have many not too far neighbors that would really be affected 
by this. Plus it is an eye sore that our city does not need or want. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
comments_questions: Please don't disrupt the neighborhood in the fashion you are intending too. 
Please do not move forward WITHOUT investing the re‐route option along I‐270/I‐76. Please do NOT to 
dig up some of the state's most contaminated soil. This could potentially ruin the flourishing north side 
of town without making a better looking more responsible eco friendly city. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.217.80.62 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Paul Rufener" <paul.rufener@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:48 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: paul.rufener@gmail.com 
 
name: Paul Rufener 
address: 2645 Vine St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7203187425 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Please do not disrupt the water tables by this expansion for great fear of having 
water contaminated. Adding highway lanes just encourages people to drive more and not utilize car 
pools or other means of transportation. All the widening of I25 has not reduced the traffic issues. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Do not to move forward WITHOUT investing the re‐
route option along I‐270/I‐76. Ask them NOT to dig up some of the state's most contaminated soil. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.217.80.62 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Melissa Rummel" <melissa.nelson@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 10:50 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: melissa.nelson@gmail.com 
 
name: Melissa Rummel 
address: 1283 Osceola St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80204 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: rerouting traffic, especially through trucks, to the 
north ‐ out of the city! 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.68.41 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
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From:   "Patrick Russell" <prussell212@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Please study i270/70 reroute option! 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 6:11 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
     
To whom it may concern,  
As residents of park hill, we have deep concerns about the proposal to widen i70. 
Please study the i270/76 reroute proposal as this seems to be a better long term 
solution which will preserve our neighborhoods. 
Sincerely,  
Patrick Russell and family  
 
 
Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5 

 
 
 
 



From:   "Tom Rutter" <tomrutter2006@aol.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:59 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: tomrutter2006@aol.com 
 
name: Tom Rutter 
address: 2566 fairfax st 
city: denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone: 720‐366‐6106 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have studied with great care the Hydrology and Hydraulics Technical Report 
Addendum January 2016 FINAL EIS Having chosen the preferred Alternative I‐70 PCL, I believe that 
placement of the hiway in a trench below the existing water table, has not been adequately protected 
from 100 year flood events emanating from the Montclair Basin. I believe that CDOT, Denver engineers 
in public works and stormwater ATKINS, and others are aware that the steps spelled out in the 
Memorandum submitted by Don Jacobs and authorized by the MATT, know that these steps are not 
sufficient to guarantee that the tunnel will not be flooded. Why else would the City and CDOT enter into 
a $134,000,000 Twin Basins Development Project to do paralell engineering to protect the same low 
point in I‐70 that has just been performed and reported in the EIS. Mr. DeVito of CDOT urged Denver 
City Council to fund this separate storm water project because I‐70 PCL measures NEEDED REDUNDENCY
in order to be SAFE. If this is so, then the Platte to Park Hill stormwater project should have been 
included in the I‐70 East FINAL EIS...but it was NOT!  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route I‐70 to the 76 270 proposal..moving thru 
commercial traffic from the heart of the city. The volume of heavy commercial truck traffic and 
resident/commuter vehicles is growing. The speed and congestion makes driving I‐70 dangerous. 
Entering the hiway from most on ramps must be done at a high speed. As a 72 yo senior, I feel as if I'm 
risking death each time I am forced to use I‐70. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The Hydrology and Hydraulics Technical Report Addendum spells out in detail the 
steps taken to be certain that 100 year flood events in the Montclair Basin, are not able to reach the low 
point of the rebuilt I‐70 PCL preferred Alternative for rebuilding the hiway. In particular, the 
MEMORANDUM section of the Report describes all of the modeling and steps taken to prevent flood 
waters from reaching and inundating the Partially Covered and Lowered portion of the new I‐70. I 
believe that CDOT does not believe the steps spelled out in the EIS are sufficient to guarantee that a 
devastting flood will not cause catastrophic damage in the event of the 100 year event, very likely 
drowning many vehicle operators in the tunnell. As proof of this, I submit that the Platt to Parkhill 
Stormwater project, that is authorized by the IntraGovernmentalAgreement IGA between CDOT and 
CCD, to spend $134,000,000 in further mitigation steps designed to hold back precisely the same 100 



year flood waters from hitting I‐70 as are described in the EIS. Mr. DeVito told the Denver City Council at 
the committee hearing to approve this IGA in the summer of 2015, that the work authorized would 
provide "Redundancy"...which is defined as basically building out a 100% back up of what is laid out in 
the EIS. If this is the case, then this $134,000,000 funded work should have been included in the EIS and 
subject to NEPA review and all other EIS requirements. STOP THE PROJECT and examine to see if what I 
am saying here is not true. Thoms Rutter 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=184.99.250.188 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Joe Rynish" <boldjoe@live.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 5:04 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: boldjoe@live.com 
 
name: Joe Rynish 
address: 4560 Winona Ct 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: want CDOT to properly investigate the full option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐
76. Any way you look at it, keeping I‐70 where it is makes NO sense from an economic or environmental 
point of view. As a citizen of this state, who pays taxes and knows that, in the end, it will be FAR LESS 
expensive to re‐route I‐70 along the I‐270/I‐76 corridor than to keep it where it is, I want CDOT to 
properly investigate the full option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. Re‐routing I‐70 along the I‐
270/I‐76 corridor is far less disruptive to neighborhoods, and to the health, well‐being, and pocket books 
of citizens, than keeping I‐70 in its current location. I want CDOT to properly investigate the full option 
to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. WHY would CDOT even consider keeping I‐70 in its current location 
when re‐routing it along I‐270/I‐76 is a much better option for so many reasons?! I want CDOT to 
properly investigate the full option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. Progressive metropolitan areas 
are working hard to reduce the number of huge traffic corridors running through them. I want CDOT to 
do likewise by properly investigating the full option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. This is the 
sensible option, the option that any smart city would choose. Denver Metro sees itself as a modern, if 
not cutting‐edge, metropolitan area so it should do as other forward‐thinking large cities have done: 
minimize the number of ugly thoroughfares that traverse it. I want CDOT to properly investigate the full 
option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76 then turn the current I‐70 route into a boulevard! This is 
what any truly smart city would do. Just FYI, my comment reads: I want CDOT to properly investigate the 
full option to re‐route I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. To date, CDOT has NOT given this I‐70 re‐route option 
the detailed and serious consideration that it (the I‐270 and I‐76 option) DESERVES. Before you waste 
funds (in the billions) on destroying more neighborhoods in an attempt to keep I‐70 where it sits 
currently, PLEASE consider the idea of placing it where it should have been in the first place. THANK 
YOU! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: put a maglev bullet train up the middle of I‐70, I‐25 
and I‐76 and allow drivers to put their cars on the train for local travel at their point of departure. Stop 
letting ski resorts, gambling houses and greedy oil companies dictate our transportation needs. Every 
country in the world now has a modern or traditional train system like we had until Eisenhower sold out 
to the oil companies the Rockefellers. We need to get trucks off the roads and we need to build a 
modern high speed train system that goes coast to coast at least 6 routes and north and south at least 6 
times. Thruways were a bad idea in the 1950s and they are an even worse idea now. Look at California! 
They been building thruways and major roads since the 1950s and it's solved nothing! Traffic is worse 



with millions of miles of thruways! Tranis, local and national, including a cheap freight system like the 
old REA. Get polluting, dangerous semi‐rigs off the roads and onto trains and use smaller trains and vans 
to deliver to the final destination. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: see above... same 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.171.210.235 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Dragon/46.9.15.425 Chrome/46.0.2490.86 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER= 
 



From:   "JILL SAMUELS" <JILLSAMUELS@COMCAST.NET> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 3:31 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: JILLSAMUELS@COMCAST.NET 
 
name: JILL SAMUELS 
address: 3737 W 32ND AVE 
city: DENVER 
state: C0 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034555535 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am completely worried about the lack of study on this 
project. You should take some time to listen to those hurt most by this project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: direct traffic to where roads can be 
expanded most... in just 15 years it will need to be wider again! 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I will continue to keep reading on this 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=173.164.55.37 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Kendra Sandoval" <Kendra.blueandyellow@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:25 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Kendra.blueandyellow@gmail.com 
 
name: Kendra Sandoval 
address: 3155 w 45th 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐433‐9649 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: The effects of a larger highway on the state of our climate is destructive rather than 
supportive of solutions. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute traffic! 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Think about the seven generations surrounding this project. Rebuilding here is 
not a good solution to the problem! Take it down and use existing highways to route care and people to 
build local economy again. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.126.27 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/44.0.0.54.111;FBBV/17684769;FBDV/iPhone6,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Mary Helen Sandoval" <mhshi@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 11:00 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: mhshi@msn.com 
 
name: Mary Helen Sandoval 
address: 3155 W 45th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034339649 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The best way for transportation to be improved in 
the study corridor is to take I‐70 out of the middle of the neighborhoods. It was a serious mistake when 
it was built and now we have an opportunity to change that very serious mistake made back in the 
1960's. Changing I‐70 in its current location will only impact the residents of the area more negatively. 
Now is the time to take the opportunity to rectify the huge injustice to these neighborhoods. This can be 
done with out the negative impact on the neighborhoods by rerouting to I‐76 and I‐270. Although this 
will be expensive to do the funds needed will be a way of providing some retribution to people who 
have suffered because of I‐70 with the pollution, the noise, the division of very fine communities. 
Expanding to additional lanes with only further impact the neighborhoods and in no time the additional 
lanes will not meet the needs of the growing population. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: The environmental impact on the neighborhoods is devastating. The houses that 
will be lost will never be replaced, the pollution caused to these residents during the construction will be 
extreme, the boulevard concept will create drainage problems and require the loss of more housing in 
other neighborhoods, the proposed plan does not address the pollution issues along the entire I‐70 
corridor. The boulevard plan is an idea that was popular in the 1980's. At this time it is outdated and 
does not reflect a concern for the neighborhood most impacted which is over 80% minority population. I 
hope you will listen to the people who are presenting an alternative plan. I do not see your proposed 
plan ever coming to fruition because of so much opposition to it. Thank you for the opportunity to 
respond, Mary Helen Sandoval 
================================== 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.215.153 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10_5) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Mary Helen Sandoval" <Mary.sandoval.ms@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 11:56 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Mary.sandoval.ms@gmail.com 
 
name: Mary Helen Sandoval 
address: 3155 W 45th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐433‐9649 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live very close to I‐70 and use it frequently. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation can be improved by 
rerouting I‐70 from its current location to utilize I76 and I 225 that are not in 
the middle of our residential neighborhoods. I 70 is already a serious problem going 
through our neighborhoods. To widen it and put it down below ground level would 
create very serious issues for the residence. The design is really disastrous for 
the impact it will havean area residents, schools, businesses. I believe this plan 
would be a travesty. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
comments_questions: I don't believe the environmental impact study has taken into 
account the different stating impact upon digging up contaminated earth and its 
impact on those of us who live very close by. It is really a shame that the health 
of citizens who have lived in these area four years was not taking into account. I am 
opposed and appalled by this plan to expand I 70 in a residential area. I ask you to 
look at other options and discard this plan that has such an outdated mentality. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=189.206.164.254 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_1_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/8.0 Mobile/12B466 Safari/600.1.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Kye Sangha" <peelemma54@gmail.com> 
Subject:   170 expansion 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 12:59 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
Hello,  
 
I think the plan to expand 170 is extremely ill‐conceived. Using that kind of 
funding for a tiny portion of what your going to do is foolish at best, & it will 
only serve to encourage people to drive private vehicles‐‐something the city of 
Denver claims to be wanting to *discourage*. 
I would like some further studies done‐‐ if highway expansion is to be done, why is 
it not being done on the ‐ring‐ road around the city where it will do the most good? 
What about using the funds and energy to truly promote green transportation by 
putting in Dutch style bikeways through the city? And how about this greenway that's 
being proposed? Cities that have done this style of development seem to be extremely 
happy with the results, both socially and economically.  
In other words, why this?? No one seems to want it except the builders. This reeks 
of some sort of cronyism and favoritism. It doesn't seem well thought out or 
particularly helpful, and it's going to split our city in half. The whole thing is 
distasteful.  
Thanks for reading,  
 
Kye  
 
 

 



AY 1-70 East 

I-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record ofDecision. Your 

provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 
Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want yow- address and email to be published. D 

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 

"-**CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE*""" 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department ofTransportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



AY I-70 East 
****COMMENTS CONTINUED**** 

****ATTACH MORE PAGES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or maiVemail by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



From:   "Linda Scherrer" <light2u@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 4:20 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: light2u@hotmail.com 
 
name: Linda Scherrer 
address: 320 So. Newport Way 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80224 
phone: 7202899272 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: My interest in the project concerns the quality of life and 
health of the people who would be directly affected by this expansion. There must be 
other ways that will not impact the neighborhoods so drastically. Also, couldn't 
this money be used to shore up the existing bridges and overpasses that are 
crumbling? 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Perhaps by looking into the full 
reroute option along I‐70 and I‐76. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: It is unbelievable that a road expanding project would even be 
considered that would potentially displace neighborhoods and create such enormous 
health risks. Perhaps those planning all this would like to live in the Globeville 
area? 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.134.209.190 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Simone Schmudde" <Simones44@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 4:39 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Simones44@yahoo.com 
 
name: Simone Schmudde 
address: 5145 Stuart st. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: There is a better option one which CDOT and our elected leaders stubbornly refuse 
to consider: A re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐
route option along I‐270 and I‐76. This means non‐local [or through] traffic would travel away from 
populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 
4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway.  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There is a better option one which CDOT and our 
elected leaders stubbornly refuse to consider: A re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76. This means non‐
local [or through] traffic would travel away from populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of current 
traffic volume) would be able to travel on a local 4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and 
I‐76. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.166.188.158 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jim Schneck" <masterbuild@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: The I‐70 East EIS Project 
Date:   Wed, January 27, 2016 12:37 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com,masterbuild@comcast.net 

 
I‐70 East EIS Team 
Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street 
Denver, CO 80222 
 
EIS Team, 
 
  
 
My name is Jim Schneck.  I write to you today with regard to the proposed 
I70 widening project in north Denver.  CDOT's current Preferred Alternative 
for the I70 reconstruction is simply wrong for today's times, and I oppose 
it. 
 
I am an architect, an urban planner, a Swansea property owner and a 
passionate advocate for the built environment.  I implore CDOT to reconsider 
its current Scar and Scab Preferred Alternative and instead push forward 
with a re‐route option that includes both I‐270 and I76. 
 
I understand that transportation design is one of the least recognized of 
the built environment.  Though un‐noticed by many and underappreciated by 
most, it is experienced nonetheless by virtually every Colorado resident on 
a daily basis.   
 
As you no doubt know, CDOT has a long tradition of design excellence.  For 
example, the single‐span Genesee Bridge was innovative for its time and 
continues to frame the Rocky Mountains for westbound I‐70 traffic.  Glenwood 
Canyon set new standards for ecologically sensitive design.  More recently, 
the I25/I225 Transportation Expansion successfully integrated form and 
budget with stakeholder expectations.   
 
All these projects certainly faced financial challenges.  But CDOT did the 
right thing even if it was not the cheapest thing.  That legacy is enshrined 
in the concrete and steel which forms those projects.   
 
CDOT has an obligation to those individuals and communities that will either 
enjoy the benefit, or bear the burden of, this redesign.  That the 
neighborhoods have finally supported the best of the worst alternatives in 
exchange for trinkets such as a wind‐swept and noisy cover is a thin 
endorsement at best.   
 
It's long past time CDOT acknowledges in a meaningful way the impact this 



project will have on real humans.   I urge the design team to view the I70 
expansion as an opportunity to continue the CDOT tradition of sensitive, 
thoughtful solutions to challenging problems.   
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Jim Schneck, RA 
 
1415 Osceola St, residence 
4425 Thompson Ct, Owner 
 
Denver, CO 80204 
Denver, CO 80216 
 
jimschneck@comcast.net 
 

   



From:   "Aaron Schultz" <aaron.schultz@colorado.edu> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 10:35 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: aaron.schultz@colorado.edu 
 
name: Aaron Schultz 
address: 142 Emerald Street 
city: Broomfiled 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80020 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I am a concerned citizen who objects to tax dollars being wasted on highway 
widening rather than improving existing infrastructure. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Various components of the corridor must be 
replaced in order to improve vehicular transportation within the corridor, while meanwhile allowing for 
pedestrian connections. WIDENING THE HIGHWAY WILL NOT IMPROVE TRANSPORTATION IN THE I‐70 
CORRIDOR. Rather, it will eventually increase congestion and decrease walkability creating a billion 
dollar boondoggle in a system strapped for cash. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Although the interstate cover design improves connections for a small portion of 
the area, unless the entire interstate will be dropped below grade and covered in a similar fashion, this 
is simply a drop in the bucket for neighbourhoods historically divided by suburban and commercial 
traffic from which they have not benefited. Additionally, all viaducts will only create similar problems of 
blight and disrepair in the future. Any plan that still includes /any/ elevated streets should be dismissed 
immediately. Some call for diverting I‐70 onto 270. I do not know whether or not that is a feasible or 
worthwhile plan, but starting at the mousetrap and moving east, an entirely new design is needed to 
address not only congestion but the social and environmental impacts of the I‐70 corridor in order to 
find a solution that not only benefits commuters but also the Denver and Colorado communities as a 
whole and it has the potential to be a model for the rest of the United States. 
 
================================== 
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From:   "Brennan Schumacher" <cheesecurds@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 11:03 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: cheesecurds@gmail.com 
 
name: Brennan Schumacher 
address: 3000 Leyden St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a resident in NE Denver, I am concerned about the air 
quality during and after construction. I also think the project is going to divide 
Denver neighborhoods. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe there is a better option 
to reroute traffic along I‐270 and I76. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please reevalute the options. Building wider highways is not the 
answer to traffic and pullution problems of the future. Please use this opportunity 
and the funds and resources to move Denver into the future. 
 
================================== 
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From:   "Jessica Scott" <Peelemma54@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 2, 2016 9:03 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: Peelemma54@gmail.com 
 
name: Jessica Scott 
address: 5040 Raleigh St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐456‐2030 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Living in the neighborhood Im hearing about the proposed expansion All the time ‐‐ 
NO one (!!!) in the neighborhood has spoken positively about it. It's been shown that city's with wide 
green spaces and plentiful public transportation options do better in the long run. I would like to see 
Denver become one of those cities. We are going to triple in size by 2050, we are *constantly* being 
told by the city planners that more parking or wider roads or whatever it is at the moment is not 
available because Denver is trying to improve alternate transportation venues‐‐ Yet what improvements 
are really being done? Where are our seperate bike lanes, expanded light rail and bus routes? Where is 
the long term planning needed to create sustainable neighborhoods? It's invisible to the average 
resident of this city. All we get is talk placing the burden on us and proposals to expand highways that 
don't need it, for short term value, with no care at all what the neighborhood wants. It's time to 
reconsider the city's approach to the transportation problem in a way that will increase long term 
livability. So: STOP IT! Bigger highways are NOT the answer. No one wants them, least of all the 
millennials who will drive the future of this city; if we loose them the city dies. Maybe we should listen. 
Thank you for reading.  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Light rail!! Buses!! Easier walking 
paths! **Separate** bike paths!! Anything else but more freeway! 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Why is is that the government knows that Denver is going to explode in size and 
yet every proposal is based on old technology that will be considered not only obsolete but extravagant 
at best by the time my grandchildren are old enough to drive? Why are we continuing to subsidize 
personal driving through these sorts of projects but subsidized public transportation is looked down 
upon? We are killing our planet for the oil to drive these cars and it's completely irresponsible. Denver is 
supposed to be a >green< city‐‐ so what is up with this consumer driven model we are continuing to 
indulge in? 
================================= 
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From:   "Katherine Scott" <keely430@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 29, 2016 4:58 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: keely430@gmail.com 
 
name: Katherine Scott 
address: 3814 Vrain St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Spending billions of dollars on a single 1.8 mile 
stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Solutions should 
be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses (disproportionally hurting low‐income and 
minority populations) and that reduce exposure to environmental hazards. In addition, I understand that 
the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving 
insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges 
needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed 
project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should
reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver 
and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you 
for your consideration. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
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AY I-70East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 

provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 

Act. 

Tbe information provided on this comment form will be published as pat1 of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want yow· address and email to be published. 0 

n ••• , d- 3- /(fl 
Name (required): / clr 1119 &pv-&7 
Organization: _________ :---::-------,--------------------

Address (required):_~-'~S&.__LY/ (,....e'----=0=-.L...,, '-f'/p...£...LL.lt_,"].___ ....... S""-J-.:......__-:-:-_____________ _ 
City/State/Zip: 6(j;{Q,5 
Email:_.L.J.m'-'>osg..........,lfl~l'-'-rm~~_...5-'-l.!:.....eq~fJL...-f-Y.L4.r;~+h ...... o~a::L...->.{?~OJ<J.,t-....::;-__.__ ___________ _ 

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 

****CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE**** 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



A.Y I -70 East 
****COMMENTS CONTINUED**** 

**"*ATTACH MORE PAGES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Depa11ment of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



From:   "tracy sellard" <tracysellard@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 8:44 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: tracysellard@yahoo.com 
 
name: tracy sellard 
address: 1633 fillmore st 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80206 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: please reconsider your current plans. please consider 
re‐routing I‐70 instead of destroying existing neighborhoods. please take a stand 
for well thought positive development in Denver 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Jodi Sewell" <Jmcgovney@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 10, 2016 8:31 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Jmcgovney@gmail.com 
 
name: Jodi Sewell 
address: 736 Race St 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80206 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: We live and work in Denver. We have a vested interest in 
infrastructure projects in our area. We want the planning to yield a project that 
preserves the feel of downtown and the surrounding areas which if destroyed can't be 
restored. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I feel like better exit and on ramp 
configuration could be employed, maybe even a through Lane isolated from other 
traffic??? 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
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From:  "barbara shaffer" <barbara_shaffer@hotmail.com> 
Subject:  The comments section is not taking comments, it is saying there are errors. 
Date:  Fri, February 26, 2016 3:35 pm 
To:  "contactus@i-70east.com" <contactus@i-70east.com> 

 
 
My comments as your website isn't working. 
I live close to I-70 and use it on a daily basis.  I urge the planning committee to take this opportunity to 
re-route I-70 away from the communities and downtown and utilize the 270 and 76 corridors. I have 
worked in the Globeville and Swansea communities and the highway has damaged those neighborhoods 
for many years.  The proposed highway sunk below ground level for a short way does not correct the 
issues that have plagued our communities since it was built.  Denver will be a much better city overall if 
the highway is moved. There many solutions for the Stock show and other businesses once the decision 
to move occurs. Do the right thing, move I-70 to the industrial areas where it belongs. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Barbara Shaffer                             
                   

 
 
 
 

 



From:   "Erin Shay" <erin.shay@colorado.edu> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 11:36 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: erin.shay@colorado.edu 
 
name: Erin Shay 
address: 4230 King St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: We want the neighborhoods near I‐70 to be affordable and safe. 
Many of the residents in and near the proposed work sites are already leading hard 
lives; why do you want to make them harder? Folks who lived in NW Denver before I‐70 
pushed through are still telling tragic stories about their experiences. Don't do 
that again! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76, 
where there aren't so many homeowners and schools and parks and stores. It's already 
industrial; please take advantage of that and don't ruin affordable neighborhoods 
and areas that are becoming more and more communal. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Marilyn Sherbring" <marilynsherbring@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 8:06 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: marilynsherbring@comcast.net 
 
name: Marilyn Sherbring 
address: 1625 Roslyn St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80220 
phone: 303388234` 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: The impact on surrounding neighborhoods will be devastating. 
Another 55‐75 family homes + businesses will be lost Environmental consequences: 
residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to this 
pollutant, which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and 
cancer among neighbors Social justice: poor health and the depression of home values 
will disproportionately affect low‐income and minority households Highway on top of 
children: Swansea Elementary will be 100 ft from the widened highway, which will be 
the equivalent of 23 lanes wide (315 ft) Financial morass: $1.2B of taxpayer money 
is the starting point. But if you know one thing about Boston’s Big Dig, it's 
probably that it ran 600% over budget Old smelter pollution: the plan requires 
digging below the water table into toxic, contaminated soil and exposing workers and 
residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t even know what it will 
find in the ground! The project includes several superfund sites 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A re‐route of I‐70 along I‐270 and 
I‐76. This means all the heavy through traffic would travel away from populated 
areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be able to 
travel on a local 4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. Neighborhoods 
severed by I‐70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land would be freed 
up for development that adds to our community. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please consider he social impact. 
================================== 
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From:   "Diana Shull" <scoobydi24@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 12:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: scoobydi24@yahoo.com 
 
name: Diana Shull 
address: 4113 Quitman St. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 7204670159 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I70 is very close to my residence. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Rerouting options should be considered. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
comments_questions: Please allow CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and 
I‐76. 
 
================================== 
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From:   "Rachel Simmons" <frraden@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 2, 2016 4:19 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: frraden@msn.com 
 
name: Rachel Simmons 
address: 3635 W. 46th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: I am interested in this project because I believe the highway 
has destroyed historical properties and damaged the health and vitality of the 
neighborhoods it passes through. Any expansion of the highway will not meet current 
environmental standards and will continue to negatively impact those neighborhoods. 
As a longtime resident of Denver I am concern about our city following practices and 
planning methods that are outmoded. I think we can do better if we study how other 
cities have removed the highways from residential areas. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Cities throughout the world now 
realize that placing highways through residential neighborhoods is a bad thing. A 
better, less expensive alternative to the current location of the highway has been 
identified and should be studied by CDOT. Expanding highways has proven to be a 
short‐term fix that only increases traffic. A better system of public transportation 
and alternative means of transit are what people want. Fossil fuels used by cars are 
destroying our environment; we should not build a larger freeway for them. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Comments: The Final EIS indicates that only one alternative is 
preferred. I request that the alternative identified by Unite North Metro Denver be 
studied. I request that any expansion be required to meet current environmental 
standards for air quality, noise, and other pollution considerations. I request that 
no expansion of the current highway go forward if the majority of people commenting 
on the FEIS are opposed to it. I believe the EIS was completed with one objective in 
mind: expanding the existing highway. 
================================== 
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From:   "Helga Simons" <helga.simons@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, January 29, 2016 7:53 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: helga.simons@comcast.net 
 
name: Helga Simons 
address: 4495 Vrain St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐284‐4946 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: Commuter and resident of the Berkley area. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: cutting 1‐70 through a residential 
neighborhood was and a bad idea from the get‐go. It devalued the houses by the 1‐70 
corridor and basically destroyed the Swansea neighborhood. Rerouting 1‐70 via the 
270 corridor sounds a lot less abrasive. I love the idea of creating a bike route 
and greening it up with a park and trees. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
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From:   "Esther Smith" <Lulubelle225@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 16, 2016 10:46 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Lulubelle225@gmail.com 
 
name: Esther Smith 
address: 1777 east 39th ave #303 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 3034330039 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: The water retention project is out my front door 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Is reimagine i70 in consideration? It is the only plan that 
makes sense 
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From:   "Jake" <jake.smith.720@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 4:57 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jake.smith.720@gmail.com 
 
name: Jake 
address: Smith 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between 
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is 
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is 
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on 
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest 
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes 
and businesses disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more 
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the 
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s 
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere 
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be 
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and 
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the 
first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration. 
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From:   "Robert W, Smith, FASLA" <RWS1365@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 11:02 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: RWS1365@yahoo.com 
 
name: Robert W, Smith, FASLA 
address: 4857 E. 17th Ave. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80220 
phone: 720‐635‐3069 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I have concerns regarding the Partial Cover Lowerd Alternative and have several 
comments relative to the project as follows: ‐ The cover area from Clatyon and Columbine is identified 
as an urban landscape park which in my mind makes it a regional draw missing the point that it for the 
neighborhood and diminishs the value to the community. The neighborhood separation can be 
improved with the removal of the viaduct but it should be for local residents not with a sports arena 
component. A green "park" not an Urban Park and geared for residents and families. They should have a 
user friendly park and open space for their neighborhood. ‐ The detention and drainage / storm 
drainage system conveyed thru Globeville Landing Park will significantly impact the park and Greenway 
Trail System. When the Park Hill detention improvements are added to the mix what will be left of 
Globeville Landing Park? ‐ Can the drainage volumes be split south and north of the project versus all to 
the south. Regards, 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am associated with the Rhino District and was a 
Landscape Architect for Globeville Landing Park and Greenway Trail System. The viaduct is crumbling so 
the alternative with the least impacts should be studied including the affects to the area outside the 
corridor limits. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions: See above. 
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From:   "Jeffrey Soeder" <jeffreysoeder@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 2:09 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jeffreysoeder@msn.com 
 
name: Jeffrey Soeder 
address: 4535 Winona Ct. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐455‐3633 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I support the proposed solution to rebuilding I70 East of I25. It is important to 
provide a travel option through Denver that keeps cars out of the local neighborhoods. 
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From:   "Joe Sorrow" <jesorrow@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 11:17 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jesorrow@gmail.com 
 
name: Joe Sorrow 
address: 3015 Clayton Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm interested because it will have potentially a great impact 
on my neighborhood. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Not take up all the land adding 
years of construction and high cost. Re‐route I‐270 and I‐76. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions: Please have CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route 
option along I‐270 and I‐76. 
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From:   "Cindee Sperry" <cindeerella16@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 23, 2016 11:38 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: cindeerella16@msn.com 
 
name: Cindee Sperry 
address: 2935 Humboldt St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live near the project (5Points/Whittier) and use i70 at 
Washington, Brighton Blvd., Steele/Vasquez and Colorado Blvd very frequently. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: obviously the traffic gets 
horrendous at certain times of the day. the viaduct is also in need of repair. i 
watched the video by Dean Foreman *Unite Metro North Denver called I‐70 reimagined. 
It's the first idea that actually makes sense. I have been reading and looking at 
other ideas online. I strongly support this idea first and foremost. Though, I would 
like to see how the I‐270/I‐76 will be able to handle the rerouted traffic. I am 
almost never able to attend meetings as I am so often out of town. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Unite Metro North Denver is the best idea so far. I strongly 
support it vs any of the other ideas. Would like more info on their plan to deal 
with traffic on I‐270 and I‐76. 
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From:   "Kristen Speth" <kspeth@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 8:35 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: kspeth@hotmail.com 
 
name: Kristen Speth 
address: 4802 W 34th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 720‐855‐9623 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am not a fan of the current proposed changes and I strongly encourage you to 
review the alternative to route traffic onto I‐270 and I‐76. We do not need a larger freeway going 
through our city and this is not what the surrounding neighborhoods want or deserve. You should listen 
to the communities and research the alternative being proposed (a boulevard in place of the existing I‐
70 and a reroute of the I‐70 traffic). Please, listen to what the community! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route the traffic to I‐270 and I76 as suggested in 
this plan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pKJTDoYK0A. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Are you listening to what the neighbors most affected by your plan are asking 
for? 
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From:   "Brent W Spier" <BWSpier@aol.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:49 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: BWSpier@aol.com 
 
name: Brent W Spier 
address: 4430 Fillmore St 
city: Denver 
state: CO ‐ Colorado 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 3038984786 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am interested in this project as I live in the area and it will greatly affect me. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I prefer the idea of I‐70 being built under ground as 
a 4 or 5 lane highway with a greenbelt/park being above it. This will allow smoother flow of traffic while 
improving the neighborhood. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please make it far more clear on what exactly you are doing and when. Also make 
it a simple summary of this as well as it's very difficult to go through all of this data. 
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From:   "Laura Sprengelmeyer" <lms4204@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:09 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: lms4204@hotmail.com 
 
name: Laura Sprengelmeyer 
address: 4204 Knox Ct 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the impact of the project both during the 
construction phase and after. I feel there is a better alternative than routing more 
traffic through the city. Through traffic should be routed around the city. I am 
concerned that stopping the widening at I‐25 on the west end will create a 
bottleneck and safety hazard as drivers jockey into fewer lanes. The next thing 
we'll be told is that it is necessary to widen the road to the west. This will 
adversely affect neighborhoods like mine with increases noise and pollution and 
decreased property values. I am also feel that lowering the roadway into and below 
the water table in sections, while it may be technically feasible, has too many 
uncertainties in cost and environmental impact. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Route through traffic around the 
city, not through it. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The alternative of routing through traffic onto I‐270 and I‐76 
should be throughly investigated. The area is less populated and better access 
through the area north of the city may open it to increased development. 
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From:   "Jenny Starkey" <jstarkey319@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 1:38 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jstarkey319@gmail.com 
 
name: Jenny Starkey 
address: 2711 Milwaukee St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: The proposed project is not sustainable not smart development. 
Other cities no longer build highways straight through neighborhoods. In addition, 
there are serious environmental, financial and social justice consequences. Here’s 
why CDOT should “ditch” this plan:  The impact on surrounding neighborhoods 
will be devastating. In total, more than 100 dwelling units could be lost, in 
addition to numerous businesses. Environmental consequences: residents not 
displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to this pollutant, which 
is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among 
neighbors â€¢ Social justice: poor health and the depression of home values will 
disproportionately affect low‐income and minority households. Highway on top of 
children: Swansea Elementary will be less than 100 ft from the widened highway, 
which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide.  Financial morass: $1.7B of 
taxpayer money is the starting point. But if you know one thing about Boston’s Big Dig, it's 
probably that it ran 600%+ over budget. Old smelter pollution: the plan requires 
digging below the water table into toxic, contaminated soil and exposing workers 
and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I would like CDOT to properly 
investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I would like CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route 
option along I‐270 and I‐76 
================================== 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.253.123.230 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.111 Safari/537.36 
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From:   "Matthew Stenger" <mstenger@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 13, 2016 11:20 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: mstenger@gmail.com 
 
name: Matthew Stenger 
address: 3350 Saint Paul Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Widening I‐70 on its current footprint is idiotic and reflects the lack of intelligence 
and knowledge of those at CDOT. It would represent poor judgment on behalf of engineers who need 
only to look at Houston's Katy Freeway to understand that adding lanes only intensifies traffic and 
pollution. Further, anybody who votes in favor of widening I‐70 will rot in hell at the hands of the 
already‐poor people whose homes will be destroyed, and residents across Denver whose health will be 
harmed by the release of Superfund chemicals and heavy metals into the area. The residents of Denver 
prefer the 270/76 reroute as the fair, ethical approach which would be the best use of taxpayer dollars. 
As we all know, 270 is already overdue for improvements to relieve traffic, so the reroute project would
focus attention and taxpayer dollars on the actual traffic patterns, and not just on the aging 
infrastructure. Modern cities are turning their inner‐city arterials into tree‐lined, multi‐modal parkways, 
not gargantuan freeways. Modern cities have freeways that get near, but do not cut directly through, 
inner city neighborhoods. Rest assured that if CDOT proceeds to widen I‐70 in its current footprint, 
CDOT and its contractors alike will be pummeled with class action lawsuits for the health issues it will 
create for us, costing far more in the end than the re‐route would ever cost. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Get CDOT to pull its head out of the 
sand and choose the re‐route option, and turn the current footprint into a 
modern‐day inner‐city tree‐lined multi‐modal parkway. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
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Comments on the FEIS study of the Partial Cover Lower Alternative (PCLA) 
Submitted by Joan Stevens, 80247 

 
Project  Cost: 
1. There is no consensus, even from within CDOT staff, that funding for the project is 
 secured. No matter how many attempts I have made to find out the amount of money 
 that are still estimated as a shortfall, no transparent figures are forthcoming. 
 Procurement process funding is all anyone will say is secured, but even those figures are 
 in question, particularly given the fact that last year's Senate Bill 09-228 failed in the 
 Colorado House.  
2. Given the failure of the plan to utilize the anticipated $180 Million from SB 09-228, what 
 is the plan for replacing those funds? Extrapolating from this -- it's an out and out lie that 
 $180 Million is/will be secured for this project, yet that fact is not explained in the FEIS.  
 http://gazette.com/colorado-legislatures-attempted-tweaks-to-tabor-laws-go-
nowhere/article/1551064 
3. Given the lack of committed funds for this project, how can it proceed? 
 In addition to the missing $180 million, there is already a known shortfall of funds, so we 
 are looking at roughly an estimated shortfall (since we cannot get transparent numbers) of 
 $200 - $300 million.  
4.  Assignation of 50% Bridge Enterprise funding dollars for 30 years is excessive in the 
 extreme and puts the rest of the state in peril for needed bridge repairs for far too long, 
 particularly given that CO has numerous bridges in need of repair or replacement right 
 now. 
5. Alternative route studies quoted by CDOT are not based in reality and demand another 
 look. Independent analysts state the cost is closer to the $1.2billion mark to fully widen I-
 76/I-270, and not the $4.35billion CDOT states. That figure would double count the 
 estimated needed for the work, this despite the fact that CDOT has already committed 
 funds to this needed highway project. 
6. A whitepaper released by COPIRG calls this project a boondoggle and wastes in excess 
 of $58million, a financial response only and does not take into consideration the suffering 
 of the people who will be expected to abandon their homes and live on top of a 
 24/7construction site for 4-6 years. Report can be found here: 
 http://copirg.org/sites/pirg/files/reports/CO_Boondoggles2_scrn.pdf. 
 
7. Multiple maps within the report refer to the “study area” however there is no definition of 
 the study area within the report.  An example of this is below on map 2 – note how the 
 purple site is “inside the study area” and the orange site is “outside study area”.   The 
 “study area” conflicts with the “Project Area” description. 

 
 
7. Respectfully, this is a citizen request for a proper analysis for the Reroute Alternative. 
 
 



 
Air Quality Concerns 
From an e-mail to me and numerous others, from Air Quality Expert, Bob Yuhnke – March 1, 
2016. I want each of these points to be entered into the record, and responded to: 

“First, this is to alert you in advance to a couple of disturbing matters we have uncovered as 
part of our review of the air quality impact analysis for the Project.” 
1. EPA changed its guidance for assessing highway impacts in November 2015 in a way 

that allows the Project to pass conformity.  
2. The revised emissions analysis performed for the FEIS, compared to the analysis for the 

SDEIS, increases the ambient air impacts of Project emissions from 38 to 62 ug/m3.  
3. Air quality impacts this large would have prevented a conformity determination using the 

EPA guidance issued in 2013.  
4. The Project emissions when added to background would have resulted in concentrations 

of 175 ug/m3, which would force CDOT to scrap the project because it would violate the 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards(NAAQS, 150 ug/m3) by 25 ug/m3.  

5. With the new guidance just issued in November2015, the Project causes the same 
concentrations, but a number of violations would not be counted.  

a. The first value that would be compared with the NAAQS is 151 ug/m3 which 
EPA says can be rounded to 150 for compliance purposes. The effect of the 
change is to allow a number of days that exceed the NAAQS not to be counted as 
violations even though pollution levels that high will increase mortality and make 
other people sick. 

6. The second disturbing fact is that the new PM2.5 monitor that we fought hard to get sited 
on Globeville (47th and Acoma) is now showing average levels of PM2.5 at 18 ug/m3.  

This is 50% higher than National Health Standards allowed for PM 2.5 
7. The annual standard is 12 ug/m3. There is no discussion of these monitoring results in the 

FEIS [see below, nor does the FEIS acknowledge addition of the monitoring station in 
the Mousetrap], because the monitor started operating last October. The data collected to 
date confirms our concern about the severity of health impacts in neighborhoods near the 
Mousetrap, and the need for a full analysis of Project emissions for violations of the 
PM2.5 NAAQS. 

 
As of October 1st there is a new Hot Spot Air quality monitoring station at 49th and Acoma which 
is currently the closest hotspot monitoring to Swansea Elementary School but is considered to be 
too far outside the school area for accurate evaluation of findings for the children, teachers, etc.  
this site does however serve Garden Place Elementary.  

 Another hotspot monitoring site will be at Swansea Elementary school, but not 
(according to CDPHE) up and running until "June or July" which means the critical 
evaluative periods of December and July will be missed. That seems far too convenient. 

 Information gleaned from this site will conveniently not be available in time for the 
Record of Decision (ROD). Why is that? 

 
Swansea Elementary School is the most notable concern for pollutant exposure because of its 
youth population, proximity to the highway (70’ from the highway at project’s completion), and 
frequency of outdoor activities. Swansea Elementaro is located outside of the carbon monoxide 
hotspot study area, yet CDOT proposes to put this highway 70' from the school.  
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=z0BH-bxMdNZM.k50THCJV6SJc) 
 
In a March 1, 2016 phone conversation with Air Quality expert, Mr. Bob Yuhnke, he stated the 
EPA will only accept a minimum of 3 years of data from Hot Spot Air Quality monitoring sites 
before reporting on any findings, hence the reason there is no report within the newly released 
FEIS. However, he contends live data consistently shows PM 2.5 at levels higher than acceptable 



EPA levels on a day to day basis. Let me restate that -- daily PM 2.5 levels are consistently 
higher than EPA accepted levels. This is another disqualifying factor for viability of this project. 
 
The SDEIS provided long term PM10 forecasts but did not elaborate on PM2.5 readings.  When 
asked about the PM2.5 projections, CDOTstated projections would be released with the Final EIS.  
 
Given all the above - how can CDOT state in the FEIS that: " PM2.5 is not a pollutant of concern in 
the Denver area at the present time, or for the foreseeable future." To say this statement strains 
credulity is a gross understatement.  
 
 
 
Major issues raised by EPA Administrator McGrath 
Issues were raised in its comment letter on the 2008 Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) which remain as concerns for the communities and bear posting here for comment. 
There is no meaningful assessment or mitigation of the health impacts of MSATs or construction 
emissions.  

Additional issues that should be raised with regard to the 2014 supplemental draft EIS 
include:  
1. The failure to perform a health impact assessment for the project which will 
consider the cumulative impact on community health of exposure to all air pollutants 
(MSATs and criteria) emitted from the Project; 
2. The failure to assess by air quality modeling the likelihood that Project emissions 
will cause violations of the NAAQS for the two highway pollutants that EPA has since 
2008 identified as likely to contribute to nonattainment, and for which EPA now requires 
roadside monitoring: PM2.5 and NO2; and 
3. The failure to consider alternatives and mitigation strategies that can improve the 
health status of the communities, and that will at least be adequate to avoid any violations 
of the NAAQS for PM2.5 and NO2. 

 
PM2.5 – Particles that are 2.5 microns or less.  Exposure to PM 2.5 can cause serious health 
problems like heart attack or stroke. PM2.5 is very fine particulates that are easily inhaled. 
EPA regulations have 12µg/m³ as the top limit of “good” air quality. 
In 2012 Denver registered at 32µg/m³ at 2100 Broadway. 

 
PM10 – Particles that are 10 microns or less.  EPA regulations have 150µ/m³ as the top daily 
limit.  The SDEIS is reporting a daily reading of 31.6µ/m³ in 2012 at 2100 Broadway. 

 
Ozone (O³)   
Ozone is a created through a chemical reaction with Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
and Nitrogen Oxides. Ozone causes breathing issues, reduced lung function, irritated eyes, 
asthma, and decreased resistance to cold and flus.   
 
SDEIS tracked VOC’s and NO’s in the project areas to predict ozone levels.    
EPA regulations have Ozone at 0.075ppm in an 8 hour period.  According to the SDEIS 
Ozone levels in Denver have exceeded the EPA limit since 2006.  Ozone continues to be a 
concern for the Denver metro area. 

 
The question here is, knowing all these contaminants are already in place, are known 
carcinogens, allergens and toxins, how can you reasonably expect people not to get sick 
with the toxic substances in the dust, the air, the water, etc. This is inhumane treatment of 
the residents and those who work in the area. This is a human, environmental justice 



lawsuit waiting to happen that Denver and CO will not win -- nor frankly, do the residents, 
employees and students who are the real losers in all this. 
 
 
Traffic 
1. CDOT acknowledges use of outdated traffic modeling numbers in support of the need for 
 drastically widening I-70. More recent modeling must be done. 
 http://denver.streetsblog.org/2015/07/07/cdot-will-knowingly-use-old-traffic-projections-
 to-rationalize-i-70-widening/ 
2. In analyzing the images of the planned highway, there are areas the highway is 19 lanes 
 across, allowing for access and egress, managed lanes, emergency lanes, etc. 
 (Councilwoman Ortega maintains the project details 21 lanes across at its apex.) This is 
 not at all the 5-6 lanes CDOT has represented would be needed for this project. The 
 public  has been lied to about the amount of space this highway would take. (Housing and 
 business takes will be covered below.) 
 
 
Hazardous Materials 
1. The Environmental FirstSearch Database identified 1,300 hazardous material sites in the 
 I-70 east project area.  Sites vary in amount, type and remediation of hazardous waste.  
2. The more significant hazardous materials sites identified in the report include: 
 CERCLA, RCRA, VCUP, and UST/LUST sites.  Overall the report indicates there is 
 hazardous waste but it is unclear how the waste will impact the construction/project until 
 a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ISA), Materials Management Plan (MMP), 
 and a Health and Safety Plan (HASP) are conducted.  These plans will direct how toxic 
 water, soil, and materials will be handled, removed, and treated. Will these plans receive 
 a fair and adequate hearing from the EPA as relates to the residents, school children and 
 worker's proximity to these toxins? 
3. This is also important for the construction crews  who will be digging/working in the 
 toxic soup of multiple EPA Super Fund Sites. 
4. Increased cost for unknown amounts of asbestos material removal, lead-based paint, 
 dewatering activities, proper storage & treatment of groundwater, monitoring 
 contaminants, and subsurface remediation. 
5. The partial cover lowered alternative plan will potentially impact the greatest number of 
 hazardous sites and increased disturbances to soil and groundwater including 616 acres of 
 land (additional 65 acres for managed lanes) and 

 Minimum of 55 acres for drainage retention in Cole Neighborhood 
 • 26 hazardous sites – including one on the National Priorities List (NPL 
 (Vasquez Blvd – I-70) 

 
Hazardous Sites in Project Area: 
1. 32 CERCLA Sites: (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
 Liability Act) 

 Also known as a Superfund site 
 CERCLA includes CERCLIS (29 sites) and NPL (3 sites) 

2. NPL: National Priorities List (most severe) 
 ASARCO Globe Smelter (proposed NPL site) 
 Chemical Sales Site  
 Vasquez Boulevard and I-70 Site (concerns of arsenic & lead in soil) 

3. CERCLIS: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation &Liability Information 
 System 

 26 CERCLIS NFRAP (No Further Remedial Action Planned) 



 3 CERCLIS sites open 
4. SWL: Solid Waste Landfill 

 46 solid waste landfills – majority are historic or closed 
 May contain unidentified contaminants 

5. Petroleum Storage Tank  
 300 sites 

6. LUST: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks 
 343 

7. Subsurface Environmental Investigation:   
 Bedrock begins between 31 – 79t.  
 Ground water begins between 27 - 72 ft.  
 10 borings drilled along I-70 with 2 samples taken per bore.   

 
8. Groundwater Samples Contained All are over CO limit of acceptable contamination 
levels: 
PCB   Aluminum  Arsenic   Barium,   Beryllium,  
Cadmium  Chromium   Copper   Iron    Lead  
Manganese Mercury  Nickel    Selenium   Silver  
Thallium Uranium   
 
9. Drinking Water Samples Contained --Over CO limit of acceptable contamination 
 levels:Tetracholoroethene   Chloroform  PCB 
 Soil Samples Contained-- Over CO limit of acceptable contamination levels: 
 Recorded high levels of benzylbutyl phthalate. 
 Benzylbutyl phthalate does not have a US standard limit but it is listed in California and 
 the European Chemical Bureau as toxic. 
 
10. Additional concerns associated with construction activities in the project area 
 include:  

 Proper implementation of hazardous materials management measures to protect workers 
during construction activities. Management measures include the development of an 
MMP and HASP, which outline procedures for monitoring/identifying contaminants of 
concern and stop-work requirements if contaminants are encountered.   

 Increased project costs associated with potential subsurface investigations and 
remediation activities at properties considered for acquisition. 

 
Map of study area: 
Multiple maps within the report refer to the “study area” however there is no definition of the 
study area within the report.  An example of this is below on map 2 – note how the purple site is 
“inside the study area” and the orange site is “outside study area”.   The “study area” conflicts 
with the “Project Area” description. Non-inclusion of sites outside the study area, but that will be 
impacted by this project is deliberate obfuscation by CDOT. 

 



Groundwater contamination: 
1. From the FEIS: “Based on past land uses, and both documented and undocumented 
 releases of hazardous materials, all alternatives will disturb some hazardous materials 
 sites in the Elyria and Swansea Neighborhood during construction.  
2. Disturbing hazardous  materials can impact the health and safety of the surrounding 
 neighborhood by the potential spread of soil and groundwater contamination. Since there 
 is a notably high presence of low-income and minority populations in the Elyria and 
 Swansea neighborhood, when any hazardous material sites are disturbed in this 
 neighborhood, there will be high and adverse effects to low income and minority 
 populations.” 
3. According to both the SDEIS and the FEIS, CDOT maintains exposure to groundwater 
 was not evaluated for the OU 1 risk assessment because it is not considered likely that 
 soils are a significant source of groundwater contamination, and the area’s drinking water 
 source is municipal, rather than from wells.  
4. At this time, the nature and extent of the contamination at OU 2 and OU 3 is unknown. 
 (NPL Sites Appendix B). Given that this project will be below the Montclair Basin water 
 table, how is this contention possible, let alone guaranteed.  
5. This represents not only an immediate hazard to the community, but this is Denver's 
 drinking water source. This is far too large a hazard to even be considered. 
 
Potential Contaminates from Transportation Construction Projects That May Impact 
 Water Resources: (FEIS Section 5.1.6) 
 Partial list of construction materials includes: 
 Foraldehydes   Asbestos   Benzene   
 Napthalene   Chromium   Lead in pipes   
 Lead exposure during demolition    Volatile organic compounds 
 Herbicides   Pesticides   Heavy metals 
This list of contaminants speaks for itself. The risk of contamination is far too high. It strains 
credulity to consider introducing this potential for harm for our entire region will be introduced 
to our water basin. Period. 
 
Two Basin Drainage Project 
1.  The City has, by all accounts, chosen to utilize The Golf Course Park at City Park for 
 this project. This project is not listed in the City of Denver's/Public Works 2014 Master 
 Drainage Plan yet because of the drainage needed to support the CDOT PCLA plan, this 
 plan has been sneaked into yet another unsuspecting and historical neighborhood.   
2. City Park would lose an estimated 280 mature trees as well as its newly completed Club 
 House/restaurant and community room.  
3. The park would be re-graded for a 50 acre, open, industrial dry-detention pond, suitable 
 for holding toxic storm water runoff. 
4. Equally worth noting is that this area is already impacted by pertetrachloroethylene 
 (PCE) toxins and is an EPA Superfund site.  
5. Area residents have spoken out in opposition to this plan, as well as the optional plan to 
 raze 55 homes for this project. Although the plan to utilize the park for this project has 
 apparently been chosen, that decision has not been made public and residents are (still) 
 filled with justifiable anxiety and apprehension about the possibility of losing their 
 homes. 
6. Resident anxiety is not just for the potential loss of homes, but for living on top of a 
 construction site for 2 years and the toxic mess that project will subject them to as well. 
7.  Property values will assuredly go down because of this work. Does the City/State intend 
 to compensate the residents and business owners for their losses? 



8. Residents contend if Two Basin Drainage Project and the I-70 East project are not 
 connected, as CDOT contends, there is no reason to act now, and other non/less invasive 
 options can be explored.  
 a. HOWEVER. If the projects are connected, and National Environmental   
  Protection Act (NEPA) is invoked, NEPA provides for protections of all land and  
  communities impacted by any project utilizing federal dollars.  
 b. This would also open the door for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 
  assess ground, water and air toxins in the area (NEPA section 106).  
 c.  Since the NEPA process is not being invoked in this case, the belief is that the  
  process is being circumvented to the intentional detriment of the residents who  
  have no recourse.   
 
 
Water Drainage/Runoff control 
1. CDOT contents plans are in place are for the 100 year flood event, yet this project area 
 has seen 6 such floods since 1948. Clearly the plans are inadequate to the task. 
2. Long term treatment and pumping costs may be substantial. Because this project sits atop 
 two water basins, the presence of groundwater may also increase the costs of construction 
 and limit the design options for abating the groundwater yet no additional cost estimates 
 for these contingencies exist. It is not reasonable to operate a program at this level, and 
 ask for significant agreement on behalf of the people of this city and state without this 
 information.  
3. Average annual snowfall for Denver Metro area is 55” Concerns exist for adequate 
 drainage of snow and ice that would clog/slow advancement or removal of gravity driven 
 drainage. See FEIS 5.16.15 for Winter Maintenance. 
4. "During snow events, plowing may push sand, gravel, and de-icing agents off the 
 highway and outside the drainage system, making it inaccessible for treatment by the 
 permanent BMPs before discharge into the receiving water bodies." (5.16.6)   
5. Gravity will not move the snow and ice. How are these elements expected to get to 
 drainage/water retention sites to begin with?  Snow plows will not be plowing all surface 
 areas. 
6.  I have asked this question of CDOT Hydrological staff at public meetings/information 
 sessions numerous times in the last year-year and a half and have yet to get a satisfactory 
 answer.  
7.  Let us be clear here -- there is no gravity flow at the bottom of a 40' ditch that that will 
 allow for this level of elemental movement.  
8.  Let us not forget -- this will be the bottom of a very long trench that will not ever see the 
 light of day due to the position of the sun in the winter. You will not be able to take 
 advantage of sunshine for snowmelt.  
These represent safety concerns on numerous fronts.  
 
Effects of Partial Covered Lower Alternative on local connectivity: 

 Creates a financial burden to the low-income community, who may not be able to afford 
to use the managed lanes. 

 RTD bus traffic will be substantially modified during demolition and construction. 
North/South connectivity will be significantly impacted.  

o Safe access to the schools for school children is a critical consideration. 
 Removal of the York Street interchange requires drivers to use local streets to gain access 

to and from I-70 at adjacent interchanges thereby increasing hazardous conditions for the 
neighborhood/residents. 



 46th Avenue would no longer be located underneath I-70, but will be a one-way street 
between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard with eastbound travel on the south 
side of I-70 and westbound travel on the north side of I-70. 

  This congests traffic around 3 sides of Swansea elementary and is dangerous to 
 the school children. 

  This will prove to be especially problematic during drop-off and pick-up times of 
 the school children. This an unconscionable danger to children/pedestrians.  

 The removal of the York Street interchange and changes to the Steele Street and 
Colorado Boulevard interchanges will have an adverse impact on circulation and an 
increase in truck traffic on some of the local streets in the vicinity of these changes. 

 
 
From April 2014 Draft Health Impact Assessment: (but left out of the final version) 
Health Outcomes: Cardiovascular Disease, Diabetes, Obesity, Asthma, and Cancer 
I recognize this is from the Health Impact Statement, not the FEIS, but its importance bears 
inclusion. 
"Given the observed relationship between income, education, gender, race, ethnicity and health, the 
measure of “years of potential life lost” (YPLL) is sometimes used as an indicator of health equity." 
 
Generally, this is a measure of premature death before the age of 75 compared across a population or 
geographic area. The assumption is that a higher number indicates inequitable social or physical 
determinants of health.  
Data from Denver Health indicate that “years of potential life lost” is higher in Globeville and Elyria 
Swansea than in Denver overall. (Draft HIA, 4.2014, pp 9). 
 
Years of Potential Life Lost: 
Deaths in Globeville       23 
Deaths in Elyria Swansea      36 
Total deaths in combined neighborhoods    59 
Years of Potential Life Lost per Death across Denver   9.84 
Years of Potential life lost per death in GES    13.39 
Years of Potential Life Lost in Globeville, Elyria and Swansea is calculated at 3.5 years/person 
 
 
Alternative Plans: 
Reroute Alternative plan – Independent Analysis: Heidi Sue Harris, Senior Technical 
Performance Analyst – Government Solutions with First Data Corporation supplied the 
following information and a high level cost estimate: 

 The maximum estimated costs are at $1.8 billion dollars. This information is based on a 
comparable project, the I-10 Metro Project in Los Angeles. The total cost of this project 
was $790m spanning a distance of 14.2 miles. Total cost per mile for this project are set 
at $55m, which is a higher cost due to the volume of traffic/cost of living and resources 
needed to accommodate this project. 

 I used a base of $50m/mile because it appeared the reroute estimate included an estimate 
of 6.7m per lane. I incorporated that math and still came up with a much lower estimate 
than the FHWA. I'm not sure what logic they were using but it was incorrect for a high 
level estimate. 

 Doubling that mileage, the I-10 project would have cost approximately $1.5 Billion.  
 For a general estimate, if we added 1.13 miles to the average cost per mile, using the 

average cost per mile for the I-10 project, our costs would be approximately 1.6 billion 
dollars. However, 10.9 of these miles are for local urban road development. Therefore, 
this cost could be further reduced. 



 Overall, the maximum high level estimate shows the I-70 reroute to cost approximately 
$1.8 billion to complete based on the information provided by Vanessa (CDOT) and 
Chris Horn (FHWA). This amount would give plenty of room for project fluctuations and 
including schedule delays, if managed properly. 

 
 
In looking at three CDOT projects in a side by side comparison: 
Project: Project detail:       Cost:   
T-REX  Rebuild 17 miles with 209 new lane miles       Final Cost: $795 Million 
   
I-70 West Parsons Corp’s accepted proposal for rebuilding 53 miles  $3.5 Billion 
  of highway/appx. 550 lane miles and new tunnels 
 
I-76/270 CDOT’s reroute cost estimate to build 12.8 miles and  $4.35 Billion 
  204.8 lane miles 
 
Opponents of the CDOT plan are asking for a full review of the Reroute alternative and full 
consideration of the Boulevard Plan.   
Proponents of the I-76/270 reroute plan note there would be no housing or business takes 
needed for this plan.      
 
 
Finally, how is it that anyone with a modicum of empathy or compassion is considering this 
project as viable? The costs  in time, treasure and livelihood should have made you all kill the 
project long before it got this far. 
 
I will work for, and contribute to, any legal redress in order to stop this harmful, grossly 
overblown, expensive and unneeded project.  
 
Please stop this before more time and treasure are lost. 
Respectfully, 
Joan Stevens 
 
 
 
 
 



From:   "J Stevens" <theatregirl5@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:26 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: theatregirl5@yahoo.com 
 
name: J Stevens 
address: Windsor Gardens 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80247 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: Environmental justice; the fact that we cannot affort this hugely wasteful project; 
water, soil and air pollution; Elyria, Globeville and Swansea; an elementary school right next to a super‐
highway, EPA Super Fund Site disturbances, Two Basin Water Drainage and the lies that are being told 
and spread about this project. Communities that are food deserts. Shall I continue? 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute to I‐76/270. REALLY study this, please. Do 
not allow this ego‐maniacal vision of Don Hunt to go forward. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Comments on the FEIS study of the Partial Cover Lower Alternative (PCLA) 
Submitted by Joan Stevens, 80247 Project Cost: 1.        There is no consensus, even from within CDOT 
staff, that funding for the project is         secured. No matter how many attempts I have made to find out 
the amount of money         that are still estimated as a shortfall, no transparent figures are forthcoming.   
Procurement process funding is all anyone will say is secured, but even those figures are         in 
question, particularly given the fact that last year's Senate Bill 09‐228 failed in the         Colorado House. 
2.        Given the failure of the plan to utilize the anticipated $180 Million from SB 09‐228, what         is 
the plan for replacing those funds? Extrapolating from this ‐‐ it's an out and out lie that         $180 Million 
is/will be secured for this project, yet that fact is not explained in the FEIS.        
http://gazette.com/colorado‐legislatures‐attempted‐tweaks‐to‐tabor‐laws‐go‐nowhere/article/1551064
3.        Given the lack of committed funds for this project, how can it proceed?         In addition to the 
missing $180 million, there is already a known shortfall of funds, so we         are looking at roughly an 
estimated shortfall (since we cannot get transparent numbers) of         $200 ‐ $300 million. 4.         
Assignation of 50% Bridge Enterprise funding dollars for 30 years is excessive in the         extreme and 
puts the rest of the state in peril for needed bridge repairs for far too long,         particularly given that 
CO has numerous bridges in need of repair or replacement right         now. 5.        Alternative route 
studies quoted by CDOT are not based in reality and demand another         look. Independent analysts 
state the cost is closer to the $1.2billion mark to fully widen I‐        76/I‐270, and not the $4.35billion 
CDOT states. That figure would double count the         estimated needed for the work, this despite the 
fact that CDOT has already committed         funds to this needed highway project. 6.        A whitepaper 
released by COPIRG calls this project a boondoggle and wastes in excess         of $58million, a financial 
response only and does not take into consideration the suffering         of the people who will be 



expected to abandon their homes and live on top of a         24/7construction site for 4‐6 years. Report 
can be found here:         http://copirg.org/sites/pirg/files/reports/CO_Boondoggles2_scrn.pdf. 7.        
Multiple maps within the report refer to the  study area  however there is no definition of         the study 
area within the report. An example of this is below on map 2  note how the         purple site is  inside the 
study area  and the orange site is  outside study area . The          study area  conflicts with the  Project 
Area  description. 7.        Respectfully, this is a citizen request for a proper analysis for the Reroute 
Alternative. Air Quality Concerns From an e‐mail to me and numerous others, from Air Quality Expert, 
Bob Yuhnke  “ March 1, 2016. I want each of these points to be entered into the record, and responded 
to:  First, this is to alert you in advance to a couple of disturbing matters we have uncovered as part of 
our review of the air quality impact analysis for the Project.  1.        EPA changed its guidance for 
assessing highway impacts in November 2015 in a way that allows the Project to pass conformity. 2.        
The revised emissions analysis performed for the FEIS, compared to the analysis for the SDEIS, increases 
the ambient air impacts of Project emissions from 38 to 62 ug/m3. 3.        Air quality impacts this large 
would have prevented a conformity determination using the EPA guidance issued in 2013. 4.        The 
Project emissions when added to background would have resulted in concentrations of 175 ug/m3, 
which would force CDOT to scrap the project because it would violate the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards(NAAQS, 150 ug/m3) by 25 ug/m3. 5.        With the new guidance just issued in 
November2015, the Project causes the same concentrations, but a number of violations would not be 
counted. a.        The first value that would be compared with the NAAQS is 151 ug/m3 which EPA says 
can be rounded to 150 for compliance purposes. The effect of the change is to allow a number of days 
that exceed the NAAQS not to be counted as violations even though pollution levels that high will 
increase mortality and make other people sick. 6.        The second disturbing fact is that the new PM2.5 
monitor that we fought hard to get sited on Globeville (47th and Acoma) is now showing average levels 
of PM2.5 at 18 ug/m3. This is 50% higher than National Health Standards allowed for PM 2.5 7.        The 
annual standard is 12 ug/m3. There is no discussion of these monitoring results in the FEIS [see below, 
nor does the FEIS acknowledge addition of the monitoring station in the Mousetrap], because the 
monitor started operating last October. The data collected to date confirms our concern about the 
severity of health impacts in neighborhoods near the Mousetrap, and the need for a full analysis of 
Project emissions for violations of the PM2.5 NAAQS. As of October 1st there is a new Hot Spot Air 
quality monitoring station at 49th and Acoma which is currently the closest hotspot monitoring to 
Swansea Elementary School but is considered to be too far outside the school area for accurate 
evaluation of findings for the children, teachers, etc. this site does however serve Garden Place 
Elementary.        Another hotspot monitoring site will be at Swansea Elementary school, but not 
(according to CDPHE) up and running until "June or July" which means the critical evaluative periods of 
December and July will be missed. That seems far too convenient.         Information gleaned from this 
site will conveniently not be available in time for the Record of Decision (ROD). Why is that? Swansea 
Elementary School is the most notable concern for pollutant exposure because of its youth population, 
proximity to the highway (70 ™ from the highway at project ™s completion), and frequency of outdoor 
activities. Swansea Elementaro is located outside of the carbon monoxide hotspot study area, yet CDOT 
proposes to put this highway 70' from the school. https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=z0BH‐
bxMdNZM.k5!  0THCJV6SJc) In a March 1, 2016 phone conversation with Air Quality expert, Mr. Bob 
Yuhnke, he stated the EPA will only accept a minimum of 3 years of data from Hot Spot Air Quality 
monitoring sites before reporting on any findings, hence the reason there is no report within the newly 
released FEIS. However, he contends live data consistently shows PM 2.5 at levels higher than 
acceptable EPA levels on a day to day basis. Let me restate that ‐‐ daily PM 2.5 levels are consistently 
higher than EPA accepted levels. This is another disqualifying factor for viability of this project. The SDEIS 
provided long term PM10 forecasts but did not elaborate on PM2.5 readings. When asked about the 
PM2.5 projections, CDOTstated projections would be released with the Final EIS. Given all the above ‐ 



how can CDOT state in the FEIS that: " PM2.5 is not a pollutant of concern in the Denver area at the 
present time, or for the foreseeable future." To say this statement strains credulity is a gross 
understatement. Major issues raised by EPA Administrator McGrath Issues were raised in its comment 
letter on the 2008 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) which remain as concerns for the 
communities and bear posting here for comment. There is no meaningful assessment or mitigation of 
the health impacts of MSATs or construction emissions. Additional issues that should be raised with 
regard to the 2014 supplemental draft EIS include: 1.        The failure to perform a health impact 
assessment for the project which will consider the cumulative impact on community health of exposure 
to all air pollutants (MSATs and criteria) emitted from the Project; 2.        The failure to assess by air 
quality modeling the likelihood that Project emissions will cause violations of the NAAQS for the two 
highway pollutants that EPA has since 2008 identified as likely to contribute to nonattainment, and for 
which EPA now requires roadside monitoring: PM2.5 and NO2; and 3.        The failure to consider 
alternatives and mitigation strategies that can improve the health status of the  communities, and that 
will at least be adequate to avoid any violations of the NAAQS for PM2.5 and NO2. PM2.5  “ Particles 
that are 2.5 microns or less. Exposure to PM 2.5 can cause serious health problems like heart attack or 
stroke. PM2.5 is very fine particulates that are easily inhaled. EPA regulations have 12Âµg/mÂ³ as the 
top limit of  good  air quality. In 2012 Denver registered at 32Âµg/mÂ³ at 2100 Broadway. PM10  “ 
Particles that are 10 microns or less. EPA regulations have 150Âµ/mÂ³ as the top daily limit. The SDEIS is 
reporting a daily reading of 31.6Âµ/mÂ³ in 2012 at 2100 Broadway. Ozone (OÂ³) Ozone is a created 
through a chemical reaction with Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and Nitrogen Oxides. Ozone 
causes breathing issues, reduced lung function, irritated eyes, asthma, and decreased resistance to cold 
and flus. SDEIS tracked VOC ™s and NO ™s in the project areas to predict ozone levels. EPA regulations 
have Ozone at 0.075ppm in an 8 hour period. According to the SDEIS Ozone levels in Denver have 
exceeded the EPA limit since 2006. Ozone continues to be a concern for the Denver metro area. The 
question here is, knowing all these contaminants are already in place, are known carcinogens, allergens 
and toxins, how can you reasonably expect people not to get sick with the toxic substances in the dust, 
the air, the water, etc. This is inhumane treatment of the residents and those who work in the area. This 
is a human, environmental justice lawsuit waiting to happen that Denver and CO will not win ‐‐ nor 
frankly, do the residents, employees and students who are the real losers in all this. Traffic 1.        CDOT 
acknowledges use of outdated traffic modeling numbers in support of the need for         drastically 
widening I‐70. More recent modeling must be done.         
http://denver.streetsblog.org/2015/07/07/cdot‐will‐knowingly‐use‐old‐traffic‐projections‐        to‐
rationalize‐i‐70‐widening/ 2.        In analyzing the images of the planned highway, there are areas the 
highway is 19 lanes         across, allowing for access and egress, managed lanes, emergency lanes, etc.       
(Councilwoman Ortega maintains the project details 21 lanes across at its apex.) This is         not at all the 
5‐6 lanes CDOT has represented would be needed for this project. The         public         has been lied to 
about the amount of space this highway would take. (Housing and         business takes will be covered 
below.) Hazardous Materials 1.        The Environmental FirstSearch Database identified 1,300 hazardous 
material sites in the         I‐70 east project area. Sites vary in amount, type and remediation of hazardous 
waste. 2.        The more significant hazardous materials sites identified in the report include:         
CERCLA, RCRA, VCUP, and UST/LUST sites. Overall the report indicates there is         hazardous waste but 
it is unclear how the waste will impact the construction/project until         a Phase 1 Environmental Site 
Assessment (ISA), Materials Management Plan (MMP),         and a Health and Safety Plan (HASP) are 
conducted. These plans will direct how toxic         water, soil, and materials will be handled, removed, 
and treated. Will these plans receive         a fair and adequate hearing from the EPA as relates to the 
residents, school children and         worker's proximity to these toxins? 3.        This is also important for 
the construction crews who will be digging/working in the         toxic soup of multiple EPA Super Fund 
Sites. 4.        Increased cost for unknown amounts of asbestos material removal, lead‐based paint,         



dewatering activities, proper storage & treatment of groundwater, monitoring         contaminants, and 
subsurface remediation. 5.        The partial cover lowered alternative plan will potentially impact the 
greatest number of         hazardous sites and increased disturbances to soil and groundwater including 
616 acres of         land (additional 65 acres for managed lanes) and         Minimum of 55 acres for 
drainage retention in Cole Neighborhood          ¢ 26 hazardous sites  “ including one on the National 
Priorities List (NPL         (Vasquez Blvd  “ I‐70) Hazardous Sites in Project Area: 1.        32 CERCLA Sites: 
(Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and    Liability Act)  ¢        Also known as a 
Superfund site  ¢        CERCLA includes CERCLIS (29 sites) and NPL (3 sites) 2.        NPL: National Priorities 
List (most severe)  ¢        ASARCO Globe Smelter (proposed NPL site)  ¢        Chemical Sales Site  ¢        
Vasquez Boulevard and I‐70 Site (concerns of arsenic & lead in soil) 3.        CERCLIS: Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation &Liability Information         System  ¢        26 CERCLIS NFRAP (No
Further Remedial Action Planned)  ¢        3 CERCLIS sites open 4.        SWL: Solid Waste Landfill  ¢        46 
solid waste landfills  “ majority are historic or closed  ¢        May contain unidentified contaminants 5.        
Petroleum Storage Tank  ¢        300 sites 6.        LUST: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks  ¢        343 7.      
Subsurface Environmental Investigation:  ¢        Bedrock begins between 31  “ 79t.  ¢        Ground water 
begins between 27 ‐ 72 ft.  ¢        10 borings drilled along I‐70 with 2 samples taken per bore. 8.        
Groundwater Samples Contained All are over CO limit of acceptable contamination levels: PCB                
Aluminum!                  Arsenic                 Barium,                 Beryllium, Cadmium         Chromium                 
Copper                        Iron                         Lead Manganese        Mercury                Nickel                         
Selenium                 Silver Thallium        Uranium 9.        Drinking Water Samples Contained ‐‐Over CO limit 
of acceptable contamination         levels:Tetracholoroethene                        Chloroform                PCB         
Soil Samples Contained‐‐ Over CO limit of acceptable contamination levels:         Recorded high levels of 
benzylbutyl phthalate.         Benzylbutyl phthalate does not have a US standard limit but it is listed in 
California and         the European Chemical Bureau as toxic. 10.        Additional concerns associated with 
construction activities in the project area         include:  ¢        Proper implementation of hazardous 
materials management measures to protect workers during construction activities. Management 
measures include the development of an MMP and HASP, which outline procedures for 
monitoring/identifying contaminants of concern and stop‐work requirements if contaminants are 
encountered.  ¢        Increased project costs associated with potential ! subsurface investigations and 
remediation activities at properties considered for acquisition. Map of study area: Multiple maps within 
the report refer to the  study area  however there is no definition of the study area within the report. An 
example of this is below on map 2  “ note how the purple site is  inside the study area  and the orange 
site is  outside study area . The  study area  conflicts with the  Project Area  description. Non‐inclusion of 
sites outside the study area, but that will be impacted by this project is deliberate obfuscation by CDOT. 
Groundwater contamination: 1.        From the FEIS:  Based on past land uses, and both documented and 
undocumented         releases of hazardous materials, all alternatives will disturb some hazardous 
materials         sites in the Elyria and Swansea Neighborhood during construction. 2.        Disturbing 
hazardous         materials can impact the health and safety of the surrounding         neighborhood by the 
potential spread of soil and groundwater contamination. Since there         is a notably high presence of !  
low‐income and minority populations in the Elyria and         Swansea neighborhood, when any hazardous 
material sites are disturbed in this         neighborhood, there will be high and adverse effects to low 
income and minority         populations.  3.        According to both the SDEIS and the FEIS, CDOT maintains 
exposure to groundwater         was not evaluated for the OU 1 risk assessment because it is not 
considered likely that         soils are a significant source of groundwater contamination, and the area ™s 
drinking water         source is municipal, rather than from wells. 4.        At this time, the nature and extent 
of the contamination at OU 2 and OU 3 is unknown.         (NPL Sites Appendix B). Given that this project 
will be below the Montclair Basin water         table, how is this contention possible, let alone guaranteed. 
5.        This represents not only an immediate hazard to the community, but this is Denver's         drinking 



water source. This is far too large a hazard to even be considered. Potential Contaminates from 
Transporta!  tion Construction Projects That May Impact         Water Resources: (!  FEIS Sec tion 5.1.6)       
Partial list of construction materials includes:         Foraldehydes                        Asbestos                        
Benzene                         Napthalene                        Chromium                        Lead in pipes                         Lead 
exposure during demolition                                Volatile organic compounds         Herbicides                        
Pesticides                        Heavy metals This list of contaminants speaks for itself. The risk of contamination 
is far too high. It strains credulity to consider introducing this potential for harm for our entire region 
will be introduced to our water basin. Period. Two Basin Drainage Project 1.         The City has, by all 
accounts, chosen to utilize The Golf Course Park at City Park for         this project. This project is not listed 
in the City of Denver's/Public Works 2014 Master         Drainage Plan yet because of the drainage needed 
to support the CDOT PCLA plan, this         plan has been sneaked into yet another unsuspecting and 
historical neighborhood. 2.        City Park would lose an estimated 280 mature trees as well as its newly 
completed Club         House/restaurant and community room. 3.        The park wou!  ld be re‐graded for a 
50 acre, open, industrial dry‐detention pond, suitable         for holding toxic storm water runoff. 4.        
Equally worth noting is that this area is already impacted by pertetrachloroethylene         (PCE) toxins 
and is an EPA Superfund site. 5.        Area residents have spoken out in opposition to this plan, as well as 
the optional plan to         raze 55 homes for this project. Although the plan to utilize the park for this 
project has         apparently been chosen, that decision has not been made public and residents are (still)  
filled with justifiable anxiety and apprehension about the possibility of losing their         homes. 6.        
Resident anxiety is not just for the potential loss of homes, but for living on top of a         construction 
site for 2 years and the toxic mess that project will subject them to as well. 7.         Property values will 
assuredly go down because of this work. Does the City/State intend         to compensate the residents 
and business owners for their losses? 8.        Residents contend if !  Two Basin Drainage Project and the I‐
70 East project are not         !  connecte d, as CDOT contends, there is no reason to act now, and other 
non/less invasive         options can be explored.         a.        HOWEVER. If the projects are connected, and 
National Environmental                                 Protection Act (NEPA) is invoked, NEPA provides for 
protections of all land and                         communities impacted by any project utilizing federal dollars.      
b.        This would also open the door for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to                 assess 
ground, water and air toxins in the area (NEPA section 106).         c.         Since the NEPA process is not 
being invoked in this case, the belief is that the                         process is being circumvented to the 
intentional detriment of the residents who                         have no recourse.                 Water 
Drainage/Runoff control 1.        CDOT contents plans are in place are for the 100 year flood event, yet 
this project area         has seen 6 such floods since 1948. Clearly the plans are inadequate to the task. 2.    
Long term treatment and pumping costs may be substantial. Because this project sits atop         two 
water basins, th!  e presence of groundwater may also increase the costs of construction         and limit 
the design options for abating the groundwater yet no additional cost estimates         for these 
contingencies exist. It is not reasonable to operate a program at this level, and         ask for significant 
agreement on behalf of the people of this city and state without this         information. 3.        Average 
annual snowfall for Denver Metro area is 55  Concerns exist for adequate         drainage of snow and ice 
that would clog/slow advancement or removal of gravity driven         drainage. See FEIS 5.16.15 for 
Winter Maintenance. 4.        "During snow events, plowing may push sand, gravel, and de‐icing agents 
off the         highway and outside the drainage system, making it inaccessible for treatment by the         
permanent BMPs before discharge into the receiving water bodies." (5.16.6) 5.        Gravity will not move 
the snow and ice. How are these elements expected to get to         drainage/water retention sites to 
begin with? Snow plows will not be plo!  wing all surface         areas. 6.         I have asked this question of 
CDO!  T Hydrol ogical staff at public meetings/information         sessions numerous times in the last year‐
year and a half and have yet to get a satisfactory         answer. 7.         Let us be clear here ‐‐ there is no 
gravity flow at the bottom of a 40' ditch that that will         allow for this level of elemental movement. 8.  



Let us not forget ‐‐ this will be the bottom of a very long trench that will not ever see the         light of day 
due to the position of the sun in the winter. You will not be able to take         advantage of sunshine for 
snowmelt. These represent safety concerns on numerous fronts. Effects of Partial Covered Lower 
Alternative on local connectivity:  ¢        Creates a financial burden to the low‐income community, who 
may not be able to afford to use the managed lanes.  ¢        RTD bus traffic will be substantially modified 
during demolition and construction. North/South connectivity will be significantly impacted. o        Safe 
access to the schools for school children is a critical consideration.  ¢        Removal of the !  York Street 
interchange requires drivers to use local streets to gain access to and from I‐70 at adjacent interchanges 
thereby increasing hazardous conditions for the neighborhood/residents.  ¢        46th Avenue would no 
longer be located underneath I‐70, but will be a one‐way street between Brighton Boulevard and 
Colorado Boulevard with eastbound travel on the south side of I‐70 and westbound travel on the north 
side of I‐70.  ¢                This congests traffic around 3 sides of Swansea elementary and is dangerous to     
the school children.  ¢                This will prove to be especially problematic during drop‐off and pick‐up 
times of         the school children. This an unconscionable danger to children/pedestrians.  ¢        The 
removal of the York Street interchange and changes to the Steele Street and Colorado Boulevard 
interchanges will have an adverse impact on circulation and an increase in truck traffic on some of the 
local streets in the vicinity of these changes. From April 2014 Draft Health Impact A!  ssessment: (but left 
out of the final version) Health Outcomes!  : Cardio vascular Disease, Diabetes, Obesity, Asthma, and 
Cancer I recognize this is from the Health Impact Statement, not the FEIS, but its importance bears 
inclusion. "Given the observed relationship between income, education, gender, race, ethnicity and 
health, the measure of  years of potential life lost  (YPLL) is sometimes used as an indicator of health 
equity." Generally, this is a measure of premature death before the age of 75 compared across a 
population or geographic area. The assumption is that a higher number indicates inequitable social or 
physical determinants of health. Data from Denver Health indicate that  years of potential life lost  is 
higher in Globeville and Elyria Swansea than in Denver overall. (Draft HIA, 4.2014, pp 9). Years of 
Potential Life Lost: Deaths in Globeville                                                 23 Deaths in Elyria Swansea                    
36 Total deaths in combined neighborhoods                         59 Years of Potential Life Lost per Death 
across Denver                 9.84 Years of Potential life lost per dea!  th in GES                         13.39 Years of 
Potential Life Lost in Globeville, Elyria and Swansea is calculated at 3.5 years/person Alternative Plans: 
Reroute Alternative plan  “ Independent Analysis: Heidi Sue Harris, Senior Technical Performance 
Analyst  “ Government Solutions with First Data Corporation supplied the following information and a 
high level cost estimate:  ¢        The maximum estimated costs are at $1.8 billion dollars. This information 
is based on a comparable project, the I‐10 Metro Project in Los Angeles. The total cost of this project 
was $790m spanning a distance of 14.2 miles. Total cost per mile for this project are set at $55m, which 
is a higher cost due to the volume of traffic/cost of living and resources needed to accommodate this 
project.  ¢        I used a base of $50m/mile because it appeared the reroute estimate included an 
estimate of 6.7m per lane. I incorporated that math and still came up with a much lower estimate than 
the FHWA. I'm not sure what logic they were!   using but it was incorrect for a high level estimate.  ¢        
Dou!  bling th at mileage, the I‐10 project would have cost approximately $1.5 Billion.  ¢        For a 
general estimate, if we added 1.13 miles to the average cost per mile, using the average cost per mile 
for the I‐10 project, our costs would be approximately 1.6 billion dollars. However, 10.9 of these miles 
are for local urban road development. Therefore, this cost could be further reduced.  ¢        Overall, the 
maximum high level estimate shows the I‐70 reroute to cost approximately $1.8 billion to complete 
based on the information provided by Vanessa (CDOT) and Chris Horn (FHWA). This amount would give 
plenty of room for project fluctuations and including schedule delays, if managed properly. In looking at 
three CDOT projects in a side by side comparison: Project:        Project detail:                                                    
Cost:                 T‐REX                Rebuild 17 miles with 209 new lane miles                 Final Cost:        $795 
Million                  I‐70 West        Parsons Corp ™s accepted proposal for rebuilding 53 miles                $3.5 



Billion                 of highway/appx. 550 lane miles and new tu!  nnels I‐76/270        CDOT ™s reroute cost 
estimate to build 12.8 miles and                $4.35 Billion                 204.8 lane miles Opponents of the CDOT 
plan are asking for a full review of the Reroute alternative and full consideration of the Boulevard Plan. 
Proponents of the I‐76/270 reroute plan note there would be no housing or business takes needed for 
this plan.                                         Finally, how is it that anyone with a modicum of empathy or compassion 
is considering this project as viable? The costs in time, treasure and livelihood should have made you all 
kill the project long before it got this far. I will work for, and contribute to, any legal redress in order to 
stop this harmful, grossly overblown, expensive and unneeded project. Please stop this before more 
time and treasure are lost. Respectfully submitted  ==================================  
REMOTE_HOST= REMOTE_ADDR=107.2.237.173 HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
  



From:   "Rachel STevenson" <rsteve388@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:39 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: rsteve388@gmail.com 
 
name: Rachel STevenson 
address: 7539 W 72nd Ave Apt 24 
city: Arvada 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80003 
phone: 848 667 1782 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I am a student at UC Denver who is conducting research on this project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More frequently. with intervals being every fifteen 
minutes. As well as longer hours of operation. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: In my reading of the 1‐70 EIS document, I question the impact the cap, over a 
portion of I‐70 will have on the whole neighborhood. F 
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From:   "Janice Stice" <ykydudl@aol.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 3:27 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ykydudl@aol.com 
 
name: Janice Stice 
address: 3843 Vallejo St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐455‐6310 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have had family living in the Globeville area since 1888. I 
myself attended school in Globeville in the late 1950s when I‐70 was originally 
built. The Eliria, Swansea and Globeville neighborhoods were decimated at that time. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Existing highway right‐of‐way 
already exists for the Loop I‐270/I‐76 bypass alternative, and semis carrying 
hazardous cargos are already diverted off I‐70 and onto the 270/I‐76 route to bypass 
the urban core and "mousetrap." This route adds a mere 2.2 miles to the route 
through the city. A redesign of the existing highway to a boulevard with a 
landscaped median would be an enhancement for the neighborhood, much more economical 
to build with less environmental impact. No connectivity amenities such as trench, 
tunnel and park space are needed and very few residences or commercial areas would 
be disturbed by the project. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Plans as stated to replace the current elevated portion of I‐70 
with a trench 10 lanes wide will put the final nails in the coffin of Eliria and 
Swansea, neighborhoods inhabited primarily by minorities and lower income families. 
This plan is the very definition of Social Injustice: demolishing 53 more homes and 
20 businesses to add four "Lexus lanes" so the wealthy, who can afford to pay the 
tolls, can get through Denver a bit faster. Where are the 53 families now living in 
those homes going to go? Most of those folks are low‐income. The average value of 
those homes is less than $200,000. With average home prices in the Denver region 
exceeding $300,000, what can those families buy to replace the homes they would be 
losing? Average apartment rents in Denver exceed $1,500 per month. What could they 
afford to rent, if they could find an apartment? CDOT says this plan will improve 
connectivity in the area. Current cross streets (12) under the viaduct would be! 
  gone and, other than the park for pedestrians, only two possible points for 
vehicle access to the north side of the highway will remain. The reality is, after 



five years of demolition, excavation and reconstruction, there won't be a 
neighborhood left on the north side of the highway to worry about connecting. 
Residents not bought out will have been driven out. Perhaps that is what big 
business interests are hoping results ‐‐ those poor people currently living there 
are only in the way of future development. Other cities have bypasses around the 
urban core ‐ Kansas City for one, and it's on I‐70. Other cities have even 
eliminated freeways through their urban cores ‐ Minneapolis and San Francisco, for 
example ‐ and the city environments are the better for it. 
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February 3, 2016 

1-70 East EIS Team 
Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street 
Denver, CO 80222 

I have had family living in the Globeville area since 1888. I myself attended school in 
Globeville in the late 1950s when 1-70 was originally built. The Eliria, Swansea and Globeville 
neighborhoods were decimated at that time. 

Plans as stated to replace the current elevated portion of 1-70 with a trench 1 0 lanes wide will 
put the final nails in the coffin of Eliria and Swansea, neighborhoods inhabited primarily by 
minorities and lower income families. This plan is the very definition of Social Injustice: 
demolishing 53 more homes and 20 businesses to add four "Lexus lanes" so the wealthy, who 
can afford to pay the tolls, can get through Denver a bit faster. 

Where are the 53 families now living in those homes going to go? Most of those folks are low
income. The average value of those homes is less than $200,000. With average home prices 
in the Denver region exceeding $300,000, what can those families buy to replace the homes 
they would be losing? Average apartment rents in Denver exceed $1 ,500 per month. What 
could they afford to rent, if they could find an apartment? 

COOT says this plan wi ll improve connectivity in the area. Current cross streets (12) under the 
viaduct would be gone and, other than the park for pedestrians, only two possible points for 
vehicle access to the north side of the highway will remain. 

The reality is, after five years of demolition, excavation and reconstruction, there won't be a 
neighborhood left on the north side of the highway to worry about connecting. Residents not 
bought out will have been driven out. Perhaps that is what big business interests are hoping 
results -- those poor people currently living there are only in the way of future development. 

Other cities have bypasses around the urban core - Kansas City for one, and it's on 1-70. 
Other cities have even eliminated freeways through their urban cores - Minneapolis and San 
Francisco, for example- and the city environments are the better for it. 

Existing highway right-of-way already exists for the Loop 1-27011-76 bypass alternative, and 
semis carrying hazardous cargos are already diverted off 1-70 and onto the 270/1-76 route to 
bypass the urban core and "mousetrap." This route adds a mere 2.2 miles to the route through 
the city. A redesign of the existing highway to a boulevard with a landscaped median would be 
an enhancement for the neighborhood, much more economical to build with less 
environmental impact. No connectivity amenities such as trench, tunnel and park space are 
needed and very few residences or commercial areas would be disturbed by the project. 

ice Stice 
3843 Vallejo Street 
Denver, Colorado 80211 
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From:   "Chris Stokowski" <Cstokowski.cs@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 3:42 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Cstokowski.cs@gmail.com 
 
name: Chris Stokowski 
address: 1975 Grant St Unit 219 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80203 
phone: 3039062700 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am interested in the project since I only live a few miles 
from it and use it occasionally. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Listening to the wants and needs of 
the residents that are directly affected by the area in question. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Is there any real way to know what will be uncovered underneath 
the existing highway considering the area is a Superfund site? The unknown 
environmental impacts of this are quite scary. What options have been considered if 
the contamination is too severe to dig where the below grade highway is supposed to 
go? What environmental risks are the adjacent neighborhoods subject to? Has real 
study(complete EIS) been done on the reroute alternatives, Aside from simple cost of 
construction per mile? 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=162.246.47.58 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; Nexus 5 Build/MPA44I) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.95 Mobile Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Peter Stoltzman" <peterjohstoltzman@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 16, 2016 5:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: peterjohstoltzman@yahoo.com 
 
name: Peter Stoltzman 
address: 3540 Adams St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 617‐957‐2003 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I think it is crucial for the long term development and 
vibrancy of our neighborhood and the entire NE Denver to choose an alternative to 
the current proposal. Please consider the 76/270 re‐route proposal. See this article 
for inspiration and all of the cities that have flourished because of choosing 
similar alternatives! 
http://gizmodo.com/6‐freeway‐demolitions‐that‐changed‐their‐cities‐forever‐1548314937 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I think it is crucial for the long 
term development and vibrancy of our neighborhood and the entire NE Denver to choose 
an alternative to the current proposal. Please consider the 76/270 re‐route 
proposal. See this article for inspiration and all of the cities that have 
flourished because of choosing similar alternatives! 
http://gizmodo.com/6‐freeway‐demolitions‐that‐changed‐their‐cities‐forever‐1548314937 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I think it is crucial for the long term development and vibrancy 
of our neighborhood and the entire NE Denver to choose an alternative to the current 
proposal. Please consider the 76/270 re‐route proposal. See this article for 
inspiration and all of the cities that have flourished because of choosing similar 
alternatives! 
http://gizmodo.com/6‐freeway‐demolitions‐that‐changed‐their‐cities‐forever‐1548314937 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.139.21 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/12B411 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 



From:   "Kerri Stroupe" <stroupe_kirsch@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 8:22 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: stroupe_kirsch@hotmail.com 
 
name: Kerri Stroupe 
address: 4574 IRVING St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 720‐935‐5123 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Newsletter,Website 
comments_questions: I am strongly opposed to the current proposals. I urge you to 
consider other solutions. Building or widening highways through densely populated 
areas is not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile 
stretch of roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other 
solutions. Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, 
Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of 
these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and 
businesses “disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. 
Similarly, more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to 
environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. In 
addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund 
for the next 35 years” leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure 
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways 
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for 
Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should 
reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re‐route 
along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that 
benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.243.111 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html

 



From:   "ROXANNA STWALLEY" <nonavalentine@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 22, 2016 9:33 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: nonavalentine@gmail.com 
 
name: ROXANNA STWALLEY 
address: 3836 HIGH ST. 
city: DENVER 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7202277604 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: NOT A VERY WELL THOUGHT OUT PLAN..LOTS OF POTENTIAL HAZARDS 
STIRRED UP DURING LONG PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION TOO MUCH TAKING OF RESIDENTIAL HOMES 
OTHER ALTERNATIVES WITH LESS PROBLEMS 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.170.129.32 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "ROXANNA STWALLEY" <nonavalentine@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 8:52 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: nonavalentine@gmail.com 
 
name: ROXANNA STWALLEY 
address: 3836 HIGH ST. 
city: DENVER 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live very near I‐70,and most of my family does also. This will affect us in our daily 
lives. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: The 76/270. Alternative makes much more sense. Hiways in residential areas is 
wrong. Destroying homes is wrong. When there are better areas, already in place, not in the middle of 
neighborhoods The pollution is too much The digging in areas known to be contaminated is wrong It will 
put everyone in danger of serios toxins This will not enrich our lives It will only affect us negatively, 
please reconsider 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.170.129.32 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



Francis Sullivan. I live in Park Hill. I will submit my comments on paper to the Colorado Department of 
Transportation. I can't say too much in two minutes. I really think that in democratic societies the 
society decides the rules. Two minutes is not long enough for me to even say hello to everybody here, 
not the least of which, say something that is important but that you will recognize and maybe CDOT and 
maybe listen to. My guess is two minutes means, "Say your piece, sit down, be quiet, and go home and 
enjoy the evening." 

MR. DeVITO: How about we do this: If everybody gets a chance at two minutes, then those that didn't 
get to do their first two minutes can come back up. 

MR. SULLIVAN: Let me tell you how you can do it, Tony. Let me tell you how you can do it. You can say, 
"Two minutes or so." Some of us, like me, can speak very quickly. Some, like Jorge, had a few more 
things to say. 

MR. DeVITO: We have 32 speakers. Why don't we hear from all 32? I propose that we get everybody 
through their two minutes and, if they want to come back up afterwards, they can do so. Fair? No? 

MR. SULLIVAN: Go to three. What the hell ‐‐ what's another minute between friends? So, three minutes 
from now on. 

MS. SUAREZ: Do you still want to go? 

MR. SULLIVAN: I'm a member of the Park Hill Philosophers. And, as a member of the Park Hill 
Philosophers, I think I have the right to say, "three minutes." 

MS. SUAREZ: Thank you. Another ‐‐actually another alternative I know in order to accommodate more, 
there is a private court reporter in Room 114. She will not have a time limit. So, if you want to go over to 
her and basically give more information, you're welcome to do that. So, that's another alternative, as 
well. 

   



From:   "Frank Sullivan" <frank.sullivan.123@gmail.com> 
Subject:   My comments on the FEIS for I‐70 East 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 4:02 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
My comments are both found on this page and attached to this document 
 
*My comments on the FEIS for CDOTs I‐70 East Project* 
 
Frank Sullivan 
4310 East 25th Avenue 
Denver, CO 80207 
Frank.Sullivan.123@gmail.com 
 
The CDOT FEIS for the I‐70 East project is flawed and should be rejected. According to *A People’s Guide 
to the NEPA, *in Appendix C, Rating the Adequacy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, page  
*Inadequate *is defined thusly: 
 
v *3 (Inadequate): *The draft EIS does not adequately assess the potentially significant environmental 
impacts of the proposal, or the reviewer has identified new, reasonably available, alternatives that are 
outside of the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to 
reduce the potentially significant environmental impacts. The identified additional information, data, 
analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude that they should have full public review at a draft stage. 
This rating indicates EPA’s belief that the draft EIS does not meet the purposes of NEPA and/or the 
Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and made available for public comment in a 
supplemental or revised draft EIS. 
 
I realize I am commenting on an FEIS, but the issue remains—the FEIS (and the previously written SDEIS) 
is inadequate and should be rejected 
 
The project area (FEIS, ES‐1) is too confined. It should be expanded to encompass the entire northern 
part of Denver from Tower Road on the east to Wadsworth Blvd on the west.. “The purpose of the 
project is to implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility and 
addresses congestion on I‐70 in the project area.” (FEIS, Vol 1. Chapter 2.4) The traffic congestion 
traveling west is caused the “mouse trap”, the intersection of I‐70 and I‐25. Yet, the reconstruction of I‐
70 begins (or ends) at Brighton Blvd, decidedly east of the “mouse trap.” The FEIS does not deal with the 
cause of the congestion. It limits consideration of purpose and need that eliminates an evaluation of 
possible reasonable alternatives. In addition, the project limits are from I‐70 just west of I‐25 to Tower 
Road. I contend that the project limits should be from Wadsworth Blvd and Tower Road. 
 
Of the west‐bound traffic moving along I‐70, 40% ‐ 50% diverts onto I‐25. This means, of course, 50%‐
60% continues along I‐70 (Gen2. Frequently received comments, Attachment Q Part I). Viewing the 
highway pattern between Wadsworth Blvd and Tower Road, a triangle of roads becomes evident, i. e., 
the triangle is composed of I‐70, I‐76 and I‐270. (See the diagram below) It seems reasonable to extend 
the project area to include this triangle. 
 



NEPA requires an EIS for major federal action that could significantly affect the quality of the human and 
natural environments (FEIS, 1.1). In its FEIS, CDOT writes that NEPA allows decision makers to consider 
effects on the environment with other important consideration, such as need, feasibility, cost and the 
safety of the traveling public (FEIS 1.1). Was the human environment within the project area adequately 
addressed?  I contend that does not. 
 
As is known, in 1947 Denver requested that the 46th/48th Avenue corridor between Sheridan Blvd and 
Colorado Blvd be designated as a state highway. Eventually, I‐70 was constructed in that corridor. In my 
estimation, this project uprooted many people because it destroyed a considerable number of homes 
(possibly more than 500) and religious parishes (possibly 5). The issue at that time was the traveling 
public and not the quality of life of the citizens impacted by the construction.  The present FEIS limits its 
project area and proposed improvements to the corridor only between I‐25 and Tower Road. 
 
 Again, it seems reasonable to include the area from I‐25 west to Wadsworth Blvd in the project area 
because the previous construction of I‐70 included that area. 
 
In the FEIS, the project area was primarily identified to initiate study and identify possible alternatives 
(FEIS 5.11). The alternatives fully evaluated included the No Action Alternative and two Build 
Alternatives, i. e., the Revised Viaduct Alternative and the Partial Covered Lower Alternative. (FEIS 3.1) 
“The Partial Covered Lower Alternative is the preferred alternative because it meets the project purpose 
and need, address community and stakeholder concerns in the most comprehensive manner, has the 
most community support as compared to the other alternatives under consideration and causes the 
least impact.” (FEIS. Vol 1. Chapter  3.3) The “majority of the public who are directly impacted by the 
project and live within the project area have consistently expressed a preference for the Partial Covered 
Lowered Alternative.” (FEIS. Vol 1. Chapter 3.3.1) The FEIS does not define who consists of the “majority 
of the public who are directly impacted by the project.” Nor does it provide the list of choices offered to 
the public when asked for their preference. For instance, the choices offered to the “public” were only 
the three alternatives fully studied for this FEIS. However, at several public meetings sponsored by CDOT 
at Bruce Randolph High School (9/25/2014, 2/16/2016), the consensus of public and written comments 
overwhelmingly were supportive removing I‐70 from the Swansea, Elyria and Globeville neighborhoods. 
While there was support for the Partial Covered Lowered Alternative, it was a very small minority 
opinion. 
 
Colorado’s Transportation Environmental Resource Council adopted guidance that the purpose should 
not be written so that a specific alternative is preselected as well as purpose and need  (Guidance 2‐21‐
03 rev 2) By limiting the project area, a reasonable alternative, i.e., rerouting I‐70 along I‐270 and I‐76, 
was not fully studied. According to *A People’s Guide to the NEPA:* 
 
“The lead agency or agencies must, ‘objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, and for alternatives 
which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated.’ 
( CEQ NEPA Regulations, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.) Reasonable alternatives are those that  substantially meet 
the agency’s purpose and need. If the agency is considering an application for a permit or other federal 
approval, the agency must still consider all reasonable alternatives. Reasonable alternatives include 
those that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and *using common 
sense,* (emphasis mine) rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant.” 
 
Note that the rerouted alternative was not fully studied because it was not within the project area.  
According to the response to my comments on the SDEIS, “rerouting does not meet the purpose and 



need and is not a reasonable alternative.” (ALT 2 Attachment Q). In the FEIS, “the purpose of the project 
is to implement a transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility and addresses 
congestion on I‐70 in the project area.” (FEIS. Vol 1. Chapter 2.24) The FEIS continues “The need for this 
project results from the following issues: Transportation infrastructure deficiencies, Increased 
transportation demand,  Limited transportation capacity, and Safety concerns. (FEIS Vol 1. Chapter 2.5)   
The alternative, using I270 and I76, is consistent with the purpose and need identified in the FEIS. 
Neither are these disputed in the response to my comments on the SDEIS. 
 
The only reason CDOT provides for not further considering the alternative is cost.  CDOT provided its 
estimate of the cost of the reroute, using the estimate as a/the reason to reject it as a reasonable 
alternative.(See my response to the SDEIS, dated October 30, 2014) Both of these documents are 
attached at the end of this document. Information from projects in Washington and Florida indicates 
that CSOTs estimate is terribly inflated, and unrealistic.   I find it difficult to accept CDOT’s conclusion 
without fully studying the reroute alternative and without supporting data for its conclusion. 
 
I still contend that a full study of the reroute alternative would have demonstrated it meets the purpose 
and need of the I‐70 East project. 
 
Finally, all that I have asked consistently for the past 4 years is that CDOT study the alternative, using I‐
270 and I‐76, before embarking upon a very expensive project. Consistently, CDOT has stated it has 
studied the alternative and finds it unworkable. Yet, CDOT has never provided the study to support its 
position, most likely because CDOT has never done the study.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
My comments concerning the I‐70 East SDEIS, submitted to CDOT October 30, 2014 
 
The I‐70 East SDEIS is flawed.  My comment concerns the refusal of CDOT to complete a SEIS on other 
alternatives that meet the purpose and need of the project, i.e., to improve the I‐70 corridor in the 
northeastern portion of Denver, CO. The project area, as defined by CDOT, includes the eastern part of I‐
270, but not the western part as it approaches I‐25 nor I‐76 from the intersection of I‐25 and I‐270 to 
Wadsworth Blvd. (Exhibit 2A, page 2‐3, August, 2014). 
 
The project area should be expanded to include a reasonable alternative that meets the purpose and 
need of the project which is not in the project area.  That alternative is the rerouting of I‐70 from Central 
Parkway on the east via I‐270 and continuing along I‐76 westerly to Wadsworth Blvd, i.e., the "reroute" 
alternative. The August 2014 SDEIS eliminated this alternative (page 3‐18, August 2014) although most 
of the discussion concerned only I‐270. 
 
From an historical perspective, the 2008 EIS considered this "reroute" and eliminated it from further 
analysis (Page 3‐18, November, 2008). Similarly, it also eliminated the below grade option between 
Brighton Blvd and Colorado Blvd (page, 3‐51, November, 2008). 
 
In the present SDEIS (August, 2014) a "new alternative (the Partial Covered Lowered Alternative" was 
introduced (Section ES.4, page ES‐5, August, 2014).  I infer from this paragraph that the "reroute" along 
with other alternative was eliminated from further analysis. I am still under the impression the the 
"reroute" was really not considered‐‐only the eastern part of I‐270 was considered. 
 



Subsequently, I (and others) asked CDOT why the "reroute was not reconsidered along with the partial 
covered alternative. The primary reason given was cost.  I have included a two‐page document from 
CDOT (dated July 9, 2012) entitled "I‐270/I‐76 Reroute/Bypass Alternative" which concludes that the 
cost would be in the vicinity of $8.9M per mile.  With other costs, the total project cost would be in the 
vicinity of $3.35B. I cannot accept this analysis‐‐building/rebuilding I‐270/I‐76 with at‐grade construction 
on land almost entirely owned by the State.  Other Departments of transportation, e.g., Florida and 
Washington, spent less with at‐grade highway construction. 
 
The entire I‐70 East project, from Brighton Blvd to Tower Road, will cost an estimated $1.8B‐ $2.0B. Of 
that, the lowered alternative portion will cost approximately $1B. (Assuming the length of this portion is 
8,000 ft and will contain 10 lanes, the $1B/15.2 Miles is considerably greater that the cost of the 
"reroute"‐‐using CDOT's numbers). 
 
I think a SEIS that includes the "reroute" could be accomplished within one year and cost about $1M 
would demonstrate the feasibility (or non‐feasibility) of constructing the "reroute" and for considerably 
less that the estimated cost of the Partial Covered Lowered Alternative. If the recommended SEIS was 
begun several years ago, it would be completed by now. That proposed SEIS and the current SDEIS 
would have provided the best information for CDOT to proceed.  In my opinion CDOT has wasted much 
time, much money and its reputation trying to convince a skeptical community that it has its best 
interests at heart. 
 
(Parenthetically, this project_‐Partial Covered Lowered Alternative‐‐is not simply a neighborhood project 
affecting only Globeville, Swansea and Elyria (GES) although selected members of the Denver 
administration and Denver City Council would like us to believe. The word "community" includes 
neighborhood east and west of GES.  It includes Denver residents (and Denver taxpayers) as well as 
Colorado residents (and taxpayers).  
 
For these reasons, I have concluded that the SDEIS is flawed. CDOT should include a SEIS evaluating the 
"reroute" as it prepares the Final EIS in which it will identify the Preferred Alternative. 
 



From:   "Frank Sullivan" <Frank.sullivan.123@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 1:52 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Frank.sullivan.123@gmail.com 
 
name: Frank Sullivan 
address: 4310 East 25th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone: 303‐321‐4130 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Today, I am interested in knowing that this link is working 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I have submitted my comments via email. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Again, I have submitted my comments vis email 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.99.121 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Axa Sultanova" <aksaule@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 8, 2016 12:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: aksaule@gmail.com 
 
name: Axa Sultanova 
address: 6321 Osceola Way 
city: Arvada 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80003 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: I wanted to express my support for elimination of 270 and I‐76 alternative. There 
are a few new housing developments going on near I‐76, such as Midtown (about 1,300 houses and 
more coming), as well a lot of existing single‐family housing communities. I understand that some other 
groups are offering the I‐76/270 option as a viable option, but I disagree. It's not like nobody lives next 
to I‐76, people do, and more people will as people are getting priced out of city of Denver. So the 
argument about air pollution and community applies to people close to I‐76, too. I‐76/270 will not solve 
the problem, it will just make it worse. People already use this route as alternative to I‐70 when there 
are accidents on I‐70, which happens quite often. We cannot reroute traffic and close I‐70 down, 
Denver needs at least 2 east‐west highway routes, ideally more. Denver is growing, and getting rid of 
one highway and congesting the other is not the solution, quite opposite, actually. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I agree and support the Final EIS and the preferred 
alternative. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please address all communities before changing your decision on design. I realize 
people living close to I‐70 want it gone, but people living close to I‐76 should also have some say in this 
in case the I‐76/270 reroute option is being considered. Plus it's nice to have two options of east‐west 
route, for a big city that's a minimum. What I am trying to say is that the city of Denver needs both I‐70 
and I‐76. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.148.125.37 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jennifer Superka" <Coloradogrrl@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 5:44 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Coloradogrrl@gmail.com 
 
name: Jennifer Superka 
address: 3914 Lipan St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm a native Denverite. We live in Sunnyside, due west of the project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The volume of traffic should be routed around the 
city. allowing more volume to pass through the city will create unintended consequences, including 
bottlenecking and increased congestion. The residents who live close to the highway (the number of 
which is only increasing due to Denver's increasing density) suffer as a result. Denver's air quality has 
gotten worse in the past few years‐ I am very concerned that the resulting increase in volume will 
contribute to this. I want resident health to be a priority over traffic flow. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: How does the widening of the highway in just one portion not create traffic 
problems in other portions? It seems to me that routing traffic around the city is a better alternative and 
a win‐win: traffic flow can be improved while the more residential portion is spared poor air quality. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.136.59 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jake Sutton" <jake.sutton@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, March 3, 2016 3:48 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jake.sutton@gmail.com 
 
name: Jake Sutton 
address: 3339 W 112th Circle 
city: Westminster 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80031 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: It's a giant waste of money that will bring added congestion and pollution to Denver
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Remove the interstate 
how_receiving_info: Website 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=206.124.6.142 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
verify_failed 
 ********** 
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.  
 
 
email: Msweeny3032@msn.com 
realname: Maggie Sweeny 
 
name: 'Maggie Sweeny' 
address: '3032 Perry' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'Co' 
zip_code: '80212' 
phone: '' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'Please do not ruin impoverished neighbourhoods with over priced solutions.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: '' 
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings' 
comments_questions: '' 
Referring page was http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
SERVER_NAME was www.i‐70east.com 
REQUEST_URI was /feedback‐formmail.php 
 
User IP address was 174.29.70.212 
User agent was Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1 
 
 
 



From:   "Margo Sweany" <margokathryn@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 16, 2016 10:40 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: margokathryn@gmail.com 

name: Margo Sweany 
address: 3357 Williams St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7202204699 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am opposed to the expansion project and believe that the 
expansion proposal is NOT representative of the city's collective best ideas for 
solving the problems at hand. Expanding highways has been proven time and time again 
to actually WORSEN traffic and this project has negative environmental and social 
consequences that are, frankly, not acceptable. I oppose the project and am in favor 
of the rerouting proposal put forth by the group Unite North Metro Denver. I am 
understanding and empathetic to the man hours and dollars spent on the project thus 
far, but current investment is not a reason to move forward with a project of this 
scale. I am imploring the city and my fellow residents to take a critical eye to the 
proposal, take what we can from the existing research and move forward with our 
city's shared future in mind. Denver is known (and revered) nationwide for our 
thoughtful, environmentally sound, progressive ideas. Widening a highway through the! 
 middle of our city is NOT congruent with those standards. Lets do ourselves and our 
future residents proud by taking a stand and opposing the expansion of I‐70, the 
further severance of our neighborhoods, the poisoning of our air and families and 
let us come up with something better ‐ something DENVER WORTHY. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute of I70 to 76/270 and 
increased access for bikes and public transit. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  

================================== 

REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=173.164.55.77 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 



From:   "Ross Swirling" <rswirling@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 1:15 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: rswirling@gmail.com 
 
name: Ross Swirling 
address: 6 Lincoln St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80203 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Please do not proceed with the I‐70 widening plan as it will be 
extremely detrimental for Denver and it's surrounding communities. As a Colorado 
resident, I do not support this project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: More public transportation options, 
bike lane development and more researched city planning that isn't beholden to real 
estate investors. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please do not proceed with the I‐70 widening plan as it will be 
extremely detrimental for Denver and it's surrounding communities. As a Colorado 
resident, I do not support this project. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.207.171.196 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_1_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/12B466 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/30.0.0.34.13;FBBV/9917221;FBDV/iPhone5,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/8.1.3;FBSS/2; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



 

From:  "steven swoboda" <swoboda@spotxchange.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Fri, February 26, 2016 3:18 pm 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
 
email: swoboda@spotxchange.com 
 
name: steven swoboda 
address: 3210 W Scott Place 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3036186588 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am a concerned neighbor opposed to the current plan. CDOT should consider 
rerouting the highway along I-76 and I-270. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I am a concerned neighbor opposed to the current 
plan. CDOT should consider rerouting the highway along I-76 and I-270 as opposed to changing I-70. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I am a concerned neighbor opposed to the current plan. CDOT should consider 
rerouting the highway along I-76 and I-270 as opposed to changing I-70. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=165.236.183.1 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i-70east.com/feedback-form.html 
 
 

https://webmail1.web.com/src/compose.php?send_to=swoboda%40spotxchange.com
http://www.i-70east.com/feedback-form.html


From:   "Mike Taliercio" <mtaliercio22@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, January 19, 2016 3:14 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: mtaliercio22@gmail.com 
 
name: Mike Taliercio 
address: 5037 Perry St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐477‐5592 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am a Denver Resident, and live just west of this planned 
project. I do not believe it is in the City of Denver Citizens to make I‐70 wider, 
and to build an under‐ground tunnel This is expensive, will increase both air and 
ground pollution, and ultimately not reduce traffic congestion in the area. I do not 
believe alternative solutions or repairs to the existing infrastructure have been 
seriously considered. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Alternative routes for through 
traffic, for example, commercial traffic can by‐pass the area by simply using I‐76. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Why are no alternatives being suggested, studied? How does an 
individual resident get involved and protest this? 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=64.40.229.100 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.111 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Marge Taniwaki" <margetaniwaki@aol.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 8:20 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: margetaniwaki@aol.com 
 
name: Marge Taniwaki 
address: 6100 East Severn Place 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80220 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: I am concerned about the pollution affecting the residents and businesses in the 
area. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Divert traffic to the highways to the north while 
allowing for local traffic to continue in the neighborhood. The residents, particularly children should not 
have to inhale pollutants that will continue with the travesty that will continue with the so‐called 
"cover" to a massively expanded highway. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=184.96.23.200 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Claudia Tarango" <claudiatarango0923@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 2:07 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: claudiatarango0923@gmail.com 
 
name: Claudia Tarango 
address: 4438 Logan St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 720‐429‐9130 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: My name is Claudia Tarango (previously known as Claudia Lopez). 
I have lived and/or worked in the Globeville neighborhood since 2002 and have a 
great love for my community! I moved to Denver, CO in 1998 and have lived within 
city and county limits since. When I first moved to Globeville in 2002, I loved it 
because it reminded me of my hometown which is a small town in southern NM. I feel 
perfectly safe in my home and I feel that neighbors have the upmost respect for each 
other. I am AGAINST widening of I‐70 (which is already splitting our neighborhood 
into what seems like four sections as it is). I bought my first home in 2002 just 
north of I‐70 on Lincoln St (which I later lost in 2007). When I purchased my home, 
there were issues such as the ASARCO soil contamination going on and replacement of 
soil in some of the homes. My home also had a large amount of lead in the paint that 
later had to be contained. If there is some digging to be done to widen I‐70 
with the contaminated soil in the past don't you think this soil/dust will 
come into the air and affect our kids and elders health? I am now renting a house 
south of I‐70 and near 45th Ave. While I understand that my home wouldn't be 
impacted directly by the widening of I‐70, I have three kids whose health I am 
concerned about if this widening happens. I've learned that the air pollution in 
the "mouse trap" is one of the worst in the city of Denver! By widening I‐70, the 
city will in a way "allow" more traffic and therefore, more air pollution in our 
community. On a similar note, I am extremely worried about the students at Swansea 
Elementary who will be 100 feet from the widened highway! I worked at Garden Place 
Academy (located at 44th Ave and Lincoln St) for 5 years. During my time there, I 
helped a lot of our families in regards to education. While there, I came across 
families who were illiterate even in their primary language‐ mostly Spanish. I 
often helped these families with things as simple as registration for the school year.  
There were times when families came to me for help with things outside of school 
things too. How does the city know that residents of Globeville understand what is 
going on even if they send communication in Spanish? A lot of families in the 
Globeville neighborhood have been there for generations and a lot of them need 
financial assistance. I am afraid that people that have been there their whole lives 



and for multiple generations will be impacted and possibly lose their home. I am 
against making our lovely neighborhood less healthy for our kids. Please do some 
more research about how this will impact our low income families, and the health of 
our kids and elderly. I URGE YOU TO STRONGLY CONSIDER THE RE‐ROUTE OPTION. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I've heard about the re‐route 
option. Why not re‐route I‐70 to 270 to I‐25 and make the I‐70 in 
Globeville/Elyria/Swansea a Boulevard? Why not "connect" the communities instead of 
set them further "apart". 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Please consider the re‐route option! A re‐route of I‐70 along 
I‐270 and I‐76. This means all the heavy through traffic would travel away from 
populated areas, while local traffic (a portion of current traffic volume) would be 
able to travel on a local 4‐6‐lane boulevard replacing the existing highway. 
Neighborhoods severed by I‐70 would be reconnected and allowed to rejuvenate. Land 
would be freed up for development that adds to our community. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=164.92.9.26 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0) 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Blair Taylor" <Blairntaylor@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 12:30 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Blairntaylor@gmail.com 
 
name: Blair Taylor 
address: 2028 Glencoe Street 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80207 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
interest_in_project: As a resident, tax payer, parent, concerned citizen the City 
has been to free in its eheeling and dealing with over development. They need to 
take a good hard look at the effects. Stop looking at the tree and see the forrest. 
Denver is becoming a black top and not the sustainable, innovative city of the 
future. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move the freeway north and create a 
more organic flow of traffic through i70 which designs have been shared that 
encourage green space. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: There is no foreseeable reason to waste taxpayer and federal 
money on a project that will not result in reconfiguring traffic. The gargantuan 23 
lane 2 mile project has absolutely no business even being considered. There are 
clear safety issues realtors to weather and accidents. There is pollution. There is 
the obvious Mia managed confession that could be moved north to allow a more organic 
flow which would encourage urban green space. Stop trying to excuse digging, 
leveling and paving everything. Fix the current roadways! 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.74.34.108 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 

 



From:   "Jeff Taylor" <jeff@taylor5280.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 10:24 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jeff@taylor5280.com 
 
name: Jeff Taylor 
address: 5974 S Lee Way 
city: Littleton 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80127 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: The proposed widening of I‐70 has not considered the effects of a long tunnel to 
commuter traffic. Residents of Denver only have to think back a few years to the Stapleton tunnels to 
understand what happens when drivers are forced to drive through a tunnel. They slow down! Everyone 
slows down! It doesn't matter how much light you throw in there, or how many lanes are available ‐‐ it's 
human nature to slow down when entering a tunnel. Please rebuild the elevated section, and don't build 
another slow tunnel. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Another lane in either direction would be helpful. 
However, I think that widening I76 and 270 would provide a great alternative to through traffic, and 
would alleviate a lot of density in the elevated section. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.78.170.138 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Karen Taylor" <Jkstaylor@comcast>
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:38 pm
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com

 
email: Jkstaylor@comcast 
name: Karen Taylor 
address: 4102 King Street 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
interest_in_project:  
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.108.69 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/3; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Karen Taylor" <Jkstaylor@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:02 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Jkstaylor@comcast.net 
 
name: Karen Taylor 
address: 4102 King Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐455‐0562 
interest_in_project: PLEASE consider the northern route, 270, I76. Best for our neighborhoods !! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Get the interstate traffic OUT of our neighborhood.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Stop acting like you CARE about what we think and then just do what you want 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.108.69 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/3; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Karen Taylor" <Jkstaylor@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:02 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Jkstaylor@comcast.net 
 
name: Karen Taylor 
address: 4102 King Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐455‐0562 
interest_in_project: PLEASE consider the northern route, 270, I76. Best for our neighborhoods !! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Get the interstate traffic OUT of our neighborhood.
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Stop acting like you CARE about what we think and then just do what you want 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.108.69 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/3; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Geoffrey Tchon" <gtchon@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 11, 2016 4:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: gtchon@gmail.com 
 
name: Geoffrey Tchon 
address: 2445 Lawrence St Unit C 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 8475449235 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I oppose widening I‐70 since it will not ease congestion and 
will further to destroy the communities around it. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By removing I‐70 and returning back 
to a street. 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.176.25.6 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.109 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Thaddeus Tecza" <Tecza@colorado.edu> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 3:38 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Tecza@colorado.edu 
 
name: Thaddeus Tecza 
address: 4535 JULIAN ST 
city: DENVER 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have a lot of interest in the project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Remove the current limited access I‐70 across 
Denver and replace it with a surface level boulevard. Route through traffic on the I‐270/I‐76 corridor. 
Improve the traffic grid along the current I‐70. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: These comments are submitted pursuant to the National Environmental Policy 
Act, 42 United States Code 4321§, et. seq. The I‐70 East Final Environmental Impact Statement process 
was deficient because it did not comply with the requirements of The National Environmental Policy Act 
(42 USC 4331) and The Safe, Accountability, Flexibility, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for 
Users (Public Law 109‐59 Aug. 10, 2005)                                         Comment One The Purpose and Need for 
the I‐70 East Project, as presented in the I‐70 East Final EIS, is overly restrictive and does not conform to 
the requirements of The National Environmental Policy Act. Moreover, the process through which it was 
generated violated the requirements of The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Act: A 
Legacy for Users. The Need And Purpose of the I‐70 East Project is stated in The I‐70 East Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, Volume 1, Executive Summary, ES.4, and repeated in Chapter 2: 
Purpose and Need, 2.4 and 2.5. The Purpose is stated as, “The purpose of the project is to implement a 
transportation solution that improves safety, access, and mobility and addresses congestion on I‐70 in 
the project area.” 
However, this is much more restrictive than what is dictated by the National Environmental Policy Act 
Sec.101 (42 USC 4331). Other State Departments of Transportation have sought to conform the Purpose 
and Need Statements for transportation projects to NEPA requirements. Thus, in a viaduct project very 
similar to the I‐70 East Project, the New York State Department of Transportation included in the 
Purpose and Need of the I‐81 Viaduct Project such environmental factors as “Social Equity/Quality of 
Life: Support Community Quality of Life; Share Burdens and Benefits” and “Environmental Stewardship: 
Preserve or Enhance Environmental Health.” The primary reason that the Colorado Department of 
Transportation failed to incorporate a sufficiently broad statement of the Purpose and Need for the I‐70 
East Project was its failure to comply with the procedural requirements of The Safe, Accountable, 



Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy For Users (Public Law 109‐59) thus, Title VI, Sec. 
6001(f) (1) of that Act mandates, “As early as practicable during the environmental review process, the 
lead agency shall provide an opportunity for involvement by participating agencies and the public in 
defining the purpose and need for a project.” Discussions of the project between the Colorado 
Department of Transportation and cooperating agencies were not open to the public. Hence, it is 
impossible to know whether these agencies were accorded a role in defining the Purpose and Need for 
the I‐70 East Project. However, in the numerous public meetings on the Project, the Purpose and Need 
were never presented to the public as open to their input. Instead, they assiduously were presented on 
printed boards as a given and no discussion of alternative Purposes were permitted. This is a clear 
violation of NEPA and SAFETEA‐LU. COMMENT TWO The Final EIS does not analyze the full range of 
direct, indirect and cumulative effects of the preferred alternative as required by CEQ NEPA Regulations, 
40 C.F. R 1508.7, 1508.8. Section 1508.8 states: “Effects” include: (a)        Direct effects, which are caused 
by the action and occur at the same time and place. (b)        Indirect effects, which are caused by the 
action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect 
effects may include growth inducing effects or other effects related to induced changes in the pattern 
iof land used, population density or growth, and related effects on air and water and other natural 
systems, including ecosystems. Effects and impacts as used in these regulations are synonymous. Effects 
include ecological (such as effects on natural resources and on compounds, structures, and functioning 
or affected ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, 
indirect, or cumulative. Effects may also include those resulting from actions which may have both 
beneficial and detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency believes that the effect will be 
beneficial. The I‐70 East project limits and project area are identified in Volume 1, Chapter 2.3 of the EIS. 
These extend for approximately 12 miles along I‐70 between I‐25 and Tower Road, with a one‐mile 
buffer. All of the CDOT Public Outreach meetings were held within this project area. However, at the 
time this area was constructed the Colorado Department of Transportation could reasonably foresee 
that the direct and indirect impacts of the project would far exceed this limit. In fact, as part of the 
project CDOT entered into an Intergovernmental Agreement with the City of Denver which commits 
extensive resources to drainage improvements required for the Partially Covered Below Grade Preferred 
Option for this project. However, these improvements will require either the removal of approximately 
53 homes in the Cole neighborhood of Denver or destruction of Federally Designated Historic Areas 
within City Park Golf Course in Denver. There is no analysis of these impacts in the Final EIS. 
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From:   "Thaddeus J Tecza" <thaddeus.tecza@colorado.edu> 
Subject:   Test 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 3:08 pm 
To:   "Contactus@I‐70East.com" <Contactus@I‐70East.com> 

 

 
 
 
 



From:   "Beckah Terlouw" <beckah.terlouw@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, March 3, 2016 2:31 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: beckah.terlouw@gmail.com 
 
name: Beckah Terlouw 
address: 3234 Madison St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am opposed to the proposed plan. As a neighborhood resident, and as a daily 
commuter‐‐this plan is not the right fit. My concerns include: The impact on surrounding neighborhoods 
will be devastating. In total, more than 100 dwelling units could be lost + businesses  Environmental 
consequences: residents not displaced by the highway will find themselves even closer to this pollutant, 
which is already the cause of high levels of asthma, heart disease and cancer among neighbors Social 
justice: poor health and the depression of home values will disproportionately affect low‐income and 
minority households  Highway on top of children: Swansea Elementary will be less than 100 ft from the 
widened highway, which will be the equivalent of 23 lanes wide  Financial morass: $1.7B of taxpayer 
money is the starting point. But if you know one thing about Boston’s Big Dig, it's probably that it ran 
600%+ over budget  Old smelter pollution: the plan requires digging below the water table into toxic, 
contaminated soil and exposing workers and residents to flood risk and ground pollution. CDOT doesn’t 
even know what it will find in the ground! The project includes several superfund sites 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: First, while traffic is tighter during rush hours‐‐it's 
hardly terrible. Second, this community hasn't even had the opportunity to use and become accustomed 
to the newly launching high speed rail. Third, look at the T‐Rex project. Are outcomes from that actually 
benefiting anyone?? 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please review alternative options. 
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From:   "Jim Theye" <jtheye@kentwoodcity.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 11:20 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jtheye@kentwoodcity.com 
 
name: Jim Theye 
address: 1461 Delgany Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80202 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live and work downtown and am interested in the impacts to 
and successful integration of the affected neighborhoods. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: i simply hope that significant 
consideration has been given to the concept of rerouting I‐70 to the 270 corridor. i 
haven't followed this issue closely to date but i do see the benefits of pushing the 
thru traffic north and away from the city‐center. if this allowed the current 
routing of I‐70 to be down scaled and maintained as a local access corridor, i think 
it could be redesigned in a way that was beneficial to local businesses and 
residents. The options are pretty compelling so i hope they are getting a good look. 
how_receiving_info: Newsletter 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Thibodeaux, Jason" <Jason.Thibodeaux@nrel.gov> 
Subject:   Comments regarding the I‐70 CDOT Project 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 12:53 pm 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
In my humble opinion, the proposed I‐70 East CDOT Project needs to be turned down 
because: 
 ‐ it will not relieve traffic; 
‐ it will toxify the air, water, and soil in a very wide area; 
‐ it will totally disrupt old, well‐kept neighborhoods and homes , destroying these 
functioning communities at the same time; 
‐ the proposed cover on the Ditch is already called the Toxic Playground; 
‐ it is ill‐conceived, faulty, called one of the 10 worst project proposals in America; 
‐ There is a better plan already available. 
The I‐76/270 Alternative is the best choice because: 
‐ the Right of Way needed to widen these roads is already owned by CDOT; 
‐ it is much less expensive, about half the price; 
‐ it will not necessitate buying/removing any homes or businesses; 
 ‐ there are few, if any, Super Sites that will be disturbed; 
‐ it will funnel 45% of the present I‐70 traffic around the city and all the 
communities impacted by the fumes, noise, and dirt; 
‐ the present I‐70 corridor becomes the Denver Boulevard, a divided highway with 3 
lanes on each side, with side and center greenways, like Monaco Parkway without the 
houses. 
Please meet with the RNO's, before you give your final decision to CDOT 
 
Please CDOT, heavily consider the I‐270/76 re‐route before proceeding with anything. 
 Numerous US cities have expanded highways only to find that traffic volume quickly 
increases to put them all right back to where they started. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jason Thibodeaux 
North Denver resident (Chaffee Park) 

 



From:   "Melissa Thomas" <melthomas15@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, January 20, 2016 10:40 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: melthomas15@gmail.com 
 
name: Melissa Thomas 
address: 2335 Walnut St Unit 11 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 720.273.5596 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I don't think it is a good idea to widen the roads. It will 
eventually just bring about more cars and not address the issue of improving 
transportation for people around the city. I think it will eventually bring about 
more traffic but this time in more lanes. I think it promotes air pollution, oil 
dependency and has the risk of becoming a highway in other heavily populated cities 
such as Los Angeles who also have widened their roads yet still struggle with many 
hours of traffic. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: bike lanes, better public 
transportation, car share, etc as options for people rather than driving in their 
cars, especially as a lone driver 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Laurie Thompson" <laurietho@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 9:45 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: laurietho@gmail.com 
 
name: Laurie Thompson 
address: 3008 Columbine 
city: denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7208400626 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in the neighborhood and don't want to see I 70 expanded 
as planned. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move I 70 north out of more heavily 
populated residential neighborhoods. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
comments_questions: Don't proceed with the plan to put I 70 underground. 
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From:   "Laurie Thompson" <laurietho@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 9:45 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: laurietho@gmail.com 
 
name: Laurie Thompson 
address: 3008 Columbine 
city: denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7208400626 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in the neighborhood and don't want to see I 70 expanded 
as planned. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move I 70 north out of more heavily 
populated residential neighborhoods. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
comments_questions: Don't proceed with the plan to put I 70 underground. 
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From:   "Laurie Thompson" <laurietho@gmail.com> 
Subject:   I70 re construction 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:27 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
I am writing to urge CDOT to change plans for the I 70 project to move it 
north into Commerce City and NOT move forward with moving it underground at 
the current location.  The current proposal would highly impact many homes 
and negatively impact the communities along the current corridor, have 
greater expense and create unnecessary traffic nigjtmares. 
Thank you, 
Laurie Thompson 

 



From:   "Cara Thornton" <carathornton@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:23 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: carathornton@gmail.com 
 
name: Cara Thornton 
address: 4568 Beach Court 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3038596983 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live west of 25 and South of 70 in the Sunnyside neighborhood. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am severely disappointed in the continued push to put ten 
lanes of traffic underground in an expansion of I‐70. Denver has changed 
dramatically in the last 15 years and the downtown area is burgeoning with life and 
development. The current proposed plan ignores the strong communities surrounding 
downtown and the negative impact the increased traffic and pollution will have on 
the people who live here, not to mention that it will, literally, physically divide 
an area that could be preserved and become a boon to our community. There are 
alternatives. There are ways to preserve the communities that have been here for 
decades that continue to grow and flourish. Please reconsider the proposed plan in 
light of the city Denver is TODAY. Please see the negative impacts the proposed plan 
will have on the people who make this city what it is. Please be open to the 
alternatives that provide traffic solutions while also preserving the communities 
along the current I‐70 route. 
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From:   "Cara Thornton" <carathornton@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:23 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: carathornton@gmail.com 
 
name: Cara Thornton 
address: 4568 Beach Court 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3038596983 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live west of 25 and South of 70 in the Sunnyside neighborhood. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am severely disappointed in the continued push to put ten 
lanes of traffic underground in an expansion of I‐70. Denver has changed 
dramatically in the last 15 years and the downtown area is burgeoning with life and 
development. The current proposed plan ignores the strong communities surrounding 
downtown and the negative impact the increased traffic and pollution will have on 
the people who live here, not to mention that it will, literally, physically divide 
an area that could be preserved and become a boon to our community. There are 
alternatives. There are ways to preserve the communities that have been here for 
decades that continue to grow and flourish. Please reconsider the proposed plan in 
light of the city Denver is TODAY. Please see the negative impacts the proposed plan 
will have on the people who make this city what it is. Please be open to the 
alternatives that provide traffic solutions while also preserving the communities 
along the current I‐70 route. 
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From:   "Thomas Topero" <rkitekt318@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 2:28 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: rkitekt318@hotmail.com 
 
name: Thomas Topero 
address: 303 S Broadway 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80209 
phone: 7204680022 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Other 
interest_in_project: As an urbanist and infill developer, I'm concerned about creating a private vehicle 
canyon through the middle of the city. I know it's the job of CDOT to move cars around by whatever 
means it has available with whatever funds it can find regardless of the quality or benefit to everyone 
affected. The fact that something has to be done to keep the viaduct from creating a safety issue does 
not mean we need to commit ourselves to hundreds of millions of dollars that will not aid in the ability 
of people to get to their destination at the highest traffic periods. The suggestion of routing the I‐70 
traffic onto an expanded I‐270/I‐76 route with a 46th Ave boulevard replacing the viaduct and highway 
west of I‐270 needs to be studied to the same extent as the current preferred option. The option that 
routes traffic up I‐270 and back down to the I‐25/I‐70 mouse trap is not what we asked for and is not 
supported by the communities for what seems to be obvious reasons. All communities along I‐70, I‐270, 
I‐76 & I‐25 are affected by any proposal. The question is what is going to be the best answer to a traffic 
issue that is transitioning and will change over the life of the construction? By the time the canyon is 
finished, transportation will have evolved and technology will be making 20th century solutions obsolete 
(this is a 20th century solution that does not improve our future in Colorado). Transparency is a huge 
concern in this PPP as the public is being removed from the oversight process to ensure that we don't 
get screwed by stupidity and greed for a short sighted vision. We need to now how the money will be 
spent, collected, and certainties that everything that has been discussed to appease citizen concerns is 
guaranteed to be completed at the quality level of the rest of the project. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐position the issue as one of what is best for the 
community. There is almost no highway that has ever improved the livability of the community a limited 
access highway has gone through in this country. To move people through a community without giving it 
the tools to build itself into a better place to live and work is short sighted, irresponsible and no better 
than greedy corporations that push their pollution, wastes and undesirables onto the public to deal 
with. Unintended consequences abound; liabilities are shifted to the least able to deal with the 
ramifications. Study and present the unbiased findings of a full investigation into shifting the I‐70 traffic 
west of I‐270 to I‐25 or I‐76 onto an expanded I‐270/I‐76 route with a 46th Ave boulevard created where 
I‐70 exists today. Your bosses (the tax paying citizens) deserve to have a proper answer to this proposal.
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 



comments_questions: What are the costs and effects of routing the I‐70 traffic between I‐270 & I‐25 and 
I‐270 & I‐76 onto an expanded I‐270/I‐76 route and removing the viaduct through Denver? What are the 
additional costs to restore the path of I‐70 between I‐270 & I‐25 into a boulevard a la Colorado Blvd? 
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From:   "Kristen Tourangeau" <kristentourangeau@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 2:00 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: kristentourangeau@hotmail.com 
 
name: Kristen Tourangeau 
address: 324 Albion St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80220 
phone: 303‐320‐8688 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I believe that digging a huge trough for I‐70 is a ridiculous 
waste of money when I‐70 could easily bypass the city. Doing a bypass would be MUCH 
less expensive and keep traffic out of the core of the city. I lived in San 
Francisco with the highways that came directly into the city. After the earthquake 
damaged them and they were taken down, there was new life breathed into the city. 
The same would happen in Denver if I‐70 were re‐routed. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: By moving I‐70 outside of Denver!! 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
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From:   "Joe Trommeter" <jtrommeter@twgservices.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:09 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jtrommeter@twgservices.com 
 
name: Joe Trommeter 
address: 4729 Osceola St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐960‐7798 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm concerned that the widening of this highway will continue 
and I will lose my home. I'm not currently within the study area, but I'm very near 
to it. I'm also concerned with the cost of this project. I believe that there are 
alternatives to this project that not only cost less, but will have a more positive 
outcome for my neighborhood. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: The idea that has been proposed by 
unitenorthmetrodenver.com to close I70 at Wadsworth and divert traffic up to I76 and 
270 is a better plan. Turning that section of I70 into a parkway in the vein of 
something like Monaco would be ideal. Traffic could still flow nicely, but the 
option of highway access is only a few blocks north. This would mesh very well with 
the new Gold line coming through on the RTD Light rail system. I76 has exits closer 
to the new Gold line stations than I70 does. The other light rail lines follow major 
traffic thoroughfares around the city, why wouldn't the gold line? It only makes 
more sense to get more out of the huge investment we have already made in the light 
rail system. I76 has the opportunity to be the new major transportation gateway in 
the northwestern part of the city. I don't know how CDOT could not want to see this 
alternative through. This plan is so much better and provides for a better co! 
 mmuting future for the ever expanding northwestern part of the city. Please 
consider this option over the I70 EIS widening venture. It is better in every way. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The diversion plan allows for neighborhood growth as well as 
property value growth. These neighborhoods in north Denver have been improving with 
time. In my neighborhood, we have seen many new small businesses become successful 
as well as many old buildings renovated. The economic boom that is happening could 
well be stifled by this plan to widen I70 due to the access problems this project 
would cause. The city and it's citizens will be missing out on a great opportunity 
and better living if the I70 widening project is chosen over the I76 and 270 option. 
Please do not move forward with the I70 East EIS. Thank you. 
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From:   "Heather Truhan" <heathertruhan@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 8:49 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: heathertruhan@gmail.com 
 
name: Heather Truhan 
address: 1822 W 34th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 720‐272‐9299 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am extremely concerned about the disturbance of some of the most toxic soil in 
the state. There is NO proven "safe" way to do this. By digging up this corridor, you will be jeopardizing 
the health of all neighbors along the highway not to mention everyone who drives on the highway. 
Please do the right thing here for the health of our citizens. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Make our city beautiful in a way that the 
enlightened people of Colorado deserve! We have an opportunity to set the stage for the next 50 years. 
A mega highway city is not the answer. A tree‐lined, bike lane inclusive, business friendly boulevard will 
create more transit friendly development and is in line with Denver's healthy outdoor population! 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: There appear to be a lot of unanswered questions in it‐ like where will this soil 
go? What will it be used for? Who in their right mind would accept it?! 
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From:   "Heather Truhan" <heathertruhan@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:35 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: heathertruhan@gmail.com 
 
name: Heather Truhan 
address: 1822 W 35th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 720‐272‐9299 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I am extremely concerned about the health impacts of digging up soil that has 
contaminants from 60 smelters. I come from a town in Missouri where high school classmates (now in their 
40s) are dying from rare cancers and there is a cluster ‐ based on Coldwater Creek where chemicals were 
dumped from the Manhattan Project. Trust me, Denver does NOT want this kind of health impact in its future. 
And it is bound to happen if CDOT starts digging up carcinogenic soil. My other concern is for some of Denver's 
poorest neighborhoods who have not had a fair voice in this project. The kids of Glovebille and Elyria/Swansea 
are already suffering from ashtma and obesity because it is not safe for them to play outside. We have a 
chance to do something REALLY different here for Denver's future. Let's think hard before we become another 
mega highway city like Dallas. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Can you envision tree‐lined boulevards and streets that 
are designed to ENCOURAGE business interaction, thereby fueling the growth of Globeville and 
Elyria/Swansea?? How about a new gateway into Denver that is NOT a football field sized trench filled with 
inevitable pollutants and drainage issues? What if people could bike or cruise along green boulevards where I‐
70 used to be... and take the business loop around the city if they are in a hurry ‐ this would be a great solution 
for state to state drivers, leaving beautiful art‐lined boulevards to the locals. I speak as someone who plans to 
live in Denver for the next 50 years and raise children here. If other major cities can remove their highways 
cutting through the middle of the cities, and truly flourish because of this innovative thinking... why can't 
Denver see how great this could be?! 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: You owe it to future Denver to thoroughly STUDY the I‐270/I‐76 reroute option. It just 
makes sense. There was a plan to expand 270 anyway I heard. There are wider shoulders here already. There is 
more industrial land here. It just makes sense. PLEASE read this.. 6 cities have figured out. We can be lucky 
number 7. gizmodo.com/6‐freeway‐demolitions‐that‐changed‐their‐cities‐forever‐1548314937 
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From:   "Kenneth Truhan" <kenstru@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 7:50 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: kenstru@gmail.com 
 
name: Kenneth Truhan 
address: 1822 W. 35th Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm interested in the I‐70 expansion/"ditch" plan NOT HAPPENING ‐ it is ridiculously 
expensive, completely disruptive to bordering communities, and will NOT improve traffic flow in this 
area! So, my interest is loudly voting "NO" on this! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Expanding I‐70 is NOT the solution ‐ PLEASE give 
full (not dismissive) consideration to the I‐270/I‐76 re‐route option! 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am asking CDOT to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and 
I‐76 ‐ the I‐70 "improvement" plan is a multi‐billion dollar disaster waiting to happen! 
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From:   "Joseph Trumble" <joe.homrealty@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 19, 2016 12:28 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: joe.homrealty@gmail.com 
 
name: Joseph Trumble 
address: 2040 Newland 
city: edgewater 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80214 
phone: 303 529 3260 
add_to_online_list: YES 
interest_in_project:  
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
comments_questions: How will access to the areas near the Highway project be 
affected during the next few years. 
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From: "Jonathan Turner" <jonturner79@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Fri, February 26, 2016 2:41 pm 
To: webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

email: jonturner79@gmail.com 

name: Jonathan Turner 
address: 3535 Humboldt St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 9704855313 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live near I70 and find the expansion of the highway to be a massive disservice to 
the communities and residents of the area. It is appalling that business interests and the status quo 
since the highway was built decades ago is driving this project over the needs and desires of the 
residents in the area. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Turn the corridor into a surface street that 
promotes business and development that benefits the residents of the area, focus access to the stock 
show grounds from I25 and reroute cross-metro area traffic along the current I270 and I76. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Please reconsider plans that benefit the neighborhoods, communities, and 
residents, not just the current plan which primarily benefits large business that don't invest in the 
neighborhoods that are impacted by this project/highway. 
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From:   "Kris" <MakeRelationshipsMatter@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 1:58 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: MakeRelationshipsMatter@gmail.com 
 
name: Kris 
address: Ullstrup 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 970.988.7711 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Analyzing peak flow and bottleneck 
concerns, as well as general safety issues related to the Viaduct. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I am fundamentally opposed to the current proposed plans for the 
expansion of I70. While I understand the need to address this corridor and its 
current condition, I believe far better alternatives have remained unexplored. I 
believe the expansion of I70 is currently being driven largely by private interests 
that will benefit monetarily as opposed to what fiscally responsible, 
environmentally responsible, and neighborhood cohesion needs suggest. The city of 
Denver does not need a superhighway cutting through it center, nor do we need toll 
lanes designed to move those who can afford it efficiently. And lastly, the current 
expansion has potential devastating environmental effects for the neighborhoods 
adjacent‐‐whether that is added pollution by way of vehicles, or "open channel" 
stormwater drainage containing environmental toxins. I urge reconsideration of more 
alternatives, and urge delay on decisions related the current I70 expansion 
"preferred alternativ! 
 e." This is NOT my preferred alternative. 
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From:   "Mark Ungar" <markungar18@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 10, 2016 2:44 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: markungar18@gmail.com 
 
name: Mark Ungar 
address: 3115 Race Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 9704711060 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Digging I‐70 below grade and capping a tiny portion of it is 
going to do nothing to bring the communities on either side together. I also do not 
believe that adding lanes is going to relieve congestion. In order to over come 
these obstacles I feel that the solution is to re‐route I‐70 via improvements to 270 
and 76. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route I‐70 around the city via 
270/76 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=184.96.251.231 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



 

 

Well, good evening. My name is Elet Valentine, candidate 

for state representative for House District 7. My concern 

today lies with the current environmental impact study 

and the conflict it has with the current claim power 

plan. The City of Denver's current plan to reduce carbon 

by 80 percent by 2050, and it would also conflict with 

the State's plan whenever it is written. The clean power 

plan for Denver is to reduce carbon by 80 percent by 

decreasing the use of driving, increase the use of light 

rail, and the increased use of sidewalks, light rail, and 

trolleys. The I-70 expansion plan does not do this. It 

actually does the opposite. It increases driving by 

adding 20 lanes of highway, increases carbon and does not 

create bike lanes, trolleys, or a safe environment for 

communities. It is very disappointing that this project 

will waste 58 -- approximately $58 million that will 

impact the lives of those in low income and minority 

neighborhoods. This money could be used for more critical 

uses such as the homeless and the poor. The I-70 

expansion product, to me, is equivalent of the Flint 

water crisis. They poison by water, this project poisons 



 

 

by air. There're alternatives that will save the state 

and local communities money as well as lives. It is 

critical that the I-70 expansion comply with the federal, 

state and local carbon reduction plan to reduce 

unnecessary spending and saves lives of those in low 

income and minority communities. Please reconsider the 

alternative reroute plan. Thank you for your time and 

consideration.  



Good evening. My name is Elet Valentine and I'm currently a candidate for State Representative in 
House District 7. I'm a Colorado native, born, raised in the Cole neighborhood where my mother and 
family still resides. I currently live in Montbello, which is at the opposite end of the project. My concern 
this evening lies with the current Environmental Impact Study and the entire project. I am against this 
project and I am in favor of the I‐70/I‐76 reroute alternative. This project has many flaws, largely the 
Environmental Impact Study, which directly violates the Clean Power Plan; the City and County of 
Denver's current carbon reduction plan; which are the goals to reduce carbon by 80 percent. This 
project does just the opposite and cannot be obtained by building a 20‐lane‐plus highway. It does not 
decrease the usage of driving; uses trolleys; encourages walking and with wider sidewalks. This I‐70 
expansion project is equivalent to the Flint water crisis. They poisoned low‐income minorities and 
communities by water. This project does it by polluted air. Not only is this project as dangerous to 
community's health, but also wastes approximately 58,000,000 taxpayer dollars. Displaces funds that 
could go toward critical needs of affordable housing projects for people in this neighborhood. This 
project must adhere to the federal, state, and local carbon reduction plans, stop wasteful spending, and 
save the lives of those in our communities. This is why it is imperative for the alternative reroute plan 
this is ‐‐ that is given top priority. Is there anyone here from the I‐70 reroute planning committee? Could 
you guys please stand up? You see these individuals here? Everyone in this room needs to give them 
your name, address, and telephone number. Since this plan violates federal, state, and local laws, you 
should be sued. You should be held accountable for the individuals' health, for violating their rights, and 
for violating federal state and local laws. 

   



From:   "E Faye Vanderslice" <efaye@earthlink.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, March 1, 2016 3:50 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: efaye@earthlink.net 
 
name: E Faye Vanderslice 
address: 4445 Wolff Street 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐433‐3056 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in NW Denver and worked near 5 points for many years. I 
have talked with people who this will affect and have read information from both 
sides. Very simply the I 76 / I 270 would be smarter re cost, resident safety.. 
Bottom line the most important people are the children and their future. Please 
reconsider the I 76 corridor 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=68.68.96.8 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "carl vannixon" <carlnixon@msn.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 3, 2016 3:35 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: carlnixon@msn.com 
 
name: carl vannixon 
address: 4680 milwaukee st 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80216 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a resident living within 1 block of the viaduct ‐ my 
interest is extreme. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Approval and adoption of Partial 
Cover Lowered Alternative with General‐Purpose Lanes Option would increase the flow 
in the neighborhood ‐ cutting down on idling vehicles stuck in traffic, provide a 
more cohesive neighborhood experience, and connect streets that have been 
disconnected for so long. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public 
Meetings,Newsletter,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: There is so much misunderstanding and misinformation that I 
would like to see ‐ publicly ‐ a document that discusses all of these ‐ both 
negative and positive. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=209.244.4.106 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 

From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 

 

email: iamnvv@gmail.com 

realname: Nelson Van Vranken 

 

name: 'Nelson Van Vranken' 

address: '1610 Magnolia Street' 

city: 'Denver' 

state: 'CO' 

zip_code: '80220' 

phone: '' 

comment_on_feis: 'YES' 

primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident' 

interest_in_project: 'My interest is as a resident of the City of Denver.' 

how_often_travel_corridor: 'Seldom' 

primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands' 

how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'I support the proposal's recommendation as it is 
designed to handle increased demand and also get the highway up to safety code. My main concern is 
with noise. See comments below.' 

how_receiving_info: 'Website,Other' 

rate_website: 'Good' 

comments_questions: 'After reading both the executive summary and the chapter on noise, I have 
concerns about the increase in noise neighborhoods with a higher percentage of poor residents. It 
appears that the preferred build option would result in higher noise levels in all these neighborhoods. In 
some places in the chapter the report states that "higher walls would not be feasible". I understand that 
much of these increases are based on higher projected volume in 2035 but still feel like a major project 
like this needs to address the need to decrease noise from the highest volume section of highway in the 
state. My feelings are that even if the total project cost was substantially increased, this would be a wise 
long term investment. To move forward without addressing this issue connected to equality would be 
wrong. If the walls can't be higher what else can be done to decrease noise in these neighborhoods?' 



From:   "Jessica Vargas" <jessica.vargas@ucdenver.edu> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 1:17 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jessica.vargas@ucdenver.edu 
 
name: Jessica Vargas 
address: 165 W Cedar Ave, Apt 4 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80223 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Other 
interest_in_project: I am writing to express my strong opposition to this project. I 
do not believe that this project is in the interest of Denver residents, believe 
that it will adversely affect the Globeville and Elyria Swansea neighborhoods, and 
is a violation of environmental justice. Expanding the highway by adding lanes will 
not solve the traffic problem on this corridor. Increased car travel will worsen the 
air quality of the neighborhood when the highway again becomes congested. The FEIS 
states that traffic will increase in the neighborhood due to the changes in highway 
access; more dead‐end streets that do not connect to the north or the south will 
also increase traffic in the neighborhood. This increased traffic will do harm to 
the neighborhoods, and worsen the air quality which already is at unhealthy levels. 
The neighborhoods of Globeville and Elyria Swansea already are subjected to worse 
air quality than the rest of the city: the city and state should not proceed with projects  
that will do nothing to improve air quality. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Transportation in the study corridor 
can be improved by adapting the highway to the neighborhoods, not the other way 
around. The highway should be removed from the neighborhood and replaced with a 
surface street appropriate to an urban neighborhood. This is the only option that 
will improve the neighborhood and create healthy conditions for the people of 
Globeville and Elyria Swansea. The proposed I‐76 and I‐270 re‐route was not 
sufficiently studied ‐ it should be further considered to understand the impacts of 
this alternative. CDOT should learn from the success stories of freeway removal 
around the country ‐ there is an opportunity to increase connectivity and improve 
urban neighborhoods in Denver, instead of further degrading them. This alternative 
is supported by many in the community and should be adequately studied. The option 
to lower the highway and connect the neighborhoods using a highway cover, without 
increasing the number of lanes, should also have been more fully considered. This would achieve 
CDOT’s goal of connecting and improving the neighborhood without causing further 
harm. The neighborhoods of Globeville and Elyria Swansea have been subject to poor 
environmental and health conditions for 50 years, since this highway first cut 
through the neighborhood. These neighborhoods should not have to bear the 
increased cost of greater car traffic. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 



comments_questions: This project is not a smart use of taxpayer funds and will 
divert funding from more sustainable and smart transportation projects. Increased 
highway capacity is not worth the huge financial cost of the project, the lost homes 
and businesses, reduced neighborhood connectivity, increased car travel, unimproved 
air quality, and the lost opportunity to create a more sustainable city. The NEPA 
process did not consider enough alternatives, and only considered alternatives that 
included widening the highway. The process did not adequately take into account 
public opinion, and did not adequately consider not expanding, or re‐routing, the 
highway. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=204.30.1.181 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
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HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Amy Ventura" <amy@amyventura.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 1:43 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: amy@amyventura.com 
 
name: Amy Ventura 
address: 3525 Newton St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: No trench plan ‐‐ I would like CDOT to properly investigate the 
full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: No trench plan ‐‐ I would like CDOT 
to properly investigate the full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76 
how_receiving_info: Website 
comments_questions: No trench plan ‐‐ I would like CDOT to properly investigate the 
full re‐route option along I‐270 and I‐76 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=71.205.241.205 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.10; rv:44.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Laura Verlander" <laverlander@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 4, 2016 6:00 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: laverlander@hotmail.com 
 
name: Laura Verlander 
address: 4581 Julian Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live very close to I‐70 near Federal Blvd. I support the 
re‐route plan. This plan does not impact so many neighborhoods and I believe it 
would be easier and cheaper to build. The drainage problems should be addressed 
separate from I‐70 East Expansion Project. I believe that the current I‐70 portion 
of the highway being discussed should be designed to handle local traffic and 
interstate traffic should be directed away from this area. I have faith that it can 
be done because other cities have successfully done it. If you expand the existing 
footprint of I‐70, you will need to expand I‐70 west of I‐25 to relieve the 
resulting bottlenecks. More neighborhoods will be impacted. Denver can be a great 
city if the leaders listen to the people and do the right thing. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Study the re‐route alternative. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Other 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.215.147 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/8.0 Mobile/12F70 Safari/600.1.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Brian Vogler" <bwvogler@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:55 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: bwvogler@gmail.com 
 
name: Brian Vogler 
address: 4922 Meade St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80221 
phone: 2487559962 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in Denver and this will come out of the funds to maintain our infrastructure. I 
think this is stupid, and I'm upset about it. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route through traffic around the city and widen 
other roads in less populated areas. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between 
two bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is 
not conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is 
questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on 
solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest 
in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes 
and businesses disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more 
information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the 
health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s 
entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds or crumbling infrastructure elsewhere 
in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be 
closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and 
Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the 
first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 2016 
that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you or your consideration. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=64.233.172.228 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; XT1254 Build/SU4TL‐44) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.63 Mobile Safari/537.36 



From:   "Laura Vogler" <lauracs33@hotmail.con> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:57 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

email: lauracs33@hotmail.con 
 
name: Laura Vogler 
address: 4922 Meade St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80221 
phone: 303‐319‐8091 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a lifetime resident of Denver and a daily commuter along this route I feel there are 
better ways to spend this money and route traffic in a more reasonable manner. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Reroute traffic from I‐70 to I‐76‐270 corridor. Expand I‐70 
into a boulevard. Reunite Denver's neighborhoods, create jobs and industry along the new road. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I wholeheartedly agree with the statements below from my neighbor. Please consider 
re‐routing I‐70 to the I‐76‐270 interchange. Or at least investigate this as a reasonable possibility before 
making any changes. I urge you to consider other solutions than the “false choice” presented, between two 
bad options, in the current EIS. Building or widening highways through densely populated areas is not 
conscionable in the 21st century. Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of roadway is questionable and 
more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is needed on solutions that focus on 
the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible way to invest in the future of these 
neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so many homes and businesses 
disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, more information is needed on 
solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve the health and well being of residents. 
In addition, the proposed project would use one half of Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years 
leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other 
bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed 
project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject 
it. I urge you to fully investigate, for the first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado 
deserve visionary solutions in 2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your 
consideration. 
================================== 
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HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 



My name is Everett Volk. Okay. I'm a resident of Park Hill and I'm here to talk about local traffic. Save 
your boos until the end. Before I begin, let me give you a few facts about myself. I work downtown. My 
two kids go to Park Hill Elementary. We typically bike or walk to school from our house at Glencoe and 
25th. And then from there I usually ride my bike or take a bus to Union Station. In each of these trips, we 
either cross or travel on 23rd and Montview Avenue. In each of these trips I can guarantee there's very 
serious traffic on both roads, typically moving at very high speeds. All of it or at least most of it is headed 
downtown. So, why is that important? The FEIS shows that somewhere between 50,000 and 200,000 
vehicles per day use the stretch of I‐70 that's in the project area. The FEIS also shows that about 50 to 70 
percent of those trips originate or end in the project area, which means that they are local. Now, 
opponents of this project, of whom I assume most of you are, have proposed to ditch this project, this 
highway, entirely, and move the highway into Adams County. My question is: Where will those 25,000 
to 100,000 local trips go? Let me tell you: 23rd, Montview, MLK, Bruce Randolph, Smith, and maybe the 
46th Boulevard that has very nice trees. And, making this route shift, though, those local trips are going 
to expose me, my kids, my neighbors, my neighbors' kids, to even more traffic. Park Hill roads are not 
suited for that kind of traffic. And Park Hill Elementary is not the only school that's going to be affected. 
There's Stedman, there's a few others in Park Hill. Now, rerouters, you blithely ignore these impacts. I 
hear a bunch of crap, basically, about, “Oh, it's going to be cost‐free to move this highway up to I‐
76/270." That's wrong. CDOT, I urge you to ignore their foolhardy recommendations. You've done a fine 
job identifying and addressing alternatives; you've done an impressive amount of analysis on the 
environmental and social impacts. And you've identified appropriate litigation. Thank you. 

   



From:   "Vorndran, Judith" <jvorndran@taxops.com> 
Subject:   Ditch the Ditch 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 2:09 pm 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
I live at 3905 Zenobia Street in Denver and I am completely in favor of Ditching the  
Ditch and using the I‐76/270 corridor and replacing that swathe of I‐70 as a 
boulevard. 
 
Judy 
 
Judy Vorndran 
State and Local Tax 
TaxOps 
[rsz_1join_us_on_linkedin]<https://www.linkedin.com/company/taxops‐llc> 
 
Phone:   720‐227‐0093 
Cell:       720‐837‐8939 
Fax:       720‐227‐0071 
Email:   jvorndran@taxops.com 
<mailto:jvorndran@taxops.com 
> 
Visit our website at www.taxops.com<http://www.taxops.com/> 
This email is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, dissemination, 
copying, printing or other use of this email by persons or entities other than the 
addressee is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please contact 
the sender immediately and delete the material from any computer. It is the 
responsibility of the recipient to virus scan this email. 
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My name is Bridget Walsh. I live in the Park Hill Neighborhood of Denver. 

I would like to comments about the health impacts from air pollution on people living by 

170 in the Globeville and Elyria Swansea Neighborhoods. 

A 2014 report by the Denver Department of Environmental Health, Demographics and 

Health in Globeville and Elyria Swansea Today, found that children who live in these I 

70 close neighborhoods "visit emergency rooms for asthma related treatment more 

often than their counterparts in Denver as a whole. The report stated that there were 

higher than average emergency room visits rates for children living around the I 70 

corridor and the junction of i 70 and i 25. These neighborhoods are also predominantly 

Hispanic, African American and low income. 

Colorado Department of Transportation seemed to recognize the impact of air pollution 

on the health of children and adults living close to I 70 when they listed mitigation steps 

that they would take to hermetically seal off Swansea Elementary School , forgetting 

that children have to go outside to play. However, COOT seems to try to shirk the 

blame for the pollution woes of people who live close to I 70 : 

"Many of the health conditions found in this neighborhood also can be linked with 

smoking, poor dietary habits , GENETICS and alcohol use." 

This rather amazing, Orwellian statement came from COOT's EIS, "some air quality 

mitigation issues. '' 

COOT tried to lay blame on the victims of COOT's environmental injustice. This 

statement alone shows how out of touch COOT and the City of Denver are with the 

needs of their citizens for a clean, non toxic place to live. 

I ask you not to approve the Lowered Covered option for I 70. But instead, choose the 

healthy, beautiful ,economical, community friendly, option, a Boulevard and the 

rerouting of I 70 . 

Thank you. B. Walsh 720.440.3562 denverbridget@gmail.com 



I'm Bridget Walsh. And I live in Park Hill. I would like to comment about the health impacts from air 
pollution on people living by I‐70 in Globeville, Elyria, Swansea neighborhoods. Everybody knows that 
the asthma rates and cardiovascular rates and cancer rates in those neighborhoods are very high. What I 
want to point out was what I ‐‐ sort of shocking language that I found in the CDOT document. It says, 
"Many of the health conditions found in this neighborhood also can be linked with smoking, poor dietary 
habits, alcohol use." But the last one is a kicker, "genetics." They understand that they're going to have 
to hermetically seal these children in a school. I don't know if they're going to hand out gas masks when 
they have to walk home. But the genetics or Orwellian statement I found really shocking. Of course, I'm 
not for the expansion of I‐70, I know there are a lot of good people who have worked on it for a very 
long time. I'm interested in exploring the option of the boulevard and rerouting the traffic. I also would 
like a clarification about the need for the flood remediation projects proposed for City Park. If they're 
going to take out 45 acres of trees or 55 homes in Cole neighborhood, I was to understand that that was 
necessary for the project. And I'm finding out that maybe it's not. So, I'd like some clarification. 

   



From:   "eileen Walsh" <denverbridget@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 29, 2016 7:32 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: denverbridget@gmail.com 
 
name: eileen Walsh 
address: 4909 East 23rd Avenue 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80207 
phone: 720440562 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I hereby request that my attachments and this email all be made part of the 
record in this FEIS. I. If the projects are connected, this FEIS is deficient because it fails to comply with 
Section 1508 of NEPA.         A. Section 1508 of NEPA requires that both direct impacts and indirect 
impacts of the preferred alternative be evaluated. The impacts of the drainage projects that are the 
subject of the IGA between CDOT and CCD have not been evaluated and a Record of Decision can not be 
issued. Under NEPA the impacts to the neighborhoods impacted by the PCL and the accompanying 
drainage project must be evaluated in order for the FEIS to be complete. There has been no analysis of 
impacts, direct or indirect, on residents in the numerous neighborhoods that lie south of I‐70 and south 
of 40th as a result of this TBDP. There are serious potential impacts to residents in basins 4500 ‐01, ‐02 
and ‐03 as they are forced to sacrifice their homes and designated public park lands in order to reduce 
flow basins in which the PCL actually lies.         B. As demonstrated in the IGA between Denver and CDOT, 
this TBDP drainage project and the CDOT are connected. The IGA, the materials used to advance the 
project to Denver Council in June/July 2015, and the representations made by various parties regarding 
the connection between the TBDP and the CDOT project all make clear this connection. While CDOT 
would like to pretend they are separate projects so as to not have to comply with NEPA, this argument 
fails. See attached IGA and WORD Document setting forth link between projects.         C. The Ordinance 
Request to Denver Council regarding this IGA makes it indisputable that the purpose of the IGA includes 
the drainage project to reduce flow for I‐70. See Ordinance Request attached below. See language on 
page 2 of Ordinance Request, attached, which provides that the "proposed regionally benefitting 
drainage plan accomplishes the need to provide 100 yr protection for the "PCL." II. If the projects are not 
connected, this FEIS must fail because of inappropriate use of state money. Both CDOT and Denver 
maintain that the TDBP is an independent project of the City & County of Denver. If the TBDP is not 
connected to a state project, it would make it illegal for the state to contribute money to the project. 
Under what state enabling provision is CDOT contributing to "Denver's" drainage project? III. If the 



projects are connected, the FEIS must fail because Denver is acting as a surrogate for CDOT on the TBDP. 
As a result of the TDBP, Denver is set up as the government entity with the power to condemn homes 
for detention and/or entering into franchise or utility agreements with the Parks Department in order to 
regrade park lands and gain detention. CDOT would be unable to take these actions and therefore has 
entered into an IGA to effect the TBDP. "But for" the IGA with Denver, CDOT would not be able to carry 
out the TBDP because CDOT could not condemn property, for example, in Cole, or reconfigure a 
municipality's park lands for the purpose of being able to carry out its construction by reducing surface 
flow. It has been made clear that the intent of the IGA is to reduce flow to the I‐70 trenching area (see 
Word Document attached). It simply does not past the small test that CDOT can contract with Denver to 
accomplish what it cannot do on its own. IV.         CDOT's preferred alternative (PCL) created the need for
the TDBP. The August 1, 2014 Engenuity Memorandum in the EIS regarding Montclair Basin, states: 
Currently, this flood potential does not pose a significant risk to the highway due to its elevated design 
on a viaduct. However, proposed lowering of alignment below grade will introduce the potential for 
flood waters to enter the highway if not accounted for in the project’s drainage design. The independent
analysis in the Denver 2014 Storm Drainage Master Plan addresses the need for extensive city‐wide 
needed improvements to basin drainage in every part of Denver. There was no independent plan on the 
part of Denver to implement these steps to provide 100 year protection. This is a joint plan developed 
because of the decision to prepare for an ROD that approved the PCL. V. Data used was selective. Data 
was presented to create a "need" to reduce flow south of 40th, with incomplete analysis of what 
happened to that water after 40th, no analysis of the feasibility of collecting water or providing 
detention in industrial areas surrounding I‐70 and the National Western site. Not pointed out, but clear 
in diagrams, is that there are inundation points other than City Park and the "former channel" (the 
subject of a yet to be completed study on the history of the Montclair basin). I was not one sentence 
about the role of UPRR or NWC or any other industry in the area as to contributions to reduction or 
detention. I may have missed this, but I did not see an evaluation of the risk to life and property through 
by constructing the highway at depth. THe FEIS seems to leave the analysis of groundwater removal and 
impacts to the "design" stage. THe FEIS should evaluate such risks. Meanwhile, the assumption in the 
report is that the estimated 100 year flow coming across from Basin 4500‐01 at certain discrete points 
into basin 0060‐02 should be addressed by eliminating historic homes in Basin 4500‐01. I saw no analysis 
that addresses the barriers to drainage created by the Rail yards or other industry. The report only 
evaluated one possible 100 year inundation site further down in the basin and a few sites south of 40th. 
I may have missed it, but saw no evaluation of other potential inundation sites in the vicinity of I‐70. It is 
clear the study was tailored to set up the TBDP as the vehicle to reduce flow. The analysis is self‐serving 
to CDOT, establishing the need to eliminate estimated 100 year flow from the south. There is no 
examination of alternatives for intercepting these flows at industrial sites, in detention created by 
acquiring parcels north of 40th, alternatives such as eliminating the PCL alternative, etc. I am not an 
engineer, but I can read in the report that states: Currently, this flood potential does not pose a 
significant risk to the highway due to its elevated design on a viaduct. However, proposed lowering of 
alignment below grade will introduce the potential for flood waters to enter the highway if not 
accounted for in the project’s drainage design. p. 2 Memorandum by Enginuity (attached) Overall goal of 
this analysis: to perform a technical review of the previous Montclair basin hydrologic analysis and 
modify the modeling, if necessary, in order to provide C‐DOT with a mutually agreed upon off‐site 100‐
year design flow rate for the I‐70 PCL project. p. 2 Memorandum by Enginuity (attached) It is this last 
sentence, expressing the directive to modify the modeling if necessary to make sure CDOT can meet 100 
year protection, that illustrates clearly the narrow focus of this study and the MATT's work. The FEIS fails 
to rigorously analyze this limited goal of the study and call for more thorough analysis. VI. The IGA 
contains a fundamental misrepresentation, upon which Denver Council's relied in moving the IGA 
forward.         That paragraph provides: WHEREAS, the City has separately and independently created a 



drainage plan to provide 100‐year storm protection for azeas that could be inundated by water from the 
Montclair and Park Hill basins, including the I‐70 East Project alignment (the "Two Basin Drainage 
Project' or "TBDP") This is not the case, as the 2014 Storm Drainage Master Plan does not envision 
construction to the level of 100 year flood protection. The City worked with CDOT, RTD and UDFCD to 
come up with a NEW plan for this IGA, specifically to allow the PCL option to move forward, called the 
Early Action Drainage Plan and the Two Basin Drainage Plan. The IGA further states the City had created 
a "drainage plan to provide 100‐year storm protection for areas that could be inundated by water from 
the Montclair and Park Hill basins, including the I‐70 East Project alignment," that it would initiate 
construction of the TBDP "in order to preserve the propert y necessary for the construction of the 
proposed TBDP and to provide protection for certain developing areas of Denver from a 100‐year storm 
event," and that all parties had "decided on a cooperative approach that will result in savings to, and 
funding contributions for, the I‐70 East Project." The connection between these two projects was made 
clear in the IGA (attached) and as follows in Denver's Powerpoint presentation to Denver City Council's 
Infrastructure Committee and comments by City officials on June 3, 2015: Drainage project estimated at 
$134 Million to be shared by CCD & CDOT, $26.8M upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s 
share to be paid in the future through the Wastewater Fund; Additional Transportation elements will be 
funded as set forth in the IGA under future agreements. (Source, Powerpoint) Public Works and Urban 
Drainage and Flood Control District will undertake the construction of the TBDP, which will protect the 
Transportation Project, RTD’s Eagle and North Metro Lines and adjacent City neighborhoods from a 100‐
year storm. (Source, Powerpoint) Drainage project estimated at $134 Million to be shared by CCD & 
CDOT, $26.8M upfront by CCD with the remainder of the City’s share to be paid in the future through 
the Wastewater Fund; These are a few of my concerns with the project that Denver has undertaken on 
behalf of CDOT. Neighbors without the money to create engineering reports and hire experts are 
repeatedly told that these projects will not cause harm, and in fact will enhance their health. But since, 
as explained above, the drainage project has not been acknowledged as a CDOT endeavor, the impacts 
upon these neighborhoods will not be analyzed under NEPA. This is error, and means that a ROD cannot 
be issued. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=97.118.251.155 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.78.2 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.6 Safari/537.78.2 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "carol warner" <cooper185@comcast.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 8:26 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: cooper185@comcast.net 
 
name: carol warner 
address: 5010 stuart st 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 303‐433‐8149 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: i live two blocks above I‐70 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: this section under study would be better re‐routed 
to the highway just north of us. 76. i drove on I 76 every day for 20 years to work and the only buildings 
that surround either side of this highway are commercial, including storage units, railroad tracks, 
warehouses and asphalt factories. why not expand that highway instead of continuing to build more 
lanes into an almost entirely residental community? It makes no sense. I‐70 should never have been 
ripped through north denver in the first place. 
how_receiving_info: Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.152.33.54 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/601.1.46 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPad3,4;FBMD/iPad;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/;FBID/tablet;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/1] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Lisa Warren" <lisaannwarren@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Comments 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:22 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
I am a concerned resident of the Five Points area of Denver. I have been excited to hear of the various 
improvement projects in and around Denver, and was, until recently, equally excited to hear that the 
aging viaduct of I‐70 would be replaced with a park, with the I‐70 lanes buried beneath. 
 
That is, until I learned of the true plan: to create a an open trench of highway, with a total park‐coverage 
of a few blocks, leading (from the east) directly into a bottle‐neck that is the already over‐crowded 
interchange of I‐25/I‐70.  
 
One of the projects near and dear to the City and County of Denver, and certainly the State of Colorado, 
is the redevelopment of the National Western Stock Show complex. I'm curious to understand how the 
proposed alternative fits in with Denver's plans for the complex and the Denver 2020 Sustainability 
Goals (attached for your reference), specifically: 
 
 
Air Quality, Climate, and Mobility: Allowing for increased traffic does nothing to discourage single‐
occupant vehicles on the highway. The resulting increased traffic and delays due to gridlock in the 
already over‐crowded I‐25/I‐70 interchange would increase emissions over the life of the project, 
thereby reducing Denver's ability to meet and/or return to compliance with current NAAQS, and reduce 
emissions of CO2 to below 1900 levels. Furthermore, the resulting increase in emissions in the vicinity of
the I‐25/I‐70 interchange would likely have negative impacts to the planned stock‐yards of the National 
Western Stock Show complex and its visitors. 
 
Land Use Goal ‐ increasing traffic into downtown, let alone the resulting grid‐lock that would ensue 
directly in front of the redeveloped National Western Stock Show complex, would only serve to 
decrease the appeal of pedestrian access. 
 
I am also concerned that, upon attending public meetings regarding various improvement projects being 
undertaken by the City and County of Denver, that certain stormwater management improvement 
projects (Globeville Landing Park, 33rd Street Outfall, Platte to Park Hill Stormwater System) should be 
considered within the FEIS, as their necessity is directly tied to the proposed alternative of placing the 
lanes of I‐70 below‐grade. The failure of the FEIS to include the socioeconomic and environmental 
impacts of these projects is a violation of NEPA. 
 
CDOT needs to compare the impacts of the proposed alternative to an as‐yet not‐fully investigated 
alternative of re‐routing east‐west traffic to I‐270 and I‐76, and re‐establishing a boulevard along 46th 
Street. Such a plan would discourage traffic growth, provide an enjoyable approach to the redeveloped 
National Western Stock Show complex, increase appeal to pedestrians, increase economic development, 
and increase access to the planned market to be located at the complex. 
 
I have a hard time believing that the impacts associated with improving the deteriorating I‐270/I‐76 
corridor and converting the existing I‐70 corridor between Colorado and Brighton Boulevards into a 
neighborhood boulevard along 46th Street would outweigh the impacts associated with the 



construction of the proposed alternative when considered with all connected projects, with all 
cumulative impacts, and over the life of the projects. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lisa A. Warren 
 



From:   "Lisa Warren" <lisaannwarren@gmail.com 
Subject:   Comments to I‐70 FEIS 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 9:26 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
one type was corrected below ‐ my apologies :‐) 
 
On Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 9:22 PM, Lisa Warren <lisaannwarren@gmail.com 
 wrote: 
 
 I am a concerned resident of the Five Points area of Denver. I have been excited to hear of the various 
improvement projects in and around Denver, and was, until recently, equally excited to hear that the 
aging viaduct of I‐70 would be replaced with a park, with the I‐70 lanes buried beneath. 
 
 That is, until I learned of the true plan: to create a an open trench of highway, with a total park‐
coverage of a few blocks, leading (from the east) directly into a bottle‐neck that is the already over‐
crowded interchange of I‐25/I‐70. 
 
 One of the projects near and dear to the City and County of Denver, and certainly the State of Colorado, 
is the redevelopment of the National Western Stock Show complex. I'm curious to understand how the 
proposed alternative fits in with Denver's plans for the complex and the Denver 2020 Sustainability 
Goals (attached for your reference), specifically: 
 
 
 Air Quality, Climate, and Mobility: Allowing for increased traffic does nothing to discourage single‐
occupant vehicles on the highway. The resulting increased traffic and delays due to gridlock in the 
already over‐crowded I‐25/I‐70 interchange would increase emissions over the life of the project, 
thereby reducing Denver's ability to meet and/or return to compliance with current NAAQS, and reduce 
emissions of CO2 to below 1990 levels. Furthermore, the resulting increase in emissions in the vicinity of
the I‐25/I‐70 interchange would likely have negative impacts to the planned stock‐yards of the National 
Western Stock Show complex and its visitors. 
 
 Land Use Goal ‐ increasing traffic into downtown, let alone the resulting grid‐lock that would ensue 
directly in front of the redeveloped National Western Stock Show complex, would only serve to 
decrease the appeal of pedestrian access. 
 
 I am also concerned that, upon attending public meetings regarding various improvement projects 
being undertaken by the City and County of Denver, that certain stormwater management improvement 
projects (Globeville Landing Park, 33rd Street Outfall, Platte to Park Hill Stormwater System) should be 
considered within the FEIS, as their necessity is directly tied to the proposed alternative of placing the 
lanes of I‐70 below‐grade. The failure of the FEIS to include the socioeconomic and environmental 
impacts of these projects is a violation of NEPA. 
 
 CDOT needs to compare the impacts of the proposed alternative to an as‐yet not‐fully investigated 
alternative of re‐routing east‐west traffic to I‐270 and I‐76, and re‐establishing a boulevard along 46th 
Street. Such a plan would discourage traffic growth, provide an enjoyable approach to the redeveloped 



National Western Stock Show complex, increase appeal to pedestrians, increase economic development, 
and increase access to the planned market to be located at the complex. 
 
 I have a hard time believing that the impacts associated with improving the deteriorating I‐270/I‐76 
corridor and converting the existing I‐70 corridor between Colorado and Brighton Boulevards into a 
neighborhood boulevard along 46th Street would outweigh the impacts associated with the 
construction of the proposed alternative when considered with all connected projects, with all 
cumulative impacts, and over the life of the projects. 
 
 Sincerely, 
 Lisa A. Warren 
 
 
 



From:   "Loretta Warren" <lorcarwar@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, January 29, 2016 10:32 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: lorcarwar@hotmail.com 
 
name: Loretta Warren 
address: 4850 Perry St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 3034555228 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.220.224 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.97 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Loretta Warren" <lorcarwar@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, January 29, 2016 10:32 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: lorcarwar@hotmail.com 
 
name: Loretta Warren 
address: 4850 Perry St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 3034555228 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.220.224 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.97 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Ashleigh Weatherill" <ashleighweatherill@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, January 27, 2016 3:02 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ashleighweatherill@gmail.com 
 
name: Ashleigh Weatherill 
address: 3434 Marion Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7203230749 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Ditch the ditch. Widening and burying a multi‐lane freeway thru 
a downtown/urban residential neighborhood is an environmental. disaster. My home is 
located 7 blocks south of I‐70, as it is, most evenings, the air is filled with 
exhaust, I can't even begin to imagine how bad the problem is nearer the 
freeway...this is only one issue with this project. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE CONSIDER 
the option to reroute I‐70 to 270/76 and turn the current road into a boulevard. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzWyb6LsLrc&feature=youtu.be 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Move/reroute the freeway. 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=50.152.45.238 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.111 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Ashleigh Weatherill" <ashleighweatherill@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 24, 2016 5:50 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ashleighweatherill@gmail.com 
 
name: Ashleigh Weatherill 
address: 3434 Marion Street 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80205 
phone: 7203230749 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live a mere 7 blocks from I‐70. I'm concerned about the 
health impacts of widening the freeway, the monetary investment, and the actual ROI. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: RELOCATE THE FREEWAY OUT OF 
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: The proposed I‐70 project is a disaster in the making; from the 
health and well‐being of the surrounding neighborhoods, to the colossal 
misappropriation of funds toward a ill‐conceived "solution" to a traffic problem. 
This project will only create more problems (drainage issue), etc. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.51.244 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Chris Weber" <schenley4520@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 5, 2016 7:23 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: schenley4520@hotmail.com 
 
name: Chris Weber 
address: 3408 E 16th Ave 
city: Denver, CO 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80206 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: In reading the detailed information by concerned neighborhoods, 
and especially having seen the detailed rendering of OTHER options which evidently 
the City and CDOT have essentially dismissed with little regard (e.g. Youtube video 
of a more carefully thought out aesthetic ), the city is disregarding its residents 
by basically going over their heads with plans to go thru a neighborhood. Where do 
you expect these homeowners to go when you demolish their homes that they worked 
hard to purchase? 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Newsletter 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: In reading the detailed information by concerned neighborhoods, 
and especially having seen the detailed rendering of OTHER options which evidently 
the City and CDOT have essentially dismissed with little regard (e.g. Youtube video 
of a more carefully thought out aesthetic ), the city is disregarding its residents 
by basically going over their heads with plans to go thru a neighborhood. Where do 
you expect these homeowners to go when you demolish their homes that they worked 
hard to purchase? 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=69.7.116.102 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.103 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Jaculin West" <jaferenc@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 7:46 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: jaferenc@gmail.com 
 
name: Jaculin West 
address: 6780 West 84th Circle, unit 62 
city: Arvada 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80003 
phone: 2038208518 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: DON'T DO IT! THIS SOUNDS SKETCHY! BUILD MORE RAIL AND A BETTER 
BUS SYSTEM! BUT THE MORE LIGHT RAIL THE BETTER FOR THE CITY! THE SOLUTION TO MORE 
TRAFFIC ISN'T EXPANDED ROADS ‐ IT'S ALTERNATE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION!! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=65.128.92.108 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.116 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Leigh Anne White" <leighannewhite14@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 3:42 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: leighannewhite14@gmail.com 
 
name: Leigh Anne White 
address: 4820 Raleigh St 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: Please reroute I‐70 to I‐270 and I‐76 and reunite our neighborhoods by turning I‐70 
into a boulevard. I live three houses away from I‐70 and experience the pollution, noise, and general 
disturbance of the highway everyday. Our neighborhood is working to rebuild relationships, reduce 
crime, and attract local businesses. Widening I‐70 will damage our efforts and increase traffic. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Please reroute I‐70 to I‐270 and I‐76 and reunite 
our neighborhoods by turning I‐70 into a boulevard. I lived in Cary, North Carolina, and we had 
boulevards for local traffic instead of building outdated, unsightly highways. Traffic flowed well and our 
neighborhoods were attractive suburbs. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings 
rate_website: Excellent 
comments_questions: Please do not widen the highway. Denver should join the other modern cities like 
Seattle and San Francisco that build beautiful cities instead of giant highways. Removing highways from 
the center of the city greatly improved those cities by making them more attractive, connecting 
neighborhoods, and freeing up land for additional development in key areas. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=216.46.164.180 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0) 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Kathryn Whitenton" <Kwhitenton@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sun, February 28, 2016 8:27 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Kwhitenton@gmail.com 
 
name: Kathryn Whitenton 
address: 4172 Yates st Denver co 80212 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80212 
phone:  
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live on the west side of I‐25 and frequently drive through i70 to the airport and 
also visit restaurants south east of the I‐70 i25 intersection. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Although traffic is terrible making the freeway 
bigger is also terrible. That neighborhood has potential to be a great asset to the city but not if it is 
further degraded by an even bigger freeway—not to mention whatever comes up when you start 
digging in superfund sites. Instead I hope you will consider the I 76 rerouted option. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=166.137.139.107 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Christopher Wiegand" <habitaue@earthlink.net> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Mon, February 1, 2016 2:32 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: habitaue@earthlink.net 
 
name: Christopher Wiegand 
address: 4944 Meade St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80221 
phone: 720‐810‐4601 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I DO NOT support the current CDOT proposal to widen and drop 
the existing I‐70 along it's current route. I favor re‐routing to 270 & 76 and 
widening those roads. What will happen to all that traffic once it passes I‐25? It 
will bottleneck, turning the area of I‐70, one block from my house into a congested 
traffic parking lot that will cause even more health/pollution problems and will end 
up backing up traffic to all but the select few that will pay for toll lanes. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Diverting non‐local traffic to I‐270 
and I‐76 and improving those roads, and reverting the proposed stretch of I‐70 to a 
boulevard for local traffic 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: My comment is that the majority of residents in the community 
effected are opposed to the idea and CDOT is forcing its will on us while pretending 
to hear both sides. I know it all comes down to the money. So sad. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.217.8.82 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "KENNETH WIIG" <ken.wiig@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 7:35 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ken.wiig@gmail.com 
 
name: KENNETH WIIG 
address: 4047 King Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034778625 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have lived in northwest Denver for over 30 years and have 
used I‐70 for commuting a number of those years...most recently to teach school in 
Montbello. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe that transportation can 
best be improved by widening I‐76 and I‐270 and converting I‐70 into a limited 
access parkway. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I read your explanations about why the I‐76/I‐270 option was 
rejected, but they are not convincing to me. Not only will the I‐70 project not 
achieve the desired results, it will require the expansion of I‐70 west of I‐25 as 
that becomes a bottleneck. Parkways have been used successfully in many cities to 
meet 21st century problems. I appreciate that the platform/park can help unite 
neighborhoods that have been neglected too long in those 2 blocks, but I believe the 
parkway can work better for all. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.166.208.53 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 7520.62.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.80 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "KENNETH WIIG" <ken.wiig@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 7:35 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ken.wiig@gmail.com 
 
name: KENNETH WIIG 
address: 4047 King Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3034778625 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I have lived in northwest Denver for over 30 years and have 
used I‐70 for commuting a number of those years...most recently to teach school in 
Montbello. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Commute 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: I believe that transportation can 
best be improved by widening I‐76 and I‐270 and converting I‐70 into a limited 
access parkway. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: I read your explanations about why the I‐76/I‐270 option was 
rejected, but they are not convincing to me. Not only will the I‐70 project not 
achieve the desired results, it will require the expansion of I‐70 west of I‐25 as 
that becomes a bottleneck. Parkways have been used successfully in many cities to 
meet 21st century problems. I appreciate that the platform/park can help unite 
neighborhoods that have been neglected too long in those 2 blocks, but I believe the 
parkway can work better for all. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.166.208.53 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 7520.62.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.80 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Paul Wilkinson" <paulwesq@yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, February 24, 2016 1:28 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: paulwesq@yahoo.com 
 
name: Paul Wilkinson 
address: 3862 Perry Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80212 
phone: 720 217 3192 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: This will be terrible for North Denver. You have other far more economical options 
that would benefit all of Denver. Please re route through 270 which is already industrial and reunite 
Denver neighborhoods the way originally intended. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re route I70 through 270 and make a new 
boulevard out of the existing I70. 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=75.148.115.4 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "CenturyLink Customer" <stwi9999@q.com> 
Subject:   I‐70 East FEIS Comments 
Date:   Tue, February 23, 2016 4:21 pm 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
I have been unable to submit my comments via your website today.  
 
Steven Williams February 23, 2016  
3462 W. 36 th Ave.  
Denver, CO 80211  
 
The following are my comments on the FEIS for the East I‐70 project in Denver, 
Colorado.  
 
The preferred alternative does nothing to reunite the communities of Elyria, 
Globeville, and Swansea. The projected increase of the width of the highway condemns these 
communities to even higher pollution levels than they already suffer from. The statement that 
conjures less pollution for the students at Swansea Elementary school is false—this only 
occurs while the students are in classrooms, not while they are out on the playground or traveling to 
and from their homes or playing outside of their homes.  
 
If nothing else, the highest priority of this project should be to reunite these 
communities. The proposed partial cover over the trench does nothing of the sort. The partial 
cover is also problematic. As designed it has no ventilation, and as traffic levels rise, 
motorists caught in traffic jams within the tunnel will suffer from breathing the increased 
pollution— as will emergency personnel who have to enter the tunnel to rescue motorists from 
accidents. Also, have you not forgotten that tunnels slow traffic—this is proven in tunnels in 
Clear Creek Canyon, the tunnels on I‐70 near Idaho Springs, and especially those tunnels that 
were on I‐70 while Stapleton Airport was running. You should know traffic levels will rise 
much faster than anticipated also—look at the T‐Rex project on I‐25. What little traffic 
was alleviated is now just a bigger and longer traffic jam. The only real change caused 
by this project was the elimination of flooding during rainstorms on I‐25.  
 
The alternative routing of I‐70 over I‐76 and I‐270 is much more practical. It does 
not cut communities in half like I‐70 did when it was built. The costs CDOT has used  
to eliminate this option seem highly inflated. First of all, this option reunites 
the communities of Elyria, Globeville, and Swansea. There will be less remediation needed when 
closing I‐70 to re‐engineer it to a boulevard—and cleanup will be needed due to soils that are 
full of arsenic and other toxic materials from the smelters that ran there.  
 
The alignment of I‐76 and I‐270 go through industrial areas, not populated areas 
that would be split like Elyria, Globeville and Swansea were. Industrial areas are preferable for 
highways than are neighborhoods.  
 
Also, your name is the Colorado Department of Transportation, not the Colorado 
Department of Trucks and Automobiles. With the effects of global climate change more emphasis 
is necessary on alternative transportation modes like rail and bus to alleviate the 



effects of climate change on our area—so dependent on snowpack to supply us with our life sustaining 
water. It is stated the costs of the I‐76/I‐270 alternative are too high—I have a great 
idea on how to finance it. Begin charging developers the true cost of their developments, instead of 
saddling current residents with these costs and negatives that unchecked growth cause. Plus, we 
currently don’t have adequate water for the current residents of the Front Range—why encourage more? 
 
But I digress. Thoughtful and innovative planning are not things that occur in 
Colorado. But maybe they should this time, instead of letting moneyed interests destroy what’s left of 
our state. There is still time to do this before this overpriced and underthought boondoggle is forced on 
the residents of Colorado.  
 
 

 
 

 



From:   "Steven Williams" <stwi9999@q.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Tue, February 23, 2016 4:31 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: stwi9999@q.com 
 
name: Steven Williams 
address: 3462 W. 36th Ave. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
interest_in_project:  
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
comments_questions: Steven Williams February 23, 2016 3462 W. 36th Ave. Denver, CO 80211 The 
following are my comments on the FEIS for the East I‐70 project in Denver, Colorado. The preferred 
alternative does nothing to reunite the communities of Elyria, Globeville, and Swansea. The projected 
increase of the width of the highway condemns these communities to even higher pollution levels than 
they already suffer from. The statement that conjures less pollution for the students at Swansea 
Elementary school is false this only occurs while the students are in classrooms, not while they are out 
on the playground or traveling to and from their homes or playing outside of their homes. If nothing 
else, the highest priority of this project should be to reunite these communities. The proposed partial 
cover over the trench does nothing of the sort. The partial cover is also problematic. As designed it has 
no ventilation, and as traffic levels rise, motorists caught in traffic jams within the tunnel will suffer from 
breathing the increased pollution as will emergency personnel who have to enter the tunnel to rescue 
motorists from accidents. Also, have you not forgotten that tunnels slow traffic this is proven in tunnels 
in Clear Creek Canyon, the tunnels on I‐70 near Idaho Springs, and especially those tunnels that were on 
I‐70 while Stapleton Airport was running. You should know traffic levels will rise much faster than 
anticipated also look at the T‐Rex project on I‐25. What little traffic was alleviated is now just a bigger 
and longer traffic jam. The only real change caused by this project was the elimination of flooding during 
rainstorms on I‐25. The alternative routing of I‐70 over I‐76 and I‐270 is much more practical. It does not 
cut communities in half like I‐70 did when it was built. The costs CDOT has used to eliminate this option 
seem highly inflated. First of all, this option reunites the communities of Elyria, Globeville, and Swansea. 
There will be less remediation needed when closing I‐70 to re‐engineer it to a boulevard and cleanup 
will be needed due to soils that are full of arsenic and other toxic materials from the smelters that ran 
there. The alignment of I‐76 and I‐270 go through industrial areas, not populated areas that would be 
split like Elyria, Globeville and Swansea were. Industrial areas are preferable for highways than are 
neighborhoods. Also, your name is the Colorado Department of Transportation, not the Colorado 
Department of Trucks and Automobiles. With the effects of global climate change more emphasis is 
necessary on alternative transportation modes like rail and bus to alleviate the effects of climate change 
on our area so dependent on snowpack to supply us with our life sustaining water. It is stated the costs 
of the I‐76/I‐270 alternative are too high I have a great idea on how to finance it. Begin charging 
developers the true cost of their developments, instead of saddling current residents with these costs 
and negatives that unchecked growth cause. Plus, we currently don’t have adequate water for the 
current residents of the Front Range why encourage more? But I digress. Thoughtful and innovative 



planning are not things that occur in Colorado. But maybe they should this time, instead of letting 
moneyed interests destroy what’s left of our state. There is still time to do this before this overpriced 
and underthought boondoggle is forced on the residents of Colorado. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.6.211.203 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:44.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Aleeya Wilson" <wilson33a@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 1:14 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: wilson33a@gmail.com 
 
name: Aleeya Wilson 
address: 2101 S. Josephiene St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80210 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: This is just a bad idea for the communities that will be 
effected by this project. Increased traffic and development within this particular 
community will relocate residents who have been inside this community for 
generations. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Do not build this project. Ask for 
community input. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=130.253.27.66 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.10; rv:44.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/44.0 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
verify_failed 
 ********** 
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.  
 
 
email: Stanmarincorp@gmail.com 
realname: Darcy Wilson 
 
name: 'Darcy Wilson' 
address: '3446 Vine St' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'Colorado' 
zip_code: '80205' 
phone: '3032965555' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
add_to_mailing_list: 'YES' 
add_to_online_list: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'Because our neighborhood is on a Superfund site and there are toxins in our 
neighborhood that should not be disrupted I would like to see the rerouted' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Everyday' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'On the job' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'Make it safe for the drivers using the quarter and 
the people in the neighborhood preventing toxicity' 
how_receiving_info: 'Neighbors/Churches/Schools' 
rate_website: 'Need more info' 
comments_questions: 'Too many displaced neighbors, too little access to the neighborhood if it remains 
as designed.' 
 



From:   "winfrey/ taylor" <doublenns@msn.com> 
Subject:   I‐70 expansion 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 8:12 pm 
To:   "contactus@i‐70east.com" <contactus@i‐70east.com> 

 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
I strongly support using I‐76 instead of spending millions to 'revamp' I‐70.  I‐70 goes through many 
neighborhoods and has never made sense to me. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Winfrey4236 Hooker St.Denver, CO  80211                              
 



From:   "Justin Wipf" <justin.l.wipf@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, January 29, 2016 11:33 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: justin.l.wipf@gmail.com 
 
name: Justin Wipf 
address: 4166 S Lincoln St 
city: Englewood 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80113 
phone: 7858063724 
comment_on_feis: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter 
interest_in_project: I am concerned that this project will not adequately address 
traffic issues due to the bottleneck at the I‐25 interchange. Additionally, this 
will result in significant issues for those in the right‐of‐way of this project and 
further divide the neighborhoods on either side of the interstate. If the 
"improvements" to the I‐25/Santa Fe interchange are any indication, we will spend a 
billion‐plus dollars, and traffic will still be an issue. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Seldom 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Alternative options, such as the 
proposed boulevard with pass‐through traffic diverted to I‐270 westbound would allow 
local traffic better access and improve the neighborhood. This alternative should be 
thoroughly considered. 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=4.28.19.100 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/48.0.2564.97 Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Judy Wolfe" <Judywol@Yahoo.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 1:22 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Judywol@Yahoo.com 
 
name: Judy Wolfe 
address: 2379 Dahlia 
city: Denver 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80207 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live a short distance south of I‐70 and use it when I have 
to. Although it is seen as a convenience, when headed west from colo blvd, it is 
nothing but a nightmare. Xtra lanes between Colo Blvd and I‐25 will invite more 
traffic. Underground lanes will invite flioding 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Re‐route I‐70 to the north of 
existing neighborhoods I.e. along the route of 270. To exoand in place and lower 
below grade is going to further decimate neighborhoods and I see flooding of the 
below grade areas as a likely possibility. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
comments_questions:  
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=107.77.75.31 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 8_1_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/600.1.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/12B466 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone5,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/8.1.3;FBSS/2; FBCR/AT&T;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Nancy wolff" <Wolffnancy@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 11:43 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: Wolffnancy@hotmail.com 
 
name: Nancy wolff 
address: 4707 tantra dr 
city: Boulder 
state: Co 
zip_code: 80305 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Other 
interest_in_project: Health and safety of the residents of the area and plume 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Don't do it 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=70.196.192.178 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0; SM‐G900V Build/LRX21T; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/48.0.2564.106 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/65.0.0.42.81;] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 

 



From:   "Melinda Yeary" <melinda@liveurbandenver.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 2:09 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: melinda@liveurbandenver.com 
 
name: Melinda Yeary 
address: 1622 Irving street 
city: denver 
state: co 
zip_code: 80204 
phone: 720‐291‐5200 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project:  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor:  
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings,Website,Other 
rate_website: Good 
comments_questions: Widening and expanding I70 is not the answer to the traffic 
concerns‐ Please take additional time and don't make a mistake that will impact our 
city for generations to come. There are alternatives. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=67.165.242.96 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2486.0 Safari/537.36 Edge/13.10586 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Anthony J.F. Yelenick" <ajyelenick@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Wed, March 2, 2016 10:35 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: ajyelenick@gmail.com 
 
name: Anthony J.F. Yelenick 
address: 4600 Pearl St. 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 720.231.1039 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: My family's Globeville roots go back to the late 1910's when my grandfather, John 
A. Yelenick moved here from Slovenia. After marrying my grandmother and buying his first house here, 
he was pinnacle in Holy Rosary's foundings. He, along with many of my relatives lived and prospered 
here, and in the 1930's, John A. Yelenick Grocery and Market was established at 4595 Sherman St. My 
grandpa was very well‐known for his wonderful generosity towards community members and those that 
frequented his business. After help building our family's current house at 4600 Pearl St in 1935, and with 
four children of his own, the Yelenick family had many deep roots within our community. As you are 
highly aware of, but obtuse to the fact, the building of I‐70 was completed in 1965, wiping out hundreds 
of homes and businesses, including my grandfsther's. This horrible "eyesore" was criticized and hated 
for a multitude of reasons, including the fact that it broke this historical neighborhood into quarters. 
This is when the segregation and issues within started. In 1979, I was born. My gf died in 1980, and the 
house was left to my father, Joseph. My sister and I were raised at this house, went to college, lived part 
of my life, and in 2012, my father died. I moved back in with my elderly mother, and continue to live 
there today.  
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: There are many ways I‐70 transportation can be 
improved, and widening yet another highway is NOT the best method. Although CDOT has stated that 
they have fully‐considered the reroute alternative to I‐270 and I‐76, this option (yes there are other 
options than a 23‐lane wide highway), has NOT been thoroughly studied, uses outdated statistics, and is 
ABSOLUTELY the most viable, affordable, and environmentally‐friendly option. Methods of 
transportation are changing daily, and an increasing amount of people are choosing to NOT drive. 
Rather, high‐speed rail systems, bicycle lanes, and good old walking to work are changing the sector. 
Furthermore, and not to disregard, there are flying cars to be introduced to the market, Musk's 
Hyperloop, and yes, drones that are capable of transporting passengers. Collectively, cars are already 
becoming a thing of the past. Why spend this money on useless concrete roads that further damage our 
once‐thriving community? 
how_receiving_info: Public Meetings 
rate_website: Good 



comments_questions: This is being written with utmost sincerity on behalf of not only myself but my 
mother, conviction towards CDOT, and empathy toward those poor families that will be affected by this 
BOONDOGGLE... The proposed I‐70 East CDOT Project needs to be turned down because: ‐ it will not 
relieve traffic; ‐ it will toxify the air, water, and soil in a very wide area; ‐ it will totally disrupt old, well‐
kept neighborhoods and homes , destroying these functioning communities at the same time; ‐ the 
proposed cover on the Ditch is already called the Toxic Playground; ‐ it is ill‐conceived, faulty, called one 
of the 10 worst project proposals in America; ‐ There is a better plan already available. The I‐76/270 
Alternative is the best choice because: ‐ the Right of Way needed to widen these roads is already owned
by CDOT; ‐ it is much less expensive, about half the price; ‐ it will not necessitate buying/removing any 
homes or businesses; ‐ there are few, if any, Super Sites that will be disturbed; ‐ it will funnel 45% of the 
present I‐70 traffic around the city and all the communities impacted by the fumes, noise, and dirt; ‐ the 
present I‐70 corridor becomes the Denver Boulevard, a divided highway with 3 lanes on each side, with 
side and center greenways, like Monaco Parkway without the houses. Last but not least, I personally 
have struggled with HORRIBLE asthma ever since I was a baby. My sister has been afflicted in the same 
regard. We were both hospitalized numerous times, were on neb treatments, and of course, always had 
an inhaler close‐by. When I went to college, and before coming back to Globeville, these symptoms 
subsided. I've also always have been an athlete, training hard, staying in‐shape. There is absolutely no 
reason for myself to keep struggling with this affliction, and I blame it all on the highway, the pollution 
thereof, and the enormous impact it has had in not only myself, but this entire community. Globeville 
has maintained above‐average instances of pulmonary issues for over a half CENTURY. Our people are 
also generally poorer than others in Denver, and have eight years less to live. Please don't make the 
same horrible mistake twice. Denver is supposedly a progressive city. Why is CDOT insisting on pushing 
this mess through our politicians, when over half of all residents are NOT properly educated on the 
overall project and her implications? This whole project is a joke, hasn't been properly funded, is a waste 
of our money, ties‐up more than half of our storm water drainage budget for 30 years, hasn't included 
any benchmarks, creates even more of a communal split, is horrible for our health, wrecks people's 
homes and businesses, and is NOT for our communities! Sincerely, Anthony J.F. Yelenick, MFA, MBA 
LaVerne M. Yelenick, RN Jill Finley 4600 Pearl St. Please listen, as it seems like nothing our communal 
voice says even matters these days. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=172.56.8.102 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0 Mobile/13D15 Safari/601.1 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



A'Y 1-70 East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or band it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321 , et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 
provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 
Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want your address and email to be published. t::J 
o ••• , 3=_!!_ -/(, 
Name (required}:-+~r-t'+-''~.::s..::>==---~=n,_'0..;;;..;:::;:;;.ui!~~=------------------
Organization:. ______ _ 

Address (required):_ 

City/State/Zip:_ ~ -.=--'· _____ _ 
_, 

.i 

Email: _________________ -=----------------------

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 

~ -:t:Jlt_ /1.~- M a- .· ~0-f.r:: 
tf .:;;;;;! ~CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE• •• ( 

-1/0a-~w ')1- ~z;;;;~ . ~ 
f" Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2,1016, to: 

1-70 East EIS Team 
Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



AV I 1-70 East 
.... COMMENTS CONTINUF.U .... 

****A TIACII .MOlt!:: I'AGF.S AS NEEOt:O• .. • 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



From:   "David York" <David_a_york@hotmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 10:35 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: David_a_york@hotmail.com 
 
name: David York 
address: 3317 Clay Street 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 303‐345‐5900 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business 
interest_in_project: Expanding I‐70 through its current route does little to slove 
area problems rather just temporarily might help them though mostly kicks the 
problem cans down the road a few decades. Relocating I‐70 to the I‐270 and I‐76 
corridors provides for far more expansion opportunity, far les impacts on 
neighborhoods, creates greater economic opportunity for Denver along with the 
communities along the I‐270 and I‐76 corridors, and satisfies the desires of all the 
communities. East I‐70 from I‐25 to the I‐270/70 junction can be redesigned to a 
highway boulevard serving those communities' needs removing much of the air and 
sound polluting traffic. Please do not keep I‐70 in its current place nor bury it 
below grade with an artificial cover at an extravagant cost. I beg you. Thank you! 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: A wide separated boulevard with 
traffic lights and green space to help return some of the beauty to the area. 
how_receiving_info: Website,Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: It does not even come close to reflecting the environmental 
impact of this project. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=174.51.158.199 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13D15 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/49.0.0.72.166;FBBV/22916291;FBDV/iPhone6,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.2.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/Verizon;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5] 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 
 



From:   "Bradley Yoshimitsu" <brad@liveurbandenver.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Fri, February 26, 2016 1:22 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: brad@liveurbandenver.com 
 
name: Bradley Yoshimitsu 
address: 5300 E Dakota 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80246 
phone:  
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I'm a realtor and do a lot of business in this area. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Spending $1.2B on a single 1.8 mile stretch of 
roadway is questionable and more information is needed on other solutions. Also, more information is 
needed on solutions that focus on the Elyria, Swansea and Globeville communities and a responsible 
way to invest in the future of these neighborhoods. Solutions should be sought that do not remove so 
many homes and businesses disproportionally hurting low‐income and minority populations. Similarly, 
more information is needed on solutions that reduce exposure to environmental hazards and improve 
the health and well being of residents. In addition, the proposed project would use one half of 
Colorado’s entire bridge fund for the next 35 years leaving insufficient funds for crumbling infrastructure
elsewhere in our state. Under the proposal, other bridges needing repair would simply cause roadways 
to be closed when bridge funding runs out. The proposed project is bad for Colorado. CDOT, taxpayers 
and Colorado and Denver lawmakers and executives should reject it. I urge you to fully investigate, for 
the first time, the full re‐route along I‐270 and I‐76. Denver and Colorado deserve visionary solutions in 
2016 that benefit, and do not hurt, our people. Thank you for your consideration.  
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Newsletter 
comments_questions: Again, I think this project is a bad idea and needs to be re‐thought. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=73.34.172.213 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_3) AppleWebKit/601.4.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.0.3 Safari/601.4.4 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
 



From:   "Gabe Young" <gabriel.d.young@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Thu, February 25, 2016 9:16 am 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: gabriel.d.young@gmail.com 
 
name: Gabe Young 
address: 4219 Pecos St 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3039174609 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: I live in the area and travel the corridor regularly. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: This is a ridiculous question to 
ask. Isn't it cdot and the committee's job to answer this? But to answer, increased 
public transportation generally seems to help. Adding more lanes has never helped, 
which is why many cities have begun to dismantle large highway projects that cut 
through the metropolitan areas. 
how_receiving_info: Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: I strongly oppose the project to expand I70. The exorbitant cost 
and damage to the surrounding neighborhoods are senseless when no study produced by 
cdot has been able to demonstrate that traffic will be alleviated. Don't waste the 
taxpayer money on a ridiculous vanity project. 
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To: webmaster@i‐70east.com 
From: FormMail@www.i‐70east.com 
 
The following error occurred in FormMail : 
verify_failed 
 ********** 
Error=Image verification string missing. This is probably a fault on the server.  
 
 
email: jryoung2@gmail.com 
realname: John Young 
 
name: 'John Young' 
address: '3639 Race St.' 
city: 'Denver' 
state: 'CO' 
zip_code: '80205' 
phone: '' 
comment_on_feis: 'YES' 
add_to_online_list: 'YES' 
primary_interest_in_project: 'Neighborhood/Area Resident' 
interest_in_project: 'I live in the adjacent Cole neighborhood and use I‐70 frequently.' 
how_often_travel_corridor: 'Frequently' 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: 'Running errands' 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: 'By moving through traffic onto an expanded 270 
and making the existing I‐70 viaduct into an urban boulevard for local traffic.' 
how_receiving_info: 'Flyers,Website' 
rate_website: 'Good' 
comments_questions: 'This project will further divide the adjacent neighborhoods, not reconnect. Only 
a portion is covered, the rest of the "trench" will continue to divide the adjacent neighborhoods. You 
guys say you studied the 270 reroute option, but you studied the wrong connection point to the West!' 
 



From:   kyuskis@gmail.com 
Subject:   I‐70 
Date:   Sun, February 28, 2016 7:46 am 
To:   contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
Feb. 27, 2016 
CDOT  
I want to go on record as opposing the widening and digging out below grade of I‐70. 
I have concerns about past contamination (Superfund site)being disturbed, pollution 
being increased and snow, water lingering in the shaded roadway that will be below 
grade. I much prefer the rerouting and improvement of I‐276 as a beltway around the 
heart of the city and neighborhoods of Swansea and Globeville. 
Regards, 
Kim Yuskis 
3045 Yates St 
Denver, CO 80212 
 



Hi. My name is Kyle Zeppelin. And, in addition to repeating what's already been said that the mitigation 
here is nowhere near adequate. Building a deck for a thousand feet of this thing for a project that dates 
back to an era when it was socially acceptable to run a highway through a neighborhood as a way of 
urban renewal and be able to divide up a city that way, it's just ‐‐ it's just not appropriate to have kids 
playing above the highway. The health impacts are not mitigated. And, in addition to not solving the 
problem, what that's doing is driving up the cost dramatically. And one of the requests is: What happens 
when CDOT and the City run out of money? Generally, which we know based on the scale of this project, 
that's very likely. Generally, the human‐scale mitigation tends to be the first thing that gets affected. 
And you see it through the transportation functions. So, I think that's worth pointing out. And make 
sure, if they do end up jamming this thing through, that there is some serious commitments to seeing 
through the human‐scale improvements. And then the other aspect of this that has been talked about 
is, really, the storm water impact. I attended a meeting last week where the City announced to the 
neighborhood that they were building a massive storm water pipe in one of the few green spaces in 
Globeville, Globeville Landing Park. No one bothered to ask whether the neighborhood wanted the 
storm water pipe. They offered a small playground or to decide whether they wanted ‐‐ what type of 
paving they wanted on a walking path. So, they're sitting there with hundreds of acres Stock Show 
ground, and it ‐‐ that could be the potential dumping grounds for that water, and, instead, taking and a 
rare public space in Globeville with it. So, that should be fully assessed and addressed in the EIS, which I 
don't know that it is at this point. 

   



From:  "Kyle Zeppelin" <kzeppelin@zeppelinplaces.com> 
Subject:  Re: I-70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:  Mon, February 29, 2016 12:36 pm 
To:  webmastercc@i-70east.com,contactus@i-70east.com 

 
 
email: kzeppelin@zeppelinplaces.com 
 
name: Kyle Zeppelin 
address: 3457 Ringsby Ct. 
city: Denver 
state: Colorado 
zip_code: 80216 
phone: 7202806009 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Commuter,Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident,Other 
 
interest_in_project: Globeville resident, member of the Denver community, business person that is 
deeply concerned that we're re-enforcing outdated planning ideas of the past by rebuilding the Highway 
in place and expanding it. The current I70 routing through north Denver is a relic of the worst planning 
practices of the 20th century involving displacing predominantly minority and poor people with an urban 
highway that cuts a diagonal path through the city with pollution emitting, fast moving traffic. As a 
resident and business person who's livelihood and wellbeing of my family depends on the value of urban 
environment, the highway creates a line of demarcation that limits the potential for this area of the city 
while producing a variety of indirect impacts on surrounding population. 
 
how_often_travel_corridor: Frequently 
 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: Running errands 
 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: Instead of relying on the cut and cover solution, we 
urge that CDOT take opportunity to restore the street grid to this area of the city. At the same time, 
provide an effective bypass at 76 for truck and longer range destination traffic that doesn't make use of 
the city. This is consistent with other proven approaches throughout the country. Urban highways have 
been shown to be ineffective at transmitting cars through the city while negatively impacting the urban 
environment and its people. I70 expansion involves creating a diagonal line of demarcation for 
movement and commerce with what amounts to 23 lanes of width according to the current plan. With a 
population that is growing at 100,000+ per year, and an increasing draw to be close to the urban core, 
this project is particularly misguided. Instead of rebuilding/expanding in place, there is an opportunity to 
continue to grow the city to the north by reintroducing the urban fabric with the street grid. 
 
how_receiving_info: Flyers,Neighbors/Churches/Schools,Public Meetings,Website 
 
rate_website: Need more info 
 
 

https://webmail1.web.com/src/compose.php?send_to=kzeppelin%40zeppelinplaces.com


comments_questions: The current I70 routing through north Denver is a relic of the worst planning 
practices of the 20th century involving displacing predominantly minority and poor people with an 
urban highway that cuts a diagonal path through the city with pollution emitting, fast moving traffic. As 
a resident and business person who's livelihood and wellbeing of my family depends on the value of 
urban environment, the highway creates a line of demarcation that limits the potential for this area of 
the city while producing a variety of indirect impacts on surrounding population. The first major issue is 
that project will create negative impacts for the surrounding neighborhoods (Globeville/Elyria/Swanea) 
with further air pollution that will exaggerate what already is some of the highest asthma and cancer 
rates in the city. These health issues have been well documented and even referenced in the 
EIS. The added lanes are likely to further contribute to the air pollution problem by adding more 
capacity. At the same time, it’s not at all clear how the primary form of mitigation--cut and cover, will be 
effective in addressing these concerns. Cut and cover even has the potential to exaggerate them by 
inviting more people to play and interact directly above the highway. The more targeted proposed 
mitigation being proposed by CDOT, of helping to pay for air conditioning units in the surrounding 
neighborhood, hasn’t been shown to significantly reduce the current health problems. CDOT has blamed 
the genetics of the surrounding population as a major cause of the disproportionate health problems 
that they have suffered. This explanation is nothing short of racist and should be rejected summarily and 
not evoked further by CDOT. Another indirect health/social impact is that Globeville landing park in 
being turned it into a drainage basin by massively upsizing the drainage outfall through that area, in 
order to support the highway drainage function. The importance of drainage and quantity of water is 
being exaggerated by the cut and cover which is significantly contributing increased flows of 
strormwater. This outfall, by creating further flooding potential in the park, will limit the use of one of 
the few green space for the Globeville neighborhood in a neighborhood that continues to be 
disproportionately burdened by the existing highway. In addition to the health impacts that are not 
being mitigated by the cover, it only provides cover for 1000' area that is mostly nonfunctional for 
public use with massive frontage roads on either side and inadequate funding and infrastructure to 
provide a functional public amenity. For example, the 5 acre cover that is frequently cited is Klyde 
Warren Park in Dallas that is estimated to cost $200 mil in today’s dollars. Neither the current plan nor 
the funding commitment is anywhere close to Klyde Warren Park. Without the specific allocation of 
funds to the public functions park that is walled off from other uses, history of similar large scale 
projects shows that the human scale features will be sacrificed for the likely overruns so that the narrow 
transportation purpose can be achieved. There is no clear commitment in this case to providing a 
functional amenity that CDOT is currently representing in the renderings and it is therefore misleading. 
It should also be pointed out that Denver has barely provided rec centers and public amenities for these 
neighborhood that among the underserved in the city. This past and current mistreatment by the city 
should be a strong indicator that it cannot be relied on to step into this role of providing a functional 
amenity to offset the impact. Instead of relying on the cut and cover solution, we urge that CDOT take 
opportunity to restore the street grid to this area of the city. At the same time, provide an effective 
bypass at 76 for truck and longer range destination traffic that doesn't make use of the city. This is 
consistent with other proven approaches throughout the country. Urban highways have been shown to 
be ineffective at transmitting cars through the city while negatively impacting the urban environment 
and its people. I70 expansion involves creating a diagonal line of demarcation for movement and 
commerce with what amounts to 23 lanes of width according to the current plan. With a population that 
is growing at 100,000+ per year, and an increasing draw to be close to the urban core, this project is 
particularly misguided. Instead of rebuilding/expanding in place, there is an opportunity to continue to 
grow the city to the north by reintroducing the urban fabric with the street grid. At multiple public 
meeting over the last 10 years, the re-route was dismissed because of the added $1 bil in cost. The irony 



is that the cut cover with all the risk of going underground, will likely cost in excess of $1 billion. Those 
resources are much better applied to the reroute that would clearly address the health and land use 
impacts in a way that could work for the neighborhood and also consistent with modern best practices. 
The cut and cover solution is one that DOT's have proposed since the 1960s as an alternative and have 
been consistently rejected because they don't address the underlying problems. (Please review the 
Lomex project in south Manhattan in the 1960s where cut and covered was proposed but ultimately 
rejected for these reasons). The reroute clearly needs more study and has been dismissed out of 
expedience to build sooner. To strengthen their case, its apparent that CDOT has deliberately 
understated the cut and cover cost while overstating the cost of the reroute. Going underground with 
much of the project has been shown in multiple project around the country including Boston and 
Seattle, as source of massive budget overruns. That is the result of the highly conservative engineering 
to avoid a catastrophic event as well as all the environmental issues that have been documented in 
these sites that have a known history of problems. This project needs updated and well defined 
construction numbers that the public has no yet seen with comparable contingencies that account for 
parallel examples from around the country. The concern is that the public is being sold on a much lower 
cost project to build/expand the highway. This is a bait and switch strategy that allows CDOT to keep 
moving forward while maintaining the inevitability of their project while only later does the public find 
out about the need to provide additional funding for an investment that will have already been to 
substantial to turn back. At the same time, the current reroute estimate of 4 bil+ is dramatically 
overstated because it assumes redundant capacity by requiring the same scale of highway in 
that location. In fact, a much smaller expansion involving re-using existing ROW and targeted expansion 
of existing bridges is all that is required to support additional flows that consist only of long range 
commuter traffic. By restoring the street grid to north Denver, urban commuter traffic will be accounted 
for which includes many of those counts. That traffic will also flow much more effectively through a grid 
that is not subject to the bottlenecks of a highway. I70, even upon reconstruction will bottleneck down 
to 3 lanes west of Brighton Blvd. and 1 lane with the highway entrance to I-25. Even upon full buildout, 
the additional capacity will do little to avoid backups during peak hours. On the other hand, cars move 
through the street grid so that one section backs up, they move over to the next one. While the urban 
highway doesn't even work well for cars, it is much worse for people which includes the existing urban 
population and new arrivals that are increasingly valuing living and working urban. The egregious history 
of urban highways and their social impact including this deserve much more research and 
documentation. This is an amazing opportunity to right past wrongs based on the overwhelming body of 
knowledge and thinking in this area. Both the history and currently thinking are woefully lacking 
the EIS and we hope to work together on transparent process involving the full body of information 
rather than this self-serving version. It’s clear at this point that the cut and cover alternative, which 
CDOT is relying on as its primary form of mitigation that dramatically driving up the cost of the project, 
without solving the fundamental major health and social impacts. We look forward to opening 
up the discussion and study better alternatives that work everyone involved. 
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AY 1-70 East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 

provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 

Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want yow· address and email to be published. 0 

Date: --- - - ---=----
Name (required):_----:;+-A..uN:!I.-OD""'-e'--'-Lft _ _ Z_::e-:.._pL.:f.'---''EI=--=L=--1-N ________________ _ 

Organization: ~Q~..< 
Address (required): ~4'1 -=1- .j ~ P~$..6i Cr ~ '?:>~~ 
City/State/Zip: \)e!f\\ff/L__. Co ~ 10) l fa 
Email: _ __;q:.....>...:..Jf)C..:::d'-!..l'(}'-"'ct:'"""'~..........,.'fr"'--@...:::::::,.-'1....:t=a....__;\,_:..;;;_...o;:::.=----_,C-o'VV)~<....!.....j...---------------

Please print your comment on the F inal EIS legibly b elow. 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~~~ 
'Nkft~ 

****CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE**** 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 

-p 



A.Y 1-70 East 

4. 
****COMMENTS CONTiNUED**** 

****ATTACH MORE PACES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



My name is Andra Zeppelin. I live in RiNo. I have two daughters who are two and seven who live there 
with us. We have been there for almost nine years. What matters to me is, the city, it's an urban 
environment and people. And what this highway does is harm both of those. The city lives better with 
streets. The street grid helps cars move, not the highway. The highway promotes sprawl; it promotes a 
large suburbia that has nothing to do with the city. I drive on I‐70 East from Washington to Stapleton 
every day to take my daughter to school. Yes, there is a problem. And it needs to be fixed. And what's 
important is that this is an opportunity. It's an opportunity to take a broken highway and move it to 
either side. Not allowing it to cut the city anymore. I'm happy to take ten more minutes of my day to 
drive in the city to get where I need to go every day for the good of everybody. The highway doesn't 
solve traffic. We know that. We don't need to look at LA, we don't need to look at Houston. We can look 
at I‐25 and that big expansion. We don't need to look anywhere else. The cost of this, going 
underground, I just looked up the Boston Big Dig. It was estimated to be 2.8 billion dollars. And, by the 
end, it will be 22 billion dollars. This will happen here. The environmental justice issue is humungous. It's 
not ‐‐ it's purely not fair to impose all of this on one neighborhood. One neighborhood that has been 
through this already. I guess the last point I wanted to make, reading your plan and looking at 
alternatives, I'm a writer and a lawyer, and it made me laugh. It made me laugh to look at that plan and 
to say: Alternatives to the highway are toll lanes. Those are not alternatives. Alternatives are the city 
grid; alternatives are public transportation that actually works within the city, something that we don't 
have; alternatives are bike paths that are protected. Those are alternatives. 

   



A.Y ii-70 East 

1-70 EAST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Please drop your comment in a comment box or hand it to one of the project team members 

Public comments are requested pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 United States Code 4321, et seq. 
All written comments received during the review period will be considered prior to signing the Record of Decision. Your 

provision of private address information with your comment is voluntary and protected in accordance with the Privacy 

Act. 

The information provided on this comment form will be published as part of the Record of Decision. Please check this 
box if you do not want yow· address and email to be published. 0 

Date: __ 1/-=---tj'--.j-ft{J_·'--'j Co ___ _ 

Name (required): K ( G!?EZ{ 75:::1? l?a ) rJ • 
Organization: ___ ~=· -~~~sN._.._l._G'-L:_{;.::.._z~/~\Q..;:..!._NV___;;;_ _______________ _ 

Address (required): ·?:§.5:',): 1(1 ~ --5'0\' 
City/State/Zip: ~b?i.J cCD-
Email: "Vf4 -"Zcy_[~ l!] \~, ULpf<Q.,lzt1pL~ .Co }fy\ 

Please print your comment on the Final EIS legibly below. 

****CONTINUE ON BACK FOR MORE SPACE**** 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
1-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



AY 1-70 East 
"***COMMENTS CONTINUED**** 

****ATTACH MORE PAGES AS NEEDED**** 

Thank you for your input. 

Please turn in this form in to a project team member or mail/email by March 2, 2016, to: 
I-70 East EIS Team 

Colorado Department of Transportation 
2000 S. Holly Street, Denver, CO 80222 

Email: contactus@i-70east.com 



Mickey Zeppelin. Thought I would say something else. I've been involved in RiNo and Globeville for over 
15 years. And, although I've not been a witness to everything, Globeville, that whole area, has been the 
repository of whatever unwanted uses there are by the City. Whether it's a freeway, a sewer plant, bad 
air, schools, if it was ‐‐ if it was some negative, it managed to get into Globeville. My concern today ‐‐ 
and I acknowledge, I think everybody's brought up the social justice issues and the importance of 
treating everybody fairly. One is to make sure that people ‐‐ if you're taking people's houses, they 
basically are compensated properly so that they can buy a similar kind of house and not just an 
appraised value. The other part is I have been involved in Globeville Landing Park. This park has been 
around for over 40 years. It's a historic park. Without any discussion with the neighborhood, CDOT, the 
City, basically put in drainage channels throughout the park. They claim they're going to rebuild the 
park. But, in the meantime, this park, which has a great historic value, which is the only green space that 
you get from Washington, and is really an important element for the people in the neighborhood, is 
basically being taken without anybody ever discussing where these drainage channels go. I just ask that 
you act fairly and look and give people the chance to really present what they need and move on. Thank 
you. 

   



Good evening. I'm Brad Zieg. I live in Bellevue‐Hale, so I live in a neighborhood that's been impacted by 
the University Hospital development. So I understand the process. I'm also the president of the 
neighborhood association. I've been the president of INC. I'm a neighborhood guy. But I have to wear a 
black hat that says, "damned developer," because I'm also a real estate guy. At this point, at the Final 
EIS, I don't think that the planning process is perfect. But let me define terms. When I speak of, 
"perfect," I'm usually talking to my pastor on Sunday morning. This project is not perfect. But, in my 
perspective, it's least bad. It's not going to be perfect. It's going to move a lot more people. It has been 
well considered, well designed. Tony, your staff has done an excellent job. Look at the work that's here 
and look at the emotion of all the people who are still talking about this as though it were in the early 
planning stages. This isn't the early planning stages. This is the Final EIS. It's going to be built much like 
this, in exactly this spot. You could be commended for all the work that you've done to communicate 
that. But this is a magnanimous, huge effort to get it right. It's not going to satisfy everybody in the this 
room. But, for all those people that are using the road, I‐70, to commute, the people that use it from 
state to state, you understand I‐70's two lanes eastbound at Peña and two lanes eastbound (sic) at 
federal. Everybody else that is using this highway as commuters are your neighbors. We're solving your 
neighbors' problems with this plan. Again, thank you for your efforts. 

   



From:   "David Zook" <dzook.denver@gmail.com> 
Subject:   Re: I‐70 EAST EIS FEEDBACK FORM 
Date:   Sat, February 27, 2016 2:40 pm 
To:   webmastercc@i‐70east.com,contactus@i‐70east.com 

 
email: dzook.denver@gmail.com 
 
name: David Zook 
address: 3156 W 38th Ave 
city: Denver 
state: CO 
zip_code: 80211 
phone: 3035172010 
comment_on_feis: YES 
add_to_mailing_list: YES 
add_to_online_list: YES 
primary_interest_in_project: Business,Neighborhood/Area Resident 
interest_in_project: As a resident of North denver, it I my belief that moving i70 to the 270/76 corridor 
would provide us with the opportunity to heal the neighborhoods impacted when i70 was plowed 
through here before. 
how_often_travel_corridor: Everyday 
primary_reason_to_travel_corridor: On the job 
how_transportation_can_be_improved_in_corridor: We can turn the current right of way into a 
Boulevard and park land. Through traffic can move north and we locals can enjoy a connected and 
integrated city. 
how_receiving_info: Other 
rate_website: Need more info 
comments_questions: Study alternatives and don't let cdot railroad through the ditch. 
 
================================== 
 
REMOTE_HOST= 
REMOTE_ADDR=66.249.85.175 
HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.0.1; SAMSUNG‐SGH‐I337 Build/LRX22C) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/47.0.2526.83 Mobile Safari/537.36 
REMOTE_USER= 
HTTP_REFERER=http://www.i‐70east.com/feedback‐form.html 
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